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30.124 The Sulphur Spring\fn{by Nadezhda Andreevna Durova (1783-1866)} Kiev, Kiev Oblast, Ukraine (F) 13
My God! What tedium! What can I do? How can I occupy myself? What am I to do with so much spare time?
Books and walks, nothing but books and walks! It’s enough to set your head spinning! True, there are lots of
lovely, lovable, maidenly, cheerful ladies here. But I’d like to know what could be more intolerable than
everlasting maidenliness and cheerfulness? I’m sick to death of ’em! If only all these rosy cheeks would turn pale
for a moment. If only sadness would cloud, these oh so lovely features, even for half an hour. How captivating
they would be! But no; as if just to spite you, they bloom and laugh from dawn to dusk and from dusk to dawn. At
night and in the morning, at noon and at midnight, come rain or come shine, whether they’re 16 or 60—they’re all
exactly the same! And they’ll be just the same for all eternity!
How can I compare them with those captivating Varsoviennes!\fn{ People from Warsaw, Poland.} They are like the
weather in April, with all its charming, swift changes! There you’ve no time for guarantees or assurances. You
need to be ever vigilant, always careful. And this gives the mind and the heart so much to do; there’s no room for
languid indifference when you’re scared of losing something sweet, and especially if the sweet thing is sweet
precisely because it’s never the same. What a charming land!
Such were the dreams and reminiscences that were swirling round the head of young L, an uhlan captain who
was on his way back home, between eight and nine in the evening, from his usual walk in Kholmy: such was the
name of one of the best spots in the environs of the town of———. The ungrateful young man had rushed
hurriedly and heedlessly through a place that it is impossible to look at without delight, and was, moreover, where
he had been born. His mind leaped from the salons of Warsaw to the low-lying marshy fields of the Grodno
district; in the former the sun had shone on him, his regiment had been billeted in the latter. In any event, and this
needs to be said, however lovely something might be, if you look at it every day for several weeks on end, then
you end up paying it no attention at all. Almighty habit, which makes everything the same, which makes the
marvelous ordinary, the monstrous bearable, had also made young L look with indifference at the magnificent
river, the spacious fields, the lofty mountains, the green meadows bedecked with all sorts of flowers; he walked
past it all so quickly and so deep in his thoughts that in the end he ran up against the cemetery fence.
He stopped.
The fields of Grodno and the salons of Warsaw vanished—L saw himself in the fields of his own country, at
the cemetery and only two steps from the grave of the unfortunate Sendomirskii: on it the gold inscription
glittered against the black background. L had known Sendomirskii; they had been friends and he knew the cause
of his premature, tragic death. Sorrowfully the young man leaned on the headstone, over the grave of his erstwhile
friend.
It said so much, and so audibly to his heart. L buried his face in his hands and surrendered himself to the
thoughts, which, one after another, took him from Sendomirskii’s sad fate to thoughts of glory, glamor, riches, a
prosperous condition, turmoil, disputes, internecine wars, the collapse of his homeland, Poland …
A light touch on his shoulder made him start. All the phantoms of his imagination were scattered. Poland
vanished with all her grand gardens, castles, troops, heaps of money, and the rest. In front of him there stood
young Lyazovetskaya, the wife of the police chief, the nicest and the loveliest lady in the provincial town where
uhlan L languished on leave.
“What are you doing here? You’ve been standing there without moving for a quarter of an hour or more
already, so that you look as if you’re actually part of Sendomirskii’s gravestone. What are you thinking such deep
thoughts about? Did you know him?”
“He was my friend. But it wasn’t really his fate as such that I was thinking about. But, anyway, to hell with the
lot of them! You tell me where you’ve been all this time. I haven’t seen you for more than a month: where have
you been?”
“To take the waters.”\fn{I.e., she had journeyed to a spa to bathe, to soak in hot mineral waters, and to indulge herself in the many
luxurious depravities afforded the genteel wealthy of the 18 th and 19th centuries at these grand hotels and health resorts that sprang up all
over Europe for their pleasure and amusement. It was called: “taking the waters” .}

“No, seriously: haven’t you really been round the district with your husband?”
“I wasn’t joking at all when I said I’d been to the waters.”
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“How is that possible?”
“Well, you really are funny with your ‘How is that possible?’ And why shouldn’t it be possible? What do think
is impossible about it?”
“Nothing, of course, but you did it so secretly that no one knew anything about it! There were no rumors, or
opinions, not the slightest whisper, while you know perfectly well that such an event as going to the waters, or
something similar, is no trifling matter! For you it might serve as an epoch-making date, from which you start
your life’s chronicle, as from—”
“Enough, enough, young man! Keep your witticisms till you get back to Grodno, because in our little
provincial corner they have no value.”
“So, tell me, where did you really go? Why? What did you do there? What did you see?”
“I tell you that I went to the waters, to Sulphur Spring, near Kurtsem.”
“What a lovely name! But in what country is that? It’s not a Russian name.”
“It’s a Cheremis village, no more than eighty versts from here. But let’s go back into town; the sun’s gone
down. I’ll tell you about my travels on the way. But why are you so distracted today, L? You don’t seem to have
noticed that I’ve brought my children with me. Give them a kiss.”
It was only then that L noticed that Lyazovetskaya had her two sons with her, boys as pretty as cupids. Kissing
the boys, he apologized for his lack of attention by saying that her trip to such an unheard of spa had quite
distracted him. They set off back to the town.
“And so, you don’t believe,” L’s lovely companion began, “that I’ve been to the waters? You don’t believe in
the existence of our Sulphur Spring which bubbles and gurgles just eighty versts from the disbelieving inhabitants
of our sandy, sea pit, as it pleases you to call our town?”
“Only eighty versts! But that’s near enough that you would have heard about it whether you wanted to or not,
if it really does exist! No, if you don’t mind, I think you’re joking, or it’s just some allegory.”
“That’s enough of you and your allegories! You’ve heard about our spring yourself, you’ve just forgotten,
There was a real to-do about it, and they began explorations. The district physician pointed out the water’s unusual taste, and, when he found out that it was full of sulphur particles, he informed his superiors about the discovery.
Rumors were flying that the waters were as good for you as those abroad, but then everything went quiet.”
“Why was that?”
“People said that while they were examining and re-examining, going over and over the physician’s report, he
died. Someone else took his place who didn’t have the same faith in the spring.”
“I don’t understand, what was in it for the old physician to go to all that trouble to get the spring recognized as
beneficial?”
“You’re a hoot, L! What do you mean, what was in it for him if Sulphur Spring, in his district, turned out to be
beneficial? As you are well aware, people usually go to such places to be treated, and where people are being
treated, the physician is the principal character. Maybe the present incumbent didn’t expect to keep his position
and so didn’t want to go to any trouble for his successor. I think that a premonition or apprehension were the main
causes of his lack of concern. It might have been straightforward to keep his position, but not for Z.”
“Ah! So it’s Z we’re talking about. I know him. His wife’s Polish—a real stunner!”
“Yes, that’s the only thing he’s got going for him, his wife’s a real beauty.”
“Just so. He’s the kind of man in which there’s nothing bad, but also nothing good! You’d think that nature
herself doesn’t know how she created him!”
“Not at all! He has one remarkable quality.”
“You mean that he’s a miser?”
“Yes.”
“It’s true: he’s mean in a special way that’s all his own! I’ll tell you an amusing story about his thrifty
philosophy: I once had toothache; as you know, that’s the only time all my toughness vanishes.”
“Yes, I know you’re a tender little flower—well, what happened?”
“I went to see Z—to ask for some medicament, as one of your friends puts it.”
“Leave her be—that’s the way people talk round here.”
“I arrived at his place at one o’clock—a time when all devout provincial folk are having their lunch. I had to
really hammer away at the door; at last someone opened it. ‘Where’s the physician?’ I asked the cook when she
opened the door. ‘Havin’ ’is dinner.’ ‘Take me to him.’ ‘Just go through yerself. It’s the door on the right in the
salon which leads to the dining-room.’
“I went and, seeing this door on the right, I opened it and went into a cramped, vile larder, where, at a bowl of
some spartan delicacy, sat Z—with his angel, the lovely Cherkess woman.”
“In other words, his wife!” Lyazovetskaya interrupted, getting a little impatient.
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L blushed.
“I would imagine that your arrival rather threw him?”
“You don’t know him very well if that’s what you think; this Crates boasts of his cynicism.\fn{ Crates of Thebes

(late 4th century BC) is meant; he was a Cyinic philosopher who became a missionary for his cause, mocking other philosophies with
parodies, dramas and letters, and praising the ascetic, Cynic way of living, shunning pleasure, living simply, and practicing austerity. He
was a pupil of Diogenes of Sinope, founder of the School .} With the utmost sang-froid he stood up and invited me into the

salon; but being of sufficient intelligence to guess how surprised I’d be by his meal and the kennel in which he
was feasting, he said to me:
“You’re probably surprised by my cosy dining-room and my overly modest meal? Don’t think that meanness is
the cause! No, I have enough to get by on, you know, but I behave in this way in accordance with the ideas I have
regarding the not altogether noble natural necessity of eating.”
“Not altogether noble?. What a crank! But why not altogether noble?”
“I think he doesn’t know himself, but just made it up so as to have something to say to justify his cochonerie.”
“Ah, you wouldn’t dare say such a delicate little word in Russian!. But what else did Z say? What is this idea
he has about the not altogether noble necessity of eating?”
“He says that a person should satisfy this necessity simply, anywhere, any old how, and with whatever comes
to hand, and that there is nothing more indecent, in his view, than banquets, luxury, refinement of any kind,
sumptuousness, glitter, expense. And all this simply to satisfy the vulgar necessity which reveals the
insignificance of human nature!”
Lyazovetskaya laughed.
“And what did you say in response to such wonderful reasoning?”
“Nothing. But I really wanted to ask: does his wife share his opinion?”
“But you didn’t ask?”
“How could I? Who do you take me for?”
“For a frivolous person with time on his hands!”
“How can you? Anyway isn’t it time you repaid me: I’ve told you my story about the miser, you tell me about
your travels.”
“There’s no time now. We’ve already reached town, but come and have supper with me; my husband’s got hold
of a sterlet\fn{A small Caspian sturgeon, highly esteemed for its flavor, and from whose roe the finest caviar is made .} somewhere,
and he's thrilled about it, and I'll give you his splendid description of it word for word: amber-colored, about two
stone in weight, in Petersburg they’d pay a thousand roubles for it for the table of, say, S. And we’re going to be
eating such a fish? What temptation! What extravagance! You can’t really satisfy the vulgar necessity which
reveals the insignificance of human nature with a piece of bread, can you? Let’s offer such luxury to Z. You go on
with the children, I’m just going to this house here, to tap the window; my husband’s here. I’ll ask him whether
he’ll join us for supper.”
While the lovely Lyazovetskaya was talking to her husband, I went on ahead with the two boys. The elder
spoke up:
“We’ve drunk the sulphur water from the spring. It’s really horrid! Mama took us every morning to this stream
and told us to drink three glasses each of the vile stuff.”
“And did you drink it?”
“We did. Misha cried every time!”
“And what about you?”
“Not me. And one time, mama also had a really good cry.”
“But what about?”
“I don’t know! She’d taken us to the stream, given us the water and told us to play and run around, while she
sat on the bank, right opposite some green mound, looked at it for a long time, not taking her eyes off it, and she
cried; I could see her dabbing her eyes with her hankie.”
“And then?”
“Then she took us home and didn’t cry any more.”
I walked slowly, to give Lyazovetskaya time to join them; she and her husband soon caught them up. Lyazovetskaya said that, in accordance with the unlimited power that every sensible wife should have over her husband,
she had prised him from his friends with whom he had planned to drink a bottle of champagne.
“Your unlimited power will soon be limited,” Lyazovetskii said jokingly. “We’ve belonged to each other for
eight years now; you’re already over 25, a time when a wife’s power, albeit imperceptibly, is beginning to lessen.”
“Well, we’ll just see about that! And what were you twittering about here, my humming-birds?” Lyazovetskaya asked, bending down to kiss the children. “I could hear you telling him some story.”
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“Yes, they’ve given away your secret, and now I know that you were crying on the bank of the stream opposite
the green mound.”
“Just see how observant children are! It didn’t even occur to me that they’d notice what I was doing.”
“But what were you crying about?”
“Ah! The story’s too sad!”
“But you owe me: you promised to tell me about your travels to the waters, so couldn’t you tell me this sad tale
at the same time?”
“Very well, I’ll tell you everything after supper, but let’s hurry up now.”
Half an hour later they were all seated at the supper-table on which the fabled sterlet amazed the eye and
delighted the nose. Lyazovetskii said to his wife that, as she had dragged him away from his champagne, then she
should give orders for a bottle of the same to be served; that he didn’t want to give up what was his, and that it
would be a sin to eat such a sterlet and not wash it down with champagne. The wine appeared and the satisfied
host said that Lucullus\fn{Lucius Licinius Lucullus (c.110-56BC), Roman general famed for his wealth and his “Lucullan feasts”,
which were especially noted for their opulence. A note says that he was he who is famous also for intrducing the cherry-tree into Europe
from Armenia.} himself never had such a fish at his sumptuous feasts.

When supper was over they all went their various ways as appropriate: the police chief went to his study to see
to business; the children went to bed; the young captain settled back in the Voltaire armchair near the small round
table in front of the sofa: the lovely hostess sat on this sofa and took out her knitting, saying that she could work
and tell the story at the same time.
“My darlings’ ailment has made me consult with many physicians. They all said that the best way of curing
them for good and all was to give them sulphur baths. I wasn’t able to go to the Caucasus, both because I couldn’t
afford to, and because I couldn’t leave the running of the house with no proper supervision for such a long time.
And so I resolved to try the medicinal powers of the sulphur spring at Kurtsem. I chose a time when my husband
was obliged to stay in the district longer than usual, got the things together, and off we went. I took a house in the
village, right on the edge, so as to be as close as possible to the spring. Of course, my quarters were a simple
peasant izba, the entire comforts of which consisted of benches to sleep on; anyway it was one of the best as it
was roomy and airy. Every morning, at five o’clock, I went off to the spring which was no more than half a verst
from my humble abode. Here I bathed the children, made them drink three glasses of the water each, and then
they were to go and run around and play right by the stream. The area is charming: green meadows, masses of
flowers, fragrant herbs, shady woods, flocks of nightingales, and the lovely views as far as the eye can see, make
this place a paradise which I was always reluctant to leave, and I left it as late as I could: I knitted, read, picked
flowers, made necklaces of them for my two cupids, and for myself—”
“What, their mama?” L interrupted.
“Admit it, L,” Lyazovetskaya said, “you’re more satisfied when you’ve given me your greeting, than I am
when I’ve heard it.”
They heard laughter coming from the study.
L sulked a little, moved his chair back a bit. But Lyazovetskaya was so sweet, and looked at him so kindheartedly with her dark blue eyes, and smiled so angelically!
L was only 24. He moved his chair back again.
“Is there any more?” he asked.
“There is, if you’re not tired of listening.”
“Another epigram! Now, that’s enough, for goodness’ sake.”
“Well just listen then, and don’t interrupt again, or else I won’t finish before morning.
*
“One day I had the idea of going a bit further upstream, beyond the wood which was right up against the
opposite bank, and so close to it that the trees on the edge were all but in the water; the trees were high, and the
wood was thick and extended over a fair distance. I really wanted to see what was hidden beyond it. I took the
children with me and set off. Once round the other side of the wood I was struck by a sort of reverential awe when
I saw the tremendous, boundless pine forest; although it was clear midday, on a bright, sunny June day, in this
dense forest it was deepest night! Shivering, I looked into the inpenetrable black depths with a kind of
incomprehensible sensation of expectancy and curiosity. It seemed that there was no chance of any person passing
through this space: all the trees were so closely packed together and their branches so tightly intertwined; but I
had scarcely started to get closer to this forest when I suddenly heard singing.
“I stopped. I don’t know why, but these sounds frightened me; I held the children close and began to listen
carefully; a moment later I felt ashamed of my groundless fear. The unusual sweetness and melancholy of the
voice were more liable to touch one than to frighten. What’s more, there were people in the field: women were
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picking strawberries; men were clearing the ground for sowing next year’s crop.
“Cheered by all this I resolved to make my way to the very edge of the forest; however, I didn’t take the
children with me, but left them in the care of my landlady who was right there gathering strawberries, and set off
towards the forest, following the stream, whose bright waters were rolling along beneath the impenetrable shade
of the thickets I was so bravely about to enter. However, having reached the forest, I stopped and thought for a
minute or two: should I plunge into this darkness or go back? But, as they say, curiosity is stronger than anything
else in our sphere. I gave in to its insuperable power, went into the forest and, following the twists and turns of the
stream, went deeper into the very thicket; the singing siren continued, and the more I advanced, the clearer the
voice became; the words were not Russian, but the voice—what a voice! I was in tears! At last I saw the object of
my curiosity, my search, and now of the keenest compassion: it was a girl, a Cheremis,\fn{ Or Mari, whose language, of
the Finno-Ugric linguistic group, is influenced by Turkish and Russian, but remains independent of both. The Mari (or Cheremis) inhabit a
“republic” of about 9,000 square miles in central Russia, of which they form about half the population (about 300,000 of 750,000 people) .}

about 17 or 18, as pale as white marble, but ineffably lovely: her large eyes were black and shining, her mouth,
although it seemed somewhat large, no doubt because of her extreme thinness, was, however, as fresh as a rose,
and captivatingly pretty, and as she was a peasant, it’s no surprise that her even, beautiful teeth were as white as
ivory. She was wearing a white linen shabur, embroidered with red, green, and blue flowers.”
“What’s a shabur?”
“A kind of tunic. The young Cheremis was sitting on the bank, bent over very close to the stream. She was
singing, crying, and kept lowering into the water her long dark blond hair, the lovely gold tint of which was in
striking contrast to her black eyebrows and lashes. Don’t be surprised by such a detailed description: I stood still
for at least half an hour on the same spot, examining her, my eyes not leaving her for a moment. She carried on
singing, crying, and lowering her hair into the water; she would take it out, squeeze it, wipe it with her hands and
then lower it again. I didn’t dare talk to her.
“At last she stood up; her beautiful figure, graceful and light, perfectly matched the beauty of her face. She left
the forest by the same path along which I had come and on which I was still standing. Moving to one side to let
her pass I saw that she wasn’t looking at anything around her and didn’t take her eyes off her hair which she was
holding. Giving her time to get ahead I followed her, keeping her in sight. Once out of the forest she carried on
along the bank of the stream and at last came to the wood. Here she quietly bent over some kind of mound, a sort
of grave, put her arms around it, pressed her face against it and stayed like that, without moving.
“The children, seeing me, ran up, shouting out: ‘Mama, mama! Look how many strawberries we’ve got!’ I
thought their shouting would frighten the young Cheremis, but she lay as still as a stone.
“‘What are you looking at, my lady?’ my landlady asked as she came up behind the children.
“I pointed to the girl on the ground.
“‘Ah, that’s our poor Zeila, she’s mad! For hours on end she’ll wash her hair, cry and wail over something.’
“‘But why does she keep washing it?’
“‘She keeps thinking that its blood-stained.’
“‘God! How awful! Why does she think that?’
“She then told me a long story which I’ll try to abbreviate for you, because I think I’ve already sent you to
sleep with my story.”
“No, no! For God’s sake, don’t cut it short! What’s made you think that your story’ll send me to sleep? On the
contrary, it’s getting extremely interesting.”
“Zeila was only three when her mother and father died, but was so entrancingly lovely that all the peasants
took it upon themselves to feed her, dress her, and give her advantages and treats which their own children didn’t
have. All the peasants just called her ‘our daughter, our Zeila,’ and the child also called every woman in the
village ‘mother.’ She lived with whomever she wanted, was at home in every izba, she could do what she liked,
and could do nothing if she felt like it. Everyone loved and cherished her so much that no one ever thought to
make her work at anything.
“But the little girl, endowed with a beauty not seen among the Cheremis, was also blessed with virtues. She
was gentle and affectionate, willingly took to everything that was within her capacity and helped all her ‘mamas’
in their work. Old and young alike loved to watch her putting the yoke and buckets on her graceful shoulders,
stretching her satin-smooth white hands along it and, with a light step, she set off to the spring for water, to the
very same spring in which she now washes her lovely hair, vainly trying to wash from it the blood with which she
thinks it’s covered.
“At first, when Zeila was only 14, she went to fetch water more for the walk, especially as they definitely
didn’t want to put her to any hard work. Her beauty so charmed everyone that even envy and meanness turned
into benevolence; no one begrudged her anything, and she grew up luxuriantly in complete comfort and content7

ment, like a youthful rose in a bush.
“But when the beautiful girl turned 16 she developed a strange habit that no one could understand. She insisted
on carrying the water for those living on the edge of the village herself, saying that she had absolutely nothing to
do, that it was no effort, but just a stroll for her and that, finally, she said that such an errand would be a kindness
to her. The ladies of the houses which Zeila undertook to supply with water roared with open-hearted laughter at
her whim, kissed their sweet ‘laborer’ as they called her in jest, and handed over their buckets and yokes to her
complete care and control.
“Zeila took to her voluntary duties with great zeal. She would get up before dawn, collect the buckets and go
off to the spring; with the rising of the sun, in all six of the houses which abutted the field there was already a full
supply of water for the morning tasks: cooking, washing, and cleaning. Towards midday the yoke was once more
bent across Zeila’s beautiful white shoulders, and sparkling water again flowed noisily into the barrels made ready
by the diligent housewives.
“Despite the fact that the peasants, always busy with their work, did not have time to waste on rumors, gossip,
and guesswork, nor time to wonder at anything for too long, Zeila’s strange behavior occupied them for nearly a
week. They came out to watch her walking with the water and shrugged their shoulders; the women watched her
when she went to the spring with empty buckets, but saw nothing but her beginning to draw the water and
immediately come back. At last they got bored with coming out to watch: they returned to their usual work, and
gave Zeila complete authority over the spring and their buckets, unanimously deciding that it was simply a young
woman’s fantasy and nothing more than that.
“But if the good women had risen, like Zeila, before the dawn, and had watched their black-eyed orphan, then
the secret of her passion for water-carrying would have been explained, but they slept on, and everything was to
remain hidden behind an impenetrable curtain, until the denouement.
“The spring near the village of Kurtsem doesn’t belong to it as such, but only separates its fields from those of
the village of Bugra, also a Cheremis settlement, and serves as the boundary between the two. The proximity of
the extensive forest where many wild animals were on the increase, made the inhabitants of Bugra select a
shepherd for their flocks; the choice, a very natural one, fell to an orphan boy who had no mother, father,
relatives, friends, land, livestock: in short, nothing. Young Dukmor had been raised by the world, that is the
inhabitants of the whole village, and he was earmarked for the very next recruitment to the army. But although he
was the poorest creature in the world, although he had to work from dawn to dusk for a crust of bread, although
his white sackcloth shahur was his only attire winter and summer, nature was the tenderest mother to him. She
had given him good height, grace, uncommon strength, and a handsome appearance, the like of which had never
before been seen in this race, who were, for the most part, short and awkward.
“Dukmor was not as fortunate as Zeila, and not only did not inspire his compatriots with compassion, but, on
the contrary, his superiority aroused their envy, made them hate him and wait impatiently for him to be enlisted.
The poor youth, so brilliantly different from his neighbors that they couldn’t stand him, was overjoyed when he
was told that the village was picking him as the shepherd of their flocks. This selection gave him the chance to get
away from his hostile comrades and in a certain measure to repay the village dwellers who had raised him, albeit
unwillingly, but raised him all the same. Dukmor took the herd over; and every day, from dawn to dusk, he grazed
them in the extensive meadows which lie between the pine forest and Sulphur Spring, the boundary between the
villages of Kurtsem and Bugra. He followed the herd playing a kind of pipe, of his own invention, like a flageolet.
Innate taste must have made him extract pleasant sounds from the instrument, because those who heard it stopped
involuntarily and listened for longer than working time really allowed. His favorite spot was the bank of the
Sulphur Spring, where the wood reaches the water itself. From there he could see his entire flock, both villages
and the pine forest.
“The same spring that Dukmor was chosen as shepherd, Zeila turned 16. Neither had seen the other, and didn’t
even know of the other’s existence, although the similarity of their fates, orphanhood, wonderful good looks
should have made them known to each other, one would have thought; but such is life in the country, especially
amongst the Cheremis and other half-wild peoples like them; they are born, grow up, live, and grow old, never
knowing what’s going on half a verst away, unless some chance brings it to their notice.
“A week after Dukmor had begun work as shepherd Zeila went, about midday, to get water at the spring. She
stopped in amazement when she heard the sweet soft sounds of the flageolet. They carried to her from the depths
of the wood next to the stream, and they seemed to grow fainter, and then more distinct. Zeila stood still. You
ought to know that the stream had long been thought to be under a spell, probably because it didn’t freeze and
because the water had an unusual taste. The locals hadn’t wanted to take water from it, but time and necessity had
got them used to the idea that the spring’s spell was harmless; later on they became convinced that it was even
beneficial because the animals that grazed on its banks were bigger than animals from other villages, and, in the
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end, going from one extreme to the other, they began to think that the spring was under the protection of one of
the good spirits.”
“What do you mean, spirits?” L asked in amazement. “Aren’t they Christians?”
“They’re Christians in outward forms, that is they’re baptized, go to church, take the eucharist, and keep the
fasts, but all the efforts of our priests and government cannot completely eradicate the spirit of idolatry in the
common people; they hide away in the darkest and most impenetrable forests to conduct their mysterious rituals,
some of which are terrible and bloody. Woe to anyone who caught them in one of these acts! They all preserve the
ferocity of savage peoples in their customs. The impenetrable forests in which they build their dwellings help
them a great deal to carry out their barbaric rituals, as well as to keep the unchanging wildness of their customs.
\fn{The Mari came under the control of the Russian state in 1552; and they were converted to Christianity at the beginning of the 17 th
century, although some earlier religious practices are believed to still persist among them .}
“And so, the legend of the spring was to the effect that its waters had a magical power; this belief was yet
further strengthened as a result of the explorations and interest shown by the district physician. But when people
came and bottled the spring water, when they told the Cheremis that they were sending the water to the provincial
capital, when they found out that people would be coming to their spring to seek a cure, then the heavy minds of
this Cheremis generation were disturbed! Crowds gathered in the evenings on the banks of their spring, they
talked it over, grew horrified, and went their separate ways, with their heads bowed. They supposed that the aim
of all this commotion was to destroy the power of the good spirit, the protector of their spring.
“‘Now so, no doubt, men will descend from the town, and then evil Keremet\fn{ A note reads: In the myth system of
the Mari this was the general name of their gods, and could be either benevolent or malevolent .} will block it up with sand and
earth. What will we do? Where will we water our animals?’
“Thus talked and grieved the inhabitants of the village of Kurtsem, but thanks to the circumstances I told you
about at the beginning, their apprehensions came to nothing, and their spring leapt and bubbled as before, no
longer attracting any attention at all. Two years after that anxious time Zeila went to fetch some water and heard
sounds from an unknown instrument which she had never heard before.
“She kept on standing there, as still as the most delightful of statues; meanwhile the sounds grew nearer,
became more distinct. Zeila was barely breathing, staring into the thick copse, from where Dukmor’s playing was
coming. At last he came out of the copse, saw Zeila and stood as stock-still as she was. Who could describe their
feelings! Both of them in the flower of their years, endowed with the kind of beauty that had never been seen in
their area, both imbued with all the superstition of the people to which they belonged, coming together on the
bank of the stream, which had been considered magical from time immemorial, what could they think, for whom
could they take the other?
“I can’t tell you how their first meeting ended, I myself had a very unsatisfactory account of it from my
landlady with whom Zeila lodged for preference from that day onwards. Seemingly, they went right down to the
banks of the stream, sat down, and looked at each other, not daring to speak, but later on they got used to the
situation, stopped thinking the other was some kind of supernatural being, told each other of their orphanhood,
their loneliness, and loved each other with all the ardor of their youthful, pure, virginal hearts. It was from this
time that Zeila had begged for the task of carrying water for the six houses on the edge of the village. Of course,
all she wanted was a pretext to go to the spring, otherwise her girl-friends would have gone with her, which was
the thing she feared most in the whole world.
“Arriving at the spring at dawn, she could sit for half an hour or more on the bank opposite her friend and talk
to him about whatever came into their heads. Winter didn’t put a stop to their meetings; the spring didn’t freeze
over, and so it was no surprise that hard-working Zeila carried on going for water, at least for the housewife with
whom she was living. Dukmor also seized a free quarter of an hour to rush to the spring at the same time that
Zeila was filling her buckets. Although the spring still separated the young people, they still told each other that
they loved one another more than anything, more than life, more than any future bliss, in short, that they loved
each other more than tongue could tell. After that they went their separate ways until the next day, and thus winter
went by.
“Spring came round again. No one had the slightest idea about Dukmor’s and Zeila’s love or their meetings,
and I don’t know how things would have ended if evil fate had not interfered in the game.
“Dukmor had been designated for enlistment, while everyone in the village wanted to have Zeila as his fiancee, daughter-in-law, sister-in-law, wife. Not a single maid had been married in the village of Kurtsem since Zeila
had turned 16; every young Cheremis flattered himself with the hope of being her husband; she alone noticed
nothing and carried on going to her beloved stream. Some time before, however, a secret sorrow had entered her
soul. A couple of times she had thought she could hear the menacing laughter of Keremet in the terrible
neighboring forest. (According to their beliefs, his laughter was always the harbinger of some terrible calamity,
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and was always heard only by the one it would befall). To add to her sadness, Dukmor said that he had also heard
the terrible laugh of their evil spirit for the last two nights. The lovers were sad, without knowing themselves what
about. Zeila was in tears, Dukmor looked at her despondently; they were sad when they met, even sadder when
they separated.
“And so the time until mid-summer passed; the hot weather set in, the time for work; the villages emptied;
everyone who was fit to do so went out to the fields; in the villages there remained only the children and the
decrepit old men. But Zeila also stayed in the village of Kurtsem, whose inhabitants no way wanted to let their
black-eyed beauty work in the sun and so spoil the whiteness of her charming arms and face. Now she could
spend almost the whole day by the stream, under the shade of the trees of the edge of the wood which touched the
opposite bank and where Dukmor grazed his flock. She took her sewing there and busied herself stitching various
patterns, listened to the touching sounds of the flageolet, and cried. Since the night she had heard Keremet’s
laughter she cried every day.
“‘Ah! I can hear it, I can hear disaster coming for me!’ she said as she looked at Dukmor with tear-filled eyes.
“One day the young people stayed at the spring longer than usual; the sun had long since set; the moon had not
yet risen; Dukmor’s flock was eating the dewy grass peacefully, he himself sat opposite Zeila, and both were
silent, listening to the nightingale which, right above their heads, was trilling, groaning, whistling, and charming
all of nature with its incomparable singing.
“Suddenly wild laughter rang out in the heart of the forest. With a dull muffled groan Zeila fell to the ground.
In terror Dukmor stood up: ‘Woe to us! It’s Keremet! We’re done for!’ Zeila was wringing her hands. Dukmor
stood motionless. ‘Run, Zeila!’ he cried out at last. ‘Run as quick as you can! I’ll stay here until you reach your
hut. Run, don’t be afraid of anything: I won’t leave here until you’re home.’ ‘Ah, forgive me; Dukmor! We’ll
never see each other again. It’s terrible Keremet. We’re done for!’ ‘Just run, Zeila, for God’s sake! I’ll come here
tomorrow at daybreak, but now run, as quick as you can, run from here! I’ll wait until you get there.’
“Like a light zephyr, Zeila flew across the space that separated the village from the spring, and the young man
heaved a sigh of relief when he saw his beloved under shelter and out of danger. He turned with a proud and
courageous air towards the forest, looked with contempt into its dark heart and set off with firm and calm step to
gather his flock, to drive it to the village. Calling the faithful companions of his shepherd’s life, two huge,
powerful dogs, Ziglor and Zurrai, he noticed with some disquiet that, growling and bristling, they pressed
themselves against him in some fear. His herd, panting and eyes swivelling, huddled together and were, about to
make a run for it towards the village. While he was hurriedly trying to make out what could have so frightened
them, his flock took off in full flight towards the village, bleating piteously. The dogs snarled, and pressed against
the alarmed Dukmor; a loud crack came from the forest where it seemed something was breaking branches off the
trees. The young Cheremis readily understood what this was: a bear was walking through the forest, and hearing
how close the flock was, no doubt was after his prey. The young man’s heart was emboldened.”
“It’s a well-known fact that the half-savage peoples who live their whole lives in these impenetrable forests are
not at all afraid of single combat with a bear. Of course, it’s only young men who go in for such a dangerous
undertaking; there are many other ways of catching and killing bears.”
“Yes, I’ve also heard of the various tricks they get up to, but what does single combat mean?”
“Single combat with a bear is the most terrifying thing I’ve ever heard of. This is what I was told about it:
when they learn that a bear has appeared in their forest and if his size, strength, and ferocity attract the attention of
those living up to forty versts around, then one of the local young men, some kind of local Hercules, resolves,
without telling anybody about it, to enter single combat with the terrible beast. If he’s successful, the brave
warrior is covered in lasting glory, and, what’s more, sells the defeated bear’s skin which can be pretty valuable.
Should he fail, he pays with his life, and other people only know about his undertaking by what’s left of his white
shahur and a few bones.”
“God, how awful! Surely Dukmor didn’t decide to enter single combat, in the middle of the forest, with a
ferocious and powerful beast?”
“Yes, he did. But I haven’t told you yet how they fight a fierce forest animal one on one. The hero—or
madman—I’m not sure which to call the man who stakes his own life against the prize of a bear skin, a life which
may be so full of joy, but who takes it into his head to track down a bear, slay it, remove its skin, sell it, get rich,
and what’s more, become known for the rest of his life as an outstanding brave—well, off he goes into the forest,
his head stuffed with such notions, finds the bear’s usual path, lies in wait on it, armed with nothing but a large,
broad-blade knife, with both sides sharpened, like a razor; at last, he hears the branches cracking, the sure sign
that his antagonist’s on his way, and then they see each other face to face; the bear roars, rears up on his hind legs
and walks towards the man, and the man towards him, and at the very moment when the bear grabs him in his
paws to crush him beneath him, the bold and courageous Cheremis, like lightning, rips him open with the knife,
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from his groin to his chest, and at once the beast falls lifeless, disemboweled, right on top of his conqueror. It’s a
heroic deed, but one that requires exceptional agility and presence of mind.
“Dukmor didn’t doubt that the cause of the terror in his flock was the appearance of this bear, but he also
wanted to find out whether he was worth entering mortal combat with. And so he decided to wait to see what the
word about it was. At dawn he went to the spring, as he had promised Zeila, but she wasn’t there. Because of her
fear and gloomy premonitions Zeila had fallen ill. Dukmor played plaintively on his flageolet, walked after his
flock with his head bowed, and kept constantly glancing over to the village of Kurtsem to see whether Zeila
would come out. Evening came: she still had not appeared. Tears came to Dukmor’s eyes.
“‘What’s wrong with you, my Zeila?’ he thought and trudged homewards behind his flock.
“Like a fast-flowing torrent, news of the appearance of a bear spread through all the surrounding settlements.
All was in turmoil, but the working season did not allow of any special measures, apart from keeping the flock in
at night, and letting all the dogs loose.
“‘Well, then, Dukmor?’ the young folk of the settlement of Bugra said, as they met the young Cheremis Apollo
one evening. ‘Don’t you want to try your luck against this unwelcome guest in our forests? Anyway, you’ve no
sheepskin for winter, and his coat’s nice and warm. Really, mate, go on, have a go: we’d help you, ’cept we’ve not
got the time, you see; what’s more, you’re stronger than anyone round here can remember; the knife won’t slip in
your hand. And d’you know what this bear’s like? It’d be an honor to be killed by you! It’s the most terrible
monster that’s ever appeared in our sacred forests. The 100-year-olds are saying that they never heard even from
their grandfathers’ time of such a bear ever coming our way.”
“Dukmor kept quiet. His broad knife was already so sharp that it could cut through a single hair in mid-air, and
he almost resolved to go into the forest to seek out this fearful enemy and fight him, but he wanted to see Zeila
first; he didn’t know himself why he wanted to, but … his blood froze at the thought of undertaking such a
dangerous course of action without seeing Zeila at least one more time.
“Evil fate was implacable. Zeila did not appear at the spring; she was lying on her bench as though dead,
surrounded by old women who whispered all sorts of nonsense over her, invoking all their idols by name, even
Keremet, and every time Zeila heard that name, she shuddered and tossed and turned in her bed. At last youth and
nature held their own: a week later Zeila could get up and even go out. The first thing she heard was news of the
appearance of the terrible bear, which had plunged the whole surrounding area into fear and had devastated the
flocks. Her heart stopped beating. With unsteady steps she went as fast as she could to the spring. The flocks were
grazing, scattered all over the meadows. Dukmor wasn’t there! Zeila’s heart pounded. She guessed everything!
Wringing her hands, she threw herself on the grass in despair.
“Dukmor had been going to the spring every morning in vain to see Zeila, and had finally resolved on the very
same day that Zeila had left her hut for the first time to take the fateful course; he asked one of the old men to
look after his flock for the day, had handed Ziglor and Zurrai over to him, and had told him where to find the best
grass and to which part of the stream to drive them for a drink. Having thus ensured the well-being of the flock
that had been entrusted to him, and waiting until the old man had gone with it beyond the wood, Dukmor went to
the stream, stopped at the bank and stared at the village for a long time. At last, stretching out his arms to the hut,
beneath whose roof blossomed his delightful flower, the captivating Zeila, he cried out:
“‘Zeila! Perhaps you will come here tomorrow, perhaps even today, but I won’t be here to meet you. And, alas!
Who knows, will I ever meet you again? Farewell, Zeila, farewell!’ he repeated, beating his breast. ‘Terrible
Keremet does not laugh for nothing! We both heard his awful laughter, and it … it is always paid for with blood!’
“Dukmor set off along the path by the stream which led into the very heart of the forest; he kept going in the
same direction until at last both the spring and the path disappeared in marsh and impenetrable, dense wooded
land. Here he stopped and looked around to examine all the objects surrounding him.
“Between the fallen trees, which were overgrown with raspberry bushes, there went a narrow, barely visible
track; the experienced eye of the brave Cheremis was not mistaken. This was the bear’s track. The courageous
young man set aside all thoughts of Zeila, forgot Keremet’s ominous laughter, and gripping his knife in his firm
hand, stood boldly on the track, along which the fierce animal would inevitably come. He had no more than an
hour to wait. The roar, panting, and the crack of branches, which resounded through the whole forest, told
Dukmor that the time had come. An absolutely enormous bear appeared on the path, and at once stood on its hind
legs; this meant that he had seen the man. With a bellow he came for Dukmor. Dukmor walked towards him. Now
the monster’s paws were on the Cheremis’s fine shoulders; Dukmor’s knife was in the bear. But alas! Unhappy
Zeila! The knife slipped! A second was enough for the fierce beast. Dukmor fell in a shapeless and lifeless heap.
The monster, mortally wounded, fell down next to him, rolled on the ground and, blood gushing out, bellowed
furiously. The wild bellow of the dying animal was heard allover the forest, all over the surrounding area and
made all living creatures seek shelter wherever they could. The flock, their eyes swivelling, ran like the wind to
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the village, into the village and huddled, flattened themselves against the houses. The dogs crawled squealing
under shelves, under the stove, under benches, and, shaking all over, howled piteously.
“And the people? All who were in the fields rushed back to the village. Wailing, the women ran to the children
they had left behind; the men, picking up whatever weapons came to hand, a stick, club, pole, pitchfork, scythe
huddled together in a tight knot and made their way back to their settlements like that. At last the wild bellow
suddenly stopped. All the Cheremis stopped and looked at each other in amazement.
“‘Who has paid for our safety with his life?’ they asked one another. ‘The bear has breathed his last, there’s no
doubt about that, but he’s done his opponent, there’s no doubt about that either: the bear has no time to bellow if
the knife goes in right; he dies without a sound, straight off, but it sounds as if the knife must’ve slipped. But who
could it have been? All our lot are here,’ they said, looking quickly at all the faces.
“‘But Dukmor?’ someone in the crowd said.
“‘Dukmor!’ several voices repeated, and for the first time the name of the ill-fated youth was pronounced with
sympathy. ‘Dukmor, our strongman, our Adonis, our brave, the likes of which we’d never even heard of before.
Ah, what a shame!’
“‘That’s a real catastrophe!’ the young men of Dukmor’s age whispered among themselves. ‘It’s a real
catastrophe if it really is him! They’re saying that the enlistment’ll definitely be this winter. There was only one
recruit due from our village: they would’ve even said thank you very much for such a fine fellow, but now—it’s a
disaster!’
“‘Well, who’s fault is it, anyway? You put him up to it yourselves, go on, go on, the coat’ll be nice ’n warm!’
one of the older Cheremis said, listening to what they were saying. ‘Well, now, then, you can put on the coat, and
off to the army with you!’
“‘Well, indeed, he’ll go, who’s turn it is!’ the village elder interrupted.
“‘That’s enough of that! Back to the fields: there’s no point now in going over all this—it’s finished; send for
the bear’s body and bury the one who defeated him.’
“They all went back to the fields, apart from three young lads who were sent by the inhabitants of the village
of Bugra to bring back the bear and Dukmor.
“But what of Zeila? How was she? Where was she all this time? Poor Zeila was lying on the bank of the
stream and weeping when the bear’s terrible bellow was heard, a bellow in which she heard the death of her
beloved.
“She leapt to her feet in terror; for a moment she stood without moving, shaking all over; there was madness in
her eyes; suddenly she set off upstream at a brisk pace, straight into the forest, she didn’t run, but walked
extremely fast, hurriedly undoing her silky, blond plait, which reached below her knees. Once her hair was
streaming freely in the wind she began running as swiftly as a hunted doe. I just couldn’t get any sense from the
locals as to why she behaved in this strange way. Was it some kind of spell, or simply the sign of incipient
madness?
“Zeila ran along the very path that the ill-starred Dukmor had followed just a few hours previously. The sun
was already close to the horizon, but, no longer afraid of the dark shadows, no longer afraid of anything in the
world, Zeila continued to run through the forest and at last, with a screech, she fell to the ground. Five feet away
from her lay Dukmor’s crushed and mangled body. It was covered in blood, which had spurted, had been
squeezed from every pore, every part of his lacerated skin! Unhappy Zeila dragged herself to him across the
ground, groaning deeply. She crawled to him, embraced his body, compulsively hugged him and ceaselessly
wiped the blood from Dukmor’s face and head with her own hair.
“Night fell. The unfortunate woman no longer understood what was going on: she no longer felt any terrors!
The gentle, timid Cheremis sat alone, in the impenetrable forest, in the depths of the night, by a corpse and ten
feet from the enormous dead bear! It was clear that the horror that had become concentrated in her heart exceeded
all the horrors of the world. She continued to utter deep, wild groans and to wipe away the blood with her hair, or
else press it to the deep wounds of the dead Dukmor.
“The three young Cheremis who had been sent from the village of Bugra found her like this; they nearly ran
away, thinking the poor girl had been put under a spell by Keremet. But Zeila’s harsh moan and her bewitching
beauty won out against their superstitious fear. Full of the deepest pity, they went up to her and tried to persuade
her to leave the mournful remains of the young man and to go back home with them. The unfortunate woman
didn’t understand what they were saying, didn’t even look at them. At last, seeing that their efforts were useless,
and not having the heart to forcibly separate her from the lifeless object of her love, they left her alone and
dragged the bear back to the village by rope. Delivering their booty, one of them went to Kurtsem to say that he
had seen Zeila in the forest by Dukmor’s body.
“All the women, accompanied by their husbands, brothers, and sons went in a crowd to the forest, found poor
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Zeila, still in the same position, moaning and wiping the blood from the face and head of her Dukmor with her
hair. Weeping bitterly, they took her in their arms and carried her home; she offered no resistance and only
groaned. The men picked up Dukmor’s body, carried him to the wood and buried him there, not far from the
spring.
“The next day Zeila was in a state of complete collapse; she no longer moaned, but lay without moving or any
other sign of life, apart from her barely perceptible breathing. After three weeks of whispering, sorcery, and
incomprehensible muttering on the part of all the village shamans, male and female who kept watch at Zeila’s bed
from dawn to dusk, the young Cheremis returned to life, but her mind was now permanently disordered; she has
remained insane and this is her way of life since then: all winter long she works diligently, but doesn’t say a word
to anyone; when spring arrives, and the snows melt, grass and flowers appear, Zeila takes her buckets and goes to
the spring; having filled them with water, she puts them on the ground and for some time she stands on the same
spot without moving, staring into the heart of the copse; then she begins to listen closely; a look of horror appears
in her eyes, and, finally, she screeches and runs like the wind with her buckets along the familiar path, straight
into the forest, reaches the spot where Dukmor’s body had lain, flings herself to the ground, groans, tosses around,
finally sits down by the stream, lowers her hair into it, and washes it carefully, singing words, which I, however
hard I tried, was unable to put into verse form and still preserve both the meaning and feeling they contain.
“This is what Zeila sings as she washes the imaginary blood from her curls:
It runs, thunders, seethes, bubbles
The magical spring of my land!
Evil Keremet laughs in the forest
In the silence of the midnight hour!
It runs, thunders, leaps over stones
The magical spring of my land!
On the bank a maid weeps
In the silence of the midnight hour!
It runs, thunders, its waves sparkle
The magical spring of my land!
The maid washes blood from her curls
In the silence of the midnight hour!

“After two or three hours of ceaselessly rinsing her hair, Zeila goes to Dukmor’s grave, embraces it, presses
her face against it, covers it with her hair and remains like that, silent and motionless until one of her adoptive
mothers comes to take her home. She obeys without any resistance and walks obediently behind the woman who
comes to say to her:
“‘Enough, now, Zeila, let’s go back to the village, they’re expecting you there.’
“Winter puts a stop to all this. Zeila stays in her hut, doesn’t go to the spring, doesn’t wash her hair, and never
sings her song. Quiet, obedient, hard-working, she is busy from morning till evening with work, even heavy work;
going on appearances, you would think that she was peaceful, but a terrible thinness, deathly pallor, eyes always
cast down, and unbroken silence are signs of the inexpressible harshness of her emotional suffering, and of the
imminent end of her life. In vain all the women at whose hands she grew up and who loved her almost more than
their own children, in vain have they tried not to let her undertake heavy work: there was no way they could do
that and in the end, for all their own lack of sophistication, they realized that her spiritual agony would exceed all
measure if she were to remain idle even for a day, they realized that ceaseless activity was essential for her, and so
they let her do what she wanted. During the first few days after her sad recovery they had tried to comfort her, to
get her to talk, to force her to say at least a single word.
“‘Well, calm yourself, Zeila, our child!’ they had said, weeping and hugging her. ‘Our priceless child! Please
say something! Tell us, where does it hurt? What do you need? Do say just one word, let us, for the Lord’s sake,
hear your voice! Please listen to us, Zeila, don’t torment so your poor mothers!’
“Everything was useless. To their caresses, words, and weeping Zeila responded with silence, a vacant look
and whatever seemed to be wanted by the one who was sitting nearest to her—and this she did like an automaton,
as if by some dim recollection of the childhood attachment which she had had for all the village women who had
raised her; but it was clear that she no longer recognized a single one of them. A terrible state of affairs! The
approach of spring produced a perceptible change in her. Her eyes and her whole face became more animated, her
outer calm vanished; she was in a state of constant agitation and a kind of impatient expectancy. Sometimes her
face displayed a sense of joy, of quiet merriment, of confidence in happiness (alas! gone forever!). But suddenly
her whole face changed; fear and suffering appeared in her eyes and all over her face—a suffering that was so
cruel that the women who were sitting with her fled, wringing their hands.”
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“Good God! You're breaking my heart with your tale, but do go on, carry on, I beg you, be so kind and cruel at
the same time!”
“My tale is coming to its end. In Zeila’s madness there was one further remarkable circumstance. Although she
never sang her song in winter, she always shuddered painfully if she heard anyone else singing.”
“Surely no one was as inhuman as to sing, in her presence, the words with which she lamented her unhappiness?”
“Good heavens, no! No, even the harsh Cheremis are not capable of that. But as they sing all their songs equally mournfully, like some sort of lament, then it’s not surprising that some sound or other reminded Zeila of her
song, and with it the terrible scene at midnight in the forest, death, wounds, blood, the scene of her most awful
misfortune.”
“It seems strange to me, however, that Zeila composed a song, seemingly just as other lunatics do, which has
always been and always will be a mystery to me.”
“You don’t need much skill to make up the sort of song Zeila did, but merely a native capacity for poetry, with
which all Cheremis have to the highest degree.”
“The Cheremis are poets, and to the highest degree to boot! May God be your judge! You’re trying to make me
laugh when I’ve got tears in my eyes.”
“You’re free to laugh or cry, whether appropriately or not: you didn’t believe that we have our Sulphur Spring,
or that I’d been to the waters! But now you’re convinced that both these things are true, and it’ll be the same with
the Cheremis’ poetry. Listen carefully, and ponder on what I’m going to tell you … what are you laughing at? I’m
not joking: believe me that these people are poets, and what poets! They can improvise!”
“It’s getting harder with every minute!”
Lyazovetskaya’s look made the captain rush to kiss her hand.
“Sorry. It’s true, the likes of us who get stuck in all sorts of places get used to God knows what! Don’t be
cross: I’m ready to believe, to wonder, to bow down before these Cheremis poets and improvisers, but prove to
me even the slightest possibility of such a miracle, without using the power of your sex—because that must
always be believed!”
“You’re incorrigible! So, just listen:
“The Cheremis way of life, their customs, habits, language, their secret attachment to idolatry, their choice of
always living in the middle of forests—all this completely separates them from other tribes and condemns them to
perpetual isolation. By nature the Cheremis is mournful; he is not attracted by any of the things that engage his
neighbours, the Tatars, such as trade, barter, travel from one town to another; he doesn’t breed or groom his horse,
nor embroider his robe, he doesn’t cure goat-skin; all he does is plough the land and in winter catch squirrels, to
sell their skins so he can buy salt. His mind, never occupied by the cares of the world, always has the leisure to
become immersed in the mysteries of his ridiculous rituals and ancient beliefs, which makes him gloomy,
secretive, mistrustful; he is taciturn even in his own family, and only breathes easy when he’s left on his own. He
goes off into the forest, his home, his element, buries himself in its heart and there, with no let or hindrance, gives
himself over completely to his native melancholy. There he feels as close as could be to his good mother, nature,
and sings of her beauties with rapture. He sings the praises of all the things he can see. Looking at the beautiful
birch, the mighty oak, the lofty pine, he sings that the tree is pleasing to his eye, that its leaves are many and
green, its bark as white as snow, its shade cool, its boughs supple, on which skips the agile squirrel. In the oak he
praises other advantages, its strength, and even its purpose.”
“I’d like to hear the words with which he greets the oak.”
“He says: ‘Oh, oak, strong, long-living oak! By fate you are destined for far-flung paths. You see death, you
bear riches, and you are locked in an eternal struggle with the wild wind!’ Of the pine he sings that it is lofty,
straight, ever green, that the unaltering quality of its greenery is like the constancy of his love.”
“What? He even brings love into all this?”
“But of course. Your question is an odd one, L.”
“How so? You can be a poet without love and love can exist without any idea of poetry.”
“I can agree with your first thought, but never with the second. No! That’s impossible, it would even be a bit
monstrous. But let’s get back to my Cheremis. Are you convinced yet that they have the gift of singing and
composing at the same time? And am I not right to claim that the Cheremis are poets and improvisers at the same
time?”
“Ah, could you ever be wrong! But as I now believe everything, would you be so kind as to finish the story of
Zeila?”
“A wicked irony! Zeila’s story is already finished. Zeila now rests by her Dukmor. One green mound covers
them both.”
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“So she died?”
“Yes, one of our officials was in the area and, when he returned, he told us that he had been present when they
brought Zeila’s body back from Dukmor’s grave. On that day she had been paler than usual, but, the same as
always, she had gone to the spring, collected the water, placed her buckets on the ground and begun to listen out;
the same as always, she had cried out, sped like an arrow into the forest, but, reaching the place where she had
found Dukmor’s body, she had not groaned, nor writhed on the ground, but sat quietly, and remained quietly for
about half an hour, deep in thought; then she bowed to the earth, kissed it tenderly several times; at last she stood
up and, without returning to the spring, she set off slowly on her return journey. At Dukmor’s grave, she began to
tremble, fell down on it, embraced it rapturously, and pressed her face so hard against it that, when they lifted her
from the grave, they saw that the dried plants had pierced her skin right to the bone.”
“The poor girl!”
“In her last days the women had surmised, from Zeila’s extreme pallor and emaciation, that her end was
imminent, and had not let her out of their sight. One of them always followed her; they took turns at this sad duty,
and my former landlady who loved her more than any of the others, had the sorrowful boon of following her on
the last day of her life, to lift her lifeless from the grave and to carry her home in her arms.”
*
Lyazovetskaya stopped talking. The captain was silent as well. Sorrow crept into his heart. In his mind’s eye he
could see poor, lovely Zeila with her black eyes and long blond hair, then tall, graceful Dukmor, proud, standing
on the track with his gleaming knife; then he heard Zeila’s melodic singing, the plash of the stream, the bellowing
of the bear, or the laughter of the Cheremis’ evil spirit. In a word, he was plunged in the deepest reverie.
“I wouldn’t want to have to tell that story again for as long as I live,” Lyazovetskaya said at last, as she stood
up from the sofa and put away her work.
“The calamitous fate of two young orphans!”
“Mama! But why aren’t you going to bed?” one of her boys said with a wail. “Look, it’s already light!”
The captain and his lovely hostess both looked out of the window. The east was already beginning to redden.
“Ah, it’s all my fault!” the captain cried, hastily grabbing his cap. “I have abused your kindness! Can you ever
forgive me?”
“There’s nothing to forgive,” Lyazovetskaya said artlessly. “I have derived pleasure myself from telling you all
this, and got carried away by the inherent interest of the events.”
L kissed his sweet hostess’s little white hand hurriedly, although tenderly and passionately, and then left.
When the door had closed behind the young uhlan, Lyazovetskaya went quietly to the door of the study,
opened it gently and, seeing that her husband was sleeping deeply on his camp bed, closed it again. She went to
the bed of her younger son, who was still calling her, and lay down next to him. The now quiet child hugged his
mother’s swan-like breast and they both fell asleep at once.
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In the department of ———; but I had better not mention in what department. There is nothing in the world
more readily moved to wrath than a department, a regiment, a government office, and in fact any sort of official
body. Nowadays every private individual considers all society insulted in his person. I have been told that very
lately a petition was handed in from a police-captain of what town I don’t recollect, and that in this petition he set
forth clearly that the institutions of the State were in danger and that its sacred name was being taken in vain; and,
in proof thereof, he appended to his petition an enormously long volume of some work of romance in which a
police-captain appeared on every tenth page, occasionally, indeed, in an intoxicated condition. And so, to avoid
any unpleasantness, we had better call the department of which we are speaking a certain department.
And so, in a certain department there was a government clerk; a clerk of whom it cannot be said that he was
very remarkable; he was short, somewhat pock-marked, with rather reddish hair and rather dim, bleary eyes, with
a small bald patch on the top of his head, with wrinkles on both sides of his cheeks and the sort of complexion
which is usually associated with hemorrhoids … no help for that, it is the Petersburg climate. As for his grade in
the service (for among us the grade is what must be put first), he was what is called a perpetual titular councilor, a
class at which, as we all know, various writers who indulge in the praiseworthy habit of attacking those who
cannot defend themselves jeer and jibe to their hearts’ content.
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This clerk’s surname was Bashmatchkin. From the very name it was clear that it must have been derived from
a shoe (bashmak); but when and under what circumstances it was derived from a shoe, it is impossible to say.
Both his father and his grandfather and even his brother-in-law, and all the Bashmatchkins without exception
wore boots, which they simply re-soled two or three times a year. His name was Akaky Akakyevitch. Perhaps it
may strike the reader as a rather strange and far-fetched name, but I can assure him that it was not far-fetched at
all, that the circumstances were such that it was quite out of the question to give him any other name. Akaky
Akakyevitch was born towards nightfall, if my memory does not deceive me, on the twenty-third of March. His
mother, the wife of a government clerk, a very good woman, made arrangements in due course to christen the
child. She was still lying in bed, facing the door, while on her right hand stood the godfather, an excellent man
called Ivan Ivanovitch Yeroshkin, one of the head clerks in the Senate, and the godmother, the wife of a police
official, and a woman of rare qualities, Arina Semyonova Byelobryushkov. Their names wee offered to the happy
mother for selection—Moky, Sossy, or the name of the martyr Hozdazat. “No,” thought the poor lady, “they are
all such names!” To satisfy her, they opened the calendar at another place, and the names which turned up were:
Trifily, Dula, Varahasy. “What an infliction!” said the mother. “What names they all are! I really never heard such
names. Varadat or Varuh would be bad enough, but Trifily and Varahasy!” They turned over another page and the
names were: Pavsikahy and Vahtisy. “Well, I see,” said the mother, “it is clear that it is his fate. Since that is how
it is, he had better be called after his father, his father is Akaky, let the son be Akaky, too.” This was how he came
to be Akaky Akakyevitch. The baby was christened and cried and made wry faces during the ceremony, as though
he foresaw that he would be a titular councilor. So that was how it all came to pass. We have recalled it here so
that the reader may see for himself that it happened quite inevitably and that to give him any other name was out
of the question.
No one has been able to remember when and how long ago he entered the department, nor who gave him the
job. However many directors and higher officials of all sorts came and went, he was always seen in the same
place, in the same position, at the very same duty, precisely the same copying clerk, so that they used to declare
that he must have been born a copying clerk in uniform all complete and with a bald patch on his head. No respect
at all was shown him in the department. The porters, far from getting up from their seats when he came in, took
no more notice of him than if a simple fly had flown across the vestibule. His superiors treated him with a sort of
domineering chilliness. The head clerk’s assistant used to throw papers under his nose without even saying:
“Copy this” or “Here is an interesting, nice little case” or some agreeable remark of the sort, as is usually done in
well-behaved offices. And he would take it, gazing only at the paper without looking to see who had put it there
and whether he had the right to do so; he would take it and at once set to work to copy it. The young clerks jeered
and made jokes at him to the best of their clerkly wit, and told before his face all sorts of stories of their own
invention about him; they would say of his landlady, an old woman of seventy, that she beat him, would inquire
when the wedding was to take place, and would scatter bits of paper on is head, calling them snow.
Akaky Akakyevitch never answered a word, however, but behaved as though there were no one there. It had no
influence on his work even; in the midst of all this teasing, he never made a single mistake in his copying. Sonly
when the jokes were too unbearable, when they jolted his arm and prevented him from going on with his work, he
would bring out: “Leave me alone! Why do you insult me?” and there was something strange in the words and in
the voice in which they were uttered. There was a note in it of something that aroused compassion, so that one
young man, new to the office, who, following the example of the rest, had allowed himself to mock at him,
suddenly stopped as though cut to the heart, and from that time forth everything was, as it were, changed and
appeared in a different light to him. Some unnatural force seemed to thrust him away from the companions with
whom he had become acquainted, accepting them as well-bred polished people. And long afterwards, at moments
of the greatest gaiety, the figure of the humble little clerk with a bald patch on his head rose before him with his
heart-rending words: “Leave me alone! Why do you insult me?” and in those heart-rending words he heard others:
“I am your brother.”
And the poor young man hid his face in his hands, and many times afterwards in his life he shuddered, seeing
how much inhumanity there is in man, how much savage brutality lies hidden under refined, cultured politeness,
and, my God! even in a man whom the world accepts as a gentleman and a man of honor. …
It would be hard to find a man who lived in his work as did Akaky Akakyevitch. To say that he was zealous in
his work is not enough; no, he loved his work. In it, in that copying, he found a varied and agreeable world of his
own. Thee was a look of enjoyment on his face; certain letters were favorites with him, and when he came to them
he was delighted; he chuckled to himself and winked and moved his lips, so that it seemed as though every letter
his pen was forming could be read in his face. If rewards had been given according to the measure of zeal in the
service, he might to his amazement have even found himself a civil councilor; but all he gained in the service, as
the wits, his fellow-clerks expressed it, was a buckle in his button-hole and a pain in his back. It cannot be said,
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however, that no notice had ever been taken of him. One director, being a good-natured man and anxious to
reward him for his long service, sent him something a little more important than his ordinary copying; he was
instructed from a finished document to make some sort of report for another office, the work consisted only of
altering the headings and in laces changing the first person into the third. This cost him such an effort that it threw
him intro a regular perspiration: he mopped his brow and said at last, “No, better let me copy something.”
From that time forth they left him to go on copying for ever. It seemed as though nothing in the world existed
for him outside his copying. He gave no thought at all to his clothes; his uniform was—well, not green but some
sort of rusty, muddy color. His collar was very short and narrow, so that, although his neck was not particularly
long, yet, standing out of the collar, it looked as immensely long as those of the plaster kittens that wag their
heads and are carried about on trays on the heads of dozens of foreigners living in Russia. And there were always
things sticking to his uniform, either bits of hay or threads; moreover, he had a special art of passing under a
window at the very moment when various rubbish was being flung out into the street, and so was continually
carrying off bits of melon rind and similar litter on his hat. He had never once in his life noticed what was being
done and going on in the street, all those things at which, as we all know, his colleagues, the young clerks, always
stare, carrying their sharp sight so far even as to notice any one on the other side of the pavement with a trouser
strap hanging loose—a detail which always calls forth a sly grin. Whatever Akaky Akakyevitch looked at, he saw
nothing anywhere but his clear, evenly written lines, and only perhaps when a horse’s head suddenly appeared
from nowhere just on his shoulder, and its nostrils blew a perfect gale upon his cheek, did he notice that he was
not in the middle of his writing, but rather in the middle of the street.
On reaching home, he would sit down at once to the table, hurriedly sup his soup and eat a piece of beef with
an onion; he did not notice the taste at all, but ate it all up together with the flies and anything else that Providence
chanced to send him. When he felt that his stomach was beginning to be full, he would rise up from the table, get
out a bottle of ink and set to copying the papers he had brought home with him. When he had none to do, he
would make a copy expressly for his own pleasure, particularly if the document were remarkable not for the
beauty of its style but for the fact of its being addressed to some new or important personage.
Even at those hours when the gray Petersburg sky is completely overcast and the whole population of clerks
have dined and eaten their fill, each as best he can, according to the salary he receives and his personal tastes;
when they are all resting after the scratching of pens and bustle of the office, their own necessary work and other
people’s, and all the tasks that an over-zealous man voluntarily sets himself even beyond what is necessary; when
the clerks are hastening to devote what is left of their time to pleasure; some more enterprising are flying to the
theater, others to the street to spend their leisure, staring at women’s hats, some to spend the evening paying
compliments to some attractive girl, the star of a little official circle, while some—and this is the most frequent of
all—go simply to a fellow-clerk’s flat on the third or fourth story, two little rooms with an entry or a kitchen, with
some pretensions to style, with a lamp or some such article that has cost many sacrifices of dinners and excursions
—at the time when all the clerks are scattered about the little flats of their friends, playing a tempestuous game of
whist, sipping tea out of glasses to the accompaniment of farthing rusks, sucking in smoke from long pipes,
telling, as the cards are dealt, some scandal that has floated down from higher circles, a pleasure which the
Russian can never by any possibility deny himself, or, when there is nothing better to talk about, repeating the
everlasting anecdote of the commanding officer who was told that the tail had been cut off the horse on the
Falconet monument—in short, even when every one was eagerly seeking entertainment, Akaky Akakyevitch did
not give himself up to any amusement. No one could say that they had ever seen him at an evening party. After
working to his heart’s content, he would go to bed, smiling at the thought of the next day and wondering what
God would send him to copy! So flowed on the peaceful life of a man who knew how to be content with his fate
on a salary of four hundred rubles, and so perhaps it would have flowed on to extreme old age, had it not been for
the various calamities that bestrew the path through life, not only of titular, but even of privy, actual court and all
other councilors, even those who neither give council to others nor accept it themselves.
There is in Petersburg a mighty foe of all who receive a salary of four hundred rubles or about that sum. That
foe is none other than our northern frost, although it is said to be very good for the health. Between eight and nine
in the morning, precisely at the hour when the streets are full of clerks going to their departments, the frost begins
giving such sharp and stinging flips at all their noses indiscriminately that the poor fellows don’t know what to do
with them. At that time, when even those in the higher grade have a pain in their brows and tears in their eyes
from the frost, the poor titular councilors are sometimes almost defenseless. Their only protection lies in running
as fast as they can through five or six streets in a wretched, thin little overcoat and then warming their feet
thoroughly in the porter’s room, till all their faculties and qualifications for their various duties thaw again after
being frozen on the way.
Akaky Akakyevitch had for some time been feeling that his back and shoulders were particularly nipped by the
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cold, although he did try to run the regular distance as fast as he could. He wondered at last whether there were
any defects in his overcoat. After examining it thoroughly in the privacy of his home, he discovered that in two or
three places, to wit on the back and the shoulders, it had become a regular sieve; the cloth was so worn that out
could see through it and the lining was coming out. I must observe that Akaky Akakyevitch’s overcoat had also
served as a butt for the jibes of the clerks. It had even been deprived of the honorable name of overcoat and had
been referred to as the “dressing jacket.” It was indeed of rather a strange make. Its collar had been growing
smaller year by year as it served to patch the other parts. The patches were not good specimens of the tailor’s art,
and they certainly looked clumsy and ugly.
On seeing what was wrong, Akaky Akakyevitch decided that he would have to take the overcoat to Petrovitch, a
tailor who lived on a fourth story up a back staircase, and, in spite of having only one eye and being pock-marked
all over his face, was rather successful in repairing the trousers and coats of clerks and others—that is, when he
was sober, be it understood, and had no other enterprise in his mind. Of this tailor I ought not, of course, to say
much, but since it is now the rule that the character of every person in a novel must be completely drawn, well,
there is no help for it, her is Petrovitch too. At first he was called simply Grigory, and was a serf belonging to
some gentleman or other. He began to be called Petrovitch from the time that he got his freedom and began to
drink rather heavily on every holiday, at first only on the chief holidays, but afterwards on all church holidays
indiscriminately, wherever there is a cross in the calendar. On that side he was true to the customs of his
forefathers, and when he quarreled with his wife used to call her “a worldly woman and a German.” Since we
have now mentioned the wife, it will be necessary to say a few words about her too, but unfortunately not much is
known about her, except indeed that Petrovitch had a wife and that she wore a cap and not a kerchief, but
apparently she could not boast of beauty; anyway, none but soldiers of the Guards peeped under her cap when
they met her, and they twitched their moustaches and gave vent to a rather peculiar sound.
As he climbed the stairs, leading to Petrovitch’s—which, to do them justice, were all soaked with water and
slops and saturated through and through with that smell of spirits which makes the eyes smart, and is, as we all
know, inseparable from the back-stairs of Petersburg houses—Akaky Akakyevitch was already wondering how
much Petrovitch would ask for the job, and inwardly resolving not to give more than two rubles. The door was
open, for Petrovitch’s wife was frying some fish and had so filled the kitchen with smoke that you could not even
see the black-beetles. Akaky Akakyevitch crossed the kitchen unnoticed by the good woman, and walked at last
into a room where he saw Petrovitch sitting on a big, wooden, unpainted table with his legs tucked under him like
a Turkish Pasha. The feet, as is usual with tailors when they sit at work, were bare; and the first object that caught
Akaky Akakyevitch’s eye was that big toe, with which he was already familiar, with a misshapen nail as thick and
strong as the shell of a tortoise
Round Petrovitch’s neck hung a skein of silk and another of thread and on his knees was a rag of some sort. He
had for the last three minutes been trying to thread his needle, but cold not get the thread into the eye and so was
very angry with the darkness and indeed with the thread itself, muttering in an undertone: “It won’t go in, the
savage! You wear me out, you rascal.” Akaky Akakyevitch was vexed that he had come just at the minute when
Petrovitch was in a bad humor; he lied to give him an order when he was a little “elevated,” or, as his wife
expressed it, “had fortified himself on fizz, the one-eyed devil.” In such circumstances Petrovitch was as a rule
very ready to give way and agree, and invariably bowed and thanked him, indeed. Afterwards, it is true, his wife
would come wailing that her husband had been drunk and so had asked too little, but adding a single ten kopek
piece would settle that. But on this occasion Petrovitch was apparently sober and consequently curt, unwilling to
bargain, and the devil knows what price he would be ready to lay on. Akaky Akakyevitch perceived this, and was,
as the saying is, beating a retreat, but things had gone too far, for Petrovitch was screwing up his solitary eye very
attentively at him and Akaky Akakyevitch involuntarily brought out: “Good day, Petrovitch!”
“I wish you a good day, sir,” said Petrovitch, and squinted at Akaky Akakyevitch’s hands, trying to discover
what sort of goods he had brought.
“Here I have come to you, Petrovitch, do you see …!”
It must be noticed that Akaky Akakyevitch for the most part explained himself by apologies, vague phrases,
and particles which have absolutely no significance whatever. If the subject were a very difficult one, it was his
habit indeed to leave his sentences quite unfinished, so that very often after sentence had begun with the words,
“It really is, don’t you know …” nothing at all would follow and he himself would be quite oblivious, supposing
he had said all that was necessary.
“What is it?” said Petrovitch, and at the same time with his solitary eye he scrutinized his whole uniform from the
collar to the sleeves, the back, the skirts, the button-holes—with all of which he was very familiar, they were all
his own work. Such scrutiny is habitual with tailors, it is the first thing they do on meeting one.
“It’s like this, Petrovitch … the overcoat, the cloth … you see everywhere else it is quite strong; it’s a little
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dusty and looks as though it were old, but it is new and it is only in one place just a little … on the back, and just a
little worn on one shoulder and on this shoulder, too, a little … do you see? That’s all, and it’s not much work. …”
Petrovitch took the “dressing jacket,” first spread it out over the table, examined it for a long time, shook his
head and put his hand out to the window for a round snuff-box with a portrait on the lid of some general—which
precisely I can’t say, for a finger had been thrust through the spot where a face should have been, and the hole had
been pasted up with a square piece of paper. After taking a pinch of snuff, Petrovitch held the “dressing jacket” up
in his hands and looked at it against the light, and again he shook his head; then he turned it with the lining
upwards and once more shook his head; again he took off the lid with the general pasted up with paper and stuffed
a pinch into his nose, shut the box, put it away and at last said: “No, it can’t be repaired; a wretched garment!”
Akaky Akakyevitch’s heart sank at those words.
“Why can’t it, Petrovitch?” he said, almost in the imploring voice of a child. “Why, the only thing is it is a bit
worn on the shoulders; why, you have got some little pieces. …”
“Yes, the pieces will be found all right,” said Petrovitch, “but it can’t be patched, the stuff is quite rotten; if you
put a needle in it, it would give way.”
“Let it give way, but you just put a patch on it.
“There is nothing to put a patch on. There is nothing for it to hold on to; there is a great strain on it, it is not
worth calling cloth, it would fly away at a breath of wind.”
“Well, the, strengthen it with something—upon my word, really , this is …!”
“No,” said Petrovitch resolutely, “there is nothing to be done, the thing is no good at all. You hae far better,
when the cold winter weather comes, make yourself leg wrappinghsd out of it, for there is no warmth in
stockings, the Germans invented them just to make money.” (Petrovitch was fond of a dig at the Germans
occasionally.) “And as for the overcoat, it is clear that you will have to have a new one.”
At the word “new” there was a mist before Akaky Akakyevitch’s eyes, and everything in the room seemed
blurred. He cold see nothing clearly but the general with the piece of paper over his face on the lid of Petrovitch’s
snuff-box.
“A new one?” he said, still feeling as though he were in a dream; “why, I haven’t the money for it.”
“Yes, a new one,” Petrovitcvh repeated with barbarous composure.
“Well, and if I did have a new one, how much would it …?”
“You mean what will it cost?”
“Yes.”
“Well, three fifty-ruble notes or more,” said Petrovitch, and he compressed his lips significantly. He was very
fond of making an effect, he was fond of suddenly disconcerting a man completely and then squinting sideways to
see what sort of a face he made.
“A hundred and fifty rubles for an overcoat?” screamed poor Akaky Akakyevitch—it was perhaps the first time
he had screamed I his life, for he was always distinguished by the softness of his voice.
“Yes,” said Petrovitch, “and even then it’s according to the coat. If I were to put marten on the collar, and add a
hood with silk linings, it would come to two hundred.”
“Petrovitch, please,” said Akaky Akakyevitch in an imploring voice, not hearing and not trying to hear what
Petrovitch said, and missing all his effects, “do repair it somehow, so that it will serve a little longer.”
“No, that would be wasting work and spending money for nothing,” said Petrovitch, and after that Akaky
Akakyevitch went away completely crushed, and when he had gone Petrovitch remained standing for a long time
with his lips pursed up significantly before he tok up his work again, feeling pleased that he had not demeaned
himself nor lowered the dignity of the tailor’s art.
When he got into the street, Akaky Akakyevitch was as though in a dream. “So that is how it is,” he said to
himself. “I really did not think it wold be so …” and then after a pause he added, “So there it is! So that’s how it is
at last! And I really could never have supposed it would have been so. And there …” There followed another long
silence, after which he brought out: “So there it is! Well, it really is so utterly unexpected … who would have
thought … what a circumstance. …” Saying this, instead of going home he walked off in quite the opposite
direction without suspecting what he was doing.
On the way a clumsy sweep brushed the whole of his sooty side against him and blackened all his shoulder; a
regular hatful of plaster scattered upon him from the top of a house that was being built. He noticed nothing of
this, and only after he had jostled against a sentry who had set his halbred down beside him and was shaking some
snuff out of his horn into his rough fist, he came to himself a little and then only because the sentry said: “Why
are you poking yourself right in one’s face, haven’t you the pavement to yourself?” This made him look round and
turn homeward; only there he began to collect his thoughts, to see his position in a clear and true light and began
talking to himself no longer incoherently but reasonably and openly as with a sensible friend with whom one can
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discuss the most intimate and vital matters.
“No, indeed,” said Akaky Akakyevitch, “it is no use talking to Petrovitch now; just now he really is … his wife
must have been giving it to him. I had better go to him on Sunday morning; after the Saturday evening he will be
squinting and sleepy, so he’ll want a little drink to carry it off and his wife won’t give him a penny. I’ll slip ten
kopecks into his hand and then he will be more accommodating and maybe take the overcoat. …”
So reasoning with himself, Akaky Akakyevitch cheered up and waited until the next Sunday; then, seeing from
a distance Petrovitch’s wife leaving the house, he went straight in. Petrovitch certainly was very tipsy after the
Saturday. He could hardly hold his head up and was very drowsy: but, after all that, as soon as he heard what he
was speaking about, it seemed as though the devil had nudged him. “I can’t,” he said, “you must kindly order a
new one.” Akaky Akakyevitch at once slipped a ten-kopek piece into his hand. “I thank you, sir, I will have just a
drop to your health, but don’t trouble yourself about the overcoat; it is not a bit of good for anything. I’ll make
you a fine new coat, you can trust me for that.”
Akaky Akakyevitch would have said more about repairs, but Petrovitch, without listening, said: “A new one
now I’ll make you without fail; you can rely upon that, I’ll do my best. It could even be like the fashion that has
come in under the collar to button with silver claws under appliqué.”
Then Akaky Akakyevitch saw that there was no escape from a new overcoat and he was utterly depressed.
How indeed, for what, with what money could he get it? Of course he could to some extent rely on the bonus for
the coming holiday, but that money had long ago been appropriated and its use determined before hand. It was
needed for new trousers and to pay the cobbler an old debt for putting some new tops to some old boot-legs, and
he had to order three shirts from a seamstress as well as two specimens of an undergarment which it is improper
to mention in print; in short, all that money absolutely must be spent, and even if the director were to be so
gracious as to assign him a gratuity of forty-five or even fifty, instead of forty rubles, there would be still left a
mere trifle, which would be but a drop in the ocean beside the fortune needed for an overcoat. Though, of course,
he knew that Petrovitch had a strange craze for suddenly putting on the devil knows what enormous price, so that
at times his own wife could not help crying out: “Why, you are out of your wits, you idiot! Another time he’ll
undertake a job for nothing, and here the devil has bewitched him to ask more than he is worth himself.” Though,
of course, he knew that Petrovitch would undertake to make it for eighty rubles, still where would he get those
eighty rubles?
He might manage half of that sum; half of it could be found, perhaps even a little more; but where could he get
the other half? … But, first of all, the reader ought to know where that first half was to be found. Akaky
Akakyevitch had the habit every time he spent a ruble of putting aside two kopecks in a little locked-up box with a
slit in the lid for slipping the money in. At the end of every half-year he would inspect the pile of coppers there
and change them for small silver. He had done this for a long time, and in the course of many years the sum had
mounted up to forty rubles and so he had half the money in his hands, but where was he to get the other half,
where was he to get another forty rubles?
Akaky Akakyevitch pondered and pondered and decided at last that he would have to diminish his ordinary
expenses, at least for a year; give up burning candles in the evening, and if he had to do anything he must go into
the landlady’s room and work by her candle; that as he walked along the streets he must walk as lightly and
carefully as possible, almost on tiptoe, on the cobbles and flagstones, so that his soles might last a little longer
than usual; that he must send his linen to the wash less frequently, and that, to preserve it from being worn, he
must take it off every day when he came home and sit in a thin cotton-shoddy dressing-gown, a very ancient
garment which Time itself had spared. To tell the truth, he found it at first rather hard to get used to these
privations, but after a while it became a habit and went smoothly enough—he even became quite accustomed to
being hungry in the evening; on the other hand, he had a spiritual nourishment, for he carried ever in his thoughts
the idea of his future overcoat.
His whole existence had in a sense become fuller, as though he had married, as though some other person were
present with him, as though he were no longer alone, but an agreeable companion had consented to walk the path
of life hand in hand with him, and that companion was no other than the new overcoat with its thick wadding and
its strong, durable lining. He became, as it were, more alive, even more strong-willed, like a man who has set
before him a definite aim. Uncertainty, indecision, in fact all the hesitating and vague characteristics vanished
from his face and his manners. At times there was a gleam in his eyes, indeed, the most bold and audacious ideas
flashed through his mind. Why not really have marten on the collar? Meditation on the subject always made him
absent-minded. On one occasion when he was copying a document, he very nearly made a mistake, so that he
almost cried out “Ough!” aloud and crossed himself. At least once every month he went to Petrovitch to talk about
the overcoat, where it would be best to buy the cloth, and what color it should be, and what price, and, though he
returned home a little anxious, he was always pleased at the thought that at last the time was at hand when
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everything would be bought and the overcoat would be made.
Things moved even faster than he had anticipated. Contrary to all expectations, the director bestowed on
Akaky Akakyevitch a gratuity of no less than sixty rubles. Whether it was that he had an inkling that Akaky
Akakyevitch needed a greatcoat, or whether it happened so by chance, owing to this he found he had twenty
rubles extra. This circumstance hastened the course of affairs. Another two or three months of partial fasting and
Akaky Akakyevitch had actually saved up nearly eighty rubles. His heart, as a rule very tranquil, began to throb.
The very first day he set off in company with Petrovitch to the shops. They bought some very good cloth, and
no wonder, since they had been thinking of it for more than six months before, and scarcely a month had passed
without their going to the shop to compare prices; now Petrovitch himself declared that there was no better cloth
to be had. For the lining they chose calico, but of a stout quality, which in Petrovitch’s words was even better than
silk, and actually as strong and handsome to look at. Marten they did not buy, because it certainly was dear, but
instead they chose rabbit,\fn{The text has: cat; but that must be wrong, for Gogol could not possibly have meant than an animal as
gentle and beautiful and intelligent as a cat would have been killed for its fur; and besides, my cat would never forgive me if I let this
obvious typographical error slip by uncorrected .} the best to be found in the shop—rabbit which in the distance might

almost be taken for marten. Petrovitch was busy over the coat for a whole fortnight, because there were a great
many button-holes, otherwise it would have been ready sooner. Petrovitch asked twelve rubles for the work; less
than that it hardly could have been, everything was sewn with silk, with fine double seams, and Petrovitch went
over every seam afterwards with his own teeth imprinting various figures with them.
It was … it is hard to say precisely on what day, but probably on the most triumphant day of the life of Akaky
Akakyevitch that Petrovitch at last brought the overcoat. He brought it in the morning, just before it was time to
set off for the department. The overcoat could not have arrived more in the nick of time, for rather sharp frosts
were just beginning and seemed threatening to be even more severe. Petrovitch brought the greatcoat himself as a
good tailor should. There was an expression of importance on his face, such as Akaky Akakyevitch had never seen
there before. He seemed fully conscious of having completed a work of no little moment and of having shown in
his own person the gulf that separates tailors who only put in linings and do repairs from those who make up new
materials. He took the greatcoat out of the handkerchief\fn{ The text has: pocket-handkerchief; which would, of course, be too
small. This must be a mistranslation. Handkerchief has a secondary meaning, that of a piece of cloth shaped like a handkerchief, but (in a
fashion no longer commonly seen) of a much larger measurement and worn about the neck as a neck-cloth. Still, it is an odd term to use .}

in which he had brought it (the handkerchief had just come home from the wash), he then folded it up and put it in
his pocket for future use.
After taking out the overcoat, he looked at it with much pride and, holding it in both hands, threw it very deftly
over Akaky Akakyevitch’s shoulders, then pulled it down and smoothed it out behind wit his hands; then draped it
about Akaky Akakyevitch with somewhat jaunty carelessness. The latter, as a man advanced in years, wished to
try it with his arms in the sleeves. Petrovitch helped him to put it on, and it appeared that it looked splendid too
with his arms in the sleeves. In fact it turned out that the overcoat was completely and entirely successful.
Petrovitch did not let slip the occasion for observing that it was only because he lived in a small street and had
no signboard, and because he had known Akaky Akakyevitch so long, that he had done it so cheaply, but on the
Nevsky Prospect they would have asked him seventy-five rubles for the work alone. Akaky Akakyevitch had no
inclination to discuss this with Petrovitch, besides he was frightened of the big sums that Petrovitch was fond of
flinging airily about in conversation. He paid him, thanked him, and went off on the spot, with his new overcoat
on, to the department. Petrovitch followed him out and stopped in the street, staring for a good time at the coat
from a distance and then purposely turned off and, taking a short cut by a side street, came back into the street and
got another view of the coat from the other side, that is, from the front.
Meanwhile Askaky Akakyevitch walked along with every emotion in its most holiday mood. He felt every
second that he had a new overcoat on his shoulders, and several times he actually laughed form inward
satisfaction. Indeed, it had two advantages, one that it was warm and the other than it was good. He did not notice
the way at all and found himself all at once at the department; in the porter’s room he took off the overcoat,
looked it over and put it in the porter’s special care.
I cannot tell how it happened, but all at once every one in the department learned that Akaky Akakyevitch had
a new overcoat and that the “dressing jacket” no longer existed. They all ran out at once into the porter’s room to
look at Akaky Akakyevitch’s new overcoat, they began welcoming him and congratulating him so that at first he
could do nothing but smile and afterwards felt positively abashed. When, coming up to him, they all began saying
that he must “sprinkle” the new overcoat and that he ought at least to stand them all a supper, Akaky Akakyevitch
lost his head completely and did not know what to do, how to get out of it, nor what to answer. A few minutes
later, flushing crimson, he even began assuring them with great simplicity that it was not a new overcoat at all,
that it was just nothing, that it was an old overcoat.
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At last one of the clerks, indeed the assistant of the head clerk of the room, probably in order to show that he
was not proud and was able to get on with those beneath him, said: “So be it, I’ll give a party instead of Akaky
Akakyevitch and invite you all to tea with me this evening; as luck would have it, it is my name-day.” The clerks
naturally congratulated the assistant head clerk and eagerly accepted the invitation. Akaky Akakyevitch was
beginning to make excuses, but they all declared that it was uncivil of him, that it was simply a shame and a
disgrace and that he could not possibly refuse. However, he felt pleased bout it afterwards when he remembered
that through this he would have the opportunity of going out in the evening, too, in his new overcoat.
That whole day was for Akaky Akakyevitch the most triumphant and festive day in his life. He returned home
in the happiest frame of mind, took off the overcoat and hung it carefully on the wall, admiring the cloth and
lining once more, and then pulled out his old “dressing jacket,” now completely coming to pieces, on purpose to
compare them. He glanced at it and positively laughed, the difference was so immense! And long afterwards he
went on laughing at dinner, as the position in which the “dressing jacket” was placed recurred to his mind. He
dined in excellent spirits and after dinner wrote nothing, no papers at all, but just took his ease for a little while on
his bed, till it got dark, then, without putting things off, he dressed, put on his overcoat, and went out into the
street.
Where precisely the clerk who had invited him lived we regret to say that we cannot tell; our memory is
beginning to fail sadly, and everything there is in Petersburg, all the streets and houses, are so blurred and
muddled in our head that it is a very difficult business to put anything in orderly fashion. However that may have
been, there is no doubt that the clerk lived in the better part of the town and consequently a very long distance
from Akaky Akakyevitch. At first the latter had to walk through deserted streets, scantily lighted, but as he
approached his destination the streets became more lively, more full of people, and more brightly lighted; passersby began to be more frequent, ladies began to appear, here and there, beautifully dressed, beaver collars were to
be seen on the men. Cabmen with wooden trellis-work sledges, studded with gilt nails, were less frequently to be
met; on the other hand, jaunty drivers in raspberry colored velvet caps with varnished sledges and bearskin rugs
appeared, and carriages with decorated boxes dashed along the streets, their wheels crunching through the snow.
Akaky Akakyevitch looked at all this as a novelty; for several years he had not gone out into the streets in the
evening. He stopped with curiosity before a lighted shop-window to look at a picture in which a beautiful woman
was represented in the act of taking off her shoe and displaying as she did so the whole of a very shapely leg,
while behind her back a gentleman with whiskers and a handsome imperial on his chin was putting his head in at
the door. Akaky Akakyevitch shook his head and smiled and then went on his way. Why did he smile? Was it
because he had come across something quite unfamiliar to him, though every man retains some instinctive feeling
on the subject,\fn{The genetic basis of homosexuality was unknown in Gogol’s time .} or was it that he reflected, like many
other clerks, as follows: “Well, upon my soul, those Frenchmen!\fn{ Napoleon III invented the imperial.} It’s beyond
anything! If they try on anyting of the sort, it really is …!” Though possibly he did not even think that; there is no
creeping into a man’s soul and finding out all that he thinks.
At last he reached the house in which the assistant head clerk lived in fine style; there was a lamp burning on
the stairs, and the flat was on the second floor. As he went into the entry Akaky Akakyevitch saw whole rows of
goloshes. Amongst them in the middle of the room stood a samovar hissing and letting off clouds of steam. On
the walls hung coats and cloaks, among which some actually had beaver collars or velvet revers. The other side of
the wall there was noise and talk, which suddenly became clear and loud when the door opened and the footnman
came out with a tray full of empty glasses, a jug of cream, and a basket of biscuits. It was evident that the clerks
had arrived long before and had already drunk their first glass of tea.
Akaky Akakyevitch, after hanging up his coat with is own hands, went into the room, and at the same moment
there flashed before his eyes a vision of candles, clerks, pipes, and card tables, together with the confused sounds
of conversation rising up on all sides and the noise of moving chairs. He stopped very awkwardly in the middle of
the room, looking about and trying to think what to do, but he was observed and received with a shout and they all
went at once into the entry and again took a look at his overcoat. though Akaky Akakyevitch was somewhat
embarrassed, yet, being a simple-hearted man, he could not help being pleased at seeing how they all admired his
coat. Then of course they all abandoned him and his coat, and turned their attention as usual to the tables set for
whist.
All this—the noise, the talk, and the crowd of people—was strange and wonderful to Akaky Akakyevitch. He
simply did not know how to behave, what to do with his arms and legs and his whole figure; at last he sat down
beside the layers, looked at the cards, stared first at one and then at another of the faces, and in a little while began
to yawn and felt that he was bored—especially as it was long past the time at which he usually went to bed. He
tried to take leave of his hosts, but they would not let him go, saying that he absolutely must have a glass of
champagne in honor of the new coat. An hour later supper was served, consisting of salad, cold veal, a pasty, pies,
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and tarts from the confectioner’s, and champagne. They made Akaky Akakyevitch drink two glasses, after which
he felt that things were much more cheerful, though he could not forget that it was twelve o’clock and that he
ought to have been home long ago. That his host might not take it into his head to detain him, he slipped out of the
room, hunted in the entry for his greatcoat, which he found, not without regret, lying on the floor, shook it,
removed some fluff from it, put it on, and went down the stairs into the street.
It was still light in the streets. Some little general shops, those perpetual clubs for house-serfs and all sorts of
people, were open; others which were closed showed, however, a long streak of light at every crack of the door,
proving that they were not yet deserted, and probably maids and men-servants were still finishing their
conversation and discussion, driving their masters to utter perplexity as to their whereabouts. Akaky Akakyevitch
walked along in a cheerful state of mind; he was even on the point of running, goodness knows why, after a lady
of some sort who passed by like lightning with every part of her frame in violent motion. He checked himself at
once, however, and again walked along very gently, feeling positively surprised himself at the inexplicable
impulse that had seized him.
Soon the deserted streets, which are not particularly cheerful by day and even less so in the evening, stretched
before him. Now they were still more dead and deserted; the light of street lamps was scantier, the oil was
evidently running low; then came wooden houses and fences; not a sole anywhere; only the snow gleamed on the
streets and the low-pitched slumbering hovels looked black and gloomy with their closed shutters. He approached
the spot where the street was intersected by an endless square, which looked like a fearful desert with its houses
scarcely visible on the further side.
In the distance, goodness knows where, there was a gleam of light from some sentry-box which seemed to be
standing at the end of the world. Akaky Akakyevitch’s light-heartedness grew somewhat sensibly less at this
place. He stepped into the square, not without an involuntary uneasiness, as though his heart had a foreboding of
evil. He looked behind him and to both sides—it was as though the sea were all round him. “No, better not look,”
he thought, and walked on, shutting his eyes, and when he opened them to see whether the end of the square
was\fn{The text has: were.} near, he suddenly saw standing before him, almost under his very nose, some men with
moustaches; just what they were like he could not even distinguish.
There was a mist before his eyes and a throbbing in his chest. “I say the overcoat is mine!” said one of them in
a voice like a clap of thunder, seizing him by the collar. Akaky Akakyevitch was on the point of shouting “Help”
when another put a fist the size of a clerk’s head against his very lips, saying: “You just shout now.” Akaky
Akakyevitch felt only that they took the overcoat off, and gave him a kick with their knees, and he fell on his fce
in the snow and was conscious of nothing more. A few minutes later he came to himself and got on to his feet, but
there was no one there.
He felt that it was cold on the ground and that he had no overcoat, and began screaming, but it seemed as
though his voice could not carry to the end of the square. Overwhelmed with despair and continuing to scream, he
ran across the square straight to the sentry-box, beside which stood a sentry leaning on his halberd and, so it
seemed, looking with curiosity to see who the devil the man was who was screaming and running towards him
from the distance. As Akaky Akakyevitch reached him, he began breathlessly shouting that he was asleep and not
looking after his duty not to see that a man was being robbed. The sentry answered that he had seen nothing, that
he had only seen him stopped in the middle of the square by his friends, and that, instead of abusing him for
nothing, he had better go the next day to the superintendent\fn{ Of police.} and that he would find out who had
taken the overcoat.
Akaky Akakyevitch ran home in a terrible state: his hair, which was still comparatively abundant on his
temples and the back of his head, was completely disheveled; his sides and chest and his trousers were all covered
with snow. When his old landlady heard a fearful knock at the door she jumped hurriedly out of bed and, withonly
one slipper on, ran to open it, modestly holding her shift across her bosom; but when she opened it she stepped
back, seeing what a state Akaky Akakyevitch was in. When he told her what had happened, she clasped her hands
in horror and said that he must go straight to the superintendent, that the police constable of the quarter would
deceive him, make promises and lead him a dance; that it would be best of all to go to the superintendent, and that
she knew him indeed, because Anna the Finnish girl who was once her cook was now in service as a nurse at the
superintendent’s; and that she often saw him himself when he passed by their house, and that he used to be every
Sunday at church too, saying his prayers and at the same time looking good-humoredly at every one, and that
therefore by every token he must be a kind-hearted man.
After listening to this advice, Akaky Akakyevitch made his way very gloomily to his room, and how he spent
that night I leave to the imagination of those who are in the least able to picture the position of others.
Early in the morning he set off to the police superintendent’s, but was told that he was asleep. He came at ten
o’clock, he was told again that he was asleep; he came at eleven and was told that the superintendent was not at
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home; he came at dinner-time, but the clerks in the ante-room would not let him in, and insisted on knowing what
was the matter and what business had brought him and exactly what had happened; so that at last Akaky
Akakyevitch for the first time in his life tried to show the strength of his character and said curtly that he must see
the superintendent himself, that they dare not refuse to admit him, that he had come from the department on
government business, and that if he made complaint of them they would see.
The clerks dared say nothing to this, and one of them went to summon the superintendent. The latter received
his story of being robbed of his overcoat in an extremely strange way. Instead of attending to the main point, he
began asking Akaky Akakyevitch questions: Why had he been coming home so late? Wasn’t he going, or hadn’t
he been, to some house of ill-fame? So that Akaky Akakyevitch was overwhelmed with confusion, and went away
without knowing whether or not the proper measures would be taken in regard to his overcoat. He was absent
from the office all that day (the only time that it had happened in his life).
Next day he appeared with a pale face, wearing his old “dressing jacket” which had become a still more pitiful
sight. The tidings of the theft of the overcoat—though they were clerks who did not let even this chance slip of
jeering at Akaky Akakyevitch—touched many of them. They decided to get up a subscription for him, but
collected only a very trifling sum, because the clerks had already spent a good deal on subscribing to the
director’s portrait and on the purchase of a book, at the suggestion of the head of their department, who was a
friend of the author, and so the total realized was very insignificant. One of the clerks, moved by compassion,
ventured at any rate to assist Akaky Akakyevitch with good advice, telling him not to go to the district police
inspector, because though it might happen that the latter might be sufficiently zealous of gaining the approval of
his superiors to succeed in finding the overcoat, it would remain I the possession of the police unless he presented
legal proofs that it belonged to him; he urged that far the best thing would be to appeal to a Person of
Consequence; that the Person of Consequence, by writing and getting into communication with the proper
authorities, could push the matter through more successfully. There was nothing else for it. Akaky Akakyevitch
made up his mind to go to the Person of Consequence.
What precisely was the nature of the functions of the Person of Consequence has remained a matter of
uncertainty. It must be noted that this Person of Consequence had only lately become a person of consequence,
and until recently had been a person of no consequence. Though, indeed, his position even now was not reckoned
of consequence in comparison with others of still greater consequence. But there is always to be found a circle of
persons to whom a person of little consequence in the eyes of others is a person of consequence. It is true that he
did his utmost to increase the consequence of his position in various ways, for instance by insisting that his
subordinates should come out on to the stairs to meet him when he arrived at his office; that no one should
venture to approach him directly but all proceedings should be by the strictest order of precedence, that a
collegiate registration clerk should report the matter to the provincial secretary, and the provincial secretary to the
titular councilor or whomsoever it might be, and that business would only reach him by this channel.
Every one in Holy Russia has a craze for imitation, every one apes and mimics his superiors. I have actually
been told that a titular councilor who was put in charge of a small separate office, immediately partitioned off a
special room for himself, calling it the head office, and set special porters at the door with red collars and gold
lace, who took hold of the handle of the door and opened it for every one who went in, though the “head office”
was so tiny that it was with difficulty that an ordinary writing table could be put into it.
The manners and habits of the Person of Consequence were dignified and majestic, but not complex. The chief
foundation of his system was strictness, “strictness, strictness, and—strictness!” he used to say, and at the last
word he would look very significantly at the person he was addressing, though, indeed, he had no reason to do so,
for the dozen clerks who made up the whole administrative mechanism of his office stood in befitting awe of him;
any clerk who saw him in the distance would leave his work and remain standing at attention till his superior had
left the room. His conversation with his subordinates was usually marked by severity and almost confined to three
phrases:
“How dare you?”
“Do you know to whom you are speaking?”
“Do you understand who I am?”
He was, however, at heart a good-natured man, pleasant and obliging with his colleagues; but the grade of
general had completely turned his head. When he received it, he was perplexed, thrown off his balance, and quite
at a loss how to behave. If he chanced to be with his equals, he was still quite a decent man, a very gentlemanly
man, in fact, and in many ways even an intelligent man, but as soon as he was in company with men who were
even one grade below him, there was simply no doing anything with him: He sat silent and his position excited
compassion, the more so as he himself felt that he might have been spending his time to incomparably more
advantage. At times there could be seen in his eyes an intense desire to join in some interesting conversation, but
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he was restrained by the doubt whether it would not be too much on his part, whether it would not be too great a
familiarity and lowering of his dignity, and in consequence of these reflections he remained everlastingly in the
same mute condition, only uttering from time to time monosyllabic sounds, and in this way he gained the
reputation of being a very tiresome man.
So this was the Person of Consequence to whom our friend Akaky Akakyevitch appealed, and he appealed to
him at a most unpropitious moment, very unfortunate for himself, though fortunate, indeed, for the Person of
Consequence. The latter halled to be in his study, talking in the very best of spirits with an old friend of his
childhood who had only just arrived and whom he had not seen for several years. It was at this moment that he
was informed that a man called Bashmatchkin wasd asking to see him. He asked abruptly, “What sort of man is
he?” and received the answer, “A government clerk.” “Ah! He can wait. I haven’t time now,” said the Person of
Consequence.
Here I must observe that this was a complete lie on the art of the Person of Consequence: he had time; his
friend and he had long ago said all they had to say to each other and their conversation had begun to be broken by
very long pauses during which they merely slapped each other on the knee, saying, “So that’s how things are, Ivan
Abramovitch!”—“There it is, Stepan Varlamovitch!” but, for all that, he told the clerk to wait in order to show his
friend, who had left the service years before and was living at home in the country how long clerks had to wait in
his ante-room. At last after they had talked, or rather been silent to their heart’s content and had smoked a cigar in
very comfortable arm-chairs with sloping backs, he seemed suddenly to recollect, and said to the secretary, who
was standing at the door with papers for his signature: “Oh, by the way, there is a clerk waiting, isn’t there? Tell
him he can come in.”
When he saw Akaky Akakyevitch’ meek appearance and old uniform, he turned to him at once and said: “What
do you want?” in a firm and abrupt voice, which he had purposely practiced in his own room in solitude before
the looking-glass for a week before receiving his present post and the grade of a general. Akaky Akakyevitch,
who was overwhelmed with befitting awe beforehand, was somewhat confused and, as far as his tongue would
allow him, explained to the best of his powers, with even more frequent “ers” than usual, that he had had a
perfectly new overcoat and now he had been robbed of it in the most inhuman way, and that now he had come to
beg him by his intervention either to correspond with his honor the head policemaster or anybody else, and find
the overcoat.
This mode of proceeding struck the general for some reason as taking a great liberty.
“What next, sir,” he went on as abruptly, “don’t you know the way to proceed? To whom are you addressing
yourself? Don’t you know how things are done? You ought first to have handed in a petition to the office; it would
have gone to the head clerk of the room, and to the head clerk of the section, then it would have been handed to
the secretary and the secretary would have brought it to me. …”
“But, you Excellency,” said Akaky Akakyevitch, trying to collect all the small allowance of presence of mind
he possessed and feeling at the same time that he was getting into a terrible perspiration, “I ventured, your
Excellency, to trouble you because secretaries … er … are people you can’t depend on. …”
“What? What? What?” said the Person of Consequence, “Where did you get hold of that spirit? Where did you
pick up such ideas? What insubordination is spreading among young men against their superiors and betters.” The
Person of Consequence did not apparently observe that Akaky Akakyevitch was well over fifty, and therefore if he
could have been called a young man it would only have been in comparison with a man of seventy. “Do you know
to whom you are speaking? Do you understand who I am? Do you understand that, I ask you?”
At this point he stamped, and raised his voice to such a powerful note that Akaky Akakyevitch was not the
only one to be terrified. Akaky Akakyevitch was positively petrified; he staggered, trembling all over, and could
not stand; if the porters had not run up to support him, he would have flopped upon the floor; he was led out
almost unconscious. The Person of Consequence, pleased that the effect had surpassed his expectations and
enchanted at the idea that his words could even deprive a man of consciousness, stole a sideway glance at his
friend to see how he was taking it, and perceived not without satisfaction that his friend was feeling very
uncertain and even beginning to be a little terrified himself.
How he got downstairs, how he went out into the street—of all that Akaky Akakyevitch remembered nothing,
he had no feeling in his arms or his legs. In all his life he had never been so severely reprimanded by a general,
and this was by one of another department, too. He went out into the snowstorm, that was whistling through the
streets, with his mouth open, and as he went he stumbled off the pavement; the wind, as its way is in Petersburg,
blew upon him from all points of the compass and from every side street. In an instant it had blown a quinsy into
his throat, and when he got home he was not able to utter a word; with a swollen face and throat he went to bed.
So violent is sometimes the effect of a suitable reprimand!
Next day he was in a high fever. Thanks to the gracious assistance of the Petersburg climate, the disease made
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more rapid progress than could have been expected, and when the doctor came, after feeling his pulse he could
find nothing to do but prescribe a fomentation, and that simply that the patient might not be left without the
benefit of medical assistance; however, two days later he informed him that his end was at hand, after which he
turned to his landlady and said: “And you had better lose no time, my good woman, but order him now a deal
coffin, for an oak one will be too dear for him.”
Whether Akaky Akakyevitch heard these fateful words or not, whether they produced a shattering effect upon
him, and whether he regretted his pitiful life, no one can tell, for he was all the time in delirium and fever.
Apparitions, each stranger than the one before, were continually haunting him: first, he saw Petrovitch and was
ordering him to make a greatcoat trimmed with some sort of traps for robbers, who were, he fancied, continually
under the bed, and he was calling his landlady every minute to pull out a thief who had even got under the quilt;
then he kept asking why his old “dressing jacket” was hanging before him when he had a new overcoat, then he
fancied he was standing before the general listening to the appropriate reprimand and saying, “I am sorry, your
Excellency,” then finally he became abusive, uttering the most awful language, so that his old landlady positively
crossed herself, having never heard anything of the kind from him before, and the more horrified because these
dreadful words followed immediately upon the phrase “your Excellency.” Later on, his talk was a mere medley of
nonsense, so that it was quite unintelligible; all that could be seen was that his incoherent words and thoughts
were concerned with nothing but the overcoat.
At last poor Akaky Akakyevitch gave up the ghost. No seal was put upon his room nor upon his things,
because, in the first place, he had no heirs and, in the second, the property left was very small, to wit: a bundle of
goose-feathers, a quire of white government paper, three pairs of socks, two or three buttons that had come off his
trousers, and the “dressing jacket” with which the ready is already familiar. Who came into all this wealth God
only knows, even I who tell the tale must own that I have not troubled to inquire. And Petersburg remained
without Akaky Akakyevitch, as though, indeed, he had never been in the city. A creature had vanished and
departed whose cause no one had championed, who was dear to no one, of interest to no one, who never even
attracted the attention of the student of natural history, though the latter does not disdain to fix a common fly upon
a pin and look at him under the microscope—a creature who bore patiently the jeers of the office and for no
particular reason went to his grave, though even he at the very end of his life was visited by a gleam of brightness
in the form of an overcoat that for one instant brought color into his poor life—a creature on whom calamity
broke as insufferably as it breaks upon the heads of the mighty ones of this world …!
Several days after his death, the porter from the department was sent to his lodgings with instructions that he
should go at once to the office, for his chief was asking for him; but the porter was obliged to return without him,
explaining that he could not come, and to the enquiry, “Why?” he added, “Well, you see: the fact is he is dead, he
was buried three days ago.” This was how they learned at the office of the death of Akaky Akakyevitch, and the
next day there was sitting in his seat a new clerk who was very much taller and who wrote not in the same upright
hand but made his letters more slanting and crooked.
But who could have imagined that this was not all there was to tell about Akaky Akakyevitch, that he was
destined for a few days to make a noise in the world after his death, as though to make up for his life having been
unnoticed by anyone? But so it happened, and our poor story unexpectedly finished with a fantastic ending.
Rumors were suddenly floating about Petersburg that in the neighborhood of the Kalinkin Bridge and for a little
distance beyond, a corpse had taken to appearing at night in the form of a clerk looking for a stolen overcoat, and
stripping from the shoulders of all passers-by, regardless of grade and calling, overcoats of all descriptions—
trimmed with rabbit fur,\fn{Again, Gogol is made to use the word cat; though this must clearly be from some anti-cat typographer; a
cruel joke.} or beaver or wadded, lined with raccoon, fox and bear—made, in fact, of all sorts of skin which men
have adapted for the covering of their own. One of the clerks of the department saw the corpse with his own eyes
and at once recognized it as Akaky Akakyevitch; but it excited in him such terror, however, that he ran away as
fast as his legs could carry him and so could not get a very clear view of him, and only saw him hold up his finger
threateningly in the distance.
From all sides complaints were continually coming that backs and shoulders, not of mere titular councilors, but
even of upper court councilors, had been exposed to taking chills, owing to being stripped of their greatcoats.
Orders were given to the police to catch the corpse regardless of trouble or expense, alive or dead, and to punish
him in the cruelest way, as an example to others, and, indeed, they very nearly succeeded in doing so. The sentry
of one district police station in Kiryushkin Place snatched a corpse by the collar on the spot of the crime in the
very act of attempting to snatch a frieze overcoat from a retired musician, who used in his day to play the flute.
Having caught him by the collar, he shouted until he had brought two other comrades, whom he charged to hold
him while he felt just a minute in his boot to get out a snuff-box in order to revive his nose which had six times in
his life been frost-bitten, but the snuff was probably so strong that not even a dead man could stand it. The sentry
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had hardly had time to put his finger over his right nostril and draw up some snuff in the left when the corpse
sneezed violently right into the eyes of all three. While they were putting their fists up to wipe them, the corpse
completely vanished, so that they were not even sure whether he had actually been in their hands. From that time
forward, the sentries conceived such a horror of the dead that they were even afraid to seize the living and
confined themselves to shouting from the distance: ‘Hi, you there, be off!” and the dead clerk began to appear
even on the other side of the Kalinkin Bridge, rousing no little terror in all timid people.
We have, however, quite deserted the Person of Consequence, who may in reality almost be said to be the
cause of the fantastic ending of this perfectly true story. To begin with, my duty requires me to do justice to the
Person of consequence by recording that soon after poor Akaky Akakyevitch had gone away crushed to powder,
he felt something not unlike regret. Sympathy was a feeling not unknown to him; his heart was open to many
kindly impulses, although his exalted grade very often prevented them from being shown. As soon as his friend
had gone out of his study, he even began brooding over poor Akaky Akakyevitch, and from that time forward, he
was almost every day haunted by the image of the poor clerk who had succumbed so completely to the befitting
reprimand. The thought of the man so worried him that a week later he actually decided to send a clerk to find out
how he was and whether he really could help him in any way. And when they brought him word that Akaky
Akakyevitch had died suddenly in delirium and fever, it made a great impression on him, his conscience
reproached him and he was depressed all day.
Anxious to distract his mind and to forget the unpleasant impression, he went to spend the evening with one of
his friends, where he found an genteel company and, what was best of all, almost every one was of the same
grade\fn{In the Russian Civil Service.} so that he was able to be quite free from restraint. This had a wonderful effect
on his spirits, he expanded, became affable and genial—in short, spent a very agreeable evening. At supper he
drank a couple of glasses of champagne—a proceeding which we all know has a happy effect in inducing good
humor. The champagne made him inclined to do something unusual, and he decided not to go home yet but to
visit a lady of his acquaintance, one Karolina Ivanovna—a lady apparently of German extraction, for whom he
entertained extremely friendly feelings.
It must be noted that the Person of Consequence was a man no longer young, an excellent husband, and the
respectable father of a family. He had two sons, one already serving in his office, and a nice-looking daughter of
sixteen with a rather turned-up, pretty little nose, who used to come every morning to kiss his hand, saying: “Bon
jour, Papa.” Hi wife, who was still blooming and decidedly good-looking, indeed, used first to give him here hand
to kiss and then would kiss his hand, turning it the other side upwards.
But though the Person of Consequence was perfectly satisfied with the kind amenities of his domestic life, he
thought it proper to have a lady friend in another quarter of the town. This lady friend was not a bit better looking
nor younger than his wife, but these mysterious facts exist in the world and it is not our business to criticize them.
And so the Person of Consequence went downstairs, got into his sledge and said to his coachman, “To
Karolina Ivanovna,” while luxuriously wrapped in his warm fur coat he remained in that agreeable friend of mind
sweeter to a Russian than anything that could be invented, that is, when one thinks of nothing while thoughts
come into the mind of themselves, one pleasanter than the other, without the labor of following them or looking
for them. Full of satisfaction, he recalled all the amusing moments of the evening he had spent, all the phrases that
had set the little circle laughing: many of them he repeated in an undertone and found them as amusing as before,
and so, very naturally, laughed very heartily at them again.
From time to time, however, he was disturbed by a gust of wind which, blowing suddenly, God knows whence
and wherefore, cut him in the face, pelting him with flakes of snow, puffing out his coat-collar like a sack, or
suddenly flinging it with unnatural force over his head and giving him endless trouble to extricate himself from it.
All at once, the Person of Consequence felt that some one had clutched him very tightly by the collar. Turning
round he saw a short man in a shabby old uniform, and not without horror recognized him as Akaky Akakyevitch.
The clerks face was white as snow and looked like that of a corpse, but the horror of the Person of
Consequence was beyond all bounds when he saw the mouth of the corpse distorted into speech and, breathing
upon him the chill of the grave, it uttered the following words:
“Ah, so here you are at last! At last I’ve … er … caught you by the collar. It’s your overcoat I want, you
refused to help me and abused me into the bargain! So now give me yours!”
The poor Person of Consequence very nearly died. Resolute and determined as he was in his office and before
subordinates in general, and though any one looking at his manly air and figure would have said: “Oh, what a man
of character!” yet in this plight he felt like very many persons of athletic appearance, such terror that not without
reason he began to be afraid he would have some sort of fit. He actually flung his overcoat off his shoulders as
fast as he could and shouted to his coachman in a voice unlike his own: “Drive home and make haste!” The
coachman, hearing the tone which he had only heard in critical moments and then accompanied by something
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even more rousing, hunched his shoulders up to his ears in case of worse following, swung his whip and flew on
like an arrow.
In a little over six minutes the Person of Consequence was at the entrance of his own house. Pale, panicstricken, and without his overcoat, he arrived home instead of at Karolina Ivanovna’s, dragged himself to his own
room and spent the night in great perturbation, so that the next morning his daughter said to him at breakfast,
“You look quite pale today, Papa:” but her papa remained mute and said not a word to any one of what happened
to him, where he had been, and where he had been going.
The incident made a great impression upon him. Indeed, it happened far more rarely that he said to his
subordinates, “How dare you? Do you understand who I am?” and he never uttered those words at all until he had
first heard all the rights of the case. What was even more remarkable is that from that time the apparition of the
dead clerk ceased entirely: apparently the general’s overcoat had fitted him perfection, anyway nothing more was
heard of overcoats being snatched from any one.
Many restless and anxious people refused, however, to be pacified, and still maintained that in remote parts of
the town the ghost of the dead clerk went on appearing. One sentry in Kolomna, for instance, saw with his own
eyes a ghost appear from behind a house; but, being by natural constitution somewhat feeble—so much so that on
one occasion an ordinary, well-grown pig, making a sudden dash out of some building, knocked him off his feet to
the vast entertainment of the cabmen standing round, from whom he exacted two kopecks each for snuff for such
rudeness—he did not dare to stop it, and so followed it in the dark until the ghost suddenly looked round and,
stopping, asked him: “What do you want?” displaying a fist such as you never see among the living. The sentry
said: “Nothing,” and turned his back on the spot. This ghost, however, was considerably taller and adorned with
immense moustaches, and directing its steps apparently towards Obuhov Bridge, vanished into the darkness of the
night.
30.105 Excerpt from The Ideal\fn{by Elena Andreevna Gan (1814-1842)} Rzhishchev, nr. Kiev, Kiev Oblast, Ukraine
(F) 9
… The Nobles’ Assembly Rooms were brilliantly illuminated; lampions on the gates, lampions at the entrance;
carriages, barouches, and britzkas delivered whole loads of grandmothers, mothers, daughters, and granddaughters; the gathering was brilliant. The two gendarmes who were standing at the entrance stairs scarcely had time to
usher away the empty carriages. The civil servants shook the snow from their greatcoats, the artillery officers
looked at these men in civvies with a smile of contempt, and smoothed out their moustaches and tousled hair. But
all this was as nothing compared with the ballroom!
Four chandeliers were hanging majestically from the ceiling; along the walls there were sofas, covered in
orange chintz with a green pattern, while two crimson armchairs stood in the front part of the room under a huge
mirror. In the gallery thirteen musicians sat waiting for the Governor’s arrival, with bows poised, ready to
proclaim his entrance with the polonaise from The Mermaid.\fn{A reference to The Fairy Of The Danube, a Viennese opera
by F. Kauere, which had been translated into Russian with additional music .} The sofas were already occupied by ladies of all
ages and ranks; the civilian gentlemen walked meekly around the room, hat in hand; the cavalry officers clinked
their spurs impatiently; the old men hovered touchingly near the card tables, which were standing ready, but no
one began dancing or playing. The company was like a huge idol which had not yet had a soul allocated to it.
Now and again a man would pass the sofas and stop behind one of the young ladies; he’d lean over and whisper
something to her, no doubt something very nice, because the lady would suddenly break into a great big smile,
while her watching mother would straighten her cap complacently.
Now the tiny prosecutor came in with his huge wig, which for thirty years now had been adorning his head, the
profound repository of the law. Behind him sailed his stout wife with their four daughters, the shortest of which
was a whole head taller than papa. The civilians respectfully made way for the man-of-the-law, while several
artillery officers swooped on the daughters.
“Mademoiselle Esperance, are you engaged for the mazurka?”
“Ah, yes!”
“With whom?”
“Monsieur Sidorenko.”
And the beau expressed his grief by quoting from a Russian poem, the author of which would have felt even
more grief had he heard how pitilessly his lines were mangled.
The ballroom was now completely full, but there was still no dancing. Ten o’clock struck; there was
impatience on every face, but they all sat as if nailed to the spot. Now a pink cloud flew in, the herald of a bright
celestial body. This was the Mayor. A hopeful murmur ran through the whole gathering. A wide road was formed
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from the doors to the satin chairs and silence reigned, like the calm before the storm. The musicians struck their
bows; a joyful quivering shook the young ladies to their foundations, and the Governor entered the room
solemnly, with his magnificent other half on his arm. She was decked out in lacy silks, flowers, feathers, a bright
raspberry beret and bronze coronet, from which three glass drops swayed like pendula over her nose. He handed
his hat to his duty civil servant, who all evening had been standing by the doors for this very purpose. The
Governor and his wife continued their progress and everyone bowed as they approached. The ladies got up: yes!
they got up; such is the established etiquette at Governor’s balls. Only the military allowed themselves the liberty
of bowing in a free and easy manner.
The awesome pair lowered themselves into armchairs. The ladies hovered round the Governor’s wife and she
graciously bowed to them, and even deigned to ask some of them about their health. But fussing around her more
than anyone else was the tiny wife of the Police Chief, who had arrived at the same time, and who was dressed
according to the latest designs from a Moscow fashion magazme.
“Madame Birbenko,” the Governor’s wife said languidly to the fidgety wife of the Police Chief, “Please don’t
stand opposite me for the quadrille—I seem enormous next to you.”
“As you please, your excellency,” Madame Birbenko humbly answered.
“Tell me, mesdames, which of you knows,” the Governor’s wife spoke up again, “whether we’ll see the wife
of Colonel Goltsberg here today.”
“I doubt it,” the wife of the Police Chief declared, “she floats in the clouds and won’t descend to our earthly
jollifications, even if she doesn’t usually miss the chance for earthly pleasure.”
“You seem to be on intimate terms with her?” a landowner’s wife, who had only recently arrived, asked
naïvely.
“Ach, you don’t have to have known someone forever to know what she’s really like! You can tell a bird by its
flight; anyway, you can hear what people say.”
“I have heard,” said the prosecutor’s wife, “that she keeps on reading books and that even her husband’s pretty
fed up with these books; Lieutenant Tarabarin tells me that the Colonel often feels like chucking them in the
stove.”
“Ah, maman, you haven’t got it right at all,” the eldest daughter of the prosecutor’s wife said in a falling voice,
while raising her gray eyes, which, for all her efforts, she just couldn’t make languid and expressive, ”the
Lieutenant assured us that she’s writing a novel which will soon appear in print.”
“But of course, a moralizing novel!” the wife of the Police Chief cried with a malicious grin. “These meek
types like to display virtues they haven’t got.”
“But why do you suggest she’s got hidden vices?” a voice in the crowd said. “I’ve known Madame Goltsberg
for years and I can assure you that society would gain a great deal if there were more women like her around.”
“Oh, my goodness, sympathetic advocacy!” the wife of the Police Chief retorted sotto voce, and she glared
with such fury in that direction that the two policemen at the doors dropped their hats in fright.
At that moment a young woman of about 22 entered the room. She was not beautiful, but graceful, nice and
dressed extremely simply: not a single flower, no bronze ornaments. At first glance one could say about her—
she’s not bad looking—but the second glance gave rise to the wish to look more closely into her features, and the
more you looked into them, the more unwillingly would you look away from this sweet little face. Her dark eyes
looked timorously out from under long black lashes; there was something inexpressibly good, and a shadow of
sadness flickered on this face, although forced cheerfulness overcame it. Despite the timorousness, the almost
child-like shyness, her bearing was noble, even a little proud. She looked around in the way that Christians used
to look at the wild animals in the Roman circus, trembling at their glinting eyes, their sharp claws, but at the same
time, rising above their fierceness and strength, striving towards the near heavens with radiant hope.
I felt sad looking at this uncommon woman who was born to be the adornment of humanity; it was sad to see
this radiant poetic soul surrounded by a poisonous swarm of wasps, who found their pleasure in stinging her from
all sides. The position of a man with an elevated mind is intolerable in the provinces; but the position of a woman
whom nature itself has placed above the crowd is truly awful.
“Your Colonel’s wife wanted to impress us with her shepherdess’s simplicity … how nice!” the wife of the
Police Chief said to an officer, hurrying as fast as her short little legs would carry her to overtake Mrs. Goltsberg
so as to make the second pair.
The Polish dance dragged on interminably; the Governor promenaded with all his subordinates’ wives, while
his wife did likewise with all the officers, in strict accordance with how nice they looked. Finally, at her request, a
waltz was struck up.
The waltz, so maligned—but none the less a favorite with the dancing classes—if it has anywhere preserved its
purity, then it’s in the crowded ballrooms of provincial towns, where the agile beaux do not hold up their partners,
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but often hold on to them so as not to lose the beat and not to get their feet mixed up with the next couple; where
the long spurs of the cavalry officers mercilessly prick the ladies’ feet; where the smell of pomade with which
many beaux so generously smear their hair makes the lady dancers avert their little noses and passionately long
for the end.
At this moment the wife of Colonel Goltsberg was pressing the hand of a particular young woman in some
agitation. For all her efforts to control herself the tears welled up and a bright flush lit up her pale cheeks. The
other woman looked at her with no less agitation but she seemed a little older and better able to control her
feelings. Several curious eyes looked at them but at this first minute of their joyful reunion they noticed nothing.
“Vera,” said Mrs. Goltsberg, “I never expected that we would meet up like this! How difficult a meeting like
this is at a ball! It takes me back to the time of our bitter farewell, by the fresh grave of our mother! How many
years—and I’ve not received a single word from you! Tell me, did you know I was married?”
“Yes, but I wasn’t sure of your husband’s name, nor exactly where you were living.”
“And are you still living with that relative of yours?”
“Yes, it’s with her that I’ve descended on these parts, in fact.”
“Thank goodness! Now I’m not all alone in the world!”
“Olga! You’re still the same hot head. Do calm yourself, my dear; and look at what a spectacle we’re making
for curious eyes. Tomorrow I’m yours all day, but just now forget about my existence. Here comes your partner,
the quadrille awaits you; off you go and ’bye for now.”
And Vera, freeing her hand was soon hidden in the crowd and went off to the ladies’ room to recover from her
own confusion, which had come over her, for all her apparent indifference, at this unexpected meeting with her
childhood friend, with the sister of her heart. Mrs. Goltsberg mechanically gave her hand to her partner, a young
local landowner. He’d just recently come down from St. Petersburg, was already playing a significant role in
society, and attracted the universal attention of the ladies—despite the fact that he wore a black jacket, which had
been treated with such contempt ever since two cavalry batteries had settled in the town. The young landowner
led her to the quadrille and placed her opposite the Governor’s wife. The strains of Rossini\fn{ Antonio Gioacchino
Rossini (1792-1868), Italian composer.} struck up; bumping and crowding together the pairs scurried from place to
place; only the Colonel’s wife remained motionless as if recalling the past had driven away her consciousness of
the present.
“Madam Goltsberg, it’s your turn!” a mocking voice squealed near her.
“It’s your turn,” her partner repeated in his bass.
She came to, danced the first figure, but several times during the quadrille she lost the beat, mixed up the
figures, and gave inappropriate answers to the landowner from Petersburg who, toying with his diamond buttons,
looked at her askance in bewilderment, while smugly admiring himself in the large mirror.
*
The next day everybody was in uproar about the secret of Colonel Goltsberg's wife’s unheard of confusion
while “the man from Petersburg” was dancing with her. Many suspected a long-standing relationship between
them; others broadcast it as certain fact, while the all-knowing wife of the Police Chief related several highly
amusing anecdotes on the subject, which were inspired by the looks of the Colonel’s wife and her own guesswork. The poor Colonel’s wife!
You need to be aware that at this time three persons were the subject of the merciless attention of the
inhabitants of this town—the wife of Colonel Goltsberg, the wife of Colonel Listkov, who was the Commanding
Officer of the other battery, and Monsieur Neretskii, who was newly arrived from St Petersburg—though each for
a different reason. They couldn’t forgive the first her cold indifference to a society which lived on petty envy and
gossip, the plagues of provincial towns; nor her liking for a solitary life, her distancing herself from all
acquaintanceships; and especially they couldn’t forgive the simplicity with which she dressed, with no bronze.
The second had emerged as a serious rival to all the followers of fashion in the town—twice a year she had
whole wagon loads of clothes delivered from Moscow; she had great pretensions to beauty and commanded her
officers on the parquet as much as her husband did in the field.
And this is why Monsieur Neretskii occupied people’s minds: Neretskii had no relatives in the town and his
estate was still in good order—so why should he move from the capital to spend the whole winter in this rubbishy
little town?
There was no doubt about it, according to the men—he’d been dismissed from service. There was no doubt
about it according to the women—he hadn’t found a friend of the heart in Petersburg and so had returned to his
native region to find either a second birth or a first love or, not to beat about the bush, a legal wife. How could you
not pay attention to a man from whom, if the occasion arose, you could win serious money! How, on the other
hand, could you not pay attention to a man of 30-something with large side-whiskers, with three diamond buttons
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on his shirt, to a man who arranged himself so sweetly on the piano-stool and sang The Talisman\fn{A note reads: A
romance by the Russian composer, N. S. Titov (1798-1843), which was popular in the 1830s. It was based on Pushkin’s poem of the same
title, of 1827.} and The Red Sarafan\fn{A note reads: The most popular song by A. E. Varlamov (1801-1851): this too was popular in
russian salons in the 1830s.} in a half-bass, half-tenor and who was sitting on 800 serfs, which he had inherited from
his father, just fifty odd versts\fn{A note reads: A pre-revolutionary Russian unit of distance, almost exactly equal to a kilometre .}

from the town?
For all these considerations, every step of Mrs. Goltsberg and Mrs. Listkov and Mr. Neretskii were grounds for
new gossip. And this winter, as if on purpose, there were more balls and parties in the area than anyone could
remember, since the Battle of Kulikovo.\fn{ During the reign of Dimitry Donskoi, Prince of Muscovy (1359-1389), Mamay Khan,
ruler of the (Tatar) Golden Horde, mounted a military expedition to collect unpaid taxes from his Russian subjects. Dimitry and his army
defeated his forces at Kulikovo (1380). A note reads: It was one of the major turning-points in Russian history, helping to signal the end of
the ‘Tatar yoke’. The reference here is not exact, but rather equates to “time immemorial.” } In the old wooden shopping arcades

there were crowds of ladies every day; the merchants displayed the most fashionable gauzes and other materials;
the ladies of all ages appeared at each new ball in new gowns with new fancy bits. Already the second daughter of
the prosecutor was on fairly intimate terms with Neretskii; he always danced the mazurka with her, but he also at
times seemed not indifferent to the daughter of the retired General, who at one time had been educated at a
College for Young Ladies and so, even now, charmed everyone with her child-like innocence and sweet
playfulness. And sometimes his condescending gaze fell on the daughter of the Head of the Merchants, an heiress
to two large houses and several hundred thousand in ready cash.
These three graces fought among themselves in pursuit of the Adonis from Petersburg, now forging ahead of
each other, then getting left behind with bitterness and malice. When the wife of Colonel Goltsberg appeared in
the room, Neretskii danced the first quadrille with her. That was enough: her name was on every tongue. He asked
her for the mazurka but she declined and left, and he mooched around for the rest of the evening with his hat in
his hands, not dancing and hardly talking to anyone, which almost never happened.
What a broad canvas for malicious gossip! Everything was stirred up; everything seethed with fury!
A week later Neretskii visited the Goltsbergs and the Colonel invited him to dinner the following day. By the
evening of that same day everyone was saying that the Colonel’s wife had put on a new housecoat and had
ordered two extra courses for dinner.
*
But let us return to the day after the ball. At ten in the morning Vera was already in Olga’s room and without
tedious witnesses they gave themselves over to sincere feelings.
Try to imagine two flowers which had grown on a single stem, which had been watered by the same dew and
refreshed by the same breeze; which pressed close to each other under a threatening storm cloud and then happily
luxuriated in the spring sunshine, each admiring the other’s beauty. Also imagine that a cruel hand had torn them
from their native bush, and not satisfied with that, tore apart the stalks that had not yet suffered and planted the
flowers in different parts, under different skies, in unfamiliar soils. The poor flowers did not fade, but a soul,
violently split in two—could it grow back to its former life? The heat scorched them, the black cloud drenched
them in cold rain, each bowed their orphaned heads to the ground. There was no one from whom they could
expect a comforting glance, no one to cheer them with a happy smile; and with indifference they awaited the
whirlwind which would tear them from their new roots and cast them into the dust.
This is how Vera and Olga grew up; Olga’s mother sheltered the orphan Vera and she forgot that she was an
orphan. In a happy southern land, on the southern shore of the Crimea, they lived not counting the days. The sun
would awaken them for their lessons, for walks, for inexhaustible talks; during the short southern winters they
would devote themselves even more avidly to study under the careful guidance of the mother.
But in order to understand the characters of these two young persons we must know something of their
education.
Olga’s mother, an intelligent, almost learned woman, was something of a free thinker. Not because of any
considerations of her own, but because it was during those years when every seemingly brilliant aphorism was
imprinted on the mind, she read all the works by the philosophers of the French school and considered the
immutable conditions of the everyday life of women as inventions, suitable only for the crowd. In her own life she
had not experienced those profound upheavals which sometimes induce died-in-the-wool free thinkers to look to
the heavens; she lived quietly, monotonously: she fulfilled all her obligations with strict punctiliousness, was kind
to herself and to others, and educated her children according to these rules. They studied everything except that
which must serve as the foundations of the rest; but the mother tried, from when they were still quite young, to
encourage as highly as she could a feeling of nobility; the objects of their veneration were the deeds of the greats.
Self-sacrifice, magnanimous actions were what stirred their youthful hearts, and from earliest times they grew
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used to thinking and feeling on the model of the ancients. Falsehood never sullied their lips, any promise was kept
and fulfilled in the face of any obstacle, in the manner of the Roman, the victim of his own word, who brought
tears of surprise to their eyes. Add to all this the complete isolation where nothing disillusioned their ideas, where,
on the contrary, everything nurtured the seeds sown of the fruits of a different age; where the ruins of the Fortress
of Genoa and a high cliff constantly seemed to their ardent imagination to be either the ancient Capitol or the
Tarpeian rock;\fn{That Roman precipice from which were cast, among other traitors, those Vesetal virgins who had parted with their
sexual purity.} and where a library of several hundred books was open to them from the age of 13. If you can
imagine all this, then you will understand the impulses of their hearts, you will forgive the excessive dreaminess
of their minds.
You may say that nowadays there are not many instances of such an education. I don't know! Of course, there
are now far fewer since Balzac\fn{ Honoré de Balzac (1799-1850), French author .} has taken the place of Cicero\fn{ Marcus
Tullius Cicero (106-43BC), Roman author, politician and orator.} in the home education of the young.
Yes, after being separated for six years they had seen each other again; but how the years had changed them!
In Olga’s quiet, slow step, in her pale face and the sad expression of her eyes, in Vera’s cold, sharp judgements
and in her indifference to all the feelings of the heart, who would have recognized those carefree girls, who
clambered over inaccessible rocks like chamois,\fn{Those attractive, nimble-footed goats which inhabit not only the Alps but
other mountainous areas of central and southern Europe, and who are now officially protected by the Swiss .} who laughed at the edge
of chasms, witnessed the sunrise at the ruins of an ancient Christian church, admiring the purple colors of the
morning clouds and the crimson surface of the sea? Who, on an impulse they themselves could not understand,
looked for dangerous places, enjoyed sitting on the edge of a precipice, at the bottom of which waves seethed, and
where with enormous pleasure they read at first Plutarch\fn{ Greek biographer and essayist (46?-120).} and then the
inventions of Countess Genlis\fn{Stéphanie Félicité Ducrest de Saint-Aubin, Countess de Genlis (1746-1830), French author .}
and Baroness de Stael.\fn{Anne Louise Germaine, Baronne de Staël-Holstein (1766-1817), French author and intellectual, born in
Paris, and generally known as Madame de Staël .}How many stories, how many mutual confidences! For the first time in
six years they were able to find relief for their souls, by pouring into the soul of a friend the feelings which had
burdened them for so long.
“Yes!” Vera continued, having already told her friend all that had happened to her over the past years, “this
disillusionment, this unexpected moral blow caused a complete upheaval in my existence. I came to see how
irrelevant in our society are lofty ideas, magnanimity, nobility, and I made for myself a sketch of my future life. In
the fullest sense of the word, I am alone in the world, no one loves me, no one is concerned for me and I
determined to direct all the tender feelings of my heart, all that lies hidden there—loyalty, love, friendship—I say,
everything would be directed inwards, to myself. The purest egoism is now my path. I can no longer love with my
first, pure love and I don’t want to go in for any second-rate feelings; this is why I’ll never marry. I will leave the
world, just as a newcomer leaves a foreign land where he had to speak the language of others and considered his
existence merely as nourishment for others. I desire, and am trying to get myself to a state of such indifference
that my feelings will no longer be susceptible to any tenderness. I want to become inaccessible to all mental and
spiritual sensations and to live, like an oyster, in my body alone.”
Olga listened to her in amazement: this kind of talk was new to her and she just couldn’t make sense of it—she
who had done just the opposite, and had abandoned all earthly feelings, and lived entirely in the life of the spirit,
living like a sleepwalker in society, almost mechanically fulfilling all the duties which society imposed upon her,
and coming to life only when she was alone with her spiritual companions.
If you examined her position you would forgive her excessive dreaminess. There are individuals who are born
into society for reasons I do not know—because to a world which is full of cold reasoning and calculations, they
bring a spirit which thirsts for profound, true feelings. They bring a mind which sees through all the worthlessness
of the so-called proprieties and so can never reconcile their actions with the opinion of that despot—society—and
above all else they place their hopes in their own portion of happiness! These individuals, obliged as they are to
follow the common rut, must, like the enamoured Duc de Lorraine, hold burning coals in their cupped hands and
not reveal them to anyone, even though their bodies burn up along with the coals—that is, if they do not wish to
become the object of scorn. They will never come to terms with the conventions of society, will be a burden to
themselves and to others, and even their voice is so alien to the whole world that they will never find an echo.
This had happened to Olga. Given her education and her way of thinking and living up to the age of 15, how
could she accept her lot in the way that thousands of women did? Her mother’s death tore her from her peaceful
haven, separated her from her childhood friend and abandoned her to the care of a relative, an old colonel who
had a family of his own to worry about, and who, in fulfilling his duty as a Christian and a relative of the girl,
thought anxiously about the fact that it would perhaps not be easy to be rid of a girl with no dowry.
And suddenly young Colonel Goltsberg—young by the chronology of the uncle who had been made a colonel
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in his fifty-eighth year—just imagine, Colonel Goltsberg had become captivated and offered his hand to Olga. He
was unable to offer his heart “as his Honor did not have one in stock.” The uncle blessed the heavens, and,
without giving it too much thought, announced his decision to Olga. Two weeks later the poor orphan, her heart
still not recovered from the first blow, with a mind that was confused by the whirl of unexpected events, herself
not really knowing what she was doing, stood at the altar with a man she hardly even knew by sight.
Gradually the haze cleared; Olga came round and her position began to seem a bit clearer to her. She saw that
she was bound to a man with whom she could not have the slightest fellow-feeling. In her girlhood, or rather, her
childhood years, love had not exclusively occupied her dreams: sometimes, when she read some moralistic novel
an ideal appeared to her; for several days in every little star she saw eyes which burned her heart. But this dream
soon evaporated and was replaced by another, and Olga did not consider love to be a necessity of life, the object
of a woman’s existence. If her husband had been an intelligent nian, with the slightest insight, he could easily
have drawn her to himself, by sometimes imitating her child-like enthusiasms, sometimes showing her the danger
of them. He could have healed her mind, toughened her up, made her more solid, remoulded her; of course, all
this would have been difficult, but by no means impossible.
But Colonel Goltsberg was a good German: a fine leader in his battery, a dashing cavalry officer, at times a
blacksmith and spur-maker, at times a horse dealer who would not have been conned by any Gypsy. He knew
every detail of the cannon and the charge box—but a woman’s heart was an impenetrable mystery for him. He had
married because he was 40 and felt like setting up house; because Olga pleased him and because he surmised that,
although she had no dowry, she could make him happy in his winter quarters.
He had a succinct and clear picture of what made women happy: treat them nicely, be tolerant of their whims,
and let them have a fashionable hat—this is what, in his opinion, couldn’t fail to make a woman happy and when
he got married this is what he mentally subscribed to.
In such a fashion fate did not only not give this poetic woman a man who might have been able to understand
her, take advantage of all the treasures of her mind, enjoy the beauties of her inner world, or who at the very least
would have cleverly buried them and hidden them from her own consciousness, but, on the contrary, it threw her
into a world which was utterly uncongenial to her.
Do you know what life is like for a so-called army wife? Olga got married, and a few days later their carriage
drove into the muddy streets of a Jewish settlement. Ragged, half-naked little Jewish children crowded squealing
round what was a rare sight for them; on both sides of the street there stretched the pitiful and delapidated huts of
peasants and the poor sons of Judah. At every step your eyes met revolting filth.
The carriage stopped at the doors of one of the huts which had been newly whitewashed and fenced off. This
was the Colonel’s quarters. The sentry paced up and down by his box, and Colonel Goltsberg led his young wife
past it into a little low room, covered with carpets; on the walls hung sabres and pistols; in all corners were pipes
of various sizes and quality; as well as tobacco pouches, both bead and silk, which had been made for the thenunmarried Colonel by his kind women neighbors. Three rooms like this constituted their living quarters.
In the morning her husband took her to the barns, to manège\fn{The riding-school; i.e., the place where the officers and
cavalry cantered about for exercise and training .} etc., etc. About twelve officers descended for lunch and the small room
was filled with the racket of loud conversation. From time to time, at an opportune moment, the Colonel’s
subordinates paid the Colonel’s wife a compliment, each according to his abilities, and after lunch everyone went
off for a nap; Goltsberg also retired and silence reigned in the humble abode, broken only by his sonorous
snoring. At dusk, having nothing much else to do, the officers again gathered at the house of their superior officer
to smoke pipes, sitting round the samovar. Olga scarcely had time to refill the glasses; they banged on about
schooling, about horses, dogs, pistols, spurs. They dissected military requisitions and complained about how slow
things were. Meanwhile, the smoke from the pipes got thicker, forming a solid cloud which filled the entire room:
the candles were barely visible in the smoke-laden atmosphere and were surrounded with an aureole of a reddishblue color, like the flickering of a street-lamp in a twenty-degree frost.
Then they would lay out the card-tables, and the room would be filled only with the technical terms of the
game, which were completely incomprehensible to Olga as she had not been initiated into the secrets of these
hieroglyphs, which were originally invented for the insane, but which now engage the attention of the greater part
of all intelligent people. At times the boldest of the officers entered literary territory, and dull witticisms and puns
flew in cross-fire, but, fortunately, not for very long: soon the important question of the suitability of such and
such a bombardier for front-line service, or about the hooves of a recently delivered horse replaced the question of
the geniuses of our literature, and a salvo of tobacco smoke from every mouth covered all in a blanket of
suffocating gloom.
Today, and tomorrow and always the same thing over and over again; the years, which see the coming and
going of kingdoms, seem to forget all about the little Jewish settlement. Once in a while the visit of some general
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or some inspection disturbed this order of things in Olga’s monotonous way of life: then all military personnel
scurried about, epaulettes and cartridge-pouches shone with their new gilt, and there was nobody to do any
smoking in any of the rooms; but the visitor only flies in and then disappears and the very next day, everything is
back to normal.
One day the Captain’s wife came to congratulate Olga on the news or rumour that her husband was about to be
promoted to General.
“Oh, don’t say that!” poor Olga shrieked in despair. “I’ll just have another dozen pipes that never go out!”
And this was the way of life that Olga had landed up in. To begin with she tried with all her heart to become
friends with her husband, to talk to him and to find in him an echo of her own feelings; but he just laughed,
yawned and interrupted her ecstatic reverie with a request that she order a bit more ham for tomorrow’s lunch or,
fed up with listening to sounds he couldn’t understand, he began to play a ditty which offended poor Olga’s entire
being.
In a case like this the feelings are like the herb bashful mimosa: at an unwelcome touch they shrink and fade;
and although they return to their former condition after some respite, the imprint of the careless hand is indelible.
Olga understood her situation and only talked to her husband about the most trivial things. And this disharmony,
this spiritual loneliness reinforced her tendency to solitude and reverie. Her youthful, ardent imagination found no
sustenance around it, and so became locked up within itself and drew inspiration from its own resources. When
her husband and all his officers launched a raid on the name-day pies of neighboring landowners—only then
could Olga breathe freely. She gave herself up to her books, her poetry, and her fantasies; and it was to them that
she owed no small number of her happy moments, no small number of pallid shafts of light in this dreary and
gloomy life.
Having finally come to terms with her position, to a certain extent she became reconciled to it. At times the
happy dreams of her childhood and not knowing what had happened to Vera still upset her peace of mind; but
before her in the misty distance there glowed a single star, and she walked towards it with measured pace, looking
around as a weary traveler looks around at the monotonous steppes when a welcoming resting-place is already
visible in the distance. This star glowed over a grave.
Now, after many years apart, Olga and Vera had unexpectedly bumped into each other in the small town to
which Goltsberg’s battery had been transferred. They became inseparable, for all the fury of the town’s ladies. As
before, Olga avoided getting to know them or the balls they held, in as far as she was allowed to by the
proprieties, and by a husband who had learned by rote, as if it were the eleventh commandment, that women love
balls and finery, and so his wife should like them.
As a consequence of this conviction Goltsberg one day handed to his wife an invitation to a soiree which, he
said, was impossible to decline. Half the town had already gathered in the drawing-room when Olga walked in. A
sudden sshh hissed on all lips, and the malicious laughter was not hidden by the hostess’s welcoming smile.
The Governor’s wife sat her in an armchair near the sofa—the sofa set aside for the exclusive use of their
excellencies—and the diminutive wife of the Police Chief, who was next to Olga, gave her a meaningful look,
leapt out of her chair and, in a loud voice, asked Neretskii whether he wouldn’t like her place.
The dancing hadn't started yet. Conversation spluttered along like a fire at the start of autumn. The young
ladies thronged in one corner and whispered among themselves; the ladies in caps sat sedately holding gilded
cups, while the younger women skipped from place to place, or, with their heads tilted back, chatted to the
officers standing behind their chairs.
Neretskii languidly settled into the place offered him by the helpful wife of the Police Chief and struck up a
conversation with Olga—in truth I can’t remember what about, but I can assure you that Neretskii never got
involved in empty conversations.
“Pavel Nikiforovich!” the wife of the Post Master said from his other side, “What was that parcel you got this
morning from St. Petersburg?”
“I was sent some French novels; 1 just can’t survive without the latest thing in literature—Hugo’s\fn{ Victor
Marie Hugo (1802-1885), French author.} most recent poetry and the new narrative poem by the feted Ahatolii Borisovich T.”
“T’s new poem!”
“Could we maybe have the use of your books?” voices asked on all sides.
“T’s poem! The one the journals were raving about even before it was published! Oh, Monsieur Neretskii …”
And Olga, with burning cheeks and clenched hands looked at him pleadingly.
Neretskii bowed to the general public as a sign of agreement and turned to Olga:
“So you are also an admirer of Anatolii T.? You like his poetry?”
“Do I like it? Can you show me a woman who would not find in his divine poems an echo of her own feelings?
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Who doesn’t rave about him, who doesn’t worship him!”
“You’re too prone to enthusiasm,” Neretskii said. “Of course, he’s a very talented man, but he’s too fond of
abstract descriptions, rather prolix.”
Olga looked at him in disgust and, not deigning to reply, turned to the old wife of a General who, having
already downed her third cup of tea, was gazing with maternal love at the waiting card-tables. :
Half-way through the ball the dancing stopped. From an adjacent room sprang a boy of about 12, dressed in a
fantastic Cossack outfit and holding a tambourine, who, for the amusement of the guests, proceeded to dance the
kazachok. This pleasant “surprise” was invariably repeated at every ball of the celebrated amphitryon,\fn{A note
reads: Amphitryon in Greek myth was the husband of Alcmene, who was deceived by Jupiter, who assumed the form of Amphitryon. Here
the reference is to the eponymous character in Molière’s play, who became a byword for hospitality .} who would make a tour of the

room and exclaim:
“I say, what talent!”
To which the audience would bow and always reply:
“A true talent, your Excellency! A real genius!”
Worn out by this tasteless spectacle, Olga meanwhile went off to the ladies’ room, hid behind the long screens
and, flinging herself into an armchair, fell into deep thought.
Less than ten minutes later several ladies fluttered to the large mirror and various voices babbled away at the
same time:
“God, what an unbearable evening!”
“My shoe’s broken.”
“Can anyone be stupider than that Finiftik! He’s murdered me with his stories.”
“Have you seen how badly dressed Marie is today!”
“When is she any better!”
“When are they ever going to give up killing us with that unbearable kazachok.”
“Madame Goltsberg’s very nice today.”
“Specially when she went all red talking to Neretskii.”
“No, good God, I’ve never seen the like of it!” somebody said heatedly. “She’s not satisfied with disgracing
her own home; no, she’s got to create scandal at balls as well.”
“What do you mean?” several curious voices asked.
“Can’t you see? Madame Goltsberg, such innocence, like a flower of the fields … it’s revolting to watch!”
“But what do you mean? Do tell us, please!”
“Good God! The whole town is talking about it, everyone can see, apart from that idiot, her husband. If only
somebody would open his eyes for him!”
The impatient voices repeated their questions; the single voice continued:
“Surely you must have noticed her open liaison with Neretskii? He’s with her day and night; he’s only got eyes
for her at gatherings like this, he’s always going on about her mind, her talents. What more do you need?”
“I’ve been at her house several times, but I’ve never bumped into Neretskii,” one voice objected.
“There you are! Do you think there’s only one door to the house? She’s not so stupid as not to try to keep it a
secret; but we’re not so stupid that we can’t see through it all. I know their flat well: we lived there for two years
just after my husband was made Police Chief.”
Olga heard these ridiculous accusations; like molten lead it poured into her heart, but her pride did not let her
try to justify herself: the accusation was too base. Would she really engage in a criminal liaison? Would she defile
the purity of her conscience, sully herself in her own opinion, which was more precious to her than any other in
the whole world? Would she deceive her husband and besmirch her lips with falsehood? No, this accusation, like
a dirty snow-ball, hit against her granite purity, rebounded and spattered only the accusers.
She stood up; her heart was breaking, but her eyes burned with the fire of noble self-assurance, and a smile of
contempt played about her lips. She came out from behind the screens and slowly walked past the crowd of
women who had gathered round the speechifying Police Chief’s wife.
And when one meets with women like these—thank God, these meetings are fairly rare—the question
involuntarily is born in the mind, out of what special material are they created? Are they demon’s brood or
nature’s mockery, the wrath of God, sent down to earth together with famine and plague? A woman’s beauty,
courtesy, and purity seem to them a personal insult. They need slander and gossip to breathe and if the doors of
Mahomet’s\fn{An old way of spelling Muhammad, prophet of Islam (570?-632).} paradise were opened to them, with the
caveat that they must not dissect anyone’s behavior, must not drown a single white flower in bile, they would look
with a sigh at the radiant garden of happiness, and would return to the filthy streets of their earthly abodes, simply
to have the pleasure of slander and gossip.
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“What have I done to them?” poor Olga, with tear-filled eyes, said next day to her friend. “Where have they
dug up this ridiculous fairy-tale?”
“And you still have to ask? Don’t you know that the basis of all their stories, the mainspring of all their
opinions is their own feelings, their own characters? As they descend into their own black thoughts, they see in
them how they would behave in similar circumstances, and they think everyone would.”
“Oh, my poet, my Anatolii, how right you were when you said—”
“Yes, that’s more sensible; read some lines of your beloved poet and comfort yourself against this ridiculous
gossip which won’t, of course, turn a single hair of yours gray.”
“From Mr. Neretskii,” said a servant, coming in and handing a packet to Olga.
At the mention of this name, she frowned again. She unwillingly took the packet, but hardly had she
unwrapped it when her face brightened. With an expression of blissful joy she cried out, holding the package to
her bosom:
“It’s him! Him! I’ll hear his sounds again, I’ll read his divine feelings!”
“Olga!”
“Vera!”
“Haven’t the chill of the years and your experience cooled your childish passion for a man you don’t even
know? It would be ridiculous at 15, but now …”
“A man I don't know? Vera! What does that mean? And you can say that I don’t know him? I don’t know
Anatolii? My ideal? My poet whose songs awoke my childhood imagination and inspired it with life, formed my
very soul? Who was it then who soothed my loneliness, who comforted me in my grief, who doubled my joys, if it
wasn’t him, if it wasn’t Anatolii? And you say that I love a man I don’t know! No, I’ve become familiar with his
every thought; I know all the nuances of his noble heart; I adore him; I would sacrifice the last joy of my life,
which is not rich in comforts, the last drop of my blood for his happiness; I would give my soul to prolong his life.
Yes, yes, I love him, but I love him not with an earthly love, I love not the man. No, no, Vera, you’re wrong!”
Vera shrugged her shoulders and said with a smile:
“Just wait, you’ll wake up.”
“Don’t wish me that, Vera, if you love me at all! Just listen to what I tell you and then judge whether your wish
is well founded.
“I’m totally cut off from people, not a single thread links me with the world, neither innate good will, nor
acquired friendship, not hope for the future, not desire or fear. What have I to hope or fear? What upheavals could
make my lot better, or even darker than it is already? My past, present, and future have all been concentrated and
have perished in the false goal of my destiny. I walk in thick fog, not knowing where or to what I’m heading! And
do you really think that I’d have the strength to bear such an existence if a faint heavenly light did not illuminate
it, if in all creation not a single echo responded to my feelings? In society, and at home I play a well-rehearsed
role; only when I’m by myself do I become what nature created me.
“But can I always be satisfied with myself? Is there in the world a creature who thinks the thoughts I do, who
feels as my heart does, who sees with my eyes, who gives life to my dreams with his ringing song? There’s not a
single fine feeling in me, no noble thought which he has not clothed in the living forms of his words and has not
adorned with the unearthly harmony of his verse; every beat of my heart finds its echo in his inspired songs, every
word of his reverberates loudly in my heart. And you want to deprive me of my last, my only consolation!
“What will become of me if I grow cold to this feeling as well? Where will my desolate existence turn, with
what will it be filled? Take his last kopeck from a beggar and tell him: now your burden is light! Tear a madman
from the only dream which brings him joy and happiness and then assure him that he’s cured of his illness. Oh!
Don’t wish for that, no, no! …”
Exhausted from all her agitation, Olga fell back into the armchair and buried her face in her hands.
Vera took her hands and looked into her face with maternal solicitude.
“Olga!” she said. “I’m older than you, both in years and by virtue of bitter experience! Listen to what I tell
you: nurture your dreams, comfort yourself with them, now they’re harmless. But as your friend, as a sister, I wish
that you may never meet your ideal—or, at least, not for twenty years or more—then, perhaps it will no longer be
dangerous!”
Olga said nothing; she looked down, her breast heaved …
30.155 Excerpt from A Conversation After Dinner\fn{by Nadezhda Sokhanskaya (1823-1884)} Kharkiv, Kharkivs’ka
Oblast, Ukraine (F) 14
… Indeed I can’t remember a nicer after-dinner conversation. “Amphitryon was the marshall,”\fn{ A note reads:
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From Lermontov’s The Treasurer’s Wife From Tambov (1838), stanza XXVII:1.i.}

although there was no feast at all. We had

simply gone out for tea in the country one summer …
I was still downstairs in the hall and handing my bournous to the footman, when I could tell from the few
words that reached me from the salon, what the company was talking about. But I also had reason to fear that we
might have committed some unforgivable solecism. We had happened upon a dinner; if not, why could I hear so
many women’s voices in the salon?
But I was mistaken. Dinner had finished; it was just that the gathering, no doubt because a lively discussion
had started just as dinner was ending, didn’t want to leave their seats and remained at the dinner-table with cups
of coffee. Dessert had been served.
“Ah, is that so!” drawled the marshall’s wife, though amiably enough, and with a slightly bemused smile.
“Well, it’ll be alright,” I thought. Several men stood up, to make room for us. Our arrival couldn’t possibly
lead to the conversation coming to a complete halt and taking another direction. A few moments later it started up
again and even more passionately than before, which is always the result of an unexpected and forced interruption. The topic was unusually interesting for a drawing-room conversation; spouses who had married for love—
two provinces had resounded with the eclat of their love story—and, lo and behold, not three years had passed
and they had separated. As usual, some loudly blamed the wife; others could not excuse the husband. One sensible man observed that it is difficult to make judgements about family matters. Probably, the husband is in the
wrong and the wife is to blame. But no one was satisfied with this wise resolution. The competing opinions were
fairly equally balanced and the conversation carried on unabated: both sides of the argument were equally animated. As I did not have the right to join in, I got up from the table, as though to take my hat off, and went over to
the window.
Taking up this vantage-point at the upper end of the room I was able to take in the entire company in the room
at a glance. The marshall gave up the dinner-table conversation as a lost cause, and there were quite enough
people taking part as it was, and went off to join the chit-chat at the card-table. Two people in the salon were
sitting apart from everyone else: myself at the window, and a woman in a cap, under a large oleander tree which
was situated by one of the cross-walls. Two men were sitting with their backs to this woman and not one word or
glance from the hostess was addressed to this isolated guest, whether directly to her, nor even as a sign that she
was at least aware of her presence. I could see that she was a poor, insignificant gentlewoman, who had no doubt
come to see the marshall on some matter of business, and, of course, the marshall’s wife thought it was quite
sufficient in the way of hospitality to give her a chair in her salon, and under the oleander to boot. But the guest
did not seem to be satisfied. She seemed to want desperately to make her own contribution to the general
conversation. Her lips were moving a bit, she coughed and looked at everyone, she kept fidgeting on her chair;
but none of it got her anywhere. The conversation carried on without her; no one noticed her.
Our eyes met, and neither of us seemed to see anything special in the other. I couldn’t find anything special in
the sunburnt face of this landowner, nor in her hands which she clearly didn’t bother taking proper care of. She
was a woman who perhaps had three or four children, who provided them with their daily crust of bread in the
sweat of her brow, probably a widow (otherwise her husband would have come to see the marshall), and so to
demand from her the same elegance, the same white hands and soft face as you would from a society lady, who’s
daily round is from mirror to sofa and from sofa to mirror—well, such a demand would be ridiculous. And so I
found nothing comical in her simple little cap with its lilac ribbons, nor in her rather short silk dress with its
Prussian gray tints. My attention was caught more by her small, not unattractive features, which in their day were
probably sweet and animated.
I looked at her in this way for some time, and I suddenly felt that I was just as much a superfluous guest in this
company as this poor gentlewoman who had been abandoned in the corner by her snooty hostess; I began to feel
awkward and I was seized by a very powerful urge to get away. So that I could leave the room and do it as
naturally as possible, without drawing attention to myself, I stood up as if I wanted to admire the flowers, and I
slowly made my way to the drawing-room, stopping to look at them, then moving on, and so on: I finally reached
the drawing-room. I breathed more easily, having thus escaped the eagle eye of the marshall’s wife, and I
peacefully became engrossed in studying the beautiful family portraits on the walls. I don’t know how long I
stood in thought in front of the marshall’s grandfathers in their powdered wigs, and his rouged grandmothers, but
my thoughts drifted far from the prim company gathered in the next room, far from the interesting conversation of
which I could still hear snatches.
*
“She’s the one to blame, my dearie,” I heard a whisper at my ear. “Whatever you say, where a husband and
wife don’t get on—the wife’s to blame …”
As I possessed an absolutely healthy nervous system and a sufficient sense of decorum, I was able to take in
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such a surprise quite calmly. I stepped a little to one side and looked straight at the landowner who had said this to
me.
I had noticed a little earlier that she had left her chair under the oleander (which pleased the marshall’s wife
enormously, I should imagine) and had moved to a chair right by the doors leading into the drawing-room; but I
can truthfully say that I had not heard her move on from there, go into the drawing-room and come over to where
I was standing.
I stood up and gathered in my dress, which was rather full-skirted and had spread out a bit, so as to provide a
place next to me for my unexpected companion, and couldn’t help smiling a little.
“So, she is guilty?” I asked.
“She is, dearie!” my companion said, sitting down next to me. She turned her head a little towards me, and
began giving me an animated account of everything I knew and didn’t know, that I’d heard, and hadn’t heard the
end of, from the conversation in the drawing-room.
“The whole wide world is based on the fact that wives make their husbands dance like puppets on a string, oh
yes they do!”
“It’s all like that, is it,” I answered, scarcely restraining my laughter. “But, forgive me, I don’t know your
name.”
“Lyubov Arkhipovna,” the landowner said.
“Forgive me, Lyubov Arkhipovna; don’t you think you shouldn’t be saying such things, and I shouldn’t be
listening to them?”
“What things, dearie?” she asked.
“Indeed, unheard of things, that a wife leads her husband round on a leash!”
“But you didn’t do that, did you?”
“And who told you that?”
Lyubov Arkhipovna gently teased me by copying my animation, and the way I was speaking.
“Well, indeed I did. If I hadn’t have, I wouldn’t have said what I did.”
There was nothing to say to an argument like that. I was quiet for a moment.
“And now you’ve gone all quiet,” Lyubov Arkhipovna said, looking sympathetically into my eyes. “But, I’ve
been quiet, my dear, for hours on end, and I don’t want to be silent any longer. But, anyhow, you have a look at
me,” the chatty landowner added, touching me gently. “How do I seem to you?”
“In what regard?” I said, laughing merrily and putting my hand on Lyubov Arkhipovna’s, as she tugged at my
sleeve.
“Ah, it doesn’t matter, that’s fine muslin you’re wearing. How much did you pay for it? I’m still of the view,
my dear, that wives make their husbands dance like puppets,” Lyubov Arkhipovna continued. “Perhaps, you’re
thinking, where on earth did she get this bright idea from?”
“No, I wasn’t thinking that,” I said firmly. And, indeed, when I looked a little closer at Lyubov Arkhipovna, at
her lively gestures, her frequent, easy smile, I couldn’t help noticing something sweet and impatient in her eyes
and which was definitely part of her character, and I became half convinced that she really did possess all the
wisdom on which the whole wide world is based.
But why should she try to convince me? And what caused the animation, with which she spoke to me, and with
which she listened, not missing a single word?
“No, my dearie, I can’t stomach it!” Lyubov Arkhipovna said, and she twisted round with such a sudden
movement, that the capricious sprung furniture on which we were sitting, for all it had English springs, shifted
with a real Russian zing beneath us.
“Steady on, Lyubov Arkhipovna. You’ll get us into trouble,” I had to give her a gentle warning.
“It’s not easy being steady about this,” Lyubov Arkhipovna said, spreading her arms. “You can see for yourself what tune our great lady in there is singing! To listen to her, you’d think that whenever aught goes wrong, it’s
always the husband what’s wrong; if it was left to me, I’d gather all the wives up and stick them in prison, where
they could just keep quiet. We know all about these great ladies! But as for me, dearie, I’m no great lady; but you
just listen to what I’ve got to say.”
And before I fully realized that Lyubov Arkhipovna was going to tell me a story, she was already telling it.
“My dear old mama, God bless her, had the three of us—all girls: Agrafena Arkhipovna, Palageya Arkhipov-na
—”
“But, Lyubov Arkhipovna,” I interrupted, “what’s this all about?”
“The following, my good lady, that you shouldn’t put the cart before the horse. If you listen, my darling, you’ll
find out how wives get their husbands to dance on a string.”
(I’m not clear how it happened that Lyubov Arkhipovna was already on such affectionate terms with me.)
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“So, now then,” she reiterated: “There were the three of us girls, and all much of a marriageable age; mother
could have married us all off at the same time and just had one do for us all, seeing as how all of us were no
longer girls. Well we had a lot of fun, oceans of it, singing and getting up to mischief. As soon as our dear
departed mama set foot out the house, straight off two of us’d be singing and clicking our fingers, and the third’d
be dancing away—you’ve got to be able to enjoy yourself while you’re still able. And so,” Lyubov Arkhipovna
went on, “our house wasn’t that big, but we had a lot of girlish fun and games.”
“Great fun, indeed, Lyubov Arkhipovna, that you used to sing and dance on the sly, while your mama was out.
And were you a good dancer?” I asked.
“What do you think?” Lyubov asked in her turn with some animation, giving me a sidelong glance. “It was
good enough, my darling, so that even now, thinking about it, it’s not a sin to say to good people: yes, indeed, me
dearie, I was alright.”
For some reason, Lyubov Arkhipovna had really taken to my little smile. She nodded to me with affection.
“So, just listen now, my good lady,” she said. “You young ladies have become so refined and well mannered
that you can’t have no proper fun without all sorts of fuss and frills. When you laugh, it’s like you’re not really
laughing at all, God bless you! It’s like as if your young blood has forgotten to bubble in you. You just never hear
among you lot the noise, the sheer joy, a really full-throated happy voice—to songs that’d really grab the heartstrings!”
“What’s to be done, Lyubov Arkhipovna, it’s not much fun living these days.”
Lyubov stood up looking like thunder at me.
“And what more do you need from life? What, are you more fearful than we were, or more obedient to your
mamas? Or would you poor little things say that you’ve no time to have a bit of fun: you’re up to here with work
from dawn till dusk? Come off it!”
And Lyubov Arkhipovna pulled at my sleeve.
“Take this bit of schmutter here, I bet you never lifted a finger to make it. These days you’ve got your seamstresses and dressmakers to make everything for you. So what is it that you do do, if you never touch this womens’
work, skirts and all the rest?”
I wanted to say something very forcibly, but Lyubov Arkhipovna stopped me even more forcibly.
“Hang on, dearie, wait your turn to speak. So it’s not much fun for you lot bein’ alive! And what if you’d lived,
just by way of example, with my dear old mama, God rest her. In a word, she was from Kursk. Just keep on the
alert, and make sure you toe the line. As for leisure—well, I dunno where she’d get any leisure. She never had a
minute’s pleasure; and d’you think we had much gallivanting around? If we had gone and bought a bit of cloth,
then mama was not to know about it, when you’d be going to embroider it or make it up; it was nothing to do with
her. ‘A lass’ll find time enough to get dressed up when the age for such things comes along,’ she’d say. And day
after day you’d be making lace, clicking away with your bobbins, to hell with ’em! But we still had our bit of
fun!”
Lyubov Arkhipovna smiled brightly and cheerily at me immediately after this reference to bobbins.
“Do you happen to know Kupyanka?”
“But of course!” I answered. “It’s a district town, though I think they give it another title.”
“Whether it was a town or a village, in my day it was hard to tell; you might just call it a town seeing as how
the peasant women sold buns on the streets. Well, anyway, my darling, let’s call it a town,” Lyubov Arkhipovna
said with a lovely tender expression. “There were some lovely churches: all made of stone and with five cupolas;
apples under the crosses, and every single one gold covered. You wouldn’t have long to wait for a holy day; and
when they came along you should have heard the bells, huge crowds in the churches and you’d stroll out yourself
among all these people in your finery: a nice, colorful frock on and well made: mama’s great big earrings and a
lovely crimson ribbon round your head with a bow on the side—phew, my darling girl, it was just grand! You felt
like there was no one finer than you in the whole wide world! You’d walk along, as if you were floating on air.”
“Ah, my dear Lyubov Arkhipovna!” I said.
“Well, here’s what’s really nice,” she said. “After mass, you’d go out into the church-porch, decorously,
sedately like; you’d stop in the porch to chat to your friends. You’d stand there chatting, and you wouldn’t seem to
be looking anywhere at all; but you could still see all the young court officials looking all eyes at you. Then us
young ladies, arm in arm, would go off for a bit of a promenade round the church, and they’d follow us on the
quiet, like. They’d stop somewhere, so’s we’d have to pass them; there they’d be, hands in pockets, just waiting
for us. As we’d draw level with ’em, they’d say to us: ‘What lovelies you are, young ladies: nice and comely! We
ought to take the glasses off our judge’s big nose so’s we could look at you with four eyes.’ ‘You can look with
five if you like,’ we’d say back to them, ‘but you won’t catch us looking at you even with one eye.’ And off we’d
trot again, as if we were above all this, but all the same we’d have a sneaky little look at them. That’s the way it is,
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dearie, with a young girl’s eye,” Lyubov Arkhipovna concluded: “it’s like she’s not looking at all, but she sees
what she needs to.”
“And what would happen next, Lyubov Arkhipovna?” I asked, laughing my head off.
“Everything came next, my dear. As you know yourself: when a girl’s young … You’d nod your head at the
window, even though you were standing under your mother’s nose. ‘What d’you keep nodding for?’ she’d say. ‘I
got a bit drowsy sitting at the bobbins.’ And you’d start rubbing your eyes, as if you really were feeling a bit
sleepy. I was pretty daring, you know, dearie!” Lyubov Arkhipovna said. “My sisters, were well-built, though tall
and good-looking, but if you’d seen me, I was a bit on the small side; but as the saying goes: the little birdie’s not
very big, but its claws are sharp. Well, I was so sharp, that I really am not sure how to get it over to you. Well,
there’s a kind of fire that’d set water alight. Well, the sort of tricks I got up to, if another girl had got up to them—
she’d have been scolded and beaten ten times a day, but not me. And on top of that, my mother was from Kursk,
and wouldn’t stand for no nonsense, but me, if I did get up to something, there’d be no flies on me. I even taught
myself how to play the guitar! No one showed me how, not even once; I just listened and you’d think that the
guitar had just fallen from heaven.”
Lyubov Arkhipovna stopped a moment to catch her breath.
“And the songs!”\fn{A note reads: As will emerge in the story itself, these songs are made up by the characters themselves
(particularly the heroine, Lyubov Arkhipovna) to fit the occasion: they are heavily influenced by the Russian folk tradition .} she
continued, pinching her own cheek with her hand, which she then waved as if to say ‘to hell with it!,’ as the
saying has it. “It was like this with me and singing: I’d rather you gave me a song than fed me with honey. In the
evening mama would hum some little song under her breath; I’d have it straight off, and be singing it at the top of
my voice the next morning. Russian, Ukrainian, any sort you like, let me have ’em! I had a song about everything,
for every occasion. I’d look at the fence and—
Weave and entwine yourself, dear fence;
Grow entwined, brocade of gold.

The ducklings’d be waddling across the yard—
Akh, dear me, the little gray duck!
It’s drowned its little kiddy-winks
In honey and sugar.

“There lived a man in our town, dearie,” Lyubov Arkhipovna said animatedly. “He wasn’t any great sweetie,
but, you know, a fine, nice man: Lukyan Alekseevich Zamoshnikov. He was born somewhere around Tula and
already seemed to like my songs … more than honey or sugar. He even gave me a ribbon for my guitar. If we’d
happen to be at a party, or if there were guests, or if he’d had a few, then he wouldn’t leave me alone. ‘Sing me a
song, dearie, such a song that I, Zamoshnik, Lukyan Alekseevich won’t be able to keep still, sitting or lying.’”
“And you sang for him? Well, now, my dear Lyubov Arkhipovna, what did you sing for him?” I asked
inquisitively.
Lyubov Arkhipovna looked keenly about her. Clearly, the recollection of the song which was to have such
Russian power about it that Zamoshnikov, Lukyan Alekseevich would not be able to keep still, neither sitting nor
lying, this recollection got Lyubov Arkhipovna herself moving. She couldn’t sit still. She half got up, then sat
back down again, twisted round and then hit me on the shoulder with some feeling.
“Och now!” she said. “If only we weren’t in these grand rooms with these great lords!”
“So you would sing it for me, Lyubov Arkhipovna? But if you can’t actually sing it, then at least you might tell
me the words,” I said.
“What good are the words, dearie? A song with no singing is like a blind man saying ‘let’s see’ or a deaf man
saying ‘let’s have a listen’.”
But Lyubov Arkhipovna thought for a little while and then smiled again.
“Well, of course I knew, my dearie, what sort of song to sing to get Lukyan Alekseevich tingling all over. He
was pretty stout and impressive in himself; he had a large belly, sticking out like a tub, and so I begins:
Ach, my fashionable lady, alllardy-da!
Ach, you've sucked me dry, my lady …

Lukyan Alekseevich already couldn’t stand still. He was tapping his toes and saying over and over the words:
“sucked me dry”!
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There’s no frost, but you’ve turned my ardent heart to ice;
Turned me to dust all over;
You’ve thrown sadness in my clear eyes;
You’ve ruined my fine black curls;
You’ve made me roam far from home;
You’ve got me loving another man’s wife...
Ach, another’s wife is my white swan.
But my own wife—she’s bitter wormwood
Growing at the edge of the field.

“And what of Lukyan Alekseevich?” I asked.
“Well, what of him, dearie?” Lyubov Arkhipovna replied. “He just couldn’t keep still: he tried to grab hold of
my hands, but couldn’t hold on. As soon as you sing to him: ardent and anyway, you know, use your voice so that
it grabs at his heart, of course that’s it! Put Lukyan Alekseevich in iron shackles, and he’d soon have ’em off! Like
a frisky horse, he’s tossing first this way, then that, and there’s no holding him! He’s down on his hunkers, head
tossed back, arms out full stretch, and off he goes into this amazing dance—ach, my dear, heaven help us! Get me
out of here! And make way, step aside, my good people! And indeed, you had to get out the way, dearie. It was all
happening!” Lyubov Arkhipovna said, halfway between great enthusiasm and no little regret.
“‘O-l-d man, old man!’ Marya Kondratevna would say to him, laughing away, when I sings to him and he’s
dancing: ‘But my own wife—she’s bitter wormwood.’”
“And you weren’t dancing yourself with Lukyan Alekseevich?” I asked.
“I might have,” Lyubov Arkhipovna said, “but I didn’t! I was choosy enough and wouldn’t go off dancing with
just any Tom, Dick, or Harry. It was quite enough that I sang to him. And when I finished, he’d be down on his
knees and then kissing me on both cheeks. Then he’d be sitting next to me, crying his tears, God, he’d say, had
insulted him, and Marya Kondratevna had gone against him, she’d had nothing but daughters. But if he’d had a
son he’d have married his beloved son off to me, I’d have been his daughter-in-law.”
“And were you sorry as well, Lyubov Arkhipovna?” I said. But that wasn’t at all what I’d meant. These words
were a small piece of feminine cunning on my part, so that I could then cleverly slip in a second question, without
her really noticing.
“Not at all!” Lyubov Arkhipovna answered. “‘The woman cried over the barrel. And what was in it? Nothing at
all!’”
“Really?” I asked. “But, my dear Lyubov Arkhipovna, if you didn’t cry over Lukyan Alekseevich's son, who
didn’t even exist, and you didn’t get to dance with Lukyan Alekseevich himself, who was definitely no empty
barrel, then who were you to dance with, Lyubov Arkhipovna?”
“But with you, my dear, if you’d been there.”
“Well, really, Lyubov Arkhipovna,” I said offended, “that’s a joke, not an answer.”
“And what sort of answer were you expecting? Did you expect me to tell you about everything I got up to as a
girl? There’s no point in getting huffy, my dear,” Lyubov Arkhipovna said, with a reassuring smile. “When I was
at home with mama, we lived close enough to hear the church-bells ringing.”
“Lyubov Arkhipovna! We have a bell in our heart, and it rings even without mama or papa being around.”
“Tell me about it!” Lyubov Arkhipovna nodded to me.
“If you removed the clapper from your bell, it wouldn’t ring, would it. But, anyway!” she said, with a lively
shift of tone, “Anyway, truth to tell, I was such a merry-maker that there was never any room in my heart for all
this girlish pining. Never had any need of it. As long as I could have a bit of a song and dance, that was all the
sweetheart I ever needed. And thanks to mama: on ordinary days she’d never give you a moment’s rest; but on
holidays, playas much as you like, it’s up to you, stand on your head if you feel like it; only look after your
clothes better than life itself: God help you if you tore them at all. Go to mass, have your dinner, then off you go,
in all four directions at once if you felt like it. You might go yourself to visit some gentlefolk (whether at the
priest’s, or the police chief’s wife’s house, and then some fine ladies used to get together at Lukyan Alekseevich’s,” Lyubov Arkhipovna went on, “or they’d come to yours, mother was fine about that. In fact, she’d go out
herself so’s you had a bit more room and felt more free and easy.”
“And I bet you really did feel free and easy in your own place, Lyubov Arkhipovna?”
“And how, dearie! As the saying goes, all hell was let loose; you wouldn’t know how the roof stayed on! It’d
quickly get pretty crowded and stuffy and then you’d start worrying that something might get broken, or else
you’d snag your dress; and so we’d slip outside, regular flitting birds we were. We couldn’t go dancing in the
streets, that’s too indecent for ladies—so we’d lock our gates and away we went. Even if there was snow on the
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ground, you wouldn’t feel it, you’d be so hot in your shoes and stockings, and no hat! And we were even wilder in
summer. Out into the garden, where the green vine grows, or even further afield, out into the meadows, and the
dance was under way in earnest:
The fishy in the water,
The fishy in the water,
The fishy in the water,
Wriggles and writhes!

And Lyubov Arkhipovna clicked her fingers to the song.
“And me, my dearie, well I wriggled and writhed like no fishy ever dreamed of doing all her days! And so on
for seven hours or more, singing and jigging every which way, and then you’d know about it alright! You’d be so
wiped out you could hardly crawl to bed: you’d collapse on the pillow like as if you were dead—you wouldn’t
even have the strength to say your prayers. Only half asleep, like a little kiddy, you’d cross yourself and say to
yourself: glory be, I’ve sung and danced to my heart’s content.”
I suddenly had a strange thought for a moment: does a glittering society girl, replete with pleasures, having a
surfeit in fact, does she ever have the same sort of feeling as her lesser sister, the old-fashioned young lady living
in the country, and does she ever fall asleep, after a brilliant ball, with this soft murmuring of a young heart: glory
be, I’ve sung and danced to my heart’s content? Lyubov Arkhipovna didn’t give me chance to ponder for long.
“If you’ve something to say, then you might as well say it, my dear,” she said, touching me affectionately. “I
really like you. What other goings-on shall I tell you about, d’you want to hear some more?”
“Yes, do tell me some more, dear Lyubov Arkhipovna! I love all sorts of goings-on.”
“Well, we do really seem to have hit it off, and I really like you,” said Lyubov Arkhipovna, tapping me
affectionately on the hand. “Well just listen to this then.
“I was telling you how us young ladies’d get together, have a bit of a party, but I haven’t told you everything
yet. You’ll get the point of it yourself, with your clever brain, but this just happened by chance: mama had only
just left, and we were off outside to get the dances going, when, you could scarcely believe your eyes—from one
corner, then the other, just look, from the garden, out of the hen-house they came, like as if we’d given the signal,
all the young men, all that there were in the whole town, and even one gent besides (his estate wasn’t far off out
of town), and with him his pal, another gent and then some philosopher, the priest’s nephew. Well, we had a right
laugh with this one! He kept popping up from where you’d least expect him. One time he climbed out of an empty
barrel, where the cabbage was done, and then he’d say: ‘I’m not for you, but your sisters.’ Well, clear off, matey;
we don’t need the likes of you. Well, we’d give him a place in the round dance. This was the way we did things:
just enjoy yourself, don’t upset anybody.
“And this is the way we’d all met up one spring with Lukyan Alekseevich’s ladies (I’d sent Lukyan
Alekseevich himself off to his mama’s, Marya Kondratevna had gone to the priest’s wife’s for tea, which just left
us girls). ‘Well, is this the way it is?’ we said. ‘There’s no getting away from these dratted little legal chappies.
You can’t even get a good song going before they start arriving from all directions like the very dickens. They’ll
be saying next, if you please, that we’ve got up to all these tricks just for their benefit. Nothing of the sort! We
don’t want that. Let’s lock the gates, so that they can’t even stick their noses in here.’
“And so we locked them. And Lukyan Alekseevich had a real Russian yard, a circle, it was: you can howl like
a wolf, do what you like, but you can’t break in. We were right pleased that we’d played such a trick on them
there gents and the philosopher, and all the lawyers. Off we shot into the garden and I started up a song, a real
dance tune:
The hops wind across the marsh, out they stretch—
They twist and twine;
Into the masters’ yard, their heads bobbing,
Their poppy-heads …

“Our round dance was going like a house on fire. We were watching them, and could see them gathering; they
walked round and round, but couldn’t get in anywhere, and so they all gathered at the fence at the back of the
garden. Now, Lukyan Alekseevich’s fence was the real thing, good and high as you like, so that the local lads
couldn’t come scrumping, and what’s more there were sharp thorns stuck in all the way round. In short, the fence
was such a nasty prickly hedgehog of a thing that you wouldn’t fancy getting stuck on it. Our fine lads were quite
downcast. They’d already walked all the way round, had a good sniff. ‘It’s the devil, not a fence!’ they says. And
we just carry on singing, like we haven’t a care in the world. Then I led the dance behind the trees, right out of
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sight, they could just hear us singing; then I took it back out again, right in front of this fence. ‘Girls,’ they
begged, ‘just open the gate for us.’ ‘Mother’s gone out, took the key with her. D’you expect us to steal from her,
or what?’ There was nowt\fn{Nothing.} they could do, really fed up they were, and so they went back to pulling at
the fence. They had with ’em a rebeck, a fiddle and a balalaika, the philosopher was playing the goat. Then they
set to begging us again. ‘Ladies!’ they says, ‘our philosopher here’ll tell you that God opens the gates of paradise
even to sinners: just open this little gate.’ So I drew up in front of them a really great dance formation, put all the
girls in a line and said: ‘D’you hear, girls? This little gate’s become an obsession with them! It’s not crowded on
the other side of the thing. And why do you chaps keep pestering us? We’re not stopping you singing or playing.
We’re having a merry old time here, so what’s stopping you out there?’ And at this I turned the line into a ring and
sang to them:
My pale face, my round face,
Lovely lass!
On your face the rosy blush
Is always to be seen;
The young lad, the unmarried lad
She’s always going against.
The young lad, the unmarried lad
Trod down the grass in the meadow;
He didn’t find his little path,
He burst into tears and went on his way …

“Hardly had we sung the last word, dearie, than they all came rushing through the fence, all at once, and there
they were! They broke down the fence. Ach, good heavens! What were we supposed to do? ‘Well you can all clear
off!’ we says. ‘There’s no reason why we should be held responsible for the mess you lot have made. We’re really
in it now.’ Us girls ran off in all directions, out of the garden, wherever we could, and what about our merrymaking now?! What fun is it when all you can think about is the trouble you’re in? We think: when mama gets to
hear about this, the cat’ll be out the bag. Everyone’ll catch it, anyone who was there, who just heard it, who just
happened to be passing by! We went off to our homes quietly and peacably. Holy Mother Of God! Save us from
disaster! We went to bed, but none of us could sleep …
“And now, my dear lady,” Lyubov Arkhipovna continued, changing her tone, “I must tell you another story that
happened down in Kupyanka. Our town mayor had a goat, and this goat got on really well with the priest’s goose.
And I mean really well! We all knew that the mayor’s goat would go walking round town just as he pleased, and
he did this so often, it was as if he was patrolling the town instead of the mayor, and he’d stick his little goat’s
beard into every yard. What the gardens and allotments had to suffer from him, it was utter ruin! Well, as you’ll
realize yourself, dearie,” Lyubov Arkhipovna remarked, “you can’t break the mayor’s goat’s legs, precisely
because he is the mayor’s. But then someone from the parish brought the priest a white goose with a broken leg,
and the proverb was clear: what’s sauce for the goose … or perhaps, the man was bringing it, but the goose
wriggled out of his hands, and crippled itself on the way; but anyway the priest’s wife really loved white geese.
‘Well, you can do what you like, old man,’ she said, ‘But I won’t let you stick a knife in our white goose. We’ll let
her out in the yard, fatten her up, and perhaps she’ll get walking again.’
“‘Yes, yes, we’ll let her out,’ the priest said. (He was such an important and steady chap, head always in
books,” Lyubov Arkhipovna said, “while his wife was such a good woman, but not that bright, and always went to
ask his advice about any goose she happened to have about the place.) And so they let her out in the yard, put oats
out for her in the trough. The goat got wind of this and starts coming to call on the priest’s goose. First thing in the
morning, and he’d already be there. People began laughing. ‘Just look,’ they’d say, ‘our father the priest’s having
a bit of bother. D’you think it’s a real goat that’s taken to visiting him; maybe it’s something else in a goat’s skin.’
They’d even say it to his face, but he’d just smile. But the goat would turn up, eat the goose’s oats, and the good
priest’s wife just couldn’t do enough oats for the goose. She just sat there by the trough (she couldn’t walk) and
waited, and the goat’d come along; he’d sniff round her, walk round a couple of times, eat the oats and lie down
next to her for a rest. And you know, dearie, they got on so well together,” Lyubov Arkhipovna said in
amazement, “that the goose, when she saw the goat coming, she’d flap her wings and honk away! And he’d just
bleat at her in his own way and waggle his beard. And what do you think, my dear? Whether it was to make the
goat happy, or to bring special joy to the priest’s wife, but the goose really did get better and start walking again;
and she and the goat were never apart now; they’d stroll around town as a twosome—the mayor’s goat and the
priest’s goose.”
“Well, as for us, after our to do, we weren’t at all bothered about the goat and the goose. Mama went off to
market and we were really miserable. We think to ourselves: Feska Proshlyga, or Neminuchaya (that’s our main
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bun seller) took her wares to market, and her path went right past Lukyan Alekseevich’s garden. She must have
seen; and if not she’d have sniffed out that the fence was broken down, and now she’d be shouting it all over the
market: ‘No! You come and see me: my buns are nice and soft, they’re hot too, and Lukyan Alekseevich’s fence
…’ And now the fence was all over the market. ‘Well, what will be will be!’ we says, ‘it’s all God’s will.’
“We sat down to our lace and were moving the bobbins so diligently that they were really ringing. And mama
still wasn't back from market. ‘What’s keeping mama?’ we ask ourselves. ‘No doubt she’s spilling it all this very
minute.’ Then we heard, my dear, a right racket starting up: there’s a whole crowd of folk in the lane. Our hands
dropped. We’re in for it now! We looked at each other. But then I, dearie, looked out the window, but the crowd
wasn’t running towards Lukyan Alekseevich’s fence, but, so to speak, from the fence towards the market, down
Moscow Street. What great event could have happened on Moscow Street? The old were running, and so were the
young, one without his hat, another with only one sleeve of his caftan on. The lads had had a fight on the road;
they were pulling each other by the hair, but they kept on running, and Gashka, our cook, ran off after them.
“‘Gashka! Where’re you going?’ we asked, but she just waved both her hands at us. Good Lord! You’d think it
was a fire, ’cept there were no bells. And we’d have run off too. If it hadn’t been for that trouble of ours—but we
hadn’t got rid of our first trouble, and we didn’t want to rustle up another. So we sat there and watched: and then
our troublemakers from yesterday began coming over the hill, the ones who’d caused us all our problems. They
came level with us and were even grinning. ‘Ain’t you girls curious at all!’ they says: ‘You could at least have
gone and had a look at what devil’s taken Lukyan Alekseevich’s fence and where he’s gone and put it.’
“‘Be off with you and your devil!’ I said. ‘That’s enough of you and your little joke. What on earth’s going on
down there?’ ‘What’s going on is what we’ve told you.’ And they said the same thing again: the devil had taken
Lukyan Alekseevich’s fence, and, clearly wanted to cart it a long way away; but the priest had rung the bell for
early mass, the devil had got his horns stuck in the fence, and had blocked the whole street near the mayor’s. And
Feska Neminuchaya had grabbed the devil by his beard and scattered all her buns.’ And they were laughing so
much a.mong themselves—you’d think their cheeks would pop!
“And this is what tricks they’d got up to,” Lyubov Arkhipovna carried on. “Somewhere, somehow and with
whatever God sent, they’d got hold of some stakes and brushwood, and in a single night, like a whirlwind, they’d
fixed up a new fence for Lukyan Alekseevich, and even better than the old one, just as it was, down to the sharp
thorns. And so that the jape had a sting in its tail, they went and took the old fence and blocked off Moscow Street
with it, right opposite the mayor’s house. And as they were having a good crack anyway, the lads stole the
mayor’s goat and stuck his horns through the fence.
“Well, no sooner had they finished with this trick, when an even greater bit of nonsense happened all by itself.
Feska Neminuchaya, really early, like, even before daybreak, was taking her buns to market in her little cart, and
going down Moscow Street during the day was real nice. So there she was, taking her cart along, just looking
down at her feet to see where the road was best. She’s a spirited woman, and was pushing hard up hill, and she
stuck her head forward and bangs it against something! She rummaged around in there with her hands—and
grabbed a beard …
“How Feska Neminuchaya shouted—and in the foulest language!: ‘Whoever believes in God, to arms!
Orthodox Christians! The devil’s got me, or else I’m holding the devil by his beard. My buns are done for! My
sinful soul’s done for!’
“And she herself had seized the goat’s beard and what she couldn’t understand was that she wasn’t being
pulled, but she was pulling the devil towards herself, God forgive her. Feska Neminuchaya fell to the ground,
screamed and kicked her legs out, just as if an unclean power had totally possessed her.
“And this was when, my dearie,” Lyubov Arkhipovna continued, “the people ran down there, the whole town
converged on Moscow Street, and the mayor jumped out of bed; and meanwhile it was getting lighter. Good old
father sun shone in everyone’s eyes, greeting them on the new day. And everyone saw that Feska was shouting
like a mad thing—‘The Devil!’—but could also see that this was no devil, but the mayor’s goat. However, to pull
off a stunt like this, to cart a fence such a distance, and Lukyan Alekseevich’s really solid fence to boot, came
much easier for the devil than a goat, even if he was the mayor’s goat twice over. The people had their doubts. Mr.
Thatistosay offered to speak. (“We had this real clever chap,” said Lyubov Arkhipovna, “and that was his name:
Anton Ivanych Thatistosay. When he expressed a view, then that was the way it was to be: he’d worked as a
secretary for thirty years in the consistory court.”)
“‘That is to say,’ he says, ‘although in terms of human judgement it is not possible and in the essence of a goat
it is not fitting, and furthermore it is not conceivable in terms of its diminutive strength, being a horned creature,
but, that is to say, men and women of our town! Let us suppose (Anton Ivanych Thatistosay pointed at the goat
and the fence), this thing, seemingly being fitting and possible, evident and conceivable; but this very thing, that
is to say, the new fence pertaining to Lukyan Alekseevich, who, that is to say, placed it where it resides, the Devil
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or the goat?’ ‘To hell with both of them, if you don’t mind, Anton Ivanych Thatistosay!’ the mayor said with some
feeling. ‘From what bounty is the Devil erecting new fences for Lukyan Alekseevich? There would be some
excuse if the fence had been really old; but it would have stood for another ten years or more without this devil
interfering.’
“And meanwhile, my lady,” Lyubov Arkhipovna continued, “the priest’s goose was waiting and waiting for her
goat, and could see that her dear friend wasn’t there, and so off she went to look for him. And what do you think!
Well, she found him: she squeezed her way through the crowd, and went straight up to him: ‘Honk! Honk!’ But he
couldn’t reply to her, seeing as how he, the dear thing, had been worn out by Feska Neminuchaya. He stood there,
his horns bowed, and Anton Ivanych was also looking down and said to the mayor: ‘That is to say,’ he says, ‘it is
not fitting thus, and the goat, that is to say, weaves wattle fences.’ ‘But if it’s not the Devil and not the goat, then
by your lights, matey, maybe it’s the priest’s goose!’ the mayor said. ‘What kind of free thinking is going on here?
Hey, officers! Chop down this fence and bring it to my kitchen for firewood.’
“And at that the mayor turned and went off to his house. This was how he always resolved matters,” Lyubov
Arkhipovna explained, “and the whole town loved him for it, that he didn’t spend ages ruminating on everything.
Even where this goose was concerned, he’d just decide the matter, he wouldn’t be led into procrastinating. A good
man he was. Anyway, that evening, one by one, virtually the whole town went round to Lukyan Alekseevich’s to
have a look at his fence. Even the mayor came.
“‘Well, whatever you say, whether it was the Devil, or my goat, or the priest’s goose what put you up a new
fence, Lukyan Alekseevich, the work needed doing.’ And how well it had been done, even the mayor himself said:
‘You, that is all of you, ought to pray to God for me! If it happens to anyone else, you’ll have to pay, Lukyan
Alekseevich, so that devils don’t go round taking people’s fences at night! And then to go and commit that other
indecency in a good Russian town—obstructing a street.’ ‘But surely this was either devils, sir,’ Lukyan
Alekseevich replied, ‘an evil force, or else your goat; so why would I have to pay?’ ‘You would have paid,
Lukyan Alekseevich, you fat gut, because you’ll get nothing out of the Devil. You might as well wait till
doomsday; as for the goat—leaving aside the fact he’s mine—as you yourself know, you won’t get either milk or
wool from a goat.’”
Lyubov Arkhipovna fell silent.
*
“So that’s the way it was!” I said, having laughed heartily at these strange events in Kupyanka. “But you won’t
get rid of me with a story about a goat; allow me to remind you that you still have a small debt to repay.”
“What do I owe you, my dearie? Fresh air?” Lyubov Arkhipovna asked.
“Not air,” I said, “but the fact is, Lyubov Arkhipovna, that you offered to tell me how it is that wives work their
husbands like puppets. And you’ve personal experience of this wisdom that makes the world go round, haven’t
you—you worked your husband good and proper, didn’t you Lyubov Arkhipovna?”
“Well enough, my dear, as much as I had to,” Lyubov Arkhipovna answered rapidly.
“Is that so?” I replied, mistrustfully. “Your husband, Lyubov Arkhipovna … but what was your husband’s
name?”
“Nikanor Semenovich.”
“Well then? Nikanor Semenovich would say: it’s white, and you’d reply: it’s black?”
“Not at all!” Lyubov Arkhipovna answered. “Nikanor Semenovich would have been glad if I’d at least said
black; but I never said neither black nor white to him.”
“But that’s very curious,” and I turned quickly to her. “How’s that, Lyubov Arkhipovna?”
“Would you like to learn how, dearie?”
“Live and learn,” as the saying goes.
“Well, well, it’s good you know some proverbs.”
I don’t know how this came about, and which of us made the first move in this direction, only Lyubov
Arkhipovna and I then kissed very happily and in a nice friendly, spirited way.
“Well, now so, my dear Lyubov Arkhipovna!” I then said.
“You tell me everything, as much as needs be, with proper feeling, and nice and slowly, as Anton Ivanych
Thatistosay would put it, so it be evident and conceivable. Who did you marry? Surely not the ‘philosopher’?”
Lyubov Arkhipovna made no answer to this, but only waved her hand. I would have guessed that it was the
‘gent’ whose estate was not far out of town.
“No, dearie!” Lyubov Arkhipovna said. “It all turned out quite different. 'You see, come Christmas, people
started saying that a commissioner had come to the town. ‘What’s a commissioner when he’s at home?’ us girls
were all asking ourselves, and wanting to have a look at him. ‘What sort of bird is that?. Feska, duck! Let’s have a
look at this commissioner,’ we asked our Neminuchaya, because this here commissioner was staying in her flat.
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‘Come round this evening, for some buns, girls,’ Feska said: ‘I’ll give you some buns and show you the
commissioner.’
“And we waited like cats on a hot tin roof for these buns! We dressed up in our fur jackets, covered our heads
in colored kerchiefs and, we’re off! The sun hadn’t even set, and we were running in through Feska’s gates. We’d
just got hold of the door into the entrance hall, when out of this hall, coming to meet us walked the commissioner.
I just glanced at him, and didn’t want to look any more. So that’s a commissioner! We went into Feska’s and I
didn’t want any of her buns. I was so annoyed!
“What a sight we’d come to see! Gangling, and thin, pock-marked too; a nose a mile long, with his head
jutting forward. Oh, my dear! If at least he’d had a way with words, like one of our little lawyers: best not to look
at him, he’s black as coal, but if you went up to him he’d start talking! You’d soon forget any of your goodlookers then! You'd even feel like giving him a kiss, the way he talked. But this one, God forgive me, silent as the
grave! Even worse than our philosopher. Even if he did say, ‘I’m not for you, girls,’ and then he’d climb out of his
barrel and go off to the others; but the commissioner didn’t even have that much gumption. He just stood there,
leaning against the door, arms dangling like a trussed chicken; you’d think he’d never seen such a thing as a girl
all his live-long days, and now a great disaster had befallen him, as some girls had turned up on his very doorstep!
“I walked past him, just like that, and I felt like pulling him by the sleeve, just to let him know he should keep
his eyes to himself. Ever since I was a girl, dearie, I’ve not been able to stand,” Lyubov Arkhipovna said, “and I
still can’t stand such gormless types: he looks at you like he wasn’t really looking, and it’s like as if he’s got a
dishcloth in his mouth instead of a tongue, like he was doing the dishes. Look straight at people, say boldly what
God gave you to say, that’s what I call a real human being!
“Well, I says to Feska, your commissioner’s a fine one! That was a really good idea, inviting folk to come and
have some buns. ‘Don’t be cross, dearie,’ she says, ‘he ain’t no bun, I didn’t make him.’ We had a good laugh at
that, and we left Feska’s creased up at the thought that the commissioner was no bun.”
“Carry on, Lyubov Arkhipovna!” I said. “With a start like that, I can’t see us heading for a wedding.”
“Not heading for a wedding!” Lyubov Arkhipovna said, shaking her head.
“Does a person know where God is leading her?” she said after a moment’s silence.
“So, the commissioner’s no bun, indeed not,” she continued with a lively, happy switch in tone. “We had a real
laugh with this commissioner! We ran into our young blades, and gave them a good teasing. ‘The commissioner,
the commissioner, oh my God!’ we says. ‘We’ve just now seen the commissioner at Feska’s door, and we don’t
want to see no more of ’em, no sir!’ I even covered my face with my sleeve. ‘Would I be better?’ that Blackie of
ours peeked at me, and he shoved his mug, all made-up for the festivities, right up close to mine. ‘Well, I’ll tell
you what would be better,’ I said, ‘For the both of you I wouldn’t take what’s in the round bit in the middle of this
here bun,’ and with that I threw a bun at him. And as you’ll have noticed, dearie, the thing about what’s in the
round bit in the middle of a bun, is that there ain’t nothing in the middle. He caught the bun, and looked at it:
‘That’s what I call selfish!’ he said, ‘and there’s nothing more to be said.’
“And so, dearie, we had a right old laugh all that evening,” said Lyubov Arkhipovna. “Now, the next day was
the mayor’s Christmas party. The grown-ups met up earlier and went there, while we young folk just turned up in
the evening. We had a look round, and our commissioner was there. Well, we didn’t feel like seeing him at all.
We’d fixed up all sorts of festive games, dances, fancy dress, there was all kinds of mullarkey. The philosopher
came as a bear; our Blackie was dressed like a gypsy and led him round on a chain, and what singing and storytelling he got up to, and the fortune-telling, you really can’t imagine where he’d got it all from! Finally, us girls
began to sing fortune-telling songs and to play bury the gold. And do you happen to know what sort of songs
those are?” Lyubov Arkhipovna asked me, slightly mockingly.
I said that I did.
“The thing is that nowadays people don’t seem to want to know the same things as their parents did. And you
know how to bury the gold?”
“I do.”
I got the impression that Lyubov Arkhipovna didn’t like the fact that I knew things she wanted to scold me for
for not knowing.
“But how on earth do you know all that?” she asked. “Have you buried the gold yourself?”
“I haven’t myself,” I answered, “but I’ve asked about it and been told.”
“Well, there you are then!” Lyubov Arkhipovna said. “It looks as if things are like in that old joke: ‘A goose’s
paws are lovely.’
“Have you eaten them?”
“No, but my old man saw a governor eating them.”
I asked Lyubov Arkhipovna to explain this joke to me again.
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“Well, if you’ve been told how to bury the gold, my darling, you can be good enough to listen to what I’ve got
to say,” she said, and gave me a gentle tap on the knee. “Couldn’t someone as skilled and as clever as I was at
fortune-telling, couldn’t I bury the gold, or find it when another girl had dreamed about it? I’d just have to cast my
eyes around, and it was as if I could see into all the girls’ hands, and that there ring just talked straight to me.”
“But you had fire in you, Lyubov Arkhipovna!” I couldn’t help saying.
“And that wasn’t for nothing, dearie, I was that very fire that set the water alight. Now you just listen to how it
all was.”
And by way of introduction, Lyubov Arkhipovna told me that all those playing the game of burying the gold sit
down in a line, or semicircle, and two girls remain in the middle of the room, the sort who were good at singing
and dancing and who wouldn’t miss the gold ring. One of them walked around to bury the ring, and the other
would follow her to note where she was burying it, whose hands she had slipped the ring into. And the first girl
would sing:
Oi, I’ll go from corner to corner,
I’ll bury the ring of gold,
I’ll bury it, bury it,
I’ll go among the lovely lasses,
These pretty young things.

And all the others then come in:
Guess, guess, lassie!
Who’s got the gold in her hand
And the pure silver.
You, lass, will never guess;
And we’ll never tell.

And the girl who’s guessing begins to bow in all directions and to ask pitifully:
Oi, me dears, my little doves!
You tell me now, don't hide it!
My mammy’s gonna beat me
With three gold wands
With a poker from under the stove.
I didn’t make it, what a disgrace,
I broke the gold rings.

While all this is being sung, the gold should be buried, and the girl that’s buried it begins to clap her hands and
dance in front of the one who will guess, and all the others sing along with her:
Look for the gold
With trumpets in the town
With candles in the tower
And the gold has been lost
It’s covered in dust
Grown over with moss
It’s been blown out the yard.

Then everyone stops, and then the guesser begins to sing and dance by herself:
The ring’s fallen, it’s fallen
Into the snowball-tree, into the raspberries,
And into the blackcurrants.
The ring’s turned up
The nobleman’s got it,
The young one,
On his right hand,
On his little pinkie.

And the guesser raises her hand and points to where she thinks the ring now is. If she’s guessed right, then the one
who has the ring takes her place as the guesser, and she takes her turn to bury the gold. But if she’s guessed
wrong, then it’s her turn again to guess, and the one who had the ring takes her turn at burying the gold.
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“So this is how I was setting about burying the gold, my dearie,” Lyubov Arkhipovna went on. “I got all the
girls sat in their places, only I then happened to look into the next room, and there was the commissioner sitting in
the corner, like some bird that had made itself a nest there. The thing is, I don’t know how to put it: I felt cross and
amused, and I began to feel sorry for him. You know, there are such folk, good Lord, who sit by themselves all
evening and don’t say a word to a soul. I went straight over to him and said: ‘I’m about to bury the gold, but what
are you doing buried here in the corner? You’ll be going back to your own town and telling them what the
Kupyanka ladies are like—that they played all these different games themselves, but never invited you. Let’s go
and bury the gold,’ I says.
“I took him by the hand and all but dragged him in to join us. I sat this falcon in his place and began to bury
the gold. Our Blackie was looking at me, and I could see that he was also looking daggers at the commissioner. So
I took the notion to slip the ring to the commissioner as a joke, to tease Blackie. As soon as I’d had this idea I was
twice as merry. I was singing and dancing, burying the gold in everyone’s hands, but actually keeping the ring
myself, and then I tried to fool the guesser that I’d buried it a while ago.
“But then, dearie, I came up to Blackie, and I put my hand with the ring in his, and he grapped hold of it in his
bear-paws! And he wouldn’t let go, he squeezed it tight, held on to it. He wanted to make me leave the ring with
him, d’you see? What could I do? And I had to carry on singing, and dancing, and I had no time at all before the
guesser, and all the others for that matter, noticed how long I was standing in front of Blackie. I looked at him—
but he was acting as if everything was as per usual, wasn’t batting an eyelid! He was looking at me. I dropped the
ring, but then, dearie, as soon as Blackie dropped my hand, I snatched the ring back and moved on. I looked back
at him, and he was sitting there like he couldn’t believe it himself, he was even rubbing his forehead.
“Now the commissioner was near. I walked up to him smartish and popped in the ring. But it was like his
hands had melted, and he didn’t hold on to the ring. Shame on me! My ring bounced all round the room and
what’s more, rolled straight to Blackie’s feet. He pushed it away, dearie. ‘Off you go to the brave lad who can’t
keep hold of the gold.’ I was obliged to bury the gold another time. Everyone was laughing at me; only Blackie
kept quiet, like he’d got his mouth full of water. I thought he was keeping quiet because he was angry with me;
but in fact, he was making up a song against me there and then. Well, that’s another matter,” said Lyubov
Arkhipovna.
“Anyway, now I went up to my commissioner and saw that he was holding his hands tight together; he was
probably thinking that I would pop him the ring again and he was getting ready to make sure he didnt drop it. So
I, dearie, instead of giving him the ring, took hold of him and gave him a good pinch. That’s the kind of bold thing
I was!” Lyubov Arkhipovna said to me.
“And what was Blackie’s song?” I asked.
“It was short,” Lyubov Arkhipovna answered. “Anyway, this ain’t about the song, but the commissioner, I just
couldn’t get rid of him. The girls were all mocking me about him, and the lads too: I heard nothing but the
commissioner. I tried to laugh it off, but I was getting tired of it. I now loathed this commissioner worse even than
my mother’s lace. If only I could get away so as not to have to hear his name! But Blackie was alright,” Lyubov
Arkhipovna said, “except just the once he sang his ditty in front of everyone, with his balalaika; or else whenever
he met me in the lane he’d begin to sing it quietly:
A pretty young lass,
Bright and clever,
Buried the ring:
She put raven’s
Yes raven’s feathers
On a bright falcon—
Like light to an owl—
For the fowler.

Out of habit I always had a pencil and scrap of paper with me, and I wrote down Blackie's song.
“Well, dear Lyubov Arkhipovna, what happened next?”
“Well, dearie, in the first place what happened next,” Lyubov Arkhipovna answered, “is that the commissioner
went away. I even crossed myself. He had only come to see the mayor because of something to do with his job.
Thank God, and we all forgot about him. A week went by, then another, when one evening we were looking out
and Feska Neminuchaya nipped into our yard and went straight to mama's room. They had a good old gossip
there, locked away for a fair old time they were. Feska left and left a plait of buns as a present. ‘Why has Feska
come calling?’ we wondered. ‘There’s got to be a reason.’ Mama came out of her room and seemed to be slightly
merry. She handed me the buns and told me to take them and give some to my sisters. I didn’t know why it was
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mama had taken it into her head to give the buns to me in particular. And so we were left not knowing anything.
“Two days later Feska was back.
“‘Why are you running around like this, Feska?’ we said. ‘We keep hearing the gates squeaking, and it’s
always you.’ But she just nodded her head at us like that: ‘Just wait, perhaps they won’t be squeaking like that for
much longer.’ And next day she came yet again; only this time it was towards evening, not as early as usual, and
she just stayed for a little while and went off again. Mama left her room to come and see us, and we, as you know,
always worked really hard when she was around. She walked up and down a couple of times in front of us.
“‘That’s enough,’ she says, ‘stop work now. Lyubasha, I’ve betrothed you.’ ‘Who to?’ I said. ‘The
commissioner.’
“I couldn’t believe my ears. ‘Who to, mama?’ ‘What’s wrong with you, have you gone deaf or something? As I
said, to the commissioner,’ my mother said. ‘And look sharp now, get dressed; your fiance is coming to visit this
evening.’
“I, my darling, I don’t know,” Lyubov Arkhipovna clasped her hands, “what happened, but I said that it would
be better to bury me alive, she could kill me for all I cared, but I wouldn’t marry the commissioner. ‘I’m not going
to kill you,’ mama said, ‘but I’ll teach you good and proper how to obey your mother.’ And I said to this that she
was giving me away to the commissioner for a plait of Feska’s buns, and she let me know all about buns, I can tell
you! ‘Go and get changed,’ she said.
“I went and sat in our room, but I wasn’t getting changed. My eyes were swollen like a fist from all the tears,
and my blond plait lay undone on my neck. My mother came to see me again. ‘Get changed,’ she said, ‘or I’ll beat
you again.’ And she beat me again with another implement. ‘If you don’t get changed this instant, I’ll cut your
plait off.’ (She’d run out of things to say.) And my sainted mother grabbed me by my hair. ‘Sister,’ I said, seeing
that my sister Palageya Arkhipovna was standing in the doorway, ‘give mama the scissors,’ at which mama spat.
‘She’s a little devil,’ she said, ‘and not a girl,’ and then she left me.
“Soon after this the fiance arrived, how he got there, I don’t know. Mother sent to invite Lukyan Alekseevich
and Marya Kondratevna; the priest’s wife came, and a few of the girls came along too. They all tried to persuade
me, but nothing doing! I stuck to my guns, and didn’t get changed or come out. The fiance was told that his
fiancee had a headache, and I can tell you, dearie, that it really did ache!” Lyubov Arkhipovna said.
“It’s clear now, as you’ll judge for yourself,” she continued, “that my dear departed mama was not to blame.
All we had was our little house, and there was three of us, and all three of an age: and we couldn’t be kept on salt
beef! It was a blessing that a chap had turned up who was quiet, not a drinker, and had a bit of an estate: his own
little farm, over a hundred desyatins,\fn{ A note reads: A pre-revolutionary unit of measurement, almost eaxtly equivalent to a
hectare. 1 hectare = 2.471 acres.} and a couple of serfs. What more could we ask? We couldn’t expect some general
from Moscow or Petersburg, could we?. Well, I may say all this now, my precious!” Lyubov Arkhipovna smiled.
“But back then—well it would have been better if mother had strangled me with her own hands!”
“And, she, my dear departed mama, was so sorry for me, as I found out later on, God rest her soul!” (Lyubov
Arkhipovna crossed herself at this point). “When Feska had first come and begun to talk about me, well, she’d
even been a bit afraid, apparently. ‘God bless you, Feska dearest,’ she said, ‘what does he want my Lyubasha for?
He’d do better having Agrafenushka. She’s a fine figure of a woman, plump, a strapping girl; but what’s
Lyubasha? She’s not even any good at housekeeping.’ But Nikanor Semenovich insisted that it must be Lyubasha.
He sent word that if it couldn’t be me, then he didn’t want nobody: not Agrafena Arkhipovna, nor Palageya
Arkhipovna. And as for me being no good at housekeeping, he didn’t care about that: he was good at it himself.
“Well, my good lady, that was an end to the matter!” Lyubov Arkhipovna continued. “There wasn’t much we
had to get ready; just two dresses to be made, some mattresses to be stuffed with down, and everything was ready
for the wedding. After this ‘inspection,’ or whatever, I don’t know what you’d call it—when the fiance turned up
to inspect his fiancée, but didn’t even get a look at her—Nikanor Semenovich went off home to get ready what
was needed for the wedding, and to make various purchases.
“Now this betrothal was on a Monday (a heavy day, dearie!” Lyubov Arkhipovna remarked,) “and it was
arranged that on the Saturday the fiance was to come back and the hen-party would take place, and then on the
Sunday, off to mass and we’d be wed. What can I tell you, my dearest, about the way I felt during those four
days?” Lyubov Arkhipovna asked me. “I really ate my heart out, and became quite unlike myself. I wasn’t eating
or drinking; if I went outside, I felt unsteady on my feet in the fresh air; and how many tears I cried! My darling, a
girl’s tears are a never-ending ocean: they fall like the morning dew and the evening dew all over the world, and
that ocean will never dry up or freeze over!\fn{ Because, of course, she wanted a nice young man, some slender, muscular, hardbodied, fiery and determined representative of the male species; and it would not have mattered to her—at this time in her life—if he was
poor, just so he was … satisfying. And her tears were understandable; for she would never be able to have this, at least not legitimately or
legally; and so, how could she be happy, being secure against the terrors of poverty and homelessness, but never to be satisfied in her own
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self?}

“Anyway, dearie, Saturday came; about dinner-time Feska came running to say that the fiance had arrived.
Right where I was, I began to sway and fell to. my knees. My sister Agrafena Arkhipovna picked me up. It was as
clear as daylight, wasn’t it? Right after dinner people began to gather for the betrothal. My ordeal began. Mother
said: ‘Get dressed,’ but I just sat there. ‘I’m telling you, Lyubov, get dressed! There’ll be trouble.’ I pretended not
to hear anything, and just sat there. Then mama beat me so painfully, it was terrible! Even a month later I still had
yellow marks from the bruises. ‘Comb her hair, get her dressed!’ she shouted to my sisters. And how they, my
little ducks, dressed me and combed my hair, I don’t remember. Mama led me out and sat me at the table. I just sat
there, side on to my fiance, resting my head on my hand, and sat like that all evening. Whether my fiance said
anything to me, or not, I don’t know; I just know I didn’t say a single solitary word to him! First, dearie,
everything would go black in front of my eyes, then the whole room seemed to be spinning; I’d feel terribly hot
suddenly, and then absolutely frozen, as though someone had drenched me from head to foot! Mama got angry:
then she gave me a nudge, but for the other girls as well it was all wrong. Songs were supposed to be sung and the
fiancée’s praises had to be sung. But, firstly, the girls seemed utterly lost without me—I was always the lead
singer; and second, what songs could they sing when they felt like crying when they looked at me? ‘Sing,
Agrafena!’ mama said—and somehow or other our Agrafena began to sing, God knows what! And the young men
too, our merry lads, some came, others didn’t. Others just came, and saw how happy the fiancée was—and away
they went at once. At long last through God’s mercy that evening came to an end.”
Lyubov Arkhipovna fell silent herself for a while and I sighed deeply. I stood up, and began to walk up and
down the room.
“Sit down, dearie,” she said. “There’s still a lot of nice things like this for you to listen to.” …
97.176 The Secret Sharer\fn{by Joseph Conrad (1857-1924)} Berdychiv, Zhytomyr Oblast, Ukraine (M) 19
I
On my right hand there were lines of fishing-stakes resembling a mysterious system of half-submerged bamboo fences, incomprehensible in its division of the domain of tropical fishes, and crazy of aspect as if abandoned
forever by some nomad tribe of fishermen now gone to the other end of the ocean; for there was no sigh of human
habitation as far as the eye could reach. To the left a group of barren islets, suggesting ruins of stone walls,
towers, and blockhouses, had its foundations set in a blue sea that itself looked solid, so still and stable did it lie
below my feet; even the track of light from the westering sun shone smoothly, without that animated glitter which
tells of an imperceptible ripple. And when I turned my head to take a parting glance at the tug which had just left
us anchored outside the bar, I saw the straight line of the flat shore joined to the stable sea, edge to edge, with a
perfect and unmarked closeness, in one leveled floor half brown, half blue under the enormous dome of the sky.
Corresponding in their insignificance to the islets of the sea, two small clumps of trees, one on each side of the
only fault in the impeccable joint, marked the mouth of the river Meinam\fn{ In Thailand.} we had just left on the
first preparatory stage of our homeward journey; and, far back on the inland level, a larger and loftier mass, the
grove surrounding the great Paknam pagoda,\fn{ Near Bangkok, Thailand.} was the only thing on which the eye could
rest from the vain task of exploring the monotonous sweep of the horizon. Here and there gleams as of a few
scattered pieces of silver marked the windings of the great river; and on the nearest of them, just within the bar,
the tug steaming\fn{The first practical tugboat was the “Charlotte Dundas” (1802).} right into the land became lost to my
sight, hull and funnel and masts, as though the impassive earth had swallowed her up without an effort, without a
tremor. My eye followed the light cloud of her smoke, now here, now there, above the plain, according to the
devious curves of the stream, but always fainter and farther away, till I lost it at last behind the miter-shaped hill
of the great pagoda. And then I was left alone with my ship, anchored at the head of the Gulf of Siam.
She floated at the starting-point of a long journey, very still in an immense stillness, the shadows of her spars
flung far to the eastward by the setting sun. At that moment I was alone on her decks. There was not a sound in
her—and around us nothing moved, nothing lived, not a canoe on the water, not a bird in the air, not a cloud in the
sky. In this breathless pause at the threshold of a long passage we seemed to be measuring our fitness for a long
and arduous enterprise, the appointed task of both our existences to be carried out, far from all human eyes, with
only sky and sea for spectators and for judges.
There must have been some glare in the air to interfere with one’s sight, because it was only just before the sun
left us that my roaming eyes made out beyond the highest ridge of the principal islet of the group something
which did away with the solemnity of perfect solitude. The tide of darkness flowed on swiftly; and with tropical
suddenness a swarm of stars came out above the shadowy earth, while I lingered yet, my hand resting lightly on
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my ship’s rail as if on the shoulder of a trusted friend. But, with all that multitude of celestial bodies staring down
at one, the comfort of quiet communion with her was gone for good. And there were also disturbing sounds by
this time—voices, footsteps forward; the steward flitted along the main-deck, a busily ministering spirit; a handbell tinkled urgently under the poop-deck . …
I found my two officers waiting for me near the supper table, in the lighted cuddy.\fn{ Adjacent to the Captain’s
cabin, properly for his use to entertain, but serving for everyday as the officer’s mess.} We sat down at once, and as I helped the
chief mate,\fn{To a serving of food.} I said:
“Are you aware that there is a ship anchored inside the islands? I saw her mastheads above the ridge as the sun
went down.”
He raised sharply his simple face, overcharged by a terrible growth of whisker, and emitted his usual ejaculations: “Bless my soul, sir! You don’t say so!”
My second mate was a round-cheeked, silent young man, grave beyond his years, I thought; but as our eyes
happened to meet I detected a slight quiver on his lips. I looked down at once. It was not my part to encourage
sneering on board my ship. It must be said, too, that I knew very little of my officers. In consequence of certain
events of no particular significance, except to myself, I had been appointed to command only a fortnight before.
Neither did I know much of the hands forward. All these people had been together for eighteen months or so, and
my position was that of the only stranger on board. I mention this because it has some bearing on what is to
follow. But what I felt most was my being a stranger to the ship; and if all the truth must be told, I was somewhat
of a stranger to myself. The youngest man on board (barring the second mate), and untried as yet by a position of
the fullest responsibility, I was willing to take the adequacy of the others for granted. They had simply to be equal
to their tasks; but I wondered how far I should turn out faithful to that ideal conception of one’s own personality
every man sets up for himself secretly.
Meantime the chief mate, with an almost visible effect of collaboration on the part of his round eyes and
frightful whiskers, was trying to evolve a theory of the anchored ship. His dominant trait was to take all things
into earnest consideration. He was of a pain-staking turn of mind. As he used to say, he “liked to account to
himself” for practically everything that came in his way, down to a miserable scorpion he had found in his cabin a
week before. The why and the wherefore of that scorpion—how it got on board and came to select his room rather
than the pantry (which was a dark place and more what a scorpion would be partial to), and how on earth it
managed to drown itself in the inkwell of his writing-desk—had exercised him infinitely. The ship within the
islands was much more easily accounted for; and just as we were about to rise from table he made his
pronouncement. She was, he doubted not, a ship from home lately arrived. Probably she drew too much water to
cross the bar except at the top of spring tides. Therefore she went into that natural harbor to wait for a few days in
preference to remaining in an open roadstead.
“That’s so,” confirmed the second mate, suddenly, in his slightly hoarse voice. “She draws over twenty feet.
She’s the Liverpool ship Sephora with a cargo of coal. Hundred and twenty-three days from Cardiff.”
We looked at him in surprise.
“The tugboat skipper told me when he came on board for your letters, sir,” explained the young man. “He
expects to take her up the river the day after tomorrow.”
After thus overwhelming us with the extent of his information he slipped out of the cabin. The mate observed
regretfully that he “could not account for that young fellow’s whims”. What prevented him telling us all about it at
once, he wanted to know.
I detained him as he was making a move. For the last two days the crew had had plenty of hard work, and the
night before they had very little sleep. I felt painfully that I—a stranger—was doing something unusual when I
directed him to let all hands turn in without setting an anchor-watch. I proposed to keep on deck myself till one
o’clock or thereabouts. I would get the second mate to relieve me at that hour.
“He will turn out the cook and the steward at our,” I concluded, “and then give you a call. Of course at the
slightest sign of any sort of wind we’ll have the hands up and make a start at once.”
He concealed his astonishment. “Very well, sir.” Outside the cuddy he put his head in the second mate’s door
to inform him of my unheard-of caprice of take a five hours’ anchor-watch on myself. I heard the other raise his
voice incredulously—“What? The captain himself?” Then a few more murmurs, a door closed, then another. A
few moments later I went on deck.
My strangeness, which had made me sleepless, had prompted that unconventional arrangement, as if I had
expected in those solitary hours of the night to get on terms with the ship of which I knew nothing, manned by
men of whom I knew very little more. Fast alongside a wharf, littered like any ship in port with a tangle of
unrelated things, invaded by unrelated shore people, I had hardly seen her yet properly. Now, as she lay cleared
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for sea, the stretch of her main-deck seemed to me very fine under the stars. Very fine, very roomy for her size,
and very inviting. I descended the poop and paced the waist, my mind picturing to myself the coming passage
through the Malay Archipelago, down the Indian Ocean, and up the Atlantic.\fn{ Nowhere does Conrad mention the Suez
Canal, though passage through it would have taken 6,000 miles off the journey between Britain and the Far East. It was opened to traffic in
1869. It is not, of course, necessary to the progress of this (or any) story that details of an historical nature should be accurate; but the
nature of this particular tale, as we shall see, makes it rather necessary (from a meteorological point of view) that the Canal not be in
operation; and that, in its turn, brings on more importantly the approximate date at which steam-powered tugs could be imagined to be
active on an Asian river system .} All its phases were familiar enough to me, every characteristic, all the alternatives

which were likely to face me on the high seas—everything! … except the novel responsibility of command. But I
took heart from the reasonable thought that the ship was like other ships, the men like other men, and that the sea
was not likely to keep any special surprises expressly for my discomfiture.
Arrived at that comforting conclusion, I bethought myself of a cigar and went below to get it. All was still
down there. Everybody at the after end of the ship was sleeping profoundly. I came out again on the quarterdeck,
agreeably at ease in my sleeping-suit on that warm breathless night, barefooted, a glowing cigar in my teeth, and,
going forward, I was met by the profound silence of the fore end of the ship. Only as I passed the door of the
forecastle I heard a deep, quiet, trustful sigh of some sleeper inside. And suddenly I rejoiced in the great security
of the sea as compared with the unrest of the land, in my choice of that untempted life presenting no disquieting
problems, invested with an elementary moral beauty by the absolute straightforwardness of its appeal and by the
singleness of its purpose.
The riding-light in the fore-rigging burned with a clear, untroubled, as if symbolic, flame, confident and bright
in the mysterious shades of the night. Passing on my way aft along the other side of the ship, I observed that the
rope side-ladder, put over, no doubt, for the master of the tug when he came to fetch away our letters, had not
been hauled in as it should have been. I became annoyed at this, for exactitude in small matters is the very soul of
discipline. Then I reflected that I had myself peremptorily dismissed my officers from duty, and by my own act
had prevented the anchor-watch being formally set and things properly attended to. I asked myself whether it was
wise ever to interfere with the established routine of duties even from the kindest of motives. My action might
have made me appear eccentric. Goodness only knew how that absurdly whiskered mate would “account” for my
conduct, and what the whole ship thought of that informality of their new captain. I was vexed with myself.
Not from compunction certainly, but, as it were mechanically, I proceeded to get the ladder in myself. Now a
side-ladder of that sort is a light affair and comes in easily, yet my vigorous tug, which should have brought it
flying on board, merely recoiled upon my body in a totally unexpected jerk. What the devil! … I was so
astounded by the immovableness of that ladder that I remained stock-still, trying to account for it to myself like
that imbecile mate of mine. In the end, of course, I put my head over the rail.
The side of the ship made an opaque belt of shadow on the darkling glassy shimmer of the sea. But I saw at
once something elongated and pale floating very close to the ladder. Before I could form a guess a faint flash of
phosphorescent light, which seemed to issue suddenly from the naked body of a man, flickered in the sleeping
water with the elusive, silent play of summer lightning in a night sky. With a gasp I saw revealed to my stare a
pair of feet, the long legs, a broad livid back immersed right up to the neck in a greenish cadaverous glow. One
hand, awash, clutched the bottom rung of the ladder. He was complete but for the head. A headless corpse! The
cigar dropped out of my gaping mouth with a tiny plop and a short hiss quite audible in the absolute stillness of all
things under heaven. At that I suppose he raised up his face, a dimly pale oval in the shadow of the ship’s side.
But even then I could only barely make out down there the shape of his black-haired head. However, it was
enough for the horrid, frost-bound sensation which had gripped me about the chest to pass off. The moment of
vain exclamations was past, too. I only climbed on the spare spar and leaned over the rail as far as I could, to
bring my eyes nearer to that mystery floating alongside.
As he hung by the ladder, like a resting swimmer, the sea-lightning played about his limbs at every stir; and he
appeared in it ghastly, silvery, fish-like. He remained as mute as a fish, too. He made no motion to get out of the
water, either. It was inconceivable that he should not attempt to come on board, and strangely troubling to suspect
that perhaps he did not want to. And my first words were prompted by just that troubled incertitude.
“What’s the matter?” I asked in my ordinary tone, speaking down to the face upturned exactly under mine.
“Cramp,” it answered, no louder. Then slightly anxious, “I say, no need to call anyone.”
“I was not going to ,” I said.
“Are you alone on deck?”
“Yes.”
I had somehow the impression that he was on the point of letting go the ladder to swim away beyond my ken
—mysterious as he came. But, for the moment, this being appearing as if he had risen from the bottom of the sea
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(it was certainly the nearest land to the ship) wanted only to know the time. I told him. And he, down there,
tentatively:
“I suppose your captain’s turned in?”
“I am sure he isn’t,” I said.
He seemed to struggle with himself, for I heard something like the low, bitter murmur of doubt.
“What’s the good?” His next words came out with a hesitating effort.
“Look here, my man. Could you call him out quietly?”
I thought the time had come to declare myself.
“I am the captain.”
I heard a “By Jove!” whispered at the level of the water. The phosphorescence flashed in the swirl of the water
all about his limbs, his other hand seized the ladder.
“My name’s Leggatt.”
The voice was calm and resolute. A good voice. The self-possession of that man had somehow induced a
corresponding state in myself. It was very quietly that I remarked:
“You must be a good swimmer.”
“Yes. I’ve been in the water practically since nine o’clock. The question for me now is whether I am to let go
this ladder and go on swimming till I sink from exhaustion, or—to come on board here.”
I felt this was no mere formula of desperate speech, but a real alternative in the view of a strong soul. I should
have gathered from this that he was young; indeed, it is only the young who are ever confronted by such clear
issues. But at the time it was pure intuition on my part. A mysterious communication was established already
between us two—in the face of that silent, darkened tropical sea. I was young, too; young enough to make no
comment. The man in the water began suddenly to climb up the ladder, and I hastened away from the rail to fetch
some clothes.
Before entering the cabin I stood still, listening in the lobby at the foot of the stairs. A faint snore came through
the closed door of the chief mate’s room. The second mate’s door was on the hook, but the darkness in there was
absolutely soundless. He, too, was young and could sleep like a stone. Remained the steward, but he was not
likely to wake up before he was called. I got a sleeping-suit out of my room and, coming back on deck, saw the
naked man from the sea sitting on the main-hatch, glimmering white in the darkness, his elbows on his knees and
his head in his hands. In a moment he had concealed his damp body in a sleeping-suit of the same gray-stripe
pattern as the one I was wearing and followed me like my double on the poop. Together we moved right aft,
barefooted, silent.
“What is it?” I asked in a deadened voice, taking the lighted lamp out of the binnacler, and raising it to his
face.
“An ugly business.”
He had rather regular features; a good mouth; light eyes under somewhat heavy, dark eyebrows; a smooth,
square forehead; no growth on his cheeks; a small, brown moustache, and a well-shaped, round chin. His
expression was concentrated, meditative, under the inspecting light of the lamp I held up to his face; such as a
man thinking hard in solitude might wear. My sleeping-suit was just right for his size. A well-knit young fellow of
twenty-five at most. He caught his lower lip with the edge of white, even teeth.
“Yes,” I said, replacing the lamp in the binnacle. The warm, heavy tropical night closed upon his head again.
“There’s a ship over there,” he murmured.
“Yes, I know. The Sephora. Did you know of us?”
“Hadn’t the slightest idea. I am the mate of her—” He paused and corrected himself. “I should say I was.”
“Aha! Something wrong?”
“Yes. Very wrong indeed. I’ve killed a man.”
“What do you mean? Just now?”
“No, on the passage. Weeks ago. Thirty-nine south.\fn{ Referring to a degree of longitude, “south” being south of the
equator (which is zero degrees); we are probably to assume that the incident took place somewhere south of Cape Town .} When I say a
man—”
“Fit of temper,” I suggested, confidently.
The shadowy, dark head, like mine, seemed to nod imperceptibly above the ghostly grey of my sleeping-suit. It
was, in the night, as though I had been faced by my own reflection in the depths of a somber and immense mirror.
“A pretty thing to have to own up to for a Conway boy,” murmured my double, distinctly.\fn{ Apparently a
reference to Conway, Wales.}
“You’re a Conway boy?”
“I am,” he said, as if startled. Then, slowly … “Perhaps you too—”
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It was so; but being a couple of years older I had left before he joined.\fn{ Entered into service with the merchant
marine.} After a quick interchange of dates a silence fell; and I thought suddenly of my absurd mate with his
terrific whiskers and the “Bless my soul—you don’t say so” type of intellect. My double gave me an inkling of his
thoughts by saying:
“My father’s a parson in Norfolk.\fn{ A rural county way over on the other side of the island from Conway, and intensely
English.} Do you see me before a judge and jury on that charge? For myself I can’t see the necessity. There are
fellows that an angel from heaven—And I’m not that. He was one of those creatures that are just simmering all
the time with a silly sort of wickedness. Miserable devils that have no business to live at all. He wouldn’t do his
duty and wouldn’t let anybody else do theirs. But what’s the good of talking! You know well enough the sort of
ill-conditioned snarling cur—”
He appealed to me as if our experiences had been as identical as our clothes. And I knew well enough the
pestiferous danger of such a character where there are no means of legal repression. And I knew well enough also
that my double there was no homicidal ruffian. I did not think of asking him for details, and he told me the story
roughly in brusque, disconnected sentences. I needed no more. I saw it all going on as though I were myself inside
that other sleeping-suit.
“It happened while we were setting a reefed foresail, at dusk. Reefed foresail! You understand the sort of
weather. The only sail we had left to keep the ship running; so you may guess what it had been like for days.
Anxious sort of job, that. He gave me some of his cursed insolence at the sheet. I tell you I was overdone with this
terrific weather that seemed to have no end to it.\fn{ Indeed, it is not named the Cape of Good Hope for nothing.} Terrific, I
tell you—and a deep ship.\fn{He means, I think, a heavily-laden ship more apt to founder in heavy weather .} I believe the
fellow himself was half crazed with funk.\fn{ Paralyzing fear.} It was no time for gentlemanly reproof, so I turned
round and felled him like an ox. He up and at me. We closed just as an awful sea made for the ship. All hands saw
it coming and took to the rigging, but I had him by the throat, and went on shaking him like a rat, the men above
us yelling, “Look out! look out!” Then a crash as if the sky had fallen on my head. They say that for over ten
minutes hardly anything was to be seen of the ship—just the three masts and a little bit of the forecastle head and
of the poop all awash driving along in a smother of foam. It was a miracle that they found us, jammed together
behind the forebits. It’s clear that I meant business, because I was holding him by the throat still when they picked
us up. He was black in the face. It was too much for them. It seems they rushed us aft together, gripped as we
were, screaming “Murder!” like a lot of lunatics, and broke into the cuddy. And the ship running for her life,
touch-and-go all the time, any minute her last in a sea fit to turn your hair gray only a-looking at it. I understand
that the skipper, too, started raving like the rest of them. The man had been deprived of sleep for more than a
week, and to have this sprung on him at the height of a furious gale nearly drove him out of his mind. I wonder
they didn’t fling me overboard after getting the carcass of their precious shipmate out of my fingers. They had
rather a job to separate us, I’ve been told. A sufficiently fierce story to make an old judge and a respectable jury sit
up a bit. The first thing I heard when I came to myself was the maddening howling of that endless gale, and on
that the voice of the old man. He was hanging on to my bunk, staring into my face out of his sou’wester.
“‘Mr. Leggatt, you have killed a man. You can act no longer as chief mate of the ship.’”
His care to subdue his voice mad it sound monotonous. He rested a hand on the end of the skylight to steady
himself with, and all that time did not stir a limb, so far as I could see. “Nice little tale for a quiet tea-party,” he
concluded in the same tome.
One of my hands, too, rested on the end of the skylight; neither did I stir a limb, so far as I knew. We stood less
than a foot from each other. It occurred to me that if old “Bless my soul—you don’t say so” were to put his head
up the companion and catch sight of us, he would think he was seeing double, or imagine himself come upon a
scene of weird witchcraft; the strange captain having a quiet confabulation by the wheel with his own gray ghost.
I became very much concerned to prevent anything of the sort. I heard the other’s soothing undertone.
“My father’s a parson in Norfolk,” it said. Evidently he had forgotten he had told me this important fact before.
Truly a nice little tale.
“You had better slip down into my stateroom now,” I said, moving off stealthily. My double followed my
movements; our bare feet made no sound; I let him in, closed the door with care, and, after giving a call to the
second made, returned on deck for my relief.
“Not much sign of any wind yet,” I remarked when he approached.
“No, sir. Not much,” he assented, sleepily, in his hoarse voice, with just enough deference, no more, and barely
suppressing a yawn.
“Well, that’s all you have to look out for. You have got your orders.”
“Yes, sir.”
I paced a turn or two on the poop and saw him take up his position face forward with his elbow in the ratlines
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of the mizzen-rigging before I went below. The mate’s faint snoring was still going on peacefully. The cuddy lamp
was burning over the table on which stood a vase with flowers, a polite attention from the ship’s provision
merchant—the last flowers we should see for the next three months at the very least. Two bunches of bananas
hung from the beam symmetrically, one on each side of the rudder-casing. Everything was as before in the ship—
except that two of her captain’s sleeping-suits were simultaneously in use, one motionless in the cuddy, the other
keeping very still in the captain’s stateroom.
It must be explained here that my cabin had the form of the capital letter L, the door being within the angle and
opening into the short part of the letter. A couch was to the left, the bed-place to the right; my writing-desk and the
chronometers’ table faced the door. But anyone opening it, unless he stepped right inside, had no view of what I
call the long (or vertical) part of the letter. It contained some lockers surmounted by a bookcase; and a few
clothes, a thick jacket or two, caps, oilskin coat, and such like, hung on hooks. There was at the bottom of that
part a door opening into my bathroom, which could be entered also directly from the saloon. But that way was
never used.
The mysterious arrival had discovered the advantage of this particular shape. Entering my room, lighted
strongly by a big bulkhead lamp swung on gimbals above my writing-desk, I did not see him anywhere till he
stepped out quietly from behind the coats hung in the recessed part.
“I heard somebody moving about, and went in there at once,” he whispered.
I, too, spoke under my breath.
“Nobody is likely to come in here without knocking and getting permission.”
He nodded. His face was thin and the sunburn faded, as though he had been ill. And no wonder. He had been, I
heard presently, kept under arrest in his cabin for nearly seven weeks. But there was nothing sickly in his eyes or
in his expression. He was not a bit like me, really; yet, as we stood leaning over my bed-place, whispering side by
side, with our dark heads together and our backs to the door, anybody bold enough to open it stealthily would
have been treated to the uncanny sight of a double captain busy talking in whispers with his other self.
“But all this doesn’t tell me how you came to hang on to our side-ladder,” In inquired, in the hardly audible
murmurs we used, after he had told me something more of the proceedings on board the Sephora once the bad
weather was over.
“When we sighted Java Head I had had time to think all those matters out several times over. I had six weeks
of doing nothing else, and with only an hour or so every evening for a tramp on the quarterdeck.”
He whispered, his arms folded on the side of my bed-place, staring through the open port. And I could imagine
perfectly the manner of this thinking out—a stubborn if not a steadfast operation; something of which I should
have been perfectly incapable.
“I reckoned it would be dark before we closed with the land,” he continued, so low that I had to strain my
hearing, near as we were to each other, shoulder touching shoulder almost. “So I asked to speak to the old man.
He always seemed very sick when he came to see me—as if he could not look me in the face. You know, that
foresail saved the ship. She was too deep to have run long under bare poles. And it was I that managed to set it for
him. Anyway, he came. When I had him in my cabin—he stood by the door looking at me as if I had the halter
\fn{The hangman’s noose.} round my neck already—I asked him right away to leave my cabin door unlocked at night
while the ship was going through Sunda Straits. There would be the Java coast within two or three miles, off Angier Point. I wanted nothing more. I've had a prize for swimming my second year in the Conway.”\fn{ The Conway
River.}
“I can believe it,” I breathed out.
“God only knows why they locked me in every night. To see some of their faces you’d have thought they were
afraid I’d go about at night strangling people. Am I a murdering brute? Do I look it? By Jove! if I had been he
wouldn’t have trusted himself like that into my room. You’ll say I might have chucked him aside and bolted out,
there and then—it was dark already. Well, no. And for the same reason I wouldn’t think of trying to smash the
door. There would have been a rush to stop me at the noise, and I did not mean to get into a confounded
scrimmage. Somebody else might have got killed—for I would not have broken out only to get chucked back, and
I did not want any more of that work. He refused, looking more sick than ever. He was afraid of the men, and also
of that old second mate of his who had been sailing with him for years—a gray-headed old humbug; and his
steward, too, had been with him devil knows how long—seventeen years or more—a dogmatic sort of loafer who
hated me like poison, just because I was the chief mate. No chief mate ever made more than one voyage in the
Sephora, you know. Those two old chaps ran the ship. Devil only knows what the skipper wasn’t afraid of (all his
nerve went to pieces altogether in that hellish spell of bad weather we had)—of what the law would do to him—
of his wife, perhaps. Oh, yes! she’s on board. Though I don’t think she would have meddled. She would have
been only too glad to have me out of the ship in any way. The “brand of Cain” business, don’t you see.\fn{ A refer55
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That’s all right. I was ready enough to go off wandering on the face of the earth—and that was price enough to
pay for an Abel of that sort. Anyhow, he wouldn’t listen to me. “This thing must take its course. I represent the
law here.” He was shaking like a leaf. “So you won’t” “No!” “Then I hope you will be able to sleep on that,” I
said, and turned my back on him. “I wonder that you can,” cries he, and locks the door.
“Well, after that, I couldn’t. Not very well. That was three weeks ago. We have had a slow passage through the
Java Sea; drifted about Carimata for ten days. When we anchored here they thought, I suppose, it was all right.
The nearest land (and that’s five miles) is the ship’s destination; the consul would soon set about catching me; and
there would have been no object in bolting to these islets there. I don’t suppose there’s a drop of water on them. I
don’t know how it was, but tonight that steward, after bringing me my supper, went out to let me eat it, and left
the door unlocked. And I ate it—all there was, too. After I had finished I strolled out on the quarterdeck. I don’t
know that I meant to do anything. A breath of fresh air was all I wanted, I believe. Then a sudden temptation came
over me. I kicked off my slippers and was in the water before I had made up my mind fairly. Somebody heard the
splash and they raised an awful hullabaloo. “He’s gone! Lower the boats! He’s committed suicide! No, he’s
swimming.” Certainly I was swimming. It’s not so easy for a swimmer like me to commit suicide by drowning. I
landed on the nearest islet before the boat left the ship’s side. I heard them pulling about in the dark, hailing, and
so on, but after a bit they gave up. Everything quieted down and the anchorage became as still as death. I sat down
on a stone and began to think. I felt certain they would start searching for me at daylight. There was no place to
hide on those stony things—and if there had been, what would have been the good? But now I was clear of that
ship I was not going back. So after a while I took off all my clothes, tied them up in a bundle with a stone inside,
and dropped them in the deep water on the outer side of that islet. That was suicide enough for me. Let them think
what they liked, but I didn’t mean to drown myself. I meant to swim till I sank—but that’s not the same thing. I
struck out for another of these little islands, and it was from that one that I first saw your riding-light. Something
to swim for. I went on easily, and on the way I came upon a flat rock a foot or two above the water. In the
daytime, I dare say, you might make it out with a glass from your poop. I scrambled up on it and rested myself for
a bit. Then I made another start. That last spell must have been over a mile.”
His whisper was getting fainter and fainter, and all the time he stared straight out through the porthole, in
which there was not even a star to be seen. I had not interrupted him. There was something that made comment
impossible in his narrative, or perhaps in himself; a sort of feeling, a quality, which I can’t find a name for. And
when he ceased, all I found was a futile whisper: “So you swam for our light?”
“Yes—straight for it. It was something to swim for. I couldn’t see any stars low down because the coast was in
the way, and I couldn’t see the land, either. The water was like glass. One might have been swimming in a
confounded thousand-feet deep cistern with no place for scrambling out anywhere; but what I didn’t like was the
notion of swimming round and round like a crazed bullock before I gave out; and as I didn’t mean to go back …
No. Do you see me being hauled back, stark naked, off one of those little islands by the scruff of the neck and
fighting like a wild beast? Somebody would have got killed for certain, and I did not want any of that. So I went
on. Then your ladder—’
“Why didn’t you hail the ship?” I asked, a little louder.
He touched my shoulder lightly. Lazy footsteps came right over our heads and stopped. The second mate had
crossed from the other side of the poop and might have been hanging over the rail, for all we knew.
“He couldn’t hear us talking—could he?” My double breathed into my very ear, anxiously.
His anxiety was an answer, a sufficient answer, to the question I had put to him. An answer containing all the
difficulty of that situation. I closed the porthole quietly, to make sure. A louder word might have been overheard.
“Who’s that?” he whispered then.
“My second mate. But I don’t know much more of the fellow than you do.”
And I told him a little about myself. I had been appointed to take charge while I least expected anything of the
sort, not quite a fortnight ago. I didn’t know either the ship or the people. Hadn’t had the time in port to look
about me or size anybody up. And as to the crew, all they knew was that I was appointed to take the ship home.
For the rest, I was almost as much of a stranger on board as himself, I said. And at the moment I felt it most
acutely. I felt that it would take very little to make me a suspect person in the eyes of the ship’s company.
He had turned about meantime; and we, the two strangers in the ship, faced each other in identical attitudes.
“Your ladder—” he murmured, after a silence. “Who’d have thought of finding a ladder hanging over at night
in a ship anchored out here! I felt just then a very unpleasant faintness. After the life I’ve been leading for nine
weeks, anybody would have got out of condition. I wasn’t capable of swimming round as far as your rudderchains. And, lo and behold! there was a ladder to get hold of. After I gripped it I said to myself, ‘What’s the
good?’ When I saw a man’s head looking over I thought I would swim away presently and leave him shouting—in
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whatever language it was. I didn’t mind being looked at. I—I liked it. And then you speaking to me so quietly—as
if you had expected me—made me hold on a little longer. It had been a confounded lonely time—I don’t mean
while swimming. I was glad to talk a little to somebody that didn’t belong to the Sephora. As to asking for the
captain, that was a mere impulse. It could have been no use, with all the ship knowing about me and the other
people pretty certain to be round here in the morning. I don’t know—I wanted to be seen, to talk with somebody,
before I went on. I don’t know what I would have said. … ‘Fine night, isn’t it?’ or something of the sort.”
“Do you think they will be round here presently?” I asked with some incredulity.
“Quite likely,” he said, faintly.
He looked extremely haggard all of a sudden. His head rolled on his shoulders.
“H’m. We shall see then. Meantime get into that bed,” I whispered. “Want help? There.”
It was a rather high bed-place with a set of drawers underneath. This amazing swimmer really needed the lift I
gave him by seizing his leg. He tumbled in, rolled over on his back, and flung one arm across his eyes. And then,
with his face nearly hidden, he must have looked exactly as I used to look in that bed. I gazed upon my other self
for a while before drawing across carefully the two green serge curtains which ran on a brass rod. I thought for a
moment of pinning them together for greater safety, but I sat down on the couch, and once there I felt unwilling to
rise and hunt for a pin. I would do it in a moment. I was extremely tired, in a peculiarly intimate way, by the strain
of stealthiness, by the effort of whispering, and the general secrecy of this excitement. It was three o’clock by now
and I had been on my feet since nine, but I was not sleepy; I could not have gone to sleep. I sat there, fagged out,
looking at the curtains, trying to clear my mind of the confused sensation of being in two places at once, and
greatly bothered by an exasperating knocking in my head. It was a relief to discover suddenly that it was not in
my head at all, but on the outside of the door. Before I could collect myself the words “Come in” were out of my
moth, and the steward entered with a try, bringing in my morning coffee. I had slept, after all, and I was so
frightened that I shouted, “This way! I am here, steward,” as though he had been miles away. He put down the
tray on the table next the couch and only then said, very quietly, “I can see you are here, sir.” I felt him give me a
keen look, but I dared not meet his eyes just then. He must have wondered why I had drawn the curtains of my
bed before going to sleep on the couch. He went out, hooking the door open as usual.
I heard the crew washing decks above me. I knew I would have been told at once if there had been any wind.
Calm, I thought, and I was doubly vexed. Indeed, I felt dual more than ever. The steward reappeared suddenly in
the doorway. I jumped up from the couch so quickly that he gave a start.
“What do you want here?”
“Close your port, sir—they are washing decks.”
“It is closed,” I said, reddening.
“Very well, sir.” But he did not move from the doorway and returned my stare in an extraordinary, equivocal
manner for a time. Then his eyes wavered, all his expression changed, and in a voice unusually gentle, almost
coaxingly:
“May I come in to take the empty cup away, sir?”
“Of course!” I turned my back on him while he popped in and out. Then I unhooked and closed the door and
even pushed the bolt. This sort of thing could not go on very long. The cabin was as hot as an oven, too. I took a
peep at my double, and discovered that he had not moved, his arm was still over his eyes; but his chest heaved;
his hair was wet; his chin glistened with perspiration. I reached over him and opened the port.
“I must show myself on deck,” I reflected.
Of course, theoretically, I could do what I liked, with no one to say nay to me within the whole circle of the
horizon; but to lock my cabin door and take the key away I did not dare. Directly I put my head out of the companion I saw the group of my two officers, the second mate barefooted, the chief mate in long Indiarubber\fn{ Not
capitalized in the text.} boots, near the break of the poop, and the steward halfway down the poop-ladder talking to
them eagerly. He happened to catch sight of me and dived, the second ran down on the main-deck shouting some
order or other, and the chief mate came to meet me, touching his cap.
There was a sort of curiosity in his eye that I did not like. I don’t know whether the steward had told them that
I was ‘queer’ only, or downright drunk, but I know the man meant to have a good look at me. I watched coming
with a smile which, as he got into point-blank range, took effect and froze his very whiskers. I did not give him
time to open his lips.
“Square the yards by lifts and braces before the hands go to breakfast.”
It was the first particular order I had given on board that ship; and I stayed on deck to see it executed, too. I
had felt the need of asserting myself without loss of time. That sneering young cub got taken down a peg or two
on that occasion, and I also seized the opportunity of having a good look at the face of every foremast man as they
filed past me to go to the after bracers. At breakfast time, eating nothing myself, I presided with such frigid
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dignity that the two mates were only too glad to escape from the cabin as soon as decency permitted; and all the
time the dual working of my mind distracted me almost to the point of insanity. I was constantly watching myself,
my secret self, as dependent on my actions as my own personality, sleeping in that bed, beyond that door which
faced me as I sat at the head of the table. It was very much like being mad, only it was worse because one was
aware of it.
I had to shake him for a solid minute, but when at last he opened his eyes it was in the full possession of his
senses, with an inquiring look.
“All’s well so far,” I whispered. “Now you must vanish into the bathroom.”
He did so, as noiseless as a ghost, and I then rang for the steward, and facing him boldly, directed him to tidy
up my stateroom while I was having my bath—“and be quick about it”. As my tone admitted of no excuses, he
said, “Yes, sir,” and ran off to fetch his dustpan and brushes. I took a bath and did most of my dressing, splashing,
and whistling softly for the steward’s edification, while the secret sharer of my life stood drawn up bolt upright in
that little space, his face looking very sunken in daylight, his eyelids lowered under the stern, dark line of his
eyebrows drawn together by a slight frown.
When I left him there to go back to my room the steward was finishing dusting. I sent for the mate and
engaged him in some insignificant conversation. It was, as it were, trifling with the terrific character of his
whiskers; but my object was to give him an opportunity for a good look at my cabin. And then I could at last shut,
with a clear conscience, the door of my stateroom and get my double back into the recessed part. There was
nothing else for it. He had to sit still on a small folding stool, half smothered by the heavy coats hanging there. We
listened to the steward going into the bathroom out of the saloon, filling the water-bottles there, scrubbing the
bath, setting things to rights, whisk, bang, clatter—out again into the saloon—turn the key—click. Such was my
scheme for keeping my second self invisible. Nothing better could be contrived under the circumstances. And
there we sat; I at my writing-desk ready to appear busy with some papers, he behind me, out of sight of the door.
It would not have been prudent to talk in the daytime; and I could not have stood the excitement of that queer
sense of whispering to myself. Now and then, glancing over my shoulder, I saw him far back there, sitting rigidly
on the low stool, his bare feet close together, his arms folded, his head hanging on his breast—and perfectly still.
Anybody would have taken him for me.
I was fascinated by it myself. Every moment I had to glance over my shoulder. I was looking at him when a
voice outside the door said:
“Beg pardon, sir.”
“Well!” … I kept my eyes on him, and so, when the voice outside the door announced, “There’s a ship’s boat
coming our way, sir,” I saw him give a start—the first movement he had made for hours. But he did not raise his
bowed head.
“All right. Get the ladder over.”
I hesitated. Should I whisper something to him? But what? His immobility seemed to have been never
disturbed. What could I tell him he did not know already? … Finally I went on deck.
II
The skipper of the Sephora had a thin red whisker all round his face, and the sort of complexion that goes with
hair of that color; also the particular, rather smeary shade of blue in the eyes. He was not exactly a showy figure;
his shoulders were high, his stature but middling—one leg slightly more bandy than the other. He shook hands,
looking vaguely around. A spiritless tenacity was his main characteristic, I judged. I behaved with a politeness
which seemed to disconcert him. Perhaps he was shy. He mumbled to me as if he were ashamed of what he was
saying; gave his name (it was something like Archbold—but at this distance of years I hardly am sure), his ship’s
name, and a few other particulars of that sort, in the manner of a criminal making a reluctant and doleful
confession. He had had terrible weather on the passage out—terrible—terrible—wife aboard, too.
By this time we were seated in the cabin and the steward brought in a try with a bottle and glasses. “Thanks!
No.” Never took liquor. Would have some water, though. He drank two tumblerfuls.\fn{ Two glassfulls.} Terrible
thirsty work. Ever since daylight had been exploring the islands round his ship.
“What was that for—fun?” I asked, with an appearance of polite interest.
“No!” He sighed. “Painful duty.”
As he persisted in his mumbling and I wanted my double to hear every word, I hit upon the notion of
informing him that I regretted to say I was hard of hearing.
“Such a young man, too!” her nodded, keeping his smeary blue, unintelligent eyes fastened upon me. What
was the cause of it—some disease? He inquired, without the least sympathy and as if he thought that, if so, I’d got
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no more than I deserved.
“Yes; disease,” I admitted in a cheerful tone which seemed to shock him. But my point was gained, because he
had to raise his voice to give me his tale. It is not worth while to record that version. It was just over two months
since all this had happened,\fn{ Another detail making the passage around South Africa that much more certain; though this is never
mentioned.} and he had thought so much about it that he seemed completely muddled as to its bearings, but still
immensely impressed.
“What would you think of such a thing happening on board your own ship? I’ve had the Sephora for these
fifteen years. I am a well-known shipmaster.”
He was densely distressed—and perhaps I should have sympathized with him if I had been able to detach my
mental vision from the unsuspected sharer of my cabin as though he were my second self. There he was on the
other side of the bulkhead, four or five feet from us, no more, as we sat in the saloon. I looked politely at Captain
Archbold (if that was his name), but it was the other I saw, in a gray sleeping-suit, seated on a low stool, his bare
feet close together, his arms folded, and every word said between us falling into the ears of his dark head bowed
on his chest.
“I have been at sea now, man and boy, for seven-and-thirty years, and I’ve never heard of such a thing
happening in an English ship. And that it should be my ship. Wife on board, too.”
I was hardly listening to him.
“Don’t you think,” I said, “that the heavy sea which, you told me, came aboard just then might have killed the
man? I have seen the sheer weight of a sea kill a man very neatly, by simply breaking his neck.”
“Good God!” he uttered, impressively, fixing his smeary blue eyes on me. “The sea! No man killed by the sea
ever looked like that.” He seemed positively scandalized at my suggestion. And as I gazed at him, certainly not
prepared for anything original on his part, he advanced his head close to mine and thrust his tongue out at me so
suddenly that I couldn’t help starting back.
After scoring over my calmness in this graphic way he nodded wisely. If I had seen the sight, he assured me, I
would never forget it as long as I lived. The weather was too bad to give the corpse a proper sea burial. So next
day at dawn they took it up on the poop, covering its face with a bit of bunting; he read a short prayer, and then,
just as it was\fn{Proper sea burial demanded the corpses’ legs and arms bound to its sides and the body swathed in sheeting .} in its
oilskins and long boots, they launched it amongst those mountainous seas that seemed ready every moment to
swallow up the ship herself and the terrified lives on board of her.
“That reefed foresail saved you,” I threw in.
“Under God—it did,” he exclaimed fervently. “It was by a special mercy, I firmly believe, that it stood some of
those hurricane squalls.”
“It was the setting of that sail which—” I began.
“God’s own hand in it,” he interrupted me. “Nothing less could have done it. I don’t mind telling you that I
hardly dared give the order. It seemed impossible that we could touch anything without losing it, and then our last
hope would have been gone.”
The terror of that gale was on him yet. I let him go on for a bit, then said, casually—as if returning to a minor
subject:
“You were very anxious to give up your mate to the shore people, I believe?”
He was. To the law. His obscure tenacity on that point had in it something incomprehensible and a little awful;
something, as it were, mystical, quite apart from his anxiety that he should not be suspected of ‘countenancing
any doings of that sort.’ Seven-and-thirty virtuous years at sea, of which over twenty of immaculate command,
and the last fifteen in the Sephora, seemed to have laid him under some pitiless obligation.\fn{ George III seemed to
have suffered under something of the same type of obsession with regard to his Constitutional duties: it helped to drive him quite mad.}
“And you know,” he went on, groping shamefacedly amongst his feelings, “I did not engage that young fellow.
His people had some interest with my owners. I was in a way forced to take him on. He looked very smart, very
gentlemanly, and all that. But do you know—I never liked him, somehow. I am a plain man. You see, he wasn’t
exactly the sort for the chief mate of a ship like the Sephora.”
“Not at all the style of man. You understand,” he insisted, superfluously, looking hard at me.
I smiled urbanely. He seemed at a loss for a while.
“I suppose I must report a suicide.”
“Beg pardon?”
“Sui-cide! That’s what I’ll have to write to my owners directly I get in.”
“Unless you manage to recover him before tomorrow,” I assented, dispassionately. … “I mean, alive.”
He mumbled something which I really did not catch, and I turned my ear to him in a puzzled manner. He fairly
bawled:
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“The land—I say, the mainland is at least seven miles off my anchorage.”
“About that.”
My lack of excitement, of curiosity, of surprise, of any sort of pronounced interest, began to arouse his distrust.
But except for the felicitous pretence of deafness I had not tried to pretend anything. I had felt utterly incapable of
playing the part of ignorance properly, and therefore was afraid to try. It is also certain that he had brought some
ready-made suspicions with him, and that he viewed my politeness as a strange and unnatural phenomenon. And
yet how else could I have received him? Not heartily! That was impossible for psychological reasons, which I
need not state here. My only object was to keep off his inquiries. Surlily? Yes, but surliness might have provoked
a point-blank question. From its novelty to him and from its nature, punctilious courtesy was the manner best
calculated to restrain the man. But there was the danger of his breaking through my defense bluntly. I could not, I
think, have met him by a direct lie, also for psychological (not moral) reasons. If he had only known how afraid I
was of his putting my feeling of identity with the other to the test! But, strangely enough—(I thought of it only
afterwards)—I believe that he was not a little disconcerted by the reverse side of that weird situation, by
something in me that reminded him of the man he was seeking—suggested a mysterious similitude to the young
fellow he had distrusted and disliked from the first.
However that might have been, the silence was not very prolonged. He took another oblique step.
“I reckon I had no more than a two-mile pull to your ship. Not a bit more.”
“And quite enough, too, in this awful heat,” I said.
Another pause full of mistrust followed. Necessity, they say, is mother of invention, but fear, too, is not barren
of ingenious suggestions. And I was afraid he would ask me point-blank for news of my other self.
“Nice little saloon, isn’t it?” I remarked, as if noticing for the first time the way his eyes roamed from one
closed door to the other.\fn{The two captains are sitting in the captain’s cabin, from which, as we have seen, all the other rooms
appertaining to it open off it through connecting doors.} “And very well fitted out, too. Here, for instance,” I continued,
reaching over the back of my seat negligently and flinging the door open, “is my bathroom.”
He made an eager movement, but hardly gave it a glance. I got up, shut the door of the bathroom, and invited
him to have a look round, as if I were very proud of my accommodation. He had to rise and be shown round, but
he went through the business without any raptures whatever.
“And now we’ll have a look at my stateroom,” I declared, in a voice as loud as I dared to make it, crossing the
cabin to the starboard side with purposely heavy steps.
He followed me in and gazed around. My intelligent double had vanished. I played my part.
“Very convenient—isn’t it?”
“Very nice. Very comf …” He didn’t finish and went out brusquely as if to escape from some unrighteous
wiles of mine. But it was not to be. I had been too frightened not to feel vengeful; I felt I had him on the run, and I
meant to keep him on the run. My polite insistence must have had something menacing in it, because he gave in
suddenly. And I did not let him off a single item; mate’s room, pantry, store-rooms, the very sail-locker which was
also under the poop—he had to look into them all. When at last I showed him out on the quarterdeck he drew a
long, spiritless sigh, and mumbled dismally that he must really be going back to his ship now. I desired my mate,
who had joined us, to see to the captain’s boat.
The man of whiskers gave a blast on the whistle which he used to wear hanging round his neck, and yelled,
“Sephoras away!” My double down there in my cabin must have heard, and certainly could not feel more relieved
than I. Four fellows came running out from somewhere forward and went over the side, while my own men,
appearing on deck too, lined the rail. I escorted my visitor to the gangway ceremoniously, and nearly overdid it.
He was a tenacious beast. On the very ladder he lingered, and in that unique, guiltily conscientious manner of
sticking to the point:
“I say … you … you don’t think that—”
“Certainly not. … I am delighted. Good-bye.”
I had an idea of what he meant to say, and just saved myself by the privilege of defective hearing. He was too
shaken generally to insist, but my mate, close witness of that parting, looked mystified, and his face took on a
thoughtful cast. As I did not want to appear as if I wished to avoid all communication with my officers, he had the
opportunity to address me.
“Seems a very nice man. His boat’s crew told our chaps a very extraordinary story, if what I am told by the
steward is true. I suppose you had it from the captain, sir?”
“Yes. I had a story from the captain.”
“A very horrible affair—isn’t it?”
“It is.”
“Beats all these tales we hear about murders in Yankee ships.”
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“I don’t think it beats them. I don’t think it resembles them in the least.”
“Bless my soul—you don’t say so! But of course I’ve no acquaintance whatever with American ships, not I, so
I couldn’t go against your knowledge. It’s horrible enough for me. … But the queerest part is that those fellows
seemed to have some idea the man was hidden aboard here. They had really. Did you ever hear of such a thing?”
“Preposterous—isn’t it?”
We were walking to and fro athwart the quarterdeck. No one of the crew forward could be seen (the day was
Sunday), and the mate pursued:
“There was some little dispute about it. Our chaps took offence. ‘As if we would harbor a thing like that,’ they
said. ‘Wouldn’t you like to look for him in our coal-hole?’ Quite a tiff. But they made it up in the end. I suppose
he did drown himself. Don’t you, sir?”
“I don’t suppose anything.”
“You have no doubt in the matter, sir?”
“None whatever.”
I left him suddenly. I felt I was producing a bad impression, but with my double down there it was most trying
to be on deck. And it was almost as trying to be below. Altogether a nerve-trying situation. But on the whole I felt
less torn in two when I was with him. There was no one in the whole ship whom I dared to take into my
confidence. Since the hands had got to know his story, it would have been impossible to pass him off for anyone
else, and an accidental discovery was to be dreaded now more than ever. …
The steward being engaged in laying the table for dinner, we could talk only with our eyes when I first went
down. Later in the afternoon we had a cautious try at whispering. The Sunday quietness of the ship was against
us; the stillness of air and water around her was against us; the elements, the men were against us—everything
was against us in our secret partnership; time itself—for this could not go on forever. The very trust in Providence
was, I supposed, denied to his guilt. Shall I confess that this thought cast me down very much? And as to the
chapter of accidents which counts for so much in the book of success, I could only hope that it was closed. For
what favorable accident could be expected?
“Did you hear everything?” were my first words as soon as we took up our position side by side, leaning over
my bed-place.
He had. And the proof of it was his earnest whisper, “The man told you he hardly dared to give the order.”
I understood the reference to be to that saving foresail.
“Yes. He was afraid of it being lost in the setting.”
“I assure you he never gave the order. He may think he did, but he never gave it. He stood there with me on the
break of the poop after the main-topsail blew away, and whimpered about our last hope—positively whimpered
about it and nothing else—and the night coming on! To hear one’s skipper go on like that in such weather was
enough to drive any fellow out of his mind. It worked me up into a sort of desperation. I just took it into my own
hands and went away from him, boiling, and—But what’s the use telling you? You know … Do you think that if I
had not been pretty fierce with them I should have got the men to do anything? Not it! The bos’n perhaps?
Perhaps! It wasn’t a heavy sea—it was a sea gone mad! I suppose the end of the world will be something like that;
and a man may have the heart to see it coming once and be done with it—but to have to face it day after day—I
don’t blame anybody. I was precious little better than the rest. Only—I was an officer of that old coal-wagon,
anyhow—”
“I quite understand,” I conveyed that sincere assurance into his ear. He was out of breath with whispering; I
could hear him pant slightly. It was all very simple. The same strung-up force which had given twenty-four men a
chance, at least, for their lives, had, in a sort of recoil, crushed an unworthy mutinous existence.
But I had no leisure to weigh the merits of the matter—footsteps in the saloon, a heavy knock. “There’s
enough wind to get under way with, sir.” Here was the call of a new claim upon my thoughts and even upon my
feelings.
“Turn the hands up,” I cried through the door. “I’ll be on deck directly.”
I was going out to make the acquaintance of my ship. Before I left the cabin our eyes met—the eyes of the
only two strangers on board. I pointed to the recessed part where the little camp-stool awaited him and laid my
finger on my lips. He made a gesture—somewhat vague—a little mysterious, accompanied by a faint smile, as if
of regret.
This is not the place to enlarge upon the sensations of a man who feels for the first time a ship move under his
feet to his own independent word. In my case they were not unalloyed. I was not wholly alone with my command;
for there was that stranger in my cabin. Or rather, I was not completely and wholly with her. Part of me was
absent. That mental feeling of being in two places at once affected me physically as if the mood of secrecy had
penetrated my very soul. Before an hour had elapsed since the ship had begun to move, having occasion to ask the
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mate (he stood by my side) to take a compass bearing of the pagoda, I caught myself reaching up to his ear in
whispers. I say I caught myself, but enough had escaped to startle the man. I can’t describe it otherwise than by
saying that he shied.\fn{As in a horse shying away apprehensively.} A grave, preoccupied manner, as though he were in
possession of some perplexing intelligence, did not leave him henceforth. A little later I moved away from the rail
to look at the compass with such a stealthy gait that the helmsman noticed it—and I could not help noticing the
unusual roundness of his eyes. These are trifling instances, though it’s to no commander’s advantage to be
suspected of ludicrous eccentricities. But I was also more seriously affected. There are to a seaman certain words,
gestures, that should in given conditions come as naturally, as instinctively as the winking of a menaced eye. A
certain order should spring on to his lips without thinking; a certain sign should get itself made, so to speak,
without reflection. But all unconscious alertness had abandoned me. I had to make an effort of will to recall
myself back (from the cabin) to the conditions of the moment. I felt that I was appearing an irresolute commander
to those people who were watching me more or less critically.
And, besides, there were the scares. On the second day out, for instance, coming off the deck in the afternoon
(I had straw slippers on my bare feet) I stopped at the open pantry door and spoke to the steward. He was doing
something there with his back to me. At the sound of my voice he nearly jumped out of his skin, as the saying is,
and incidentally broke a cup.
“What on earth’s the matter with you?” I asked, astonished.
He was extremely confused. “Beg your pardon, sir. I made sure you were in your cabin.”
“You see I wasn’t.”
“No, sir. I could have sworn I heard you moving in there not a moment ago. It’s most extraordinary … very
sorry, sir.”
I passed on with an inward shudder. I was so identified with my secret double that I did not even mention the
fact in those scanty, fearful whispers we exchanged. I suppose he had made some slight noise of some kind or
other. It would have been miraculous if he hadn’t at one time or another. And yet, haggard as he appeared, he
looked always perfectly self-controlled, more than calm—almost invulnerable. On my suggestion he remained
almost entirely in the bathroom, which, upon the whole, was the safest place. There could be really no shadow of
an excuse for anyone ever wanting to go in there, once the steward had done with it. It was a very tiny place.
Sometimes he reclined on the floor, his legs bent, his head sustained on one elbow. At others I would find him on
the camp-stool, sitting in his gray sleeping-suit and with his cropped dark hair like a patient, unmoved convict. At
night I would smuggle him into my bed-place, and we would whisper together, with the regular footfalls of the
officer of the watch passing and repassing over our heads. It was an infinitely miserable time. It was lucky that
some tins of fine preserves were stowed in a locker in my stateroom; hard bread I could always get hold of; and so
he lived on stewed chicken, pâté de foie gras, asparagus, cooked oysters, sardines—on all sorts of abominable
sham delicacies out of tins. My early morning coffee he always drank; and it was all I dared do for him in that
respect.
Every day there was the horrible manœuvring to go through so that my room and then the bathroom should be
done in the usual way. I came to hate the sight of the steward, to abhor the voice of that harmless man. I felt that it
was he who would bring on the disaster of discovery. It hung like a sword over our heads.
The fourth day out, I think (we were then working down the east side of the Gulf of Siam, tack for tack, in
light winds and smooth water)—the fourth day, I say, of this miserable juggling with the unavoidable, as we sat at
our evening meal, that man, whose slightest movement I dreaded, after putting down the dishes ran up on deck
busily. This could not be dangerous. Presently he came down again; and then it appeared that he had remembered
a coat of mine which I had thrown over a rail to day after having been wetted in a shower which had passed over
the ship in the afternoon. Sitting stolidly at the head of the table I became terrified at the sight of the garment on
his arm. Of course he made for my door. There was no time to lose.
“Steward,” I thundered. My nerves were so shaken that I could not govern my voice and conceal my agitation.
This was the sort of thing that made my terrifically whiskered mate tap his forehead with his forefinger. I had
detected him using that gesture while talking on deck with a confidential air to the carpenter. It was too far to hear
a word, but I had no doubt that this pantomime could only refer to the strange new captain.
“Yes sir,” the pale-faced steward turned resignedly to me. It was this maddening course of being shouted at,
checked without rhyme or reason, arbitrarily chased out of my cabin, suddenly called into it, sent flying out of his
pantry on incomprehensible errands, that accounted for the growing wretchedness of his expression.
“Where are you going with that coat?”
“To your room, sir.”
“Is there another shower coming?”
“I’m sure I don’t know, sir. Shall I go up again and see, sir?”
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“No! never mind.”
My object was attained, as of course my other self in there would have heard everything that passed. During
this interlude my two officers never raised their eyes off their respective plates; but the lip of that confounded cub,
the second mate, quivered visibly.
I expected the steward to hook my coat on and come out at once. He was very slow about it; but I dominated
my nervousness sufficiently not to shout after him. Suddenly I became aware (it could be heard plainly enough)
that the fellow for some reason or other was opening the door of the bathroom. It was the end. The place was
literally not big enough to swing a cat in. My voice died in my throat and I went stony all over. I expected to hear
a yell of surprise and terror, and made a movement, but had not the strength to get on my legs. Everything
remained still. Had my second self taken the poor wretch by the throat? I don’t know what I would have done next
moment if I had not seen the steward come out of my room, close the door, and then stand quietly by the
sideboard.
“Saved,” I thought. “But, no! Lost! Gone! He was gone!”
I laid my knife and fork down and leaned back in my chair. My head swam. After a while, when sufficiently
recovered to speak in a steady voice, I instructed my mate to put the ship round at eight o’clock himself.
“I won’t come on deck,” I went on. “I think I’ll turn in, and unless the wind shifts I don’t want to be disturbed
before midnight. I feel a bit seedy.”
“You did look middling bad a little while ago,” the chief mate remarked without showing any great concern.
They both went out, and I stared at the steward clearing the table. There was nothing to be read on that
wretched man’s face. But why did he avoid my eyes, I asked myself. Then I thought I should like to hear the
sound of his voice.
“Steward!”
“Sir!” Startled as usual.
“Where did you hang up that coat?”
“In the bathroom, sir.” The usual anxious tone. “It’s not quite dry yet, sir.”
For some time longer I sat in the cuddy. Had my double vanished as he had come? But of his coming there was
an explanation, whereas his disappearance would be inexplicable. … I went slowly into my dark room, shut the
door, lighted the lamp, and for a time dared not turn round. When at last I did I saw him standing bolt upright in
the narrow recessed part. It would not be true to say I had a shock, but an irresistible doubt of his bodily existence
flitted through my mind. Can it be, I asked myself, that he is not visible to other eyes than mine? It was like being
haunted. Motionless, with a grave face, he raised his hands slightly at me in a gesture which meant clearly,
‘Heavens! What a narrow escape!” Narrow indeed. I think I had come creeping quietly as near insanity as any
man who has not actually gone over the border. That gesture restrained me, so to speak.
The mate with the terrific whiskers was now putting the ship on the other tack. In the moment of profound
silence which follows upon the hands going to their stations I heard on the poop his raised voice: “Hard alee!” and
the distant shout of the order repeated on the main-deck. The sails, in that light breeze, made but a faint fluttering
noise. It ceased. The ship was coming round slowly; I held my breath in the renewed stillness of expectation; one
wouldn’t have thought that there was a single living soul on her decks. A sudden brisk shout “Mainsail haul!”
broke the spell, and in the noisy cries and rush overhead of the men running away with the main brace we two,
down in my cabin, came together in our usual position by the bed-place.
He did not wait for my question. “I heard him fumbling here and just managed to squat myself down in the
bath,” he whispered to me. “The fellow only opened the door and put his arm in to hang the coat up. All the same
—”
“I never thought of that,” I whispered back, even more appalled than before at the closeness of the shave, and
marveling at that something unyielding in his character which was carrying him through so finely. There was no
agitation in his whisper. Whoever was being driven distracted, it was not he. He was sane. And the proof of his
sanity was continued when he took up the whispering again.
“It would never do for me to come to life again.”
It was something that a ghost might have said. But what he was alluding to was his old captain’s reluctant
admission of the theory of suicide. It would obviously serve his turn—if I had understood at all the view which
seemed to govern the unalterable purpose of his action.
“You must maroon me as soon as ever you can get amongst these islands off the Cambodje\fn{ Cambodian.}
shore,” he went on.
“Maroon you! We are not living in a boy’s adventure tale,” I protested. His scornful whispering took me up.
“We aren’t indeed! There’s nothing of a boy’s tale in this. But there’s nothing else for it. I want no more. You
don’t suppose I am afraid of what can be done to me? Prison or gallows or whatever they may please. But you
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don’t see me coming back to explain such things to an old fellow in a wig and twelve respectable tradesmen, do
you? What can they know whether I am guilty or not—or of what I am guilty, either? That’s my affair. What does
the Bible say? ‘Driven off the face of the earth.’ Very well. I am off the face of the earth now. As I came at night
so I shall go.”
“Impossible!” I murmured. “You can’t.”
“Can’t? … Not naked like a soul on the Day of Judgement. I shall freeze on to this sleeping-suit. The Last Day
is not yet—and … you have understood thoroughly. Didn’t you?”
I felt suddenly ashamed of myself. I may say truly that I understood—and my hesitation in letting that man
swim away from my ship‘s side had been a mere sham sentiment, a sort of cowardice.
“It can’t be done now till next night,” I breathed out. “The ship is on the off-shore tack and the wind may fail
us.”
“As long as I know that you understand,” he whispered. “But of course you do. It’s a great satisfaction to have
got somebody to understand. You seem to have been there on purpose.” And in the same whisper, as if we two
whenever we talked had to say things to each other which were not fit for the world to hear, he added, “It’s very
wonderful.”
We remained side by side talking in our secret way—but sometimes silent or just exchanging a whispered
word or two at long intervals. And as usual he stared through the port. A breath of wind came now and again into
our faces. The ship might have been moored in dock, so gently and on an even keel she slipped through the water,
that did not a murmur even at our passage, shadowy and silent like a phantom sea.
At midnight I went on deck, and to my mate’s great surprise put the ship round on the other tack. His terrible
whiskers flitted round me in silent criticism. I certainly should not have done it if it had been only a question of
getting out of that sleepy gulf as quickly as possible. I believe he told the second mate, who relieved him, that it
was a great want of judgment. The other only yawned. That intolerable cub shuffled about so sleepily and lolled
against the rails in such a slack, improper fashion that I came down on him sharply.
“Aren’t you properly awake yet?”
“Yes, sir! I am awake.”
“Well, then, be good enough to hold yourself as if you were. And keep a look-out. If there’s any current we’ll
be closing with some islands before daylight.”
The east side of the gulf is fringed with islands, some solitary, others in groups. On the blue background of the
high coast they seem to float on silvery patches of calm water, arid and grey, or dark green and rounded like
clumps of evergreen bushes, with the larger ones, a mile or two long, showing the outlines of ridges, ribs of grey
rock under the dank mantle of matted leafage. Unknown to trade, to travel, almost to geography, the manner of
life they harbor is an unsolved secret. There must be villages—settlements of fishermen at least—on the largest of
them, and some communication with the world is probably kept up by native craft. But all that forenoon, as we
headed for them, fanned along by the faintest of breezes, I saw no sign of man or canoe in the field of the
telescope I kept on pointing at the scattered group.
At noon I gave no orders for a change of course, and the mate’s whiskers became much concerned and seemed
to be offering themselves unduly to my notice. At last I said:
“I am going to stand right in. Quite in—as far as I can take her.”
The stare of extreme surprise imparted an air of ferocity also to his eyes, and he looked truly terrific for a
moment.
“We’re not doing well in the middle of the gulf,” I continued, casually. “I am going to look for the land breezes
tonight.”
“Bless my soul! Do you mean, sir, in the dark amongst the lot of all them islands and reefs and shoals?”
“Well—if there are any regular land breezes at all on this coast one must get close inshore to find them,
mustn’t one?”
“Bless my soul!” he exclaimed again under his breath. All that afternoon he wore a dreamy, contemplative
appearance which in him was a mark of perplexity. After dinner I went into my stateroom as if I meant to take
some rest. There we two bent our dark heads over a half-unrolled chart lying on my bed.
“There,” I said. “It’s got to be Koh-rihg. I’ve been looking at it ever since sunrise. It has got two hills and a
low point. It must be inhabited. And on the coast opposite there is what looks like the mouth of a biggish river—
with some town, no doubt, not far up. It’s the best chance for you that I can see.”
“Anything. Koh-ring let it be.”
He looked thoughtfully at the chart as if surveying chances and distances from a lofty height—and following
with his eyes his own figure wandering on the blank land of Cochin-China,\fn{ As colonial French Indochina was called.}
and then passing off that piece of paper clean out of sight into uncharted regions. And it was as if the ship had two
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captains to plan her course for her. I had been so worried and restless running up and down that I had not had the
patience to dress that day. I had remained in my sleeping suit, with straw slippers and a soft floppy hat. The
closeness of the heat in the gulf had been most oppressive, and the crew were used to see me wandering in that
airy attire.
“She will clear the south point as she heads now,” I whispered into his ear. “Goodness only knows when,
though, but certainly after dark. I’ll edge her in to half a mile, as far as I may be able to judge in the dark—”
“Be careful,” he murmured, warningly—and I realized suddenly that all my future, the only future for which I
was fit, would perhaps go irretrievably to pieces in any mishap to my first command.
I could not stop a moment longer in the room. I motioned him to get out of sight and made my way on the
poop. That unplayful cub had the watch. I walked up and down for a while thinking things out, then beckoned him
over.
“Send a couple of hands to open the two quarterdeck ports,” I said, mildly.
He actually had the impudence, or else so forgot himself in his wonder at such an incomprehensible order, as
to repeat:
“Open the quarterdeck ports! What for, sir?”
“The only reason you need concern yourself about is because I tell you to do so. Have them open wide and
fastened properly.”
He reddened and went off, but I believe made some jeering remark to the carpenter as to the sensible practice
of ventilating a ship’s quarterdeck. I know he popped into the mate’s cabin to impart the fact to him because the
whiskers came on deck, as if it were by chance, and stole glances at me from below—for signs of lunacy or
drunkenness, I suppose.
A little before supper, feeling more restless than ever, I rejoined, for a moment, my second self. And to find
him sitting so quietly was surprising, like something against nature, inhuman.
I developed my plan in a hurried whisper.
“I shall stand in as close as I dare and then put her round. I shall presently find means to smuggle you out of
here into the sail-locker, which communicates with the lobby. But there is an opening, a sort of square for hauling
the sails out, which gives straight on the quarterdeck and which is never closed in fine weather, so as to give air to
the sails. When the ship’s way is deadened in stays and all the hands are aft at the main braces you shall have a
clear road to slip out and get overboard through the open quarterdeck port. I’ve had them both fastened up. Use a
rope’s end to lower yourself into the water so as to avoid a splash—you know. It could be heard and cause some
beastly complication.”
He kept silent for a while, then whispered, “I understand.”
“I won’t be there to see you go,” I began with an effort. “The rest … I only hope I have understood, too.”
“You have. From first to last”—and for the first time there seemed to be a faltering, something strained in his
whisper. He caught hold of my arm, but the ringing of the super bell made me start. He didn’t, though; he only
released his grip.
After super I didn’t come below again till well past eight o’clock. The faint, steady breeze was loaded with
dew; and the wet, darkened sails held all there was of propelling power in it. The night, clear and starry, sparkled
darkly, and the opaque, lightless patches shifting slowly against the low stars were the drifting islets. On the port
bow there was a big one more distant and shadowily imposing by the great space of sky it eclipsed.
On opening the door I had a back view of my very own self looking at a chart. He had come out of the recess
and was standing near the table.
“Quite dark enough,” I whispered.
He stepped back and leaned against my bed with a level, quiet glance. I sat on the couch. We had nothing to
say to each other. Over our heads the officer of the watch moved here and there. Then I heard him move quickly. I
knew what that meant. He was making for the companion; and presently his voice was outside my door.
“We are drawing in pretty fast, sir. Land looks rather close.”
“Very well,” I answered, “I am coming on deck directly.”
I waited till he was gone out of the cuddy, then rose. My double moved too. The time had come to exchange
our last whispers, for neither of us was ever to hear each other’s natural voice.
“Look here!” I opened a drawer and took out three sovereigns. “Take this, anyhow. I’ve got six and I’d give
you the lot, only I must keep a little money to buy some fruit and vegetables for the crew from native boats as we
go through Sunda Straits.”
He shook his head.
“Take it,” I urged him, whispering desperately. “No one can tell what—”
He smiled and slapped meaningfully\fn{ Spelled meaningly in the text.} the only pocket of the sleeping-jacket. It
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was not safe, certainly. But I produced a large old silk handkerchief of mine, and tying the three pieces of gold in
a corner, pressed it on him. He was touched, I suppose, because he took it at last and tied it quickly round his
waist under the jacket, on his bare skin.
Our eyes met; several seconds elapsed, till, our glances still mingled, I extended my hand and turned the lamp
out. Then I passed through the cuddy, leaving the door of my room wide open. … “Steward!”
He was still lingering in the pantry in the greatness of his zeal, giving a rub-up to a plated cruet-stand the last
thing before going to bed. Being careful not to wake up the mate, whose room was opposite, I spoke in an
undertone.
He looked round anxiously. “Sir!”
“Can you get me a little hot water from the galley?”
“I am afraid, sir, the galley fire’s been lout for some time now.”
“Go and see.”
He fled up the stairs.
“Now,” I whispered, loudly, into the saloon—too loudly, perhaps, but I was afraid I couldn’t make a sound. He
was by my side in an instant—the double captain slipped past the stairs—through a tiny dark passage … a sliding
door. We were in the sail-locker, scrambling on our knees over the sails. A sudden thought struck me. I saw myself
wandering barefooted, bareheaded, the sun beating on my dark poll. I snatched off my floppy hat and tried
hurriedly in the dark to ram it on my other self. He dodged and fended off silently. I wonder what he thought had
come to me before he understood and suddenly desisted. Our hands met gropingly, lingered united in a steady,
motionless clasp for a second. … No word was breathed by either of us when they separated.
I was standing quietly by the pantry door when the steward returned.
“Sorry, sir. Kettle barely warm. Shall I light the spirit-lamp?”
“Never mind.”
I came out on deck slowly. It was now a matter of conscience to shave the land as close as possible—for now
he must go overboard, whenever the ship was put in stays. Must! There could be no going back for him. After a
moment I walked over to leeward and my heart flew into my mouth at the nearness of the land on the bow. Under
any other circumstances I would not have held on a minute longer. The second mate had followed me anxiously.
I looked on till I felt I could command my voice.
“She will weather,” I said then in a quiet tone.
“Are you going to try that, sir?” he stammered out incredulously.
I took no notice of him and raised my tone just enough to be heard by the helmsman.
“Keep her good full.”
“Good full, sir.”
The wind fanned my cheek, the sails slept, the world was silent. The strain of watching the dark loom of the
land grow bigger and denser was too much for me. I had shut my eyes—because the ship must go closer. She
must! The stillness was intolerable. Were we standing still?
When I opened my eyes the second view started my heart with a thump. The black southern hill of Koh-ring
seemed to hang right over the ship like a towering fragment of the everlasting night. On that enormous mass of
blackness there was not a gleam to be seen, not a sound to be heard. It was gliding irresistibly toward us and yet
seemed already within reach of the hand. I saw the vague figures of the watch grouped in the waist, gazing in
awed silence.
“Are you going on, sir,” inquired an unsteady voice at my elbow.
I ignored it. I had to go on.
“Keep her full. Don’t check her way. That won’t do now,” I said, warningly.
“I can’t see the sails very well,” the helmsman answered me, in strange, quavering tones.
Was she close enough? Already she was, I won’t say in the shadow of the land, but in the very blackness of it,
already swallowed up as it were, gone too close to be recalled, gone from me altogether.
“Give the mate a call,” I said to the young man who stood at my elbow as still as death. “and turn all hands
up.”
My tone had a borrowed loudness reverberated from the height of the land. Several voices cried out together:
“We are all on deck, sir.”
Then stillness again, with the great shadow gliding closer, towering higher, without a light, without a sound.
Such a hush had fallen on the ship that she might have been a bark of the dead floating in slowly under the very
gate of Erebus.
“My God! Where are we?”
It was the mate moaning at my elbow. He was thunderstruck, and as it were deprived of the moral support of
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his whiskers. He clapped his hands and absolutely cried out, “Lost!”
“Be quiet,” I said, sternly.
He lowered his tone, but I saw the shadowy gesture of his despair. “What are we doing here?”
“Looking for the land wind.”
He made as if to tear his hair, and addressed me recklessly.
“She will never get out. You have done it, sir. I knew it’d end in something like this. She will never weather,
and you are too close now to stay. She’ll drift ashore before she’s round. O my God!”
I caught his arm as he was raising it to batter his poor devoted head, and shook it violently.
“She’s ashore already,” he wailed, trying to tear himself away.
“Is she? … Keep good full there!”
“Good full, sir,” cried the helmsman in a frightened, thin, childlike voice.
I hadn’t let go the mate’s arm and went on shaking it. “Ready about, do you hear? You go forward”—shake
—“and stop there”—shake—“and hold your noise”—shake—“and see these head-sheets proper overhauled”—
shake, shake—shake.
And all the time I dared not look toward the land lest my heart should fail me. I released my grip at last and he
ran forward as if fleeing for dear life.
I wondered what my double there in the sail-locker thought of this commotion. He was able to hear everything
and perhaps he was able to understand why, on my conscience, it had to be thus close—no less. My first order
“Hard alee!” re-echoed ominously under the towering shadow of Koh-ring as if I had shouted in a mountain
gorge. And then I watched the land intently. In that smooth water and light wind it was impossible to feel the ship
coming-to. No! I could not feel her. And my second self was making now ready to slip out and lower himself
overboard. Perhaps he was gone already …?
The great black mass brooding over our very mast-heads began to pivot away from the ship’s side silently. And
now I forgot the secret stranger ready to depart, and remembered only that I was a total stranger to the ship. I did
not know her. Would she do it? How was she to be handled?
I swung the main yard and waited helplessly. She was perhaps stopped, and her very fate hung in the balance,
with the black mass of Koh-ring like the gate of the everlasting night towering over her taffrail. What would she
do now? Had she way on her yet? I stepped to the side swiftly, and on the shadowy water I could see nothing
except a faint phosphorescent flash revealing the glassy smoothness of the sleeping surface. It was impossible to
tell—and I had not learned yet the feel of my ship. Was she moving? What I needed was something easily seen, a
piece of paper, which I could throw overboard and watch, I had nothing on me. To run down for it I didn’t dare.
There was no time. All at once my strained, yearning stare distinguished a white object floating within a yard of
the ship’s side. White on the black water. A phosphorescent flash passed under it. What was that thing? … I
recognized my own floppy hat. It must have fallen off his head … and he didn’t bother. Now I had what I wanted
—the saving mark for my eyes. But I hardly thought of my other self, now gone from the ship, to be hidden for
ever from all friendly faces, to be a fugitive and a vagabond on the earth, with no brand of the curse on his sane
forehead to stay a slaying hand … to proud to explain.
And I watched the hat—the expression of my sudden pity for his mere flesh. It had been meant to save his
homeless head from the dangers of the sun. And now—behold—it was saving the ship, by serving me for a mark
to help out the ignorance of my strangeness. Ha! It was drifting forward, warning me just in time that the ship had
gathered sternway.
“Shift the helm,” I said in a low voice to the seaman standing still like a statue.
The man’s eyes glistened wildly in the binnacle light as he jumped round to the other side and spun round the
wheel.
I walked to the break of the poop. On the overshadowed deck all hands stood by the forebraces waiting for my
order. The stars ahead seemed to be gliding from right to left. And all was so still in the world that I heard the
quiet remark “She’s round,” passed in a tone of intense relief between two seamen.
“Let go and haul.”
The foreyards ran round with a great noise, amidst cheery cries. And now the frightful whiskers made themselves heard giving various orders. Already the ship was drawing ahead. And I was alone with hr. Nothing! No
one in the world should stand now between us, throwing a shadow on the way of silent knowledge and mute
affection, the perfect communion of a seaman with his first command.
Walking to the taffrail, I was in time to make out, on the very edge of a darkness thrown by a towering black
mass like the very gateway of Erebus—yes, I was in time to catch an evanescent glimpse of my white hat left
behind to mark the spot where the secret sharer of my cabin and of my thoughts, as though he were my second
self, had lowered himself into the water to take his punishment: a free man, a proud swimmer striking out for a
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new destiny.
97.195 Modern Children\fn{by Sholom Aleichem (1859-1916)} Pereyaslav, Poltava Oblast, Ukraine (M) 7
Modern children, did you say? Ah, you bring them into the world, sacrifice yourself for them, you slave for
them day and night—and what do you get out of it? You think that one way or another it would work out
according to your ideas or station. After all, I don’t expect to marry them off to millionaires, but then I don’t have
to be satisfied with just anyone, either. So I figured I’d have at least a little luck with my daughters. Why not? In
the first place, didn’t the Lord bless me with handsome girls; and a pretty face, as you yourself have said, is half a
dowry. And beside, with God’s help, I’m not the same Tevye I used to be. Now the best match, even in Yehupetz,
is not beyond my reach. Don’t you agree with me?
But there is a God in heaven who looks after everything. “A Lord merciful and compassionate,” who has His
way with me summer and winter, in season and out. And He says to me,
“Tevye, don’t talk like a fool. Leave the management of the world to Me.”
So listen to what can happen in this great world of ours. And to whom does it have to happen? To Tevye,
shlimazl.\fn{A person of little luck.}
To make a long story short, I had just lost everything I had in a stock market investment I had gotten involved
in through that relative of mine Menachem-Mendel (may his name and memory be forever blotted out), and I was
very low. It looked as if it was all over with me. No more Tevye, no more dairy business.
“Fool,” my wife says to me. “You have worried enough. You’ll get nowhere worrying. You’ll just eat your
heart out. Pretend that robbers had broken in and taken everything away. … I’ll tell you what,” she says to me.
“Go out for a while. Go see Lazer-Wolf, the butcher, at Anatevka. He wants to see you about something very
important.
“What’s the matter?” I asked. “What is he so anxious to see me about? If he is thinking of that milch cow of
ours, let him take a stick and knock that idea out of his head.”
“What are you so anxious about her for?” she says to me. “The milk that we get out of her, or the cheese or
butter?”
“I’m not thinking about that,” I answer. “It’s just the idea. It would be a sin to give the poor thing away to be
slaughtered. You can’t do that to a living creature. It is written in the Bible. …”
“Oh, enough of that!” she comes back at me. “The whole world knows already that you’re a man of learning!
You do what I tell you. You go over and see Lazer-Wolf. Every Thursday when our Tzeitl goes there for meat, he
won’t leave her alone. ‘You tell your father,’ he keeps saying, ‘to come and see me. It’s important.’”
Well, once in a while you have to obey your wife. So I let her talk me into it, and I go over to Anatevka, about
three miles away. He wasn’t home. “Where can he be?” I ask a snub-nosed woman who is bustling around the
place.
“They’re slaughtering today,” says the woman, “and he went down to bring an ox. He’ll be coming back pretty
soon.”
So I wait. And while I’m waiting I look around the house a little. And from what I see, it looks as if Lazer-Wolf
has been a good provider. There is a cupboard filled with copperware—at least a hundred and fifty rubles’ worth;
a couple of samovars, some brass trays, silver candlesticks, and gilded goblets. And a fancy Hanukkah lamp and
some trinkets made of porcelain and silver and everything.
“Lord Almighty!” I think to myself. “If I can only live to see things like that at my children’s homes. … What
a lucky fellow he is—such wealth, and nobody to support! Both his children are married, and he himself is a
widower. …”
Well, at last the door opens and in stamps Lazer-Wolf.
“Well, Reb Tevye,” he says. “What’s the matter? Why is it so hard to get hold of you? How goes it?”
“How should it go?” I say to him. “I go and I go, and I get nowhere. ‘Neither gold nor health nor life itself,’ as
the Torah says.”
“Don’t complain, Reb Tevye,” he answers me. “Compared with what you were when I first knew you, you’re a
rich man today.”
“May we both have what I still need to make me a rich man,” I say. “But I am satisfied, thank God. ‘ Abracadabra askakudra,’ as the Talmud says.”
“You’re always there with a line of Talmud,” he comes back. “what a lucky man you are, Reb Tevye, to know
all these things. But what does all that wisdom and knowledge have to do with us? We have other things to talk
about. Sit down, Tevye.” He lets out a yell, “Let’s have some tea!” And as if by magic the snub-nosed woman
appears, snatches the samovar, and is off to the kitchen.
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“Now that we are alone,” he says to me, “we can talk business. Here is the story. I’ve been wanting to talk to
you for a long time. I tried to reach you through your daughter. How many times have I begged you to come? You
understand, I’ve been casting an eye …”
“I know,” I say, “that you have been casting an eye on her, but it’s no use. Your pains are wasted, Reb LazerWolf. There is no use talking about it.”
“Why not?” he asks, with a frightened look.
“Why yes?” says I. “I can wait. I’m in no hurry. My house isn’t on fire.”
“But why should you wait, if you can arrange it now?”
“Oh, that’s not important,” I say. “Besides, I feel sorry for the poor thing.”
“Look at him,” says Lazer-Wolf with a laugh. “He feels sorry for her. … If somebody heard you, Reb Tevye,
he’d have sworn that she was the only one you had. It seems to me that you have a few more without her.”
“Does it bother you if I keep them?” I say. “If anyone is jealous …”
“Jealous? Who is talking of jealousy?” he cries. “On the contrary, I know they’re superior, and that is exactly
why—you understand? And don’t forget, Reb Tevye, that you can get something out of it too!”
“Of course … I know all a person can get from you. … A piece of ice—in winter. We’ve known that from way
back.”
“Forget it,” he says to me, sweet as sugar. “That was a long time ago. But now—after all—you and I—we’re
practically in one family, aren’t we?”
“Family? What kind of family? What are you talking about, Reb Lazer-Wolf?”
“You tell me, Reb Tevye. I’m beginning to wonder. …”
“What are you wondering about? We’re talking about my milch cow. The one you want to buy from me.”
Lazer-Wolf throws back his head and lets out a roar.
“That’s a good one!” he howls at me. “A cow! And a milch cow at that!”
“If not the cow,” I say, “then what were we talking about? You tell me so I can laugh too.”
“Why, about your daughter. We were talking about your daughter Tzeitl the whole time. You know, Reb Tevye, I have been a widower for quite a while now. So I thought, why do I have to go looking all over the world—
get mixed up with matchmakers, those sons of Satan? Here we both are. I know you, you know me. It’s not like
running after a stranger. I see her in my shop every Thursday. She’s made a good impression on me. I’ve talked
with her a few times. She looks like a nice, quiet girl. And as for me—you see for yourself—I’m pretty well off. I
have my own house. A couple of stores, some hides in the attic, a little money in the chest. I live pretty well. …
Look, Tevye, why do we have to do a lot of bargaining, try to impress each other, bluff each other? Listen to me.
Let’s shake hands on it and call it a match.”
Well, when I heard that I just sat and stared. I couldn’t say a word. All I could think was: Lazer-Wolf … Tzeitl.
… He had children as old as she was. But then I reminded myself: what a lucky thing for her. She’ll have
everything she wants. And if he is not so good looking? There were other things besides looks. There was only
one thing I really had against him: he could barely read his prayers. But then, can everybody be a scholar? There
are plenty of wealthy men in Anatevka, in Mazapevka, and even in Yehupetz who don’t know one letter from
another. Just the same, if it’s their luck to have a little money they get all the respect and honor a man could want.
As the saying goes, ‘There’s learning in a strongbox, and wisdom in a purse. …’
“Well, Reb Tevye,” he says. “Why don’t you say something?”
“What do you want me to do? Yell out loud?” I ask mildly, as if not wanting to look anxious. “You understand, don’t you, that this is something a person has to think over. It’s no trifle. She’s my eldest child.”
“All the better,” he says. “Just because she is your eldest … That will give you a chance to marry off your
second daughter, too, and then, in time with God’s help, the third. Don’t you see?”
“Amen. The same to you,” I tell him. “Marrying them off is no trick at all. Just let the Almighty send each one
her predestined husband.”
“No,” he says. “That isn’t what I mean. I mean something altogether different. I mean the dowry. That you
won’t need for her. And her clothes I’ll take care of too. And maybe you’ll find something in your own purse
besides. …”
“Shame on you!” I shout at him. “You’re talking just as if you were in the butcher shop. What do you mean—
my purse? Shame! My Tzeitl is not the sort that I’d have to sell for money!”
“Just as you say,” he answers. “I meant it all for the best. If you don’t like it, let’s forget it. If you’re happy
without that, I’m happy too. The main thing is, let’s get it done with. And I mean right away. A house must have a
mistress. You know what I mean. …”
“Just as you say,” I agree. “I won’t stand in your way. But I have to talk it over with my wife. In affairs like
this she has her say. It’s no trifle. As Rashi says: ‘A mother is not a dust rag.’ Besides, there’s Tzeitl herself to be
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asked. How does the saying go? ‘All the kinsmen were brought to the wedding—and the bride was left home. …’”
“What foolishness!” says Lazer-Wolf. “Is this something to ask her about? Tell her, Reb Tevye! Go home. Tell
her what is what, and get the wedding canopy ready.”
“No, Reb Lazer-Wolf,” I say. “That’s not the way you treat a young girl.”
“All right,” he says. “Go home and talk it over. But first, Reb Tevye, let’s have a little drink. How about it?”
“Just as you say,” I agree. “Why not? How does the saying go? ‘Man is human—and a drink is a drink.’ There
is,” I tell him, “a passage in the Talmud. …” And I give him a passage. I don’t know myself what I said.
Something from the Song of Songs or the Hagadah. …
Well, we took a drop or two—as it was ordained. In the meantime the woman had brought in the samovar and
we made ourselves a glass or two of punch, had a very good time together, exchanged a few toasts—talked—
made plans for the wedding—discussed this and that—and then back to the wedding.
“Do you realize, Reb Lazer-Wolf, what a treasure she is?”
“I know. …! Believe me, I know. … If I didn’t I would never have suggested anything. …”
And we both go on shouting. I: “A jewel! A diamond! I hope you’ll know how to treat her! Not like a butcher.”
And he: “Don’t worry, Reb Tevye. What she’ll eat in my house on weekdays she never had in your house on
holidays.”
“Tut, tut,” I said. “Feeding a woman isn’t everything. The richest man in the world doesn’t eat five-ruble gold
pieces, and a pauper doesn’t eat stones. You’re a coarse fellow, Lazer-Wolf. You don’t even know how to value
her talents—her baking—her cooking! Ah, Lazer-Wolf! The fish she makes! You’ll have to learn to appreciate
her!”
And he: “Tevye, pardon me for saying it, but you’re somewhat befuddled. You don’t know your man. You
don’t know me at all. …”
And I: “Put gold on one scale and Tzeitl on the other. … Do you hear, Reb Lazer-Wolf, if you had a million
rubles, you wouldn’t be worth her little finger.”
And he again: “Believe me, Tevye, you’re a big fool, even if you are older than I am.”
We yelled away at each other that way for a long time, stopping only for a drink or two, and when I came
home, it was late at night and my feet felt as if they had been shackled. And my wife, seeing right away that I was
tipsy, gave me a proper welcome.
“Sh … Golde, control yourself,” I say to her cheerfully, almost ready to start dancing. “Don’t screech like that,
my soul. We have congratulations coming.”
“Congratulations? For what? For having sold that poor cow to Lazer-Wolf?”
“Worse than that,” I say.
“Traded her for another one? And outsmarted Lazer-Wolf—poor fellow?”
“Still worse.”
“Talk sense,” she pleads. “Look, I have to haggle with him for every word.”
“Congratulations, Golde,” I say once more. “Congratulations to both of us. Our Tzeitl is engaged to be
married.”
“If you talk like that then I know you’re drunk,” she says. “And not slightly, either. You’re out of your head.
You must have found a real glassful somewhere.”
“Yes. I had a glass of whiskey with Lazer-Wolf, and I had some punch with Lazer-Wolf, but I’m still in my
right senses. Lo and behold. Golde darling, our Tzeitl has really and truly and officially become betrothed to
Lazer-Wolf himself.”
And I tell her the whole story from start to finish, how and what and when and why. Everything we discussed,
word for word.
“Do you hear, Tevye,” my wife finally says, “my heart told me all along that when Lazer-Wolf wanted to see
you it was for something. Only I was afraid to think about it. Maybe nothing would come of it. Oh, dear God, I
thank Thee, I thank Thee, Heavenly Father. … May it all be for the best. May she grow old with him in riches and
honor—not like that first wife of his, Fruma-Sarah, whose\fn{ The text has: who.} life with him was none too happy.
She was, may she forgive me for saying it, an embittered woman. She couldn’t get along with anybody. Not at all
like our Tzeitl. … Oh, dear God, I thank Thee, dear God … Well, Tevye, didn’t I tell you, you simpleton. … Did
you have to worry? If a thing has to happen it will happen. …”
“I agree with you,” said I. “There is a passage in the Talmud that covers that very point. …”
“Don’t bother me with your passages,” she said. “We’ve got to get ready for the wedding. First of all, make out
a list for Lazer-Wolf of all the things Tzeitl will need. She doesn’t have a stitch of underwear, not even a pair of
stockings. And as for clothes, she’ll need a silk dress for the wedding, and a cotton one for summer, a woolen one
for winter, and petticoats, and cloaks—she should have at least two—one, a fur-lined cloak for weekdays and a
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good one with a ruffle for Saturdays. And how about a pair of button-shoes and a corset, gloves handkerchiefs, a
parasol, and all the other things that a girl nowadays has to have?”
“Where, Golde, darling, did you get acquainted with all these riggings?” I ask her.
“Why not?” says she. “Haven’t I ever lived among civilized people? And didn’t I see, back in Kasrilevka, how
ladies dressed themselves? You let me do all the talking with him myself. Lazer-Wolf is, after all, a man of
substance. He won’t want everybody in the family to come bothering him. Let’s do it properly. If a person has to
eat pork, let him eat a bellyful. …”
So we talked and we talked till it was beginning to get light. “My wife,” I said, “it’s time to get the cheese and
butter together so I can start for Boiberik. It is all very wonderful indeed, but you still have to work for a living.”
And so, when it was still barely light I harnessed my little old horse and went off to Boiberik. When I got to
the Boiberik market place—Oho! Can a person ever keep a secret? Everybody knew about it already, and I was
congratulated from all sides. “Congratulations, congratulations! Reb Tevye, when does the wedding come off?”
“The same to you, the same to you,” I tell them. “It looks as if the saying is right: ‘The father isn’t born yet and
the son is dancing on the rooftops. …’”
“Forget about that!” they cry out. “You can’t get away with that! What we want is treats. Why, how lucky you
are, Reb Tevye! An oil well! A gold mine!”
“The well runs dry,” I tell them, “and all that’s left is a hole in the ground.”
Still, you can’t be a hog and leave your friends in the lurch.
“As soon as I’m through delivering I’ll be back,” I tell them. “There’ll be drinks and a bite to eat. Let’s enjoy
ourselves. As the Good Book says, ‘Even a beggar can celebrate.’”
So I got through with my work as fast as I could and joined the crowd in a drink or two. We wished each other
good luck as people do, and then I got back into my cart and started for home again, happy as could be. It was a
beautiful summer day, the sun was hot, but on both sides of the road there was shade, and the odor of the pines
was wonderful. Like a prince I stretched myself out in the wagon and eased up on the reins. “Go along,” I said to
the little old horse, “go your own way. You ought to know it by now.” And myself, I clear my throat and start off
on some of the old tunes. I am in holiday mood, and the songs I sing are those of Rosh Hashono and Yom Kippur.
As I sing I look up at the sky but my thoughts are concerned with things below. The heavens are the Lord’s but the
earth He gave to the Children of Adam, for them to brawl around in, to live in such luxury that they have time to
tear each other apart for this little honor or that. … They don’t even understand how one ought to praise the Lord
for the good things that He gives them. … But we, the poor people, who do not live in idleness and luxury, give us
but one good day and we thank the Lord and praise Him; we say, “Ohavti, I love Him”—the Highest One—“for
He hears my voice and my prayer, He inclines His ear to me … For the waves of death encompassed me, the
floods of Belial assailed me. …” Here a cow falls down and is injured, there an ill wind brings a kinsman of mine,
a good-for-nothing, a Menachem Mendel from Yehupetz who takes away my last penny; and I am sure that the
world has come to an end—there is no truth or justice left anywhere on earth. … But what does the Lord do? He
moves Lazer-Wolf with the idea of taking my daughter Tzeitl without even a dowry. … And therefore I give
thanks to Thee, dear God, again and again, for having looked upon Tevye and come to his aid. … I shall yet have
joy. I shall know what it is to visit my child and find her a mistress of a well-stocked home, with chests full of
linens, pantries full of chicken fat and preserves, coops full of chickens, geese and ducks. …
Suddenly my horse dashes off downhill, and before I can lift my head to look around I find myself on the
ground with all my empty pots and crocks and my cart on top of me! With the greatest difficulty I drag myself out
from under and pull myself up, bruised and half dead, and I vent my wrath on the poor little horse.
“Sink into the earth!” I shout. “Why asked you to show that you know how to run? You almost ruined me
altogether, you devil!”
And I gave him as much as he could take. You could see that he realized he had gone a little too far. He stood
there with his head down, humble, ready to be milked. … Still cursing him, I turn the car upright, gather up my
pots, and off I go. A bad omen, I tell myself, and I wonder what new misfortunes might be awaiting me. …
That’s just how it was. About a mile farther on, when I’m getting close to home, I see someone coming toward
me. I drive up closer, look, and see that it’s Tzietl. At the sight of her my heart sinks, I don’t know why. I jump
down from the wagon.
“Tzeitl, is that you? What are you doing here?”
She falls on my neck with sob. “My daughter, what are you crying about?” I ask her.
“Oh,” she cried, “father, father!” And she is choked with tears.
“What is it, daughter? What’s happened to you?” I say putting my arm around her, patting and kissing her.
“Father, father, have pity on me. Help me. …”
“What are you crying for?” I ask, stroking her head. “Little fool, what do you have to cry for? For heaven’s
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sake,” I say, “if you say no it’s no. Nobody is going to force you. We meant it for the best, we did it for your own
sake. But if it doesn’t appeal to you, what are we going to do? Apparently it was not ordained. …”
“Oh, thank you, father, thank you,” she cried, and falls on my neck again and dissolves in tears.
“Look,” I say, “you’ve cried enough for one day. … Even eating pastry becomes tiresome. … climb into the
wagon and let’s go home. Lord knows what your mother will be thinking.”
So we both get into the cart and I try to calm her down. I tell her that we had not meant any harm to her. God
knows the truth: all we wanted was to shield our daughter from poverty.
“So it was not meant,” I said, “that you should have riches, all the comforts of life; or that we should have a
little joy in our old age after all our hard work, harnessed, you might say, day and night to a wheelbarrow—no
happiness, only poverty and misery and bad luck over and over. …”
“Oh, father,” she cried, bursting into tears again. “I’ll hire myself out as a servant. I’ll carry rocks. I’ll dig
ditches. …”
“What are you crying for, silly child?” I say. “Am I forcing you? Am I complaining? It’s just that I feel so
wretched that I have to get it off my chest; so I talk it over with Him, with the Almighty, about the way He deals
with me. He is, I say, a merciful Father, He has pity on me, but He shows me what He can do, too; and what can I
say? Maybe it has to be that way. He is high in heaven, high up, and we are here below, sunk in the earth, deep in
the earth. So we must say that He is right and His judgment is right; because if we want to look at it the other way
round, who am I? A worm that crawls on the face of the earth, whom the slightest breeze—if God only willed it—
could annihilate in the blink of an eye. So who am I to stand up against Him with my little brain and give Him
advice on how to run this little world of His? Apparently if He ordains it this way, it has to be this way. What good
are complaints? Forty days before you were conceived, the Holy Book tells us, an angel appeared and decreed:
‘Let Tevye’s daughter Tzeitl take Getzel, the son of Zorach, as her husband; and let Lazer-Wolf the Butcher go
elsewhere to seek his mate.’ And to you, my child, I say this: May God send you your predestined one, one
worthy of you, and may he come soon, Amen. And I hope your mother doesn’t yell too much. I’ll get enough
from her as it is.”
Well, we came home at last. I unharnessed the little horse and sat down on the grass near the house to think
things over, think up some fantastic tale to tell my wife. It was late, the sun was setting; in the distance frogs were
croaking; the old horse, tied to a tree, was nibbling at the grass; the cows, just come from pasture, waited in the
stalls to be milked. All around me was the heavenly smell of the fresh grass—like the Garden of Eden. I sat there
thinking it all over. … How cleverly the Eternal One has created this little world of His, so that every living thing,
from man to a simple cow, must earn its food. Nothing is free. If you, little cow, wish to eat—then go, let yourself
be milked, be the means of livelihood for a man and his wife and children. If you, little horse, wish to chew—then
run back and forth every day with the milk to Boiberik. And you, Man, if you want a piece of bread—go labor,
milk the cows, carry the pitchers, churn the butter, make the cheese, harness your horse, drag yourself every dawn
to the datchas\fn{Country houses.} of Boiberik, scrape and bow to the rich ones of Yehupetz, smile at them, cater to
them, ingratiate yourself with them, see to it that they are satisfied, don’t do anything to hurt their pride. … Ah but
there still remains the question: ‘Mah nishtano?’ Where is it written that Tevye must labor in their behalf, must get
up before daybreak when God Himself is still asleep, just so that they can have a fresh piece of cheese, and butter
for their breakfast? Where is it written that I must rupture myself for a pot of thin gruel, a loaf of barley bread,
while they—the rich ones of Yehupetz—loll around in their summer homes without so much as lifting a hand, and
are served roast ducks and the best of knishes, blintzes, and vertutin? Am I not a man as they are? Would it be a
sin, for instance, if Tevye could spend one summer himself in a datcha somewhere? But then—where would
people get cheese and butter? Who would milk the cows? The Yehupetz aristocrats, maybe? And at the very
thought of it I burst out laughing. It’s like the old saying: ‘If God listened to every fool what a different world it
would be!’
And then I heard someone call out, “Good evening, Reb Tevye.” I looked up and saw a familiar face—Motel
Kamzoil, a young tailor from Anatevka.
“Well, well,” I say, “you speak of the Messiah and look who’s here! Sit down, Motel, on God’s green earth.
And what brings you here all of a sudden?”
“What brings me here?” he answers. “My two feet.”
And he sits down on the grass near me and looks off toward the barn where the girls are moving about with
their pots and pitchers. “I have been wanting to come here for a long time, Reb Tevye,” he says at last, “only I
never seem to have the time. You finish one piece of work and you start the next. I work for myself now, you
know, and there is plenty to do, praise the Lord. All of us tailors have as much as we can do right now. It’s been a
summer of weddings. Everybody is marrying off his children—everybody, even the widow Trihubecha.”
“Everybody,” I say. “Everybody except Tevye. Maybe I am not worthy in the eyes of the Lord.”
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“No,” he answers quickly, still looking off where the girls are. “You’re mistaken, Reb Tevye. If you only
wanted to you could marry off one of your children, too. It all depends on you. …”
“So?” I ask. “Maybe you have a match for Tzeitl?”
“A perfect fit!” the tailor answers.
“And,” I ask, “is it a good match at least?”
“Like a glove!” he cries in his tailor’s language, still looking off at the girls.
“I ask, “In whose behalf is it then that you come? If he smells of a butcher shop I don’t want to hear another
word!”
“God forbid!” he says. “He doesn’t begin to smell of a butcher shop!”
“And you really think he’s a good match?”
“There never was such a match!” he answers promptly. “There are matches and matches, but this one, I want
you to know, was made exactly to measure!”
“And who, may I ask, is the man? Tell me!”
“Who is it?” he says, still looking over yonder. “Who is it? Why, me—myself!”
When he said that I jumped up from the ground as if I had been scalded, and he jumped too, and there we
stood facing each other like bristling roosters.
“Either you’re crazy,” I say to him, “or you’re simply out of your mind! What are you everything? The
matchmaker, the bridegroom, the ushers all rolled into one? I suppose you’ll play the wedding march too! I’ve
never heard of such a thing—arranging a match for oneself!”
But he doesn’t seem to listen. He goes right on talking.
“Anyone who thinks I’m crazy is crazy himself! No, Reb Tevye, I have all my wits about me. A person doesn’t
have to be crazy in order to want to marry your Tzeitl. For example, the richest man in our town—Lazer-Wolf, the
Butcher—wanted her too. Do you think it’s a secret? The whole town knows it. And as for being my own
matchmaker, I’m surprised at you! After all, Reb Tevye, you’re a man of the world. If a person sticks his finger in
your mouth you know what to do! So what are we arguing about? Here is the whole story: your daughter Tzeitl
and I gave each other our pledge more than a year ago now that we would marry. …”
If someone had stuck a knife into my heart it would have been easier to endure than these words. In the first
lace, how does a stitcher like Motel fit into the picture as my son-in-law? And in the second place, what kind of
words are those, “We gave each other our pledge that we would marry”? And where do I come in? … I ask him
bluntly, “Do I still have the right to say something about my daughter, or doesn’t anyone have to ask a father any
more?”
“On the contrary,” says Motel, “that’s exactly why I came to talk with you. I heard that Lazer-Wolf has been
discussing a match, and I have loved her now for over a year. More than once I have wanted to come and talk it
over with you, but every time I put it off a little. First till had saved up a few rubles for a sewing machine, and
then till I got some decent clothes. Nowadays almost everybody has to have two suits and a few good shirts. …”
“You and your shirts!” I yell at him. “What childish nonsense is this? And what do you intend to do after
you’re married? Support your wife with shirts?”
“Why,” he says, “why, I’m surprised at you, Reb Tevye! From what I hear, when you got married, you didn’t
have your own brick mansion either, and nevertheless here you are. … In any case, if the whole world gets along,
I’ll get along, too. Besides, I have a trade, haven’t I?”
To make a long story short, he talked me into it. For after all—why should we fool ourselves?—how do all
Jewish children get married? If we began to be too particular, then no one in our class would ever get married at
all. … There was only one thing still bothering me, and that I still couldn’t understand. What did they mean—
pledging their troth? What kind of world has this become? A boy meets a girl and says to her, “let us pledge our
troth.” Why, it’s just too free-and-easy, that’s all!
But when I looked at this Motel standing there with his head bent like a sinner, I saw that he was not trying to
get the best of anybody, and I thought: “Now, what am I becoming so alarmed about? What am I putting on such
airs for? What is my own pedigree? Reb Tzotzrel’s grandchild! And what huge dowry can I give my daughter—
and what fine clothes? So maybe Motel Kamzoil is only a tailor, but at the same time he is a good man, a worker;
he’ll be able to make a living. And besides, he’s honest too. So what have I got against him?
“Tevye,” I said to myself, “don’t think up any childish arguments. Let them have their way.” Yes … but what
am I going to do about my Golde? I’ll have plenty on my hands there. She’ll be hard to handle. How can I make
her think it’s all right? …
“You know what, Motel,” I said to the young suitor. “You go home. I’ll straighten everything out here. I’ll talk
it over with this one and that one. Everything has to be done right. And tomorrow morning, if you haven’t
changed your mind by that time, maybe we’ll see each other.”
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“Change my mind!” he yells at me. “You expect me to change my mind? If I do, I hope I never live to go away
from here! May I become a stone, a bone, right here in front of you!”
“What’s the use of swearing?” I ask him. “I believe you without the oath. Go along, Motel. Good night. And
may you have pleasant dreams.”
And I myself go to bed, too. But I can’t sleep. My head is splitting. I think of one plan and then another, till at
last I came upon the right one. And what is that? Listen, I’ll tell you. …
It’s past midnight. All over the house we’re sound asleep. This one is snoring, that one is whistling. And
suddenly I sit up and let out a horrible yell, as loud as I can: “Help! Help! Help!” It stands to reason that when I
let out this yell everybody wakes up, and first of all—Golde.
“May God be with you, Tevye,” she gasps, and shakes me. “Wake up! What’s the matter with you? What are
you howling like this for?”
I open my eyes, look around to see where I am, and call out in terror, “Where is she? Where is she?”
“Where is who?” asks Golde. “What are you talking about?”
I can hardly answer. “Fruma-Sarah. Fruma-Sarah, Lazer-Wolf’s first wife … She was standing here a minute
ago.”
“You’re out of your head,” my wife says to me. “May God save you, Tevye. Do you know how long FrumaSarah has been dead?”
“I know that she’s dead,” I say, “but just the same she was here just a minute ago, right here by the bed, talking
to me. Then she grabbed me by the windpipe and started to choke me. …”
“What on earth is the matter with you, Tevye?” says my wife. “What are you babbling about? You must have
been dreaming. Spit three times and tell me what you dreamt, and I’ll tell you what it meant.”
“Long may you live, Golde,” I tell her. “It’s lucky you woke me up or I’d have died of fright right on the spot.
Get me a drink of water and I’ll tell you my dream. Only I beg you, Golde, don’t become frightened: the Holy
Books tell us that sometimes only three parts of a dream come true, and the rest means nothing. Absolutely
nothing. Well, here is my dream. …
“In the beginning I dreamt that we were having a celebration of some kind, I don’t know what. Either an
engagement or a wedding. The house was crowded. All the men and women we knew were there—the rov and the
shochet and everybody. And musicians, too. … In the midst of the celebration the door opens, and in comes your
grandmother Tzeitl, may her soul rest in peace. …”
“Grandmother Tzeitl!” my wife shouts, turning pale as a sheet. “How did she look? How was she dressed?”
“How did she look?” I say. “May our enemies look the way she looked. Yellow. A waxen yellow. And she was
dressed—how do you expect?—in white. A shroud. She came up to me. ‘Congratulations,’ she said, ‘I am so
happy that you picked such a fine young man for your Tzeitl who bears my name. He’s a fine, upstanding lad—
this Motel Kamzoil. … He was named after my uncle Mordecai, and even if he is a tailor he’s still an honest boy.
…’”
“A tailor!” gasps Golde. “Where does a tailor come into our family? In our family we have had teachers,
cantors, shamosim, undertakers’ assistants, and other kinds of poor people. But a tailor—never!”
“Don’t interrupt me, Golde,” I tell her. “Maybe your grandmother Tzeitl knows better. … When I heard her
congratulate me like that, I said to her, ‘What is that you said, Grandmother? About Tzeitl’s betrothed being a
tailor? Did you say Motel? … You mean a butcher, don’t you? A butcher named Lazer-Wolf?”
“‘No,’ says your grandmother again. ‘No, Tevye. Your daughter is engaged to Motel, and he’s a tailor, and
she’ll grow old with him—if the Lord wills—in comfort and honor.’
“‘But Grandmother,’ I say again, ‘what can we do about Lazer-Wolf? Just yesterday I gave him my word. …’
“I had barely finished saying this when I looked up, and your grandmother Tzeitl is gone. In her place is
Fruma-Sarah—Lazer-Wolf’s first wife—and this is what she says: ‘Reb Tevye, I have always considered you an
honest man, a man of learning and virtue. But how does it happen that you should do a thing like this—let your
daughter take my place, live in my house, carry my keys, wear my clothes, my jewelry, my pearls?”
“‘Is it my fault,’ I ask her, ‘if Lazer-Wolf wanted it that way?’
“‘Lazer-wolf!’ she cried. ‘Lazer-Wolf will have a terrible fate, and your Tzeitl too, if she marries him. It’s a
pity, Reb Tevye. I feel sorry for your daughter. She’ll live with him no more than three weeks, and when the three
weeks are up I’ll come to her by night and I’ll take her by the throat like this …’ And with these words FrumaSarah grabs me by the windpipe and begins choking me—so hard that if you hadn’t waked me up, by now I’d
have been—far, far away. …”
“Ptu, ptu, ptu,” spits my wife three times. “It’s an evil spirit! May it fall into the river; may it sink into the
earth; may it climb into attics; may it lie in the forest—but may it never harm us or our children! May that butcher
have a dream like that! A dark and horrible dream! Motel Kamzoil’s smallest finger is worth more than all of his,
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even if Motel is only a tailor; for if he was named after my uncle Mordecai he couldn’t possibly have been a tailor
by birth. And if my grandmother—may she rest in peace—took the trouble to come all the way from the other
world to congratulate us, why, all we can do is say that this is all for the best and it couldn’t possibly be any better.
Amen. Selah. …”
*
Well, why should I go on and on?
The next day they were engaged, and not long after were married. And the two of them, praise the Lord, are
happy. He does his own tailoring, goes around in Boiberik from one datcha to another picking up work; and she is
busy day and night, cooking and baking and washing and tidying and bringing water from the well. … They
barely make enough for food. If I didn’t bring her some of our cheese and butter once in a while—or a few
groschen sometimes—they would never be able to get by. But if you ask her—my Tzeitl, I mean—she says
everything is as good as it could be. Just let Motel stay in good health.
So go complain about modern children. You slave for them, do everything for them! And they tell you that they
know better.
And … maybe they do. …
82.234 Her Kitten\fn{by Gabriela Zapolska (1860-1921)} Podhajce, Ternopil Oblast, Ukraine (F) 7
1
“What will you have for tea, Kitten?”
“Just anything.”
“Oh, but …”
“Something inexpensive.”
“Some ham, maybe?”
“Hmm … that would mean buying half a pound.”
“What for? I don’t have to have any, I’ll have that slice of roast left over from dinner.”
“You will? Even so it would be quite an expense. Never mind, we can do without ham. I’ll have a buttered roll,
that’ll be plenty for me. We’ve got to be thrifty, the end of the month is still a long way off.”
The young woman looked admiringly at her husband.
Her Kitten would readily starve himself to death for economy’s sake, if she let him have his way. Of course his
salary was more than modest, and no bonus whatever, it seemed, and all that her dowry yielded was a five per
cent interest.
At least that’s what Kitten was telling her.
And whatever Kitten said was gospel truth. A wife must trust her husband blindly. So she had been taught ever
since her childhood.
Meanwhile Kitten finished reading the Courier and rose from his chair with a yawn.
He was a strapping big fellow, broad-shouldered, with a powerful neck and a large forehead. His splendid,
athletic body fairly emanated the heady odor of health and force of a well-fed human being, and his complexion
was rosy. The soft hair was plastered down skillfully to dissimulate the large bald spot, the shapely curved lips
were sensuous and moist as though he had just been kissing someone or swallowing some oysters; his dreamy
eyes with the voluptuous half-closed lids and blond eyelashes, looked half tenderly, half wickedly. His fine white
hand with its long well-shaped fingers stroked the meticulously well-kept beard perfumed with Eau d’Athènes.
A light-colored summer suit, a ruddy complexion, an erect figure without the slightest stoop or tension did not
have the features that usually characterize a rank-and-file clerk grown musty in the smelly atmosphere of a damp
office.
As a matter of fact, Kitten was a functionary, but he was one of those assistant bookkeepers who spend their
time either napping on the oil-cloth covered sofas in a railroad office, or giving their colleagues some juicy
charades to solve, for which they are paid a salary, and even receive bonuses.
That day Kitten had come home from the office a little earlier, had eaten the frugal little dinner, prepared
according to his recipe, with good appetite, had slept two hours on his favorite sofa with everything round
keeping as silent as in a church; and now, having dressed, he was reading his newspaper and waiting for the tea
his darling wife would serve him.
After that he would go for a stroll.
She would stay at home—tomorrow being laundering day, the linen must be counted—and besides, Kitten
usually went alone.
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His little wife stayed behind; she’d got used to it. Now she was fixing the tea, moving about like a shadow in
her poor sorely worn-out slippers, a thin, pale, prematurely withered woman of barely twenty-five. But it was hard
to guess her age, looking at her sunken chest, the yellow spots round her eyes, the long peaky nose, and her
painfully stooping figure, characteristic for women who suffer from a chronic ailment, who go to bed wrapped
with moist poultices and drink melissa water by the gallon.
Just then, as she was taking some cups down from the sideboard shelf and wiping them with an immaculately
clean napkin, her face was twitching painfully as she suppressed a moan.
The doctor had diagnosed extreme weakness as the main cause of her illness and had prescribed broths, old
wine and rare meat … why, he even suggested a cure at Krynica! Easy for a doctor to advise. But where was she
supposed to get the money for such luxuries? Kitten had to make the greatest effort to be able to hand her that
modes household money on the first of each month.
And if she should ever run out of it, which God forbid, Kittnen couldn’t add another penny, even if that meant
starving. He would rather go for his walk without his dinner, without his tea, but he won’t give more, not even a
few rubles advance on next month’s allowance.
He probably couldn’t.
She did not blame him for that. She wouldn’t dream of it. If he had it, he would surely give it. For Kitten was
as kindhearted as an angel. Not long ago, he had bought her a little leather brooch for two zlotys, and another time
he let her rub some of his Eau d’Athènes into her hair.
Oh, if he only had the money, he would certainly add something to her monthly allowance. Once he had even
told her so, upon his honor, though she hadn’t asked for so much proof, as she trusted him implicitly in
everything.
But how could she let Kitten have nothing but a roll with his tea?
She absolutely must send for some ham, even at the risk of annoying him, for she realized that her Kitten must
have something to sustain him working as hard as he did at the office for the better half of the day!
And everyone knew how detrimental office work is to a person’s health. They say it may even cause
tuberculosis!
No, the Lord could not be so pitiless and take her Kitten away from her. He would not inflict so horrible a
suffering on her. Well, that’s it, it was simply imperative that her hubby got better nourishment; she must send for
that ham.
She ran to the chest of drawers, opened a drawer, took out the last ruble and stood there for quite a while,
worrying. What about tomorrow’s dinner?
Oh, she’d find a way out, she even knew how. With a smile she hurried into the kitchen. Meanwhile her
husband who had been standing at the window turned round and walked across the room with his boots
squeaking. He took a little key out of his waistcoat pocket, opened a small locker and took out a small wallet
hidden among the carefully folded clothes. Some bank notes rustled in the wallet. He opened it and counted them
hurriedly. Somewhere around fifty rubles. He slipped the wallet into his pocket, took out a fine thin handkerchief
embroidered with ballerinas instead of his initials, changed his tie-pin, locked the wardrobe and approached the
dressing table.
He began to brush his sparse hair systematically, pressing it gently against his rosy scalp. Then he took a
powder box out of a drawer and powdered his face lightly, carefully wiping any surplus off his brows, eyelashes
and moustaches. The powder settled on the dainty fluff of Kitten’s cheeks and covered his face like a subtle crepe
veil. Deftly and expertly, Kitten gave the merest touch of makeup to his eyebrows and eyelashes, then he stepped
back from the mirror and tried out a series of irresistible expressions.
A few moments before, the door to the kitchen has been opened gently and the little wife had slipped into the
room. She was holding the parcel with the ham and stopped in mute admiration, looking at her husband and
pressing the ham to her bosom.
He seemed to her so handsome, so elegant, so very much above her in his distinction and wisdom, that she
continued to gaze at her idol who was busy curling his moustache with a tiny curling iron.
Catching sight of her quite casually, he saw the glowing admiration in her pale eyes.
“See what a husband you’ve got,” he said with satisfaction.
She did not reply. She just smiled and straightened her back as though, out of sheer pride, she wanted to grow
taller.
“You may kiss me,” he added condescendingly, “but here, on the neck … see?”
He stretched that fat neck of a well-built blond specimen and half-closed his eyes with a benign smile.
She approached swiftly, but rather embarrassed, awkward, not used to the rare caresses of this sort. Now that
she was close to him, so small, thin and wretched, she felt even more self-conscious.
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She saw her reflection in the mirror and that of her husband still standing with his eyes half-closed.
She became ashamed of her emaciated body, the shabby housecoat, and stood there, hesitating, with the ham in
its paper wrapping pressed against the sunken chest.
But he grew impatient.
“Come on, take advantage of your chance, when I give you permission.”
She rose on tip-toe, blushing all over, and kissed the lapel of his light jacket, while the heavy scent of White
Rose emanating from her husband’s suit turned her head completely. She went back to the table intoxicated, took
down a plate and arranged the ham on it.
Her hands were shaking; she could hardly hold the fork.
She felt so extremely happy at that moment. A mist of tears veiled her eyes, and her heart pounded vigorously.
Meanwhile her Kitten stuffed a lot of cigarettes into his fancy cigarette case and plucked a branch of forgetme-nots from the flowerpot standing in front of the image of the Holy Virgin.
He stuck the little branch into his buttonhole and sat down to have his tea.
His wife handed him the cup and the buttered roll. Then, still embarrassed, a smile on her pale lips, she pushed
the plate with the ham towards him.
He raised his painted eyebrows in astonishment.
“Ham?” he queried.
“Yes, Kitten, do eat it, please,” she begged shyly.
“What extravagance,” he said, taking the largest pink slice, “what extravagance! Remember, if you run short of
money, I won’t add another penny! Not one penny!” She retorted:
“Don’t be afraid, I can manage till the end of the month. Just eat, please, do!”
She busied herself round him, passing the sugar, the butter, the cream. He paid no attention to her waiting on
him, obviously used to the solicitude and slavish worship with which she was wont to surround him.
He ate slowly, leisurely, pushing his plate far away, displaying the gracefulness and mannerism of an actress
consistently referred to in the newspapers as “lady of distinction.” Finally he asked without raising his head:
“How about you?”
“Oh, I have something else,” the woman replied.
And again silence fell.
How ardently the poor little wife wished she could have a long conversation with her husband. But what
about? What could she talk about, steeped in a lot of trivial little worries all connected with her paltry household,
ranging from a pot of melissa water to a bunch of radishes. She guessed instinctively that such subjects were no
suitable topics of conversation with her elegant Kitten who, across the table, was stirring his tea so distinctly, so
exquisitely.
She caught sight of the Courier lying on the floor.
“Anything interesting in the Courier today?” she asked in an ill-assured voice.
“You can read it yourself,” replied the husband.
Another period of silence followed. The woman looked around on the verge of despair. They had so little in
common that all her efforts were in vain. At last he got up, wiped his moustaches carefully and went once more to
the looking-glass.
She knew only too well what that meant.
In a moment, Kitten would leave, and she would be left alone. For the whole evening, a long, long, sad
evening.
Sure, she was used to it, but just that day she felt particularly unhappy, for it was their wedding anniversary …
He had forgotten it completely.
But she hadn’t forgotten it and wanted to tell him. Wasn’t a day like that particularly a grand holiday? However
he already took his hat and his swanky cane, and was pulling on his gloves. The wife drew nearer swallowing
with difficulty.
“You are going out?” she asked, a mute prayer in her eyes, like a dog that has just had a beating.
“Of course I am.”
She shifted her weight from one foot to the other, her hands were mechanically stretching the pleats of her
housecoat.
“Stay at home,” she implored in a low voice.
He turned his head in astonishment.
“What for?”
That one question riveted her to the spot.
He was right—what for?
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Why should such a well-groomed, intelligent, handsome man sit in those three cages with windows looking
out on a deserted street.
As for herself, well, that was different.
“And what would you like for dinner tomorrow?” she asked quickly, pulling her head between her shoulders.
“Oh, whatever you like, so long as it’s cheap,” Kitten replied, opening the door to the hall. “Preferably borsht,
as I may be late.”
She had nothing more to say, she just stood there, in the middle of the room, very sad and depressed, and the
fading glow of the setting sun highlighted the whole misery of the abandoned, betrayed woman.
Suddenly she started and rushed to the window.
He would be crossing the courtyard. She might catch another glimpse of him; perhaps he would look up,
perhaps he would even give her a smile?
He did not.
He strode across the courtyard very sure of himself, swinging his cane and whistling a tune.
Two girls standing at the water pump turned and looked after him with a significant smile. He disappeared in
the dark porch, never even giving it a thought that a pair of loving eyes filled with tears were watching him from
behind the patched curtains—the eyes of an ailing woman whose discolored, parched lips were whispering
proudly and tenderly:
“Kitten, my Kitten!”
2
She sat thus at the window for half an hour. It was the only time of the day when she gave herself up to
idleness.
She breathed deeply, inhaling the vitiated air of the courtyard and looked up at the patch of sky sharply
outlined among the tops of the roofs.
All the while, her mind was busy going over the day’s household accounts and planning next day’s budget.
And every one of her thoughts was focused on one point only, the point being, naturally, her Kitten.
From the very first moment they met, that big blond man had impressed and bewitched the young girl.
When he proposed to marry her, or rather her modest dowry, she simply couldn’t believe her great luck.
When they were leaving the altar, she already gazed at him with the obedient, imploring look of a dog led on a
leash for the first time.
She gave herself to him humbly and gratefully, hiding her blushing face in her hands and praying under her
breath, “Qui habitat …”
With the superb graciousness of a prince from fairyland he accepted the precious gift of her virginity and the
five thousand rubles deposited on the orphan’s savings bank account.
Josie had never heard about that money since it belonged to him, he could handle it as he pleased.
She exchanged her bridal veil for an oilcloth apron, and began to keep house. By and by he drifted away from
the flat, came home late at night, was frequently inebriate; the following day he would lounge about in the house,
nursing the hangover he had bought himself at some suburban pub. She continued to love him with the canine
faithfulness of a woman to whom the first male who ever held her in his arms remains forever the one and only
object of worship.
Kitten had no faults. Kitten was the best, the dearest, the most handsome man in the world. The day Kitten put
on a suit for the first time was a real holiday. She would tiptoe round and round him moved beyond words,
blushing, trembling and contemplating him in admiration. Wasn’t he handsome and superbly built, her Kitten! As
for herself, why, goodness gracious, she didn’t have to doll herself up. She could wear any old thing. She never
went along with Kitten anyhow, how could she? She was always short of one thing or another to be properly
dressed. It was either a hat or shoes, or gloves. And that’s how the days passed. Besides she neither had the time
nor the necessary strength. She kept complaining and ailing ever since she had had that stillborn baby daughter,
four years before. The doctor had ascribed it to anemia, but then she hadn’t told him half of her troubles. What on
earth for? Medicine is expensive, and they were pulling the devil by the tail, anyway.
Kitten was not choosy, either, he at whatever was put before him; he even encouraged her to be thrifty.
She was sometimes astonished to see how little that big tall man ate at home, and she worried that he probably
did not like her food.
Good god, she was doing all she could. She and the maid always ate the cheaper cuts of meats; but Kitten got
his broth made with a choice loin. He got special quality butter, too.
And in spite of that, he ate so little!
Provided he does not get sick with such lack of appetite. She would have to get a couple of spring chicks and
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make him a dainty salad.
True, Josie had spent the last ruble, but she still had those two small rings and some odds and ends inherited
from her parents.
She would pawn them at the money lender’s and she would manage to hold out till the end of the month.
Good Lord, what a lot of things she had already carried to that pawnshop! Silver spoons, and mother’s
bracelets, and the pendant with the pearl. Why, even the little medallion she got for her baptism, and the tiny
silver purse, and the gold watch. The little chain, too. She had sneaked everything out in the evenings when her
husband was out “for a little walk” as he said, and returned late at night whistling and singing some songs Josie
didn’t know.
At first it hurt her to have to part with those things, but later she got used to the thought.
Wasn’t it all for his, for Kitten’s sake?
She loved him dearly, so dearly, with the devoted love of a sick woman confined to her house. Whenever she
heard his steps on the stairs, her heart pounded; she never went to bed before he was home. She did undress, but
kept sitting barefoot I her nightgown at the window, staring at the black porch, waiting to see her husband’s
elegant figure emerge in the dark. Whenever he was very late, she watched the clock with terrible anxiety, her
hands pressed against her chest, whispering:
“Oh, my God, pray, let him come back.”
She might be a passionate lover awaiting her sweetheart for the first time, but then, how very remote from
passion was the feeling that made her parched, feverish lips pray the way a child would:
“Oh, do let Kitten come back …”
And then, when Kitten did return, there was no loving caress for her, not one fleeting moment of that sublime
ecstasy that makes it difficult for a woman to suppress that little cry of supreme joy.
Kitten would enter slowly, methodically, wind up his watch, light his cigarette, change his shoes and place
them outside the door, take out his fancy tie-pin and place it in the jewel case.
He would do all this with his peculiar gracefulness, without as much as looking at his wife who watched him
with her eyes half-closed, ever hoping that he might say something nice to her, or look at her in a friendly way. He
never did—never.
Kitten would fall asleep, smiling at some impressions, gathered in the course of the evening, at some memories
—memories that made him stretch voluptuously.
She would watch him, watch him closely.
The pale glow of the little lamp before the Holy Virgin lit up the rosy face of the man, the sensuous expression
of his mouth, the powerful throat emerging out of the rich Ukrainian embroidery of his nightgown.
Her female instinct warned her that it was not her submissiveness, not her discolored face that the man was
thinking of at that moment.
But she trusted him so implicitly, she believed so absolutely in his “matrimonial faithfulness” that the thought
of a possible betrayal never even occurred to her
He was probably thinking about a bonus … perhaps he was even thinking of her?
Only yesterday, he had told her, as he was leaving:
“For whom do you think I am working myself to death, if it isn’t for you?” Darling Kitten!
Oh, she was ready to give her life for him any time!
She kept lying there quite quietly, not daring to move, getting all stiff in that one position, just so as not towake
Kitten who at that moment was smiling as only a well satisfied man can smile.
3
The carriage got started at last.
But Lena was in a bad humor that day.
In vain did the man beside her smile and try to find an appropriate place for her hat, a red tulle affair that
seemed like a dream come out of a rosy cloud. In vain did he take off her gloves, roll them up carefully and
squeeze them between the cushions of the carriage; in vain did he admire her new dolman, into which had gone
some five hundred yards of lace. She continued to sit there ill-tempered, with knitted brows, her face distorted
with anger.
“Why did you come so late?” she asked at last turning to her companion.
“I could not help it, believe me,” he tried to explain.
“Why?”
“Because … because … we had guests,” he replied, with feigned nonchalance, contemplating his fingernails.
It was obvious that he was bluffing, but she did not see it.
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“Who was there?” insisted the woman, partly pacified.
“Oh, just a few people. My cousin Esterhazy with her daughter—you know, the countess!”
She nodded eagerly.
“Oh yes, you’ve been telling me about her. And what men were there?”
“The usual Thursday crowd.”
“So that’s your jour fixe?”
“Yes, the weekly five o’clock tea.”
He said it in English. He had picked those words up somewhere in a play, remembered and used them
whenever the need arose, and they never failed to make their effect, as they made their mark even now.
The woman beside him seemed for a while to be awestruck by the weight of his words.
But she soon recovered her equilibrium.
“I don’t know if that is convenient. I’d much rather arrange for some réceptions matinales,” she said.
She looked at him triumphantly.
He shrugged.
“Certainly, but they do upset one’s whole day.”
And he leaned over to the now subdued woman.
“Well, now … do you forgive my coming late?” he asked in mellow tones. “Believe me, social obligations
alone could detain your Kitten. You believe me, don’t you, Lena-darling?”
And he embraced her tenderly, leaning back a bit as the carriage was turning into a narrow street, and the
sidewalks were crowded with pedestrians.
Lena shook her head magnanimously. All right, he was forgiven, but on condition that this was the last time.
He probably did not know that she, too, had social obligations which kept her sort of prisoner; if he had a wife
who kept open house, she had a husband who demanded some social concessions, and, after all …
He agreed with her, all inflamed by the proximity of that woman whose ample bust and sparkling eyes affected
him like a potent brew. Delicately, he groped for her hand among the rich folds of lace, and having found that
hand, he kissed it ardently, sucking those little fingers with their curved claw-like nails.
She yielded to his caress like a woman used to this kind of suppressed passion, while covering her face with
the other hand whenever the carriage got too near the sidewalk. She did it with great skill, and in general she felt
quite at ease in the cramped atmosphere of a hired carriage where adulterous whispers, laughter and kisses seem
to slumber in the pleats of the shabby upholstery.
“Where shall we go today?” asked Kitten.
“Wherever you like,” Lena replied, “so long as it isn’t Marcelin’s.”
“You are quite right, their cuisine is nothing particular.”
“Sure, and their Bordeaux is quite insipid …”
And again those two people who had made each other’s acquaintance in the shade of some tree at the Saxon
Garden and knew practically nothing about each other or about their social positions, took up their game of makebelieve.
Through her veins flowed the vitiated blood of a thirty-year-old woman ever in conflict with her environment,
whose black eyes and rotund anatomy yearned for illicit pleasure and forbidden escapades. Yet she pretended, for
his benefit, to be a distinguished and dignified “lady;” she wanted to impress him with that lace she had bought on
credit and with her French gleaned from Madame Bocquèl’s Conversations.
He in turn did his best to make the distinguished lady believe he was a rich man and running his house on a
grand scale. He impressed her with his tie-pins, his opoponax\fn{A note reads: rubber-treated rain-coat), his lightcolored suits and his knowledge about the cozy corners of restaurants which they visited often, staying till late at
night, separating perfectly distrusted but still wishing to meet again, and impress each other mutually by the sham
display of exquisite manners and … passionate outbursts.
The carriage entered Mokotowska Street and turned left.
Carts loaded with barrels blocked the road; the driver stopped the horses a moment.
Kitten stuck his head out of the window.
“What’s the matter? Why do you stop?”
Suddenly he drew back into the depths of the carriage.
On the pavement, among a group of barefoot children waiting for the street to clear, setood a woman in dark,
worn clothes, wearing a shabby little hat on her bowed head.
With an expression of utter amazement on her faded face, the woman was now staring into the window of the
carriage, and her half open mouth seemed to emit suppressed sounds.
Lena turned round and asked quickly.
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“Look, that woman is staring in this direction in a funny way—do you happen to know her?”
“Sit still,” he told her, “that’s my wife’s seamstress!”
The carriage started at last, splashing the woman standing on the pavement with mud.
She continued to stare for a long while, astonished, terrified, repeating under her breath:
“Kitten? Kitten?”
4
The lamp before the Holy Virgin had almost burnt down, but no one thought of adding some oil.
The little bedroom lay very quiet. Both beds were empty although the kitchen clock had already rung two
o’clock.
Barefoot, in her nightgown, Josie was squatting at the window, waiting for her husband.
She was extremely worried, anxious, sad. For on her way back from the money lender, she had seen a carriage
with a pretty woman in it and, next to her a man who resembled her Kitten so closely!
But whatever would her Kitten be doing in a carriage at that time, and with a lady, at that? Perhaps the
director’s wife had met him and invited him for a drive?
She was now trying to find in her poor little head a number of explanations, and was stumbling time and again
on some thought that was too difficult to grasp.
No, certainly she couldn’t grasp it.
The thought that her husband might be unfaithful to her never even passed through her head. Her Kitten? How
could he be?
She was too pure, too innocent in that moral backwardness of hers. Betrayal? Sure, such things are found in
books, on the stage; but in real life? …\fn{The text has: on the stage, but in real life! …}
On her return from the money lender, she had counted the laundry, mended his socks, done the accounts with
the maid, ordered the dinner, and now, having made the beds, she was waiting for her husband at the widow.
Night fell, a dark, cold, windy night. From the shady courtyard, with the porch closed for the night, rose the
powerful stench of refuse accumulated there in daytime.
She opened the window and looked down bending her poor worried head. The stench mounted all round her.
She did not notice it, used as she was to that air she had to breathe night after night. She leaned forward and
continued to stare into the black abyss of the courtyard.
She waited.
But he did not return. At that moment he was enjoying the scent of lilacs blooming in the suburban garden, and
the warm lips of his mistress from which he drank the drops of wine and the sweet syrup of stewed fruit.
The wind was blowing through the hair and chilling the spine of the woman that sat at the open window. She
huddled up more and more, tucking her thin, discolored legs beneath her.
She got hungry; she looked at the cupboard barely visible in the dark. There was a piece of roast left over from
their dinner, but Kitten had demanded borsht for tomorrow, and the roast was to be used as filling for the
dumplings that go with the borsht. She can’t possibly take any of it, she just can’t.
Josie curled up almost completely and let her head drop ruefully.
She feels so sad! Sad as she had never felt before.
Why?
He comes back like this every night, he comes back late, and she waits for him winter and summer, huddling
against the window-pane, filled with that inexplicable desire of seeing him come back.
The city’s clocks chime half past two.
Two heavy hot tears roll down Josie’s cheeks. She feels as though her heart were an open wound … that
wound hurts and burns like fire. Her poor faded lips murmur:
“Lord, let Kitten come back to me!”
Her Kitten.
97.214 Laughter\fn{by Michael Kotsiubynsky (1864-1913)} Vynnytsia, Vynnytsia Oblast, Ukraine (M) 5
Natalie, pale and drowsy, opened the door of the bedroom into the dining room where Barbara, the maid, was
already busy dusting the furniture. Buttoning up her white morning jacket on the way, she spoke in a quiet but
rather frightened voice:
“You didn’t open the shutters yet?”
Barbara threw her dust-rag down, ready to rush toward the windows.
“No … no … never mind … keep them closed all day!” she ordered the maid sharply.\fn{ This story deals with the
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Husky, heavy-set Barbara raised her face, the color of earth, and stared curiously at her mistress.
“There’s trouble in town today,” her mistress said. “Evil folk keep prowling about the streets. If only they don’t
head this way. Don’t go to the market today. Any food in the house?”
“There’s no meat.”
“It doesn’t matter. Prepare what we have. But don’t go out on the street, and don’t let anyone in the house.
We’re not at home, understand? We left town, all of us; but if friends come, that’s different.”
Natalie spoke the words in a whisper, while her bright, nearsighted eyes wandered around restlessly.
After Barbara left, Natalie looked around the room. It was dim with yellowish strips of light seeping through
the shutters, flowing through the air in muddy rivulets. She shook the metal window locks, set the bolts in place,
and then, stooped and shadowy as a ghost, passed into the next room. She tried all the windows that opened out
on the street. From time to time she would put her ear to one of them and listen attentively. A bewildering
cacophony of sounds seemed to come from the street. She thought them strange and frightening.
How will the day end, she wondered. It wasn’t enough that people were trampled on by Cossack horses, but
there wasn’t enough blood being spilled, they were now playing the unthinking masses against the intelligentsia.
She had pleaded with her husband, beseechingly to go away for a time, begging him also to take the children
away; but no, he refused, and now it had come to this! Oh God, and because of what?
She thought of the filthy, stupidly written, brutal proclamations with which the town had been swamped and
plastered, calling on the people to beat and kill the enemies of the government. Their own name was mentioned,
clearly written—yes—lawyer Valerian Chubynsky … The name was hated by the police, and it was right there on
the list …
Natalie Chubynsky rushed into another room from which proceeded the shouts and laughter of some children.
“Sh …! Oh my God, stop shouting!”
In a despairing gesture she waved her white-clad arms like a bird flapping its wings. Speechless grief lay in
tiny folds around the corners of her pale lips. She tried to hush the children while at the same time she cast furtive
glances in the direction of the windows as though fearful that their lively voices might seem through the shutters
out into the street.
Barbara came to her aid. The calm movement of her body as she made her way around the room, gathering the
scattered clothing, putting on the children’s stockings, the sure, heavy tread of her bare feet, her solemn face—all
this brought peace to Pani\fn{A note reads: Ukrainian equivalent of Lady or Mistress (Mrs.) .} Natalie. The house seemed
safer with such a trusty and sensible human being around.
“Were you out on the street, Barbara?” she asked.
“No, I wasn’t. I just stopped at the gate for a while.”
“How is it? Everything quiet?”
“Well, yes. A few strangers called. They asked for the master.”
“Strangers? What kind of strangers?”
“Who can tell … just strangers …”
“Was there … did they carry anything in their hands?”
“Yes, sticks.”
“Sticks?”
“I told them the master wasn’t at home … that everybody had left town.”
“That’s good, Barbara, that’s good. Remember, dear, there’s no one in the house, but you. Oh, my God!”
“Barbara, Barbara!” Chubynasky’s angry voice could be heard from the table. “Why are the shutters still
shut?”
Pani Natgalie held Barbara back with her hand and rushed into the dining room.
There stood her half-dressed husband, blinking his blurry eyes; he had hardly put his glasses on, when he
found his sight impeded, while his face with its mop of blond hair seemed disheveled and rumpled.
“Valerian, my dear, just let it be … Those were my orders … You know what kind of a day it is now. Today I
won’t let you go anywhere.”
“Sheer nonsense. Let them open the shutters.”
“Oh my Lord … Now I beg you … FOR MY PEACE OF MIND … FOR OUR CHILDREN …
Red rashes broke out on the face of Pani Natalie.
Pan Valerian lost his temper. What fairy tales! Just the same there’s not place to run to! Nevertheless, in his
own heart he felt that what his wife did was for the best.
Soon Barbara came back with the samovar. They all sat down at the table.
It was somewhat dark and something unusual in the house flickered on the walls and on the buffet, and the
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wind loosened the shutters and kept banging them; the children—a boy and a girl—amazed at the peculiar
circumstance, whispered to each other, while Pan valerian irritatingly drummed on the table with his fingers. His
cup of tea had chilled, and he impatiently chewed on his white, thin beard, looking blankly at something over his
glasses. During the past few days he had noticed some suspicious persons trailing him wherever he went. At night
some shadowy figures loomed near the windows, slinking back under the porches when they felt they were being
noticed. And yesterday, as he was proceeding along the street, he clearly heard someone swearing behind him,
which most certainly was directed at him. “Orator, orator!” angrily hissed some raucous, dark peasant who glared
at him every time he looked around. Pan Valerian didn’t mention this at all to his wife so as not to distress her. All
at once a whole se of head flashed before his eyes—heads, heads, heads … sweaty, flushed faces, and thousands
of eyes looking at him from the mist of a dove-colored vapor. He spoke. Some kind of a heat wave beat against
his face, entering his chest with every breath. Words poured out of his breast like wild birds boldly and accurately.
His speech, it seemed, hit the mark. He succeeded in clearly and simply picturing the antithetic interests of those
who gave work and those who had to take it, so that the matter became more plain even to himself. So, but what
will there be today? Will something really happen today?
Chubynsky looked at his wife. She sat stiffly erect, listening; on her pale face were signs of alarm.
Those closed windows were really irritating. What was behind them out on the streets, on those unknown rivers
where strange people float, which at any moment might overflow and flood the banks?
Suddenly something banged against the shutters.
Everybody momentarily grew numb.
“What are you frightened of now?” asked Pan Valerian angrily. “Perhaps it’s only the children, in their antics,
unwittingly hitting the shutters, as it often happens; and here you are, imagining I don’t know what …”
Out of the kitchen came Barbara.
“What happened, Barbara?” asked the frightened Pani Natalie.
“Young master Horbachevsky has come … He came by way of the yard into the kitchen.
“Ah, let him come in!”
Student Horbachevsky had already come from behind Barbara.
“Welcome! What’s the news? Please tell us,” asked the host as he greeted him.
“Very bad, it seems. The Black Hundred held a meeting all night long they say, at Mykyta’s place. They drank
and discussed what person they would beat up. First of all they decided to destroy the ‘orators’ and ‘democrats.’”
“Oh, my God!”
“Don’t distress yourself, mistress, perhaps nothing will come of it. There’s some sort of a suspicious
movement on the street. They wander about in groups of four. Their faces are ominous, somber, their eyes,
ferocious, ill-boding, glowing with fire when they encounter an intellectual. Could I have some tea, please?”
Pani Natalie poured some tea into a cup, and, spilling some of it on the way, handed it to the student.
“Well, and what else?” asked Pan Valerian, breaking lose from his lace and chasing about the house.
“Thank you. I came across the market lace. There were many people. They’re handing out drinks. Some secret
meetings are being held, but what they’re talking about—I don’t know. I heard only a few family names: the
Machynsky’s, the Zalkin’s, and yours.”
“Oh, my Lord!”
“Don’t be frightened. There’s always more people around on a Sunday and they’re apt to drink … May I have
some bread? Thank you. Just the same I’m surprised that you didn’t leave town. As I was hurrying down the street
toward our house and saw your windows closed, I thought—they’re not at home. So I decided to stop for a
minute, to ask where you had gone and for how long—and here you are. You’re taking a great risk.
“There, you see! Didn’t I tell you? Didn’t I beg you to leave town and take the children away,” Natalie
lamented, pressing her hands to her bosom, beseeching the guest with pleading eyes, as she had done a little while
ago with her husband.
“Why talk about it now!” Valerian shouted angrily, walking hurriedly across the room. He was smoking one
cigarette after another, thrusting aside with his head the gathering blue clouds of smoke that crawled after him like
the waves of mist in the mountains.
“Terrible things going on, terrible …”
This was someone else talking, in a woman’s high pitched voice.
They all turned toward the kitchen door, through which a momentary shaft of light was shining, and a tiny,
roly-poly woman came rushing into the dining room. Her hat had shifted to the side of her head, and her air,
disarranged and red, was like a flame thrusting itself into the room out of the turbulent street.
“My, but ow dark it is herer!” she explained. “Wshere are you? Where is everybody?” Without greeting
anyone, she hurried toward the table and plumped herself down on a chair.
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“My precious dears, are you still alive? It has begun … The mob is parading through the streets carrying a
portrait of the Tsar. I just saw them beating up Sikach.”
“Which one?”
“The younger one, the student … He didn’t take his cap off before the portrait. I saw him without a cap, in a
torn jacket, bent double, thrown back and forth, all bloody, beaten up .. His eyes were huge, blood-shot, stark-mad
I was terror-stricken. I couldn’t stand it. Do you know whom I saw in the mob? Our people. Peasants … in their
holiday attire, with their large boots on, simple, dignified, peasant folk. People from our village, quiet, peaceful,
industrious …”
“That’s the worst element, Tetiana Stepanivna,” said the student Horbachevsky.
“No, don’t say that. I know them. I’ve been teaching in that village five years now. I had to get out because
they wanted to beat me up. Everybody ruined. As for the wealthy … but the one I feel sorry for is our neighbor. A
poor old widow. One of her sons is in Siberia, another in prison. All that was left was that old cottage and orchard.
Now they ruined everything, took the house apart, cut down the orchard, tore up the son’s books. She refused to
plead like the others did. They went out to meet the mob, carrying portraits, and together with their little children
they knelt right there in the dirt and filth, pleaded for long hours, kissed the peasants’ hands … those were
spared.”
“What horrors,” whispered Natalie.
She was sitting as before, strained, tense, as though awaiting something.
“Sh … quiet …” she interrupted the conversation impatiently. Far away noises came from the street.
Everyone was quiet. Turning toward the windows and stretching their necks they seemed frozen at attention.
The din seemed to be coming nearer. There was something of a distant rain storm in it, of the suppressed
howling of beasts. A-ah-ah … a-ah-ah … the mingled sounds echoed through the high-ceilinged room and
somewhere, not far away, there could be heard the tramping of feet across the stone-paved street.
“How vile … how vile … I’m going out on the street!” exclaimed Chubynsky, suddenly aroused. He began
rushing around the room as though in search of something.
They began shouting at him in muffled voices to keep him from going out. They were searching for him, and
he could not do anything out there; nor could he leave his wife and children. His wife said that she would die
without him.
The din had died down, and it was somewhat quieter now.
The frightened children in the corner, however, began to sob.
“Barbara, Barbara,” thundered Valerian, “take the children to the other room. Just keep them quiet.”
Barbara entered, heavy, calm, her ruddy arms bare t the elbow. She spoke to the children and they quieted
down. Putting her coarse, bare arms around them, she led them out of the room.
It was a little more peaceful now in the dining room.
“How fortunate you are,” said Tetiana Stepanivna, “to have such a fine maid.”
Natalie was glad to find at least one bright moment during which she could relax in the midst of all those
terrible experiences.
“Oh, my Barbara is a woman of gold. She’s our real friend. Calm, sensible, friendly. And just imagine, she gets
only three karbovantsi a month.”
“A fine character,” added Valerian. “This is her fourth year here. We’ve become so used to her and she to us.
She loves the children.”
After they discussed this topic, the guests began to bid each other good-by. Tetiana suddenly recalled the
reason for her visit. She thought it was dangerous for Chubynsky to remain at home after all those speeches he
made at the meetings. It would be better to spend this horrible day in some safe place with neighbors.
Horbachevsky thought otherwise. It would be better, he though, to remain at home, not to appear on the streets.
It wasn’t very well known where the Chubynskys had lived since they moved into this house only a while ago and
with the shutters closed everybody would think the house empty.
“No, no. I’ll remain at home. What will be, will be,” Chubynsky consoled them at parting.
Husband and wife were left alone. Valerian rushed around through clouds of smoke, as though he were trying
to scatter despair. Natalie remained depressed. Finally Chubynsky sat down beside her.
“There, there, don’t take it so hard,” he spoke to her, trying to appear calm. “Nobody will trouble us. They’ll
shout a little and then they’ll go home.”
“I … I’m all right. Never mind me. I also think there’s no real danger.”
She was hardly able to control her nervousness.
“I’m certain that there aren’t many hoodlums around.”
“There won’t be any blood spilled.”
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“Oh, my God, of course not that.”
Now that they were alone in this dark room, surrounded by something terrifying and unknown, trying to hide
from each other their thoughts and anxieties, their fear increased. It enveloped them like some gas that was about
to explode.
Would he be able, alone and unarmed, to withstand the vindictiveness of a mob that was blind to what it was
doing?
And what if they come?
If they do come, they’ll move all the furniture against the door and they’ll defend themselves to the end.
They’ll barricade—
Ting-a-ling … ting-a-ling …
The loud, sharp ring of the bell reverberated in the vestibule.
Chubynsky jumped up.
“Don’t go … don’t open the door,” pleaded Natalie, wringing her hands.
And all the while the bell kept clanging in a wild, jangling fury.
Chubynsky rushed toward the kitchen.
“Barbara! Barbara!”
But there was no Barbara.
What should be done? They had to do something. Where was that Barbara?
Barbara finally came running in.
“It’s the doctor ringing; he’s coming in through the kitchen.”
The doctor, tall and well-built, waved his arms around like the wing of a windmill, and began shouting on his
way to the room.
“You’re sitting here, my doves, and you don’t know what is going on!”
“They’re beating people up, killing them. Throats will be cut like those of chickens. They forced themselves
into Dr. Harnie’s rooms, destroyed all his instruments, dragged his wife by the hair and took Harnie himself away.
They ordered him to carry the portrait at the head of the hoodlum’s procession. There you are!”
“Oh, my God!”
“Ivanenko was dragged out of the carriage and his head was crushed. That’s number two. Zalizko on grounds
of autocracy was brutally beaten up. Number three. It’s rumored that the midwife, Rashkevyeh, was beaten to
death. There are no police around—they must have disappeared. We’ll be handed over to a drunken mob. We must
defend ourselves. We must get together at the square in front of the Duma.\fn{The Parliament building.} Do you hear?
At once!”
The doctor was shouting loudly, as if he were already on the square facing the people.
Natalie’s heart was bursting at the sound of that shouting.
“Quieter … please … they’ll hear,” her eyes pleaded. Pressing her hands to her bosom she whispered in terror:
“Oh, doctor, doctor … please … be kind enough … oh, my God.”
But the doctor paid no attention.
“Take your revolver along,” he shouted. “Let’s go out at once!”
“I have no revolver,” Chubynsky explained angrily.
“Whew!” the doctor whistled. “What is this, you have no weapons? So we only know how to make speeches,
but when it comes to do something—no, no, my little doves, that can’t be! None of that! Sit here, if you will, until
they come and cover you up like chickens with a sieve! I’m going!”
“But where?” Valerian was also shouting. “It’s madness! You can’t do anything!”
But the doctor, crying out and waving his arms around, rushed out of the room.
Chubynsky was terror-stricken. Cowardly fear possessed him. Her couldn’t understand it all. What should he
do? Go where? He didn’t want to die such an inglorious, horrible death. To hide? Not alone, of course, but al of
them. He looked around the room. Moaning, half conscious, his wife pressed her hands to her temples. Barbara
was busy around the table. Run away? Where? Dozens of plans popped up in his mind only to dissipate again. No,
no, not that! Sheer animal terror drove him about the room, from door to door. Thoroughly shaken up, he tried to
get hold of himself again. Don’t lose your head, don’t lose your head … that was a voice calling within him, yet at
the same time thoughts ran through his mind like those of an animal caught in a trap. What’s that? What does she
want?
“Shall I serve breakfast?”
Ah—that was Barbara.
It brought him back to his senses.
“What did you say?”
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“Breakfast? No! Did you hear?”
“Why, yes, why not? Ha, ha!”
This “ha, ha” slowed him down; he stopped in the center of the room. He noticed that Barbara’;s face twitched
like quiet waters at the leaping out of a fish. One of the ripples rolled toward him.
“They’re killing the gentle-folk,” Valerian explained ina mournful tone of voice, but he noticed with surprise
that Barbara’s heavy body shook as if she were suppressing a burst of laughter.
“What’s the matter?”
“I … I …”
Suddenly this burst of laughter gushed forth.
“Ha, ha! So they’re beating them up … well let them … Ha, ha, ha. Away with all masters … ha, ha, ha! Thank
God, the people, at last …”
She even made the sign of the cross.
Her face was bloodshot, her eyes afire. Holding her bare, red hands akimbo, she shook with laughter as if she
were drunk, her large breasts flopping up and down under her filthy clothes.
“Ha-ha-ha!”
She could not restrain her drunken laughter. It was so overpowering that it clattered in her throat and chest,
from which only now and then she emitted a word, as if it were a bit of foam.
“Ha-ha-ha! … the whole lot of them … uproot them … ha-ha-ha … let not a seed remain … ha-ha-ha!”
She was almost sobbing.
The laughter crazily filled the room. It was painful and terrifying, like a mad dance of shiny, sharp knives. It
struck the room like an outburst of lightning, bearing within it the menace of destruction and death.
Chubynsky got hold of the table to steady himself.
He was stung to the quick by the laughter. What she was saying was impossible, insane!
Natalie was the first to react.
“Get out!” she exclaimed in a thin, shrill voice. “Get out! She might kill our children yet! Drive her out of the
house!”
Barbara was not laughing any more. Her breasts still kept flopping, up and down. Her head was bent low. She
leered at her mistress and then, gathering up the dishes, she walked toward the kitchen with a heavy tread.
Her bare feet moved with a heavy tread along the floor.
Chubynsky felt warm. He was trembling all over. He intended to follow Barbara, and then stopped suddenly.
Something out of the way had happened; he could not understand it. It was insane.
He rushed toward the kitchenand opened the door.
The kitchen was lit up.
He saw Barbara standing at the table, stooped, withered, calm, busily wiping something.
“Bar—”
He wanted to say something.
But he only stared; stared with large, sharp, frightened and unusually far-seeing eyes. He embraced the entire
picture, the smallest details. He had been blind as to what he saw in passing by, day after day. Those bare feet,
cold, red, dirty, rough; like the paws of an animal. Over the shoulders a piece of rag that gave no warmth. The
earthlike color of the face … sunken eyes. We have eaten all that away with our dinner. The smoke in the kitchen,
the heard bench on which she slept in the midst of slops and dirt, like a beast of burden. He saw the strength that
was broken down in the service of others … the sad and dreary life spent in servitude … life without brightness,
without hope … for others, that their life might be made more pleasant. And in addition to everything he expected
friendliness from her!
He was speechless; what could it have been for?
It was all so clear and simple. He ran out of the kitchen back to the dining room.
“Did you see?” he asked his wife as he rushed toward her. “Go and take a look! Why isn’t she striking?” he
shouted in a voice that sounded strange.
He ran around the room as though someone were after him. He felt feverish. There was no air with which to
breathe.
He ran toward the window, and hardly realizing what he was doing, he began loosening the screws, quickly
and impatiently.
“What are you doing?” cried his wife, frightened to death.
He paid no attention to her.
With all his might he pushed the iron rods. The shutters opened with a clang, the echo reverberating against the
high ceiling. The window hit against the frame, flooding the room with a dull, yellow light. The autumn wind had
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swept into it a cloud of fine, cold dust and a multitude of strange, chaotic sounds.
“Why isn’t she striking?”
His lungs breathed in the cool air and he didn’t even notice the terrifying clamor on the street.
And the street moaned.
“Ah-a-a,” the sound reached him from afar as if it were from a broken dam.
“Ah-a-a,” nearer and nearer came the savage sounds. The clang of glass was in them, the sound of despair and
terror. And the tramp of a mob’s feet. A driver clattered madly down the street, the rumble of wheels behind him.
Autumn winds dispelled the yellowish clouds, anxious to escape from the city.
“Ah-a-a … ah-a-a …”
97.219 The Terrible Night\fn{by Modest Levytsky (1866-1932)} Vykhylivka, Khmelnyts’ka Oblast, Ukraine (M) 2
Halka, the Excise Controller, was returning from a tour of inspection in his district, hurrying home before the
shadows of night fell on his homeward path. It was already getting dark, and he still had about thirty versts before
him. The road was poor: in some places the snow reached up to the horses’ midriffs; in others the runners scraped
the bare, frozen ground.
Strange as it may seem, all kinds of obstacles have a way of popping up when least expected, as if on purpose.
Such was the case with Controller Halka on that particular day. In one distillery the man in charge was so stupid
that he never kept his accounts straight: there was always either a shortage or an unexpected surplus. Here Halka
wasted about half an hour, cursing the man and his own job, before he straightened out the account. In another
village the local constable detected some bootlegging, so Halka had to remain there until the report was written.
At the post office the horses had not been readied for him, so another hour had been wasted.
Although Halka kept urging the driver to speed up the trip back home, the more he traveled, the less hope was
there of reaching home that night. It was just recently that Halka was transferred to this district, near the Austrian
border. He was not acquainted with its roads, or the people and their customs. Furthermore he was very timid.
And this aspect of his nature was intensified by all kinds of stories about smugglers and marketeers. He was told
that they were first-class ruffians and robbers, all of which magnified his fears of travel by night.
“How far is it to Berestechko?” he asked the driver.
“About ten versts.”
“Well, bless my soul! Didn’t you say we’d be there in an hour?”
“Yes, even earlier than that if it weren’t for the bad road. In daylight we could cut across—they say the road is
better that way—but at night it is dangerous.”
“Why?” asked Halka nervously.
“Oh, we might lose our way. And if we should happen to strike the border—well, we might get hit with a with
an invisible hand, and only her head showed through the opening.
Petroff sat transfixed, unable to move or say a word. He feared that if he stirred the vision would vanish.
The smile between the draperies broadened. Then the invisible hand flung aside the draperies, and the figure
ran forward and dropped on its knees before Petroff.
“Here am I, Ivan Stepanitch. You have wanted me, and I have come!”
Petroff said nothing. He was dazed and under a spell.
“You did want me, did you not?” she went on, as her hand sought his knee and rested quietly there.
“Yes—” replied Petroff, galvanized by that touch into life. “But how do you know my name? Who are you,
and where do you come from?”
“Don’t ask questions, Ivan Stepanitch. But if you’d like to know, a little bird told me. As for my name, call me
Maria Feodorovna.\fn{A Maria Fyodorovna (1847-1928), a woman of exemplary character, became Empress of Russia (1881-1894).}
Aren’t you glad I have come?”
Petroff shyly put his hands on her shoulders.
“I’m real enough,” laughed Maria Feodorovna.
“I am not dreaming?—”
“You may kiss me when you wake up—then we’ll have some dinner. I am frightfully hungry. I’ve asked
Marusya to cook something especially nice.”
“I have not slep three nights because of you,” said Petroff, stroking her hair.
“And you are not going to sleep a fourth,” laughed Maria Feodorovna. “Poor Ivan!”
“You don’t mean that you are going to leave me,” exclaimed Petroff, alarm in his voice.
“No, of course not, you stupid! What I meant was that I have come to stay. You do want me?”
In answer, he seized one of her hands and covered it with kisses.
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*
Who was she? Where had she come from? What had been her past? Ivan never knew. Every time he
questioned her, during their lovings, she simply laughed and replied:
“What does it matter, darling? You are happy, aren’t you? People who are happy shouldn’t ask questions. Just
imagine I’ve dropped down from heaven, and take your happiness. Did I ask questions when I first saw you? I
didn’t even ask you whether I might come or not. I liked you at first sight, and I knew that you liked me. That was
enough. And so I just came—”
But the male in him, jealous of her past history, was not satisfied, and he importuned her:
“But did you—I mean are you a widow? Are you—”
She always stopped a question with a kiss and the remonstrance:
“Don’t ask questions. Questions bring unhappiness. They are always the beginning of all trouble.”
Three months they lived as man and wife, and were happy together. She turned a deaf ear to his repeated
proposals of marriage. She placed all such proposals in the category of unnecessary questions.
“There you go again with your questions! Aren’t we happy as we are? What do you want to marry me for?
Besides—”
She always paused there, just as he felt he was on the eve of a revelation which might furnish the key to the
mystery of her. But having said, “Besides—” she would scrutinize the eager, questioning face of her lover, and,
after a pause, break into a tantalizing laugh.
“Never mind, Ivan. It doesn’t matter so long as we are happy—it really doesn’t’ matter.”
Under her caresses, Petroff would forget everything, to return afterwards to an intense preoccupation with that
portentous “besides.” He felt sure that there was much behind that enigmatic word, and his mind was troubled.
Had she run away from a husband? Was she not free to marry him? He was fiercely in love with Maria
Feodorovna, and he thought that if she would only consent to marry him, he would secure her for ever. But there
was always that “Besides”!
One evening a strange thing happened. It was winter. There was snow on the ground, but no frost, and the
windows were clear. Maria Feodorovna had not drawn the curtains. She and Ivan sat before the samovar, and
Maria was pouring out tea. The red-shaded lamp-light cast rich glints on the old curved copper of the samovar and
found responsive echoes in the now coppery surfaces of Maria’s face.
Maria sat with a preoccupied air, and her eyes were full of mysterious apprehension, which communicated
itself to Ivan. He noticed that her hand trembled when she handed him his glass of tea. He knew here to be subject
to occult perceptions, which usually proved to be uncannily accurate. But never before had he seen her in such an
intense state of repressed agitation.
It was then that the fearful thing happened. It happened so quickly, so suddenly and so unaccountably. First
there was the report of a revolver, instantaneously followed by a crash of window panes; something hard and
sharp struck the samovar; a tiny jet of water and steam came pouring out of the wounded urn. Maria gave a
scream. With quiet presence of mind, Ivan blew out the lamp and forced Maria down to the floor. He felt his way
to the cupboard and extracted a revolver, which he kept loaded for any emergency. He then flung himself out of
doors and caught sight of a moving faint shadow against the snow, which crunched under the prowler’s furtive
footfalls.
Petroff fired. The figure began to run. Once or twice it paused to aim a revolver. They kept up a running fire in
the half dark. Once the unknown uttered an oath, as of pain, then ran out of the gate. Ivan gave up the pursuit.
He put up the shutters before reentering the house. On lighting the lamp he found Maria Feodorovna sitting on
the floor where he had left her. Her face was ashen pale, and fear had not left her eyes.
He told her what had happened. She quickly recovered her spirits, and restored Ivan’s as well. That night she
loved Ivan with redoubled ardor.
In the morning there was no sign of her. Only a strange note on her pillow to say that it was better that they
should part on a high note of passion than that their love should denegrate into habitual caresses and gray
domesticity. How could she say that when he loved her so?
In his garden, now covered with snow, he discovered a trail of blood, leading to the gateway and beyond. It
was left by the prowler of the previous night’s encounter.
Later in the day, in the village, men talked of a stranger who came to the district hospital, dripping with blood,
wounded, and died there, and before death raved about a woman who had loved him for a space and left him.
Petroff listened, but said nothing. He went home, and, locking the doors, went forth with a knapsack. In the
inside pocket of his caftan was a revolver.
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97.228 A Conversation\fn{by Larissa Kosach aka Lesia Ukrainka (1871-1913)} Novohrad Volynskyi, Zhytomyr Oblast,
Ukraine (F) 8
“Great is love and fateful, like a simoon which drifts up with the sand, the placid lakes and the quiet fountains
in the oases, overwhelms the noisy mountain streams, no matter how bravely they rush down, bringing to the
valleys their message of mountain air and liberty; it piles up unexpected bulwarks against the lordly mighty
ocean, which must retreat, changing the boundaries of its domain.”
Thus the young poet read aloud, his head with its thick mass of curls bent over the closely written manuscript.
He sat at the feet of the sick actress in “retirement,” who lay on a sofa, languid, apathetic, listening to his reading,
as hopeless invalids listen to the sound of the restless waves, while lying on a sun-baked beach.
Suddenly she began to laugh unpleasantly, either too heartily or not sincerely, so it seemed to the poet.
“You find it amusing?” he said, offended; then added, overly submissive, apologetically: “True, perhaps I did
forget my geography while writing it.”
The actress smiled more composedly:
“I know still less about geography than you.”
“May I ask then, why you laughed?”
“Why not? Only it’s hard to say. It seemed to me as though it were the beginning of my obituary or something.
And it seemed somewhat strange to hear that while still living.”
“Your obituary? Yours? In what way? Why? If it were an obituary, it certainly would not be yours. Oh, no! not
yours, I know very well …”
A note of cruel unkindness vibrated in the voice of the young poet.
“My boy!” the actress’s voice, on the contrary, was tender and kind, though with a tinge of mockery: “Don’t be
always thinking of yourself!”
The poet said nothing but merely cast a look, full of reproach and pain, at her faded countenance.
“Don’t reproach me and don’t be offended, for it is true. You worry about me and neglect yourself, you take
care of me and make sacrifices impossible to repay”—the poet made a vehement movement, but she stopped him,
shaking her head—“sacrifices impossible to repay, but you are only thinking of yourself, you are not thinking of
me at all.”
“I do more than think of you!” the poet explained.
“That may be so … yet, even though it is all the same, you are not thinking of me; you do not understand me
and it makes me sad. No one understands me, and it is not because I am an enigmatic, unintelligible nature. No, it
would be quite easy to understand me thoroughly, it needs but a little thought to discover me, but it is clear that no
one is curious. The first time people saw me they were “in ecstasies,” they called me a “star,” “incomparable,”
and so forth; they said many things like that, you know, they wrote a good deal, but as to thinking of me—no one
ever did, not even you.”
The poet pondered:
“Maybe it’s true,” he then said quietly. “Maybe I didn’t think of you, that is, up to this moment. But such
thinking won’t do any good, for supposing you were not the same as you are, worse or better. You are my fate.”
“Ha! … ‘worse or better,’” she repeated pensively. “Perhaps if I were better, you wouldn’t love me.”
He looked in surprise at her.
“Well, certainly,” she continued, “people like you are always looking for discords, broken strings, shattered
harps, and when I was more beautiful, when there was nothing broken about me, not a discordant note, you found
my harmoniousness boring. There, take up that album—you’ll find a lot of my earlier pictures, you may look
them through, I have no objection, I am not playing the coquette with you, look at them.”
He examined one after another all those earlier pictures of her in starring roles, in wonderful costumes. He
looked at them for a long time, then closed the album and silently replaced it.
“Well, what about it?” she asked nervously.
“Maybe you’re right,” he replied mildly and smiled brightly, but somehow he felt sorry for her.
“You see, my … I almost said, ‘My dear,’ but that would be nonsense, unoriginal and even cruel? There are
situations where a woman dare not use the words.” She glanced at him sorrowfully and apologetically.
“Call me what you will, anything you please.” He bent, took her pale, slender hand, still more emaciated than
her face, and kissed it almost with reverence. She closed her eyes and after the kiss her hand lay inert yet
constrained, as though she had forgotten it. A few moments passed in silence.
“Ah! what was it I was just about to tell you?” The actress spoke as though slowly rousing out of a doze.
“Were you about to tell me something?”
“Yes, it seems so … Oh, yes! How do you think I came to be burnt out?”
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“You? Burnt out?” The poet’s voice rang with surprise a shade overdone.
“Now, listen, I don’t like that,” she frowned as though in physical pain. “Insincerity doesn’t become you. You
well know about my downfall, what it was, when it happened, and that it is irretrievable.”
“I know nothing about irretrievability,” said the poet, averting his glance.
“Lord bless you! I’m not going to press you to the wall. That’s not the point. But how do you think it happened
that I went into ‘retirement’?”
“Why, everybody knows—you fell sick … overworked. And no wonder! You put so much of yourself into
your roles—”
“You know nothing at all about it,” she interrupted impatiently. “Not a thing! It was just because I stopped
putting myself into them!”
“You were overworked earlier.”
“Be still! It wasn’t that,” she burst out sharply and fretfully and impatiently changed her position several times.
“Did I make you angry?”
“Ach, no, no …”
She turned toward the wall and began to count with her finger the squares in the Persian carpet hung against it.
Her countenance altered, her eyebrows drew together; once or twice she was on the point of speaking and each
time she pressed her lips together. Then she suddenly turned round to the poet and looked him full in the face.
“It doesn’t matter. I must tell you all the same,” she said in a sort of desperation. “Although I feel that I ought
not to tell you.” She stressed the pronouns “I” and “you.”
The poet replied with a like emphasis: “You may bell me everything.”
“All right,” she said boldly, though in a tone not entirely steady. “Here it is: Once I fell very much in love.
‘Only once?’ perhaps you are thinking …”
“I am thinking nothing,” said the poet, this time rather brusquely.
“I say ‘I fell,’ for in such cases it is customary to say that, instead of ‘I am’.”
“So?” said the poet, somewhat startled.
“Yes. Now what? You are surely thinking now, ‘For what reason is she telling this to me? She’s dramatizing a
situation, just like an actress’.” She burst out with her unpleasant laugh, and her face, pale from former habitual
makeups and from present sickness, became overspread with a dull, patchy flush.
“May I ask you—if you can—don’t laugh like that,” quietly, yet as though pained, the poet said and went over
to the window.
She stopped.
“Well, I won’t, I won’t. Come over here, I can’t talk loud.”— He obediently sat down in his accustomed lace,
the low stool near her feet.
“What I am going to tell you is very banal, not worth telling, least of al to a poet. You don’t admire such
things.”
He impatiently shrugged his shoulders. “Are you going to expound a thesis to me?” he said, displeased.
“Now, you stop! You ought to realize it’s not easy to strike a natural tone, talking about one’s self like this.”
“Forgive me, I’ll be patient.”
“Moreover, there is nothing of an ‘affair’ in my story. I simply fell in love and then the ‘business didn’t go,’ as
they say. A very thin romance for an actress. Ha, ha! … Ah, sorry, I promised not to laugh”—she broke off her
laughter by herself, for she noticed that the poet’s face bore an expression of deep pain.
“He, I suppose, did not love you in return?” asked the poet, when she fell silent again.
“What that ‘I suppose?’ No, on the contrary it is hard to say which of the two of us loved the most.”
“Then why?”
“Don’t make me laugh at you! Do you really think that loving one another is enough to bring a couple
together? Listen:
Not all the gardens put forth flowers
Which send out buds in spring’s sweet showers.

“Who was he? Said the poet, frowning.
“He was and still is a writer. Not like you, one of ‘God’s elect.” (The poet gazed at her searchingly, but <she>
paid no attention to it.) No, just a common, everyday writer, who does dramatic criticisms and carries on some
sort of column in a provincial newspaper. He was then doing paste and scissors work—What Our Contemporaries
Are Saying—now it seems he’s been promoted to local news. In his writing there was no ‘divine spark’ in himself,
for it gleamed in his eyes, and there was that in his voice which was lacking in his words. For this I forgave him
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everything, even those unpardonably stupid verses which he once wrote for one of my benefit nights. And his
critiques on my work, although they were always laudatory, but … may the Lord forgive him for their style—
these, even for the actor’s unfathomable taste, were lacking in discrimination. It always seemed to me that that
spark of his should be liberated from literature, be struck out of himself, and that I might be the one …”
She fell silent.
“Why didn’t you do it?”
She passed her hands across her brows:
“Why? Because he would not follow after me and I wouldn’t go to him.”
“Why?”
“Ach, how tiresome you are with your ‘Why?’ I will tell you all without that! The usual thing; he wanted me to
become his lawful wife, he didn’t want to love me otherwise, he didn’t want to share me with others, he was
fearfully jealous. To live always in the same town, that I could not do, and he could not be satisfied with
occasional meetings, now and again; it was therefore easier for him to separate altogether, as he said himself. But
I preferred not to go his way.”
The poet for some reason seemed more cheerful.
“I understand. You wre concerned about your own precious freedom. The joke of conjugal obligation did not
appeal to your artistic nature. Perhaps the thought of a vow as a compulsion of love offended you. Lawful
marriage would imply a conventional bourgeois life for you.”
She frowned at him, then smiled languidly:
“no, that wasn’t the trouble. I simply was afraid of hard times, ordinary material progress.
“You?”
“Yes, I.”
“But I have rarely seen a person less greedy for money than you.”
“I should have been afraid of the vagabond actors’ hardships, for I have experienced them and come through
them quite happily, but the hardships of married life, family, personal troubles—I feared them then and would still
be afraid of them now, regardless of anything!”
“Somehow I can’t understand it,” said the poet slowly, and his face took on and expression of
incomprehension, disillusionment. “It seems to me that maybe your passion was not so great as it appeared to
you.”
“Why then am I dying from it now?” she burst out in feverish, genuine despair.
She sat up on the sofa, wringing her hands. Her eyes had become immense and black, as though they had been
artificially darkened. The poet, with a gentle movement, pushed her back on the pillows and again she lay
submissive, composing herself. A silence fell between them. The poet mechanically leafed through his
manuscript.
“Don’t think too badly of me, and comprehend, if you can,” she again began to talk. “If I was afraid of those
hardships, it was not because I was afraid of hunger, cold, ragged clothing and broken shoes.”
“You were afraid for your love; that it might wither in the struggle of life?”
“Maybe there was something of that. Although I did not fear for my own love, but for his. Women somehow
manage better to keep up the poetry of their feelings in the midst of life’s prose than men do.”
“You think so?”
“So it seems to me. But that’s not important, for that alone would not have withheld me. In any case, his love
might have faded, of not from hardships, yet long separations, and so it amounts to the same.”
“You didn’t believe in him?”
“No, not exactly … Well, of course, one is more certain of one’s own self. And it seemed to me that my lovew
was ‘stronger than death.’”
“And therefore?” asked the poet with hope in his voice.
She smiled sadly and ironically:
“Yet, however, death is stronger, I must regretfully confess. It is stronger even than that which seemed to me
more powerful than my love and more precious, yes, more precious.”
“What is that?”
“Is it possible you cannot guess? Oh, you poets are wiser on paper than in life! My art, of course. That’s why
hardships seemed so fearful to him.”
The poet, without concealment, kept on looking at her with his former expression.
“What sort? A prompter’s job? Maybe a ‘walker-on?’ He had not even the ability to be a ‘super,’\fn{ Slang for
supernumerary, especially a supernumerary actor (one who is not a regular actor, but employed to appear, as in a mob scene or spectacle) .}
and our own company did not carry such along. He might perhaps have agreed to something of the sort but our
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stage superstitions would not have allowed it. The husband of a ‘star,’ ‘our first lady,’ the ‘incomparable
premiere,’ or what have you—and to stand on the stage as a super in dumb roles, an errand-boy, one who ‘holds
up the corners’—no, no, you may not understand it, but it was impossible, im-pos-si-ble! I tell you. He would
have been a complete failure on the stage. The same as you, too,” she said swiftly.
“Why should I be included here? I have never been on the stage. How do you know, perhaps—”
“No, no! No, ‘perhaps.’ I have an infallible flair in such things. A complete failure, I tell you.” Irritably, she
looked straight at him. “Brrr … I don’t know, but maybe, my love might not have stood it!”
A malicious spark plashed in the oet’s eyes.
“However, this … you friend, it seems, did not display any particular talent even in his literary work, you said
so yourself.”
“That’s quite another thing!”
The poet shrugged his shoulders disparagingly.
“I don’t understand why. What’s the difference?”
“A newspaper man may not be so terribly gifted, but at least he is called ‘an honest journalist’ and not a
tramp.”
“Now see, with you it’s all a matter of words.”
“Well, there is the word ‘scribbler’ too.”
She turned patchily red and flashed her eyes at him.
“You, what do you think you are!”
“Forgive me …”
“Whatever he was, my closet friend could not have measured up to and equaled in position. No matter what he
was behind the scenes.”
“But you yourself earned considerably,” he persisted.
“A bird of passage such as I was and must be in the present conditions of our theatrical life, could make money
in spurts—I had no reserves and never understood how to lay them aside. If I set up a permanent nest, I would
lose my earning power. Even had he been an actor … and how can a writer on a small paper in a small town adapt
himself to another paper? It’s not so easy.”
“That is so.”
“On my earnings then, it is true, we might both have lived, even perhaps with a family, if he had given up his
position and lived, traveling with me, at my expense. But he wouldn’t hear of it.”
“That’s understandable,” declared the poet thoughtfully.
The actress flared up.
“What! That’s understandable to you! That a man for the sake of some bourgeois superstitions can break his
own heart and that of the one who loves him! That’s understandable to you!”
“That’s not superstition, it’s elementary decency.”
“Just ‘elementary!’ Everything is elementary with you men! Suppose I had lived on his miserable ‘so-much-aline,’ giving up my profession for love, that would be ‘elementary indecency’?”
“No, quite another matter. In present circumstances …”
The actress waved her hands.
“I know, I know, I know! I’ve heard it a thousand times! It bores me. Elementary. Enough! He said just the
same. I used to hate him at such times.”
The poet did not venture to defend his thesis.
“Perhaps he might have gotten something to do with your company?” he timidly interjected.
“He would merely have been my husband.”
“An extraordinarily nice position: ‘husband of the queen!’” the poet blurted out.
“No worse than being ‘wife of her husband’.”
They exchanged sharp looks, mutually hostile. Another silence fell between them, longer than the former ones.
“Give me a cigarette,” the actress said at last in a fatigued, apathetic voice.
The poet was already mollified again and felt himself guilty of a fault toward her.
“I can’t,” he objected. “It harms you to smoke.”
“Does it matter, whether it harms me or not?”
“To whom are you saying this?” the poet said in a tender tone and suddenly added, “Did I offend you?”
“No, but I didn’t feel like talking.”
The poet looked searchingly into her face; her eyes were lowered, but even thus she could not stand that
searching look, and turned away to the wall.
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He took her hand in his. “Don’t be angry. I don’t know myself how that wicked flare-up came between us. It’s
all over now, isn’t it?”
“Yes, it is.”
She turned back to him and began to talk as though there had been no interruption.
“However it was, we separated. That is: I went away from him. I transferred to another company, worse, and
on poorer conditions, in order to get out of that town and fly away to the world’s end. Well. I traversed as far as
Siberia in order to evade the temptation of returning to visit my ‘unaffianced lover’.”
“Unaffianced? Maybe unaccepted?”
“It’s all the same. It was not a whim on my part, let me tell you. I feared for my art, for really if he did stand up
against small family hardships, it would be done for. That’s what I thought then, that it could only be ruined by
such things, but it turned out … Han, ha”
“Oh Lord, that laugh!”
The poet cracked his fingers.
She cried out: “Don’t do that! I can’t bear it!”
The poet folded his hands, but remarked: “See here, I mustn’t do anything that annoys you, but you …”
“Of course! You are well, but I’m sick. Don’t interrupt me or else I cannot talk. Well, I went to Siberia. I
thought that, having made such a costly sacrifice to the god of art, I should become forever his high priestess.
“And it’s true!” interjected the poet warmly.
“No, it is not true. I know better. Not his priestess, but his slave I felt myself from that time on. It seemed to
me that I was cumbered by fetters, I forgot that it was I myself who had forged them and I cursed some unknown
evil spirit for it. Maybe there was really an evil spirit who had cloven my heart and soul in twain.”
“It is always the lot of artists and poets that they must water the path to immortality with their own blood!”
said the poet somewhat pathetically.
The actress frowned and writhed.
“Pish! Mere talk! However, I will not deny that it may be so for poets, you should know it better. I am not a
poetess. As to artists first of all: what is our immortality? So many words written down in the history of dramatic
art? Whose heart will thrill reading those words, say, ten years hence?”
“Now, you are taking too short a view.”
“It’s all one. That’s enough to measure such ‘immortality.’ No, no, no, we want to live and to hope for
immortality, it is only when alive that one feels one’s self great and immortal. While I lived, I was without a care,
in harmony with myself and my art. I was happy and I really was something on the stage. Until I experienced my
own great calamity, when grief took my soul captive to its very depths, I was able to ‘live’ my roles sincerely—
you know that my strong point was powerfully dramatic characters—for I had an inexhaustible range of emotions
which had been expended on my own life. I knew only grief which was portrayed in dramas and I believed it was
like that oo in real life. I vitalized that written grief on the stage and behind the scenes I rested from it and
gathered new strength. I was once a very cheerful and ‘splendid colleague’—did you know that?”
“No, I heard …”
“No matter. That’s not the point. But … when I found out by myself through living experience what grief is,
and what it costs to make sacrifices, all at once, somehow my roles lost all their significance. The slightest false
note cut me, and for hours I tortured myself, seeking the ‘natural’ tone for those unreal banalities, with which the
roles of my repertoire were filled (and these were by no means the worst of dramas). I ceased to play ‘the words;’
I began to study the characters.”
“But that is the highest stage of dramatic art!” exclaimed the poet, and was about to begin a long exposition of
his assertion, when she raised her hand to stop him.
“Maybe it is so. We’re not talking about that. Had I advanced to that stage while I Was still happy, it might
have worked out to advantage both to myself and to my art, but … it was merely one unceasing torment; I was
always comparing the written grief to my own unwritten one, and the latter was my standard while studying. I
recalled how people really weep from desperation, how they really talk when saying farewell, how they really
lose their heads from grief, and it tore my heart and the roles seemed to be a caricature of myself and of my
sufferings. Many a time I came out on stage with despair in my heart and with fear: How am I going to play this
lying thing sincerely? Really, sometimes I shuddered. But ‘study’ saved me, and for a long time no one noticed
anything. Only you know, it was not as it once was, a mere pretending, but hypocrisy. After such exhibitions, I
returned home shattered, fatigued, discouraged, no longer conscious for what and for whom I was sacrificing
myself. Art appeared to me then as a soulless idol, painted with faded colors, and I began to hate and nothing was
more dreadful to me than that hatred. It was like an abyss into which I was rushing head first.”
Both sympathy and pity for her gleamed in the poet’s eyes, but he compelled himself to speak tranquilly:
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“But not everything was false in those roles of yours. I know there were passages at least in them, sometimes
the entire role, which were vividly drawn from reality. Didn’t it seem so to you?”
“That made it still worse,” she said, evading a direct reply, “when such passages occurred, then I did not act at
all, neither playing ‘the words,’ nor doing it ‘with my head,’ but I publicly wept and swooned with longing, many
a time forgetting the words of my part and the play and the audience itself. Really, there were times when I ought
to have been chased off the stage with a broom for such exhibitions, but the critics and the public always forgave
me on the grounds of hysteria. When, following after me, the feminine part of the audience writhed in hysterical
attacks, it didn’t seem to me a ‘triumph,’ but the Siberian plutocrats showered me with furs and jewels. For me
such a ‘triumph’ did not end on the stage, but often I continued my ‘acting’ whole nights through at home until I
was stunned by mortal fatigue or killing doses of narcotics. Oh, what nights they were! What nights they were! …
Had it not been for those immense spaces, I certainly would have run back to him barefoot and cast myself before
him, begging him to take and hide me from such ‘art.’ But the next day I was ‘studying’ again. And so passed
several years.”
“Oh, I could stand a lot then, that is, it seemed to me that I could. Pride helped me a good deal. I didn’t want to
confess to myself that I had made a mistake and that I was undone.”
The poet’s face again took on a malevolent expression. He felt it and endeavored to restrain it but he could not,
and so began to speak in a purposely indifferent tone:
“I don’t quite understand it. You reproved me for not thinking about you and yet I could not have abandoned
you for pride as you abandoned yourself. Did it ever occur to you that it was your own fault for giving way to
such torments? No, you are just pitiless.”
She looked at him sidelong and her voice vibrated with irony: “And you are so incredibly compassionate! How
then to defend the cause of my—what shall I say?—Well, it doesn’t matter. Only, you see, I must say in my own
defence that I did not know that anyone else suffered as I did, for no one wrote to me about it. Really, I had asked
him not to write to me …
“Yes, I asked him, but he ought not to have listened to my request, if … maybe you will say that was a
woman’s logic?”
“I won’t say anything,” replied the poet sullenly and began again to rifle through the pages of his manuscript.
She thought a moment, then spoke simply, without irony, without irritation, in a frank and friendly tone:
“You know, we’d better drop this conversation. It’s clear that my story is upsetting you.”
“No, no,” he dissented, frowning with pain. “If you possibly can, finish it. Tell me everything right to the end.
Otherwise it will make me suffer too much. And pay no attention to my behavior. Maybe I have spoken unjustly
and unkindly … but I … you’ll understand … a sort of inner conflict, or even more. It’s very hard to … and
anyone in my place … No, I can’t tell you.”
She summoned up her strength and with a slight groan of pain lifted herself up to reach for his hand with her
own. She stroked his hand and lay back again with another slight groan.
“No, I am more to blame. But then, no one is to blame. Who knows whether it is harder to listen than to tell.
But having once begun—not to listen or not to tell, it would be still harder. Only I will be brief and without any
lyricism. Good?”
“As you will,” said the poet, immediately softening.
“But first give me the medicine and put something under my head. I seem to have slumped down. Yes … thank
you. Now you see, I did not hold out to the end. Maybe with time I might have become tranquilized, maybe I was
beginning to forget (in our day, somehow we don’t quite believe in undying love), had it not been for those roles
with their lies and their truth, which kept on re-infecting my wound. Well, in brief, at last I just had to return to
that town. But he was already married.”
“It is possible!” exclaimed the poet. “He could forget you?”
“She smiled sadly.
“Pish, don’t pretend to be naïve! Men are in the habit of having, besides the ‘great, fateful love,’ as you called
it, a dozen, if not more, of other smaller, unfateful loves.”
“I think that sometimes happens with women, too.”
She turned her eyes away from him nonchalantly:
“Did you see his wife?” asked the poet somewhat enigmatically.
“Why not? I was in their home!”
“You were in their home?”
“It seems strange to you? Well, strange or not, I was there in their home. The first evening I saw him in the
theater with a woman. I knew at once that it was his wife, she sat beside him and one could guess right away that
she had come t the theater on a pass, she was poorly clad for the first rows of the orchestra. And then, there is
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something peculiar in the behavior of a married couple each to the other—always noticeable. During the first
intermission I had him called back of the stage and asked to be introduced to his wife. He couldn’t find any
pretext to refuse. It was in public. None of my colleagues suspected anything, for they knew nothing. And we
were introduced.”
“What was she like?” The poet was unable to conceal his curiosity.
“Like? Different from me, quite different. Does that satisfy you?”
“But what sort of person was she?” the poet repeated his question, a little abashed.
“She had been an office employee on the newspaper where he worked, but now she was the ‘wife of her
husband,’ or, dear me, ‘a married woman.’ What else could she be?”
“Well, she might have been employed?”
“She now had a different employment,” said the actress with a short laugh, almost like a cough. “When I
visited them, she was giving the baby a bath and two other small children were under her feet, squabbling and
fighting and driving her to desperation. I swiftly perceived that I had come at a very inopportune time, must as she
was putting the children to bed and her husband ought to have been helping her because the wife and the servant
girl were having quite a trouble with the bathing. He tried to pretend to me that this did not bother him, nay, even
amused him, but he, poor fellow, surely would have made a miserable actor! I noticed that he wiped his brow a
couple of times. All they had was two small rooms and the older children slept in the one where I was sitting. It
did occur to me that I ought to go home, but I didn’t.”
“Why?”
Again she began to laugh.
“Why that ‘Why?’ I had come as a guest, I had been invited to ‘come and spend the evening,’ so I stayed and
sat, the entire evening I sat.”
His face took on a very hard expression as she said this. Once again a disagreeable something stirred in the
poet’s heart regarding her.
“But they certainly only asked you out of politeness, for you said yourself you came at a very inopportune
moment.”
“And how did that concern me? I wanted and had the right to see how my ex-lover and his wife lived. As I
myself might have lived, if … Well, I saw. The children wouldn’t go to sleep for a long time and there was trouble
before they had their milk and so on. In addition, the baby was a bit sick and it had to be walked up and down in
the mother’s arms before it fell asleep. After the children had gone off, they put a screen around them and we sat
down at the table to drink tea. But before the tea was ready the servant-girl had to call her mistress several times
into the tiny kitchen through which I had passed because it was the only entrance into the apartment. Then she
called her husband out and they whispered together quite a long time. Then the servant-girl ran out dsomewhere a
couple of times, again called her master and mistress out and once more there were …\fn{ Here it appears that a line has
fallen out of the text during the printing process; for the next line of print reads: ally when there was perhaps an extra pass. However, we
did talk.} ally when there was perhaps an extra pass. However, we did talk <a> long time in the kitchen (I

suspected that she was cook as well as nurse-maid and that the servant, a child of about twelve, was merely an
errand-girl). Meanwhile the master entertained me, or rather I entertained him.”
“What did you talk about?” asked the poet dully.
She looked at him mockingly.
“About all sorts of things, cheerful things.”
“Cheerful?”
“What did you think?” That in the wife’s absence, we tried to ‘renew old memories,’ or that I, ‘weeping, fell
into his embrace,’ or that he, ‘urged by demonic powers, abandoned all and followed me like a faithful dog’?
Alas, dear heart, you only find such things in plays. No, that evening I played quite a different role. I told him
about the jolly rides in troikas, about the plutocrat Siberians, about corsages with hundred ruble notes in them,
given to me because I had learned to sing gypsy romances and to dance on tables. And when the mistress entered
with a platter of varenyky, and the servant-girl finally brought in the samovar, rolls and the traditional ‘tea
sausage,’ I was just describing the ‘Lucullan banquet’ in Irkutsk the night of my benefit performance. Having
poured the tea, the mistress took out her sewing—a child’s garment—and one cold see that it was really badly
needed work. I paid a compliment to her skill and she replied that she did all the sewing for herself and the
children. It seemed to me that some of the work on her husband’s garments was hers too. I promised to bring her a
pattern of the latest style such as I was wearing. The poor thing was obliged to thank me for it. Ha, ha! Her elbows
were torn, maybe she never had the time to patch them.”
“I never thought you could be so unkind,” said the poet with a quiver in his voice.
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“And I never thought you could be so sentimental. After all, it becomes you; you are a poet and a lyrical one to
boot. But what am I? Merely an actress! All the same, I gave quite a gifted performance that evening, only it was
for the last time.”
The poet opened his eyes wide at this but said nothing.
“Then the conversation turned to literature (you see how well I have remembered the evening’s program) and
it appeared that they read nothing at all, because he wrote too much and she—‘Well, where should she get time to
read!’ He did, however, know about the new lays, because ‘on account of long service,’ he had a standing pass to
the theater, but she knew little, for she only went occasion-\fn{ At this point there is corruption in the text. The next line reads:
mysterious deliberations. Then the mistress was away for quite a and the two lines after that, which close the paragraph, read: about the
plays and mostly about my new roles. I assured them that nothing was more satisfying to a person than a career on the stage. } <-ally>

mysterious deliberations. Then the mistress was away for quite a about the plays and mostly about my new roles. I
assured them that nothing was more satisfying to a person than a career on the stage.”
The poet looked at her sadly.
“And was that sincere?”
“I did not expect that it would be necessary to point out to you the dot on every ‘I’! Sincere? Insincere? I don’t
like such questions! How do I know? Maybe both!”
“I thought that then, at that time, you really could have said it sincerely. You were once terrified by the
prospect of hardship and here you saw them close at hand.
Impatiently she broke in upon him:
“What, then, did that change anything? Well, hardships, real hardship, still worse, maybe, than I had once
imagined. But perhaps you think that the ‘divine spark’ was quite extinguished in his eyes? That his voice had
entirely altered? Oh, no! He had merely begun to write still worse. And I well realized that it would be possible to
kindle that spark I him, but not in such an environment … and that otherwise it never would be and could not be.
His home could not be otherwise, you understand? Whoever had been his wife, her fate would have been the
same, you understand?” She raised herself up, this time without a groan, and tremblingly squeezed his hand.
Cautiously he pushed her back on the pillows again and said (he himself knew not why):
“But people sometimes find love and happiness outside the home and not with their lawful spouses.”
“It’s not worth-while talking about that,” she said calmly, “not with him, he wasn’t that sort.”
“And how did he behave toward his wife?”
“Very well, it seemed. However, somehow, they appeared as though they felt a sense of guilt each toward the
other. But all this is stupid.”
She turned her head to one side as though it fell by itself, inert and powerless.
“Well, I played out the role.”
“What role?” asked the poet in alarm, for it seemed to him that she was losing consciousness.
“What role? Why, the farewell to an ‘unaffianced lover.’ And then I went home and somehow, I no longer
thought or felt a thing, just as though I was no more in this world. At first I felt something like repentance, now
pride, now hope, and finally, nothing at all. The day after, I had to lay on the stage, something melodramatic. Oh,
what a torture it was! Completely dead, I had to pretend an imitation of a living creature. But here ‘study’ did not
help. I no longer felt falsehood or truth, I was burnt out, dead while still living. Finally it was remarked. I
collapsed. Then I fell sick. But you know all this.”
“And you never saw him again?”
“No, what for? It made not difference. I went away then … not purposely, for nothing mattered any more. The
company left and I went with it.”
She stopped and seemed to doze; the rays of the setting sun fell on her closed eyes; she paid no heed.
The poet sat quietly and held his breath so as not to disturb the silence. The sunlight quivered on the wall in
tiny patches, then faded out … the actress slowly opened her eyes.
“How could you love a dead thing like me?”
“I loved you long ago in Kharkiv.”
“Yes, that’s so. I was traveling to Siberia … then I was still alive. It is not good for me to detain you here at my
side?” she asked somewhat gravely, urgently.
“You didn’t detain me,” said the poet, bowing.
“Yes, you said … I am your fate. I believe it. Maybe it does happen. At least as long as I’m alive. But I shall
soon die and you’ll be free.”
“When I die too!”
Her lips moved with difficulty.
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“It becomes a poet to say that I … No, I didn’t think, I think nothing. But: suppose he had died then, long ago,
I might have been free and should not have become burnt out. However, I don’t know. Enough of this: read me
something.”
“What shall it be?”
“Something of your own, of course.”
The poet looked through his manuscript irresolutely without speaking.
“Finish what you began.”
“That?”
“Why not ? It will do me good. Read. Start from the beginning or from where I interrupted you.”
The poet smoothed his thick curls and began:
“Love is great and fateful, like a simoon …”
The poet went on, pouring out his comparisons; the actress lay still and slowly wound a tress of her dark,
cloudy hair around a thin, pale finger, winding it and then unwinding it over and over again …
275.96 1. Illusion And Reality 2. A Zealous Friend 3. Kooz And Hrytsoon: Three Short Stories\fn{by Volodymyr
Kyrylovych Vynnychenko (1880-1951)} Kirovohrod, Kirovohrod Oblast, Ukraine (M) 13
1
We debated passionately all evening long. Those who were offended by reality tried to prove that the most
valuable thing in life is illusion—dream, avoiding everything that is real—and reality is dirt and sufferings.
Others, who had been scorched by illusion, cursed any dream or illusion as stupefying men and leading them
astray.
A gentleman with melancholy eyes was sitting in the corner, not taking part in the debate. After there was a bit
of name-calling, he asked the chairman to let him speak. When all were silent, he looked at all the guests, grinned,
and began:
“Do you think, gentlemen, that illusion and reality are all that important? Would you be willing to hear two
episodes from my life? It seems to me that they would show you that there is something of which both illusion
and reality are only derivatives. Do you want to listen?”
“Please, please!”
“Then listen. Six years ago, I lived in a big city. You know, it seems to me that a big city makes men dream
more than if they were in a village, or on the steppes, or even at sea. The sea or steppes rouse the emotions, but
fantasy is born only in big cities. Poets do not like big cities, so they distort the image of them and claim that
cities kill fantasy. It’s not true. When you see thousands of different faces, and each one hides in itself centuries,
when you hear around you many different tones of life—then fantasy gets going and makes combinations of what
is seen and heard.
“I lived alone. It is true, I had many friends, but … the more we have friends, the less we have a real friend.
During the evenings I felt myself particularly lonely. At this time, especially, my fantasy would grow and grow.
“And do you know, finally, what it grew up to he? Here it is: to find a woman. I know, you too are looking for
an ideal woman: highly moral, honest, clean. But my problem was that I wasn’t looking for an ideal woman; I was
looking for a natural one. Ah, wait a minute! I know, you would suggest that I go out on the streets and buy one,
like you sometimes do.
“My fantasy wouldn’t accept this. It wanted a woman who was not for sale but who also was not highly moral.
Now, where will you find a woman like that? I wanted specifically an immoral woman—not a prostitute—who,
feeling a thirst for love, would freely live with me, without a contract, without coercion. As you see, this was truly
a wild fantasy. Where would you find such a woman?
“But my fantasy did not give me any peace. I already could not sit at home at night and always walked the
streets. The street at evening is quite different. During the day, it carries crowds of workers and is preoccupied,
gloomy, serious; it is banging, swearing, hurrying.
“But at evening, particularly when the pale, sorrowful moon rises in the sky, the street becomes thoughtful,
gentle, and a little sad, like a girl who is in love for the first time. I don’t know which street I liked best; just being
on the street at evening gave me an even greater desire to find the object of my fantasy.
“I looked for it stubbornly. I looked under almost every hat. Wouldn’t one of them have under it a pair of
courageous, longing eyes that would look at me, and lips that would call out to me, and tell me,
“‘Ah, here you are! I’ve been looking for you for so long!’ …
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“The reaction I actually got was different, of course. Some women giggled and walked away, as if to say that
since the matter was so shameful and immoral, one should think it over carefully and not rush it. Some others
frankly offered themselves to me.
“But these failures excited my fantasy even more. Once I sat thinking for a long time. The boulevard was
almost empty. Suddenly, as if she had sprung up from the ground, a tall woman appeared and walked quickly in
my direction. I saw that she quietly and attentively looked at me before she walked on.
“My heart started pounding, and I was ready to run after her. The woman took several steps and again looked at
me and for all I could make out, she was inviting me to follow her.
“I jumped to my feet and followed her: who knows? maybe she really was inviting me. Indeed, she turned
around to me and seemed to grin. I continued to follow her. At the end of the boulevard, she again gave me a long
look. Now it was clear that she was leading me to her apartment.
“I cannot tell you my emotions when I clearly recognized it was ‘she.’ It is impossible to convey to you the
feeling of exaltation that suddenly passed through all my body and stopped in my chest, in my feet, in my burning
brain! She turned into another street and looked back to see if I was still following her. Oh, of course! I am! I am!
“In my whole life since then, gentlemen, I have never had such a feeling of happiness as I did that night, when I
walked behind that tall, impressive lady in the black coat. Never. I imagined all of her from her head to her feet. I
imagined all our future conversations—our laughter, cheerful and free. I even imagined her room—quiet and clean,
with a snow-white bed, with a special light, and with dark corners, in which are standing watchfully the gnomes of
love.
“She stopped in front of a small house, invited me with a nod of her head, and entered the door, waiting for me.
Stairs. Now she will open her door with the keys, will swish in front of me, and meet me there … in that room.
“She opened the door without using a key, took a glance at me, and went further on. She stopped at another
door, opened it with the key, and whispered,
“‘Come here!’ Someone said harshly,
“‘Isn’t this Doonya an animal? Every time she takes my lamp.’
“What was this? Who was this? Was somebody sitting there? Finally the lamp was found and lit. When my eyes
got used to the light, I could only see her standing there, with her back towards me. Nobody else was there!
“‘Well, wait, you bitch, I will show you!’ she cursed in a hoarse voice.
“I was petrified … No, this could not be!
“Come, sweetheart, take off your clothes … Why are you standing? … Well, hurry up, darling, hurry up. I must
make one more trip to the boulevard tonight.”
“And she got into the bed. I gave her a rouble and ran away. I wanted to laugh—to laugh wildly.
“Passing the boulevard, I could scarcely keep myself from stopping to kneel and kiss that place where I
imagined that that woman was ‘she.’ Don’t you think, gentleman, that it would have made sense to do so? Is it not
true that illusion gave me happiness, while reality gave me suffering? Does it make a difference whether it is
illusion or reality which brings a man happiness?
“I see some of you are grinning. You say: how could we compare this dirty old woman, reality, with the young,
clean beauty of dream? But let me tell you my second episode to show you that I don’t equate them and have no
need to do so. Are you listening?
“Go ahead.”
“All right. The second episode occurred four years later. Imagine: even after such a failure, I did not abandon
my fantasy. It is true, I did not look for my imaginary ideal woman on the streets, but I looked at every woman with
all my heart. And guess what: I found her! How and where is not important. It’s enough to tell you I found her and
that she became my friend and lover. Her name was Olga.
“For six months we lived happily, but then an obstacle appeared on our road of life together. There was another
woman—courageous and beautiful—who was in love with me. She didn’t believe that one woman could keep a
man too long, and decided to test her theory with me and Olga. She failed to prove certain main lines of the theory,
but her efforts did succeed in making Olga leave me—she said she did not want to bind me. This was such a shock
to me that when the lady theorist came to me, I let her go forever.
“I was looking for Olga all the time, but could not find her. Business affairs required me to leave that city for
another one, but still I kept on looking for her.
“Now, a rumor was spreading around the city that a girl by the name of Liza was working for the police as a spy
among student revolutionaries. It was said that she dressed in fine clothes, involved the students in amatory affairs,
and in this way got all the materials needed for the police.
“At first, I didn’t believe this story. But later I began to notice that at night there was a young woman who used
to follow me at a distance. She was graceful and nicely dressed, with a thick veil over her face. She did not make
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any attempt at communicating with me, and even made it look like she wasn’t paying any attention to me. But she
seemed to know my every step.
“I began to dwell on this and even believe that this young woman might be the Liza they were talking about. It
was an unpleasant thought. I started to watch her. What did she want from me? I wasn’t doing anything illegal. Did
she want to get at our main organization through me? Probably. But she didn’t seem to try to get acquainted with
me. Was she waiting for me to make the first move? Shrewd, but too shrewd. I did not have any desire to introduce
myself to her.
“I decided to live in the city quietly and not become involved in any work of my organization—let her have the
opportunity to convince herself that she would get nothing from me. And I began to live very quietly.
“But Liza did not retreat. She kept reappearing in the same places. This started to irritate me.
“‘Ah, damn you!’ I would say.
“I decided to change my passport, move to another city, and alter my appearance. I was so successful that even
my best friend, Peter, could not recognize me. With his help I fled the city and took up my work in another one. I
asked Peter to let me know if Olga happened to appear. He solemnly promised me he would.
“Approximately two months later, I was walking on a street, looked around and—can you imagine?—saw Liza
hiding herself behind a gate. My heart started pounding. This wasn’t a light matter. My work in the organization
meant not less than ten years in prison at hard labor.
“Well? She found me! Fear and anger filled my heart. What could be done? The fact that she detected me even
in my disguise meant that I could never truly hide. What could be done? I did not come to work; I stayed at home
and sat there. My apartment was full of the ‘materials’—no sense to start cleaning.
“Did she know where I lived, or not? Had she been following me for a long time, or did she just find me only
today? How did she know I was here? How did she recognize me? Did she have outside help? I couldn’t answer
any of these questions, of course.
“Despair overtook me, a terrible despair. For two days I did not leave my home, and let my friends know not to
come to me for some time and not to wait for me—it wasn’t safe.
“I was walking and walking in my rooms and thinking and thinking, and finally I discovered what to do. I
dressed myself, put my revolver in my pocket, and went out to the street.
“Liza was already patrolling the sidewalk opposite my house. She was dressed differently from before, but I
recognized her immediately. I walked directly toward her.
“Noticing this, she quietly left the sidewalk, hailed a cab, told the cabdriver something, and was whisked away
just before I got there. Furious, I went back home. What could I do?
“Even greater despair came over me. Should I run away again? What sense would that make? There was only
one way out: to kill her! To introduce myself to her, to become more closely acquainted with her, to take her
somewhere, and kill her the same evening. But how I could manage to do this wasn’t clear. She must have guessed
this sort of scheme, because she had run away. Should I ask help from my friends? And get them involved in this?
If he had tracked me, she had probably tracked them, too, and would keep at a safe distance from us all. And when
could I kill her? They might come for me this very night.
“Should I defend myself or give myself up?
“Waiting for any ‘guests,’ I did not sleep all night. Whenever the bell began jingling for the caretaker, I would
jump up, experience a sinking feeling, and listen. No, not for me. Again I would lie down, be awake, listen. And so
all night.
“In the morning I decided to communicate with my friends; after lunch, I again decided not to bother them. By
evening I could not endure the situation any longer, put on my coat, started out—then decided not to leave. Maybe
I was only imagining all this. Maybe there wasn'’ any Liza.
“I remember I was like an insane man. Anger, despair, and fury choked me, and my brain was burning from the
sleepless nights.
“I remember I decided: what will be, will be! I would meet her on the street and kill her there. Enough was
enough! I put on my coat and hat, picked up the revolver, and lurched into the street. She was not there. I walked
one block, a second block, looked around, came hack, walked some more—she was not there.
“Then—look! Behind the entrance-gates to a big house appeared the tip of her hat. I remember my heart sank.
But I deliberately turned sideways, assumed an air of indifference, and walked by the gates, not even looking at
them. I quietly continued on my way, not glancing back.
“The evening was dark and people were hurrying home. I continued walking, not knowing whether she was
following me or not. She might ‘give me’ to another spy—maybe he would be that nice-looking gentleman with the
umbrella, walking by himself. At the next corner I pretended to stumble and quickly glanced back. Far off I could
see a woman’s form. But was it she?
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“I quickly turned the corner, crossed the street, hid myself in a courtyard, and looked out on the street through
the gate. I waited a long time and was about ready to give up when I spotted her stopping at the corner, carefully
looking around.
“‘Aha!’ I thought gloatingly. ‘Look, look, my heart! Right now you will find something!’
“The woman turned left onto the same street where I was hidden and walked rapidly down the opposite
sidewalk. I began to feel nervous: what should I do? Walk out there, follow her, shoot her in the back? What if she
noticed me and hid herself, or started screaming? What if she wouldn't let me near her or had me arrested?
“Maybe I could pretend that I had not seen her and walk on the opposite sidewalk, not looking around, and in
this way bring her into a lonely street—then suddenly, unexpectedly turn toward her, run up to her and then …
“I approved the last variant. I tell you, I was almost insane at that time. I quickly left the courtyard, pulled up my
collar, and took on the guise of a man who is hurrying along, completely absorbed by his business. I ran toward her.
“She was walking fast and several times looked around. At first, probably, she didn’t notice me; but when I got
close to her she suddenly stopped and, hesitating, looked at me. I passed right by her without turning my head or
giving any sign of interest. I put my head down as if I were diving into my thoughts. Out of the corner of my eye I
could see how she slowly and mistrustfully began following me. My plan was succeeding!
“I put my hands into my pockets and walked ahead, not looking around and not paying attention to anything.
The street was dark and almost deserted. Here, I decided, I must kill her. First I would reduce my pace, then I
would check something on my shoes, then, in a flash, turn around and run directly toward her. My heart began
pounding harder and harder, but my hand was steady and not trembling. Again I pretended to stumble so that I
could see if she was following me. She was.
“So, so, my dove, walk, walk! I began walking slower. Now there wasn’t a single soul on the street. Somewhere
a little dog was barking. It started raining gently. We walked along the fence of a big orchard.
“‘This is good,’ I thought, '’this side is safe.’
“Her side was bordered by little houses whose shutters were tightly closed; they looked abandoned. I stopped
and bent down as if I were tying my shoestrings. Actually I was sneaking a look back. She kept walking and was
already not far from me, obviously thinking that I did not recognize her and didn’t care about her.
“When I finished the charade of tying my shoestrings, I walked on ahead, but not for long. I was highly
emotional at that time. And in a flash, as if somebody had ordered me to, I turned around and quickly marched
back. The woman did not stop. I crossed the street and ran directly toward her. She stopped, then turned back and
wanted to run.
“‘Stop!’ I screamed madly.
“My scream sounded so wild and strange, even to myself, that I remember I was frightened. The woman turned
to face me. I pulled out the revolver and ran toward her. She was now quite close. She waited. Should I shoot now
or get even closer?
“I was already starting to pull the trigger when she shuddered and said in a small voice, very familiar to me:
“‘Gregory! Wait!’
“I jumped back. What was going on? Who was this? The woman ran to me, convulsively embraced me, and
there on the street began to kiss me ardently, frenetically.
“Gentlemen, I will not speak about my joy: you can imagine that yourselves. I will only tell you that she had
tracked me the whole time, wanting to know how I lived and whether I had some other woman. Peter had helped
her. Thus, Liza and my sufferings were only illusion. Reality was Olga’s love.
“From these two episodes, gentlemen, it follows that there is something bigger than Illusion and Reality,
something which both of them serve. And I think this is a feeling: the sensation of Life. Thus, glory to all that is for
joy of Life; and to the bad servants of Life, disgrace!”
2
Here I am writing to you, Olya, from prison. I found a good man who agreed to put this letter in a mailbox,
bypassing the prison administration.
I managed to get in prison at last. I lived on our farm for twenty years, not showing myself anywhere. Only once
I left it and, thanks to my fellow countryman, they put me in prison.
Please don’t be too frightened. The prison administration is not stupid, I think; they will see that as a socialist I
am as good as a whip made from cotton. Nevertheless, sell those pigs that the butcher wanted to buy and come to
me. Maybe you can hasten my release.
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Also, do not sell that little black boar, because I keep him for breeding. When you come to Poltava, go directly
to the governor and explain to him everything I’m going to tell you. But remember: first see his secretary and put
something in his hand. Maybe then something will happen.
Everything has taken place because of that madman, Daniel Panasenko. Do you remember him? This is the
same man who was our guest last year on Easter and wanted to beat our police officer because the officer insisted
that the Ukrainian language is only a Russian dialect. Do you remember now? He is a tall, big man, with a long,
cossack-type mustache, and he always wears an embroidered shirt with a ribbon. I am sure you must remember
him. That is the monster that got me put in prison.
I was already on my way back home when a thought struck me: Why not see our Ukrainians? Now there is
freedom, so it is a good time to declare yourself as a Ukrainian. No matter what, you cannot expunge from your
heart the love you have for your country.
With that thought in mind, I visited a Ukrainian bookstore. There, I gave free rein to my tongue, criticizing the
government’s limitations upon the Ukrainian language. I met Panasenko there, and we decided to go home
together.
It was the first time I ever travelled together with a zealous Ukrainian, and it will be the last time. This much
shame and calamity are enough for me! I should have gotten rid of him right then, in the hotel, when he got angry
with me. And why? Because I did not put on an embroidered shirt, but rather a regular one with a necktie. He got
angry and wanted to go away. I should have let him go! But no, I excused myself, saying that I had forgotten my
Ukrainian shirt at home.
We set off together and along the way we talked about Ukrainian newspapers, books, etc. I cannot deny that it
was very pleasant to be able to have a Ukrainian newspaper in my hand and not be afraid of being arrested for it.
Nobody can say that Panasenko is a socialist; it would be a sin to say that about him. But he loves Ukraine just too
much! We need to be more sophisticated politically: some silence here, some swerving there, even a little bit of
dancing to somebody else’s music. That way you lose neither you head nor your legs, and you may win something.
Daniel is a good example of a man who just doesn’t understand politics.
We took a cab and were approaching the monument of the hetman Bohdan Khmelnitski. Daniel poked the
cabbie in the back, asking him what kind of monument it was.
“That one?”
“Yes.”
“That's some Ukrainian general.”
“Why do you say he’s Ukrainian?”
“Because if he were Russian like us, he would be sitting up straight on the horse. This one is leaning to one side.
A miserable general!” Panasenko suddenly jumped up, grabbed the cabbie’s belt and shook him, shouting:
“What? Miserable? Ah, you blasted Russian. Don’t you know that all your Russian generals aren’t worth the
soles of his boots? Ha? This is the hetman of Ukraine! Do you hear?”
The cabbie did not like Daniel.
“Stop calling me names!” he said. “Quiet down, Your Honor, and let me say something. As it happens, the Tsar
and I belong to the same religion.”
At this point Panasenko should have stopped arguing. But no, he did not stop. On the contrary, he started saying
things that not every socialist would say. My heart skipped a beat; for his part, the cabbie was horrified.
“To say such things about our Tsar!” he exclaimed. “What kind of man are you? One about to have a delay,
that’s what kind. Gee-up!”
“Where are we going?” shouted Panasenko.
“You will see soon enough,” said the cabbie. “Gee-up! We will find out at the precinct building whether what
you said is true. I’ve had your kind of passenger before.”
“This is going to be hell,” I thought. “What kind of friend have I got?” I felt that we were both headed to prison.
“No need to be so hasty,” I said to the cabman. “Let’s just go to the railroad station. Enough squabbling.”
“I’m sorry,” said the cabman, “but this problem is going to be ironed out at the precinct building. Gee-up!”
I didn’t know what to do. We were on our way to the precinct building. I looked at Panasenko.
“Are you really going to the precinct?” Daniel asked the cabbie.
“Did you think I was going to bring you to a restaurant after such words? Gee-up!” Panasenko smiled at me and
said to the cabman:
“Well, then, let’s go. We will see what they will say about your words concerning the Tsar … Go, go …”
The cabman was silent.
“We will see whether they pat your head for comparing yourself to the Tsar,” said Panasenko.
“I didn’t compare myself to him,” said the cabman, turning to us. “I just gave it as an example.”
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“No, no, my dove. My friend here heard it all, and he will act as a witness. And do you know what they do with
cases like this?”
After a while the cabman stopped the horses, turned them around, and started driving back the way we had
come.
“And where are we going now?” asked Daniel, with a touch of malice.
“I don’t want to lose any more time—” said the cabman.
“Ah, time! There is that.”
“Enough, Daniel, enough!” I said to him. “To hell with … Please be silent now.”
“No,” he said. “We should not let them get away with things like this. They creep into somebody’s straw and
rustle there! … Miserable general, indeed! Were your Kuropatkin, Rozhdestvenski and Stesel so good? Only one
was good: Kondratenko. But he wasn’t Russian; he was Ukrainian. Nowadays they don’t even realize that!”
That’s what Daniel was like.
And again, at the railroad station. He went in there to buy tickets. I stood outside waiting and wailing; he didn’t
seem to be coming. What was the matter? I went to see what had become of him. I was walking toward the window
and saw a crowd there. At the window was standing a gendarme, and across from him Panasenko, angrily shouting
something. I tried to hear what he was saying.
“He has no right!” Daniel shouted. “According to the Manifesto, all languages in Russia have equal rights. He
must understand me. Who does he think he is, this miserable cashier!” The gendarme tried to interrupt him, but
Daniel raved on.
“I will spit at him!” he shouted. “Let him sue me! He is in Ukraine, not in Russia. He must speak Ukrainian!”
Later I came to regret that he wasn’t arrested then and there. Instead the affair had a happy ending. Maybe the
gendarme was simply stupid; I don’t know. In any case, we engaged a baggage-man and entered our car. I heard the
first bell. The baggage-man tried to put our suitcases up on the rack, but they were too big, and he put them under
the seats instead.
“Are you Ukrainian?” asked Daniel.
“What did you say?”
“Are you Ukrainian or Russian?”
“Ukrainian,” said the man. “A genuine Ukrainian, from the district of Chernihov.”
“And you do not speak Ukrainian?”
Here we go again, I thought. To my further dismay, I couldn’t find the fifteen kopecks to tip the baggage-man.
There was a ten-kopeck coin—too little—and a twenty-kopeck coin—too much. The man looked at my hands, and
politely said to Daniel,
“I have been away from my village for a long time, Your Honor. I have forgotten the muzhik’s language.”
Daniel looked grim.
“Not the muzhik’s language,” he said, “the Ukrainian language. Muzhiks can be anybody: French, German,
Polish.”
“Yes,” sighed the man. “They can be a lot of different people.”
I heard the second bell. The man was getting nervous and kept looking at my hands. I still couldn’t find the
proper coin for a tip. Finally I said,
“Do you have a fifteen-kopeck coin, Daniel?”
“Coin? … But to forget your mother’s language is a shame. And we are a forgotten people because of it. Like
that cashier, that drifter! He even wanted to have me arrested, the Russian bureaucrat … you see … Did you say a
fifteen-kopeck coin?”
“Yes, yes!”
“And your brother-dumplings are silent. They sit there and scratch themselves, and the Russians are our lords.
… Their culture …
“Your Honor, I have no time,” said the baggage-man, timidly interrupting him. “It’s already the second bell … I
must go.”
“And you cannot say this in Ukrainian?”
“Your Honor, I am a very busy man. Please pay me for my work. I have no time for politics.”
“No, wait! I am not speaking to you about politics—”
“Daniel, look for a coin,” I said. “God be with him, look for a coin!”
“No, wait a minute! They must be taught! You cannot speak Ukrainian?” The other passengers began to stare at
us. The baggage-man shrugged his shoulders, smiled, and looked at them.
“Oh, my God!” I thought. “Scandal again. Daniel, I beg you! Let the man go away.”
“No, wait a minute. What kind of name would you give to a man who forgot his mother? Ha?”
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The third bell struck. The baggage-man started to get angry and said:
“Please pay me for my work; otherwise, I will call the gendarme. What is the problem, anyway?”
When I heard the word “gendarme”, I quickly gave the twenty-kopeck piece to the man. He pocketed it and
disappeared immediately. Panasenko shook his head for some reason and put his billfold in his pocket. \
The train started to move. I made myself as comfortable as I could, sighed slightly, and began dreaming. I was
sleeping very pleasantly until I heard a very familiar voice shouting,
“It was Ukraine that saved Russia.”
I opened my eyes and looked around. And imagine: around us was gathered a whole crowd of people. There
were peasants, workers, students, women. And in front of them all, Panasenko was holding forth.
Troubles are now everywhere, Olya. No matter where you go, you will hear: revolution, resolution, constitution,
intelligentsia. Not long ago, we used to travel in trains very peacefully; nobody bothered us. But now you hear: “So
many were killed, so many were injured.” or: “Land should be confiscated with compensation.” or: “Without
compensation.”
And our peasants! They gained wisdom somewhere.
“We must act by the rule of law. Landlords should get the same as everybody else; we should not make them
beggars. Give them as much land as everybody else will get. Let them work as we do.”
How do you like that? Didn’t I tell you: “Let’s sell our land before it’s too late”? You said, “No, let’s wait a little
more.” It seems to me we can't wait too much longer.
“It was Ukraine that saved Russia!” shouted Panasenko.
“Why do you say it was Ukraine?” asked a blond student.
“Because Russia was still sleeping when, in 1902, there were uprisings among our peasants.”\
I froze. Was this man absolutely crazy? The things he found to brag about!
“Excuse me,” said the student, “that’s not quite right. Revolutionary actions occurred in Russia earlier than the
Poltavian uprisings. And if we want to be more precise about the matter, Russia was saved by her intelligentsia.”
“So much for that,” I thought. But suddenly on the upper tier a girl rose up and shouted:
“To be precise, your intelligentsia scarcely lifted the flag of revolution. Yes, yes! The flag was lifted by our
proletariat, and the intelligentsia only waveringly followed it. Then the intelligentsia immediately betrayed the idea
of freedom.”
The girl plopped down on her bunk, put her pillow aside, and fought tooth-and-nail with the student. It was the
intelligentsia against the proletariat.
“I am going to be arrested,” I thought.
And my prediction was accurate: I was arrested. I would not have been arrested if Panasenko had not joined the
general discussion. He was silent after the discussion with the student, and I thought he would be silent the rest of
the time. But I was mistaken: he was just saving up his energy for the fight. His opening came when somebody
mentioned that Poland would probably get autonomy. I looked at' Panasenko. He was ready for an attack! The
parties began to talk about other things, but Daniel interrupted them:
“Well, but what would you say about Ukraine?” At first they didn’t understand him.
“What about Ukraine?”
“For Poland, autonomy. But what for Ukraine?”
“Maybe with time Ukraine will also get autonomy.”
“Yes?” smiled Panasenko sarcastically. “Well, thank you very much!”
“Are you against this?” said the blond student. Panasenko made a stem face and said with growing emphasis:
“Ukraine for the Ukrainians, and we do not need your autonomy.”
Then I saw a dark-haired student approach Panasenko. He had helped the girl in the battle against the
intelligentsia and was dressed in a Russian-style red shirt.
“Pardon me,” he said to Daniel in Ukrainian. “I myself am Ukrainian and I can say that you are making a great
mistake in purporting to represent all Ukrainians. Only a part of the Ukrainian bourgeousie wants an independent
Ukraine. And the workers do not want it at all. They would not like to separate themselves from their brother
Russians.”
Panasenko at first froze. Then he jumped all over the man.
“What?! You want the Russians to continue to rule Ukraine?”
“Bureaucrats reign over us in the same way as they do over the Russians. The Russians are not our enemies;
they are our brothers.” I could see that Panasenko was getting worked up.
“And this is a Ukrainian speaking? Are you Ukrainian? In a Russian shirt?”
“Yes, I am a Ukrainian.”
“No, you … you are a Russian spy. You’re not a Ukrainian. You—”
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“Why are you calling me names? I am talking with you as with a gentleman, and you … as an ultra-reactionary
—”
“Who? Me? An ultra-reactionary? Ah, you Russian spy.”
“He really is some kind of ultra-reactionary,” said a little man who was standing near Panasenko. Giving in to a
sudden impulse, Panasenko hauled off and slugged the man, saying,
“This is for calling me an ‘ultra-reactionary’”
Olya, you cannot imagine what happened then! The man started crying, the students attacked Daniel, he was
screaming and battling back. Oh, my God! And here was the station; we did not know that the train had stopped.
Then look: a gendarme was threading his way through the crowd.
All at once it became deathly quiet. But Daniel couldn’t contain himself. When he saw the gendarme, he burst
out,
“So that’s the kind of revolutionaries you are! You’ve called the authorities!”
“That’s a lie,” yelled the students. “We didn’t call them!”
“You’re all liars,” he said. “Look at these revolutionaries, these peasants. Look at how the police protect you,
and fight those who stand up for our national soul and honor! They have brought a dog against me!”
“Allow me, sir. What is the matter?” began the gendarme.
But our insane Daniel did not let him speak.
“Take me! Take me!” he screamed. “I am not afraid of any police! I can fight for an idea. Arrest me! Seize me,
tyrants! Mr. Samareriko, let us go. The Russians have sold us out to the legal authorities.”
You can imagine how I felt, Olya, when he dragged me into all this. I fainted, really fainted. I wanted to scream
that I had nothing to do with the whole squabble, that I was an innocent bystander. But as it often happens in
dreams, I could not move my tongue. I thought that I would get a heart attack. In this mute condition they brought
me into a room, where I came to my senses.
So for this I am now in prison. For nothing more, I swear! No matter how much I explained my innocence to the
officer, he did not believe me and brought me here, to Poltava. I think that they will let me go home. Even the
prison inspector indicated as much. Can’t they see that I am a quiet man, and that I love Ukraine? But did anybody
ever hear a word from me about that? Nothing to nobody! What do you think, Olya?
Come as quickly as possible, my dove, and save me!
Your husband,
Sidor Samarenko
P.S. Panasenko does not feel any remorse. He has already quarreled with all the other prisoners. He says to
them:
“Get away from our prisons, you Russian devils! Why did you come here?”
Well, isn’t he the devil?!
3
We decided not to go any further, though I had strongly argued that we should take a ferry and cross the
Dnieper; in the steppe, I said, we would have a greater chance of finding a seasonal job. But Kooz scratched his un shaved chin, looked at the sky, and said:
“No, we will camp here. Amen. Lie down, brother!”
Hrytsoon also immediately lay down, put his sack under his head, clasped his hands behind his neck, and began
contemplating the sky, evidently with great pleasure. And Kooz sat on his sack, lit the cigarette he had rolled, and
looked around as if he owned everything.
Everything was fine with the world. The Dnieper splashed its waters dreamily and softly at our feet. Little
clouds swam in the sky as if somebody had scattered feathers. It seemed the sun was especially intent upon scorching Kooz.
“Very good,” he said, praising everything and putting his tobacco-pouch into his pocket. “We must rest.”
We were lying almost at the edge of the road, although if we had wanted to we could have camped a little further up the hill. Nearby was a big square with many stores, a crowd of people, and an old windmill which provided
a thick shade. In this shade, one could lie in coolness all day long, waiting to be hired. I suggested this to Kooz. But
he spat through his teeth into the water and carelessly remarked that the sun did not bother him. A soldier is not
afraid of the sun, he said, but just the reverse.
“If we can't find any employment here,” he continued, we will go to the harbor towns where we can earn up to
ten rubles a day. The harbor pilots have now left their villages, and their wives will hire us. Or, if worst comes to
worst, we can go to the Don and catch fish. Isn’t that right, Hrytsoon?”
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Hrytsoon nodded his head, and we didn’t go further. He was right that we could enjoy ourselves a bit longer and
not work. We still had a big loaf of bread, half pouch of tobacco, and twenty-three kopecks. We didn’t have to
hurry to be hired. If I insisted on going further, it was only because of my love of the steppes.
Thus we lay there idle for two more days. We had everything a man needs: a sun in the sky and water under our
feet. When the sun was unbearable, we swam or sat in the Dnieper as long as we felt like it.
On the third day, Hrytsoon remarked that he would enjoy a carp if he had one. Kooz spat and said nothing. I was
looking at a garden that was near us. Onions, peas and potatoes were growing there, and the potatoes were probably
already big enough to be cooked in the ceramic pots that were hanging on the picket fence. The same day, some
landowners wanted to hire us, but they offered such low pay that Kooz rejected the offer with disdain.
“And you call yourselves landowners!” he said, looking balefully at them.
We continued to lay around on the shores of the Dnieper. The waves and little clouds probably talked to Hryt soon, because he would pensively smile from time to time and screw up his blue eyes at them. Kooz was sitting on
a warm boulder near the water, patching his shirt and singing with great peace and satisfaction, as though it had
been the dream of his life to get to that boulder and patch his shirt there. I was enjoying watching the waves. We
were all satisfied with our situation. The potatoes in the garden were already so big that they could not only be
cooked but baked. We proved this. We did not hurry to be hired.
But on the fourth day, in the morning, we suddenly heard the rattle of a big cart, accompanied by a jingling
laugh and some shouting. The laughing and shouting came from a girl who was sitting next to a serious young man
with a dark complexion. It seemed he was willing to let her laugh for the both of them, and consequently had no
need to smile himself.
Hrytsoon interpreted this incident in another way. He looked around, leaned on his elbow, laughed, nodded his
head and greeted her as if she had been laughing only for him. Kooz stopped singing, turned to the road, and
scratched his pockmarked nose. His eyes ran joylessly over the cart and the two faces.
“Hello!" shouted the girl. "Have you been getting a good tan? Ha-ha-ha!”
“Quite good,” returned Hrytsoon amicably.
I myself was silent. I didn’t like to get involved in conversations with girls who laugh without any reason. The
horses were walking slowly.
“Are you for hire?” shouted the girl, who leaned out from the cart, without an obvious reason. Her eyes stuck to
Hrytsoon.
“Maybe we would hire out,” replied Kooz respectfully and decisively, letting her know that in such a case one
should ask nobody but him. The girl turned hesitatingly to the young man and suggested it might make sense to
bring us to the square, where the steward could hire us. But the lad looked at us sullenly and reluctantly. Turning to
his horses, he flogged them with his whip and shouted,
“Get up, you!” And nothing more. The horses, swinging their tails, jogged ahead. The wheels threw up a cloud
of dust, which covered the girl. She shouted something, but we could not understand what she had said.
Hrytsoon sat down, then lay down and leaned on his elbow, looking in the direction of the little cloud following
the cart. He smiled at something just as he would smile at the waves and clouds. Then he clasped his hands behind
his head and sighed deeply.
I also lay down and looked toward the opposite bank of the Dnieper. Far in the distance, above an ancient mound,
there was a sky as blue as the eyes of that laughing girl. Hrytsoon suddenly sat up, looked at me and Kooz and said:
“Well, maybe we should go to the square and see about getting hired. “
I smiled. Kooz cast a dirty look at him and said nothing; such a stupid remark did not deserve an answer. He
shook his shirt, stretched it in his hands, and began singing seriously. Hrytsoon waited a little, then bent down to
his sack and started to tie it. I didn’t move a muscle. Kooz glanced at Hrytsoon one or two times, and continued
singing.
“Then you don’t … you do not want to be hired?” asked Hrytsoon. Kooz stopped singing, looked at him, and
asked:
“Where are you going?”
“Well, to find a job!”
“Sit down and listen,” said Kooz. “We all work as a team. In the pilots’ villages we can get ten rubles a day!”
But Hrytsoon silently took his sack, threw it on his back, and began walking down the street. Kooz and I
exchanged glances.
“Stop!” roared Kooz and ran after Hrytsoon, who stopped smiling. “Where are you going? Tell me.”
“To find a job!”
“From this … pullet?”
“Yes.”
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If the Dnieper had reversed its flow from south to north, Kooz would have been less surprised. Just the day
before the two of them had been lying on the sand, and Hrytsoon, putting his head on Kooz’s chest, had slept as at
his mother’s side. Kooz turned to me and said:
“Well, have you ever seen such a fool?” Then he said to Hrytsoon,
“Do you, fool, know how they pay?”
“No.”
“Do you know where and what kind of job it will be?”
“No.”
“And after all this, can you say that you are not a fool?”
“No.”
Taken aback, Kooz was unable to saying anything more. He perspired but did not even wipe his forehead.
Suddenly he took Hrytsoon's hand and began saying, gently and peacefully:
“You are a little fool, Hrytsoon, may God punish me! No matter whether you feel offended or don’t feel
offended, you are a little fool. Do you understand? Why are you going?”
Hrystoon repeated that he was looking for a job. Kooz tried to convince him that there was no hurry, and that we
could go any time to the pilots’ villages.
I didn’t want to get involved in their squabbles. But then I recalled that the girl’s eyes had stopped at me not
once, but twice. I decided I would like to find out why. So I began to meddle after all.
“Do you know what?” I said. “Maybe it’s worth looking into. Otherwise we may lose both opportunities for
work, both here and there.”
Kooz looked at me sternly, but I put my sack on my shoulder and joined the exultant Hrystoon. Kooz had no
choice but to join us, too, but he declared he wasn’t even going to speak with rabble like us.
We were hired. They gave us the kind of pay that normally would have made Kooz merely spit through his teeth
and smile. This time, he said nothing. He got an advance of fifty kopecks and bought a pair of new trousers. He just
put them on over his old ones and didn’t tell Hrytsoon. Then he lit his cigarette, leaned his back against the ladder
of the cart, and did not bother any longer about the pants. He didn’t care if he accidentally smeared them with pinetar in the process. He just didn’t care.
But Hrytsoon did not see any of this. He was looking entirely in another direction. He was sitting on the ladder,
letting
his feet touch the cart. Around him was a hubbub of voices, the neighing of horses, and the cracking of whips.
People in caps, hats, and shawls were flowing back and forth before him, but Hrytsoon did not see any of them,
either. The sun laughed from the sky, warmly, hotly, burning … But who cares? Certainly Hrytsoon didn’t.
It seemed to me that if Kooz had put on a new jacket, bestridden the sun and cracked all that crowd with a whip,
Hrytsoon would not even have noticed. Such things happen to a young man. All he could see was the girl laughing
—and that wasn’t hard, since she was sitting just opposite to him on the other ladder. She was dressed in a light
blue, bell-shaped blouse, and her head was covered with a little shawl. Her bare feet peered out from under a short
skirt and wriggled their toes. Her feet simply could not stay still. And her eyes? They did not miss anyone. They
noticed everyone, they touched everyone at this bazaar.
Everyone, that is, except for Hrytsoon. Somehow she did not notice him, though he wasn’t sitting very far away.
Whenever he would turn towards her, she would immediately see something very interesting happening in the other
direction. Hrytsoon began to blush and looked at me. I just smiled.
During all this time Kooz was standing around and smoking. He didn’t interfere in anything. It was as if he had
decided to let things be as they were, even if one could get up to ten rubles a day in the pilots’ villages. Hrytsoon
didn’t seem to notice him standing there smoking, but the girl did.
“And you, uncle are you going to smoke me out?” she said, and suddenly pushed Kooz’s shoulder. He was
standing right below her. Kooz looked up to her with his pockmarked, stern face, and said:
“Good idea! You should be smoked out from here.”
“Oh, yes?” she laughed. “And why is that?”
“So that you wouldn’t be so eager to sell your fine teeth!”
“You can buy them,” she said. “They’re cheap.”
“If I bought them,” he growled, “you wouldn’t be able to gather them back together again.”
“My, my!” she said. “How irritable this uncle is! Perhaps, when he was a little one, a cat crossed by him when
he was sleeping.”
Kooz made no reply, and the girl suddenly turned herself toward Hrytsoon. She grabbed his shoulders as if she
intended to cast him away from the cart. At first Hrytsoon’s face registered surprise and fright; then it became
radiant at the sight of her. She looked surprised at seeing him, too.
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“Look,” she said. “His eyes are also blue … Eh, you! Also. Freeing his shoulders, she blushed, sat down again
in her place, once more looked at Hrytsoon, fell silent, and smiled strangely.
Kooz saw all this and saw how Hrytsoon also blushed. He spat, waved his hand, lay down against the cart, and
muttered:
“Let everything go as it wishes!”
The estate where we were to work was not a big one. After we arrived, Kooz immediately declared that it was
not an estate at all, but rather an old pig sty. Hrytsoon did not agree.
“Then maybe you will tell me that I have never seen a better estate,” said Kooz.
“Maybe I will,” said Hrytsoon, smiling. No, we had never heard such language from him before!
“Are you saying I am I liar?” asked Kooz, with a wry smile. He was ready to hear even this from Hrytsoon. But
Hrytsoon didn’t say so. He only said that the estate was very nice, that everything there was quite lovely.
“So!” spat out Kooz through his teeth. “It’s just like the refrain of the song:
I am lost, I am lost forever!
“But that is your business … Let’s go!”
We came to the kitchen, but Hrytsoon remained standing outside the door, and I saw how he was looking at the
steward's windows. There was no doubt that Hrytsoon was languishing for Olenka (that was her name). Kooz and I
didn’t even talk about it any more; we just laughed. Girls who were coming home from work in the fields hurried
toward Hrytsoon and loudly asked him:
“What kind of dowry will you get with her?” Hrytsoon remained silent, and one of the girls said to the others,
“Why are you asking him? Ask me!”
“Do you know?”
“I do!”
“Well?”
“Well, it will be little, reddish, and bawling.”
“Really? But where could she get such a dowry?”
“No doubt the bookkeepers would help.”
All of them laughed wholeheartedly. Behind Hrytsoon the girls began singing songs which usually were sung
only at wedding banquets. The sun also laughed with the crowd, making a number of long, red smiles; but already
the little gullies here and there were wrapping themselves with evening sorrow.
Hrytsoon, who very seldom had his supper together with us, seemed in a hurry and quickly disappeared
somewhere behind the orchard. We guessed what he was about. Often we would hear his thin whistle in the
distance and then the soft laughter of Olenka.
Kooz did not laugh. He did not seem to know or to care whether there had ever lived a lad by the name of
Hrytsoon; perhaps he had seen him sometime, but if so he certainly had no business with him. Only once, upon
going to bed, Kooz had mumbled:
“Thus, we lost our boy … Eh!” And he spat.
Then Kooz got up and for some reason began to peer into the darkness of the steppe. Perhaps he was looking for
somebody out there, but the fields were very dark. Somewhere far away, near the two mounds, somebody was
singing quietly and sadly, and the voice resembled that of Hrytsoon. Kooz just sighed and lay down again. I lay
there too, not moving.
A month or so passed, and it was getting past the time when anyone would hire migrant workers. After a few
days we began to notice a marked change in our food. A hot meal was not given three times anymore but only
twice or even once a day. And instead of bread that could be chewed, we got stuff that had to be kept in water for
two days before it could easily be eaten.
We didn't like this, and complained about it to our foreman. First he told us to go to hell. Then he told us to go to
the steward.
That same evening, Kooz put on his new trousers and uncle Terry put on his jacket with the patched pockets.
Inviting some other workers to accompany them, they solemnly marched toward the steward’s office. On the way,
Kooz twice took his hat off, trying to smooth down a stubborn cowlick, and uncle Terry strode along like he was
going to church.
When we were still in front of the office, Olenka dashed out of nowhere with her sparkling white teeth and blue
eyes, and disappeared into the office. And from behind the cellar door Hrytsoon slowly emerged. Obviously, he had
been out for a walk in the coolness of the evening.
Uncle Sidor invited him to join us.
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“Where are you going?” asked Hrytsoon.
“To the office. To go on strike!”
Hrytsoon blushed, said nothing, looked at Kooz, and went away. At this moment the steward appeared, and
neither Kooz nor Sidor could say anything to Hrytsoon. And Kooz, probably, wanted to tell him something! The
steward listened attentively to uncle Terry.
“Hmm …” he said, looking us over. “Then what do you want?” Politely smiling and squeezing his hat in his
hands, Kooz explained what we wanted.
“Your Honor,” he said, “even on marches the soldiers' food is better than ours. Our bread is not good at all.
Moreover, Your Honor, we do not now get a hot meal. And for our people, Your Honor, a hot meal is like steam for
a locomotive.”
“That’s right,” added uncle Sidor.
“Therefore, Your Honor,” continued Kooz, smiling again, “we are asking you to improve our food.” He seemed
a bit ashamed at having to entreat the man. The steward lowered his head and said,
“Hmm … Food. Maybe also better pay?”
“No, why? We are satisfied with the pay, Your Honor.”
“Hmm!” said the steward again, smiling. “Now listen to what I am going to tell you and listen carefully.”
“We will listen with all our attention,” said Kooz politely.
“Then understand this. Our food is good. Whoever doesn’t like it can take his working papers and go elsewhere.
We are not keeping you here by force. If anybody starts making trouble—if there’s any violence—he will be
imprisoned. That is my last word. Think about this, and whoever wants to can pick up his working papers now.
Goodbye!”
He quickly went into his office.
We looked at his back, then into one another’s eyes. Some of us smiled, some scratched their necks, some
cursed. Kooz neither smiled nor scratched. He put on his hat, shook his head, and said firmly:
“Well, then let us think about what to do now. Come on, boys!”
We mulled things over in the fields, in camp during lunch, and even during the evening singing. We decided to
ask for our working papers back the next morning, and let the steward deal as best he could with those who chose
to stay.
Hrytsoon didn’t show up in our sleeping quarters that night. Maybe he was sleeping with somebody else—we
couldn’t know. Or maybe he just didn’t sleep that night. It looked that way when we met him in the morning near
the kitchen; his eyes looked tired, dreamy. But when he saw all of us with our sacks marching toward the office, all
his dreaminess evaporated and he hurried to join us. We were also joined by the workers who had decided to stay at
the estate but who wanted to see whether our final payment would be a whipping.
Kooz didn’t pay any attention to them. He was leading the procession, and often looked back at the rest. As if he
were a parade marshall, he loudly shouted:
“Attention! Walk all together, and don’t be afraid. Working papers and final payment! Nothing else!”
The sun came out late from behind the high, long haystacks. It looked as if it knew that we would not be going
to the fields that day and that there was no need for hurry in scorching the earth. The trees and buildings threw long
shadows, and the grass was covered with gray dew; the morning coolness pleasantly touched our faces. Only the
topmost branches of the trees in the distant grove were filled with gold.
Waiting for us were the steward, some of his helpers, and two Circassians. They all looked at us with smiles on
their faces. The Circassians playfully swatted their boots with their riding crops.
Olenka was also there, with a plate in her hands. Probably she should have gone to the cellar, but she too wanted
to see whether the Circassians would beat us up. When she saw Hrytsoon among us, she blushed all over. Hrytsoon
also blushed and looked around guiltily.
Kooz seemed to ignore all this, and he briefly and clearly told the steward that we had come to get our working
papers, get our final payments, and leave the estate. Hearing this, the steward looked us over and remarked that we
shouldn’t listen to outside agitators and should realize that the punishment for strikers was a severe one. He said he
wished us well and would like us to go to the fields and start working, because it was already late.
We repeated that we had to be able to eat like human beings, and that if he couldn’t rectify the food situation we
would go away.
The steward looked to the Circassians, who came a little closer. We gathered together. I looked at Hrytsoon. He
looked at the Circassians. Sometimes he looked at Kooz. He wasn’t paying any attention now to Olenka.
“So, you all want to take your working papers?” asked the steward.
“Yes, all of us.”
“Then you must wait. They are in the county office.”
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“In the county office?” shouted Kooz. “By what right?”
“And there will be no final payments, either. Whoever goes away in mid-season gets no final payment.” He tried
to turn to go back into the office, but Kooz would not let him go.
“What do you mean there will be no final payments?” he said. “We’ve worked the last six weeks!” Kooz
immediately shoved on his hat, hefted his sack onto his shoulders, and shouted:
“Your Honor! Wait!” The steward looked back.
“On what grounds will we not get our final payments?”
“On the grounds that you would be leaving your work.”
“We are only leaving our work because—” But the steward didn’t want to listen any further.
“No final payments; working papers tomorrow. That is all!” he said.
“But this is robbery!” said Kooz. “It’s sheer robbery and—”
Nothing. Kooz could not finish. Flushed in the face, the steward leaped at Kooz and smashed him with his fist.
“Robbery? I’ll show you robbery! Get out of here, you son of a bitch! Give this rebel a thrashing with the riding
crops!”
But at this moment something unexpected happened. As soon as the steward laid a hand on Kooz, Hrytsoon
rushed forward, grabbed the steward around the neck, and screamed:
“You skunk! Why do you beat him? Give us our final payments!”
The steward stepped back and the Circassians stepped forward. But we were too many for them, and the
steward, his helpers, and the two Circassians had to retreat back into the office and lock the door behind them.
Olenka was still standing where she had been, and now was staring at Hrytsoon with a look of fright in her blue
eyes. But he didn’t notice her. Together with the rest of us he yelled:
“Final payments! Working papers!”
We got our final payments and working papers the same day. The working papers turned out to be in the office
after all—probably because only two Circassians were on the estate that day. We walked from the estate to the
railroad station. Kooz was out in front of us, like a commanding officer, and proudly pushed his hat back onto his
neck. The sun tried to scorch him, but … a soidier is not afraid of the sun.
Hrytsoon walked along behind us. Around him we were talking and laughing, but he didn’t seem to hear
anything. He was looking pensively at the steppes, where the gentle waves of hot wind were shimmering over the
mounds. Who knows what he was seeing there? His eyes, sad and tender, were half-closed.
We were singing, and in the steppes our songs joined the hot waves of air and swam toward the ancient mound.
By evening, we were already at the station, lying on the grass and waiting for the fourth-class train.
Kooz, with his hands clasped behind neck, was looking upon the long row of cars. He told us that if we wcrent
lucky enough to get jobs at the pilots’ villages, we would go to the Don river and catch fish. He said it was a good
time in the season for that, and we could earn a lot of money.
Hrytsoon looked at the sky and stars. Probably they were able to talk with him, because he smiled to them,
knitting together his long, half-closed eyelashes.
4.84 A Simple Act Of Piety\fn{by Achmed Abdullah (1881-1945)} Yalta, Respublika Krym, Ukraine (M) 9
His affair that night was prosy. He was intending the murder of an old Spanish woman around the corner, on
the Bowery, whom he had known for years, with whom he had always exchanged courteous greetings, and whom
he neither liked nor disliked.
He did kill her; and she knew that he was going to the minute he came into her stuffy, smelly shop, looming
tall and bland, and yellow, and unearthly Chinese from behind the shapeless bundles of second-hand goods that
cluttered the doorway. He wished her good evening in tones that were silvery, but seemed tainted by something
unnatural. She was uncertain what it was, and this very uncertainty increased her horror. She felt her hair rise as if
drawn by a shivery wind.
At the very last she caught a glimmer of the truth in his narrow-lidded, purple-black eyes. But it was too late.
The lean, curved knife was in his hand and across her scraggy throat—there was a choked gurgle, a crimson
line broadening to a crimson smear, a thudding fall—and that was the end of the affair as far as she was
concerned.
*
A minute later Nag Hong Fah walked over to the other end of Pell Street and entered a liquor-store which
belonged to the Chin Sor Company, and was known as the “Place of Sweet Desire and Heavenly Entertainment.”
It was the gathering-place for the Chinese-born members of the Nag family, and there he occupied a seat of honor
because of his wealth and charity and stout rectitude.
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He talked for about half an hour with the other members of his clan, sipping fragrant, sun-dried Formosa tea
mixed with jasmine-flowers, until he had made for himself a bullet-proof alibi.
The alibi held.
For he is still at liberty. He is often heard to speak with regret –nor is it hypocritical regret—about the murder
of Señora Garcia, the old Spanish woman who kept the shop around the corner. He is a good customer of her
nephew, Carlos, who succeeded to her business. Nor does he trade there to atone, in a manner, for the red deed of
his hands, but because the goods are cheap.
He regrets nothing. To regret, you must find sin in your heart, while the murder of Señora Garcia meant no sin
to him. It was to him a simple action, respectable, even worthy.
For he was a Chinaman, and, although it all happened between the chocolate-brown of the Hudson and the
murky, cloudy gray of the North River, the tale is of the Orient. There is about it an atmosphere of age—green
bronze; of first-chop chandoo and spicy aloe-wood; of gilt, carved statues brought out of India when Confucius
was young; of faded embroideries, musty with the scent of the dead centuries. An atmosphere which is very
sweet, very gentle—and very inhuman.
The Elevated roars above. The blue-coat shuffles his flat feet on the greasy asphalt below. But still the tale is of
China—and the dramatic climax, in a Chinaman’s story, from a Chinaman’s slightly twisted angle, differs from
that of an American.
To Nag Hong Fah this climax came not with the murder of Señora Garcia, but with Fanny Mei Hi’s laugh as
she saw him with the shimmering bauble in his hands and heard his appraisal thereof.
*
She was his wife, married to him honorably and truly, with a narrow gold band and a clergyman and a bouquet
of wired roses bought cheaply from an itinerant Greek vendor, and handfuls of rice thrown by facetious and
drunken members of both the yellow race and the white.
Of course, at the time of his marriage, a good many people around Pell Street whispered and gossiped. They
spoke of the curling black smoke and slavery and other gorgeously, romantically wicked things. Miss Edith
Rutter, the social settlement investigator, spoke of—and to—the police.
Whereas Nag Hong Fah, who had both dignity and a sense of humor, invited them all to his house: gossipers,
whisperers, Miss Edith Rutter, and Detective Bill Devoy of the Second Branch, and bade them look to their
hearts’ content; and whereas they found no opium, no sliding panels, and hidden cupboards, no dread Mongol
mysteries, but a neat little steam-heated flat, furnished by Grand Rapids via Fourteenth Street, German porcelain,
a case of blond Milwaukee beer, a five-pound humidor of shredded Kentucky burlap tobacco, a victrola, and a
fine, big Bible with brass clamp and edges and M. Dore's\fn{ Paul Gustave Dore (1833-1883), French book illustrator; he
brought out his illustrated Bible in 1866.} illustrations.
“Call again,” he said as they were trooping down the narrow stairs. “Call again any time you please. Glad to
have you—aren’t we, kid?” chucking his wife under the chin.
“You bet yer life, you fat old yellow sweetness!” agreed Fanny; and then—as a special barbed shaft leveled at
Miss Rutter’s retreating back: “Say! Any time yer wanta lamp my wedding certificate—it’s hangin’ between the
fottygraphs of the President and the Big Boss—all framed up swell!”
*
He had met her first one evening in a Bowery saloon, where she was introduced to him by Mr. Brian Neill, the
owner of the saloon, a gentleman from out the County Armagh, who had spattered and muddied his proverbial
Irish chastity in the slime of the Bowery gutters, and who called himself her uncle.
This latter statement had to be taken with a grain of salt. For Fanny Mei Hi was not Irish. Her hair was golden,
her eyes blue. But otherwise she was Chinese. Easily nine-tenths of her. Of course she denied it. But that is
neither here nor there.
*
She was not a lady. Couldn’t be—don’t you see—with that mixed blood in her veins, Mr. Brian Neill acting as
her uncle, and the standing pools of East Side vice about her.
But Nag Hong Fah, who was a poet and a philosopher, besides being the proprietor of the Great Shanghai
Chop Suey Palace, said that she looked like a golden-haired goddess of evil, familiar with all the seven sins. And
he added—this to the soothsayer of his clan, Nag Hop Fat—that he did not mind her having seven, nor seventeen,
nor seven times seventeen bundles of sin, as long as she kept them in the sacred bosom of the Nag family.
“Yes,” said the soothsayer, throwing up a handful of painted ivory sticks and watching how they fell to see if
the omens were favorable. “Purity is a jewel to the silly young. And you are old, honorable cousin—”
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“Indeed,” chimed in Nag Hong Fah, “I am old and fat and sluggish and extremely wise. What price is there in
purity higher than there is contained in the happiness and contentment of a respectable citizen when he sees menchildren playing gently about his knees?”
He smiled when his younger brother, Nag Sen Vat, the opium merchant, spoke to him of a certain Yung Quai.
“Yung Quai is beautiful,” said the opium merchant, “and young—and of an honorable clan—and—”
“And childless! And in San Francisco! And divorced .from me!”
“But there is her older brother, Yung Long, the head of the Yung clan. He is powerful and rich—the richest
man in Pell Street! He would consider this new marriage of yours a disgrace to his face. Chiefly since the woman
is a foreigner!”
“She is not. Only her hair and her eyes are foreign.”
“Where hair and eyes 1ead, the call of the blood follows,” rejoined Nag Sen Vat, and he reiterated his warning
about Yung Long.
But the other shook his head.
“Do not give wings to trouble. It flies swiftly without them,” he quoted. “Too, the soothsayer read in the
painted sticks that Fanny Mei Hi will bear me sons. One—perhaps two. Afterward, if indeed it be so that the drop
of barbarian blood has clouded the clear mirror of her Chinese soul, I can always take back into my house-help
the beautiful and honorable Yung Quai, whom I divorced and sent to California because she is childless. She will
then adopt the sons which the other woman will bear me—and everything will be extremely satisfactory.”
And so he put on his best American suit, called on Fanny, and proposed to her with a great deal of dignity and
elaborate phrases.
*
“Sure I’ll marry you,” said Fanny. “Sure! I’d rather be the wife of the fattest, yellowest Chink in New York
than live the sorta life I’m livin’—see, Chinkie-Toodles?”
“Chinkie-Toodles” smiled. He looked her over approvingly. He said to himself that doubtless the painted sticks
had spoken the truth, that she would bear him men-children. His own mother had been a river-girl, purchased
during a drought for a handful of parched grain; and had died in the odor of sanctity, with nineteen Buddhist
priests following her gaily lacquered coffin, wagging their shaven polls ceremoniously, and mumbling flattering
arid appropriate verses from Chin-Kong-Ching.
Fanny, on the other hand, though wickedly and lyingly insisting op her pure white blood, knew that a
Chinaman is broad-minded and free-handed, that he makes a good husband, and beats his wife rather less often
than a white man of the corresponding scale of society.
Of course, gutter-bred, she was aggressively insistent upon her rights.
“Chinkie-Toodles,” she said the day before the wedding, and the gleam in her eyes gave point to the words,
“I‘m square—see? An’ I’m goin’ to travel square. Maybe I haven’t always been a poifec’\fn{ Perfect; the lady is from
Brooklyn.} lady, but I ain’t goin’ to bilk yer, get me? But—” She looked up, and suddenly, had Nag Hong Fah
known it, the arrogance, the clamorings, and the tragedy of her mixed blood were in the words that followed: “I
gotta have a dose of freedom. I’m an American—I’m white—say!”—seeing the smile which he hid rapidly behind
his fat hand—“yer needn’t laugh. I am white, an’ not a painted Chinese doll. No sittin’ up an’ mopin’ for the
retoin\fn{Return.} of my fat, yellow lord an’ master in a stuffy, stinky, punky five-by-four cage for me! In other
woids, I resoive\fn{Words, I reserve.} for my little golden-haired self the freedom of asphalt an’ electric lights, see?
An’ I’ll play square—as long as you’ll play square,” she added under her breath.
“Sure,” he said. “You are free. Why not? I am an American. Have a drink?” And they sealed the bargain in a
tumbler of Chinese rice whiskey, cut with Bourbon, and flavored with aniseed and powdered ginger.
*
The evening following the wedding, husband and wife, instead of a honeymoon trip, went on an alcoholic
spree amid the newly varnished splendors of their Pell Street flat. Side by side, in spite of the biting December
cold, they leaned from the open window and brayed an intoxicated pean at the Elevated structure which pointed at
the stars like a gigantic icicle stood on end, frozen, austere—desolate, for all its clank and rattle, amid the
fragrant, warm reek of China which drifted from shutters and cellar-gratings.
Nag Hong Fah, seeing Yung Long crossing the street, thought with drunken sentimentality of Yung Long’s
sister whom he had divorced because she had borne him no children, and extended a boisterous invitation to come
up.
“Come! Have a drink!” he hiccuped.
Yung Long stopped, looked, and refused courteously, but not before he had leveled a slow, appraising glance at
the golden-haired Mei Hi, who was shouting by the side of her obese lord. Yung Long was not a bad-looking man,
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standing there in the flickering light of the street-lamp, the black shadows cutting the pale-yellow, silky sheen of
his narrow, powerful face as clean as with a knife.
“Swell looker, that Chink!” commented Fanny Mei Hi as Yung Long walked away; and her husband, the liquor
warming his heart into generosity, agreed:
“Sure! Swell looker! Lots of money! Let’s have another drink!”
Arrived at the sixth tumbler, Nag Hong Fah, the poet in his soul released by alcohol, took his blushing bride
upon his knee and improvised a neat Cantonese love-ditty; but when Fanny awakened the next morning with the
sobering suspicion that she had tied herself for life to a drunkard, she found out that her suspicion was unfounded.
The whiskey spree had only been an appropriate celebration in honor of the man-child on whom Nag Hong
Fah had set his heart; and it was because of this unborn son and the unborn son’s future that her husband rose
from his tumbled couch, bland, fat, without headache or heartache, left the flat, and bargained for an hour with
Yung Long, who was a wholesale grocer, with warehouses in Canton, Manila, New York, San Francisco, Seattle,
and Vancouver, British Columbia.
*
Not a word was said about either Yung Quai or Fanny. The talk dealt entirely with canned bamboo sprouts and
preserved leeches, and pickled star-fruit, and brittle almond cakes. It was only after the price had been decided
upon and duly sealed with the right phrases and palm touching palm—afterwards, though nothing in writing had
passed, neither party could recede from the bargain without losing face—that Yung Long remarked, very casually:
“By the way, the terms are cash—spot cash,” and he smiled.
For he knew that the restaurant proprietor was an audacious merchant who relied on long credits and future
profits, and to whom in the past he had always granted ninety days leeway without question or special agreement.
Nag Hong Fah smiled in his turn; a slow, thin, enigmatic smile.
“I brought the cash with me,” he replied, pulling a wad of greenbacks from his pocket, and both gentlemen
looked at each other with a great deal of mutual respect.
“Forty-seven dollars and thirty-three cents saved on the first business of my married life,” Nag Hong Fahsaid
to his assembled clan that night at the Place of Sweet Desire and Heavenly Entertainment. “Ah, I shall have a fine,
large business to leave to the man-child which my wife shall bear me!”
*
And the man-child came—golden-haired, blue-eyed, yellow-skinned, and named Brian in honor of Fanny's
apocryphal uncle who owned the Bowery saloon. For the christening Nag Hong Fah sent out special invitations—
pink cards lettered with virulent magenta. and bordered with green forget-me-nots and purple roses, with an
advertisement of the Great Shanghai Chop Suey Palace on the reverse side. He also bestowed upon his wife a
precious bracelet of cloudy white jade, earrings of green jade cunningly inlaid with blue feathers, a chest of
carved Tibetan soapstone, a bottle of French perfume, a pound of Mandarin blossom tea for which he paid
seventeen dollars wholesale, a set of red Chinese sables, and a new Caruso record for the victrola.
Fanny liked the last two best; chiefly the furs, which she wore through the whirling heat of an August day, as
soon as she was strong enough to leave her couch, on an expedition to her native pavements. For she held fast to
her proclaimed right that hers was the freedom of asphalt and electric light—not to mention the back parlor of her
uncle’s saloon, with its dingy, musty walls covered with advertisements of eminent Kentucky distilleries and the
indelible traces of many generations of flies, with its gangrened tables, its battered cuspidors, its commingling
atmosphere of poverty and sloth, of dust and stale beer, of cheese sandwiches, wet weeds, and cold cigars.
“Getta hell outa here!” she admonished a red-powdered bricklayer who came staggering across the threshold
of the back parlor and was trying to encircle her waist with amatory intent. “I’m a respectable married woman—
see?” And then to Miss Ryan, the side-kick of her former riotous spinster days, who was sitting at a comer table
dipping her pretty little upturned nose into a foaming schooner: “Take my tip, Mamie, an’ marry a Chink! That’s
the life, believe me!” Mamie shrugged her shoulders.
“All right for you, Fan, I guess,” she replied. “But not for me. Y’see—yer mostly Chink yerself—”
“I ain’t! I ain’t! I’m white—wottya mean callin’ me a Chink?” And then, seeing signs of contrition on her
friend’s face: “Never mind. Chinkie-Toodles is good enough for me. He treats me white, all right, all right!”
*
Nor was this an overstatement of the actual facts. Nag Hong Fah was good to her. He was happy in the
realization of his fatherhood, advertised every night by lusty cries which reverberated through the narrow, rickety
Pell Street house to find an echo across the street in the liquor-store of the Chin Sor Company, where the members
of his clan predicted a shining future for father and son.
The former was prospering. The responsibilities of fatherhood had brought an added zest and tang to his keen,
bartering Mongol brain. Where before he had squeezed the dollar, he was now squeezing the cent. He had many a
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hard tussle with the rich Yung Long over the price of tea and rice and other staples, and never did either one of
them mention the name of Yung Quai, nor that of the woman who had supplanted Yung Quai in the restaurantkeeper’s affections.
Fanny was honest. She traveled the straight and narrow, as she put it to herself. “Nor ain’t it any strain on my
feet,” she confided to Miss Ryan. For she was happy and contented. Life, after all, had been good to her, had
brought her prosperity and satisfaction at the hands of a fat Chinaman, at the end of her fantastic, twisted, unclean
youth; and there were moments when, in spite of herself, she felt herself drawn into the surge of that Mongol race
which had given her nine-tenths of her blood—a fact which formerly she had been in the habit of denying
vigorously.
She laughed her happiness through the spiced, warm mazes of Chinatown, her first-born cuddled to her breast,
ready to be friends with everybody.
It was thus that Yung Long would see her walking down Pell Street as he sat in the carved window-seat of his
store, smoking his crimson-tassled pipe, a wandering ray of sun dancing through the window, breaking into
prismatic colors, and wreathing his pale, serene face with opal vapors.
He never failed to wave his hand in courtly greeting. She never failed to return the civility.
Some swell looker, that Otink. But—Gawd!—she was square, all right, all right!
*
A year later, after Nag Hong Fah, in expectation of the happy event, had acquired an option on a restaurant
farther up-town, so that the second son might not be slighted in favor of Brian, who was to inherit the Great
Shanghai Chop Suey Palace, Fanny sent another little cross-breed into the reek and riot of the Pell Street world.
But when Nag Hong Fah came home that night, the nurse told him that the second-born was a girl—something to
be entered on the debit, not the credit, side of the family ledger.
It was then that a change came into the marital relations of Mr. and Mrs. Nag Hong Fah.
Not that the former disliked the baby daughter, called Fanny, after the mother. Far from it. He loved her with a
sort of slow, passive love, and he could be seen on an afternoon rocking the wee bundle in his stout arms and
whispering to her crooning Cantonese fairy-lilts: all about the god of small children whose face is a candied plum,
so that the babes like to hug and kiss him and, of course, lick his face with their little pink tongues.
But this time there was no christening, no gorgeous magenta-lettered invitations sent to the chosen, no happy
prophecies about the future.
This time there were no precious presents of green jade and white jade heaped on the couch of the young
mother.
She noticed it. But she did not complain. She said to herself that her husband’s new enterprise was swallowing
all his cash; and one night she asked him how the new restaurant was progressing.
“What new restaurant?” he asked blandly.
“The one up-town, Toodles—for the baby—”
Nag Hong Fah laughed carelessly.
“Oh—I gave up that option. Didn’t lose much.”
Fanny sat up straight, clutching little Fanny to her.
“You—you gave it up?” she asked. “Wottya mean—gave it up?”
Then suddenly inspired by some whisper of suspicion, her voice leaping up extraordinarily strong: “You mean
you gave it up—because—because little Fanny is—a goil!”
He agreed with a smiling nod.
“To be sure! A girl is fit only to bear children and clean the household pots.”
He said it without any brutality, without any conscious male superiority; simply as a statement of fact. A
melancholy fact, doubtless. But a fact, unchangeable, stony.
“But—but—” Fanny's gutter flow of words floundered in the eddy of her amazement, her hurt pride and
vanity. “I’m a woman myself—an’ I—”
“Assuredly you are a woman and you have done your duty. You have borne me a son. Perhaps, if the omens be
favorable you will bear me yet another. But this—this girl—” He dismissed little Fanny with a wave of his pudgy,
dimpled hand as a regrettable accident, and continued, soothingly: “She will be taken care of. Already I have
written to friends of our clan in San Francisco to arrange for a suitable disposal when the baby has reached the
right age.” He said it in his mellow, precise English. He had learned it at a night-school, where he had been the
pride and honor of his class.
Fanny had risen. She left her couch. With a swish-swish of knitted bed-slippers she loomed up on the ring of
faint light shed by the swinging petroleum lamp in the center of the room. She approached her husband, the baby
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held close to her heart with her left hand, her right hand aimed at Nag Hong Fah’s solid chest like a pistol. Her
deep-set, violet-blue eyes seemed to pierce through him.
But the Chinese blood in her veins—shrewd, patient—scotched the violence of her American passion, her
American sense of loudly clamoring for right and justice and fairness. She controlled herself. The accusing hand
relaxed and fell gently on the man’s shoulder. She was fighting for her daughter, fighting for the drop of white
blood in her veins, and it would not do to lose her temper.
“Looka here, Chinkie-Toodles,” she said. “You call yerself a Christian, don’t yer? A Christian an’ an American.
Well, have a heart. An’ some sense! This ain’t China, Toodles. Lil Fanny ain’t goin’ to be weighed an’ sold to
some rich brother Chink at so many seeds per pound. Not much! She’s gonna be eddycated. She’s gonna have her
chance, see? She’s gonna be independent of tbe male beast an’ the sorta life wot\fn{ What.} the male beast likes to
hand to a skoit.\fn{Skirt.} Believe me, Toodles, I know what I’m talkin’ about!”
But he shook his stubborn head.
“All has been settled,” he replied. “Most satisfactorily settled!” He turned to go. But she rushed up to him. She
clutched his sleeve.
“Yer—yer don’t mean it? Yer can’t mean it!” she stammered.
“I do, fool.” He made a slight, weary gesture as if brushing away the incomprehensible. “You are a woman—
you do not understand—”
“Don’t I, though!” She spoke through her teeth. Her words clicked and broke like dropping icicles. Swiftly her
passion turned into stone, and as swiftly back again, leaping out in a great, spattering stream of abuse.
“Yer damned, yellow, stinkin’ Chink! Yer—yer—wottya mean—makin’ me bear children—yer own children—
an’ then—” Little Fanny was beginning to howl lustily and she covered her face with kisses. “Say, kiddie, it’s a
helluva dad you’ve drawn! A helluva dad! Look at him—standin’ there! Greasy, all yellow an’—Say, he’s willin’
to sell yer into slavery to some other beast of a Chink! Say—”
“You are a—ah—a Chink yourself, fool!”
“I ain’t! I’m white—an’ square—an’ decent—an’—”
“Ah!”
He lit a cigarette and smiled placidly, and suddenly she knew that it would be impossible to argue, to plead
with him. Might as well plead with some sardonic, deaf immensity, without nerves, without heart. And then,
woman-like, the greater wrong disappeared in the lesser.
“Yer right. I’m part Chink myself—an’ damned sorry for myself because of it! An’ that’s why I know why yer
gave me no presets when lil Fanny was born. Because she’s a goil! As if that was my fault, yer fat, sneerin’ slob,
yer! Yah! That’s why yer gave me no presents—I know! I know what it means when a Chink don’t give no
presents to his wife when she gives boith to a child! Make me lose face—that’s wottya call it, ain’t it? An’ I
thought fer a while yer was savin’ up the ducats to give lil Fanny a start in life!
“Well, yer got another guess comin’! Yer gonna do wot I tell yer, see? Yer gonna open up that there new
restaurant up-town, an’ yer gonna give me presents. A bracelet, that’s what I want ! None o’ yer measly Chink
jade, either; but the real thing, get me? Gold an’ diamonds, see?” and she was still talking as he, unmoved, silent,
smiling, left the room and went down the creaking stairs to find solace in the spiced cups of the Palace of Sweet
Desire and Heavenly Entertainment.
She rushed up to the window and threw it wide. She leaned far out, her hair framing her face like a glorious,
disordered aureole, her loose robe slipping from her gleaming shoulders, her violet eyes blazing fire and hatred.
She shouted at his fat, receding back:
“A bracelet, that’s what I want! That’s what I’m gonna get, see? Gold an’ diamonds! Gold an’ diamonds, yer
yellow pig, yer!”
It was at that moment that Yung Long passed her house. He heard, looked up, and greeted her courteously, as
was his wont. But this time he did not go straight on his way. He looked at her for several seconds, taking in the
soft lines of her neck and shoulders, the small, pale oval of her face with the crimson of her broad, generous
mouth, the white flash of her small, even teeth, and the blue, somber orbit of her eyes. With the light of the lamp
shining in back, a breeze rushing in front past the open window, the wide sleeves of her dressing-gown fluttered
like immense, rosy butterfly-wings.
Instinctively she returned his gaze. Instinctively, straight through her rage and heartache, the old thought came
to her mind:
Swell looker—that Chink!
And then, without realizing what she was doing, her lips had formed the thought into words:
“Swell looker!”
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She said it in a headlong and vehement whisper that drifted down, through the whirling reek of Pell Street—
sharp, sibilant, like a message.
Yung Long smiled, raised his neat bowler hat, and went on his way.
*
Night after night Fanny returned to the attack, cajoling, caressing, threatening, cursing.
“Listen here, Chinkie-Toodles—”
But she might as well have tried to argue with the sphinx for all the impression she made on her eternally
smiling lord. He would drop his amorphous body into a comfortable rocker, moving it up and down with the tips
of his felt-slippered feet, a cigarette hanging loosely from the right corner of his coarse, sagging lips, a cup of
lukewarm rice whiskey convenient to his elbow, and watch her as he might the gyrations of an exotic beetle
whose wings had been burned off. She amused him. But after a while continuous repetition palled the amusement
into monotony, and, correctly Chinese, he decided to make a formal complaint to Brian O’Neill, the Bowery
saloon-keeper, who called himself her uncle.
Life, to that prodigal of Erin, was a rather sunny arrangement of small conveniences and small, pleasant vices.
He laughed in his throat and called his “nephew” a damned, sentimental fool.
“Beat her up!” was his calm, matter-of-fact advice. “Give her a good old hiding, an’ she’ll feed outa yer hand,
me lad!”
“I have—ah—your official permission, as head of her family?”
“Sure. Wait. I’ll lend ye me blackthorn. She knows the taste of it.”
Nag Hong Fah took both advice .and blackthorn. That night he gave Fanny a severe beating and repeated the
performance every night for a week until she subsided.
Once more she became the model wife, and happiness returned to the stout bosom of her husband. Even Miss
Rutter the social settlement investigator, commented upon it.
“Real love is a shelter of inexpugnable peace,” she said when she saw the Nag Hong Fah family walking down
Pell Street, little Brian toddling on ahead, the baby cuddled in her mother’s arms.
*
Generously Nag Hong Fah overlooked his wife’s petty, womanish vanities; and when she came home one
afternoon, flushed, excited, exhibiting a shimmering bracelet that was encircling her wrist, “Just imitation gold an’
diamonds, Chinkie-Toodles!” she explained. “Bought it outa my savings—thought yer wouldn’t mind, see?
Thought it wouldn’t hurt yer none if them Chinks hereabouts think it was the real dope an’ yer gave it to me”—he
smiled and took her upon his knee as of old.
“Yes, yes,” he said, his pudgy hand fondling the intense golden gleam of her tresses. “It is all right. Perhaps—
if you bear me another son—I shall give you a real bracelet, real gold, real diamonds. Meanwhile you may wear
this bauble.”
As before she hugged jealously her proclaimed freedom of asphalt and electric lights. Nor did he raise the
slightest objections. He had agreed to it at the time of their marriage and, being a righteous man, he kept to his
part of the bargain with serene punctiliousness.
Brian O'Neill, whom he chanced to meet one afternoon in Señora Garcia's second-hand emporium, told him it
was all right.
“That beatin’ ye gave her didn’t do her any harm, me beloved nephew,” he said. “She’s square. God help the
lad who tries to pass a bit o’ blarney to her.” He chuckled in remembrance of a Finnish sailor who had beaten a
sudden and undignified retreat from the back parlor into the saloon, with a ragged scratch crimsoning his face and
bitter words about the female of the species crowding his lips. “Faith, she’s square! Sits there with her little glass
o’ gin an’ her auld chum, Mamie Ryan—an’ them two chews the rag by the hour-talkin’ about frocks an’ frills, I
doubt not—”
Of course, once in a while she would return home a little the worse for liquor. But Nag Hong Fah, being a
Chinaman, would mantle such small shortcomings with the wide charity of his personal laxity.
“Better a drunken wife who cooks well and washes the children and keeps her tongue between her teeth, than a
sober wife who reeks with virtue and breaks the household pots,” he said to Nag Hop Fat, the soothsayer. “Better
an honorable pig than a cracked rose bottle.”
“Indeed! Better a fleet mule than a hamstrung horse,” the other wound up the pleasant round of Oriental
metaphors, and he reinforced his opinion with a chosen and appropriate quotation from the Fo-Sho-Hing-TsanKing.
When late one night that winter, a high wind booming from the north and washing the snow-dusted Pell Street
houses with its cutting blast, Fanny came home with a jag, a chill, and a hacking cough, and went down with
pneumonia seven hours later, Nag Hong Fah was genuinely sorry. He turned the management of his restaurant
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over to his brother, Nag Sen Yat, and sat by his wife’s bed, whispering words of encouragement, bathing her
feverish forehead, changing her sheets, administering medicine, doing everything with fingers as soft and deft as a
woman’s.
Even after the doctor had told him three nights later that the case was hopeless and that Fanny would die—
even after, as a man of constructive and practical brain, he had excused himself for a few minutes and had sat
down in the back room to write a line to Yung Quai, his divorced wife in San Francisco, bidding her hold herself
in readiness and including a hundred dollars for transportation—he continued to treat Fanny Mei Hi with the
utmost gentleness and patience.
Tossing on her hot pillows, she could hear him in the long watches of the night breathing faintly, clearing his
throat cautiously so as not to disturb her; and on Monday morning—he had lifted her up and was holding her
close to help her resist the frightful, hacking cough that was shaking her wasted frame—he told her that he had
reconsidered about little Fanny.
“You are going to die,” he said placidly, in a way, apologetically, “and it is fitting that your daughter should
make proper obeisance to your departed spirit. A child’s devotion is best stimulated by gratitude. And little Fanny
shall be grateful to you. For she will go to a good American school and, to pay for it, I shall sell your possessions
after you are dead. The white jade bracelet, the earrings of green jade, the red sables—they will bring over four
thousand dollars. Even this little bauble”—he slipped the glittering bracelet from her thin wrist—“this, too, will
bring a few dollars. Ten, perhaps twelve; I know a dealer of such trifles in Mott Street who—”
“Say!” Her voice cut in, raucous, challenging. She had wriggled out of his arms. An opaque glaze had come
over her violet-blue eyes. Her whole body trembled. But she pulled herself on her elbows with a terrible, straining
effort, refusing the support of his ready hands.
“Say! How much did yer say this here bracelet’s worth?”
He smiled gently. He did not want to hurt her woman's vanity. So he increased his first appraisal.
“Twenty dollars,” he suggested. “Perhaps twenty-one. Do not worry. It shall be sold to the best advantage—for
your little daughter—”
And then, quite suddenly, Fanny burst into laughter—gurgling laughter that shook her body, choked her throat,
and leaped out a stream of blood from her tortured lungs.
“Twenty dollars!” she cried. “Twenty-one! Say, yer poor cheese, that bracelet alone’ll pay for lil Fanny’s
eddycation. It’s worth three thousand! It’s real, real—gold an’ diamonds! Gold an’ diamonds! Yung Long gave it
to me, yer poor fool!” And she fell back and died, a smile upon her face, which made her look like a sleeping
child, wistful and perverse.
*
A day after his wife’s funeral Nag Hong Fah, having sent a ceremonious letter, called on Yung Long in the
latter’s store. In the motley, twisted annals of Pell Street the meeting, in the course of time, has assumed the
character of something epic, something Homeric, something almost religious. It is mentioned with pride by both
the Nag and the Yung clans; the tale of it has drifted to the Pacific Coast; and even in far China wise men speak of
it with a hush of reverence as they drift down the river on their painted house-boats in peach-blossom time.
*
Yung Long received his caller at the open door of his shop.
“Deign to enter first,” he said, bowing. Nag Hong Fah bowed still lower.
“How could I dare to?” he retorted, quoting a line from the Book of Ceremonies and Exterior Demonstrations,
which proved that the manner is the heart’s inner feeling.
“Please deign to enter first,” Yung Long emphasized, and again the other gave the correct reply: “How should
I dare?”
Then, after a final request, still protesting; he entered as he was bidden. The grocer followed, walked to the
east side of the store and indicated the west side to his visitor as Chinese courtesy demands.
“Deign to choose your mat,” he went on and, after several coy refusals, Nag Hong Fah obeyed again, sat down,
and smiled gently at his host.
“A pipe?” suggested the latter.
“Thanks! A simple pipe of bamboo, please, with a plain bamboo mouthpiece and no ornaments!”
“No, no!” protested Yung Long. “You will smoke a precious pipe of jade with a carved amber mouthpiece and
crimson tassels!” He clapped his hands, whereupon one of his young cousins entered with a tray of nacre,
supporting an opium-lamp, pipes and needles and bowls, and horn and ivory boxes neatly arranged. A minute later
the brown opium cube was sizzling over the open flame, the jade pipe was filled and passed to Nag Hong Fah,
who inhaled the gray, acrid smoke with all the strength of his lungs, then returned the pipe to the boy, who refilled
it and passed it to Yung Long.
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For a while the two men smoked in silence—men of Pell Street, men of lowly trade, yet men at whose back
three thousand years of unbroken racial history, racial pride, racial achievements, and racial calm, were sitting in a
solemn, graven row—thus dignified men.
Yung Long was caressing his cheek with his right hand. The dying, crimson sunlight danced and glittered on
his well-polished finger-nails.
Finally he broke the silence.
“Your wife is dead,” he said with a little mournful cadence at the end of the sentence.
“Yes.” Nag Hong Fah inclined his head sadly; and after a short pause: “My friend, it is indeed reasonable to
think that young men are fools, their brains hot and crimson with the blinding mists of passion, while wisdom and
calm are the splendid attributes of older men—”
“Such as—you and I?”
“Indeed!” decisively.
Yung Long raised himself on his elbows. His oblique eyes flashed a scrutinizing look and the other winked a
slow wink and remarked casually that a wise and old man must first peer into the nature of things, then widen his
knowledge, then harden his will, then control the impulses of his heart, then entirely correct himself—then
establish good order in his family.
“Truly spoken,” agreed Yung Long.
“Truly spoken, O wise and older brother! A family! A family needs the strength of a man and the soft obedience
of a woman.”
“Mine is dead," sighed Nag Hong Fah. “My house-hold is upset. My children cry.”
Yung Long slipped a little fan. from his wide silken sleeves and opened it slowly.
“I have a sister,” he said gently, “Yung Quai, a childless woman who once was your wife, O wise and older
brother.”
“A most honorable woman!” Nag Hong Fah shut his eyes and went on: “I wrote to her five days ago, sending
her money for her railway fare to New York.”
“Ah!” softly breathed the grocer; and there followed another silence.
Yung Long’s young cousin was kneading, against the pipe, the dark opium cubes which the flame gradually
changed into gold and amber.
“Please smoke,” advised the grocer.
Nag Hong Fah had shut his eyes completely, and his fat face, yellow as old parchment, seemed to have grown
indifferent, dull, almost sleepy.
Presently he spoke:
“Your honorable sister, Yung Quai, will make a most excellent mother for the children of my late wife.”
“Indeed.”
There was another silence, again broken by Nag Hong Fah. His voice held a great calmness, a gentle singsong,
a bronze quality which was like the soft rubbing of an ancient temple gong, green with the patina of the swinging
centuries.
“My friend,” he said, “there is the matter of a shimmering bracelet given by you to my late wife—”
Yung Long looked up quickly; then down again as he saw the peaceful expression on the other’s bland features
and heard him continue:
“For a while I misunderstood. My heart was blinded. My soul was seared with rage. I—I am ashamed to own
up to it—I harbored harsh feelings against you. Then I considered that you were the older brother of Yung Quai
and a most honorable man. I considered that in giving the bracelet to my wife you doubtless meant to show your
appreciation for me, your friend, her husband. Am I not right?”
Yung Long had filled his lungs with another bowl-full of opium smoke. He was leaning back, both shoulders
on the mat so as the better to dilate his chest and to keep his lungs filled all the longer with the fumes of the kindly
philosophic drug.
“Yes,” he replied after a minute or two. “Your indulgent lips have pronounced words full of harmony and
reason. Only—there is yet another trifling matter."
“Name it. It shall be honorably solved.” Yung Long sat up and fanned himself slowly.
“At the time when I arranged a meeting with the mother of your children,” he said, “so as to speak to her of my
respectful friendship for you and to bestow upon her a shimmering bracelet in proof of it, I was afraid of the
wagging, leaky tongues of Pell Street. I was afraid of scandal and gossip. I therefore met your wife in the back
room of Señora Garcia’s store, on the Bowery. Since then I have come to the conclusion that perhaps I acted
foolishly. For the foreign woman may have misinterpreted my motives. She may talk, thus causing you as well as
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me to lose face, and besmirching the departed spirit of your wife. What sayeth the Li-Ki?” ‘What is whispered in
the private apartments must not be shouted outside.’ Do you not think that this foreign woman should—ah—”
Nag Hong Fah smiled affectionately upon the other.
“You have spoken true words, O wise and older brother,” he said rising. “It is necessary for your and my
honor, as well as for the honor of my wife’s departed spirit, that the foreign woman should not wag her tongue. I
shall see to it tonight.” He waved a fat, deprecating hand. “Yes—yes. I shall see to it. It is a simple act of family
piety—but otherwise without much importance.”
And he bowed, left the store, and returned to his house to get his lean knife.
173.96 Excerpt from The Real Tsaritsa\fn{by Yulia Alexandrovna Lili Den (1888-1963)} Revovka, nr.
Dneprodzerzhinsk (now Kamianske), Dneprodzershinsk Oblast, Ukraine (F) 15
1
I was born on the beautiful estates in South Russia which belonged to my grandmother and my uncle. My
father was Ismail Selim Bek Smolsky, whose ancestors hailed from Lithuanian Tartary, and my mother, before her
marriage, was Mlle Catherine Horvat, whose grandfather had been invited by the Empress Elizabeth Petrovna to
come from Hungary and assist in the colonization of South Russia. Colonel Horvat, who was half Serbian and
half Hungarian by birth, was appointed general of the armies of the South by the Empress, and there is a story in
our family that when he first arrived in Russia he was taken to the summit of a high mountain and told to look at
the panorama of fields and forests lying beneath him.
Colonel Horvat dutifully admired the view, but an unexpected surprise awaited him.
“Look well around you, M. le Colonel,” said his guide, “the country, as far as you can see, is yours; it is the
gift of the Empress!”
Truly an Imperial gift, but all that remains of those great possessions are the estates where I was born. These
properties were situated on the Dnieper, in the country known as “Little Russia,” which in former times was the
seat of the Ukranian Government. My forefathers became typical Russian noblemen; they were lavishly generous
where their inclinations were concerned, and it is asserted that one of them once exchanged a large forest for a
sporting dog which he especially coveted!
Revovka, my birthplace, was close to the other estates which came into our possession through Prince
Goleniktcheff Koutousoff, the hero who saved Russia from falling into the hands of the French. It was a delightful
old house, standing in a well wooded park, with avenues of lime trees where the nightingales sang, and as I write,
I can smell the unforgettable perfume of the limes, and recall the beauty and peace of the surroundings; it was,
indeed, a real fairyland. All was prosperity and happiness at Revovka. The village nestled close to the Great
House, and my ancestors were buried in the church. There were rows of little cottages which were whitewashed
every week; the roofs were thatched with reeds, and the gardens were gay with flowers. A cherry tree stood in
every garden (cherry trees are typical of South Russia), it was the country of cherry trees, spotless houses and
simple joys.
The peasants were on the best of terms with my family, and they regarded my grandmother Horvat as a
beneficent deity who replaced the reed roofs when they were destroyed by fire, and who supplied them with
unlimited quantities of fuel. They were quite contented, and my grandmother still employed some of the peasants
who had once been given to her as serfs. In the old days, it was customary to include a few serfs in a bride’s
corbeille, and the ten peasants who had been chosen to accompany my grandmother to Revovka adored her.
“People say that we were unhappy as serfs,” they would often remark, “but we were always well looked after
—our landlord and our owner was also our father.”
The peasant as master or mistress was invariably a tyrant, and I remember hearing about a beautiful girl who
had become the mistress of a great nobleman, and who out-Heroded Herod in her arrogance. She employed her
family to do her laundry work, and she always insisted upon her linen being rinsed in running water. If her
petticoats were not sufficiently starched, the whole batch of her relatives was flogged. Personally, we did not
resent the lack of starch, to this extent, but I suppose that this family flogging may be regarded as typical of the
usual procedure of beggars on horseback!
My grandmother, Mme Horvat, née Baroness Pilar, was the sweetest of women, and I loved her with a child’s
passionate devotion. She used to tell me all kinds of stories, and our old nurse ably seconded her. Whenever we
walked by the river, and I exclaimed at the beauty of the lilies, I was thrilled anew by hearing how, long ago,
when the Tartar hordes descended on Beletskovka, the women and children used to wade into the water, and
shelter under the broad green lily-leaves until the marauders had passed. The peasants at Revovka were extremely
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superstitious, and they believed implicitly in witches and warlocks. It was common knowledge that certain
women possessed tails and bewitched the cows, and woe betide the widow who mourned her husband too much!
He would assuredly return in the likeness of a big snake, and make an unwelcome descent down the chimney. I
was terribly scared by some of these narratives, and I much preferred the pretty customs prevalent at certain
seasons, now vanished, alas! under the Bolshevik regime, since the teaching of Lenin would seemingly only
include the ritual of blood in its category.
I chiefly remember the quaint methods of divination practised on New Year’s Eve, when the girls of the village
went out to listen at the closed doors, and those who heard a man’s name mentioned were certain to marry within
the year. They varied these proceedings by throwing their slippers over their heads, to see if they fell in the shape
of anything that might be construed into an initial letter. Others preferred to try and catch the rays of the moon in a
towel; all pretty gay conceits, dear to the heart of girlhood, and, on St. Catharine’s Day, cherry tree branches were
put in water, and, if the bare wood blossomed by Xmas, then marriage bells were about to ring.
Midsummer Day was sacred to the river, a survival doubtless of those pagan customs which are so difficult to
destroy. Large fires were lighted along the river banks, and the village maidens, wearing wreaths, leapt into the
water, across the fires, and left the wreaths in the river as an offering, perchance to the God of Streams. The next
morning, they set out to look for their wreaths, and those who were lucky enough to find them discovered by the
direction in which the wreath had been washed up the way by which marriage would come.
The storks brought luck, and they were invited to sojourn with us by means of wheels placed in the roofs on
which they built their nests. The solemn birds were family friends, and, whenever a baby stork fell from its nest,
everyone went to enonnous trouble to put it back.
My grandmother had a passion for embroidery, and she employed from ten to fifteen girls constantly working
for her. She believed that, as a typical industry, the art of embroidery in South Russia ought to be revived, and she
spared no pains or expense over her hobby. She proved conclusively that the progress of the nations from East to
West had left its traces even in embroidery patterns, as she often saw similar designs in antique carpets and
Venetian work.
None of my grandmother’s embroideries was ever sold: whenever a piece was finished, it was labelled with the
date of its commencement and completion, and packed away in great presses, already nearly full of exquisite
work. She presented a quantity of this embroidery to the Grand Duchess Elizabeth, the Tsaritsa’s sister, when she
was received into the Greek Church. My grandmother had the honour of acting as godmother to the Grand
Duchess, and I believe her “christening” present was much appreciated. The embroideries were really wonderful:
the designs were never drawn, the threads only were counted, and the pattern was evolved in this painstaking
manner. Some of my grandmother’s favourite designs were taken from Easter eggs, which were first covered with
pinked-out wax, and colour inserted in them. Snow crystals formed another inspiration; my grandmother never
tired of utilising anything decorative, and she was unusually successful. I like to think of those quiet days-the
industrious girls, and the good feeling which existed between the employer and the employed. It is difficult to
realise that the progress of Revolution has destroyed all this, that the great presses have been broken open and
their contents dispersed to the four winds, and that to ask a peasant to pass her time profitably would be accounted
a sin.
My grandmother, notwithstanding her patriarchal outlook, could be the grande dame when occasion warranted,
and my old nurse used to relate how one of her neighbours, a certain Prince, came to ask her in marriage. This
gentleman believed in the impressiveness of pomp and circumstance, so he arrived at Beletskovka in a carriage
and six horses. He was most courteously received—and refused—by my grandmother, and, when he drove away,
his horses, by some preconceived arrangement, cast their shoes in the avenue. These “cast off” shoes were solid
silver, a mute testimony to his wealth, and, as he passed through the village, he and his postillions distributed
undreamt-of largesse.
The Prince was a haughty personage, who lived in a gorgeous mansion boasting fifty rooms. He gave two balls
yearly, when an orchestra was specially sent for from Petrograd; a four days’ journey from his estate. But in the
Prince’s opinion nobody, save my grandmother and our family, was good enough to associate (even as a dance
partner) with him and his, so the balls were rather tame affairs, a few couples only taking the floor, but those who
did were—like Caesar’s wife—entirely above suspicion.
Silver horse-shoes, expensive orchestras, and other unconsidered trifles cost money, and, as the male members
of this super-aristocratic family were all in Hussar regiments, financial ruin eventually came as an uninvited and
unwelcome guest: it closed the doors of the castle, the orchestra came no more, and the ladies of the house sought
refuge in an institution for noble ladies of fallen fortunes!
My great-aunt, the Baroness Nina Pilar, was a romantic figure in my childhood’s memories, as her name
conjured up the fascination which surrounds those who breathe and have their being in the air of Courts. She was
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Lady-in-Waiting to the Empress Marie, wife of Alexander II, and she made her appearance at Court when she was
sixteen, under the auspices of Countess Tizenhausen (another great-aunt), Grande Maitresse de la Cour, who
brought up Felix Soumarokoff, the grandfather of Prince Felix Yousopoff. There was a great deal of gossip about
the paternity of old Soumarokoff, who had been confided, as a baby, to Countess Tizenhausen by an intimate
friend, but nobody was ever any the wiser, and Soumarokoffs antecedents remained an unsolved mystery.
The Empress Marie loved Aunt Nina, and the Emperor was very kind to her until my innocent relative was the
victim of chance, and a costumiere. The Emperor had become infatuated with a certain Princess Dolgorouky, and
one day, when my aunt was walking on the Quai, looking especially attractive in a new costume, she suddenly
heard a voice addressing her in most endearing terms. She turned sharply round, and found to her dismay that the
voice was the voice of the Emperor! Explanations followed, and my aunt discovered that Princess Dolgorouky
possessed a duplicate of her new costume, and, as their heights and figures were similar, it was a case, of mistaken
identity.
The Empress was almost always ill, but her Court was distinguished by its elegance and refinement, and my
aunt was one of the acknowledged leaders of fashion. Like most pretty women, Aunt Nina had her love story, but
she never married. Her Prince Charming was the Grand Duke Nicholas, to whom she was secretly engaged. But,
when the Grand Duke asked the Emperor’s permission to marry his inamorata, the Emperor, who had never
forgiven the contretemps on the Quai, refused his consent!
The unhappy lovers met in Switzerland when Aunt Nina was in attendance on the Empress, and there they
bade each other farewell, and threw their engagement rings into the lake. The Grand Duke never forgot his broken
romance, although he, like most lovers, eventually married someone else! But he was present at my aunt’s funeral,
and stood silently and sorrowfully looking at the coffin which held many of the dreams and much of the
enchantment of his youth.
Aunt Nina practically sacrificed her life to save that of the Empress, although the latter died years later at
Petrograd, when, it is asserted, a luminous Cross appeared over the Winter Palace, typical of her physical and
mental sufferings.
It so happened that when the Empress and my aunt were driving in Switzerland, their carriage was run into by
a cart, and, in order to prevent one of the shafts from striking the Empress, my aunt stood up to protect her, and
was badly bruised in the chest. Some time afterwards cancer developed, but my aunt survived her Imperial
mistress, and became Lady-in-Waiting to the Empress Dagmar, and Grande Maitresse de la Cour to the Grand
Duchess Elizabeth. The Grand Duchess was very much attached to her, and at her death she begged my
grandmother to take her place.
My grandmother, for family reasons, declined the honour, but she often used to visit the Grand Duchess and
the Grand Duke Serge, and I remember hearing her describe the pathetic figure presented by the Grand Duchess
after her husband’s assassination, when she had relinquished the splendours of life and had become a nun at
Moscow. My childhood was chiefly passed on my grandmother’s estates. We led a somewhat patriarchal life at
Revovka: a simple existence which will, I fear, never again return, and it is exceedingly difficult for me, as a
Russian, to recognise the peasants of then and now.
The average peasant was kindly by nature, entirely ignorant, and excessively difficult to educate. Whenever
my grandmother tried to persuade her tenants to send their children to school, the answer was always the same:
“Knowing how to read and write doesn’t provide food. Our parents got on very well without education, our
sons can do likewise.”
Their faith in the aristocratic class was boundless, they entirely depended on their landlords, but the Russian
peasant has always, unfortunately for himself, been easily influenced by speeches and printed matter—hence the
complete success of the Revolutionary Propaganda, and the belief in many of the false statements circulated in
order to damage the Imperial family in the eyes of the people. I cannot defend our own attitude in not attempting
to combat this danger; we were aware that it existed, but only one section, known as the Black Band, tried to
destroy it by counter propaganda. Its efforts were unsuccessful, it received no support, for the very good reason
that nobody believed that the masses would rise. The Russian aristocrat, secure in his class prejudices, and his
optimistic faith in himself, was as loth as the French aristocrat of 1789 to realise that his position was, or could
ever be, insecure!
The South Russian peasant, as I knew him, was a poetical, simple soul. After dinner we often used to watch the
men turning their horses into our meadows for safety, and securing the animals’ legs with chains, in order to
prevent any inclination to roam. They invariably sang whilst making these nightly preparations, and they danced
afterwards in the bright moonlight which flooded meadows and woodland with a white radiance. They had many
quaint customs at Revovka, which may not be uninteresting to English readers who only know the Russia of today
as a strange and poisonous growth, and not as the orchid which had its home in the eternal snows—a curious
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simile, perhaps, but in my mind a correct one. Our country, in many respects, was an exotic growth; superrefinement walked cheek by jowl with ignorance, and an almost oriental luxury brushed the skirts of poverty. It
was a land of extreme contrasts, where emotions and passions either ran riot or else were suppressed to an
undreamt-of extent.
It was almost inconceivable at one time that the family coachman, who obstinately turned his horses’ heads in
the direction of home because he met a white dog in the road, could ever become the Bolshevik who would have
murdered his employers instead of protecting them from the bad luck attendant on the unwelcome animal!
I must admit that my grandmother was as superstitious as her coachman. She believed implicitly in dreams,
and an old woman from the village was always sent for to expound the more exciting ones. I remember that one
of her dreams had a disastrous sequel, inasmuch as it involved the dismissal of a very devoted servant who, my
grandmother dreamt, had attempted to kill her. She resolutely declined to see him again, and he was sent away to
another estate. I supposed she was influenced in this by the knowledge that, on several occasions, she had
dreamed true.
Our peasants confided all their joys and sorrows in my grandmother, and, when any of them married, we were
always invited to the wedding. This invitation was issued on set lines; the bride-to-be, dressed in full national
costume, plentifully bedecked with flowers and ribbons, came with her bridesmaid to the servants’ sitting-room,
where she was received by my grandmother. The girl thereupon knelt, and bowed three times, informing my
relation what an honour our presence would confer on her family, and, gratified by the assurance that we would
promise to come, she withdrew, all smiles! After the ceremony, which always took place on a Sunday, the whole
of the wedding party came back to our house and assembled on the terrace, where a village orchestra discoursed
strange sweet sounds, and where unwearied dancing enlivened the music and singing. We always gave one kind of
present—a cow! When I married, our employees surpassed themselves and gave me, not a cow, but two oxen!
We fasted on Christmas Eve until the first star appeared, when we partook of a heavy supper of which the
fifteen courses always included fish. Hay was strewn under the tablecloth to remind us of the humility of the
Manger, and it was customary for the children to carry the Christmas supper to their friends and relations. All the
windows of the Chateau were darkened, but one was left open, and, when the first star appeared in the serene sky,
this window was illuminated in honour of the Christ-Child. It was then that the children arrived en masse,
carrying revolving paper transparencies adorned with pictures of Christ; it was one illuminated stream of little
children, and one of the prettiest sights imaginable.
New Year’s Day was an occasion for general rejoicing, when the men of the village, assembled on the terrace
to congratulate us, throwing wheat in our pathway as a sign of prosperity. We then witnessed the procession of our
servants, who filed past us, accompanied by their special charges. First, came the stablemen leading the horses,
who, in addition to being superlatively well-groomed, were adorned with gilt crowns and many ribbons. Then
came the herdsmen with their grave-eyed steers, whose horns were gilded in honour of the New Year; the sheep
were accompanied by the shepherds, and the cortege was terminated by the poultry maid, who escorted a turkey
smothered in ribbons.
On the first New Year’s Day after the Revolution, the crowd came to the Chateau as usual, but there was no
procession of animals, no smiling faces, and no wheat-strewn pathway. We were confronted by scowling peasants,
who roughly informed us that henceforth nothing belonged to us, since they were masters. But to do our own
people justice, the better minded amongst them absented themselves, and only the worst characters were in
evidence—and these, in their turn, were under the evil influences rampant in towns. I have no hesitation in stating
that the motive power in the destruction of Russia emanated, and still emanates, from the Jews.
When the snows began to melt, the children and young people heralded the approach of Spring with song.
joining hands, they wandered singing in the twilight, a lovely, living chain of Youth in its Spring-time. They
repeated these songs at Easter, that wonderful festival of Resurrection and the rebirth of Nature. On Holy
Thursday the Gospels were read in the churches until midnight, and everyone carried a taper. My mother’s estates
were situated in the mountains, and it was a picturesque sight when the peasants wended their way church wards
at Easter. The church was half-way up a steep ascent, and the procession of taper-bearers could be traced by
hundreds of lights, as two villages participated in the ceremony.
Revovka was an entrancing home for a child blessed, as I was, with an imaginative temperament. We had our
particular White Lady, a tragic phantom who haunted the Park, and who used to swing in the branches of the lime
trees. She had been the mistress of one of my great-uncles, and she was buried in the Park. No-one seemed to
know her fate, but it was said that she was beautiful and unhappy. Her grave was marked with a flat stone, without
any inscription, as the poor little creature had sought refuge from love and life in self-destruction. But Nature was
kinder to her than Man, and an enormous bush of wild roses threw out caressing arms towards the cold stones,
and showered pink petaltears on the unhonoured dead.
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There was a similar forgotten grave on my father’s property, formerly a hunting-box of the Kings of Poland.
The occupant of this grave had been the mistress of a king, and, like the beauty of Revovka, she had killed
herself; but she was a restless spirit, and she used to haunt the Park and the house in the summer, running swiftly
across the greensward, wearing little scarlet slippers and darting up the staircase, her scarlet heels tap-tapping as
she went her way, unsubstantial and fantastic as the morning mist.
I used to dream all kinds of dreams, but I never anticipated what Destiny held in store for me. I was, by nature,
timid; I was to become courageous through force of another’s shining example. I was to see and experience the
real meaning of selfless love, and I was to know the comfort and beauty of religion. I do not say that I was
irreligious—few Russians are really irreligious—our Belief is too deeply rooted—but I did not yet understand the
meaning of the word Faith.
I always looked forward to our yearly pilgrimage to the Convent of Tchigrin, twentyfive miles away from
Revovka. Custom ordained that we should proceed thither on foot, but the carriage invariably went with us! The
convent contained a miraculous Virgin which, when the Turks pillaged Tchigrin, had been taken away by them.
One day a disconsolate nun walking on the river’s bank saw something floating on the surface of the water. The
Virgin had returned to her convent, and from that time it became the scene of wonderful miracles, and many
pilgrimages. I liked Tchigrin; it breathed an atmosphere of calm, standing alone in the midst of dense pine woods.
But the wind, which respects neither convents nor humanity, was occasionally unkind to Tchigrin, as it swept
away the sand which filled the crevices of the walls, almost like natural mortar, and the nuns daily brought bags of
sand wherewith to repair the damage. This sandcarrying was an especial duty connected with Tchigrin, and
occasionally it was a penance—but I think those simple creatures rarely deserved punishment.
I have perhaps devoted too much time to the festivals, ghosts and unexciting incidents of a country life. But I
have done this in order to explain many subsequent happenings which would be otherwise incomprehensible to an
English public. These events cannot, and must not, be judged entirely from an English standpoint. We are a race
apart, our country is one of extreme mysticism and superstition. It is a land of miracles, where the holy pictures
are believed to shed tears, and where every village possesses its seer and its saint. It would be possible to cover
the length and breadth of England in a week’s motoring tour, thus England is of necessity more circumscribed.
One could not see Russia in such a manner. It is a country of vast distances, of densely populated cities, and
lonely tracts which extend for thousands of miles. You cannot contrast the mode of life prevalent at Tooting with
that of Tobolsk, or compare the customs of Moscow with those of Manchester. Our upbringing is entirely unEnglish. True, we are citizens of the world, we are indeed cosmopolitan, butonce a Russian, always a Russian.
The Tsaritsa told me that, when she first came to Russia, she was greatly surprised to find that Russian servants
did not understand the art of blackleading grates. She had always been accustomed to see shining grates in
England when she stayed with her grandmother at Windsor—in Petrograd, shining grates were non-existent. We
are miles apart from English ways in little things like these, and no Englishwoman worthy of the name has ever
been known to be ignorant of the use of blacklead. But we ought not to be condemned for the non-recognition of
its virtue. It is merely a question of outlook. In connection with these differences of outlook, I cannot do better
than quote. the words of a contributor to the Daily Mail; they will plead for my opinions, as the writer possesses
the peculiar gift of racial and temperamental understanding:
“We have,” he writes, “in England a cold fish-minded way of affecting to laugh at what we are prone to call
local superstition. Let me tell you that this point of view will not work in Africa. (He is dealing, I fancy, with
Morocco.). What is obviously a childish hallucination in Hampstead or Newcastle is sober reality under this
immense blue sky. You can disbelieve a lot of truths you do not understand as you strap-hang homewards, but you
will learn to believe everything in Africa.”
Might not this also apply to Russia?
2
My childhood and early girlhood were passed quietly at Revovka and the Crimea. But I loved Revovka, and,
whenever I went to stay with my uncle at Livadia, I took with me a little earth from the place which, to me,
represented home.
The great event at Revovka was the visit of my uncle Horvat who came from Siberia to see my grandmother
once a year. He was head of the Siberian railways, and occupied a political position which corresponded with that
of a Viceroy of Ireland. He was a typical Horvat, tall, with deep, kind eyes, and he was also a very clever man. On
the night of his arrival I never went to bed, and I remember that we saw the dawn together; he did not reach
Revovka until 3 a.m. It was touching to witness his meeting with my grandmother. They were entirely en rapport,
and he was my greatest friend as well as my much loved uncle.
I never went to school. My first tutor was a priest, but, as I hardly knew Russian (we always spoke French at
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home) and he knew no French, I made little progress; afterwards Miss Ripe, an English governess, took me in
hand, but I think she looked upon us as very much behind the times. The old house was protected at night by a
watchman, and I regarded his intermittent coughing and his heavy tread somewhat as a lullaby.
Whenever he went to the next town by boat, the watchman called my grandmother’s maid in a very curious
manner. He was an illiterate peasant, and time, as time, conveyed no meaning to him, so he would occasionally
tap on the maid’s window and tell her that such and such a star was in the sky. By this simple calculation she was
enabled to judge how much longer it was permissible for her to remain in bed.
Winter was a delightful season at Revovka, and I always wanted to be decorative, and drive out in the antique
sledges which were painted with trails of flowers, and magnificently gilded. The modern sledges, covered with
carpet, and piled up with bear skins, were not nearly so pretty. English people always associate sledges with
wolves, and imagine that a winter’s drive in Russia is fraught with desperate danger. The wolf terror is fast
becoming a legend; wolves are now only found in districts far from the haunts of men, although an old custom at
Revovka ordained that lanterns were hung outside the stables at night to scare away the wolves!
But I met a wolf unawares one evening when I was crossing the park. I had never seen one of our national
animals face to face, so I thought that the big grey creature was a dog. I called it, and ran towards it, desirous of
its better acquaintance, but it merely regarded me with furtive, unfriendly, green eyes, and then turned and trotted
away in the opposite direction. When I reached the house, I described my encounter with the strange dog, but,
greatly to my surprise, my story produced general excitement, and a search party set forth to look for the
footprints in the snow. These proved to be typical wolf marks, exactly like the print of a thumb, but our visitor
had, by this time, completely disappeared.
When I was a young girl the disaffection in Russia was already well on the way to Revolution. In 1905, when I
was staying with one of my uncles in Livadia who had charge of the Emperor’s estates at Yalta, we were not left
long in ignorance as to the methods which were employed by the Revolutionary Agents. It is now well known that
most of the seeds of Revolution were sown at Yalta, but it was dreadful to see the boats smothered in red flags and
to hear the Marseillaise sung defiantly from the water, since my uncle had prohibited all political meetings on
land. One day, it was discovered that the golden eagles which marked the boundaries of the Emperor’s estate had
been broken and overthrown, but this act of vandalism was always attributed to the Jews and the more hot-headed
of the students. There was general excitement in the Crimea at this time, and a few of the Revolutionary printing
presses were secretly set up at the Grand Duke Constantine’s Castle of Orianda, which for some reason had fallen
into decay.
It had always been my ambition to visit the ruins of Orianda, so one day I persuaded my cousins to accompany
me thither. It was a forbidden expedition, but we considered the possible results of our disobedience would be
amply compensated for by the mysteries of the underground passages, which we at once began to explore. As we
neared the end of one of these the sound of distant voices broke the stillness, and, terrified out of our wits, we did
not know whether to beat a retreat or to dare all and discover whence the sound proceeded. Curiosity eventually
conquered cowardice, and we crept cautiously along until the darkness was lit up by a glow of a large fire.
Thinking that we had now reached the entrance to the infernal regions we turned and fled precipitately, and,
risking punishment, described the whereabouts of Hell to my uncle. And Hell, in a way, it proved to be, as it was
discovered that secret printing presses existed underground, and that most of the evil propaganda had emanated
from Orianda.
Although the Jews instigated much of the prevalent sedition, the biter was occasionally bit, and in 1905 there
was serious trouble. Many people assert that the actual Revolution began by beating the Jews, as some of the
soldiers returning from the war became very unruly, and set about the Jews most unmercifully.
My mother, who had married as her second husband an officer in a regiment stationed near us, received news
of the trouble just at the moment when we were starting to drive into town. But, she rather pooh-poohed the
warning, until she saw for herself that the report was not exaggerated. We first encountered people fleeing through
the fields, and, when at last we reached civilisation, we found the town in a state of confusion. Windows were
broken, Jewish shops pillaged, and the leaders, regardless of the protesting Hebrews, seized their goods and
distributed them broadcast to the mob. The black and white praying robes peculiar to the Jews were in special
request, as pieces of these, worn next to the skin, were supposed to render the wearer immune from marsh fever.
Next day, when I was walking in the Park, I found myself close to the walled-in right of way which traversed
it, and, to my surprise and horror, I heard the passers-by giving vent to most undreamt-of declarations.
“It’s the Jews now,” said someone, uttering a curse, “but wait until the next time. We have our orders: soon it
will be the turn of the landed proprietors!”
The speaker spoke the truth. Some days later fires and pillage broke out around my home, and, from the terrace
at Revovka, we could see an ever widening circle of flame, and our peasants informed us that, most assuredly,
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Revovka would suffer next. But we escaped, although the house of Madame Tchebotaiff, a great landowner and
Revolutionist, was one of the first to be destroyed. She was afterwards sent to Siberia, a rather ironical form of
justice, I am inclined to think!
When all was calm, the Duma came into existence, in which representatives of every class met in Parliament
for the first time. Troops were sent to punish the peasants, and many of them were flogged by the soldiers. Our
peasants were not included amongst the offenders. The idea of whipping human beings was repellent to me, and,
girl though I was, I felt that we, as a class, were responsible for the existence of many evils, and that it lay with us
to try and remedy them. But whipping was applied to the guilty as the most effectual and the most easily
understood antidote against rebellion: it is a barbarous punishment—in English eyes it must seem utterly so; but
these whippings were as naught compared with the savagery and super-refinement of torture inflicted later by the
whipped upon the whippers.
But my attention was soon to be diverted from rebellion and punishment. Shortly afterwards I went with my
grandmother to Petrograd, where my marriage was arranged; in fact, I was already engaged when I was presented
at Court. My fiance was Captain Charles Dehn, of Swedish descent, whose ancestors had come into the northern
provinces at the time of the Crusades, and the members of whose family were mostly generals or officers in the
service of the State. Captain Dehn had taken part in quelling the Boxer Rebellion, and at the siege of Pekin he was
the first officer to scale the walls of the Forbidden City in defence of the embassies. For this service he received
the Order of St. George (the Russian Victoria Cross), and the Order of the Legion of Honour was awarded him by
the ambassadors of the various nations represented in Pekin.
On his arrival at Petrograd he was presented to the Emperor, who appointed him an officer on the Standart,
and an officer of the Mixed Guard, whose members were chosen from various regiments, and many of whom
were honoured by the personal friendship of the Emperor.
Captain Dehn was a great favourite with the little Tsarevitch and the Grand Duchesses, and he used to play
with them in their nurseries, his nickname with the children being “Pekin Dehn.” Both the Emperor and the
Empress manifested the greatest interest in his engagement, and the Empress intimated to my grandmother that
she wished to make my personal acquaintance. My engagement was formally announced in 1907, but we waited
in Petrograd for a month before we were received by the Empress. The Grand Duchess Anastasie was ill with
diphtheria, and the Empress was nursing her at the Alexandria Palace, Peterhof, where, until all danger of
infection had passed, she had isolated herself from the other members of the Imperial family.
How well I remember that first meeting with one whom I was to love so devotedly, and whose constant
friendship has been one of my greatest joys. One summer morning in July, my grandmother and I arrived at the
station at Peterhof, where my fiance and a Court carriage were awaiting us. I was literally trembling with terror,
and I was too excited to even notice Charles!
We duly reached the Alexandria Palace, but, as the Empress was still nervous about infection, it had been
arranged that my presentation should take place in the Winter Garden attached to the Palace. We were received at
the Palace by the Mistress of the Household, Princess Golitzin, who was exactly like an old picture, and whose
adherence to regime made everyone dread being guilty of the smallest lapse of etiquette. But she was very kind
and gracious to us, and I felt somehow that my simple white gown from Bressac’s, and my rose-trimmed hat had
met with her approval. As we walked through the Park to the Winter Garden I noticed a lady in one of the
avenues, who stopped and looked at me intently. She was petite, with an innocent baby face, and great appealing
eyes, and so childish-looking in fact that she seemed only fit for boarding school. This lady was Anna Virouboff
whose name was later to become associated with that of Rasputin, and whose friendship with the Empress has
given rise to so many unwarrantable statements and scandalous stories.
I returned her scrutiny with interest, and we passed on with the Princess to the Winter Garden, a lovely tropical
place, full of flowers and palms. It was exactly like a Garden of Dreams, at least I thought so until I saw the
prosaically comfortable garden chairs, and noticed some toys and a child’s dolls-house. Then I decided that this
beautiful garden must be real!
At last, advancing slowly through the masses of greenery, came a tall and slender figure. It was the Empress! I
looked at her, admiration in my heart and in my eyes. I had never imagined her half so fair. And I shall never
forget her beauty as I saw her on that July morning, although the Empress of many sorrows remains with me more
as a pathetic and holy memory.
The Empress was dressed entirely in white, with a thin white veil draped round her hat. Her complexion was
delicately fair, but when she was excited her cheeks were suffused with a faint rose flush. Her hair was reddish
gold, her eyes-=those infinitely tragic eyes—were dark blue, and her figure was as supple as a willow wand. I
remember that her pearls were magnificent, and that diamond ear-rings flashed coloured fires whenever she
moved her head. She wore a simple little ring bearing the emblem of the Swastika, her favourite symbol, and one
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which has given rise to so many conjectures, and been quoted triumphantly as proof positive of her leanings
towards the occult by those who are ignorant of what it really meant to her.
Directly Princess Golitzin had left us alone, the Empress extended her hand for my grandmother and me to
kiss; then, with a sweet smile, and a world of kindness in her eyes, “Sit down,” she said, and, turning to Captain
Dehn:
“When is the marriage to take place?” she enquired.
My nervousness had vanished. I was no longer afraid; in fact it was the Empress who seemed shy, but she was,
I found later, always shy with strangers, a trait peculiar to her and to her cousin, the Princess Royal, Duchess of
Fife. However, this excessive shyness was not accounted as shyness in Petrograd, it was called German
superciliousness and as such it has even been described by some English writers.
The Empress talked to my grandmother for quite a long time, as she was anxious to hear the latest news of the
Grand Duchess Elizabeth; she then chatted to my fiance, and I noticed that she spoke Russian with a strong
English accent. She afterwards addressed me as the blushing heroine of the morning, and she seemed quite
pleased at the interest which I had displayed in the dolls-house.
“Where are you going to spend your honeymoon?” she said, her blue eyes now mischievous. We told her.
“Ah I … I do hope that I shall see you again very soon. I am quite alone, I cannot see my husband or my
children, I shall be so glad when this tiresome quarantine is over, and we can be together again.”
Our interview lasted well over half an hour. The Empress spoke French to my grandmother and me, she made
no attempt to converse in German; then she rose to say good-bye, and we kissed hands.
“I shall see you again very soon,” she repeated. “Be sure you let me know when you return.”
I went back to Petrograd almost beside myself with happiness. Mine was not the worldly pleasure of one who
had been presented to an Empress. My happiness had its origin in another source. I felt instinctively that I had
found a friend, someone I could love, and who, I dared hope, might love me! I was so tired out with my emotions
that, on arriving home, I threw myself on my bed, regardless of my Bressac dress and my rosewreathed hat, and I
slept the sleep of exhaustion until four in the afternoon.
I was married two months later from my aunt’s house in Livadia.
The Emperor received Captain Dehn before he left for the Crimea, blessed him, and gave him a beautiful ikon
in a carved silver and gold frame. The Empress also presented him with an ikon, and, on our wedding day, we
received a wireless from them, wishing us every happiness. This wireless, so we heard afterwards, caused endless
talk and many petty jealousies, as wireless, then in its infancy, was only supposed to be used, for important
official communications.
We went to the Caucasus for our honeymoon and stayed three weeks in the mountains among the vines. It was
the season of Autumn, and he had cast his flaming many-coloured mantle over everything. The wildness and
luxuriance of that mountain region entranced me. I insisted upon being told all the legends connected with the
locality, and I believed, with the peasants, that it was possible to hear the hoofs of the Centaurs, as they thundered
down the passes in the silence of night. Gagree was an ideal place for a honeymoon, and I was actually sorry to
return to my beloved Revovka, although we received a right royal welcome from my grandmother and her
tenants.
Revovka was fifteen miles from the nearest railway station, but the whole of the way to our estate was
illuminated with blazing tar barrels, and at every turn of the road we were offered bread and salt. Needless to say,
the drive was a little protracted, and the piece de resistance consisted in the two oxen which were presented to us
at the journey’s end.
My married life began under the most auspicious circumstances. Charles had promised me that he would
always remain in the Emperor’s Personal Guard, and I possessed a subconscious intuition that my future was to be
closely connected with that of the Imperial family. This feeling did not arise from any worldly outlook, I never
had any idea of the material benefits which might accrue to us through the Emperor’s regard for my husband. My
first meeting with the Empress had influenced me in an undreamt-of manner. Although I felt it was ridiculous to
associate any idea of sorrow with that radiant vision of the Winter Garden, I had, nevertheless, a strong feeling of
fatality in connection with her. Time was destined to prove that my presentiment was right.
Our first home was in the Anitchkoff Palace, the residence of the Dowager Empress Marie, where the Guards
had their quarters, but afterwards we moved to Tsarkoe Selo. Our house was immediately opposite the Palace, and
close to the barracks. The officers of the Personal Guard were most picturesque individuals, since each wore the
uniform of the regiment from which he had been selected. There was no distinctive uniform; to be a member of
the Guard was, in itself, an honour.
I used often to walk in the great Park of Tsarkoe Selo when my husband was on duty. The Palace dates from
the time of Catherine the Great, and all the important receptions were held there. The Imperial family lived in the
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Alexander Palace, a white building in the style of the First Empire; the Palace had four entrances, the first was
exclusively used by Their Majesties, two others were used for receptions, and the fourth was the entrance by
which the Suite went to and fro. The Palace was entirely surrounded by the Park, in which was some beautiful
ornamental water, a Chinese pavilion, and a bridge which connected the smaller park with that of the more
important Palace.
As a young married woman, blessed with many kind relations and friends, it was not long before I took my
place in Petrograd society. In 1907, one year after the Japanese war, life was not gay as many families were still in
mourning, so those who looked for Court gaieties were disappointed-none being forthcoming. The Empress felt
that the war was of too recent a date to warrant much entertaining; she was entirely sincere in this conviction, but
her attitude did not meet with general approval. It was argued by the anti-Tsaritsa clique that an Empress of
Russia belonged to Society, and not to herself. Her duty was merely to pose as a magnificent figure-head on the
barque of pleasure—the war was over, and the world of Society wanted its ceaseless round of empty pleasures
once again. Petrograd Society was divided into many sets; each Grand Ducal Court had its own particular clique,
and that of the Grand Duchess Marie, wife of the Grand Duke Vladimir, was perhaps specially joyous. The Grand
Dukes, taken as a whole, led amusing lives; they were usually very handsome men—quite heroes of romance,
many of them possessing a great admiration for the Imperial Ballet, in which they had various fair friends.
It was an expensive existence even in 1907, when Petrograd was supposed to be dull! People went every
Sunday to the Ballet, and on Saturdays to the Theatre Francais—this, a most fashionable rendezvous, where
extremely decollete toilettes were compensated for by an abundance of jewels! After the play, it was customary to
adjourn to the Restaurant Cuba, or to that of L’ours, where a wonderful Roumanian orchestra enlivened supper;
nobody thought of leaving the restaurants until three in the morning, and the officers usually remained until five!
Occasionally, when I returned home in the early hours, I contrasted the dawn at Revovka with that of Petrograd;
the same pearl, rose and silver tints painted the sky, but the dawn in South Russia witnessed no flight of human
butterflies whose wings had been singed in the flame of pleasure. I was young enough to enjoy life, but at times
our restless gaiety seemed to hold a hidden menace.
English was the medium of conversation in Society at Petrograd; it was invariably spoken at Court, and,
although once fashionable to have German nurses, the fashion in 1907 was to have only English ones, and many
Russians who could not speak English spoke French with an English accent! The great shopping centre was
Druce’s where one met one’s friends, and bought English soaps, perfumery and dresses. The “Druce habit”
primarily emanated from Court where everything English was in special favour. Jewish Society and that of the
haute finance existed in Petrograd, but neither touched us.
The great enlivenments of the Season after the Japanese war were the Charity Bazaars. The Grand Duchess
Marie always organised one in the Assemblee de la Noblesse, a huge building where an ultra-smart throng of
Society leaders sold all kinds of pretty and expensive trifles. The Grand Duchess Marie (who was a German
Princess) occupied the centre of the room, and sold at her own table. She was a tall, striking-looking woman, but
not so handsome as the Grand Duchess Cyril—at whose table I occasionally assisted. All the Grand Duchesses
had tables, as was the case with the greater and lesser lights of Society. In fact the position of one’s table was the
index to one’s position in Society. The bazaars were brilliant functions, the toilettes were wonderful, and it was
quite the usual thing to change one’s gown three times during the day. The air was heavy with perfume, flowers
were lavishly displayed, and the tired vendors occasionally refreshed themselves with the best brands of
champagne.
The Empress had her own table at the Assemblee de la Noblesse, and I sold at it once. She made quantities of
things herself, instead of sending haphazard orders to Paris or London.
The homely intimacy of her nature was very evident in this habit, nothing at her table was useless; she was true
to type, the type of Queen Victoria’s descendants, the Empress shared Queen Mary of England’s love for
needlework, and, like her, crocheted many pretty “woolies” for bazaars.
3
Almost immediately after my arrival at Tsarkoe Selo, I made the acquaintance of Anna Virouboff, the Lady of
the Avenue, and my distant cousin, as her grandfather and my grandmother were related. It is, exceedingly
difficult for me to discuss Anna Virouboff, as I am confronted with the tremendous prejudice which exists against
her. In England she appears to be a Borgia-like heroine of the films, an hysterical sensualist, the mistress of
Rasputin, and the evil genius of the Empress. Her political power is supposed to have been that of a Sarah
Jennings and a Catherine Dashkoff, and her influence at Court paramount, If I deny these charges, I shall lay
myself open to the accusation of blind partisanship, and I shall be deemed an utterly untrustworthy chronicler;
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but, notwithstanding these possibilities, I can do no less than speak of Anna Virouboff as I knew her from 1907
until the day in March, 1917, when we were both removed from Tsarkoe Selo by order of Kerensky.
Anna’s father, General Tanief, was Honorary Secretary of State, and all her family were connected with
officers in the Imperial House. She married the same year as myself, but before her marriage she was deeply in
love with General Orloff, who commanded the Lancers, and who was a great friend of the Empress. Rightly or
wrongly, Her Majesty thought that General Orloff would be too old a husband for Anna, and, although the
General loved her, and desired nothing better than to marry her, Anna yielded her will to that of the Empress, and
accepted Lieutenant Virouboff to whom she was married in the Palace Chapel at Tsarkoe Selo.
The union turned out a complete failure, and I believe that the Empress’s original interest in Anna was
intensified by the fact that she was indirectly responsible for this unhappy marriage. The Empress accepted what
she considered to be her responsibilities very seriously, as her salient characteristics were thoroughness and a fine
sense of justice. It was not difficult for her to show more kindness to one whom she already loved, and whose
unhappiness was now so poignant. Anna was one of those beings who always look as if someone has hurt them;
one wanted to “mother” Anna, to amuse her, to hear her confidences, and to laugh at her exaggerated joys and
sorrows.
In appearance, Anna is a person entirely different from the Anna Virouboff of the films and the novel, and she
even dares to differ from more serious descriptions of her. She is of middle height, with brownish hair, large,
appealing, long-lashed, grey-blue eyes, and a little turned-up nose. She has a baby face, all pink and white, and,
alas for the Vampire the Anna of romance, she was then very fat. But her smile was charming, and her mouth
pretty; she was weak as water, as clinging as the most obstinate ivy, and the Empress treated her much in the way
that one treats a helpless child.
Anna was excessively good-natured, always ready to help others, in whom she was never able to see evil. This
virtue (for I suppose it is accounted a virtue) was the ultimate downfall of Anna. She was too credulous, and,
therefore, too easily imposed on. She adored the Imperial Family with the devotion of an adherent of the Stuarts,
but—and now I am about to make a statement which will be probably treated with derision—she possessed no
political influence whatever; she could not influence the Empress one hair’s breadth; the Empress petted her,
teased her, and scolded her, but she never sought Anna’s advice, save in questions of charity.
The Empress and her former Lady-in-Waiting were, however, one where religion was concerned; they shared
the same religious sympathies in the midst of an unsympathetic and jealous entourage, and, as Anna did not get on
well with the entourage, this fact gave the Empress an additional reason to protect her friend.
Anna told me that some of the Ladies-in-Waiting disliked the Empress solely on account of her friendship with
her, and, although she had told the Empress that, were she given an official position, all jealousies and comments
would be silenced, the Empress had refused to entertain the suggestion. Later on, when I became on intimate
terms with the Empress, she gave me the reason for her refusal.
“I will never give Anna an official position,” she said. “She is my friend, I wish to retain her as such. Surely an
Empress is allowed the right of a woman to choose her friends. I assure you, Lili, I value my few real friends
more than many of the persons in my entourage.”
Four years after her marriage, Anna met with a train accident. She never again walked without crutches, her
body was completely deformed, but even then slander did not spare her, and evil tongues in Petrograd asserted
that, as well as being the friend of the Empress, Anna Virouboff was the mistress of the Emperor! After her
accident, the Empress gave Anna a carriage and pair, and often drove out with her. She lived in a pretty little
house which had once belonged to Alexander I, and she usually lunched at home, after spending the morning at
the Palace. “The children” liked her, everyone who really knew her liked her, and the best proof of her absolute
harmlessness lies in the fact that after the Revolution she was never condemned to death. Surely, if she had been
such an evil creature, the first action of those in authority would have been to destroy her? But Anna Virouboff
lives, and perhaps one day she will defend herself.
One Monday, shortly after my marriage, I received a note from Anna, asking me to dine with her that evening.
Captain Dehn had been in Petrograd for several days, and, as I was rather lonely, I was glad to accept. The dinner
was very gay, several officers had been invited, and Emma Fredericks, the daughter of the Minister of the Court,
was also a guest. At half-past nine, we heard the sound of wheels, and a carriage stopped outside the house. Anna
instantly left the salon, and, a few minutes after, the door opened, and, to our great astonishment, the Emperor, the
Empress and the Grand Duchesses entered. They were all laughing, as this surprise visit had been arranged by the
Empress, who, seating herself, told us to do likewise, and motioned me to come to her.
“I told you that I should see you again very soon,” she said, smiling, and thereupon she began to talk in the
most friendly and simple manner.
Once again I had that curious, inexplicable foreboding of tragedy, but no tragedy lurked in that bright, gay
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room, and my gloomy thoughts were soon dispelled when I was presented to the Emperor. This was the first
occasion on which I had spoken to His Majesty, and I found him as charming and friendly as the Empress. His
kind eyes, and his smile, struck me at once, he seemed to move in an aura of goodwill, and his peculiar
fascinating charm of manner has been admitted even by his enemies, as M. Kerensky acknowledged that the
Emperor possessed one of the noblest natures he ever met!
The Emperor, who bore a striking likeness to his cousin, King George of England, was a very amusing
conversationalist, and blessed with a keen sense of humour. He instantly put me at my ease, and I made the
acquaintance also of the Grand Duchesses, then quite girls, with whom I was later to become on terms of the
closest friendship.
The Empress, having expressed a wish to play Halma, we had two or three games; she was greatly addicted to
Halma, but she had one little lovable weakness in connection with it. She never liked to lose. The Emperor played
dominoes in the next room, and afterwards Emma Fredericks sang, the Empress accompanying her. Her Majesty
was a very good pianist, and played with rare feeling, but her excessive shyness often precluded her from playing
in the presence of others. At midnight the Imperial family took their departure, and the Empress whispered to me:
“Au revoir, we shall meet tomorrow.”
She did not forget. I was commanded to go to the Palace on the morrow. It was Tuesday, and I remember how
pleased I was.
“Everything nice happens on a Tuesday,” I kept saying, for this was an old belief of mine.
After my meeting with the Empress at Anna’s house, I often went to Tsarkoe Selo, and the Grand Duchesses
and I used to ride on the wooden switchback, which was set up in one part of the Palace. It was tremendous fun,
and we slid and played together for hours, but I quite forgot that I was a married woman and that I had hopes of
becoming a mother in some months’ time. However, the Empress had some idea of my condition, and one day,
after she and Anna had been watching our performance on the switchback, Anna drew me aside.
“Lili,” she said, “I’ve a message for you. The Empress wants you to be very careful just now.” She held up a
playful finger. “So no more switchback!”
During the months that followed, the Empress manifested the greatest kindness towards me. She insisted upon
her own doctor attending me, and, when the Imperial family went yachting about a fortnight before the birth of
my baby, my husband received orders to absent himself from the Standart, and to remain with me instead. This
act of consideration was due to the Empress, and it caused, like the wireless, much petty jealousy and a good deal
of comment.
But the expected baby delayed his arrival, and, when the Imperial family returned to Tsarkoe Selo, the
Emperor’s first words to my husband were:
“Has the baby come?”
“No, Sire, not yet.”
“Well, well, don’t worry, Dehn, these things will happen, you know.”
However, the baby arrived next morning, and shortly afterwards Anna Virouboff came to make enquiries on
behalf of the Empress, bringing with her two lovely ikons, and a package done up in tissue paper and covered
with masses of rambler roses. The package contained a thin, fleecy shawl, and my happiness was complete when
Anna told me that the Empress wished to be my son’s godmother.
This was a great honour, but it presented difficulties, inasmuch as the Dehns, in order to benefit from certain
family monies, were obliged to be baptized as Lutherans. The Empress was told about this, and, although she
made no objection at the time, I was to discover later how deeply she was imbued with the faith of her adopted
country. At the first christening, the Empress attended in person, and held the baby, now known as Alexander
Leonide. She gave me a beautiful sapphire and diamond brooch, and all kinds of presents, and for seven years the
question of the child’s religion was never mooted between us. But, at the end of that time, the Empress told me
that her dearest wish was that “Titi” (as she called him) should be received into the Greek Church.
“It is more than a wish, Lili,” she said earnestly, “it is a command. I insist upon my godson being Orthodox.
He must be baptized before Christmas.”
This quiet persistency seems to me to afford one of the most conclusive proofs of how Russian the Empress
had become. It may be argued that most converts are usually fanatics, but this was not so in her case. With that
“thoroughness” which I have mentioned as one of her chief characteristics, the Empress was now more Russian
than most Russians, more Orthodox than the most Orthodox. She was intensely religious. Her love of God and her
belief in His mercy came before her love of her husband and her children, and she found her greatest happiness in
religion at a time when she was surrounded by the panoply of Imperial splendour. She was to derive consolation
from her religion throughout the Via Dolorosa of the saddened years, and, if it is indeed true that she met death in
the noisome cellar- room at Ekaterinburg, I am sure that the same ardent faith sustained her in that last moment of
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agony. She told me that she had hesitated to accept the Emperor’s offer of marriage until she felt that her
conscience would allow her to do so and she could say with truth:
“Thy country shall be my country, thy people my people, and thy God my God.”
Titi's second baptism took place during the war at the St. Theodor Cathedral. I had come to Tsarkoe Selo from
Reval, and the ceremony took place at 8 in the morning. The Grand Duchesses Marie and Anastasie were present
at the first service, but the Empress, previously indisposed, came with the Emperor and the suite to the second
service, and afterwards took Holy Communion. Titi was obliged to remain during both services, but he was a
good little boy, and he held his lighted candle carefully and firmly the whole time.
After the service we went back to the Palace, and the Empress displayed more emotion than she had done at
the first christening. I could see how deeply the religious question had affected her all these years. She told me
how relieved she was, how pleased, how she felt now that all was well with the child, and she gave her godson a
wonderful ikon of St. Alexander and a Cross engraved with her initials.
*
But I must return to the earlier days—I have wandered from my narrative to give this example of how Russian
the Empress was at heart; hers was no eye-service—to know her made it impossible, to doubt her genuineness.
The Empress was always sweet with Titi. She adored children, and she often came to my house, when she
nursed the baby and whistled to him. This amused her, and she declared that Titi knew her whistle and always
opened his eyes whenever he heard it. I remember that on the morning after the Lutheran baptism the Empress
paid me a surprise visit.
“I’ve come to see the baby,” she said. “Let me go to the nursery and fetch him.”
I followed her upstairs, and she took Titi out of his cot and carried him to the drawing-room, where she played
with him for an hour, sitting on the carpet to do so.
I think I am right in saying that our affectionate friendship began from the birth of Titi. It was then that the
Empress first called me “Lili,” and as “Lili” I caused much mystification during the Revolution, when this
signature was supposed to possess some cryptic meaning.
The Imperial Family spent part of that year in Finland, whither my husband accompanied them, and I and the
baby went to stay with his parents. I was at Petrograd during the winter, and I saw a great deal of the Imperial
Family, and learned to love them all. They led the simplest of lives; the Emperor often amused himself during the
evening with a game of dominoes, and I worked with the Empress and her daughters. It was a real vie de famille,
the life which appealed to them as individuals, but not the life which appeals to the smart world, with which the
Empress had so little in common. This was my first Christmas at Petrograd, and I determined to have a little tree
in Titi’s honour. I came in from my shopping late in the afternoon of Christmas Eve, and at 6 o’clock. a courier
arrived with a large box full of all kinds of “surprises.” This was a present from the Empress—she always sent a
similar box at Easter, and it always arrived at 6 o’clock. Indeed, so punctual was this present, that my husband
often used to hide the box and pretend that it had been forgotten—but I knew better!
We were invited to spend Christmas Day with the Imperial Family. There was a gigantic Christmas tree, the
Grand Duchesses and the Tsarevitch thoroughly enjoyed themselves, and busied themselves in the distribution of
friendship’s offerings. The Empress had one curious fancy in connection with her Christmas trees: she always
insisted upon blowing out the candles herself, and she was quite proud because she was able to extinguish the
topmost candle by some extraordinary effort of breathing.
*
And now I feel I must speak of the real Tsaritsa, the Empress whose personality is known to so few—the
Tsaritsa who was the most misjudged and unfortunate of human beings. I know in my heart that Time, the best
historian, will make clear much that is dark. Even now, slowly, it is true, but none the less surely, people are
beginning to wonder whether the Empress was in reality the pro-German and the hysterical exaltee she is
supposed to have been. She did not deign to defend herself from the calumnies and lies which were scattered
broadcast in Russia; to such a nature, these trials were sent by God all that she had to do was to endure. But I saw
her tears when she and the Emperor received the news of the loss of the Hampshire and the death of Kitchener.
These were no Judas tears -hers was the grief of the woman and the Sovereign at the death of a brave soldier, and
yet, whenever her name is mentioned in England, people say carelessly:
“Oh, she saw to the torpedoing of the Hampshire, and wasn’t she the mistress of Rasputin?”
A pro-German, and the mistress of Rasputin! Must this then, be the epitaph of the friend whom I knew, and the
Empress to whom lowed the respect of a subject? I am not blind to the knowledge that any vehement defence may
do her memory still more harm, but, nevertheless, I am impelled to write of her as she existed in her home, and in
our hearts.
I have read and heard almost all that has been laid to her charge; I am no skilled writer, I know little or nothing
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of politics, but I can lay claim to some knowledge of my own sex. During the awful days of the Revolution, the
Empress spoke to me as woman to woman. Her mind constantly dwelt on the days of her girlhood, her life with
her grandmother, and the unhappiness of her childhood at Hesse Darmstadt.
The Emperor was the love of her life. She told me herself that he was her first love, but, the greater her love,
the greater her fear lest she would prove unworthy. She gave herself to Russia when she married, and she accepted
Russia as a sacred trust; but she and the Emperor were always more husband and wife than Emperor and Empress
—they lived the intimate life of happily married people, they liked simplicity, they shrank from publicity, and this
love of retirement was the source of many of the evil reports which assailed the Imperial Family.
The Empress told me that when she cried at the marriage of her brother her tears were said to be tears of
jealous rage at seeing herself dispossessed of authority.
“But, Lili, I was not jealous. I cried when I thought of my mother; this was the first festival since her death. I
seemed to see her everywhere.”
She described the dull Palace, its strict regime, her father’s intermittent kindness, and how much she had
looked forward to her visits to Windsor.\fn{To visit her grandmother, Queen Victoria}
I think that the intimacy with her grandmother unconsciously brought out the Early Victorian strain in the
Empress’s character. She undoubtedly possessed this strain, as in many ways she was a typical Victorian; she
shared her grandmother’s love of law and order, her faithful adherence to family duty, her dislike of modernity,
and she also possessed the “homeliness” of the Coburgs, which annoyed Society so much. The Russian
aristocracy could not understand why on all the earth their Empress knitted scarves and shawls as presents for her
friends, or gave them dress-lengths.\fn{Lengths of material suitable for making into dresses} Their conception of an
Imperial gift was totally different, and they were oblivious of the love which had been crocheted into the despised
scarf or the useful shawl—but the Empress, with her Victorian ideas as to the value of friendship, would not, or
could not, see that she was a failure in this sense. The Empress was in many ways as thrifty as her grandmother,
but she did not share the miserly proclivities of her uncle, the late Duke of Saxe-Coburg. Her father was not a
wealthy man, in fact life at Darmstadt was occasionally a question of ways and means. The Empress had been
taught to be careful. She was careful.
“When I was engaged, Lili, I showed my grandmother some of the jewels which the Emperor had given me.
What do you think she said?”
“I cannot imagine, Madame.”
“Well … she looked at my diamonds and remarked: ‘Now, Alix, don’t get too proud!’ The Queen was a tiny
creature, and she wore such long trains … but she was very forceful.” Then, reminiscently:
“My sister Elizabeth and I always loved the little houses in England … dear little houses set in their pretty
gardens. You’ll see them one day, but I never shall.”
Queen Victoria had instilled in the mind of her granddaughter the entire duties of a hausfrau. In her persistent
regard for these Martha-like cares, the Empress was entirely German and entirely English—certainly not Russian.
I have mentioned her horror when she arrived at Petrograd and discovered that the servants were unaware of the
use of blacklead. This was an actual worry to the Empress.
“I wanted my grates blackleaded every day,” she said. “They were in a very bad condition, so I called one of
my maids and told her to do the grate, only to discover that it was not within her province. Eventually a manservant was sent for, but imagine, Lili, I had actually to show him how to blacklead a grate myself.”
This practical side of the Empress was entirely distasteful to the entourage—they laughed at it equally as much
as they criticised her friendships with people whom they did not consider in any way worthy of the friendship of
an Empress of Russia. I and Anna came under the category of the unworthy, for, although we were well born, we
were not of the sang azur of certain noble ladies who were desirous of admittance into the charmed circle. The
Empress was accused of not being true to class, but on one point she was inflexible; she allowed no interference
with her friendships. I sometimes wondered why she preferred “homely” friends to the more brilliant variety—I
ventured to ask her this question, and she told me that she was, as I knew, painfully shy, and that strangers were
almost repellent to her.
“I don’t mind whether a person is rich or poor. Once my friend, always my friend.”
Yes, her loyalty was indeed worthy of the name of a friend, but she put friendship and its claims before
material considerations. As a woman she was right, as an Empress perhaps she was wrong.
The aristocracy never tried to understand the real Tsaritsa. Their pride was up in arms against her—she found
no favour in their eyes. I remember an incident which went to prove this, and which was widely discussed at the
time.
Princess Bariatinsky, who then happened to be one of the Maids of Honour to the Empress, was a charming
woman, but, like most of the aristocracy, she was excessively proud. One day, hearing that the Empress was about
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to go out, the Princess held herself in readiness to accompany her, but the Empress left the Palace by another,
entrance, accompanied by Mlle. Schneider, a Russian lady who gave the Empress lessons in Russian.
This unintentional slight was too much for the Princess. She, metaphorically and literally, put on her hat, and
departed never to return, remarking as she did so:
“Quand une Bariatinsky met son chapeau, c’est pour sortir.”
The Empress detested any form of snobbism. One day, during the Japanese war, she was busy at one of her
working parties at the Winter Palace; the windows of the salon opened on to the Neva Quai, and from where she
sat the Empress could see the soldiers and officers passing to and fro.
Suddenly she looked intently out of the window—an expression of distaste on her countenance—and she
sighed impatiently. An officer ventured to ask her what was the matter. The Empress pointed to the Quai:
“That is the matter,” she said, indicating an officer who had just been saluted by some soldiers, but who had
not returned the salute. “Why cannot an officer recognise the men by whose side he may one day fall? I detest
such snobbism,” she added, coldly.
The scandals about the Empress, circulated by propaganda and rumour, will be believed, alas! for many years.
She is credited with dabbling in occult practices, with a belief in Spiritualism, and of even attempting to call up
the illustrious dead in order to influence the Emperor, who is supposed to have indulged in various dramatic
seances at the Winter Palace.
Perhaps these stories originated in the more or less retired life led by the Empress. This retirement was often
enforced—she was a delicate woman, but, although many writers state that she suffered from the hereditary
malady of her father’s family, she never mentioned its existence to me. Her heart was weak, owing to rapid childbearing, and at times she experienced great difficulty in breathing. I never saw the slightest trace of hysteria. The
Empress was apt to get suddenly cross, but she usually kept her feelings well under control.
Apart from her delicate health, there was another reason for these periods of retirement. The Tsarevitch and the
Grand Duchesses were often ailing, the Empress was a devoted mother, and she insisted upon being with her
children and sharing the duties of a nurse. The maternal element was strongly developed in her; the Empress was
never so happy as when she was “mothering” somebody, and, whenever a person had gained her affection and her
trust, she never failed to interest herself in the smallest details connected with him and his.
Her occultism has been grossly exaggerated. Her superstitions were of the most trivial description: she thought
that a bright day was propitious for a journey, that the gift of an ikon to her was not propitious, but her fancy for
the sign of the Swastika was not for the Swastika as a charm, only as a symbol. She told me that the ancients
believed in the Swastika as the source of motion, the emblem of Divinity.
The significance of it as a “luck-bringer” never crossed her mind.
“Faith, Love and Hope are all that matter,” she would say.
I will readily admit that she possessed a strong element of mysticism which colored much of her life; this was
akin to the “dreaming” propensities of her grandfather, the Prince Consort, and environment, and the Faith of her
adoption fostered this mystic sense. English writers condemn this trait. I have before me a book in which the
author quoted the opinion of one of the most bitter enemies of the Empress.
“Alexandra Feodorovrna,” he says, “is an interesting type for future psychologists, historians and dramatic
authors … a German Princess educated in England, on the Russian Throne, a convert to a peasant’s religious sect,
and an adept at occultism. She is made of the substance that those terrible, tyrannical Princesses of the XV-XVII
centuries in the western countries of Europe were made of; those Princesses who united in their personality the
despot Sovereign, bordering on the witch, and skirting the fanatical visionary, who were completely in the hands
of their reactionary advisers, and their insinuating wily confessors.”
I had read the book containing this extract before I began to write my memories of the real Tsaritsa. I read
many passages with eyes half blinded with tears, sometimes I felt mine would be an impossible task. How could I,
an unknown name in England, attempt to combat such statements? I am not assuming for one moment that the
writer of the book was ill-disposed towards the Empress; he wrote for posterity, setting down his own opinion and
that of others. But I am curious to know if he ever knew the Empress personally, and if he ever shared the intimate
life of the Imperial Family. I did both not only in the days before and during the war, but also in the days of
despair, when murder and sudden death faced us at every turn. It was then no time for pretence—but the Empress
never changed; she was the same unselfish soul, the same devoted mother and wife, the same loyal friend.
The material for another book which was largely circulated in England was supposed to have been “given” to
the author by a lady well known, and in great favour at Court. This novel—for it was, in many respects, fiction
pure and simple—was mentioned to me, and, upon reading it, I was amazed to find the names of persons who
never existed, and who were, therefore, never at Court. There was no attempt to hide names under pseudonyms or
initials these imaginary beings lived, moved and had their being in the book as real individuals!
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I was so much interested in the creative genius of the “Court Lady” that a friend of mine wrote to the partauthor and asked him, on my behalf, to disclose her name.
My request was refused: the part-author said that he was under an honourable vow of secrecy not to disclose
the name of his collaborator!
But was this sporting? The book contained certain damning statements against the Empress, it bristled with
inaccuracies; truly, anonymous Court histories cover a multitude of untruths! But surely those who profit thereby
should have courage enough to come out in the open when certain questions arise. You either make a statement, or
you do not. If you believe in its truth, you should not be ashamed to say why, and wherefore, and to acknowledge
the source of its origin, but I am inclined to think that the words, “I gave my word not. to say who told me,” place
little value on malicious gossip, either in books or in everyday life. …
92.79 Reyzelle’s Wedding\fn{by Dora Schulner (1889-

)}

Radomysl, Zhytomyr Oblast, Ukraine (F) 2

Borukh the kvas-maker was famous in all Radomysl for his skill in kvas-making. There were many in our town
who put up kvas, but none came near him in kvas-making—it was real apple wine. In this his wife Brokhe helped
him, and both would put on tremendous airs about the secret that made their kvas taste like real wine. The other
kvas-makers were furious and never missed an opportunity to vent their spleen whenever they spoke about
Borukh and his wife.
There were four in the family—father, mother and two daughters. Libe was a seamstress but the other
daughter, Reyzele, didn’t work. The town indeed had good reason to gossip, for Reyzele could be seen evenings
walking—not unaccompanied—in remote gentile neighborhoods. In short, Borukh the kvas-maker didn’t make
his living selling to our Jews. While gentiles got to enjoy his kvas to the very last drop, Jews envied him and had
good reason to gossip.
We lived next door to them and, even though Libe was older than I, she befriended me. Libe worked for herself as a dressmaker; I at that time belonged to the Bund and every Saturday hurried to the woods for meetings. In
the evenings I would either take walks near the labor exchange, or read books by serious writers; Libe enjoyed my
reading aloud to her.
I worked in Yosele Orenshteyn’s cloth mill. Many girls my age worked there but they were nothing like Libe.
So I would eat quickly after work and run into Libe’s house. To hear them talk or sing was a special joy. Libe
talked and sang softly. In a beautiful, moving voice she would weave her songs into a musical fabric. The machine
would accelerate and Libe’s sweet voice mingled with its hum. She sang: “How many notes and letters I have sent
him and he has not delighted me with even one.”
Tears flowed from Libe’s lovely eyes. She wept out of longing for her lover serving in the army. Big tears
rolled down her pretty pale cheeks; her brown hair, her brown eyes with long lashes, a shapely nose. A beauty. But
everyone avoided her because her sister was that sort.
Her mother too was a source of gossip, and it was precisely because everyone else talked that I would hang
around there night and day. My mother worried herself sick that I would somehow learn “nice” things, but I
learned nothing since nothing I saw in that house was any different from ours.
As I said before, Borukh the kvas-maker and his wife put up kvas. Libe’s mother was a stylishly dressed
woman, wore a peruke and earrings that danced from her ears whenever she moved her head. Neither parent was
friendly, and I would feel uneasy whenever Libe’s father would look at me from the corner of his eye. He was a
tall man with a blond beard and cloaked eyes who never met anyone’s gaze.
There were three rooms in their house: a parlor with a window, an alcove, and a large kitchen. Libe worked in
the kitchen, while the parlor was elegantly furnished. Borukh put up his kvas in the dark alcove where it was
stored behind the oven. The cleanliness was a pleasure to behold. A pretty tablecloth was always spread on the
table, on which stood a very bright lamp. Libe’s machine stood at the window to provide her with daylight, and at
night the lamp offered light. I was attracted by the coziness of the place. Evenings, I would sit with Libe, help her
with her work and wait for her to go with me to the labor exchange.
I saw little of Reyzele; she was never home evenings. From Libe’s terse comments I gathered that Reyzele was
straying from the straight and narrow path.
On those occasions when Reyzele didn’t go out she, like her father, could never look anyone in the eye. She’d
gather up her things, humming the well-known song, “In the wild forest alone, where no-one can see.” My eyes
followed her every movement and I envied her for her beautiful, shapely arms and legs. She would often smile but
that smile was to herself.
In the evenings Borukh and his wife would sit at the kitchen table counting the day’s take. Reyzele, if she were
at home, would go into the parlor. By that time Libe would be ready for her walk with me. I wondered how
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members of the same family could be such strangers to each other. But Libes smile convinced me that things
would sort themselves out.
“Let’s go to the labor exchange, Dvoyrele. Your friends are waiting for you.”
She would always tell me that it was my friends who were waiting for me, because she was her own boss and I
was just a worker.
One evening, when Libe and I had decided to go to Potshtov Street, she was in high spirits and very talkative.
That evening Reyzele didn’t go out. She stood at a wash basin washing her sparkling white things, a fine figure.
Libe was whispering to me about her young man, who had stayed with them when he came to report for military
service. At that time Libe had promised she would wait for him till he was discharged. Then he would come for
her and marry her—no matter what.
A burst of loud laughter startled us. Reyzele was laughing hysterically. Her beautiful eyes were full of tears.
There she stood over the wash basin of soapy water holding up a pair of delicate lace-trimmed underwear, water
streaming from them and tears streaming from her eyes. Suddenly she threw down the underwear and began to
sob. At that very moment, the door opened and her mother and father walked in.
Still crying, Reyzele picked up her underwear and finished washing them. The parents exchanged a silent look.
Libe asked me to wait; she’d soon go with me. Reyzele kept on crying.
Her mother started setting the table and began speaking to Reyzele about how good it would be for her if she
were smart enough to understand what her parents wanted.
“First of all, my child, remember, Arn is a wealthy man, owns a stable with as many horses as a country squire.
No small catch, Arn the coachman! His first wife lived like a queen. The most important people ride in his
coaches. Wherever you want, my daughter, you’ll be able to go. And his house! May all my dear ones have such
homes.”
The mother talked and talked; Borukh the kvas-maker was silent. Libe and I looked at each other. Reyzele
threw herself upon her mother, crying bitterly that he was such an old man. At that, her father jumped up enraged,
yelling at her mother for spoiling her.
All property matters had been settled. The marriage would take place after Shabes. I was flabbergasted and
couldn’t wait to escape from that house.
*
I keep remembering that Shabes afternoon after which the wedding was to take place. Reyzele was lying on
the sofa, her pretty face drawn. Her eyes were filled with a deep sadness. Libe and I had been reading Nomberg’s
story, Be Silent, Sister. I read and they listened. But when I looked up from the book, I saw both sisters crying.
Reyzele jumped from the sofa; her eyes glistened with tears. She threw herself upon my neck crying bitterly.
“What have I done to deserve this?” she pleaded.
But how could I help her? The wedding was already set for after Shabes and Arn the coachman would make
Reyzele happy—so her parents said.
After Shabes the city was a-buzz. The marketplace came to life. The women at their stalls woke as from a
sleep. The slightest event forced people from their humdrum lives. Storekeepers would sit at their open doors in
the market for days on end. It was midsummer, around Shabes Nakhamu;\fn{The Sabbath following the fast of the ninth of
Ab on which the fortieth chapter of Isaiah (which begins with the word “nakhmu”) is read .} the days were hot and there wasn’t
much business being done then. This was like a theater for them, a theater with no actors. They all took their own
parts, spoke their own lines, laughed at their own jokes, and ridiculed the beautiful wedding that was to take place
in the kvas-maker’s house.
The day of the wedding at the kvas-maker’s house was very sad. My mother used to say about me: she weeps
over every death and graces every wedding. My mother bemoaned the fact that I would in no way be coaxed to
leave the kvas-maker’s house. My sister Rokhl continued to maintain that her prophecy would come true; Reyzele
would come to no good. I cleverly extricated myself from this talk and helped Libe prepare for Reyzele’s wedding.
The kvas-makers had bought ready-made cake, a bottle of liquor, wine, several herring and fresh bread; they
had enlarged the table and spread a pretty white cloth on it. Borukh and his wife from the besmedresh had invited
a few book peddlers who used to peddle small religious and other books. Itskhok the shames\fn{The sexton or beadle
of a synagogue.} and Khayim the shames were both there, and Reb Bunim their landlord was also there. Then the
groom arrived with several other coachmen. Arn wore a new long gabardine over a white shirt, his long, thick
beard freshly combed. He looked like a goy on his way to church on Sunday. And this old man was about to marry
Reyzele.
Almost everyone had arrived. They all acted as though they’d been hired for a quiet wedding. No
klezmer\fn{Jewish musicians who performed on joyous occasions in Eastern Europe; the style of music played by these musicians .}
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played; no-one rejoiced. It felt more like someone had died. The bride herself was pale and frightened. Libe had
told me her father had brutally beaten Reyzele, had threatened to tie her up, to kill her rather than see her go
astray! Her mother looked dejected. Everyone now waited for the sanctification of the vows.
Finally Moyshe the cantor arrived with Yosl the shames. The mood seemed to lighten. They brought in four
poles and tied the khupe to them. Four men held the poles. Under the khupe stood Arn the coachman with
Reyzele. The cantor said the blessing quietly. The shames handed the ring to Arn, who recited:
“Behold thou art consecrated unto me.”
I can still see Reyzele’s tears.
After the ceremony, the mood grew livelier. Men crowded around the table taking sips of whiskey, eating cake,
then eagerly attacking the herring and fresh bread which they washed down with more whiskey. They
congratulated the bride and groom, danced a bit to their own singing, amusing themselves with their own little bit
of fun. Strangers by now felt like family and joined in the merry-making.
The kvas-maker and his wife were very subdued. Nonetheless they saw to it that the men had food and drink,
half-heartedly responding to their jolly good wishes. Finally, wishing bride and groom long life, the guests left,
weaving their way unsteadily home.
Arn the coachman was now left alone with the family. Until now he had stuck close to the other men and had
also tossed back quite a few. The parents had looked the other way, and pretended not to hear. Libe and I stood by
Reyzele. There was no point talking to her. She moved stiffly about like a bound calf. When she looked at both of
us, her beautiful eyes held the misery of a poor creature being led to the slaughter.
Reyzele’s mother wept as she packed her daughter’s trousseau into a leather case. The old father, Borukh the
kvas-maker, sat at the table, his chin cupped in his hand, staring into space. His face no longer looked angry. It
was heart- breaking to look at this miserable father who had forced his daughter into marriage.
We were all roused from our numbness by a loud snorting sound which might have come from a halfslaughtered ox. It was Arn, exhausted, who had collapsed on the sofa and, old and drunk as he was, had fallen into
a deep sleep.
This image remains alive for me still. This is how Reyzele, the daughter of Borukh the kvas-maker, was forced
into marriage.
37.149 Memories Of A. Blok\fn{by Anna Andreevna Akhmatova aka Anna Gorenko (1889-1966)} Odessa, Odessa Oblast,
Ukraine (F) 2
In St. Petersburg in the autumn of 1913, on the day of a celebration at some restaurant in honor of the visiting
Verkharn, there was a big students-only party at the Bestuzhevskii Women’s College, One of the hostesses got it
into her head to invite me. So, in store for me was an evening of honoring Verkharn, whom I loved tenderly not
for his famed urbanism, but for one little poem: On a Little Wooden Bridge at the Edge of the World.
But I pictured a magnificent St. Petersburg restaurant feast, which for some reason always resembled a funeral
banquet: evening dresses and coat-tails, good champagne, and bad French, and toasts. And frankly I preferred the
students.
On this particular evening the lady patrons who had dedicated their lives to women’s rights had come. One of
them, writer Ariadna Vladimirovna Tyrkova-Vergezhskaia, who had known me since childhood, said after my
reading:
“Now Anichka here has secured equality of rights for herself.”
In the green-room I bumped into Blok.\fn{ Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Blok (1880-1921), Russian poet.} I asked him why
he wasn’t at the dinner honoring Verkharn. The poet answered with touching straightforwardness:
“Because there they’ll ask me to perform and I don’t speak French.”
A student with a list came over to us and informed me that I was scheduled to read after Blok, I implored him:
“Aleksandr Aleksandrovich, I can’t perform after you.” He reproachfully replied:
“Anna Andreevna, we are not tenors.”
At this time he was already one of the most famous poets in Russia, I had already been reading my works for
two years relatively frequently at the Poets’ Guild, the Society of Admirers of the Artistic Word and Viacheslav
Ivanov’s Tower, but this was altogether different,
*
As much as a stage hides a man, a podium mercilessly exposes him, It is … something like an executioner’s
block. It was at that moment, perhaps, that I truly felt that for the first time. It seems to the performer that all
present begin to form some sort of multi-headed hydra. Being master of the audience is a very difficult business—
Zoschenko was a master; Pasternak,\fn{Boris Leonidovich Pasternak (1890-1960), Russian author.} too.
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*
No one knew me, and when I stepped out a cry was heard:
“Who’s this?”
Blok advised me to read All you Drunkards. I started to refuse.
“When I read I Donned a Narrow Skirt, they laugh.” He replied:
“When I read And Rabbit-Eyed Drunkards they laugh too.”
I think that, not there, but at some other literary gathering, Blok was listening to Igor Severianin, He came
back to the green-room and said:
“He has the greasy voice of a lawyer.”
On one of the last Sundays of ’13, I brought Blok his books, so he could autograph them. On each he wrote
simply:
“For Akhmatova—Blok.”
Here’s Poems of a Wonderful Lady. On the third volume he wrote me a madrigal:
“Beauty is frightening, they’ll tell you …”
I’d never had a Spanish shawl like the one in which I’m portrayed in the poem, but at the time Blok was
infatuated with Carmen and Spanishized even me. I, of course, never wore a red rose in my hair either. It’s not by
accident that that poem is written as a romancer’s Spanish stanza. At our last meeting, backstage at the Great
Dramatic Theater, in the spring of 1921, Blok came up to me and asked:
“Where’s the Spanish shawl?”
Those were the last words I ever heard from him.
*
The single time that I was at Blok’s, I actually mentioned to him that the poet Benedict Livshits jokes that his
ability to write poetry is hindered by Blok’s very existence. Blok didn’t laugh, but answered completely seriously:
“I understand that. My ability to write is hindered by Leo Tolstoy.”
In the summer of 1914 I was at my mother’s in Darnitsa, outside of Kiev. In early July I went home to Slepnev
Village through Moscow. In Moscow, I get on the first mail train I see. I’m smoking on the open landing at the
end of the caboose. Somewhere, at some deserted platform, a train stops, and a bagful of letters is thrown inside it.
In front of my bewildered eyes, suddenly Blok appears. I yell:
“Aleksandr Aleksandrovich!”
He looks around and, as he was not only a great poet, but also a master of tactful questions, asks”
“With whom are you traveling?” I have time to answer:
“Alone.”
The train is off.
Today, 51 years later, I open Blok’s notebook and under July 9, 1914 I read:
“Mom and I went to look at the sanatorium beyond Podsolnechnoia.—The demon teases me.—Anna
Akhmatova on a mail train.”
Blok writes in another place how Delmas, E.I. Kuzmina-Karavaeva and I tortured him over the phone. It seems
that I can provide some information on the subject.
I called Blok. Aleksandr Aleksandrovich with his characteristic straightforwardness and habit of thinking aloud
asks:
“You are, probably, calling because Ariadna Vladimirovna Tyrkova told you what I said about you?”
Dying of curiosity, I went to Ariadna Vladimirovna’s house on some reception day of hers and asked what
Blok had said. But she was implacable:
“Anichka, I never tell one of my guests what was said about her by another.”
Blok’s Notebook presents many small gifts, evoking oblivion from the abyss and returning dates to halfforgotten events. Once again: the wooden St. Isaac’s Bridge, flaming, swims toward the mouth of the Neva, and
my traveling companion and I stare in horror at this unprecedented sight, and this day has a date—July 11, 1916,
noted by Blok.
And once again:
I, already after the Revolution (January 21, 1919), meet the emaciated Blok, his eyes mad, in a theater cafeteria
and he says to me:
“Everyone runs into each other here, like in the other world.”
Oh, and here’s where the three of us (Blok, Gumilev and I) are dining (August 5, 1914) on the Tsarskoselskii
train during the first days of the war (Gumilev is in uniform). Blok at this time is going around to the families of
the mobilized soldiers to render his assistance. When we were alone, Kolia said:
“Is it really possible that they would send even him to the front? Why, that’s like roasting nightingales.”
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And after a quarter century, at the one and the same Dramatic Theater—an evening in memory of Blok (1946),
and I’m reading only poetry written by me:
He’s right—again streetlight, drugstore,
Neva, silence, granite …
Like a monument to the beginning of the century,
There stands this man—
When to Pushkin’s house,
In saying good bye, he waved his hand
And accepted death’s langour
Like an undeserved peace.

83.153 The Covenant\fn{by Maria Kossak (1890-

)}

Skowrodki, in Volyns’ka Oblast, Ukraine (F) 5

Ab-Ram\fn{Abraham; Ibrahim.} did not sleep at all that night. He felt troubled to the depths of his soul; he was
profoundly anxious, overwhelmed with grief. Grief for himself, or for his tribe? He did not know. One moment he
was angry with his fellow tribesmen for demanding a sign from God; the next he reminded himself that at one
time he had been like them. They wanted a sign. Only the Lord could give them that. Would He not be angry at
such a request? What sign would completely convince them? For the hundredth time he regretted that the Lord
had called him, an unlearned man, to His service, instead of Nergal-Sar, or Melchizedek. They would both have
known what to do. But Nergal-Sar had departed almost unknown, and Melchizedek also had died some years
since. Both these guides and masters had vanished, as though removed by the Lord’s hand so that he Ab-Ram,
should carve his own way. Now, like a hungry man seeking scraps of bread in the larder, he recalled all the details
of his conversation with Melchizedek concerning people who thirsted for a visible sign. The priest-king had not
been indignant, as Ab-Ram was; he had admitted that this demand was proper to human beings. He had
mentioned the Egyptian rite of circumcision as a sign and seal that might satisfy the human desire for something
visibly testifying that they belonged to god. At that time Ab-Ram had rejected the idea out of hand. But now his
anger and grief for his fellow-tribesmen drove him to consider the question in a different light. They wanted a
sign: let them have it! a painful, hard and ineradicable sign! Let them suffer! He writhed inwardly at the thought
that he would have to begin with himself. He rejected the idea, and sought further. But the conversation with the
royal sage, on the rooftop in that stone city, obstinately returned to his memory. “Do according to your measure,”
Melchizedek had said. The people needed to be given a sign according to their measure. No one dressed a child in
the robes of a grown man, for in them it would get entangled, and would perish. Would not that sign be fitted to
his people’s childish minds? Melchizedek had said that the seal of circumcision testified that the one so sealed
was ready to shed his blood for his Lord. Not as men offer children to the gods, but sacrificing his own true body,
his own blood, his own pain. This gift would be made to the Lord and be accepted as an acceptable sacrifice. Now
Ab-Ram wiped out of his mind the anger he had felt for his tribe since his discovery of the teraphim,\fn{The images
of the household gods; they are described in Genesis XXXI:19, 31 .} and lost the loathing with which he had regarded the idea
of circumcision. In fact he was coming to think that the greater the loathing and fear, the more valuable the
offering. Had he not again and again regretted in his soul that, blessed as he was by the Lord, he had nothing with
which he could show his gratitude?
These thoughts began to possess him so completely that he looked impatiently for the dawn. The answer for
which the people were waiting, and even his own hesitations, were overshadowed by the realization that he could
show the Lord his own gratitude and devotion. It was part of his nature to act at once on every decision he made,
and so, shutting himself away in his tent, he set to work. He mutilated himself painfully and clumsily, he could
hardly restrain a groan; but he achieved his purpose. Weak and sick, he lay down on the couch. Despite the almost
unbearable pain he had a feeling of satisfaction. Now he had truly offered the Lord his own blood, not that of
heifers, bulls, or sheep. He lay quietly all that day, defending himself as well as he could from the anxious
women, who were alarmed by his sudden illness. He refused food, thought they brought him the tastiest of
morsels; but he greedily drank water, and demanded only to be left in peace. In the evening he grew feverish. Half
asleep, he was visited by visions. The tent seemed to be an ark borne on the waters and falling downward with the
waves. In his half-conscious meditations, groaning with pain every time he moved, Ab-Ram felt ashamed of the
anger he had displayed towards his own tribe only yesterday. The Hebrew shepherds were only a small part of the
great human throng which was crying out for god, and thundering the questions: “Whither go we? What to?
Whose are we?” But Ab-Ram, who by the special dispensation of God had come to know the truth, and could
have given an answer to this question, had been silent for years, making no attempt to share with others the
treasure he possessed.
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“But how can I speak?” he asked himself anxiously. He recalled the knowledge and wisdom of the priests,
unequalled in all the world; their knowledge of the secrets of the stars and the earth, the several stages of the
temple at Ur, each filled with tablets containing all manner of sciences and knowledge. Against that power, which
even kings did not dare to affront, was he, a simple, illiterate man, skilled only in the rearing of cattle and sheep,
to set himself? The comparison seemed amusing, and he could not help thinking of himself as ludicrous. And he
was so dismayed that he again lost strength. But once more, as soon as he closed his eyes, through his feverish
brain poured waves which were not the waves of the sea but the generations of the sons of earth, seeking God.
He reached out for a cup of water tinged with wine, which Sarai had set by his head, and the visions vanished.
He grew sober. What was it he was thinking of attempting to achieve? Alas! You are driving your flocks to a too
distant pasturage, shepherd! You think to measure yourself with kings, to quarrel with the priests of Marduk; and
so far you\fn{The text has: to.} have not even subjected your own tribe to the Lord! You will do much, and very
much, if you convince your own people. Think only of them. Give them a sign—the same sign which you have
carved in your own body. From your own tribe you will create a fortress and sanctuary of the Lord.
The entrance flap was lifted. Eliezer slipped in quietly, and stared at the sick man with eyes expressive of his
anxiety. He was surprised and delighted when his master gave him a friendly, though miserable smile.
“It is good that you have come, Eliezer,” Ab-Ram whispered painfully, moistening his parched lips with his
tongue. “Tell the men of the tribe that in a day or two, when I am well again, in the name of the Lord Most High I
will give them the sign which they have demanded. Let them wait in peace, untroubled. Bring me some water …”
“Live forever, my lord! I have brought water. The people will rejoice when I tell them what you have said.
They were smitten with fear that your god had struck you down, in anger at what they had done.”
When the servant had departed, the sick man renewed the broken thread of his meditations. Henceforth his
tribe would have no other god and no other faith than that of the Lord Most High. To him, Ab-Ram, it fell to be
chief and priest in one, and Melchizedek had been to his people. And one who takes on priesthood must change
his name, renouncing his ancestral origin. Of the generations of man one said: “the son of Terah, the son of Nahor,
the son of Haran.” With the priest it was not so. The father of the priest was the god whose name was included in
his new name, Sep-Sin … Awen-El … Nergal-Sar. … and so he, Ab-Ram, should do; but the Lord had not
revealed His Name to His servant. The unutterable Name of the Lord was not to be given shape in the mouth of a
mortal. As he considered this problem, the name which Melchizedek had persistently repeated years ago
suggested itself: “Ab-Raham.” And now the name which had once terrified him seemed to have come connection
with the innumerable generations of people who were passing in a feverish vision before his eyes. He decided to
adopt the name of Ab-Raham.
But was he alone to change his name? In taking on the priestly office, would he not draw his wife after him?
He felt strongly impelled to do something in recognition of his faithful comrade, Sarai. Nor, indeed, only for her.
The words Lot had said when he and Ab-Raham had been riding on the one camel came vividly to his mind. O,
memory, infallible steward! Like a miser you seize on everything, even things seemingly of no import; you
conceal them in your secret places, to bring them out at the suitable moment and to set them before the eyes.
When Lot had remarked that the law underestimated women, Ab-Ram had not thought much of the words, he had
dismissed them with silence. But now they seemed to him so just, so valuable, that he thirsted not only to
distinguish his wife, but in his wife to honor Woman.
Night came on, and with it the fever returned. The pictures were again confused; they erased the bond between
dream and reality. Now he seemed audacious, mad, arrogant in his own eyes. His mind swarmed with great
intentions, he had decided to be a priest of the tribe, he wanted to change his own name and Sarai’s; but what
certainty had he that the Lord required all this? Hitherto he had only listened and waited. The Lord had spoken to
him when it was His will to speak. But now the servant wanted to compel the Creator.
And, humbled, afflicted, Ab-Ram also, like the shepherds whom he had recently despised for this same
weakness, began to implore the Lord for a sign.
“Many years have passed since thou last spakest to me,” he said. “That does not disturb me, for Thou art
Eternal, and a thousand ages in Thy sight are like an evening gone. It is not for me, but for my tribe that I am
anxious. So work, that they may know Thy glory. Make a covenant with me and with all the tribe, that they may
descry Thee whom they see not and may know thee whom they know not. I put my trust in Thee. So work, that
others also may trust in thee. Without Thee there is neither light nor peace. Be our God, our King and Guardian.
We will be thy servants. I have never asked Thee anything before, O Lord. … Now I will ask, and will not cease
asking. … Thou knowest the hearts of men, and knowest that I do not ask for myself, since nothing will diminish
my faith. But my people want a sign. Give them a sign!”
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The pulse in his temples drummed like a hammer, the pain from his self-inflicted would pierced through his
body, the tent, like an ark rose, floated, swayed. … Ab-Ram had the feeling that, just as once he had been caught
up in the air, so again he could see himself below himself; and he thought he heard a voice:
I will make a covenant with thee and thy people …

Then everything was confused, was mingled into a single roar that engulfed his memory, his consciousness, his
thought.
*
Only on the fourth day did Ab-Ram emerge from his tent, well, though still weak. He at once summoned the
men of the tribe and declared to them:
“The Lord Most High, the True God, has promised to make a Covenant with the tribe of Hebrews. Before he
does so they must openly renounce all other gods, and must throw all tablets and amulets into the fire, if any
possess them, since the Lord will not come where another reigns.”
They listened in gloomy silence, taken aback, for they had not anticipated that they would have to renounce the
old gods. Of their own choice they had been taken in the snare. If they refused, they would affront the God of AbRam; but if they obeyed they would draw down upon themselves the anger of vengeful demons. Woe! Woe!
Inexorably stern, Ab-Ram stood in the center of the ring, naming one after another all the gods known to the
tribe. He asked whether they rejected them in their own name, and in that of their descendants. They assented with
trembling, looking about them fearfully. They renounced the god Ea, the god En-Lil, the god Anu, the god Enu,
the favorite god of the fathers, Nannar-Sin, the goddess Damkina, the goddess Ishtar, the goddess Zirbanit. They
renounced the spirits called Anunnaki, Ekimmu, Utukki and many others. They renounced the demons of the air,
the earth and the water. They renounced the evil Labartu, Ilu, Galu and Rabisu. As with trembling they
pronounced the words of apostasy, they stealthily thrust into the fire their amulets bearing the image of the demon
named. Things that hitherto had been as a saving shield, now, after the renunciation, would become a menacing
weapon of the affronted spirit. They spoke and acted hurriedly, hoping that the demon would not notice their
words and actions in the general confusion.
When all the men had sworn that they would have no other gods but the God of Ab-ram, when the tablets,
images and amulets were cracking and turning to ash in the fire, Ab-Ram began to make preparations to conclude
the covenant with the Lord. In his simplicity he behaved as ancient custom directed. So from the flocks and herds
he chose a heifer, a goat and a ram, all without spot or blemish; and he also took a turtle-dove and a young pigeon.
After slaughtering the animals he divided them in the middle, not removing their skins or their hooves, but he did
not divide the birds. In the center of the valley he cleared a narrow track of grass some ten paces long, and no
wider than one pace, and he set the divided bodies of the animals on either side of the track, each half against its
other half, so that if put together they would be as though whole. He did not divide the birds, but set them on one
side of the track, their beaks towards each other. In this labor he was assisted by Eliezer, Sur, Yahiel, Mosa, Aser
and several others. The rest of the men surrounded them in a ring, watching the preparations anxiously. They
knew that He whose Name might not be pronounced or even known would reveal Himself to their eyes and, in
accordance with custom, would pass between the divided carcasses. His steps would be followed by Ab-Ram in
the name of the tribe and thenceforth nothing could violate the covenant thus concluded. The God of Ab-Ram and
the Hebrew tribe would become one, just as the halves of the heifer, goat and sheep had been one. One blood in
their veins, one heart, lungs, kidneys, liver. No one had ever heard of any of the gods concluding such a covenant
with a man before, so the Hebrews rejoiced, even though they were also terribly afraid.
The preparations occupied all the morning till noonday. And the day was burning hot, windless. The path of the
Covenant had been made in the middle of the valley, for all to see, far from the shade of the oak grove; and the
people sitting about it and waiting for the Coming of the Lord were faint with the heat. Only Ishmael shouted
merrily, amused by the whole affair, and Sur had difficulty in restraining the lad from running along the sacred
path between the divided animals. Though still very weak, Ab-Ram took a branch and drove off the flies gathering
about the carcasses. Seeing this, Eliezar took a second branch, and the two men silently beat on each side. The
dead animals had to be defended from more than flies. The scent of meat attracted the vultures, and they began to
circle high above in the sky, gradually dropping lower and lower. Ishmael asked for permission to shoot at them
with his bow, and sent arrows flying through the air; Aser and Sur picked up spears and rove off the more
persistent of the birds. The time passed slowly, it almost seemed to stand still; the sun roasted them with fire; but
no one came. The women brought their men food in platters. They ate but little, drank their fill of water, and again
waited. Leaning heavily on his stick, Ab-Ram gazed up at the sky gray with heat; he gazed eastward to the
mountains beyond which was the city of Uru-Salem; westward, to where the Great Sea roared; southward to the
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land of Negeb, dry and burnt; northward to where the city of Harran stood below the snow-covered mountains. He
did not know from which direction the Lord would come; his limbs ached intolerably, his head swam with
weariness. He swayed on his feet, but he would not sit down. The lord might come unexpectedly, and he wanted
to be ready. Worse than all the weariness and the heat was the fear that the Lord might not come at all. That He
had been offended by the impertinent request. Even as Ab-Ram’s own people had been astonished, and with
reason, for covenants were concluded only between equal and equal, king and king, warrior and warrior, shepherd
and shepherd, never between god and man. what frenzy had taken possession of him when he had made such a
demand?
The heat streaming from the heavens did not lessen, the air was still sultry. From time to time a sudden
afternoon breeze sprang up, set columns of dust whirling, then dropped again, intensifying the sultriness and
bringing no refreshment. The carcasses of the heifer, goat and sheep began to swell and turn black with the heat.
Exhausted by the waiting, the people relieved one another at their posts; some went away, others kept watch. Only
Ab-ram endured the vigil, standing and turning his head in all directions like a crane. He felt an unbearable
pressure on his heart. His reason cried: “No one will come. Deceive not yourself and others.” An unknown secret
voice replied:
Have confidence! No one will come if you doubt. With your faith you will compel the Lord.

So he strengthened himself in the faith that was departing from him. realizing that the weariness of his will would
overcome his desire, he yielded himself entirely into the hand of the Lord. He ceased to think of what the
disappointed people would say. Calm, still empty of all impatience, he stood in the perfect obedience.
But now dusk crept over the sky. Now the sky began to be lit up by lightnings closer than those of the
everyday. Alarmed by the oncoming evening, the vultures flew off; the buzzing of the flies died away. Eliezer
thrust his unnecessary spear into the ground. Parts of the carcass had a bluish hue; the jackals began to steal out of
the undergrowth. Even the men who had been keeping watch dozed off; only Ab-Ram kept guard. He watched,
resting on his staff.
He watched, resting on his staff, even when a thunder-clap broke so overwhelming and close that the earth
trembled, and the sleepers started to their feet. They stood for a moment, then fell to the ground again, stricken
with dread. For with their own eyes they saw a great and glowing, fiery ball fall from the sky; amid a deafening
thunder it rested momentarily on the point of Eliezer’s spear, then fell still lower and rolled between the divided
animals. Passing a little beyond them, it disappeared.
The roar of thunder was still rumbling about the earth, shaking the trees, terrifying the hearts smitten with
dismay. Only Ab-ram had no fear. As though in a dream he followed in the track of the flaming ball, strode along
the path, smelling the scent of scorched hair. His heart was beating like a hammer. The Lord had come down. He
had not abandoned His servant. He had made an everlasting Covenant with the tribe of Hebrews.
The others were still lying face downward on the ground, not daring to raise their heads. Forgetting his
weariness, the chief called on them to rise. They had seen the Lord pass, dread and terrible. Henceforth they were
confederates of God Himself. The Lord would keep faith with them, if they kept faith with Him. so long as they
did not violate the Covenant not one hair would fall from their heads. And now they would receive a token, the
seal that they belonged to the Lord and that no one but God had any right to them. By the light of a torch he laid
himself bare before them and showed them what the sign would be. They listened in amazement, yet ready to
obey, assenting to all. The God of Ab-ram had proved himself a mighty god. their knees were still trembling with
the terror they had experienced. It would be good to be under such protection. If the token which Ab-Ram
demanded of them secured them against demons, it was worth a little pain.
Then their chief announced his own change of name. They accepted even this incomprehensible news more
easily than they would have done at normal times, when their tongues wagged swiftly and their brains worked
clearly. On such a day as today they would not have been astonished to see Ab-Ram rising in the air, or taking fire
into his hands. The heaven and the earth were filled with mysteries and menaces, and they were as helpless as lost
children.
So they accepted without protest the command to call their chief henceforth not Ab-Ram, nor Ab-Ram son of
Terah, but Ab-Raham. Ab-Ram son of Terah, their chief, their goel,\fn{Redeemer (small “r”).} their judge, whom they
had known as long as they could remember, had vanished without trace. Instead there was Ab-Raham, the servant
and priest of the Lord Most High. His wife also was to receive a new name. Instead of Sarai, henceforth she was
to be called “Sarah,” which means “princess,” “eminent,” “lady.”
Next morning Ab-Ram began the circumcision of all the men of the tribe, from the oldest to the little children.
He summoned them in turn, by name according to their age and rank. Those who were first called suffered no
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little from the operation. But as their chief grew more practiced, those who came later suffered much less. They
all bore the suffering with dignity, regarding the mark as an honorable distinction and guarantee of divine
protection in the future.
Ab-Raham felt very happy. As he shed the freely given blood of his tribal brothers—the blood which is the
essence of life, is life itself, is the sacred possession of God—he was sanctifying them to the Lord, he was
confirming the covenant made between him and god. the joy of that day was marred for him only by Ishmael,
who was unwilling to submit to the rite. Unmoved by the example of his youthful companions in the camp, who
obediently though anxiously waited at their fathers’ sides, he fled and hid in the bushes. When at last he was
tracked down he struggled and tore himself away, and bit the hands of Sur and Eliezer, who were taking him back.
When reduced to helplessness he screamed vociferously. He had to be held still by four men. The sweat beaded
Ab-Raham’s face, his hands trembled. In his anxiety to spare his only son he added to the boy’s pain. Hagar ran
like a mad woman round the tent in which the token of the covenant was being made in the flesh; she cursed AbRaham and all his designs, she howled like a wild beast. When the bawling lad was released he took refuge in his
mother’s arms, and there mingled weeping and their upbraiding of his father were heard for a long time after. The
men gathering for the rite behaved as though they had not noticed anything of all this, in order not to bring shame
on Ab-raham, who was already deeply afflicted by his son’s conduct.
Meanwhile the women prepared a banquet. Ab-Raham ordered that wine was to be issued abundantly, and as
much olive oil as was desired, to anoint the wounds. Myrrh was added to the wine, for it had the property of
drugging pain. But the majority of the revelers preferred to drink the wine without the additon of the bitter herb.
Some of them had to endure much more pain when a leopard had torn their shoulder, or they had been kicked and
trampled by a stampeding herd.
His trouble with Ishmael forgotten, Ab-Raham sat intent and cheerful among the banqueters. Let the armed
potentates raise gilded temples to their gods in Babylon, Nineveh, and Egypt. Some new conqueror would destroy
them or set new gods up in them. The One God, the True God, the Creator of heaven and earth has founded His
indestructible habitation here, in Ab-Raham’s people.
He looked back over the past days, the road traversed since that morning when some unknown power had
lifted him into the air. Suddenly dazzled with light, he realized that all that had happened during these past years
had been significant, had led to the end planned by God. Even his own weakness and faults and aimless
wanderings and apparent immobility. Every day had brought nearer the time of maturity, thoughts had bored their
way into his mind like beetles into a tree. And he realized that all the people he had met in the course of his life
had helped in this task: both Nergal-Sar, who had been the first to point to the anticipated truth, and the
Babylonian Hammurabi, who had played such a large part with his attempt to enyoke the Hebrew tribe; bot SepSin, who had been afraid of the burden of the Truth, but who when the Lord had seized hold of him had valiantly
given his life for it, and the well-remembered priest and king Melchizedek to whom Ab-Raham really owed this
day. All of them—friends, kinsmen, enemies, even people with whom he had only momentary acquaintance.
Knowingly, or not, they had all brought a handful of clay to the edifice planned. His own fellow-tribesmen, whom
he had regarded as unwise children, had been of great assistance. They had forced him to act, had violated his
will, by demanding that he should show them the Lord. Of a truth, without them he would have gone on quietly
dozing, forgetting his unfulfilled obligation.
Bela, Mosa’s wife, lamented over her husband’s pain, but the shepherd laughed merrily. The wine he had drunk
made him expansive and so he told her the reason for his satisfaction.
“I have kept an amulet with an image of the demon of fire Girru. Ab-Ram, son of Terah, whom we now call
Ab-raham, evidently forgot and did not mention that demon at all. I swiftly slipped the amulet into my bosom and
here it is!”
Mosa fell asleep happy, for it is pleasant to feel secured on all sides.
92.81 The Veil\fn{by Fradel Schtok (1890-c.1930)} Skala, Ternopil Oblast, Ukraine (F) 2
The veil was brought into the house along with the myrtle. Manya put out a bowl of water and set the myrtle in
it.
Tsirl’s daughter Beyle was getting married today. When she was betrothed four weeks earlier, the family had
thought it a miracle. Beyle was getting on in years, and no-one expected her to marry.
“True, he is an older man, but on the other hand he has a well-stocked store.”
That’s what Zlate, Manya’s mother, had told them.
Manya had not been overjoyed, because she knew that she would not be at the wedding even though they were
relatives. Ever since Manya’s father Itskhok has disappeared and Zlate was left an agune,\fn{A woman unable to
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obtain a Kewish divorce because of desertion, unproved death or recalcitrance of her husband; according to traditional Jewish law a woman
who can not remarry.} she didn’t allow the children to raise their heads. Never did they go to a wedding, nor hear the

klezmer play, except from a distance. And Manya loved the klezmer.
More than once she got up at night, opened the window, and listened as they walked through the town playing
and moving further away. They played some sad melody that drifted in through the window keeping people awake
half the night. Some sadness would then grip the heart so you wouldn’t know what it was you wanted.
Her heart would always tremble. And what made it tremble? At times the ringing sound of the scythes on a
summer evening, or a handsome gentile lad on a hay-wagon, or a song of the oppressed at night behind her
window.
She had always wanted to go to a wedding, and her mother had never allowed it. For that matter, where did her
mother ever allow her to go? Not even to the circus when it came to town! She had to stay home and help her
mother sew bed- linen for others. So, of course, she didn’t really know how to behave in company, and when on
Shabes at the pre-wedding party she had reached for another piece of strudel, she was glad that her mother had
stepped on her toes.
Sunday morning the bride’s mother, Tsirl herself, had come in and burst into tears, pleading with Zlate to allow
at least Manya to attend the wedding. No garland-maid had yet been chosen. Zlate’s face took on a strange
pensiveness.
“Maybe.”
When the younger children had heard that “maybe,” they began to beg her. Pesi, the neighbor, and Pesi’s
daughter Leytshe had also beseeched her. Tsirl kept wiping her eyes. Only Manya had been silent; being the
eldest, she understood. Nevertheless, her heart trembled, her face turned pale. At last Zlate looked at Manya and
said,
“All right. Iron your muslin dress, garland-maid.”
The veil and the myrtle had been brought in and the house was turned upside down. Leytshe hugged Manya,
telling her that the new flutist would play at the wedding. Who was the new flutist? A student—from Vienna!—
who played the flute. He had quarreled with his father, left for another city and become a klezmer to spite his
father. And oh did he play!
Manya bent over the bowl to sniff the myrtle. The small green branches had swelled in the bowl, drinking their
fill of water. And they released their scent through the house, redolent of bride, white veil, confiture and khupe.\fn
{Ceremonial wedding canopy.}
Royze, the hairdresser, came to weave the garland. She used gray thread to tie the small branches as she
braided, tried it on Manya’s head for size and then added more at the forehead so it would look like a crown. Then
she took the white veil out of a box and shook it out over the room. The room seemed filled with veil. Manya’s
heart fluttered—so much veil …
Manya stood stock still, to the tips of her fingers respectful of the whiteness and transparency of the veil. Then
she moved the neighbors who had come in into the corners of the room. As Royze shook the veil out across the
whole room, she trembled, afraid it would be soiled.
“Royze, you’ll dirty the veil. Spread something under it,”
“What shall I use?”
“My muslin dress.”
“You’re crazy!”
Later the veil lay spread out under the green garland, drops of water dripping onto it from the myrtle. Manya’s
heart trembled.
“A veil that can cover an entire room, and is so … I don’t know … ahhhh.”
When the time came to take the garland and veil to the bride’s house, Manya carried it as one would a breath
of air that could at any moment evaporate into nothingness. And when she put the garland on the bride, she bent
her own head so as to catch the drops of water dripping onto it from the myrtle.
The klezmer were playing for the bride at her house. Manya, wearing her muslin dress, was standing near a
lamp that gave her face a rosy glow. She didn’t look at the new flutist, but held her head in such a way that she
could observe him looking at her. She heard no-one, only his flute.
Suddenly she began to feel ashamed in the presence of the flute, ashamed that Tsirl—her own relative!—was
forever going to the gmiles khesed for an interest-free loan for her stall, ashamed that Tsirl was toothless, that
Tsirl’s husband was associated with the Karlsbad waters affair, and that Tsirl’s son had a bandaged neck.
She was ashamed that everyone was crying; to her it seemed like water dripping from a frozen roof when the
sun suddenly shines on it.
To her eyes, Leyzer’s long face looked as it did on Rosheshone at tashlekh when she saw him shaking out all
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his sins into the Zbrukh River to rid himself of the burden and to square things with God.
She looked at the klezmer—whose music had buried more than one Jewish bride—and it seemed to her they
were smiling behind their mustaches. She sensed the truth of what was said when the wedding trumpet sounds,
“This too will be your fate, this too will be your fate,” and the fiddle laments, “Oh, how you will be blighted!”
while the bass angrily booms, “Just like this, just like this.”
*
A horse-drawn cab took them to the hall for the wedding meal.
Manya sat near the bride, continually straightening Beyle’s garland, spreading the veil over her shoulders, her
face, her legs, gathering it at her knees, and she kept wiping each droplet of water that fell from the myrtle on
Beyle’s forehead. She felt she was carrying the weight of the world. She had never before understood what it
meant to be a garland-maid; to care for the bride’s garland, attend to the bride’s veil!
And inside, again all she heard was his flute. Manya didn’t look at him but felt his eyes on her.
When she danced the Lancers, she bowed politely to the flute player.
She had many occasions to approach the klezmer—a garland-maid has to make sure that everyone dances. And
when unintentionally she did look at him, what she saw was chestnut-brown hair, dark eyes, a thick lower lip—
and felt him bow to her close, too close.
“Fraulein … you dance divinely.”
Later he whispered in her ear many words, words of passion. He said casually,
“Fraulein, this is of course sweet madness.” And he began to laugh, straight from the heart, and for Manya this
laughter burned in her ears, and they turned crimson.
“It is certainly sweet madness … sweet.”
Leytshe called her away.
“I have to tell you a secret,” she moved her head closer. “He, the flutist … is asking about you, asking ‘Who is
this girl? Oh, what a fine girl.’”
Manya looked at Leytshe, her black teeth, and thought lovingly just how attractive black teeth could be after
all. She went up to the bride and put her flushed face under the veil, straightening the myrtle on the bride’s head.
*
Suddenly her mother came up to her in her everyday dress to say it was three o’clock, she was to go home. The
younger children had been carried home sleeping.
She stopped as if she were in a fog, knew nothing of what was happening to her; even the music seemed
strange and distant. Suddenly a man’s gray sheepskin coat materialized and Manya slipped her arms into it, letting
her mother wrap it tightly round her neck, and it seemed to her that was the worst part—it was her mother
tightening it closely round her neck.
199.53 In A Park\fn{by Nahum Sabsay (1890-

)}

Simferopol, Respublika Krym, Ukraine (M) 3

The trees and bushes of a secluded park thicket—a compact green mass interlaced with brown, red and gold—
crowded over the banks of a miniature pond, and, reflecting in the smooth, olive water, created another inverted
thicket, base to base with the first. The sun had already dropped below the tree tops. The surface of the water,
losing the last lingering patches of sunlight, grew dark.
Except for the usual little noises of a forgotten wooded corner all was quiet here. From afar came the deafened
hum of a city and the floating sounds of a concert piece played by a band. There was no movement here. Nor were
there any people, except a young man and an old one who occupied separate benches not far from each other.
The young man sat with his shoulders rounded, his back arched, his head lowered, his clasped hands hanging
between his knees. Yet even in this posture he gave an impression of being well-formed and supple. He had a
smooth face which would have been called strong had it not been overlaid with a strange, worn look. The old man
sat with bearded chin resting on the knob of his cane and his kindly eyes fixed upon the young man.
They had been sitting thus for some time when the old man rose, a tall figure with a large beard and bushy
mustache, both of soft whiteness, and, leaning on his cane, advanced unhurriedly. He looked the patriarch—a
patriarch in shabby modern clothes. As he reached the near end of the other’s bench, and sat down, the young
man, annoyed, jumped to his feet.
“No go! Sit down!’ the old man stopped him quietly, his tone and his English agreeing exactly with what one
would expect to hear. The young man retook his seat, pulled out his pipe, stared at it, and slowly put it back into
his pocket. This action brought a knowing smile to the old man’s eyes. He produced a package of cigarettes and
tended it to the other. The other started, took a cigarette and uttered his “Thanks.”
“All American smoke pipe,” the old man observed, striking a match and lighting the other’s and his own
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cigarettes. “We no smoke so much pipe in Russia.”
He spoke with an indefinable accent. The young man replied nothing. A little fish jumped out of the water and
fell back with a faint splash.
“Bad time now in America,” the old man observed. “Only not so bad like we had in Russia.”
Again the young man did not answer. He puffed at his cigarette, staring at his shoes.
“I see you no happy today,” the old man said softly. The other raised his eyes,
“Unhappy?” he asked. “Why, no.” He rose once more and added,
“I’ve walked much today and I am tired.”
“No go,” said the old man. “Stay and we talk a little. I know you no happy. I was no happy, too. Many time. So
you no fool me,” he finished with a warm smile.
The other stood, half-turned as if deliberating. Then he slowly sat down and, smoking, gazed at the opposite
edge of the pond where branches of willows cascaded down to the water.
“You no got job?” The young man shook his head.
“Bad time in America now, very bad time. I sell tea. Russia tea. Go houses and sell tea.” He crossed his hands
on the knob of his cane.
“It must be hard work,” the young man remarked as though speaking to himself.
“Yes, very hard work. Much walk, heavy basket, many people no good and many people foolish.”
He glanced at his neighbor and, realizing that the other was not listening, ceased to talk. A while later,
however, he ventured another opening:
“This is very good park.”
“First rate,” the young man answered. And turning his face to the old man, he asked with a flash of animation,
“Have you a family?”
“One son. All I have now. But he married.”
“Oh!” the young man ejaculated.
“I had four more childs. Three boys, one girl. Only they all dead now. And mine wife dead, too. Girl killed in
pogrom, two boys killed in war, and one boy die Siberia.” He paused, then continued.
“I had good business when I in old country and I lose business, too. Only, business nothing. I make new
business four time and I can make new business again. But I no can make dead wife and children live again.” He
followed with his eyes a young couple who appeared from a side path, and walked slowly arm in arm part way
around the pond, and became lost from sight.
“I have own store when I eighteen,” he resumed. “And when I nineteen, mine mother tell me one day, ‘Samuil,
you old enough to marry. I have for you a nice and pretty girl.’
“‘Who?’ I ask and she say,
“‘Sara.’
“I know Sara. She very beautiful. When you see her one time, you want see her again. Her eye gray, very big,
and round. Her teeth little and white. She very wise only she no say much. She just look and when she smile she
make everybody happy. Her father our rabbi. Big man. All like him. Sara his one child and he teach her Hebrew
and she talk Hebrew good. I look on mine mother when she tell me about Sara and I say,
“‘Maybe Sara no want me.’ And mine mother smile and say,
“‘You foolish son. I know something, or I no speak.’ She smile and I smile, too, because I happy already.
“We go see our rabbi, who is Sara’s father, and her mother and see Sara. And when I see Sara I like her still
better. Mine mother widow. I only son, and I no have go soldat.\fn{ Soldier; sole supports of widowed mothers were
exempted from military service:H} And we make wedding in three month. Mine and Sara’s mother make big wedding.
Many people come and all eat plenty and drink wine and vodka and dance and make joke and eat and drink more.
So twelve o’clock come and go by, and one o’clock come and go by, and we still dance and make fun and drink.
And we no stop when somebody say, a big fire going downtown. We make joke on the fire too.
“‘See, Sara,’ I say to mine young wife, ‘they make illumination for our wedding!’ She laugh and she say
nothing and her laugh make me more happy than thousand best words.
“Only we no laugh very long. A very scared man catch me by mine arm and say loud,
“‘Samuil, your store! Your store in fire!’
“We all look in each other eye and say nothing. Then we all begin to cry and all run downtown. We come too
late. Mine store all gone. Mine neighbors’ stores gone too, and fire still big. That more than fifty year back.
Nobody have insurance.
“I see many people fight fire. But I do nothing. I just stay like piece of wood and look. I hear our guests very
excited and talk all together. I hear mine and Sara’s mother cry. But I no can talk. Then I know somebody take me
by mine hand and I hear Sara’s voice.
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“‘Samuil,’ she say, ‘your hand very cold and shake much. You no look good. Store nothing. We young and we
can make another store. We begin tomorrow; tonight come let’s go home and finish our party.’
“She say that and she laugh and when I see her laugh and her pretty face in the red fire, I laugh too and I say,
“‘Sure we go home and finish our party.’ We take our guests and we go home. .
“Next day our friends help us a little and soon we have new store. God help us, too, and our business go fine.
Five year go by and we pay our friends and we save little money too. And we have two childs, one boy and one
girl. The girl like her mother, her eyes big and gray and she very pretty. She very serious. When you look in her
eyes you think she has much questions to ask.
“When I young, I like good time. I laugh much, I make jokes, I play violin. We very happy.
“Our town has big river and every spring river grow still bigger, only she never give us much trouble. Only,
one spring something break outside town and in five minutes make our town a sea. Mine store in old building and
building no strong. But I and mine wife, who in store that time, we no think of that. We think of our children and
mine mother who sick in bed and of our servant girl who no very smart. So we leave quick our store with store
boy and we run in water to our home and we come just right time. We find much water in house and two small
children in bed with mine mother and mine mother can do nothing. And we no can see servant. I grab my mother.
Mine wife take children and we go to Zack’s house. His house two stories and from stone and he our good friend.
I tell mine wife to stay there with mine mother and children and I run through water back to mine store. But I
come too late. Water break mine store and take everything away.
“I go back to mine wife and tell what happen. She sad for a minute, then she say,
“‘Don’t worry, Samuil, God help us once and he help us again.’
“She right. God and our friends help us and we make new store in big stone building. Our business good and
three years later we make one more store and three years later still one more. When mine wife and I, we not forty
yet, we have three store, we have little money, and we have five childs. Four boys, one girl. Everybody like our
children. The boys tall, “make good soldat,” our friends joke. Our girl tall, too, only not so tall like boys.”
He fell silent and, his pose unchanged, stared across the water, while the other continued to gaze at the
willows. Then both turned their eyes to a couple of ducks which were swimming slantwise. The grayness of the
evening began to gather.
“Could you spare me another cigarette?” the young man asked in low voice.
“Sure,” answered the old man. “Take all,” he said, offering the package. “I have plenty home.”
“Thanks,” the other replied simply. He looked intently at the package and asked, “Won’t you keep a few for
yourself? Till you get home?”
“Maybe I take one,” the old man agreed. He took one and lit it. The other lit one also. The old man resumed his
narrative.
“You too young,” he said, “you no remember time when Russia and Japan go to war.\fn{ 1905} Russia
government no good. People no like it. They do nothing to help government. Russia army lose very much, lose
every day. People sorry for army but glad Russia lose. By and by some people start revolutsia. We have revolutsia
our town too. Barricadi in street. and much fight. Mine son Simon, he student that time, he too with
revolutsionary. Cossack catch him. But I lucky and I save his life. I know much big officer and other big people
and I save him. So they send him to Siberia. Now the government make quick peace with Japan and start fight
own people. They break revolutsia and start pogrom. You know what pogrom? Ah?” The young man nodded his
head.
“They kill Jews, break Jewish stores and Jewish houses. They kill mine girl, mine Alia, too. She only twentyone and she go girl college. They break mine stores, too. Stores! Who care for stores when daughter lie dead on
the floor? Same year mine mother and mine wife’s mother and father die.
“God He funny. I no can understand. With one hand He beat us down and with other hand He help us. After
pogrom He help us again. We fix up our broke stores and we start business and our business soon go better than
before. We move best part in town and we have high-class trade. Big ladies come to our store, and mine wife and I
we go every year to Francia and Germania and bring home new and best stuff. Mine wife help me in store.
Everybody likes her. She very still, she has good brain, and knows everything in clothes. And because she now
look sad and her hair gray, she more beautiful than when she young. We rich now.
“But our big house empty! Simon in Siberia, one son in Parizh Universitet, one son Petrograd Universitet.
Only one son home, Boris. He goes gymnasia.
“One month before big war Simon die in Siberia. When war come our son in Parizh go Frantsusky army and
soon killed. Other son killed Russia army. Lucky Boris has poor eyes; they no take him away.
“Now we no have heart for business. We no have heart for nothing. I no care see mine friends. I no care see
nobody. Sometime I go our park and sit down. Sometime I go in field and sit there. I no care talk even mine wife.
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She cry day and night and when I talk to her, she cry more.
“Then we have big revolutsia, and then Bolsheviki, and then civil war, and epidemic, and hunger. Much people
killed; much more die from hunger and epidemic. Much of our relative and friend die, too. One day mine wife tell
me,
“‘Samuil, we have fire, and we have water, we have pogrom, we have war, we have revolutsia, we have
Bolsheviki, we have epidemic, we have hunger. What more we going to have?’
“Two months later she die. After we put her in ground, mine son Boris tell me,
“‘Papa, come let’s go America. Maybe America we have more luck than in Russia.’ I no want leave mine dead
wife and children in Russia and go America but I look on Boris and I thirik, and then I say,
“‘All right, we go America.’
“We here ten year. Boris go college this country. He work and he study. He chemist. Then he marry. His wife
good woman, very good. I like her like mine Alia. Three more month and she will have child. Our neighbor say
she foolish have child when her husband no job. But I say
“‘Why foolish? Good children everything and business and job no mean much.’”
A happy glow spread over his broad face. His lips, just visible under his mustache, moved as though saying a
prayer. Then he turned to his neighbor and asked,
“What make you no happy? No job, you say?” The young man averted his face.
“No job?” the old man repeated. “You married?” The other nodded his head.
“How is she? Good sport?” asked the old man. The young man smiled at the old man’s slang.
“Yes, she is a good sport,” he replied thoughtfully. “And we have two children,” he volunteered.
The old man moved his head, approvingly. The grayness grew heavier throughout the thicket. And the second,
the inverted, thicket which looked from the smooth, now green water, became misty. The old man rose.
“Thank you,” he said. “I like talk young people. Soon I have mine grandchild, and maybe two or three, and I
play with them, I tell them story, and I teach them violin.” And, as if replying to his own thoughts, he went on
after a pause.
“America not like Russia. Mine grandchilds no have to see so much trouble we see. America all right. People
here smart. They no let make much foolishness. Now bad time here, no job, no work, business no good, but half
year, maybe year, go by and again plenty job, plenty business. Mine grandchilds lucky they born here. Well,
goodbye. Maybe I see you again sometime.”
“Goodbye,” the young man answered, and he watched the receding prophet-like figure until its outline was lost
in the still shadows.
138.119 The Three Halutzot\fn{by Avigdor Hameiri (1890-1970)} Carpatho (now Zakarpats’ka Oblast), Ukraine (M)
3
I: The Murderess
My friend the sculptor took me by the arm and said:
“Come on; you’ve got to come and see something that has been driving me crazy lately. You must come and
see a woman’s body.”
“I’ve seen them. More than once. I used to drop in at Franz Stuk’s studio. I've seen them.”
“You've seen devils, my boy, not women’s bodies. That Stuk of yours paints devils and witches. Come along
and I'll show you a real angel of the Lord, a real fairy.”
Well and good. We went down to the seashore.
It was sunset. A Jaffa sunset with all its futurist magic. The sea was flaming, poured-out molten gold; and the
disc of the sun descended to the sea like a woman smiling as she goes down to her scented bath.
The foreshore was filled with bathers, old and young together. They were bathing, splashing and skylarking,
like dragonflies round forest pools.
My friend the sculptor paced hither and thither, staring and searching, reassuring me with the hand held behind
him: “Right away, right away. She’s here every day, she bathes here. I’ll find her at once.”
I followed him.
But I found her before he did. I noticed a group of women lying on the sand with all their eyes frozen on one
spot in the sea. The spot was she.
“There she is,” I told my friend. “Aha. Yes.” “Well—”
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“My old teacher Rodin,” said my friend excitedly, “once said to me categorically, ‘Never model a woman’s
body till you find one that robs you of your rest and brings you to the belief that even if you were shown no more
than one breast you would be able to say exactly how old she is.
“Well, there she is. For the last few days I can’t eat or drink or sleep like an ordinary human being. You know
how I always eat like a brewer’s horse and sleep like a dormouse. Now I eat like a dormouse and sleep like a
horse—I hardly close my eyes.”
I gazed at her while he added: “That’s her public, that group of curious women. They talk of her as the young
beauty. They know she comes to bathe here every day at this time and they come to stare at her and feel sorry for
themselves.”
“Yes. She’s a beauty. Who is she?”
“Who is she? I’ll tell you the truth; I want to go round and ask, but I’m afraid of the answer. Why Just look at
her. Now tell me, can you estimate how long it took for that woman's body to evolve out of hairy ape-mother Eve?
How many millions of years have gone by to bring the body to this stage? And who and what has brought it as far
as this?”
“Who? I suppose that quiet, petted, sheltered lives of gentle culture and of careful, prolonged nurture have
been the lot of mother and daughter for ages and ages. Care of the entire body from her hair to her toenails.”
“That’s it. And that’s what strikes a discord in my creative enthusiasm. A girl nurtured enough to make the
working masses rise! Someone told me that she’s a halutza. I believed him for a moment and then realized how
far I was from acting on my teacher’s instructions. How could I imagine even for a second that she was a halutza?
When you look at our worn-out halutzot, tired out and withered up before their time with hard work, you'll go
raving mad at that girl; her beauty flourishes at the cost of all holy and unfortunate daughters of Israel, who can’t
even afford to buy a cake of decent toilet soap.”
“That’s no affair of an artist.”
“I know, but what can I do? I know it’s the sort of philosophizing you can expect from a Socialist. But it’s
gone so far that instead of modeling the body of a beautiful woman I’ve decided to introduce an idea of cruelty.
I’d hardly begun to model when the right name struck me for the piece—Cattleia Necans. Do you know the
Cattleia Necans Orchid, the loveliest of them all? It’s a wonderful flower, a destructive flower, climbing over
plants and trees and pouring its tendrils over any number of other plants; it winds round them, embraces them and
slays them with a kiss, sucks their sap and flourishes, its blossom laughing to the sun in all its colors and its scent
making you drunk far away.-And this witch here is a blossom of the same kind. She preens herself at the cost of
thousands of her sisters who toil and dry up like wild roses and who shrivel up under the flaming sun. Cattleia
Necans—murderess!”
I wanted to say something to him, something in the style of Samson’s “Out of the strong came forth
sweetness.” But she had just come out of the sea alone.
The sun was sinking, a disc of pure gold, and the girl stood stretching herself. She made a step and her head
entered the circle of flaming light. The rim of the sun was a diadem set round her black head.
“Just look how Chance is mocking us. A glory of gold round her head. Come along, let’s go. Thats enough.”
As we walked along he repeated: “Murderess … murderess.”
II: Mother
I met the sculptor again and he was in quite a different mood. He had a new idea. His murderess had been
dropped halfway. He was true to his social theories and did not care even for the sanctities of Art, if they did not
agree with his theories. He hated that murderess and a hater cannot be a creator. Now he had a holy idea.
“I’ve an idea for something I’ve long felt the need of.”
“Well?”
“The Jewish Mother. It’s like this. Next door to me live a couple with two kiddies, a boy and a girl. The boy’s
sick lately. The wall’s real Tel Aviv manufacture, thick as three sheets of writing paper, and I can hear everything
that’s going on. And among the rest I’ve found out something that never struck me. I’ve found out what a Jewish
mother is. It’s something I can't make out. This mother hasn’t slept a wink for nearly three months—not a wink. I
work at night, as you know, and she’s up and busy with the baby all night long. She doesn’t close her eyes even
for five minutes. She just doesn’t sleep. How is it possible?”
“Maybe she sleeps in the daytime!”
“That’s the thing! I know that in the daytime she’s at work somewhere. I haven’t even seen her yet. Once I got
up in the morning because I hadn’t been working the night before, and I heard her attending to the two children.
She was suckling the little boy and singing to him, and teaching the little girl. Pure Hebrew instruction. She
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speaks a Hebrew we can envy her. Lately there’s nobody there all day long; its only in the morning I hear her
while she’s suckling the boy. I hear things that are enough to make you melt away. She suckles the baby and
speaks to him in her song. I noted down some of it.”
He took out his notebook and read:
“Little red flower, tiny blossom, here is a little milk, take my pure white life. Take my white blood. Drink,
drink, my weeny ram, drink and become a lion. Judah is a lion’s whelp. Judah-lion’s-whelp must not be sick.
Many are the beasts of prey, my little son. You must grow and roar, not for prey, my son, but for the word of the
Lord. A lion roars, who doth not fear; the Lord doth speak, who can but prophesy? Drink, drink my son, my milk
and blood. La-la-la, la-la-la, la-Ia.”
He closed his notebook and raised his eyes to me. His eyes were moist. “Well, what do you think?”
“A Jewish mother. You’re right.”
“She’s awake at night. Doesn’t let her eyelids close. And by day it’s Judah the lion’s whelp and then to work
somewhere or other. Sure, she's a halutza. ‘Take my white blood’—Lord! We have mothers like that.”
“And who’s her husband?”
“I have no idea. I’ll tell you the truth; I’ve no great desire as yet to meet her. Come along to my place!”
As we entered his room we heard the voice of a woman singing to herself.
“She’s at home,” whispered the sculptor. After listening a moment:
“She’s washing herself—she’s about to go out. Do you know what? Let’s go down to the entrance and wait for
her.”
We went down and stood in the entrance hall, and did not have long to wait. She appeared and went into the
street. We could not see her face well for it was hidden by a blue summer-veil. She passed us quickly, a tastefullydressed young woman. I looked after her and saw that her hands were not well kept.
“Spoiled hands,” I said. “They're hard and bony. A halutza.”
“A pity,” said my friend. “Those are holy hands.”
He looked after her and was silent. Suddenly he roused himself.
“Eh, my lad! What a piece, what a creation that will be! Do you know the name I've found for it?”
“Well?”
“‘Thy mother, the lioness.’”
III: Halutza
“You’re looking for a subject and must have a social theme? Come to my place!” I said to my sculptor friend a
few days later. “Come and visit me after noon. I’ve got something for you to chew over. After you’ve looked
you’ll do z piece with a clear, fine, simple name, ‘Halutza.’”
“Something in that. You’re right. That idea never struck me. ‘Halutza,’ the sculpture of the age.’
He visited me the following afternoon.
In the middle of the sands across the street a house was being built.
“Come here,” said I. “Do you see that girl over there? That one, with a red handkerchief round her head?”
“Yes, I see her. Well?”
“Just sit down by the window and watch her for a while. Sit down and watch her working.”
He sat down and I left him to himself.
Half-an-hour later I returned. He sat like an image and stared. When he sensed that I had come in he jumped
up.
“Well?” I asked.
“Do you know the conclusion I’ve come to?” said he as though thinking aloud. “That the first of all revolts is
the revolt of the women. You know, it’s a real dirty trick; why do women get a smaller wage than men? Why, that
girl over there does more alone in a single second than three men in ten minutes! Just look how she’s working!
She’s as strong as a giant, that girl. Look! Just look how she’s picking up that iron bar!”
He started forward as though he wished to run and help her. Meanwhile the singing of a woman reached us.
She was singing at her
work. A sweet and pleasant voice, light, but agreeable to the ear and appealing to the heart. The men would
answer back in snatches and every now and again she would laugh at their gruffness, like a stream murmuring
through the soughing of the trees.
My friend was all aflame.
“What am I against such a creature?” said he in despair. “All my attempts are hopeless against such an
original. ‘Halutza,’ of course! Still I’ll try. And she’s still young and fresh, you can see. Lovely girl.”
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We listened again to her happy singing and gazed in astonishment at her strength and diligence, wayward as a
flowing fountain.
“Let’s cross over!” proposed my friend. “I want to look at her nearby.”\fn{I.e., close up.}
“All right. They’re finishing right away, anyhow.”
We went across and were a moment or two late. They were already leaving. We followed her. She was walking
with her husband.
They turned into the street in which my friend the sculptor lived. When we reached the house in which his
room was, they entered.
We looked at one another like two clowns.
“That’s your mother lioness,” said I. “You’re a great artist and no mistake. How was it you didn't know?”
We entered his room and heard her speaking through the wall:
“You attend to the children meanwhile. I won’t be back for about an hour. It’s two days since last I bathed.”
We stared at each other as the same idea struck us. Perhaps this was the beautiful girl.
“Some hopes,” said my friend. “You jump too fast. You’re silly.”
“Silly if you like, but come down to the hallway all the same.”
We went down and in a moment she came out. It was the same “Jewish mother” we had seen coming out a few
days earlier.
Looking at her face, naturally I recognized the beautiful bathing girl.
“A poet’s hallucination,” said my friend with mocking assurance.
We followed her m silence.
She proceeded straight to the sea.
When we arrived and found her in the sea we stared at one another as though we had gone silly.
The sun was setting. My friend caught my hand and pulled me to the right.
“Over here. Come over here. That’s right.”
I did not understand for a moment. But when I moved I saw her black head in the gold disc of the sun and the
halutza stood on the sands, bright with a glory.
“Well, my lad, what name can you suggest for this piece?”
97.258 Adventure Of Archangel Rafael\fn{by Oswald Burghardt aka Yurii Klen (1891-1957)} Serbynivtsi, Vinnytsya
Oblast, Ukraine (M) 11
On a rather dark spring evening, saturated with the breath of a distant storm, with the fragrance of lilac and the
smell of ozone, enveloped in a white cloud, the archangels Michael and Raphael trod the earth with swan-like
step. “Trod” does not mean that they actually moved their feet, for their heels hardly ever touched the grass and
dust on the road, and the cloud that was wound around them seemed as if it had been wafted on and on by the
wind.
Wandering thus, they talked, but it was not words that they bandied about, which must be threaded by the
dozens to express an idea. In a short moment ideas, like a flash of lightning, flew from one to the other,
illuminating their foreheads, and as quickly flashing back the answers; on account of this exchange of ideas,
lightning flashes played upon the sky, and these flashes were then thoughts which appeared soundlessly,
illuminating the countryside for a moment, and disappearing into space over-saturated with the impending storm.
To transfer their conversation means to translate it into miserable human speech; the rays into sounds, the colors
into words, and losing long periods in order to report what was said “in a flashing moment.” The flashes in
Michael’s thought had a purple shade, whereas those of Raphael were of transparent blue. Incidental passers-by,
noticing this play of heat lightning, delighted in the phantasmagoria of unseen colors.
*
Transmitted in the miserable way of our expressions, the content of their talk was approximately as follows:
Raphael: Strange is the human breed that is imprisoned within the limit of space and time.
Michael: Strange and unlike us—first-born, the Lord’s pets, created in the period of dawn.
Raphael: Unlike us who are pampered by His love.
Michael: Unlike us who glitter like snow-crowned peaks in the first rays of the morning star.
Raphael: We whose cohorts’ armor shines like mist-covered mountain ranges.
Michael: We, who with our sunlit-wings, like shields, surround the Lord’s throne.
Raphael: We, who are His arms, stretching out of space like blossom-covered branches of the cherry tree.
Michael: We, who are the great mirrors of the lakes, reflecting His glory like the sun’s unbearable glare.
Raphael: The mirrors which absorb the light thrown back to them by the celestial sphere.
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Michael: How different from us people are!
Raphael: Like the smoke from a fire which rises high and dissolves into space.
Michael: Like the bugler’s fanfare which dies away, after rolling across the battle-field.
Raphael: Like the fragrance of the lilac and jasmine bushes which fade after the spring and summer.
Michael: Do not the rays of their actions intermingle with a symphony of light which, having been reflected
from the celestial sphere, returns to us?
Raphael: Do not these dispersed rays tremble in the luminaries which are our creatures?
Michael: Perhaps they tremble so feebly that we do not notice it.
Raphael: If so, then the participating humans would be pertinent to our bliss.
Michael: Not completed, nor perfected, ever changing, once elated in an attempt at unattainable heights, and
again drawn by the whirlpool of falling into the abyss, they hurry in an incessant river of cessation.
Raphael: Unlike us, we, who are completed, perfected, do not remain in the stream of cessation, but in
unchanging existence, in the inextinguishable light.
Michael: Which could not be borne by eyes, otherwise they’d become blind, and whose bodies would turn to
ashes by mere contact.
Raphael: That’s why we angels are not allowed to appear before their eyes.
Michael: And did you not, Raphael, appear before Tobias, and did you not both together make a complete trip?
Raphael: Yes, but I surrounded myself with a film of thick astra-ether and with this misty apparel I clothed
myself and, being like a human, in vestments not of human origin, I became his fellow-traveler, his guard on the
journey.
Michael: Thus, too, appeared Gabriel to Mary when he brought her the tidings that she was to give birth to the
Savior.
Raphael: Yes, but his head was enveloped in a cloud through which the radiation of his face hardly penetrated;
he was shrouded in mist, and in luminous cloud he stood before her eyes. Did Moses not cover his face with his
tunic when he stood before the people after his talk with the Lord, for, after having been on Mount Sinai, his face
shone so brightly that his people could not bear it? And was not Zacharias struck with dumbness from fear when,
dressed only in layers of smoke, an angel appeared to him in the temple?
Michael: If it were not for these wrappings the human being would die on the spot, having seen one of the
immortals.
Raphael: Are we really so fearful?
Michael: We are beautiful; but the human being can bear beauty only up to a certain point. Excessive beauty
kills him.
Raphael: So there is a limit, which, if overstepped, turns beauty into horror.
Michael: Besides, humans have no senses to receive this excessive beauty; an over-loud report shatters their
ear drums, and an over-strong light blinds their eyes. Do they not become blind after a day’s exposure to the sunlit snow of the polar wastes? And how about the case when their eyes catch a glimpse of the shiny border of an
archangel’s robe?
Raphael: And strange is their inability to see anything beyond the strict limits of time and space.
Michael: Timelessness exists only for us. The past, the present and the future are always before our eyes and
we do not differentiate between them. People captured by the stream of cessation, or obstruction, pass through the
aperture of the present; they soar between the two non-existences. They see only a tri-dimensional space, being
tri-dimensional themselves.
Raphael: Is it not strange that the human being, of all the creatures created by the Lord, knows that his destiny
is death, that it is characteristic only for his kind to strive for change, to improve on the fortunes of his life, and
even to pass on as a heritage to posterity the strivings for a still higher ascent, for a still deeper fall.
Michael: We do not know this, for the Lord created us in a perfected state. In this we are akin to the animals,
for they, too, have come out perfected from the Lord’s hands; they have not been imbued with an effort to become
something else, to improve themselves. Their being, as well as ours, is spherical, and human existence is a line
proceeding ad infinitum.
Raphael: Thus no limit has been put on human progress.
Michael: Does it mean that they may become more perfect than angels?
Raphael: Or in going in the other direction, they may become more hideous than the demons.
Michael: In neither of these cases has a limit been set by the Lord.
Raphael: The human praises in songs the tree, the flower, the angel, the sky, the sea, the demon, the beast, the
earth, the sun, the stars, which are also living creatures that pierce through the spaces in their flight. But why does
everyone ignore the human being? No fable and no song has been composed about him, either by the beast, or by
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the sky, either by the tree, or by the flower.
Michael: It is because they feel ashamed for the human being, for that unstable creature who kills and destroys
without need, who deforms the earth’s surface, without ever achieving a balance and a steady lasting form. Just as
the human being feels a sense of shame for his prodigal son who has taken a wrong path—his existence is not
mentioned.
Raphael: Do they not keep quiet—the sun, the sea, the flowers—because a human being embodies their best
hope, and they follow his progress, while they all, checking heir breath, follow him while he grows, assumes
shape, and blossoms with a blue and purple bloom? It is like a family looking alarmed, yet hopeful, at their
whimsical child, different from all the others, and they ask themselves secretly whether these different
characteristics do not show do not show a future genius who is to become the pride of the world?
Michael: Two ways are open for the human being: to become the shame of the universe, or to fulfill its secret
hope.
Raphael: Perhaps the Lord has put into the human being His most cherished hope.
Michael: Let us hope it will not fail.
Raphael: As it did before.\fn{An allusion to the Flood, which (it is alleged) wiped out the first of humankind, saving Noah and
his kindred.}
Michael: Is it not strange than an angel should follow the path of human efforts, human falls and human rises?
Raphael: Is it so because Lucifer was created half-angel and half-man; and striving toward the highest and the
lowest was made inherent in him. He was made immortal, and given an opportunity to achieve equality with God,
or to fall into the abyss.
Michael: To us, all the other angels, such an effort is unknown. Unchangeable and definitely formed we came
out of the hands of the Lord. We are His primordial creations, His darlings.
Raphael: Did not God love the human beings more than us, by showing him, a feeble and impotent creature,
the way by means of which he might surpass us and achieve equality with the Creator? As for us, he drew a line
which was not to be overstepped.
Michael: He offered His Son to redeem them from sin.
Raphael: Can you imagine Him being crucified in order to save such animals?
Michael: No, because animals do not recognize sin, even when they are destroying other living creatures.
Raphael: Does the Lord, then, not love the humans more than us?
Michael: Just as the smallest child in a family is always the father’s darling?
Raphael: Perhaps, because it is the most helpless?
Michael: Not for human beings, but for us, has the Lord set u a limit which cannot be exceeded.
Raphael: But, instead, He has given us tranquility and eternal bliss.
Michael: And to the people He has given restlessness, struggle, contention, alarm.
Raphael: We are the bright lakes which reflect the Lord’s glory.
Michael: And the human being is like a stream that rushes over the stones, foaming, tearing chunks off the
banks, and in the folds of its shining glory, marring it, breaks them up in its own way.
*
If a man, going along with the angels, had been gifted with their sight, their ability to see things not visible to
ordinary eyes, he would have been very surprised to see in the city’s squares, alongside of the familiar towers,
churches, and halls, buildings which had never stood there, changing the city’s appearance, making it look unlike
the one he had so clearly visualized in his memory. These buildings were distinguishable from any of the others
by reason of their odd transparency, as if they were passing a light through themselves and were made of glass, or
created from dense mist, blinking with a phosphorescent gleam. These were the building which had never been
erected, but had been created by the architect’s fantasy to embellish the town. Unrealized projects materialized
into stone and steel by the power of ingenious ideas. Alongside the others, so contactable in their real
objectiveness, they looked as if they were made of cobwebs and dreams. The archangels’ gaze rested o them
longer than on the other things. As they proceeded across the bar steppes, a whole town of this kind of transparent,
ornamented buildings appeared suddenly—the never realized plan of an architect, worked out to the smallest
detail.
“Look,” said Michael, “those beautiful chimeras testify to man’s everlasting endeavors. Even things which
were not created by human hands, but merely by human imagination, exist as something real, immovable, and
crying out to God of man’s yearnings, strivings, and attempts at the unobtainable. Do you hear the music which
was never written down but lived in the composer’s heart as an immortal melody? Do you her the songs which
were never born because they were too beautiful? Our superiority over human beings lies in our ability to see and
hear all, while their eyes and ears are merely capable of receiving only too rough vibrations of material energy.
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“Oh, how interesting it would be to assume human form for a few days to live with its strivings, not to feel the
chain of past happenings, not to see the pictures of the future, to embrace a short period of life for a short time, to
put yearnings of eternity into it, to feel at last what human suffering and longing that they talk about in songs is
like; and to learn, at last, what that feeling of hate, so unknown to us, is like.
“Or horror, vengeance, desire for self-sacrifice, and thousands of other things,” added Michael, with a smile.
“Why do you not enter a human body and experience it all for a short time?”
“The human body which I created from astral material when I visited Tobias was not a real body of flesh and
blood,” said Raphael. “It was only a mask to cover my angelic form. Therefore it could not feel what a man born
of woman does.
“Then take yourself some other body,” said Michael.
“I cannot deprive a man of his life; that would be homicide, and I would rob him of his body which was given
to him to perform a certain task in life. I cannot take control of a body during sleep for the soul is too strongly tied
to the body and would not surrender its place to me. If a body is dead, it is not suitable for any experiment.”
Meanwhile the archangels were passing through a suburb of Kiev and, under a large tree, they saw a man halfsitting and half-lying on the ground, having partly slid into a ditch. There was some blood on his head. He was
evidently unconscious and reeked of brandy.
“You see,” said Michael, “this is a man who swallowed too much and lost his way here. He fell down and hit
his head against a stone. He’s neither alive nor dead, but somewhere in between the two. It is uncertain whether
the man will return to the sober state of a live human being: his soul has not yet left the body, but it wanders or
flies far away from him, only slightly connected with the body. It will not resist you; enter the body and, with the
power of your will, return it to consciousness.”
The proposition appealed to Raphael. He hesitated for a moment, wondering whether he would find his way in
new circumstances and surroundings. He knew that the man was called Andron Vertoprakh, he knew that the man
was thirty-two years old, an accountant of the state bank, and a bachelor. Would he be capable, after taking hold
of the body, to perform all the functions of an official and citizen, to be aware of all the duties which awaited him?
How everything was bright, open and without doubt to his angelic eye; but what would happen after he entered
the body of a man, limited by the tight borders of gray everyday life, when he had rid himself of his present
omniscient penetration, without having any rudimentary experience of everyday life. But then he said to himself
that if he considered the consequences of his Actions too long he would never dare perform the deed, because
reflection paralyzes action and makes life questionable.
Therefore he approached the man, looked at his dirty, blood-stained face. He looked at the eyes which had
disappeared under the forehead, covered with black strings of hair, at the half-opened mouth and, realizing that he
had made up his mind, pressed his being into the body, as if it were the door of a house abandoned by the owner
who had gone God knows where. The door yielded under the pressure, creaking, and bursting open. The visitor
did not enter but fell into the parlor, finding himself in a warm, stuffy room where he had to begin his existence
without awaiting the owner.
*
The first feeling of “Raphael Vertoprakh,” when he lifted up his head, was pain and the realization of what in
the human speech is called suffering. His head was reeling from the blow and from the hops. Leaning against a
tree, he rose to his feet, tried to stand upright on his own, and take a few steps; but he staggered and nearly fell
over. Then he stood facing the wind until his head cleared slightly and his brain began to function. He clearly felt
like Raphael, that he was Raphael, whom it was as if they had sewn up in a tight bag, with slits left open for his
eyes and ears, to enable him the better to receive the impressions of the outside world. In his mind was clearly
fixed the picture of Michael, the awe-inspiring fellow-archangel, with a flaming sword, with white wings and a
blue gleam; flashes of Michael’s thoughts were still in his memory. But little brain streams had already penetrated
into Vertoprakh’s life: mostly, impressions of the last drinking spree, then meetings with women, talks with his
chief, and the picture of Michael was soon superseded by the figure of the burly chief with the “Order of the Red
Flag” on his breast.
The archangel who had assumed a human shell felt clearly that he now stood at the point of a straight line from
which a continuation of it stretched out, straight as a drawn line, into the future. And when he looked backwards
the line split into two branches: one branch leading to the empiric heights where the choirs of the blessed stood
around the Lord’s throne, and the other one, also leading toward the past, went the way of the life of the
miserable, filthy Vertoprakh, almost to his cradle and stopped there—the recollections did not go any further.
Still staggering, Raphael made hi way to the town. He had no difficulty in finding the street and the house on
the third floor of which were the lodgings of the bank accountant. The all-comprising omniscience, typical of
angels, aided him; on the other hand the automatic action of Vertoprakh’sa brain led him with the infallibility of
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an instinct along the streets, finding its way even at night. Thus, having found the house and ascended to his floor,
he felt the key in Vertoprakh’s raincoat pocket, put it in the lock, turned it, entered the room, turned on the switch,
and the light on the table flared up, flooding with its green hue a heap of papers strewn all over the table. He
poured a glass of water out of a carafe and emptied it once. He moistened his forehead with a cool wet towel. All
these were Vertoprakh’s habits followed mechanically and automatically by Raphael who did not realize what he
was doing. His head was still reeling and his thoughts were confused, so there could be no hope of any work
being done that night. Thus he went to bed and switched off the light. Stunned by the two hour stay in the body,
dizzy with pain, he hoped that in his sleep he would leave his terrestrial prison and fly up to the empiric heights,
to be able to rest; but nightmares, partly consisting of Vertoprakh’s experience, were so intermingled, that they
brought no refreshment to the spirit.
At half past seven the alarm clock by his bed began buzzing. Raphael jumped up to his feet. Vertoprakh’s
experience told him it was time to go to work. Having swiftly gulped down a cup of beet-root tea without sugar,
which was brought up to his room, and a few slices of black bread, jocularly called “Soviet cake,” Raphael,
having checked his brief case, placed it under his arm, put on his hat and headed for the bank.
Passing through the hall with the numerous desks, he greeted his colleagues. Some of the, noticing his black
and blue eyes, smiled ironically, asking no questions, knowing probably from experience what these symptoms
originated from. When he passed the desk of Barbara Mytrofanivna who was in charge of money transfers abroad,
she winked at him; but Raphael, taking no notice of it, bowed curtly and headed for his desk. Barbara drew up her
lip at this supposed offence. He could not rid himself of this feeling of dual personality: on the one hand he knew
that he was an archangel, who only yesterday had flown in from the celestial spaces; and on the other hand he
began to realize more and more distinctly his identity with Vertoprakh, bringing out the facts of his past from
memory. The spirit, which lived with its own reminiscences, found itself in a strange controversy with the mind,
which, over the years, had piled up its own impressions, according to which actions of the body had been made
automatic. Office work became a real burden on Raphael. He, who, as it were, could breathe in at once all the
wisdom contained in Kant’s\fn{ Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), German philosopher.} works, all the calculations of
Newton’s\fn{Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727), English mathematician and physicist .} life work, all the beauty which weeps and
rages with joy in Beethoven’s\fn{Ludwig von Beethoven (1770-1827), German composer.} works (because all this did not
equal the wisdom of the seraphim and the nirvana ecstasies of the cherubim)—he who could swallow this in a
second could not sit four hours checking and double-checking long columns of numbers in his books. What
happened to his ability to grasp everything in a flash? If it had not been for the mechanization of Vertoprakh’s
brain work he would have been drowned in the sea of trivial rubbish. Soon he discovered that he would not even
have been able to lace up his shoes if it had not been for the subconscious mechanization in the movement of the
fingers owing to Vertoprakh’s experience. But Vertoprakh also demanded a reward for the experience he had
turned over to the new master of his body. As he calculated in the bank Raphael felt that his brain power began to
work more drowsily, as though missing something. His hand moved automatically into his pocket and brought out
a packet of cigarettes. His lungs demanded nicotine; his brain had to be whipped up by dope, like a lazy horse.
These were concessions the archangel had to make to the human organism. In a couple of days, Raphael had
almost completely acclimatized himself to his work; yet at times, sitting at his desk, he remembered his flights in
the spaces, and his talks with comrades, and then his human heart began to acquire a deep feeling, a yearning for
the same things as his spirit. Gradually, however, these reminiscences grew dimmer, becoming like dreams to be
remembered in the morning, but paling into oblivion with the passing of the day, losing clarity of outline,
gradually dissipating, then being superseded by the events of the real surrounding life.
It was tragic that he did no remember all the events of Vertoprakh’s life, having but a vague picture of it. His
memory functioned well from the moment he took possession of Vertopraqkh’s body. He had quickly taken over
all that pertained to automatic reaction toward daily happenings, acting instinctively like the cuckoo that puts her
eggs into some other bird’s nest. His brain told him he had his years of infancy and youth, but if he were to fill up
a form, he would have been able to write merely about his flights, in space, where the harmony of the world and
the choirs of the immortals resounded. Even these memories soon faded. For an angel the life of the world was as
clear as the palm of his hand. It lay even beyond the limits of time, and for a man it seemed to be sealed with
seven seals. All the experience of the other side had remained behind a wall, which grew even higher as if
separating him forever from everything connected with earthly life. No sound from beyond reached him.
Thus as far as the past was concerned, a void was created in Raphael which he was unable to fill; while
ignorance of the most important facts of Vertoprakh’s life threatened him with surprises and dangers. It was only
dreams that reminded him of the past. When during his physical unconsciousness Raphael’s spirit became
separated from the body and flew into the unknown, Vertoprakh’s spirit, still somewhat connected with the body,
would return to it, and dwell habitually in this old neglected domicile. It would nose about in all corners, pull out
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old moldy memories like ours, taste them as a miser tastes crusts of dried-up bread, and from these pieces of those
dreams, which, like burrs, stuck to the memory, it was possible to reconstruct in blurred outlines a picture of the
past, as scientists, studying several bones, reconstruct the skeleton of a prehistoric monster. Many a time these
dreams consisted of drinking orgies, embezzlement of money, and remonstrances of his superiors for being late
and slack at work. God knows what rubbish he used to bring to light when visiting his deserted house at night.
They were little things which never bothered Raphael during his working day, and which he swept out from his
memory in the morning. At times he saw some women in these dreams; Andron Lukych\fn{ Andron’s middle name.}
cautiously uncovered their shoulders, giggling and exciting the blood in the sleeping body.
What dangers were concealed in Vertoprakh’s biography was shown to Raphael in the following case: One late
evening there was a knock on the door and Barbara appeared on the threshold. She hurled her hat on a settee,
threw herself into a chair, and began to weep. When Raphael approached with intent to comfort her, she pushed
him away angrily and shouted: “How long is this behavior going to last?! After all our meetings, outings, and
nights spent together, you behave as if I didn’t exist. For three weeks you’ve been going by my desk, hardly
honoring me with a glance, or exchanging a few words with me. Do I deserve such treatment? You’re all alike.
You play with a woman, get what you want, then leave her.”
He tried to appease her in vain. The more he spoke, the greater became her deluge of words, citing all his
offences, at the same time supplying him with a great deal of Vertoprakh’s biography, which he forthwith
committed to memory. Following his attempt to appease Barbara, she concluded her monologue with a tart
exclamation: “From now on, you’re not “Andron to me, but Comrade Vertoprakh.”
And then in despair, not knowing what her was saying, he told her, “But I’m not Andron, nor Vertoprakh, but
simply Raphael, not responsible for the action of another man.” For a moment the woman was petrified with
surprise, and then in a gust of sudden anger, she picked up a cup half-filled with tea and hurled it at him. This was
followed by a plate, then a vase. Raphel jumped to his feet and ran out of the house. “So you’re teasing me!” she
shouted after him. After wandering about for a couple of hours, he returned home, found his room deserted, a
shambles made of his crockery, a drawer with papers broken into, some torn-up letters he knew noting about lay
strewn on the floor, and the money he kept in an envelope had disappeared.
Back at work the following day, he passed by Barbara’s desk, like a beaten dog, without even looking at her.
After a few days his department chief, the one with the Red Flag Order, summoned Raphael and reprimanded
him for some mistake which had occurred three months ago. He was questioned about a file which he was
supposed to have received some time ago, but which he could not recall no matter how much he tried. Thus it
turned out to be a double reprimand. Raphael, having restricted the limits of his archangelic consciousness to the
foggy horizon of a dull man, felt like a cripple deprived of the use of his legs.
Departing, he quietly said to himself: “Andron has concocted a drink which you, Raphael, must now drink.”
But the chief heard these words and followed him with surprise. Soon the phrase made the rounds of the office,
finally reaching Barbara, who compared it with another analogical phrase she had heard herself. The girls began
to whisper, looking at Raphael, breaking off immediately whenever he lifted up his eyes. The phrase “slightly
mental” was especially noted. Barbara tried to find an explanation for all his strange behavior during the past
weeks, even feeling pity for him. From that day on he was referred to by no other name but that of “Little
Raphaella” by all the girls.
This whole matter would have been passed over lightly, had it not been for an epilogue supplied by another
incident. In ten days time, an investigator of a certain institution summoned Raphael and began to inquire whether
he was a relative of one Rapalski, jailed in Lubianka,\fn{ The KGB prison in Moscow.} charged with treason and
conspiracy against the government. When the accountant denied it most emphatically, he was asked whether he
was a brother of one Kasimir Rafalovich, arrested near the Polish border and charged with espionage for Poland
and, if not, what then was his proof that he was indeed Andron Vertoprakh.
Raphael began by referring to the fact that for so many years he had been known in town and in his
employment, that his papers were in order, having been issued by the state police; and eventually, if he at times
called himself jokingly “Raphael,” it was because his maternal grand-mother hailed from the Jewish family of
Raffaler, whose member all were proletarians and laborers.
This did not entirely satisfy the investigator. Producing a cigarette case with someone else’s gold monogram,
he offered his fellow-conversant a cigarette and politely asked if, in order to cleanse himself from all suspicions,
he would not take on the job of an agent in the institution where he worked. Raphael became alarmed and, in
order to put off an answer, he asked for a few weeks time to make up his mind. The investigator gladly agreed and
dismissed him.
Having arrived home, Raphael felt an acute thirst coming on which could only be quenched with alcohol. He
recalled exchanging a shirt for home-made brandy only a week ago. These were the concessions that were made
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to Vertoprakh, whose body stubbornly demanded things which its previous master had never refused.
Then he decided to put an end to it. The fight with Vertoprakh was ferocious. He came at night to demand his
rights and planted weeds where Raphael cultivated golden wheat, choking it. Raphael made a plan for the day.
After work he bathed in the river and rowed in a boat, and basked in the sunshine. Soon the body became nicely
brown and radiated health. Vertoprakh’s ailing paleness vanished, his muscles became strong and tanned. He
destroyed his thirst for alcohol before it became a habit. Gradually he began to stop smoking. The aim of this
regime was to make the body strong and rid it of all bad habits which ruined its health, in order to turn it over to
its previous owner at the right moment in an irreproachable state, so as to enable him to follow the path that leads
upwards; in short, to make Andron Vertoprakh become a credit to it—at least this is what Raphael was thinking as
he recalled his talk with Michael. Vertoprakh himself rebelled against this imposed regime. In the beginning he
appeared In his domicile at night, furious, quarrelsome, rejoicing in licentious dreams, drinking and making
trouble, tempting Raphael as the devil had tempted St. Anthony. But in the morning Raphael swept out the dirt,
the domicile of his spirit was thoroughly aired, clean, tidy, sunny. Looking in the mirror, he noticed that
Vetoprakh’s countenance assumed a certain air of gentility. The nocturnal visits of the previous master became
less and less frequent and, in the end, he succumbed, humbly allowing Raphael to lead him his own way.
One evening Raphael was passing by a church. He heard singing, saw a light, then went in and stood in a
corner. The words of the priest were solemn, so were the voices of the choir. Candles flickered in front of the
golden images. When Raphael recalled his shiny brethren, the streams of blinding light in which they floated, the
tranquil immobile lakes reflecting the Lord’s glory, the wings of the archangels glittering like mountain ranges
against the sun, and the harmony of the spheres resounding with the immortal thunder of melody, his eyes filled
with tears. All this, now forgotten, hidden under the rubbish of the daily routine of life, began to shine, to play
with all the colors, with rays from the diamonds and precious gems, with the fanfare of archangelic trumpets.
Under the influence of church surroundings, these dim reminiscences came to life, flooded his soul wityh
streams of light, and Raphael even shed a tear, having wondered whether these unfortunate people ever noticed it
at all, or, remembering the existence of the world, whether they had found a faint allusion thereto in the fluttering
flicker of the candles, in the golden brocades and other vestments of the church service, with their songs imitating
the melody of the spheres. He realized how hard it is for the human being, who has never seen celestial beauty
and the Lord’s glory, and only presumes their existence, to make his way through darkness to a path leading
upwards. He understood why the Lord had set up such a high reward for the dangerous journey which consisted
of constant falls into the abyss and flights above the clouds; and that this reward could only be given to one in a
million, but, this, however, makes them superior to the angels. He realized eventually that floating on the
changing, stormy streams of danger, ever-changing, is a more complicated matter than having being created and
perfected by the hands of the Lord, and being in a state of immobile existence, of bliss, preordained for one ahead
of time.
The following morning Raphael’s chief met him with a leer on his face. “So you, my friend, have begun to
frequent churches, to pray to God! Ha! Ha!”
How difficult it was for the human being to stay on a chosen path, or to recognize which of the many detours
was the shortest way to his goal, was proven to Raphael in the course of the following days.
About 10 o’clock in the evening, after a short knock on the door, a girl of about 18 years of age rushed into the
room, embraced and began kissing him. She chattered rapidly and happily about how difficult it was to find his
place in the evening. Her rain-drenched coat radiated freshness, so did her whole youthful, carefree being. Having
noticed his embarrassed face, she suddenly asked whether he did not recognize Halia, whom he had met last year
in the hills, and with whom he had spent a carefree summer night under the stars on the river bank and then in the
tent. Raphael, completely flabbergasted, tried in vain to extract from his brain that fatal memory, and hastened to
assure the girl that, indeed, he remembered; also that such an incident leaves a mark for the rest of one’s life.
He was so pleasantly overwhelmed, however, that he could not find the right words to express himself. Then
she admitted that, having no friends or relatives in Kiev, she went straight to him, hoping that he would not refuse
to accommodate her till the following morning. Raphael hopelessly surveyed his room, worrying about her
comfort, explaining that the settee was too small for two people to occupy at the same time; and that therefore he
could offer his own bed while he himself might stay with some friends overnight. But she protested vigorously:
no, it was out of the question to let him leave the room at night, in such a downpour of rain. But then he could not
turn her out into such a rain either. And as for the bed, made by an old bourgeois manufacturer, it was big enough
to accommodate even three persons. Could he hesitate after that night in the tent?
Raphael realized that, besides Vertoprakh’s fate, he had also assumed certain of the latter’s responsibilities.
Perhaps those responsibilities were assumed during an unguarded moment, but this did not matter. He must
recognize them, just as a government recognizes agreements and loans of its predecessor. And, in the end, was it
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not a crime to turn out the girl into the rain, or to leave her alone, when she had been looking forward to seeing
him for days? Having become a human being he had to behave like one, and not live according to the angelic
code. And human life is so arranged that it is impossible to avoid offence which one has to pay for and do penance
for. Man is chained to his fate by causes and consequences. The night spent with the girl gave Raphael a kind of
proud self-assurance that he was now a real one hundred per cent human being and not a casual guest from the
Empyrean on a short visit to a dull area of a provincial planet.
*
After two months he received an invitation to talk with an investigator of the institution which had summoned
him previously. The investigator, having stressed that the period allocated to him to make up his mind had been
deliberately prolonged, asked him whether he had decided to take on the suggested work as an agent. Raphael
replied that during that time he had managed to find out that in his institution, the state bank, there were no antirevolutionaries, since they had all been screened and checked; thus there was nothing to uncover. The investigator
retorted that the State was as interested in anti-revolutionary actions\fn{The italics are not part of the text.}—for none
could ever escape the omnipresent eye, as it was in the way of reasoning, the feelings of the employees, and the
so-called “prospective anti-revolution.” Raphael replied that he lacked experience and talent for cases of that kind.
The investigator gave him a severe look, pointing at a fat dossier lying in front of him, which he referred to as the
“case of Rafalovich,” in which he, Vertoprakh, was also entangled, and whose part in it would very soon be
straightened out. Therefore, Raphael had better make up his mind and disclose his associates. He was given
another two weeks to make up his mind, not at home, but within the walls of that hospitable building. A
policeman was summoned and Raphael was handed over to his care.
He was led into a cell. When the door was opened, a wave of foul air struck him in the face. A chaotic din
came from within. He found himself in a room without tables or chairs. Some hooligans were sitting on the bunks
in torn clothes, playing cards. They greeted him with shouts of “Hurrah!” which resembled a war cry. Looking
over the newcomer from head to toe one of the players said: “Let’s stake his hat!” In ten minutes time it was
staked and won by one of the players. Next his coat was staked; then his shoes; but at this point Raphael resisted.
He was thrown to the floor, two men sitting on his back, while another went about the task of taking off his shoes,
or in their lingo, “dismounting the wheels.”
Raphael was summoned three times to appear before the investigator, but without result. He did not tell any
tales about anyone. The blatni\fn{A note reads: in prison jargon—thieves, hoodlums.} made life difficult for him. They
hunted him, pushed him around the cell from one to another like a football. A broken rib caused him great pain,
and he bled profusely from the cavities left by two smashed teeth.
This incident was an opportunity for Raphael to discover that a human being could not avoid being guilty of
one thing or another. To denounce someone meant incriminating innocent people; it, too, meant committing a
grave sin and taking on the duty of doing penance for it, thus increasing the amount of suffering and evil on the
earth. However, not to denounce anyone meant subjecting his body to further injuries, and the body did not belong
to him. Raphael, but to Vertoprakh who would appear sooner or later and his property would have to be turned
over to him. In what condition would Raphael return the body? He had caressed it, cleansed it of all evil, hardened
it in the sun and in the cold, and now would return it with knocked out teeth and broken ribs! Did he not take on
himself an irretrievable debt toward Vertoprakh? Yet in either case the responsibility could not be avoided. Here,
for the first time, Raphael felt what people call “hatred,” a thing entirely unknown to angels.
He felt hatred toward his persecutors who not only tortured his body but also wanted to kill his soul. How
could he avoid humiliation? If it was difficult for an angel, how much more difficult must it have been for a
human being?
When the investigator called him for the fourth time, he had made up his mind. He reported at once that he
wished to make “a conscientious statement.” The investigator was very glad, took a pen, dipped it in the ink, and
prepared to write. But he still remained in the same position, with the pen in his hand, when Raphael began to
talk. The accused stated at once that he was not Andron Lukych Vertoprakh, but Archangel Raphael. He depicted
the beauty of the empyreal heights, the Lord’s glory, the lake-mirrors in which it was reflected, the streams of
songs which flowed like rivers round the throne of Sabaoth—here the investigator jotted down something in his
book—his brethren, the archangels, who surrounded him with their mountainous snow-white wings as if with
sheaths. He said that if he had been able to find the right words which would have adequately described this
glamour, and human language had no such equivalent words, the investigator’s mind would explode from
inability to conceive that which was beyond the limits of human imagination. Hew also told about his last talk
with Michael, whose authority ruled over innumerable cohorts of celestial knights, and with whom he would
come onto the earth one day to secure real order, and of the incident of finding Vertoprakh’s almost dead body,
taking it over, and bearing all the consequences of that deed.
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Raphael spoke sincerely, tears filling his eyes. The investigator listened attentively, at times a smile appearing
on his lips and when Raphael had finished, the investigator asked him whether he had any particular friends
among the archangels. Raphael then named Gabriel. The investigator noted something down and then began to
write fast. The statement was not long, and nothing of the accused man’s tale was mentioned; he only had to
testify with his signature to the membership in the terrorist “Association of Archangel Michael,” which had
existed during Tsarist times and whose remnants began to rally planning an armed uprising. The accused, despite
the investigator’s protest, did not sign his name “Vertoprakh” but “Raphael,” saying that he could not incriminate
someone else, being responsible only for himself. After that he was discharged.
The following day Agatangel Havryluk, the bank’s administrator, was arrested. He was held and questioned for
three weeks but, since his past was irreproachable, and he had fought against Wrangel,\fn{ Pyotr Nikolayevich Wrangel
(1878-1928), Russian general and counterrevolutionary military commander .} Petliura,\fn{Symon Petlyura (1879-1926), Ukrainian
patriot who led the (unsuccessful) struggle for his country’s independence in the years following the Russian Revolution .} and
Denikin,\fn{Anton Ivanovich Denikin (1872-1947), Russian general and counterrevolutionary military commander .} and apart from
Vertoprakh’s vague statement, there was nothing against him, he was released. In addition to this, he denies any
close relationship with Vertoprakh who called himself Raphael. During the following five weeks, all people by the
name of Havryluk, Havrylenko, or Gavrylov were arrested all over the USSR\fn{ Union of Soviet Socialist Republics .}
in Moscow, Tananrog, Batum, Rostov, etc. Among them also was a Serb, Gavrilovich, who was shot for being in
touch with White Guardist Russian émigrés in Belgrade. From among those arrested, thirty one were imprisoned,
two executed, and the rest went to Taimir, Kolyma, and Pechora. Saddest of all was the arrest of Father Sabaty,
vicar of the church Raphael frequented. He was charged with leading the “Association of Archangel Michael”
under the assumed name of Sabaoth. Raphael intervened in vain, trying to prove that his words were entirely
misunderstood and misconstrued. The investigator gave him to understand that, though he considered Raphael
mentally deficient, nevertheless from the mouths of clowns one often hears the truth, notwithstanding that such
truth was strangely twisted in the mind of the utterer. Then again, it was not decent of Vertoprakh, who had been a
candidate for the party for two years, to stand up for the priest. Raphael was amazed at the revelation and noted
down one more detail of the not entirely known biography of Vertoprakh.
It was quite a long time before his rib had mended and his teeth had been replaced. When after all these
misadventures he put in an appearance at the bank again, none of his fellow-workers asked him where he had
been. His good morning greetings were hardly acknowledged, all contact with him was avoided; in general, he
was ostracized as if he were contaminated with some plague or other contagious disease. However, people under
arrest were all treated like this. Administrator Havryluk was the only one to approach his table on the first day. He
showed his mighty fist roaring: “You are trying to get me involved in your anti-revolution, you!!! Watch out or I’ll
count your ribs.”
After another week, Raphael’s chief approached him and, having been informed beforehand by the investigator
of Raphael’s mental state as “madness through religious causes,” he suggested a three week holiday in the
Caucasus to mend Raphael’s nerves. Tiberda, lying up in the mountains, was recommended for its cool climate,
highly beneficial to the nervous system. Our comrade accountant accepted the suggestion gladly and immediately.
*
Upon his arrival in Tiberda, Raphael did not stay in the sanatorium for the first three days, but made long trips
to the waterfalls in whose cool waters it was so pleasant to give relief to his weary body. He looked into deep
gorges, at the bottom of which flowed snakelike streams. He climbed up high cliffs on which fir trees grew. Amid
all this wild beauty he felt nearer to his lost country in which happy beings did not experience pain, or hatred, or
insult, or a wish for revenge. Many were the times when he compared his former archangelic might with his
present human impotence. He felt lonely.
One day he saw a fair-haired girl in the bushes by the river, splashing in the water with her bare feet, and
stopped, surprised. He was impressed by something in her face which reminded him of the cherubim whose gift is
pure love, in contra-distinction to the seraphim who loves only eternal wisdom. He approached her and spoke, and
human love touched his archangelic heart for the first time. But he realized at once that he could experience it
only because he had borrowed a heart made of human flesh and blood. The ray of happiness given by this love
was only a feeble reflection of the happiness the angels experience in the empyreal heights, but there was a
sweetness and yearning unknown to the angels.
“Look,” he said, “we are only guests on this earth, but we are beings from another world. Snatches of music
can be heard in this world which hum in our ears; we must find the melodies here on earth. We are searching for
at least a reflection of that light in which our spirit flourished, though in another world. Sometimes it would seem
as if we have found it in a waterfall, in a river’s flow, in a lover’s eyes; and then our hearts beat faster, and we
start remembering something we can only vaguely recall. Thus eternal longing is our life companion. Keep gazing
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at the blue strip of the forests on the horizon: something calls you there, and that something is longing. Gaze at the
far-off sea. Dotted with sails like butterflies; it is calling you; again that something is longing. Look at the
limitless space of the steppes, where the sun sets in the high grass—it keeps calling you; it is longing.”
So spoke the lover, and these words originated, not in Vertoprakh’s brain, but in Raphael’s soul; they were
strained, however, through Vertoprakh’s warm blood, and Raphael, who until now was a pure spirit, received a
soul. Soon Raphael and Irene began to meet, to meet every day, becoming inseparable until evening. But once
there was a surprise in store for him. She didn’t come to the appointed place, but he saw her afterwards, holding a
slim youth’s arm. The same story repeated itself on the two following days. Then Raphael felt a longing which he
had never experienced before, and he had to bear the misery of jealousy, another proof that a soul had been born
to Raphael. On the fourth day he met Irene again. She told him that the fiancé whom she had known for several
years had come to take her home because her stay at the sanatorium was over. He restrained his egotistical
feelings and wished her good luck in her new life. Suddenly she embraced him, then began to cry, assuring him
that he had awakened in her a feeling that would live forever and never die, a feeling that would bring her to him
in Kiev, and against which there was no remedy, against which she was helpless.
Pereplexed and immensely happy in his unhappiness, he remained alone for the last week of his holiday.
Immediately after the farewell, momentary joy so pervaded his being that his soul felt a need to do someone a
good turn. Shortly he met one of the vacationers on the sanatorium road, a Peter Kravchenko, a nervous man, with
an extremely troubled and depressed look about him. Questioned about it, he said that his wife was visiting a town
nearby, and that he wished to see her but had no money for the journey. Raphael pulled out 300 rubles from his
pocket and gave them to him. In reply to his sincere thanks, Raphael said that he would be extremely pleased if
Kravchenko did not refuse to accept that unusual gift.
The last days were pregnant with unpleasant surprises. First of all, a letter arrived from the bank management
in which the comrade accountant was asked to explain the grounds for the expenditure of 1,873 rubles and 43
kopecks in November of the previous year.
“Now Veretoprakh has really rendered some service,” grumbled Raphael, under his breath. “Who knows where
to find those grounds?”
Another letter from his local executive of the Communist Party informed him that, according to an agreement
with the local organization, he was, after his return, to conduct anti-religious campaign in the District of
Ivanhorod. Here the investigator possibly had a hand in the business since Raphael had told him about his sojourn
in the Empyrean, or perhaps even the manager of the bank to whom someone had reported having seen Raphael in
church. So he had to prove by his actions that he had gotten rid of all superstitions during the last three weeks, and
was prepared to fight them.
A newspaper brought the unpleasant news with the last mail; there was a paragraph which excited the whole
sanatorium. It reported that a murderer had been committed in Helendzhik: A man, Kravchenko, had arrived
unexpectedly to visit his wife and caught her with a lover. With three shots he laid both of them low on the spot.
Probably he had been told everything beforehand, thus making the murder a premeditated affair, all the more so
because he had bought a revolver from an Armenian while on the way. An accountant in some mysterious way
had been implicated in the case.
Raphael was stunned; the good deed he had contemplated had turned out to be an evil one, and fate had laid on
him a considerable part of the responsibility for what had happened.
The tragic chain of events became more twisted. In addition he had to give some explanation of the alleged
expenditure. Shrewd Vertoprakh would have found some way out, but not Raphael. And here again was that antireligious paradox, whose execution was entrusted to no one else but an Archangel. Oh, how ardently Raphael
now wanted to return his body back to Vertoprakh! As he went to bed at night he consoled himself with the hope
that his spirit, having left the body, would not return to it, but would leave it to its previous master who would
begin to occupy his home again. But in the morning, having awakened, he felt he was Raphael. There was only
one way of returning to the Empyrean: to sever the chain of life forcibly. But then the body, having been harmed,
could not be the home to which Vertoprakh’s spirit had to return in order to accomplish its task on earth.
In anxiety and confusion he lay down on the bed, reviewing in his mind’s eye the events of his masquerade in
human form. This was supposed to be the night before his departure from the sanatorium, and on this night he had
a dream to the effect that a televisional connection was made with his former existence.
He dreamt he was in a large courthouse hall, and that in this hall there was a lot of seats for the spectators, but
the hall itself was empty. He sat all alone in the jury box, awaiting the appearance of the judge. He was dressed in
a snow-white tunic, girded by a silver belt, and on his fair, blond head there was a golden wreath of oak leaves.
He sat down behind a table, on which he placed a brief case.
“Raphael!” he said, “without my permission you dared to leave the circle of existence predetermined for you
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and enter the swift stream of human, whimsical and ephemeral actions, and undergo the uncertainties of terrestrial
wandering. Did you now know that, having left the bright lakes and boarded the boat carried by the waves of a
mountain stream, you made yourself incapable of avoiding guilt; you included yourself in the chain of cause and
effect for the short time of your earthly existence, having created something called karma in which offence causes
punishment, which again causes a new offence, which carries also penance and punishment, with the chain having
no end. Having infringed the circle of destiny, you wanted to help Vertoprakh, but in so doing did you not worsen
his lot? Will he not have to take over your liabilities to enable you to return to the Kingdom of Light? And will he
desire to do that? Will he be able to manage under the new circumstances you have created through your
interference in his earthly life?”
Raphael was silent.
Then the judge said: “Let us hear the witnesses!” Upon which he opened his brief case. Rapahel glanced
around the empty hall.
“Barbara Mytrofanivna!” was the sound that came through the air. Raphael did not see anyone but he heard the
scraping of a chair when someone rose, and from the middle of the hall he heard Barbara’s voice:
“I accuse! Raphael deprived me of my lover with whom I had lived in peace and quiet. In my colorless office
life, Vertoprakh was my colorful office sun. Having deceptively assumed his form, Raphael repulsed me,
poisoned my confidence and the sleep of my nights. Raphael is guilty!”
“Halia!” again resounded the voice amid the profound silence of the hall. Again Raphael heard the scraping of
the chair, followed by a young familiar voice coming from the other end of the court.
“Raphael, having assumed the form of my lover whom I had met one hot summer night, stole my love. In my
womb I carry Raphael’s baby, but will Andron recognize this baby as his own when he returns to his body? I
accuse Raphael, he is guilty!”
After a moment’s silence the dispassionate voice called again: “Peter Kravchenko!”
Kravchenko answered from the other end of the empty hall. “I knew that my wife was going to meet her lover.
For a long time I contemplated what I would do with her, whether I should kill her or not. I decided, however, to
let the matter ride for a while, since perhaps it might have interfered with my night’s sleep; but I met Raphael on
the way and he offered me money. The old flame of revenge flared up in me. Well, I went and killed. Perhaps
Raphael meant well, but damned be the hour that I met him! He is guilty though the guilt is not his.”
“Father Savaty!” the voice pierced the silence for the fourth time.
Said Father Savaty: “Raphael had no evil in his mind, but why did he call God’s name where it should not be
mentioned? Is it not said that pearls should not be cast before swine? I do my penance for his mistake in the Tamir
tundra!”
“Agatangel Havryluk!” the same voice rang out again for the fifth time. And Havryluk began to talk: “Through
Raphael’s carelessness and rashness I found myself in jail. I suffered for three weeks standing for five hours at a
time before the execution wall, sitting in cold water through the night, going without food for three days. I was
guilty of no crime and had no accomplices. But to release myself from suffering I accused innocent people I bore
them false witness. They have Raphael to thank for that.”
And then these voices were heard: “We, Havryluks, Havrylenkos, Gavrylovs enslaved in Taimir, Pechora,
Kolyma, we accuse, we accuse! Raphael is guilty.”
“All the witnesses are against you!” pronounced the judge gravely. “What I have just heard is sufficient for me
to pronounce sentence and judgement. But let us listen to the last witness: Irene!”
And far away, beyond the invisible crowd, a voice resounded: “Raphael awakened in my hear and soul a
yearning that I had not known before. He will remain the guiding star on the horizon of my life till the end of my
days. Blessed be his name! Blessed be the remembrance of him!”
The judge smiled, closed the dossier and said: “All right, let us wait and see how Vertoprakh masters his task;”
then he quickly left the hall.
Raphael remained under the influence of the dream all next morning. He realized that he had made Vertoprakh
face a series of tasks which would not be easy to solve, if he was to consider his own liabilities, as well as those
inherited from Raphael. Possibly, Vertoprakh might cope with them more successfully. But how could he,
Raphael, settle the muddled case with the bank in the meantime; how could he make them leave him in peace with
their anti-religious campaign; how was he to disentangle himself from fresh grillings and to annul his statement of
his membership in the monarchist organization “Association of Archangel Micahael;” how was he to settle the
even more muddled case of his relationships with Halia and Irene? Some plan of action had to be worked out, and
to do this he had to strain all the fibers of the mental apparatus he had inherited from a not very moral, not very
clever, though perhaps cunning and shifty Andron Lukych Vertoprakh.
Meditating on this, Raphael was approaching a waterfall whose ripple he could hear. In his deep meditation he
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had not noticed that he had been standing before it for several minutes. Upon realizing this, he lifted up his eyes to
the glittering sheet formed by the water falling down the rocks, glimmering against the sun so brightly that it was
painful to look at it. Then suddenly he shuddered.
From beyond the blinding sheet in silver armor, in unearthly beauty transformed into horror, in a light so
insufferably bright that the brain disintegrated, there stepped out and stood before him, the archstrategist Michael,
a sword in his outstretched hand.
Raphael’s earthly body could not bear this beauty, this horror. He fell dead to the ground. Then he got up, left
it, and stood beside his companion. Flooded with the light of his white wings they returned together and forever,
to the happy lakes, which like mirrors reflect the Lord’s glory, to the land where there is no revenge, no hatred, no
jealousy, no offences and punishments. And thus he completed the circle of his short terrestrial wanderings,
returning the body to Vertoprakh, who would not have to reorient himself in his new situation, and to solve—as
yet we do not know how—complex questions which had matured in the meantime.
97.273 Karl-Yankel\fn{by Isaac Emmanuilovich Babel (1894-1941?)} Odessa, Odessa Oblast, Ukraine (M) 4
When\fn{The notes throughout this story are supplied by the translator .} I was a kid Jonah Brutman had a blacksmith’s
shop at Peresyp. There gathered horse-dealers, draymen, butchers from the city slaughter-houses. The blacksmith’s shop was near the Balta Station. If you chose it as an observation post you could easily intercept peasants
carting oats and Bessarabian wine to the city. Jonah was an easily scared little man, but he had a palate for wine.
In him dwelt the soul of an Odessa Jew.\fn{For Orthodox Russian Jews, the religious freedom of Odessa connoted dissipation.}
In my time he had three sons at home. The father reached up to their waists. It was on the beach at Peresyp
that for the first time I pondered the potency of the powers that dwell secretly in Nature. Three well-fed bitterns
with crimson shoulders and feet like spades, the sons used to carry their skinny little father down to the water just
like an infant in arms. Yet he and none other begat them, no doubt about it. The blacksmith’s wife went to the
synagogue twice a week, on Friday evening and Saturday morning. The synagogue was of the Hasidic\fn{ A Jewish
sect emphasizing the emotional and mystic elements of religion .} persuasion, and there at Passover they used to dance
themselves silly, just like Dervishes. Jonah’s wife used to pay tribute to the emissaries sent out through the
provinces of the South by the tzaddiks\fn{Jewish leaders; Galicia is an area in southern Poland .} of Galicia. The blacksmith
did not interfere in his wife’s relations with God. After work he used to go off to a wine cellar near the
slaughterhouses and there, sucking in the cheap pink wine, he would listen meekly to what was being talked of—
politics or fat stock prices.
In strength and build the sons took after their mother. Two of them, when they grew up, went off and joined the
partisans.\fn{Irregular troops.} The eldest was killed at Voznesensk. The second Brutman boy, Simon, went over to
Primakov and joined the Red Cossacks.\fn{The Cossacks of southern Russia had long had a reputation as horsemen and as
cavalry. Red Cossacks fought on the side of the Revolution .} He was chosen commander of a Cossack regiment. From him
and from a few other small-town lads grew that unexpected breed of Jews, the tough fighting men, raiders, and
partisans.
The third son inherited the blacksmith’s calling. He is now working at the Gen plough factory in the old town.
He has never married or begotten anyone.
Simon’s children moved about with his division. The old woman needed a grandson whom she might tell about
Baal-Shem,\fn{A divinity known as the “Lord of the Skies;” the term also applies to men who could perform miracles by invoking His
name.} and she expected a grandson from her youngest daughter Polina. Alone of all the family, the girl had taken
after little old Jonah. She was easy to scare, short of sight, tender of skin, and she had lots of suitors. Polina chose
Ovsey Belotserkovsky—we could never understand why. Even more amazing was the news that the young people
were leading a very happy married life. A woman’s household is her own affair; outsiders don’t see how the pots
get broken. In this case the breaker of pots was Ovsey Belotserkovsky. A year after the wedding he sued his
mother-in-law, Brana Brutman. Taking advantage of Ovsey’s absence on an official mission somewhere, and of
the fact that Polina had gone to hospital with mastitis, the old woman kidnapped her newborn grandson, carried
him off to the little foreskin-clipper Naftula Gerchik, and there, in the presence of then ruins, ten ancient and
overly-stricken old men, assiduous attenders at the Hasidic synagogue, the ceremony of circumcision was
performed upon the infant.
All this Ovsey Belotserkovsky learned when he got back. Ovsey had his name down for admission to the
Party.\fn{The Communist Party.} He decided to have a word with Bychach, the secretary of the Party organization in
the Imports and Exports Office.
“You have been morally defiled,” Bychach told him. “You can’t leave the matter as it is.”
The Odessa Prosecutor’s Office determined to hold a public trial at the Petrovsky Factory. The little snipper
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Naftula Gerchik and the sixty-two-year old Brana Brutman found themselves in the dock.
In Odessa Naftula was just as much a part of the town as the Duc de Richelieu’s statue. Often he would pass
our windows on Dalnitskaya carrying the worn and greasy midwife’s bag in which he kept his simple appliances.
Now he would pull from it a little knife, now a bottle of vodka and a piece of gingerbread. He would sniff the
gingerbread before drinking, and when he had drunk he would start moaning prayers. He was redheaded, Naftula
was, like the first redheaded man on earth. When he was doing his snipping he didn’t drain the blood off through a
little glass tube but sucked it away with his splayed lips, and his tangled beard got all blood-smeared. When he
went out to the assembled guests he would be tipsy, his bear-eyes shining with merriment. Redheaded, like the
first redheaded man on earth, he would nasally intone a blessing over the wine. With one hand he would tip the
vodka into the hirsute, crooked, and fire-breathing pit of his mouth; in his other would be a plate. On it lay the
little knife crimson with infant gore, and a piece of lint. When he was collecting his fee, Naftula would present
this plate to all the guests, bump about among the womenfolk, roll on them, grab them by the bosoms, and yell so
that the whole street could hear.
“Fat mommas,” the old man would yell, his coral eyes gleaming, “but little boys for Naftula, thresh wheat on
your bellies, do your best for Naftula. Bud little boys, you fat mommas.”
The husbands would cast coins on his plate; the wives would wipe the blood from his beard with napkins. The
courtyards of Glukhaya and Hospital Streets knew no lack of children: they seethed with them like river mouths
with fish-roe. Naftula used to toddle about with his little bag just like a tax-collector. But Prosecutor Orlov put an
end to his wanderings.
The Prosecutor thundered from the dais, endeavoring to prove that the little surgeon was the servant of a cult.
“Do you believe in God?” he asked Naftula.
“Let him believe in God who has won two hundred thousand,” returned the old man.
“Were you not surprised by the arrival of Citizeness Brutman at a late hour, in the rain, with a newborn child in
her arms?”
“I am surprised,” replied Naftula, “when a human being does something in an inhuman way, but when he just
plays the fool, then I am not surprised.”
These answers did not satisfy the Prosecutor. The question of the little glass tube cropped up. The Prosecutor
tried to prove that by sucking the blood with his lips the accused was exposing children to the risk of infection.
Naftula’s head, the clotted little walnut of his head, was now bobbing somewhere in the region of the floor. He
was sighing, closing his eyes, and wiping his caved-in mouth with his little fist.
“What are you mumbling, Citizen Gerchik?” the President of the court asked him.
Naftula fastened his extinguished gaze on Prosecutor Orlov.
“The late Monsieur Zusman,” he said, sighing, “you late poppa, had a head on him such as you wouldn’t find
anywhere else in all the world. And, glory to God, he had no apoplexy when thirty years ago he summoned me to
your circumcision. And now we see that you have grown up to be a big man in the Soviet land, and that Naftula
didn’t take with him, along with that little bit of nothing at all, anything that could later have been of service to
you.”
He blinked his bear-eyes, shook his little red walnut, and fell silent. He was answered by the big guns of mirth,
thundering salvos of laughter. Orlov, born Zusman, waving his arms, was shouting something that the cannonade
made it impossible to hear. He was demanding that it should go on record that … Sandy Svetlov, the columnist of
the Odessa News, sent him a note from the press-box:
Don’t be a goat, slay him with irony, it’s only what’s funny that’s fatal.
Yours,

Sandy.

The courtroom was hushed when the witness Belotserkovsky was called in. The witness repeated his written
testimony. He was a lengthy individual in riding-breeches and cavalry boots. According to Ovsey, the Tiraspol and
Balta district Party committees had shown him perfect collaboration in the work of collecting quotas of oil
cake.\fn{Mass of compressed seeds from which oil has been pressed. Used for fertilizer or fodder .} In the midst of the work he
had received a telegram announcing the birth of a son. On consulting the chairman of the Balta committee, he had
decided, in order not to interrupt the work, to limit himself to a telegram of congratulation, and had not reached
home till two weeks later. Throughout the region sixty-four thousand poods\fn{A Russian unit of weight equal to about
36.11 pounds.} of oil cake in all had been collected. At his apartment, aside from the female witness Kharchenko, a
neighbor, he had found no one. His wire had been taken to hospital, and the witness Kharchenko, as she rocked
the child’s cradle, which is an outmoded custom, was singing a lullaby. Knowing that the witness Kharchenko
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was addicted to drink, he had not considered it necessary to take in the words she was singing, but he was
surprised to observe that she was calling the infant Yankel,\fn{ A traditional Jewish name.} whereas he had given
instructions that his son was to be named Karl, in honor of our teacher Karl Marx. Upon unswaddling the child he
had been confronted with the evidence of his misfortune.
The Prosecutor had a few questions. The Defense stated that it had no questions. The court usher led in the
witness Polina Belotserkovsky. Staggering, she went to the bar. The bluish spasm of recent maternity twisted her
face, on her forehead were drops of sweat. She cast a glance at the little blacksmith, dressed up with a bow and
new boots as for a holiday, at the bronzed and gray-whiskered face of her mother. The witness did not reply when
asked what she knew about the matter under consideration. She said that her father had been a poor man, had
worked for forty years at the smithy by the Balta railway. Her mother had borne six children: three of them were
dead, one was a Red Army commander, another was working at the Gen factory.
“My mother is very devout, as all can see. She always suffered from the knowledge that her children were not
believers, and could not bear the thought that her grandchildren would not grow up to be Jews. You must take into
account the sort of family my mother was brought up in. You all know the little town of Medzhibozh. The women
there still wear wigs …”
“Tell us, witness,” a sharp voice interrupted her, and Polina was silent. The sweat drops on her forehead turned
red, just as though the blood was oozing through her skin. “Tell us, witness,” repeated a voice that belonged to the
former advocate Samuel Lining.
If the Sanhedrin\fn{The supreme council and tribunal of the Jews in New Testament times .} existed in our days, Lining
would be at its head. But there is no Sanhedrin, and Lining, who learned to read Russian at the age of twenty-five,
had in his fourth decade begun to write appeals to the Senate in no way differing from Talmudic\fn{ The Talmud is
the authoritative body of Jewish tradition.} treatises.
The old man had slept through the whole case. His jacket was covered with tobacco ash. He woke up at the
sight of Polina Belotserkovfsky.
“Tell us, witness,” clashed the fishlike row of blue teeth always on the verge of falling out, “did you know of
your husband’s resolve to call the child Karl?”
“I did.”
“What name did your mother have him given?”
“Yankel.”
“And you, witness, what did you call your son?”
“I called him ‘sweetypie.’”
“What was your motive in calling him ‘sweetypie’?”
“I call all children ‘sweetypie.’”
“Let us continue,” said Lining. His teeth fell out. He caught them with his lower lip and thrust them back
between his jaws. “Let us continue. On the evening when the child was abducted to the abode of the accused
Gerchick, you were not at home: you were in hospital. Is that correct?”
“I was in hospital.”
“At what hospital were you being treated?”
“On Nezhin Street, by Doctor Drizo.”
“Under treatment by Doctor Drizo?”
“Yes.”
“You are quite sure of that?”
“Why shouldn’t I be?”
“I have a document to submit to the court.” Lining’s lifeless face loomed above the table. “From this document
the court will perceive that at the period in question Doctor Drizo was attending the Pediatric Congress at
Kharkov.”
The Prosecutor raised no objection to admitting the document.
“Let us continue,” said Lining, rattling his teeth. The witness leaned the full weight of her body against the bar,
her whisper was scarcely audible.
“Perhaps it wasn’t Doctor Drizo,” she said, lying on the bar. “I can’t remember everything, I’m worn out …”
Lining poked in his yellow beard with a pencil, rubbed his stooping back against the bench, and jiggled his
false teeth.
When requested to present her Health Insurance card, the witness averred that she had mislaid it.
“Let us continue,” said the old man.
Polina passed her head over her forehead. Her husband was sitting on the edge of a bench away from the other
witnesses. He was sitting as straight as a poker, his long legs in their cavalry boots gathered beneath him. The sun
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fell on his face, crammed with the crossbars of petty and cross-grained bones.
“I’ll find the card,” whispered Polina, and her hands slithered from the bar.
At that moment an infant’s yells rang out. Next door a child was weeping and groaning.
“What are you thinking of, Polina?” cried the old woman in a hoarse voice. “The child’s not been fed since
morn, the child’s yelling its poor little guts out.”
The Red Army men woke with a start and grabbed their rifles. Polina slipped lower and lower, her head jerked
back and lay on the floor. Her arms flew up, threshed the air, and subsided.
“Recess,” cried the President.
Uproar exploded in court. The green hollows in his cheeks gleaming, Belotserkovsky stepped crane-like
toward his wife.
“Feed the child!” people were shouting from the back rows, making megaphones of their hands.
“They’ll do that,” replied a female voice from afar. “No need of your help!”
“The girl’s in it, you mark my words,” observed a workingman sitting next to me. “Knows a lot more than
she’ll tell.”
“Family life, brother,” said his neighbor. “Nocturnal goings on, dark goings on. At night they tie things up that
you can’t disentangle by day.
The sun was shooting oblique rays through the courtroom. The crowd threshed about, breathing fire and sweat.
Using my elbows, I made my way out into the corridor. The door of the clubroom was ajar, thence came the
groanings and champings of Karl-Yankel. In the clubroom hung a picture of Lenin, the one in which he is
speaking from the armored car on the square at the Finland Station.\fn{ Nikolai Lenin (1870-1924) leader of the Russian
Revolution, returned from exile in Switzerland on a train that arrived at the Finland Station in what was then St Petersburg, later
Leningrad.} The picture was surrounded by diagrams in color produced at the Petrovsky Factory. Along the wall
there were flags, and rifles in wooden stands. A working-woman who looked like a Kirghiz,\fn{ One of the many
distinct ethnic groups banded together in the Soviet Union .} her head bent, was feeding Karl-Yankel. He was a chubby little

fellow of five months old, in knitted bootees and with a white tuft on his head. Sucked fast to the Kirghiz woman,
he was rumbling, beating his nurse on the breast with his little clenched fist.
“The fuss he’s making!” said the Kirghiz woman. “Not everyone would be willing to give him suck.”
In the room there was also a wench of about seventeen in a red kerchief and with great knobbly cheeks like fir
cones. She was busy rubbing Karl-Yankel’s sanitary diaper dry.
“He’ll be a military man,” said the girl. “Just listen how he’s yelling!”
The Kirghiz woman, pulling gently, drew her nipple from Karl-Yankel’s mouth. The child started growling, and in
despair jerked back his head with its white tuft. The woman uncovered her other breast and presented it to the
little boy. He looked at the nipple with dull little eyes, and something gleamed in them. The Kirghiz woman gazed
down at Karl-Yankel, squinting a dark eye.
“Why should he be a military man?” she asked, straightening the child’s bonnet. “He’ll be an airman, you’ll
see, and fly about beneath the sky.”
In the courtroom the case had been resumed.
Battle was now being waged between the Prosecutor and the experts, who had insisted on reaching an evasive
conclusion. The Social Plaintiff, half rising in his seat, was banging the desk with his fist. I could also see the first
rows of the public: Galician tzaddiks, with their beaver caps on their knees. They had made the journey to be
present where, it said in the Warsaw papers, the Jewish religion was on trial. The faces of the rabbis sitting in the
front rows hung motionless in the dusty brown sunshine.
“Down with ’em!” cried a Young Communist who had forced his way right to the dais.
The battle flamed up more fiercely.
Karl-Yankel, fastening senseless eyes upon me, sucked away at the Kirghiz woman’s breast.
From the window flew the straight streets trodden by my childhood and youth: Pushkin Street stretching itself
along to the station, Little Arnautskaya jutting out into the park by the sea.
I had grown up on these streets, and now it was Karl-Yankel’s turn. But they hadn’t fought for me as now they
were fighting for him: few were those to whom I had been of any concern.
“It’s not possible,” I whispered to myself, “it’s not possible that you won’t be happy, Karl-Yankel. It’s not
possible that you won’t be happier than I.”
97.277 Unforgettable\fn{by Alexander Dovzhenko (1894-1956)} Sosnytsia, Chernivhivs’ka Oblast, Ukraine (M) 5
I am greatly inclined to tell this story in the most endearing terms that suggest themselves during one’s rare
and irrevocable hours.
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One would like to cleanse each word in a Ukrainian well from which a Ukrainian maiden drew water, and then
set up each word in a row, so that the unforgettable can play its part among them, like the sun on Easter Day, and
thus gladden human hearts in these great and difficult times.
One would like to embroider words like red flowers on plain towels and hang them up on display in every
room where they can be seen from all angles as one enters the room, and always remain immaculate as my
mournful old mother once said about herself.
Oh, where are they? I’ll climb up on a high hill and look westwards upon my Ukraine. I’ll look at the sky,
crosscut with projectors, and I’ll count the familiar stars. I’ll recall the years of my youth, when I did not tread on
the earth, but wafted over it, as it were; when I thought of making the world happy with my good deeds, just like
any other boy; or mused over my beloved, composing words but fearful of direct action.
Many winds have blown over my head, which even now is quite gray. I no longer soar up to the heights, but
keep my feet more firmly on the ground; and I begin to see things I the distance. My winged youth, whither has
thou fled? Fly hither to while away the hour with me! Sail on along the spring waters of the Desna and bring with
you those words. Let me speak to you about the maiden Olesia and about nothing else. Then you can sail back
along the water; sail on and do not ever return again to me, and I’ll seek counsel about Olesia, and perhaps I’ll
even weep.
Cannons roar; darkness begins to fall.
In the dust and smoke it seems as if the sun is setting forever. Many kilometers of rye are burning up, and the
spring corn has been trampled under foot now for several days by machines, by millions of stray horses and cows.
The airplanes bombard the herds from the sky and grind them in the dust. Wounded horses fill the air with their
unearthly neighing; while oxen roar from the odors f the wounded, dying by the thousands from foot and mouth
diseases and glanders. Order-bearers drive their lumbering pedigreed cattle, crying over them as they proceed
along the roads with their children. the sheep keep limping along, and dust keeps rising upwards from the paths.
Thus the sons of Ukraine kept retreating eastwards.
Thousands of German corpses kept floating down the Desna; and parachutists kept falling from the skies into
the willows. Tears and leave-taking were everywhere.
“Farewell, mother, farewell!”
“Farewell.”
“Good luck to you; good luck …”
Beside the cool well near the village, as if in a song, there under the willow-tree by the old house, stood the
maiden Olesia, sad and quiet, just alike all the other girls. She had already given the fighters all that she could;
and all day long she had been handing out drinks of water from a pail, and she had ceased sobbing; there were no
more tears to shed. Somehow her eyes had become dry, and they had brightened up again; her lips had swollen a
little, and from under her eyes had fallen the shadows of sorrow, as did the disappearing wrinkle between her
brows.
“What awaits me? What does my beauty avail me?” were the constant questions she asked herself as she kept
gazing at the path the past two weeks.
At first it was the dust-laden trucks filled with various things that rode over the roads. On top of the things sat
countless silent women from distant towns. At that time they still were the butt of much bantering. My deceased
mother used to curse them as she spat after them, wishing them no good at all.
And the horrid drone of airplanes came down from the sky. It appeared as if the whole of Ukraine had broken
into flames as she retreated eastwards. The cattle from beyond the Dnieper in the far distance started their
trampling march along the pathways and over the rye and spring-corn, bellowing and mooing. The males, men
and boys, had evacuated the village long ago, although some of them had returned home to drown their woe in
liquor and sobbing, cursing everything on earth, including their own tribulations.
Olesia was horrified. She had never before in all her nineteen years experienced such terrible fright; indeed
there had never been such horror since the world began.
“Oh, woe is me, we’re all doomed; this is the end!” moaned Aunt Motria loudly. “And you’ll die, too, my dear
orphan; and our whole family will be reduced to naught.”
Olesia sobbed. The events of the past three days had finally broken her spirit. The army had begun to trudge
along the road, dispirited, fatigued and silent. Then the fields started to burst into flames. The air was filled with
smoke and the roar of motors. The bombing planes began their work of devastation. They appeared from out of
the sky like vultures and mowed the people down to the ground.
Olesia thought that this was the end of the world that her deceased grandmother had often frightened her with
when she was a child.
Some strange shepherds were handing out mutton to the villagers. Meat and meat fats were being sold at next to
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nothing; but the old and young women were doling it out anyway. Nobody was saving anything, and nobody was
being denied anything. Grain and other remnants of the kolhosp were being distributed, while work of any kind
had ceased completely.
Olesia watched the road. She was not an ordinary girl She was neat and beautiful, the pride of the whole
community. When the day’s work was done, she would sing like a bird near the house with a range that could be
heard in the whole neighborhood, and in a manner that would put to shame any professional artist; and her
embroidery was on display in glass cases on the walls of various European museums: in London at the Victoria
and Albert Museum, in Paris, too, and in Muenchen and New York, although she was not aware of it at all. Olesia
had learned her art from her deceased mother. By nature she was refined, talented, and artistic, inherently so;
tactful, diligent and bred in a fine family. The light-minded youths of the locality were quite timid in her presence,
and awed by her wondrous and unapproachable personality.
The fighters would come to drink and then silently go on their way. She asked them no questions, but looked
penetratingly into their faces, reading sorrow and grief in each countenance. A greater, yes, a much greater grief
than one can imagine, fell upon those people, depressing and numbing their sensibilities.
“So long, fair maiden; we wish you happiness,” was the parting greeting of three artillery-men who had left the
well. The mind of Olesia would choke up with emotion. Olesia looked behind her. The crowd had thinned out
considerably. Here and there a few persons still remained.
“This is the tail-end,” she thought. “Is this really the last of them?”
And now she decided on a plan of action, a plan unheard of before, unknown hitherto either in her own village
or among her own people. It was a deed so out of the ordinary, the very thought of it made her heart grow cold
and almost stop. It was a dangerous move inspired by the current extraordinary and unusually dangerous times.
What motive impelled her to attempt this deed? From whence did the urge come? Was it from the instinctive
depths of her people? Was it from some semi-conscious wisdom, which like a hunch comes to the aid of a person
in difficult times, when the intellect is on the wane and is no longer able to distinguish danger, to ask questions,
while the lava of eruption keeps pouring down from above?
One of the remaining youthful tank-men who approached Olesia was Vasyl Newchai from the Kamianets
district. He came to slake his thirst at the well. Vasyl was a handsome, powerfully built young man.
His clothing was encrusted with dust and sweat. His sleeve and the back of his shirt showed signs of having
been burnt. His strong soiled hands, and the beads of sweat on his temples, and the wrinkle on his forehead belied
his age.
“So long, young maiden, farewell,” he uttered as he straightened up from the pail.
“Happy journey! But wait; listen!” said Olesia quietly, gazing at the tank-driver with a deep, painful expression
in her eyes. “I want to ask you something.”
“Me? What do you want to ask me?” said the tank-man, the unusual attitude of Olesia drawing him to her,
momentarily.
“What’s that, young maiden?”
“Listen,” said Olesia, “spend the night with me. The shadows of evening have already fallen. Do it while it’s
still possible, do you hear?”
Setting the pail down, she approached him.
“I’m a girl. I know the Germans will be here tomorrow; they’ll maul me around; they’ll outrage me;’ that’s
what I’m afraid of. Therefore, pleases, let it be you … please, spend the night with me …”
Hewer last words were uttered excitedly, and then had fallen to a whisper.
“I can’t take you,” said Nechal, honestly and openly. “The day before yesterday I was fairly burning up under
the bomb attacks. I assure you, I’m no hero.”
“You’re one of us.”
“I’m retreating; IU’m fleeing; I’m abandoning you. Understand my shame; I’m not a hero.”
“You’re unfortunate; I’m unfortunate, too. Think of my shame also. Look around and see what’s going on. I
want to remember you forever, and not those corpses floating down the Desna. Please remain.”
Olesia looked at him with such faith and such painful supplication that he kept silent without taking his eyes off
her. He looked at this strange, unknown and accidentally encountered young maiden in such a way as not to ever
forget her afterwards, even for an hour, and to carry her, this young maiden, in his heart through all the battles,
and all the conflagrations.
The house smelled of old pictures, the lovage plant, the mint, and the faded sweet-rush, or some other equally
pleasant odorous plant.
“Please be seated, sit down behind the table,” said Olesia quietly, taking him by both hands. “Do you want
something to eat; well, a little, anyway, please … Perhaps you’d like to wash up after your travels?”
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Vasyl took his shirt off and began to wash himself over the tub. Olesia poured some cool water over his hands,
then on his head. He closed his eyes. He felt the dust and sweat run off himself. It was a pleasant feeling; but
when Olesia poured a jug of water down his spine he almost neighed from the sensuous titillation it gave him,
although he was too shy to admit it or to show it.
She handed him a clean towel. He took his shoes off and, after washing his feet, he sat down on a bench near
the table. Some kind of timid bashfulness still held him in leash without let up, but not so in her case. She, too,
was bashful, yet not so bashful. She kept walking to and fro about the house, carrying him some food to the table.
She was fulfilling what to her alone was an inscribed law.
They both ate together, avoiding reading desire in each other’s eyes, or to see whether it was there; and they
talked about this and that, being wary of silence. Sometimes their eyes met when the thread of their conversation
was about to break; it was then that they ceased breathing or chewing their food. It seemed as if they were both
becoming petrified with stony glances at each other. And when once it had appeared that breathing had ceased
completely. Olesia’s whole being had broken out in a groan, and she pressed her hands to her breast.
“Oh my God, what’ll become of us now?”
When darkness had finally fallen on the house, she was the first to make a decision. She went over to the bed,
and spent considerable time making it up with clean bed sheets, silently musing meanwhile. She opened up her
mother’s chest, taking new clothes out of it, pillow cases, towels, laying down two pillows side by side, and then
going outside to bring in some flowers.
There were no singing bridesmaids. No one was sowing Olesia’s bed with seeds of rye, or of wheat; and no
heads were turned with intoxicating liquor; and the match-makers sang no subtle songs. Olesia made her own
wedding preparations.
It was quiet in the house; it was only somewhere in the distance that heavy artillery was making its shattering
noises; and far away an approaching airplane would announce its rumbling presence.
“Please do not look at me,” begged Olesia, sighing heavily, as she donned a fresh blouse. Vasyl actually heard
the pounding of his own heart.
“How my heart keeps beating!”
“And mine, too,” said Olesia quietly. “Oh, come over here!”
She stood beside the bed in her embroidered blouse. The moon was shining directly on her through the
window.
“What do they call you?”
“Vasyl.”
“And I’m Olesia. Give me your hand.”
She pressed his hand against her heart.
“I’ll never forget you,” she said, at once sadly and sternly; then she kissed Vasyl on the cheek timidly and with
almost childish naivete.
“Now you tell me these same words.”
Vasyl repeated the words. He hardly recognized his own voice, so low and solemn was the utterance; but a
thrill ran through his whole being like a bell.
Suddenly the window panes began to rattle. A flight of airplanes drove dangerously over and near the housetop
with a terrible roar. Bombs wee being dropped with thunderous bursts as they struck somewhere beyond the
village.
“Pardon me!” came a voice from somewhere in the distance.
“Oh my children, my dear, poor children!” complained another voice coming somewhere from the road.
They lay there for a long time in silence, listening involuntarily to the noises. Then Olesia explained to Vasyl
that it was her Aunt Metria crying, for her four sons were recruited into the army.
And she was now bidding farewell to the fifth son, Ivan.
“So,” sighed Vasyl; “how sweet you smell of the lovage plant!”
“And when you breathe you smell of pickles or pickle leaves.”
“And you!”
“And you …”
They gazed at each other with widely open eyes the whole night through. Gradually their timidity disappeared,
and they continually found something new in each other, something wondrous and unexpected, some alluring and
inexplicable thing. Each one of them felt a surge of youthful strength and the power of dominion and gratitude. At
times it seemed that they had known each other from childhood, and they were enveloped by a joyous peace. But
then some small incident would crop up to arouse them to the real circumstances of their unexpected meeting; and
the reality of it would evoke fresh fluctuations and emotions in the midst of the miseries of the night, the
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bellowing of cattle, and the howling of the dogs.
“So they call you Vasyl?”
“Yes.”
“Vasyl, Vasylyk, and I’m Olesia. Kiss me, Vasylyk; tell me once again that I’m pretty. I feel so happy.”
“The, why do you cry?”
“No, I’m not crying; I’m feeling just so fine!”
“My own, dear one, why do you cry?”
“Why? That’s you crying; you won’t forget me?”
“My dear one!”
“My dear one, too.”
“My beautiful one.”
“My beautiful one, too! Come to me!”
Again they smiled at each other out of sheer delight and sorrow.
They believed, and they did not believe, that they were man and wife.
“Do you know, Vasylyk,” Olesia whispered to him, “if we happen to survive, and if we shall live together,
we’ll never speak a cross word to each other during the rest of our lives; now what do you think of that?”
“That’s right.”
“Is that right?”
“That’s right.”
“We’ll live so well, like nobody else in the world. Is that not so?”
“That’s right.”
“You won’t forget me?”
“No.”
“You’ll find me and win me back?”
“I’ll find you and win you back.”
“Come to me, come!”
It seemed as if centuries of common popular love had met, which sowed children on our fertile land; as if
centuries of woeful leave-takings of the Ukrainian maiden, the Ukrainian woman, celebrated in the sad folklore of
the people, had come together.
It began to dawn. The shadows in the house now softened to lighter tint, and each farewell now wiped its own
eyes in the vestibule behind the door.
“Repeat some of those fine words to me again, Vasylyk,” begged Olesia, as she pressed against Vasyl’s
shoulder. The night is now waning; it’ll soon be time for leave-taking.”
“Listen, Olesia.”
They spoke long throughout the dawn. They joined their simple love with a spiritual unification of
extraordinary strength, which indeed surprised both of them. It seemed as if they had matured during that night,
and that their souls had risen to great heights of perspicuity and understanding. It appeared, too, as if the
implacable inevitability of parting had enlightened their emotions, lending an especial beauty to them.
During this night things began to resolve themselves before them, as if some new insights into matters had
been given to them to see things more clearly and more penetratingly; and even Vasyl had found words in himself
which he thought he had never been able to utter, or to find hitherto.
“No, I’ll never forget you, my dear wife. I’ll never forget you, nor your home, nor the well beneath the willow
tree, nor your village. I’m abandoning you in our own land; but what is our land, what is even life without you?!”
“Vasyl,” moaned Olesia.
“Farewell; my soul is on fire …”
“The day has finally arrived,” said Olesia, as she turned around in fear.
“What’ll you be thinking of me, Olesia?”
“I shall try to save my breed. I begged you to give me hope … Don’t tarry, Vasyl.”
“I’ll return to you; I’ll return. I’ll come to you through fire, barbed wire, everything on earth. No matter what
you’ll be, I’ll return to you; whether you’re black, or sick, or crippled by the enemy; and even though you’re gone
gray from grief and tears, and your tresses have become white; and even though you’ll dig trenches against
me,\fn{At German orders; for they considered the conquered peoples of Eastern Europe as enslaved .} and twine German barbed
wire to keep me out, sow wheat for the bread of the enemy, you’ll be in my mind beautiful, just as you are now
beautiful.
And may the hands and the tongues of those who try to think ill of you rshrivel up. And if in your
grief yo should curse me and those who discarded you and as yet have not died in the Dnieper, you must know
that I’ve forgiven you before hand, for such is now our fate; and so you should forgive me,” said the excited
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Vasyl, wondering at his own unusual words.
“I forgive you,” said Olesia, “but you just find me.”
“I’ll find you,” said Vasyl, and he embraced her with his great strong arms. “If it thus happens that I’ll not find
you because I’ve been killed, Olesia, or I’ve been blown up somewhere, perhaps even by the demolition bombs in
my own tank, so that nothing is left of me but my scattered bones in the fields, which may not been be found for
burial, I’ll still return to you. I’ll become a bronze statue in your village, jus over there beyond this window! I’ve
understood, Olesia. There’s only one path back to you, just one road, the road of heroism. One must be a hero and
hate the enemy, Olesia,” said Vasyl, thoughtfully; “how unnecessarily sluggish was my first appearance at your
home!”
“I’ve forgive you.”
“I see. I’ve observed the majesty of your womanly soul. You, Olesia, have unveiled a world before me.”
“Come to me, you poor fellow, come! …”
Did they, or did they not sleep? Art times they both fell into something that resembles sleep, but this was not
sleep. They did not ceases to sense each other, as it were, and to feel as if they were both flying into each other’s
embrace over the blue sea and were listening to the intonation of distant bells and the gurgling of spring rivulets.
They parted in the early morning, long before the sun rose, in the garden near the stile, when the dew was still
moist on the ground.
Olesia did not follow “Vasyl into the faraway country. She did not possess either any goods, nor a compass,
nothing for a road trip. What she had was a house, land, flowers, and the precious graves of her parents.
Vasyl soon disappeared amidst the beaten rye.
He moved swiftly and easily, and with a clear head. In fact it seemed as if he were flying, with no feeling of
the earth beneath himself, ready for gigantic deeds. He understood the necessity for haste to the fighting forces of
his friends, and the need for forgetting about the rest of the world in the name of life and the moral struggle on the
battlefield with the enemy. But Olesia sobbed out her century-old song on the stile, returning in a devastated
frame of mind to her home. And she became like one petrified, paying little heed to the shelling of the village, or
how the remaining fighters were retreating from the field of battle, or how German enslavement slithered into the
village.
“My heart, Auntie, is like a stone. Now they can do whatever they please with me,” she said, speaking
resignedly to her Aunt who had come to mourn over their common fate.
Olesia sat as if in a daze, emotionlessly contemplating the pillow on which thee still remained a trace of
Vasyl’s head.
89.80 Pangs Of Integration\fn{by Aliza Shidlovsky (1897-

)}

Ukraine (F) 3

Upon my arrival in Daganiah, I was thrown into the peculiar atmosphere of the kvutza—at that time still in its
infancy. The climate was one of exacting demands made on each member. Since the whole life was based on ties
of comradeship and mutual compatibility, the conscious striving toward these goals caused a constant tension. The
slightest manifestation of incompatibility or misunderstanding affected the life of the whole group. Any friction
evoked doubts about people’s ability to live in a kvutza or posed the question of their suitability before the entire
social group. What aggravated the situation was the fact that the group was so small and could ill-afford any
disturbance to its delicate balance.
If the comrades did not go to the threshing floor after the evening meal, they would sit around the table, talking
little, and singing a great deal. Ever since those days I never heard people sing that way. The melodies were vehicles for the release of the overwhelming feeling of loneliness in the hearts of each of the twenty-four comrades.
There was no contact with other settlements. The periodical Hapoel Hatzair arrived only rarely. The few books
the members had brought were packed away in valises. We felt completely cut off from Europe, from the world,
from our own past. We considered ourselves living in a vacuum which we must fill entirely by our conscious
efforts. Into that singing were deposited all the doubts and fears that there might not be a tomorrow …
Often the singing ended in a weird hora dance carried on to the point of collapse. More than once I saw
Yeruham Klebanoff fall down exhausted on the bench after the dance. Joseph Bussel would be carried out of the
ring in a swoon. It was not just a dance; it was a wail without words, a bursting forth of all that had accumulated
in one’s heart. Sometimes the hora had something in it of the reconciliation after a quarrel. Sometimes it showed
the insistent longing of a child for a far-away mother. Every hora was to me an open book in which I could read
the emotions and hardships of the dancers.
*
One day the girls went to milk the cows and left me in charge of the lentil porridge. I stood there with a
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wooden ladle in my hand, stirring. The lentils began to boil and to sizzle, at first gently, then more and more
violently, until they exploded and were spattered all over the stove, the wall and my hands. Even when I saw, that
my hands were burned, it did not occur to me to make the fire smaller. When the girls finally came back, half the
stew was already on the floor and covered my hands up to my elbows. I had fainted. For two weeks I went around
in bandages.
Following the incident, the comrades decided to let me try my luck in field work. In those times of hardship,
human beings were not regarded as individuals, but rather callously in the light of what they could contribute.
Each person was under pressure to give his all, whether he had it to give or not. I went out with Tanhum to gather
sheaves after the harvest. This was the first time in Daganiah that a woman went out into the field. I was happy,
for this was a dream come true. The first day I was in a particularly festive mood.
But it was a hot hamsin day. I suffered from thirst and we had no water with us. And I did not know how to
work. I saw Tanhum lift two bundles of the harvest and did likewise. Then he lifted four bundles, so I also lifted
four. He started running; I ran too. I was so thirsty that I was forced to face the wind to freshen my parched
breath. But I did not ask the man who drove the wagon to bring me a little drinking water next time he came
around; I was afraid this would show weakness on my part. And I lived in dread of another failure. At the end of
the day I had difficulty getting up on the wagon to drive home. My whole body ached and I had a fever, but I did
not dare to tell anybody.
At the end of my six weeks in Daganiah, my membership in the kvutza came up for discussion. In those days
such a discussion was tantamount to a sentence pronounced on a man in his absence. The membership of H.Z.
was also to be decided at that meeting. H.Z. in a very depressed state of mind during the days preceding the
meeting, walked up and down the room singing Bialik’s\fn{ Hayyim Nahman Bialik (1873-1934), Ukranian-born Hebrew
poet.} “I wafted my woes to the winds” and other melancholy songs, as if in apology for his life. The evening his
fate was being decided, he sat outside, tense and nervous.
When the meeting was over, Tanhum came to me in the barn and tactfully informed me what had been said
about me. The comrades had decreed that I was not fit for work. The girls thought it was better for the kvutza to
help me get back home.
Before that evening I had already made up my mind to leave Daganiah. Although Tanhum suggested that I stay
on for some time and voiced an opinion contrary to that of the girls, I decided to leave immediately.
After my departure I happened to be in Kinneret one day during Passover. I listened to Hannah Meisel making
a report on the need for farm work training for girls, and on her own activity on the training farm she had founded
two years earlier. At the end of the report I walked over to Hannah and asked her to admit me. At first she refused:
the reputation I had acquired at Daganiah had reached Kinneret. But fortunately for me, all the girls on the
training farm suddenly took sick, and the dire need for workers opened the doors for me.
Here begins a new chapter. Here I was given guidance and encouragement. It was Leah Meron, who, in a spirit
of simple friendship, taught me how to wash clothes and how to water the garden. I began to see progress in my
work. My body, too, became accustomed to a life of labor. When I had arrived in the country I was a thin girl with
skinny hands—nobody believed I would shortly become a good worker. Before long, the members of Daganiah
sent me an invitation to return. But I had already become acclimatized to Kinneret and would not think of leaving
it. When Hannah Meisel left for the Zionist Congress, she put me in charge of the vegetable garden.
92.93 The Road Of No Return\fn{by Rachel Korn (1898-1982)} Podliszki Village, L’viv Oblast, Ukraine (F) 4
By morning the whole city had heard about the new edict, but in Hersh-Lazar Sokol’s household everyone
pretended they knew nothing. And just like on any other day, Beyle lit the stove and began to cook the family's
ghetto portion of grits and half-rotten potatoes. And just like on any other day, she set the table with seven plates
and seven spoons laid out in a double row. The double row was to ward off the evil spirits lurking outside.
Every few minutes she ran to the door, and with a corner of her apron wiped the steam from its glass windowpane and looked down to the street. On that autumn day of 1942 there wasn’t a Jew to be seen in that Galician
village, except for a Jewish policeman with a bundle of documents under his arm who would pass by and disappear in the street that led to the office of the Yudenrat.\fn{Literally “Council of Jews,” the governing body made up of Jews set
up by the Nazis in the ghettos and camps during World War II through which they governed indirectly .}
“Father hasn’t come back yet,” Beyle muttered, more to herself than to the others. Her aged mother-in-law,
who was sitting near the kitchen sorting plucked feathers into a patched bag, turned and asked,
“What’s that you’re saying Beyle?”
“Nothing, Shviger.”
All at once there was a commotion in the corner where the two youngest children were playing. Dovidl was
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pulling a doll out of Sorke’s hands and waving a stick at her.
“When I order you to hand over the baby you must obey! Otherwise, I’ll take you away too, and you’ll be
beaten into the bargain.”
Beyle ran over to the children.
“What’s all this uproar about—what’s going on here?”
“Mother, he’s hitting me!” Sorke burst out.
“Let go of her this minute!” Beyle ordered.
But eight year old Dovidl wouldn’t let go, and kept on tugging at his sister’s doll.
“We’re playing the game of cursing, and in cursing, there’s no mother around. In this game you must obey the
police! If she won’t hand over her baby then both she and the baby will have to go! See, here’s my rifle,” and he
pointed to the stick.
“Tfu, may your game moulder and smoulder in some wretched wilderness! Throwaway the stick this instant!
And come here! Some game you’ve invented for yourselves!”
“But Mother, you saw what happened to our neighbor Malke, and to Shmerke-Yoysef’s son? The police took
her away along with her child—don’t you remember?”
“In my house I won’t allow such games, you hear? Such a big boy and he understands nothing! Go, go to your
brother Lipe.”
Whenever Beyle couldn’t handle Dovidl she would turn him over to her oldest son. Lipe was the only one
Dovidl would listen to.
Lipe was sitting at the table in the next room, writing. He neither turned around nor uttered a single word. His
mother came in and stood at his back waiting for him to help her rein in her unruly young one. Dovidl too was
waiting. He had become suddenly quiet and was staring eagerly at his older brother. The pen in Lipe’s hand
moved quickly across the blank paper as if it were hurrying towards some inevitable goal where Lipe was only an
accessory and the instrument of someone else’s will.
Beyle’s ears, always alert to the smallest sound, now heard an odd rustling like the swish of silk. Turning
towards the sound she saw the open wardrobe, and between its doors her daughter Mirl taking out her dresses and
trying them on one by one in front of the mirror.
“What bleak holiday are you celebrating today?”
“Oh Mother, I just felt like trying on my dresses.”
Beyle gave her a searching glance as if she were some newly-arrived stranger. For the last two years, living
with constant anxiety and fear, she had begun to think of her children as a precious charge she must protect from
all outside threat and danger. And in that same instant she recognized that Mirl, her fourteen year old daughter,
had suddenly grown up and ripened into a young woman. Mirl’s thin childish shoulders were now softly curved as
if waiting to take on the burden of new and mysterious longings. Her brown gazelle’s eyes were filled with a
womanly acceptance of fate.
And as if she owed this burgeoning daughter something she could never repay, Beyle, like a bankrupt debtor,
sat down and gave herself up to a wail of grief. Her bottled-up fear and dread of the unavoidable future now found
its way through some obscure channel inside her, releasing a storm of tears. Beyle began to rock to and fro, her
head in her arms, sobbing all the while as if her breast were being tom to pieces inside her.
The two children tiptoed into the kitchen and began to nose around like two kittens among the pots and pans.
Sorke returned and pulled Mirl away from the clothes cupboard.
“Come, let’s stick a fork into the potatoes and see if they’re done.”
Dovidl ran to the door.
“I’m going outside to find out what's taking Father so long.”
Beyle was startled out of her trance.
“Don’t dare step out of this house! Do you want to cause, God forbid, a catastrophe?”
The dragging sound of feet was now heard on the stairs, climbing each stair slowly one at a time. Lipe folded
his writing in his breast pocket and ran to open the outside door, which had been kept locked and bolted since the
arrival of the Germans.
Father and son confronted each other. The son’s eyes were full of questions, demanding to know what the
father had learned and what, for the time being, would have to be kept hidden from the others.
The father bowed his head as if he himself were guilty for what was now happening, guilty for having taken a
wife and for having brought children into the world—a wife and children he could no longer protect.
It took only one look at her husband for Beyle to realize there was no point in asking him anything.
The lines in Hersh-Lazar’s face had grown deeper. They were etched in grayness, as if they had absorbed all
the dust and debris of the street. His nose seemed to have grown longer and was as sharp as that of a corpse, while
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his usually neat and tidy dark beard was unkempt and disheveled.
“Will you wash your hands now, Hersh-Lazar?”
“Yes, at once, and we’ll sit down to eat.”
They ate in silence. No-one paid attention to what and how much each spoonful held. They swallowed their
food half-chewed. Even the children, already used to uncertainty and fear, felt a disaster was about to happen but
dared not ask what. Something ominous was in the air.
Whenever a spoon accidentally struck the edge of a plate and made it ring they were all startled, and looked
reproachfully away. Of them all, only the grandmother concentrated on her food as she brought each spoonful to
her toothless gums.
The first to rise from the table was Hersh-Lazar. Wiping his mustache with the back of his hand, he began to
pace back and forth with maddening regularity. When Beyle started to clear the table he signaled her:
“Don’t bother, Beyle.”
She let her hands fall; they had suddenly become too heavy and she stood in front of her husband blocking his
way and trying to stop him pacing the room.
“Have you heard anything more? Is it true what people are saying?”
“True, all true, Beyle.” Her husband’s voice sounded hoarse and muffled as if a thorn were stuck in his throat.
“Placards are posted everywhere—on all the buildings and fences. Every family must send one of its members
within two hours. Do you realize what that means? Each family must choose its own victim. One of us must go,
otherwise all of us will be taken. All of us, without exception! And,” he added ironically, “the Germans are
allowing us free choice!”
They were all stunned but no-one was surprised. You could expect anything from the Germans. Each one
studied the others. Who, who would go? Go to the place from which there is no return?
Abruptly a wave of estrangement overwhelmed them. Each one could already see the victim in the other. Each
one felt the enmity of the others. Who would be chosen and who would do the choosing? With what measure
should they be measured, on what scales should they be weighed in order to decide who must die now, and who
deserved to stay alive, at least for now?
“In that case,” Lipe spoke with unusual calm without looking at the bowed heads. “In that case …” and he
stopped in mid-sentence as if the weight of his just-now-uttered words were too heavy for their quaking limbs to
bear.
“In that case …” all of them sat down. They all tried to find the lowest, most insignificant chair as if they
intended to sit shive for their own inner selves.
Beyle seized the two youngest as if she could hide them in her own two hands, or build walls around them
which no enemy could breach.
The grown-ups had begun to calculate the years each had already lived and the years still promised. They
added up the lines in every face and counted the gnarled veins on the back of every hand.
The father mustn’t go, that was clear. He was the provider, the breadwinner. And the mother, definitely not.
What would become of the children without her? As for Lipe, what had he tasted of life in his four-and-twenty
years, the last two darkened by the German occupation? Let him consider carefully. Maybe he should quickly
steal away and be done with it. His mother would wail and tear her hair, his father would agonize while saying
kadesh, and Dovidl would miss him day and night without understanding why his Lipe had disappeared.
But at first they would all breathe easier because he would have released them from the need to mourn their
own lost souls.
In his mind Lipe was already bidding them all adieu. Tomorrow he would be gone. Everything would remain
just as it was except that he would no longer be among them. He would no longer see the sun, the sky, or the old
clock on the bureau. He touched his breast pocket and removed his watch and the money he kept there, and
unobserved, pushed them underneath the big clock, folding a few bank notes into the pages he had been writing. It
was a letter to Elke; his last letter. He would have to find a Polish messenger since it was forbidden to receive
letters from the ghetto. Elke was living on the other side as a Pole with false aryan papers, and she had recently let
him know that she was preparing similar papers for him, complete with seals and signatures. Together they would
go to one of the big cities where it would be easier to hide and lose themselves in the Polish crowds.
Was there anyone who should go in his place? What about the grandmother, his old bobe? As Lipe’s glance
searched for the grandmother it met his parents’ eyes. They had already added up her years, years that had fallen
as gradually as leaves from a tree in autumn, leaving its trunk naked and vulnerable. But no-one dared utter such
thoughts aloud, no-one dared to say “go” or to become the judge of her last few ragged years.
As their eyes ate into her, the old lady began to droop and hunker down into her chair, as if she would have
liked to dissolve and become part of the chair. She wanted to become so rooted in the bit of ground under her that
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no-one would ever be able to dig her out. In that moment the senses of the others became suddenly keener, and
more sensitive. Each one’s thoughts lay open to the others in these moments of heightened perception. Only the
grandmother’s thoughts remained closed to them, as closed as her half-blind extinguished eyes. She had sealed all
the avenues to her inmost self in order to ward off this prelude to death.
She suddenly felt isolated in the circle of her family—beside the son she had given birth to and cared for,
beside her own flesh and blood. Even her son’s eyes sought her out, and pointed to her. And because of it she
would resist with all the strength of her being. There was no-one to take her part, no-one to give her a loving look
across the wall of separation. When you know you will be missed, it is easier to die.
They imagine it’s less difficult for old people to die. Maybe so. But only if death comes in its proper time and
place, in your own bed. But to go forth and meet death willingly, carrying your bundle of worn-out bones! Quiet,
hold everything, she’s not ready yet—she still has to go back over her life, she still has to remember it once more
from the beginning, starting with the time she was a child in her mother’s house. She too had been a child just like
her son and grandchildren. She too had sat on her mother’s lap just like Sorke on Beyle’s; “Mother, Mother,” she
murmured through blue lips as if she would call her back from the world of the dead. “Mother,” she called, just as
she used to do in her childhood when she was afraid of being spanked. She had almost forgotten what her mother
looked like—her features had faded, and were rusted with time. Two big tears rolled from her closed eyes and fell
into the net of wrinkles covering her face.
And later—she pictured herself as a bride. She had only seen her bridegroom David once, at the time of the
betrothal. Even then, all her dreams were centered on him. When they began preparing her wedding clothes she
had insisted on the best of everything, on the most costly materials. She chose an iridescent blue silk shot through
with roses woven into the cloth. She had wanted to please her bridegroom. Her wedding dress had hung in the
cupboard until recently. She hadn’t let anyone touch it. It was only during the last few months that she had let
them make it over for Mirl, because Mirl looks like her. When she looks at Mirl she sees herself as a girl.
The clock struck once and then twice. Everyone suddenly came to life. Soon, soon. Until now they had all
been waiting for something to happen. Some miracle. And now there was less than an hour left.
Mirl drew herself up to her full height. She whipped her coat off its hanger and stood in the middle of the
room.
“I’m leaving.”
All heads turned. She stood there in the made-over iridescent silk dress she had forgotten to take off when her
mother scolded her for trying it on. Or perhaps she just enjoyed wearing it. Whether the dress made her look older
and more grown-up, or whether it was the stubborn expression on her face, it seemed to everyone that Mirl had
grown taller in the past few hours.
“Where—what kind of going?”
This from her father with his red-rimmed bloodshot eyes.
“You know very well where. Goodbye everybody.”
And she was at the door.
With a single leap her father was beside her, holding her sleeve.
“Get back this minute. If you don’t there’ll be trouble! Do you hear?”
As Mirl struggled with her father there was a sharp whistling noise as the ancient silk of her sleeve split and
tore.
Everyone looked on but no-one moved, neither to stop the father, nor to help Mirl. With one hand Hersh-Lazar
was holding Mirl, and with the other he was undoing his belt.
No-one understood what was happening. Was their father intending to beat Mirl now of all times? His favorite
child against whom he had never before raised a hand? The one for whom he always bought special gifts—for her
rather than for the two youngest? It could only be due to the confusion and turmoil they all felt, the kind they had
suppressed with all their might. Now it had grown and festered in their father like a boil that ripens and finally
bursts.
At last he had the belt in his hand and was twirling it above Mirl’s head like a lasso. He lowered it over her
shoulders then slid it down to her waist and tightened it as if she were a stook of wheat in a field. He tested the
belt several times to see if it was tight enough. Only then did he grasp the loose end, and, dragging Mirl like a
trussed-up calf, he led her to the table and fastened the belt to the table’s leg post. Tying a knot at the other end he
pulled the belt through the buckle with his teeth, then he wiped his forehead and sat down with his hands on his
knees and drew a few harsh choppy breaths.
Mirl was on her knees leaning against the table leg where her father had left her. She was motionless,
completely drained by the scene of the last few minutes. For the first time in her young life she had aspired to
something brave—let it be death—so what? She had gone forth to meet it like a bride her bridegroom. From early
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morning she had been preparing for this gesture. And now she had been shamed and humiliated. And he, father,
her darling father, who knew her better than anyone else, including her mother—was the one who had shamed her.
He wouldn’t let her make her sacrifice. It was all very well, it seems, for Isaac to be sacrificed, but not for her.
And his father, Abraham was himself the one who brought him—he had taken him by the hand knowing full well
what God demanded.
And here, all of them—yes, she saw it, she knew, all of them wanted the grandmother to go. Did grandmother
have the strength to drag herself to far- away places? And what was the sacrifice of an old person worth, since the
old person would have to die soon anyway?
For the first time in her life Mirl felt a deep hatred for her father. She tried angrily to free herself so she could
at least stand up, but she had forgotten about the belt which now cut more and more into her body. She fell back
and lay stretched out across the threshold, her head buried in her arms.
A band of light from the window came to rest at her feet. As the light fell on her the iridescent blue silk
interwoven with rose-colored flowers shone with new life. The room had grown silent again, except for the
buzzing of a single fly as it searched for a quiet spot to have its last wintry sleep.
All heads were bowed. Let whatever was to happen, happen. Let the parting be dictated by some external
force, by fate. And if all of them had to go instead of just one, then so be it. If God above willed it, if he could let
it happen, they would accept it gladly.
Only the ticking of the clock divided the silence as its hands moved inexorably towards the appointed hour.
Abruptly the father turned; all eyes followed the direction of his glance. The grandmother’s chair was empty.
Everyone was so absorbed in his own thoughts that no-one had noticed her going. Where had she gone? How did
she leave the house so quietly that no-one had heard her? Not one of them had heard her. It must have happened
only a few minutes ago.
Everyone’s eyes now searched the corners of the room. Suddenly a shadow appeared on the glass pane of the
door that led to the vestibule. As the shadow came closer it gradually filled the entire window. All eyes followed it
—yes it was the grandmother in her old black cape, the one she wore on holidays. Under one arm she carried a
small pouch with her prayer book, while with the other arm she slowly unfastened the chain on the outer door.
Soon the door closed and swung back on its hinges.
None of them left their places. Not one of them called her back. All remained seated, frozen into place. Only
their heads moved and bowed lower and lower as if their rightful place lay there at their feet with the dirt and dust
of the threshold.
53.130 Seven Simeons\fn{by Boris Artzybasheff (1899-1965)} Kharkiv, Kharkivs’ka Oblast, Ukraine (M) 7
Beyond the high mountains and the dark forests, beyond the great rivers and the blue seas, in a certain
kingdom upon a certain flat place, stood a city. In this city lived a king and the king’s name was Douda.
King Douda was wise, King Douda was rich, and he was strong, for he had a strong army; so strong it was that
nobody knew just how strong, not even his own generals.
Of big cities he had forty times forty, with ten palaces in each, each with a silver door, crystal windows, and a
roof of gold, and of the best gold, too!
To advise him in matters of state he had nine old men, all with long white beards and large wise heads, all with
more brains than enough; they always told him the truth!
Would you not think that a king like Douda should have been happy? Not at all! There he was: rich, wise,
powerful, and, moreover, he was very good-looking! So good-looking was King Douda that his beauty could not
be imagined, nor described with a pen, nor told about in a tale. Yet he was very unhappy. He was sad because he
could not find a worthy maiden for a bride, a princess who would be as good-looking as himself.
Once as he sat on a golden chair in his garden upon the shores of the sea, thinking about his misfortune, he saw
a ship sail up to the dock before his palace. The sailors dropped anchor, furled their sails, and then laid a plank to
come ashore.
King Douda thought to himself:
“The sailors sail upon many seas and see marvels quire unknown. I shall ask them if in their travels they have
not heard of some princess who is as good-looking as myself.”
The sailors were brought to the King and they bowed before him in the best manner. A cup of wine was served
to them; when they had drunk the wine and wiped their beards, King Douda said to them:
“It is well known that you sail upon the seas and see many marvels. Now tell us in all truth and honesty, isn’t
there some king or mighty prince who has a daughter as good- looking as myself? For King Douda to be a worthy
bride, for this great kingdom to be a worthy queen?”
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The sailors thought and then thought some more; then the eldest one said:
“Aye, I have heard that far beyond the distant sea, upon an island, there is a mighty kingdom. And the king has
a daughter, Princess Helena, who is as good-looking as yourself. But this fair maiden is not a bride for you!”
Here the King became angry.
“How dare you speak so to me, King Douda? Where is this island, what is the name of it, and who knows the
way there?”
“It is called Boozan Island, and it is not near,” replied the mariner. “Ten years of travel by the watery way, and
the way to it we do not know. But even should we know it, judge for yourself. Ten years sailing there, ten years
sailing back, adds twenty. By that time the fair lady will age, and girlish beauty is not like the taxpayer’s duty: it’s
here today but gone tomorrow.”
King Douda became pensive.
“Well,” he said, “it’s to my sorrow. But as a reward for you, sailors, I give you a grant. You may take your ship
to any part of my kingdom and pay neither tax nor duty!”
The sailors bowed low and departed, but the King sat there on his golden chair, in the garden upon the shores
of the sea, thinking. And his thoughts were like entangled black threads. He could never find the end to them.
Douda was sad, but then he thought:
“If I go hunting and have some fun, I may lose my sorrow in the fields; in the dark forest I might drop it. Then
by tomorrow I might think how I could marry this beautiful princess.”
The King’s huntsmen blew their horns loud, the King’s horsemen came galloping out, and King Douda rode
forth to hunt, to forget his sorrow and to have some fun.
They were riding over the plains and through the dark forests, up the hills, and down the valleys looking for
white geese and swans, for black bears and red foxes, when suddenly they came upon a beautiful field of wheat,
shining like gold in the sun. When his hunting party had galloped through the field, King Douda reined in his
horse and looked back in admiration.
“That is very fine wheat,” he said. “One can see that the man who tilled this soil must be a good worker.
Should all the fields throughout my kingdom be plowed and seeded like this one, there would be so much bread
that my people could never eat it up, even in a lifetime!”
And King Douda ordered that the man who plowed the field should be found.
*
The King’s horsemen galloped off to do as they were told and shortly came upon seven youths sitting under a
tree. Goodly lads they were, dressed in white linen shirts, themselves very handsome and so much alike that you
could not tell them apart. They sat in the shade eating their dinner, a loaf of rye bread and plenty of good, clear,
spring water.
“Hey, whose field is this here, with the golden wheat shining in the sun?”
“Ours!” said the seven in one voice. “By us plowed and by us seeded.”
“And who may you fellows be, and whose people?”
“We are subjects of our good King Douda. To each other we are brothers; by name we are called Simeon.”
The King’s horsemen rode back and took the seven brothers with them, so that the King could see them for
himself. The King liked the brothers and spoke to them very kindly, asking them who they were, and why and
how.
“We are simple folk,” said the first Simeon, “and your peasants, Douda. To each other we are brothers by the
same father of the same mother, and the name we answer to is Simeon. Our old father taught us to pray to God; to
serve our King faithfully; to pay our taxes regularly; and to till the soil without surcease. ‘If you, my sons, aren’t
lazy,’ he said, ‘if you plow the soil in the proper way and seed it in the right season, it will reward you. It will give
bread for you to eat and, when the time comes and you are old and tired, it will make a soft place for your rest.’
Our father also told us to learn different trades. ‘A craft,’ said father, ‘is not a heavy burden, but it is good to know
one against a rainy day. The best aid is some useful trade,’ he said.”
King Douda was pleased with this simple speech.
“Good fellows!” he said. “Very good fellows! And what may be the trades you have learned from your father?”
Answered the first Simeon, “Mine is a simple one. If I should be given the right tools and plenty of bricks, I
can build a tower higher than the clouds, almost to the very sky.”
“Good!” said the King. “Let’s hear from the others.”
Answered the second Simeon, “My skill isn’t much. Should my brother build this tower, I could climb to the
top of it and from there I could see all the kingdoms of the world. I could tell what’s going on in every one of
them.”
“This is very good,” said the King. “And the next?”
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Answered the third Simeon, “My trade is an easy one. When you, Douda, need ships for your royal navy they
are built by real masters, men of great learning and experience. But should you order me, I shall take an axe and
go to it: slap, dash, a tap and a clout, and your ship is turned out! But then, my ship would be a crude, home-made
thing. While the real ship takes a year to sail, mine is back in an hour; while the real ship takes ten years to sail,
mine is there in a week. Such an artless, crude thing this ship would be.”
“Very nice,” said the King. “And what about you?”
Answered the fourth Simeon, “My trade is easy! Should my brother build this ship, I could sail it to the ends of
the earth. And if some enemy starts after it or a great storm breaks out over the sea, I shall make the ship go down,
I shall hide it deep down below, in the watery depths. But when the danger is over I can bring it up again upon the
blue waters of the sea.”
“Not bad,” said the King. “However, I have heard of it being done in our Navy, the first part of it at any rate.
Next!”
Answered the fifth Simeon, “My trade is that of a simple blacksmith. If you should give me a scrap of iron, I
can fashion a gun for you. This gun will shoot by itself and never miss.”
“Splendid!” said the King. “But, please, go on.”
Answered the sixth Simeon, “Of my skill I am ashamed to tell. If my brother shoots anything I can always
recover it. Be it in the sky or in the forest, be it in the deep sea or behind a cloud, I shall go down, I shall climb up
and always bring back what the gun shoots.”
“Dear me! This is the best of all,” said King Douda, because he was very much pleased with the Simeons’
modesty. “Our thanks to you all for your good, simple words. It is true, what your father has told you, ‘A craft is
not a heavy burden, but it is good to know one against a rainy day/’ Come with me to my City. I wish to see for
myself what you can do.”
The seven Simeons bowed low before Douda, and said in one voice:
“You are our high and mighty Douda and if such be your pleasure we are your humble servants.”
But the King remembered the seventh brother.
“And you, Simeon, what is the trade you have learned from your father?”
Answered the seventh Simeon:
“I have learned nothing from him! Not that I haven’t tried, but it flew into one ear and out of the other. I do
have some skill in one thing, but I would rather not mention it.”
“Speak!” exclaimed King Douda. “What is this secret thing?”
“No, Douda! First I must have your promise, your royal pledge that after I’ve told you, you will forgive me
and let me keep my head in the same place it is now.”
“Be it so!” said the King. “I give you my royal word.”
“The seventh Simeon looked around, stepped from foot to foot, coughed, and then spoke,
“My talent, King Douda, should remain hidden, because instead of its being rewarded, men’s heads are
chopped off for such ability. My skill is this: there isn’t a treasure, be it concealed, locked up or buried, be it
behind a door, a lock, or a bar, that I cannot have, should I take a fancy to it.”
“What’s that?” exclained King Douda. “I will not put up with it, it’s too grave a matter!”
The King was very displeased and angry.
“No, there is no excuse for a thief, no mercy for such a vicious villain, I shall have you put to death; I shall
lock you up in the darkest dungeon and keep you there behind iron bars till you forget this skill!”
“But, King Douda, you have heard the old saying, ‘He who is not caught, is not a thief.’ If I had my fancy I
could have even your kingdom’s treasury, With all its gold I could have a palace built as good as your own! But
such is my simplicity, that my only guilt is that I am telling you the truth.”
“This is a most provoking situation,” the King said. “I have given you my royal pledge, but to let you go free is
to ask for trouble. You must be, for safety, locked up. Hey, jailors, take this man, clamp irons upon him and toss
him into the darkest dungeon. From this day forward he is not to see the light of day, nor the bright sun nor the
silver moon.
“As for you other Simeons, you are in my favor. Come with me and do what you were taught by your father, so
that I can see it for myself.”
The six Simeons went to the King’s City as they were told, but the seventh was locked in a dark, damp place.
*
When they came to the city, the first Simeon was promptly given plenty of bricks and the proper tools to set to
work. The tower grew up so fast and so high that the King, as he was looking at it, had to hold his crown with one
hand and shade his eyes with the other. It almost reached to the sun.
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The second Simeon, when the tower was ready, climbed to the top of it. He looked East, North, West and
South, and he listened. Then he came down and told what was going on in the world, which king was fighting a
war, which king was planning a war, arid which one had had enough and was suing for peace. Then, besides, he
told of such secret things that the King smiled and his court laughed themselves blue in the face.
The third Simeon lost no time. He rolled up his sleeves, took an axe and went to work. Slap, dash, a tap and a
clout, and the ship was turned out! When King Douda rode to the shore to see it, the ship’s flags waved, silken
sails were blown full by the wind, and the brass cannons fired the salute. But what was best, the ship had silver
strings for its rigging and the sailors played good music on it.
The fourth Simeon sailed the ship upon the blue waters. When it was out in the open sea, he took it by its
carved prow and made it go down like a stone! It seemed as if there never had been a ship upon the water, but an
hour later he brought it up again, and a nice big fish, besides, for the King’s supper.
While King Douda was amusing himself with the ship, the fifth Simeon had his smithy ready, the iron hot, and
before long he had fashioned the gun, the gun which shoots by itself and never missesl
There was an eagle Hying high in the sky. It flew up to the sun and was looking at it. The King spoke to the
fifth brother,
“See,” he said, “if you can shoot that foolish bird. It flies, looking at the sun, as if there were nothing hetter to
do!”
The fifth Simeon only smiled. He loaded his gun with a silver bullet, aimed—bang! And the eagle came tumbling down head first and legs last. But before it fell to the ground the sixth Simeon caught it on a silver platter and
brought it to the King.
“I like that!” said the King. “That was very well done and we are much pleased with you and your brothers.
We shall reward you. To show our appreciation you may go to the royal kitchen to rest and have a good dinner.”
The six Simeons bowed low and went to the kitchen as they were told. But just as they began to eat their soup,
the King’s Jester came rushing in waving his cap with little bells on it.
“Here, here, you blockheads!” the Jester cried. “You country bumpkins! A fine time you pick out to eat your
dinner. Come, King Douda is asking for you!”
The brothers ran to the King's chambers. What great disaster could have happened? They saw standing by the
door all the King’s men, his Sergeants, Lieutenants, Major-Generals, Senators, and the Best People. The King
himself sat on his golden chair looking pensive.
“Listen,” he said to the Simeons. “I am very pleased with you, my good fellows. But my Generals and my
Senators had a thought. If you, second Simeon, can see the world from the top of your tower, you must go up and
look. For I am told that somewhere beyond the Great Sea is an island. On this island is a king and the king has a
daughter. I am told that this princess is as good-looking as myself.”
The second Simeon ran to the tower without delay. From the tower he looked this way and that way, then came
down and reported.
“King Douda, your command I have carried out. I looked beyond the Great Sea and I saw Boozan Island. From
what I see the king there is very proud and unfriendly. He sits in his palace and talks like this: ‘I have a daughter,
beautiful Helena, and nowhere in the world is there a king or a prince worthy of her hand. Should one come here
to woo her, I would declare war on him! I would chop off his head and burn his kingdom to ashes!’”
“But how big is his army?” asked Douda. “And how far is his kingdom from my kingdom?”
“To make a rough guess, to sail there would take ten years less two days, but should a storm break out it might
take a bit longer. I did see the king’s army, too. It was training in the field, but there were not many: a hundred
thousand lancers, a hundred thousand gunners, and of his horsemen about the same number. The king also has
another army in reserve. It never goes any place but is fed and groomed for some emergency.”
King Douda thought very long, then exclaimed:
“I do want to marry beautiful Helena!”
After he had exclaimed this the Generals and Senators kept silent and only tried to hide behind each other’s
backs.
“If I may speak, Sir,” said the third Simeon, and he coughed a little. “I would say, Sir, but I am only a simple
man and have no education, I would say, that although my ship is a crude, home-made thing, it could bring the
Princess. While the real ship takes ten years to sail, mine would be there in a week!”
“Now we are getting somewhere!” said Douda. “Hey, my brave Generals and wise Senators, think quickly!
Should I, your King Douda, win beautiful Helena by war or shall we first try diplomacy? I now give you my
promise that he who brings her to me shall be in my favor. He shall be made the Lord High Keeper of the
Kingdom’s Treasury and can help himself to it!”
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All were silent as before, and there was a shuffling of feet as the Generals and Senators tried to hide behind
each other’s backs. King Douda frowned and was about to speak an angry word to them when, as if someone had
asked for it, the King’s Jester jumped forward. The Jester shook his cap with the little golden bells on it and
exclaimed,
“Here, here, you wise men! Your heads are big, your beards are long but all your brains aren’t worth a song.
Have you, King Douda, forgotten the old saying, that sometimes even the prickly thorn, for an ass might serve as
corn? The seventh Simeon may be of good service to you! He is the one to go to Boozan Island. He can steal the
Princess to be your bride. Then, should her father declare war upon us, it will take him ten years of sailing to get
here. But a lot can happen in ten years. I heard once that somewhere some wizard promised some king that within
ten years he would teach a horse to sing like a nightingale.”
“By my crown, you are right!” cried Douda. “Thanks to you, Fool! As reward I shanl order another bell to be
sewed on your cap and a cookie given to each of your children.”
The Jester was pleased because he took great pride in the little bells and, to show his appreciation, he stood on
his head.
Now, by the King’s command, the heavy iron doors were opened, and the seventh Simeon was led out and
brought before the King.
“Certainly I can steal the Princess,” said Simeon. “It shouldn’t be much trouble. She is not a precious pearl
kept under seven locks. Order, Douda, the ship to be loaded with fine cloths and ivory, with Persian rugs and precious stones. Then I and my brothers will sail to Boozan Island and bring back the beautiful Princess to be your
bride.”
There was great hustle and bustle in the kingdom. By the King’s order the ship was loaded and in less time
than it takes to braid the hair on a bald man’s head, the brothers said good-bye and were off.
*
Their ship sailed upon the waters of the Great Sea. Its carved prow cut the waves like a sharp plow. Then
before they had time to say, “What a jolly good ride,” in the distant blue, Boozan Island appeared to the brothers’
view.
They saw Boozan Island, all black with bristling guns. The great armies were marching all over it to the
beating of drums. The King’s spare army was there too, being fed and groomed. From their high tower the King’s
sentries spied the ship and cried out with loud voice:
“Hold, drop the anchor! Answer us! Who are you and why do you come here?”
The seventh Simeon replied:
“We are peaceful merchants and bear no arms. We have fine cloths and ivory, Persian rugs and precious stones.
And what we sell is not dear. For a mouse’s tail you can buy a whale! Besides, we have nice presents for your
King.”
When the King heard of it, he ordered the Simeons brought to his royal palace. The brothers loaded up a little
boat with what they had, and came ashore as they were told.
In the great hall of the royal palace the Boozan King was sitting on a throne with Princess Helena by his side.
So lovely she was that her beauty could not be imagined or described, or told about in a tale. She had golden hair,
rosy cheeks, and eyes so sweet, so gentle, that if you saw her, all you could say would be, “Oh, how beautiful is
the Princess!”
But the seventh Simeon said:
“We are peaceful merchants from beyond the sea. We came here to sell, to buy, and to trade. And we brought a
few little presents for Your Majesty, should you honor us by their acceptance.”
Saying this he bowed low and his brothers unrolled their precious cloths of most luscious quality, and rare
velvets, quite priceless. They spread out the marvels of carved ivory and round pearls. Rich cloaks, sewed with
gold, all gold, solid gold. They sparkled like fire! Bracelets, earrings, necklaces, diamonds, rubies, and sapphires.
When she saw the treasures the Princess clapped her hands, exclaiming with delight.
“Aren’t they .lovely! Many thanks to you, dear strangers, for your beautiful gifts.”
“Oh, but no!” answered the seventh Simeon. “Those are just trifles for you to give to your servants. The cloths
are for the chambermaids to use as rags and the round pearls for the kitchen boys to play marbles with. We do
have real treasures too, but being afraid of not pleasing Your Majesty, we left them on our ship. If only, wise
beautiful Princess, you would honor us by coming to our ship to see and to choose for yourself, you could have all
and the ship itself as well. What good to us are all the jewels in the world after we’ve seen your lovely eyes?”
The Princess was pleased with his simple words and she asked her father:
“Father dear, may I go? I shall see and choose for myself and bring back something for you, too.”
The Boozan King thought awhile and then he said:
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“Well, dear daughter, if you must, you must. But you shall go there on my royal ship which has a hundred guns
on it, with one hundred of the Best Warriors and a thousand other soldiers, just in case something should happen.”
The royal ship left the shore. Upon it were many of the Best Warriors and other soldiery and one hundred guns.
When they reached the Simeons’ ship, the Princess went aboard it, climbing up its crystal stairs. The seventh
Simeon led her from cabin to cabin, from one hold to another, showing her everything and telling her stories. And
the stories he told her were so good that beautiful Helena forgot the time.
But the fourth Simeon had not forgotten. He took the ship by its carved prow, he made it go down and he hid it
deep down below in the watery depths. The Best Warriors when they saw this, bellowed like bulls, and the
thousand other soldiers hung their heads and only stood blinking and looking into the water. Then, because there
was nothing they could do, they turned the royal ship back to shore and went to tell the King of this unexpected,
unheard.of misfortune.
The Boozan King, when he heard of it cried bitterly, saying:
“Oh, my dear beautiful daughter! God has punished me for my stubborn pride. I thought there was no king or
prince worthy of your hand, and I guarded you like a precious jewel. But now you lie dead in the watery depths
among seaweed and coral.” Then he turned to the Best Warriors.
“And you, you blockheads, why didn’t you look? Off to jail with you while I think of a punishment so severe
that even your childen and grandchildren will remember it!”
While the Boozan King railed and lamented, the brothers’ ship was streaking under the water like a silver fish.
Then, with the island left far behind them, the fourth Simeon brought it up again to sail upon the calm blue waters
of the sea.
But. the Princess began to think of the time.
“I must go home. If I don’t go very soon my father might become angry.”
As she said this she came upon deck and lo, there was no Boozan Island! Only the blue sea around and the
blue sky above.
Now it would seem the rest would be easy—the brothers had their prize and were sailing home.
But no—there is more to this story.
The Princess knew some magic. She raised up her hands, looked to the sky, and. turned into a beautiful bird of
many colors. She spread her wings and flew away. Here the fifth Simeon lost no time. He loaded his gun with a
silver bullet, aimed—bang! And the bird fell down, shot in the wing. But before it reached the water the sixth
Simeon caught it in his hands. Then the bird turned into a little silverfish and slipped out into thecleep water.
Simeon caught the fish too, but in his very hands it turned into a little gray mouse and.went running around the
deck. But Simeon pounced on it quIcker than a cat, and in his hands the little mouse became the beautiful Princess
once more, and this time for good. Because this was all the magic the beautiful Princess knew.
*
It was early, early in the morning when King Douda sat at the crystal wihdow of his palace, thinking:
“Could the brothers bring the Princess? Would the brothers come back at all?”
And he gazed upon the blue Waters of the sea lost in thought. He could not sleep, he could not eat, or go
hunting, or join a feast. The beautiful Princess was on his mind. King Douda looked upon the waters.
“What is it there? Is it a white gull flying or a ship sailing?”
Yes! It was the brothers’ ship flying home. The flags waving, silken sails blown full by the wind, and good
music played by the sailors upon its rigging.
The signal gun boomed from the shore: now the ship drew nearer and dropped anchor. Its sails were furled, a
plank was laid ashore and the Princess came off the ship. She was as beautiful as the bright sun in the morning, as
lovely as the heavenly stars of the night!
King Douda rejoiced when he saw her.
“Run,” he said, “all my Sergeants, lieutenants, Major-Generals and the Best People, fire the cannons, blow the
trumpets, and sound the bells! Run, greet the Princess, your future queen.”
They all ran to do as they were told and spread the precious carpets and opened wide the gates. Even the King
himself ran out to welcome Helena to his kingdom. He took her by the hands and led hey to his palace, saying,
“Please, my beautiful Helena, make yourself at home. We have heard about your beauty but truly it is greater
than we had hoped. But, if you say the word, I shall send you back to your dear father. I cannot be so cruel as to
keep you here by force!”
Here the Princess looked upon King Douda and, as she looked at him, it seemed to her as if the sun itself
danced in the sky, as if the sea played music and the mountains broke out in a song!
What more can one say? The Princess saw how good-looking Douda was and she fell in love with him.
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It was not long thereafter that the seven Simeons were sent back to the Boozan King bearing a letter from his
daughter, Helena. She wrote:
Our King and my dear Father:
I have found the man worthy of my hand and I shall marry him so soon as we have your blessing. The High and
Mighty King Douda. my future husband and your son-in-law, sends to you his envoys with greetings and best wishes.
And we both hope that you will come to our wedding.

They sailed swiftly beyond the sea and in less time than it takes to tell about it the seven brothers reached
Boozan Island. The King’s great armies were assembled upon a big square. In the middle of the square rose a
scaffold and on the scaffold stood the King’s headsman holding a shiny axe. The King had ordered put to death all
of the Best Warriors and the thousand other soldiers who had guarded his daughter.
“Chop off their heads!” he said. “All of them, from the first to the last!”
“Stop! Do not chop!” cried the seventh Simeon from the ship’s poop. “We have, brought you a letter from your
daughter.”
So delighted was the Boozan King when he read the letter that he said:
“Let the fools go. I forgive them. It must have been God’s own will that my dear daughter should marry King
Douda.”
The brothers were given a great feast and sent back with the King’s blessing for the wedding. He himself could
not go because of important matters of state which required his direct attention, such as training his army and
seeing that his spare army was well groomed.
Faster than before, the brbthers sailed back towaards their own home. In no time, in the distant blue, King
Douda’s kingdom appeared in their view.
“Our thanks to you, my good fellows,” said King Douda cheerfully,” when the Simeons stood before him and
the Princess. “It was well done and we are both very happy. Now you can ask for anything you desire. Should you
like to be my generals, I shall make you my Field Marshals. But should you rather be my Senators I shall make
you my Prime Ministers. Then you can have all the gold and silver you need.”
The first brother bowed low before the King and replied:
“We seven brothers are only simple folk and your peasants, Douda.. It is not for us to strut at the Royal Court,
We shouldn’t know when to stand up or when to sit down, or what to wear and when! But give us leave to go back
to our field. By us it was plowed and by us seeded and now its golden wheat shines in the sun. One thing we beg
of you. Let our seventh brother go with us. Forgive him his talent. He is not the first to have it nor will he be the
last!”
“Be it so,” said the King. “But we are very sorry you cannot stay for our wedding. It’s going to be such a fine
party!”
The wedding day soon arrived and there was great merriment and joy in the land. Good King Douda married
the Princess Helena and they both were so good-looking that all the people cheered and cried, “Hurrah!” The
church bells pealed, the flags waved and the cannons fired the salutes until they burst.
It was a fine party! I should know because I was there myself and danced to the gay music till I couldn’t dance
any more!
And now, my gentle friends, we are at the tale’s end. For what was good in it, praise it; but for the rest forgive
the poor story-teller. A wrong word is not like the bird in a cage. If ever a word flies out, no man can jump and
catch it. In this I have no doubt!
1920
29.111 The Siege Of Leningrad: Notes Of A Survivor\fn{by Linda Ginzburg (1902Ukraine (F) 13

)}

Odessa, Odessa Oblast,

During the war people avidly read Tolstoy’s War and Peace as a means of testing their reactions (not Tolstoy's,
because no one doubted that he was equal to life's challenges).\fn{ The Russian author Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910) wrote War
and Peace—the story of four aristocratic Russian families before, during and after the Napoleonic Wars (1799-1815)—between 1865 and
1869.} And the reader would say to himself, “Yes, now I know that my feelings are accurate. Now I know that this
is the way it is.” During the siege of Leningrad,\fn{ Which lasted for approximately 900 days, between 1941 and 1944) .}

anyone with the strength to read avidly read War and Peace.
No one can surpass Tolstoy’s depiction of courage, of people engaged in the common cause of an all-out war.
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He also showed once and for all how those caught up in such a common cause actually advance it inadvertently
when they seem occupied with solving their daily personal problems. The people of besieged Leningrad worked
(as long as they were able) and saved themselves and their loved ones, if they could, from starving to death.
And in the final analysis, that too was a necessary part of the war effort, because in spite of the enemy, a city
that the enemy wanted to destroy remained alive.
The following narrative describes a few aspects of that struggle.
I needed to describe not only life in general but also the everyday details of one person's existence during the
siege. This person is called simply N, because he is composite and imaginary, an educated person confined to
particular circumstances.
Perhaps this narrative will provide our descendants with an insider’s view of the siege.
*
A day in the life of Leningrad, spring 1942. The word spring, incidentally, sounded strange. The bread ration
had been increased, and streetcars were moving tentatively through the thawed streets. The Germans had stopped
the aerial bombing but were bombarding the city every day, several times a day, with artillery shells. The
strongest and most vigorous Leningraders had either died by that time or survived. The weak continued to die a
slow death. The word spring sounded strange.
N, a survivor of the siege whose poor eyesight prevents him from being drafted, wakes up. The previous
summer he had woken up differently—he was always roused at 6:00 A.M. by the sound of the loudspeaker that
had been installed in the hallway for common use. Later on he got into the habit of waking up ten or fifteen
minutes ahead of time and lying in bed, listening. About three minutes before six, unable to restrain himself, he
would go out into the hallway in his pajamas. His neighbors would already be standing there half dressed, their
faces desperately tense. If the announcer identified the various radio stations in his customary unnatural voice, it
would seem to mean that nothing special had happened that day. N. knew that this was an aberration on his part,
and that he could not escape it.
Incidentally, the broadcast would begin not with the announcer’s voice but with short rings and pauses that
formed an audible pattern. We had never heard a sadder sound. Then came the station identifications with their
fragile illusion of stability. And at last the frighteningly brief information (it seemed to get briefer all the time),
which in those days consisted of instructing people where to go. And everyone stood by the loudspeakers with
palpitating hearts, receiving the latest instructions. The announcer spoke in an unnaturally deliberate voice, and
you could count the seconds separating one word from another, the name of one locality from the next. That’s
how it had been in the summer of 1941.
People were desperate for information. They would run to the loudspeaker five times a day, interrupting any
activity whatsoever. They would pounce on anyone who had been even one step closer than they to the front or to
the authorities or to other sources of information. And their incoherent questions would anger the person being
interrogated, because the questioners actually wanted to know something entirely different from what they were
asking. They wanted to know what it was like when there was a war, what it was going to be like.
The first days were characterized by ignorance strangely mixed with painstaking preparations and with the
idea, instilled for many years, that this event was inevitable and shatteringly total. Everyone who lived through it
remembers what he was doing on the first day of the war. Sunday. A short line at the ticket window of the
commuter train station. My hand picked up a rectangular cardboard ticket and some change. And at that very
moment a seemingly surprised voice (or maybe it wasn’t surprise?) said:
“That’s Molotov speaking. He’s saying something about …”\fn{ Vyacheslav Mikhailovich Molotov (1890-1986) was
twice Minister for Foreign Affiars (1939-1949, 1953-1956).}
A crowd of people had already formed at the entrance to the station. Words were coming out of the loudspeaker and each of them, independent of its meaning, was a vessel containing the torment that lay ahead, the
gigantic torment of the entire nation. The speech ended. I went back home clutching the ticket I'd bought at the
station so tightly that my hand hurt. They would wait for me on the railway platform a long time that day and I
wouldn’t show up. Less than half an hour had elapsed, but we were already being inexorably drawn out of our
prewar frame of emotions.
I went back home along seemingly prewar streets, amid objects that were still of prewar vintage but that had
already changed their meaning. There was still neither suffering nor mortal anguish nor fear; on the contrary, there
was excitement and a feeling, bordering on lightness, that life as we knew it had come to an end.
During the first moments after the event occurred, it seemed that you should rush off somewhere in a terrible
hurry and that nothing could ever be the same again. Later it turned out that, for the time being, much remained
the same. The streetcars still ran, honorariums were still paid, and stores still sold the usual things. That was
amazing. The sense that your former life had ended was so unbearably strong at first that your consciousness,
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bypassing everything in between, focused entirely on the outcome. Under these unprecedented circumstances,
consciousness did not want to flail around; it wanted to be steadfast and stern. Those who were least prepared
could find no other way to achieve this than by starting at the end and contriving their own demise. They would
say to each other in complete honesty:
“What’s the use? In all this confusion only one thing is clear—we’re done for.”
For about two weeks they believed that this was the plainest fact of all and that they were dealing with it quite
calmly. Then it became apparent that to perish is harder than it seems at first glance. And later on these same
people made a great effort and tore their lives from the clutches of malnutrition bit by bit, and many of them,
either consciously or unconsciously, contributed to the common cause.
Under siege conditions the closest and most crucial layer of social safeguards was the family, a cluster of blood
ties and daily concerns that invariably required sacrifice. Some say that the bonds of love and kinship eased the
burden of sacrifice. No, the situation was much more complicated. People found it so painful, so awful to touch
each other that, living all cooped up in close proximity, they had a hard time distinguishing love from hatred—
hatred of those from whom there was no escape. You could not escape, but you could offend and hurt. And still
the bonds did not disintegrate. All possible relationships—formed at work and school, out of friendship and love
—fell away like leaves, but families remained intact. Sometimes racked with pity, sometimes cursing, people
shared their bread. They shared while cursing and died while sharing. Those who were evacuated from the city
left these domestic sacrifices behind for those who stayed. There were too few sacrifices (if you survived, it meant
you hadn’t sacrificed enough), and along with insufficient sacrifice there was repentance.
During periods of maximum exhaustion it became perfectly clear that the mind was consciously carrying the
burden of the body. Involuntary actions and reflexes, their primordial correlation with psychic impulses—all these
no longer existed. It turned out, for example, that a vertical position was by no means normal for the human body;
the conscious will had to take it firmly in hand or else it would slip and plunge as though from a precipice. The
will had to make it stand or sit or lead it from one object to another. On the very worst days it was not only hard to
climb stairs, but it was also very hard to walk on a level surface. And the will now interfered in matters that never
used to be any of its business.
“Here I am walking,” it said. “That is, my body is actually doing the walking, and I have to keep a sharp eye
on it. Let’s say I’m trying to move my right leg forward. My left leg moves back, presses down on the ball of my
foot, and bends at the knee (and how badly it bends at the knee!). Then it breaks away from the ground, moves
forward through the air, and descends, but during that time my right leg has already managed to move back. What
the devil! Now I have to track it as it moves backward or else I might still fall down.”
This was an extremely repulsive dancing lesson.
It was even more humiliating when you suddenly lost your balance. This wasn’t weakness, staggering from
weakness, but something else entirely. A person wants to put his foot on the edge of a chair to tie his shoe; at that
moment he loses his balance, his temples pound, and his heart stops. This means his body has slipped out of
control and wants to collapse like an empty sack into an incomprehensible abyss.
A series of vile processes takes place in an alienated body—degeneration, desiccation, swelling—all quite
unlike the good old ailments because they seem to be happening to dead matter. The afflicted person would not
even notice some of them.
“Just look how he’s swelling up,” others would say about him while he was still unaware of it.
People would not know for a long time whether they were swelling up or gaining weight. Suddenly a person
would begin to realize that his gums were swelling. He’d touch them with his tongue and probe them with his
finger in horror. It would take him a long time, especially at night, to tear his thoughts away from them. He would
lie there and concentrate intently on this numb and slimy feeling, which was particularly frightening because it
didn’t hurt: There was a layer of dead matter in his mouth.
For months on end most people—the majority of the city’s inhabitants—would sleep with all their clothes on.
They lost sight of their bodies entirely. Their bodies would disappear into an abyss, entombed in clothing, and
would change and degenerate down there in the abyss. A person knew that his body was becoming frightful. He
wanted to forget that somewhere far away—underneath the quilted jacket, the sweater, the knitted vest, the felt
boots, and the leggings—he had an unclean body. But the pain and the itching let him know he had one.
The most vigorous people occasionally washed themselves and changed their underwear. Then they could no
longer avoid encountering their bodies. A person would stare at himself with a malicious curiosity that overcame
his desire not to know. His body would be unfamiliar, spotted and rough, displaying new corners and depressions
every time he saw it. His skin was a spotted sack too big for its contents.
*
A typical [winter] day during the siege began with going out to the kitchen or the dark staircase to split the
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day’s supply of wood chips or small pieces of firewood for the little stove. The night would just be starting to
dissipate, and the walls of the apartment houses across the way, seen through the broken glass of the window in
the stairwell, would still be dark rather than yellow. A person had to chop by feel, aiming the ax at an angle,
carefully sinking it into the wood, and then pounding to split it. People’s hands were in very bad shape. Fingers
would bend and then stiffen into some accidental position. The hand was losing its ability to grasp. It could now
be used only like a paw, like an amputee’s stump, or like a stick-shaped instrument. A person would grope around
in the dark and scrape together the chips scattered about the stone landing, squeeze a pile of chips between his two
stumps, and toss them into a basket.
Then he would still have to carry water up from the frozen basement. The steps leading to the communal
laundry room were covered with a layer of ice, and people would descend this incline in a squatting position. And
as they climbed back up they would look for indentations in the stairs, using both hands to set their full pails
down in front of them. This was a form of mountain climbing.
One had to overcome the resistance of every object by using body and will without the intervention of any
technological devices. Going downstairs with his empty pails, a person would look through the broken window
and see the narrowing space of the courtyard he would have to get across when his pails were full. The sudden
sensation of space, its physical reality, would cause him anguish. How strange that water, which hangs like a rock
from his shoulders and arms, presses a person into the ground (and how altogether strange that this colorless, fastflowing liquid is heavy, like stone). This same water normally has no trouble racing upward through pipes,
passing one story after another. The water pipe is a human idea, a connecting link that has overcome chaos, a
sacred means of organization and centralization. We normally see only the friendly face of a Janus-like world. But
technology, the connecting link, is something we all have in common. The world that gives us technology wants a
portion of our lives in exchange for water racing through pipes, for light that obeys the command of a little
switch.
When he returned with his pails full, a person could take a rest at the bottom of the stairs. Tipping his head
back, he would measure the height he had to climb. In the distant abyss was the ceiling, with some kind of diskshaped alabaster ornament. The disk was located right in the center of the suspended rectangular zigzag of the
stairwell. Staircases, it turns out, indeed hang in midair (peering at them is very frightening); they are held up by
an invisible inner connection to the building itself. Tipping his head back, a person would gauge the height of the
staircase as it reared on its hind legs, the distance through which his own will and his own body would have to
carry water that weighed him down like stone.
During the course of the day, he would have to cross many more spaces of various sorts, the main one being
the distance that separated him from dinner. For it was best to have dinner in some institutional cafeteria where
the gruel bore some resemblance to real porridge. He would race off to dinner in subfreezing temperatures
through a mockingly beautiful city encrusted with frost. Others raced (or crawled—there was nothing inbetween) alongside him or in the opposite direction with briefcases, string shopping bags, and covered metal
containers dangling from the ends of their sticklike arms. People would race through the freezing cold, trying to
overcome a space that had taken on substance. The most highly educated thought of Dante, the circle of Dante’s
inferno ruled by cold.\fn{Dante Alighieri (1265-1321), Italian poet; he (probably) began what he entitled The Comedy [the word
Divine is an addition to a 1555 printing] (of which this is a scene) about 1307 and finished it shortly before his death .} And it would be
so cold in the cafeteria that after you came in from the street your fingers would not unbend and you would have
to grip your spoon between your thumb (the only digit that worked) and a frozen stump.
Dinner itself was also a matter of conquering spaces, small spaces torturously cramped by lines of people.
There would be a line outside the door, a line to the person checking coupon books, a line for a place at a table.
Dinner—something momentary and ephemeral (a bowl of soup, so many grams of gruel)—loomed abnormally
large and contained many obstacles, all following the classic rules of plot development. People would be asked,
“What are you doing these days?” And they would reply, “We have dinner.”
There came a period of multiple and consecutive air-raid warnings. On the way to dinner you had to sit them
out in basements or plow through a barrage of antiaircraft fire and policemen’s whistles. And people would hate
the policeman who was trying to save them from a bomb attack; they perceived the bombing as an obstacle in the
path to dinner. Some people would leave for dinner around eleven in the morning (this was still usually a quiet
time) and sometimes not return from the cafeteria until six or seven in the evening.
Some people would bring food home for their families (if they still had families). The apartment would be
pitch-dark. They would build a fire in the stove and by its smoky light pour the cafeteria soup from the jar into a
pot and slice about forty grams of bread. Then the person who had come from the outside world where he had
eaten dinner would move close to the door of the smoking, flaming stove and warm his hands. And nothing could
tear him away from this pleasure until the day’s supply of wood chips was used up. Cold would be raging in the
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dark room behind him. Right by the stove door, and only there, lay a small circle of warmth and light. A circle of
life. All you could really warm up was the palms of your hands as you held them out in front of you. Your palms
would absorb the firelight racing across them. This provided infinite pleasure, spoiled, however, by the fact that
the supply of wood chips was bound to run out.
It was this same anticipation of the end—the realization that the vital forces granted us would inevitably run
out—that tainted every joy and the very feeling of being alive. Siege conditions made this formula graphically
clear. And they reduced the eternally renewable attainment of eternally destroyed goals to a clearly visible race
around a closed circle.
*
Alll his life N, too, had dreamed of establishing a daily work routine and even believed that the only reason
such a routine never worked was his habit of getting up late (a habit of Leningraders if they aren’t bound by jobs
that start early). Everything always began with the fact that the morning was already gone, that he had already
irreparably ruined the splendid experience of the fullness, the entirety, of the coming day. Everything was already
ruined anyway and for that reason N found relief in letting himself go, and things would happen haphazardly after
that. But now the cause-and-effect connection between impulses and actions was crudely exposed and tightened.
He would wake up at 6:00 A.M. because, like everyone else in the city (who wasn’t on night duty), he went to
bed early, and he would get up immediately because he was hungry or because he was afraid of becoming hungry.
In the morning he would do the household chores—because not to do them, to put them off, was tantamount to
death. He would go to the editorial offices where he worked—extreme nearsightedness prevented him from being
taken into the militia or the army. At the prescribed time he would go to the cafeteria at work because there was
no way he could allow himself to skip dinner there; they might even serve him without tearing out a coupon
(which sometimes happened at that cafeteria). After dinner he’d go back to the office, where there would still be a
lot to do. Then he’d go home because he was still supposed to have an evening meal, and besides, there was
nowhere else to go. Tanya had left, saying all the right things about how she was going away and leaving him (he
had persuaded her to leave, of course), not at all because … but, on the contrary, because … . His friends and
colleagues had gone to the front or elsewhere, too. He would have supper and go right to bed, since he had gotten
up at 6:00 A.M. and by 10:00 P.M. he was sleepy.
*
Perhaps it will be possible to think things over in the morning while : doing the household chores, carrying out
the dirty water or cleaning the stove. Or while walking somewhere, to the bakery or to the cafeteria for dinner.
You can’t think while standing in line, and you can’t think or write after dinner. That’s the time when your will
falters. Toward evening it gets easier again. But there’s generally no point in trying to think during the hours of
sharp depression after dinner. It’s better to sit in the office and work (those who don’t work, who only eat and
starve, have a rough time) and listen absentmindedly to the voices of your fellow workers (it’s good to have
voices around you!).
But then, does a person need to write? Does anyone need to write anything more? Or is being at the front the
only thing that matters? Fighting the Germans; everything else springs from the Devil.
Those who saw the things that writers wanted to record will probably never have any need for them to be
written down, no matter what they may be. But memory is not willing to retreat; it stands its ground, just as
forgetting also stands its ground. Forgetting preserves life by endlessly renewing its powers, desires, and
delusions. It will give back to life its essential vanity of vanities after physical and mental torments so excessive
that their return seems utterly impossible.
The elastic fabric of life was pulled and stretched to the breaking point; but once the pressure slackened, once
the elastic was released, it instantly snapped back to its primordial boundaries and forms. Choices that were open
to a person in crisis situations closed up again. Otherwise the people of our generation, for example, would long
since have been unfit for life after the siege.
We are continuously amazed both at humanity’s unchanging nature (we haven’t forgotten anything and haven’t
learned anything) and at its ability to change. Both principles interact with each other all the while. The system we
have set up constantly adapts to changing situations and constantly strives for its original state.
Tolstoy understood how crisis situations can be reversed. He knew that the sky over Austerlitz\fn{ Now the village
of Slavkov, in the Czech Republic. The battle fought (December 2, 1805) near Austerlitz took place between a French army of nearly
70,000 men and an Austro-Russian army of some 90,000. The allied forces were completely routed, losing 25,000 men to Napoleon’s
7,000.} was clear for only a moment, that in the interval between the French gun barrel and the Tsar’s
casemate,\fn{It is sometimes called the Battle of the Three Emperors, because the emperors Napoleon, Francis I of Austria, and
Alexander I of Russia were all in attendance.} Pierre would revert to being a liberal aristocrat.

But at the time it seemed to us—you believed, of course, that after this was over it would never again be
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possible to babble on about the lyrical hero in literature, for example. Yes, that’s how it seemed … but why? Who
has ever established that malnutrition is reality while ordinary life is an illusion? Is it that once you’ve taken a
peek at reality you don’t want any illusions?
And so we obey the law of forgetting, one of the cornerstones of society along with the law of memory—the
law of history and art, of guilt and repentance. Alexander Herzen\fn{ Aleksandr Ivanovich Herzen (1812-1870), Russian
author.} said:
"Whoever was able to survive must have had the strength to remember.”
*
At the beginning of the war the city began to acquire unusual details. First of all cross-shaped strips of paper
began to appear on windows (to keep the glass from flying out). The authorities had suggested this measure to the
citizenry during the very first days of the war. Amid the fluctuating anguish of those first days, when the new
mode of life had not yet taken shape, this mechanical activity had a calming effect and distracted people from the
emptiness of anticipation. But there was also something agonizing and strange about it, as, for example, in the
sparkle of a surgery ward where there were as yet no wounded but undoubtedly would be.
Some people pasted these strips in quite intricate patterns. Somehow or other the rows of glass covered with
paper strips created an ornamental design. Seen from a distance on a sunny day, it looked cheerful. Like the gingerbread trim that adorns the cottages of well-to-do peasants. But everything changed if you peered at the strips
on the lower windows during bad weather. The yellowness of the damp newspaper, the paste stains, the print
showing through like dirt, and the jagged edges formed a symbolism of death and destruction that simply had not
yet had time to take hold, to attach itself to the cross-shaped strips.
Later on, people began to board up the windows of homes and stores.
Some covered their windows because the glass had already shattered and others so that it wouldn’t shatter.
Sometimes they used fresh, practically white sheets of plywood for this purpose and sometimes rough, very
somber-looking boards. A boarded-up window symbolizes an abandoned building. But in the fall the apartment
houses were not yet empty; the population of three million, encircled by the blockade, still filled them to the brim.
During those autumn days the symbol of a boarded-up window acquired a horrible reverse meaning—it became
the symbol of people cooped up together, buried alive and perishing in darkness. It contained the funereal
symbolism of boards, the tomblike feeling of basements, and the weight of a multistory building falling on
someone.
The city was filled with a monotonous diversity of details that were expressive and individually different but
that blended into one. Dank walls displayed windows covered with fresh plywood, boarded up with rough planks,
sealed with paper—blue wrapping paper, colored paper, newsprint—and blocked up with bricks. Sometimes one
window combined sections of plywood, bricks, glass, and glued-on paper. Symbols varied and became muddled;
onerous associations ran together without managing to take shape. Then it no longer made any difference. The
windows became covered with ice. People on the street didn’t look at buildings anymore. They looked down at
their feet because the sidewalks were iced over and they were afraid that the slipperiness and their own weakness
would make them fall. They were especially afraid of falling with containers full of soup.
We saw everything in Leningrad during the siege, but we saw fear least of all. People scarcely listened to
artillery shells whistling overhead. To wait deliberately until a shell exploded was much more difficult, of course;
but everyone knew that you could hear a shell explode only if you weren’t hit that time.
The quantitative scale of danger, or, more precisely, the probability of perishing (the degree of probability)
holds key psychological significance. The distance between certain death and almost certain death is immense.
The danger in Leningrad was constant and relentless, and its relentlessness was designed to wear on people’s
nerves, but statistically it was not especially great. The danger from bombing and shelling, verified by daily
experience, was overshadowed by the enormous number of deaths from malnutrition. This slow kind of death
required a completely different sort of inner preparedness. People in Leningrad naturally had a different attitude
toward shells and bombs than did front-line soldiers or, later on, the inhabitants of cities that were burned to ashes
by aerial attacks.
Few people in Leningrad were afraid of bombings—only those with a special physiological predisposition
toward fear. Calmness became the universal and typical standard of behavior, and not to conform to it was more
difficult and more frightening than the real dangers. You must be practically a hero to retain your composure in
the midst of universal panic. But just try to scream and tear around when everyone else is going about his business
—that takes a lot of audacity.
When beauty parlors were still operating normally, I once happened to be stranded at the hairdresser’s during
an air raid and I observed how ordinary young women continued to give six-month perms amid the noise of antiaircraft fire, exchanging remarks all the while about how terribly frightening it was.
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Death can be successfully put out of mind for the simple reason that it is beyond human experience. Death is
either the abstract concept of nonexistence or the emotion of fear. In the first instance it belongs to the category of
the unimaginable (like eternity and infinity). In order to think concretely about the instantaneous transition from a
person in a room to the chaos of brick, metal, meat, and, most importantly, nonexistence, the imagination must
work harder than many people’s imaginations are capable of working.
From the days of old to the present the word coward has had a magical ring. It is all right to be afraid of the
common cold, but to fear death is considered shameful. How did such a notion become instilled and ingrained in
humankind when the instinct of self-preservation is so strong? Probably because society, the nation-state, could
not possibly exist without it and threw all its weight into instilling it.
People from the outside world who ended up in Leningrad would become distressed.
“Why aren’t any of you afraid?” they would ask. “What do you do to keep from being afraid?”
The answer would be:
“When you’ve lived here for a year and a half, starving and freezing … well, there’s no way to explain it.”
Habit alone was not enough. Habit merely weakened the impulses of fear and self-preservation; it helped you
suppress them and replace them with others. To avoid being afraid you had to acquire other impulses that were so
powerfully primordial as to suppress and consume all the rest.
The siege survivor of the fall of 1941 gave way to the survivor of the winter of 1941-42. He is the person who
walks down the street during an artillery barrage. He knows that this is very dangerous and frightening. But he’s
going to the cafeteria for dinner. And instead of being afraid, he is irritated (they won’t even let him have dinner
in peace); instead of being afraid of dying, he’s afraid of being stopped along the way, of being detained and
driven into a shelter so that he won’t endanger his life. This person is conscious of the possibility that he might
perish, but his immediate sensations are of starvation, more particularly the fear of starvation, and of a hungerinduced haste rushing blindly toward its goal. You can be aware of various things simultaneously, but you can’t
desire them to the same extent at the same time.
A person wakes up in the night at the sound of an air alert. His hopes for a quiet alert are short-lived. The
antiaircraft guns are firing closer and closer. What a shrill strike! Or is that actually a bomb? By this time, he no
longer thinks about getting up, finding his overshoes, and going to the freezing basement. He’s thinking that he
shouldn’t fall asleep. He doesn’t want that to happen while he’s sleeping. He doesn’t want to wake up with the
world caving in on him just to witness his own death in one very brief flash that instantly goes out. It’s better to be
prepared. It’s better to lie there listening to the explosions as they come closer and closer. It’s better when there’s a
lead-in to disaster. He is thinking that he shouldn’t fall asleep, but in a few minutes he does fall asleep, because
he’s tired.
What’s happening is very frightening. Right now, at any moment—before he can pull up the blanket, before he
exhales the air that is expanding his chest—right now reality as he knows it might give way to some other
incredible reality that is wailing, ringing, falling from utmost suffering into extinction.
All this could happen, but he doesn’t have the strength to be afraid. He wants to sleep. He is amazed at what he
was like at the beginning of the siege. Then he would wake up at 1:00 or 2:00 A.M. at the sound of an air-raid
warning. That sound was enough to make him instantly forsake his warm bed in favor of the frozen basement. It
was a naïve wholeness and a fresh instinct of self-preservation not yet eaten away by fatigue and by a constant
struggle with suffering. As a result of this struggle, the bed warmed by his body, his body lying peacefully in bed,
became a blessing, an object of desire that not even the intellectual stuff of terrible thoughts could overpower.
I know that this is frightening. I want to live. If the worst happens, I will spend my last instant of
consciousness cursing myself for being so reckless. I know that I should be afraid and take precautions. But I’m
not afraid and can’t be afraid, because I want to sleep.
Subtle changes occurred in the reactions of the siege survivor during the summer of 1942. By then he
responded only out of habitual nervous tension, which would disappear along with the irritant that had caused it.
The moment he heard the all-clear signal, he felt a sort of physical satisfaction, a sense of relief like the sudden
cessation of a toothache. This explains people’s strange mood swings, strange because of their swiftness. One
minute they would be listening for death, while the next they would be chattering away, repeating office gossip;
women who were still coming back to life made plans to get hold of stockings or redo a dress.
Stable feelings and imagination no longer played any part in determining nervous reactions, and conscious will
did not stand in the way. The powerful impulses of the capacity to resist had managed to reshape everything.
People in whom these impulses were not working found themselves in the same position as the sick.
Why was starvation the most powerful enemy of the ability to resist? (The Germans realized this.) Because
starvation is continuous and can’t be turned off. It persisted and constantly took its toll (though not necessarily
through the desire to eat); its most excruciating and depressing effect was felt at mealtime as the food came to an
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end with frightening speed, bringing no satiety.
The object of the morning excursion outside is the daily trip to the store. A grocery store has now replaced the
bakery.\fn{A note reads: In Russia, bread is normally sold in separate shops.} An announcement even hangs on the door:

This store sells bread.
Can it possibly be trying to attract customers? At this moment the store is empty and quiet. The clerks are
wearing white jackets, sample displays sparkle on the shelves, irritating the customers, that is, those registered to
shop here, while the groceries that have not yet been distributed and can’t be purchased are laid out on the
counter.
During the winter, when bread was apt to run out (this situation was later rectified), lines made sense. But there
were also other lines—the result of famine madness. On the day they announced the distribution of fat and
“confections,” a crowd would already be waiting at the store by 5:00 A.M. People would endure all the agonies of
standing in line for hours, knowing that by 10:00 or 11:00 A.M. the store would be empty. It was psychologically
impossible to sleep, to become occupied with anything else, or simply to exist without entering the process of
drawing near the fat and sweets as soon as they became a possibility.
A line is a collection of people doomed to a communality of enforced idleness and intrinsic divisiveness.
Idleness, if not construed as recreation or entertainment, is suffering and punishment (prison, lines, waiting in
reception rooms). A line is a combination of complete idleness and a heavy expenditure of physical strength. Men
are especially poor at enduring lines because they are accustomed to having people appreciate and value their
time. It’s not even a matter of the objective state of things but, rather, of inherited experience. Working women
have inherited from their mothers and grandmothers the notion that their time is worthless. And daily life does not
allow this atavism to die out. A man thinks that after work he should amuse himself or relax; when a woman gets
home from work, she works at home. During the siege of Leningrad, lines joined the long-standing tradition of
distribution and acquistion, the habitual irritability and the habitual patience of women.
In contrast, almost every man who shows up at a store tries to bully his way to the counter without waiting.
Men can’t explain where they get this feeling that inwardly they are right when outwardly their conduct is clearly
wrong. But they know for certain that waiting in line is a woman’s job. Perhaps they have some vague notion that
their claims are justified because there are so few men in line. But they don’t give any reasons; they either behave
boorishly or utter the classic phrase:
“I’m late for work.”
“And aren’t we late for work?” (Women invariably say we. A man standing in line thinks of himself as an
isolated individual whereas a woman regards herself as the representative of a group.)
“Nowadays everybody’s late for work,” a woman with a briefcase replies angrily.
The man furtively hides the bread he has gotten by this time. There is nothing he can say, but deep down inside
he’s convinced that even if a woman actually works as much or more than he does, her attitude toward time,
toward the value, use, and allocation of time, is different from his. And his attitude gives him the right to receive
bread without standing in line. The clerk, a woman with no stake in the outcome, understands this and usually
encourages these male claims of privilege.
Extremely few people read books or even newspapers while waiting in line. This comes as a surprise only to
those who have never stood in line for hours at a time, day in and day out. The basis of line psychology is a nervous, wearisome yearning for the end, for some inner means of pushing empty time forward; weariness drives out
everything that might dissipate it. The psychological state of someone standing in a long line is not usually conducive to other activites. An educated person has naïevely brought along a book, but he prefers to follow what’s happening around him. Pushing up to the counter sideways, he watches the clerk hand out rations to those standing in
front of him. If her gestures slow down, he responds by pushing forward with an inner shudder (if the clerk leaves
the counter for a moment, the torment is akin to that of a train stopping suddenly). Or he finds satisfaction in
closely watching the precise rhythm of her work or rejoices when some time is gained unexpectedly (as, for
example, when someone’s ration cards are given back to him because he’s not assigned to this store).
A person becomes genuinely hysterical when some claimant wedges in ahead of him and then, after receiving
his dole, immediately strikes up a conversation with an acquaintance for half an hour, now conversing like a free
person, as though he were here on his own initiative. As long as he’s in line, he, along with the whole line, is
seized by a physical craving for movement, even if it’s illusory. The ones behind yell at the ones ahead of them:
“Get a move on! What’s holding you up?”
And then some philosophizer who doesn’t understand the mechanics of everyone’s mental state will invariably
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respond:
“Where can they possibly go? We won’t get there any faster this way.”
In the winter the lines of people suffering from malnutrition were morbidly silent. In the spring the habits of
those waiting in line gradually changed as the bread ration increased, the weather grew warmer, and greens
appeared (people bought beet leaves and boiled them). The lines started to converse.
Humans abhor a vacuum. The immediate filling of a vacuum is one of the basic functions of speech. Meaningless conversations are no less important in our lives than meaningful ones.
The course of every conversation is, in its own way, predetermined, but the springs that propel it are hidden
from the participants. Subjectively they are committing an act that is almost independent of any resistance from
the objective world that hangs over every deed. Conversation is an unrestrained substitute for action, which must
always conform to rules. It is a distant prototype of art, which is also a special kind of reality, and people themselves create and destroy the objects that populate it.
Conversation is a replica of passions and emotions; love and vanity, hope and animosity find in it an illusory
realization. Conversation is the fulfillment of desires. In conversation over a cup of tea or a glass of wine,
insurmountable barriers are broken down and goals are achieved that in the world of actions would cost a great
amount of time, failure, and effort.
Conversation is a form of release, and it is also the objectivization of desires, values, ideals, abilities, and
possibilities, whether cognitive, aesthetic, or volitional. Above all, conversations with fellow mortals are the most
powerful means of self-assertion, a declaration of one’s own worth.
Something stated becomes real and acquires a social existence—this is one of the fundamental laws of
behavior.
While engaged in dialogue with his neighbor, a person asserts himself both directly and indirectly, by head-on
and circuitous routes—from out-and-out bragging and naïve talk about himself and his concerns to secret admiration for his own views on science, art, and politics, for his own wittiness and eloquence, for his power over the
listener’s attention. Self-assertion hides itself in something that is objectively interesting; it buries itself in information or in something aesthetically significant. Sometimes information is only a pretext, and sometimes selfassertion merely accompanies information. One way or another, self-assertion is the imperishable heart and soul
of conversation.
There are situations—the existentialists call them borderline situations—when it would seem that everything
must change. In reality the eternal motive forces continue their monumental labor (as Tolstoy established once
and for all). What was hidden, however, becomes obvious, what was approximate becomes literal, and everything
becomes condensed and revealed. This is what happened to conversation during the siege of Leningrad—in
editorial offices, in cafeterias, in bomb shelters, and in lines.
A line is an involuntary combination of people who are simultaneously irritated with one another and focused
on a single, common circle of interests and goals. This leads to a mixture of rivalry, hostility, and collective sentiment, a constant readiness to close ranks against a common enemy—anyone who breaks the rules. Conversations
among people waiting in line unravel because of the enforced idleness and at the same time hang together because
of the fixed nature of their content, for they are tied to whatever the line is all about.
Understandably, the business of obtaining food requires statements that have a communicative function—
(“Who is last? What kind of coupon do we need? How many? Do they have ‘Southern’ candy today? Is it true that
‘Iran’ candy comes in wrappers? Then it’s not worth it!”)—and statements devoted to the battle against rule
breakers. Formally speaking, the latter are also communicative (they aim for a practical result). But in actual fact
the practical element in such statements is just as insignificant as the value of the housewife’s time that is
expended on the interloper who has wormed his way into line. The sense of justice she appeals to in her usual
emotional manner is also insignificant. The practical bent of heckling comments masks a release of irritation,
impatience, and all sorts of accumulated passions. Their emotional essence is borne out by the unprovoked
rudeness and animosity in replies to perfectly innocent questions like “Do you happen to know how many
coupons they take for a worker’s ration?” or “How do you cook that?” The answers might be “What’s the matter?
Is this the first time you’ve ever gotten food here?” or “What’s your problem? Haven’t you ever cooked before?”
(Here you begin to suspect that you’re dealing with an aristocrat who considers herself above all this.) In the
winter you couldn’t ask anybody anything: any question was a longed-for excuse to give a savage reply that
would relieve hostility and torment. In better times, along with rude answers one would encounter wordy,
substantial replies when the speaker enjoyed playing the role of advisor and guide.
But the soul of a line lies in another kind of conversation, the kind that fills the vacuum of inactivity and is
thoroughly predetermined and only ostensibly free. Conversations about food (about life and death) come in the
plain brown wrapper of housewives’ professional interests.
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For intellectuals, for young people, even for men in general this is a fresh topic of conversation from which the
ban has just been lifted, and they invent new clumsy and expressive turns of phrase. They are powerless to resist
this topic but are ashamed of it as a sign of degradation. For housewives this is simply the continuation of their
age-old conversations. For housewives of the immediate prewar period there is nothing new about standing in
lines, carrying ration cards, or asking, “What are they handing out?” And so they didn’t have to update their
terminology in any radical way.
Still, some things did change.
First, conversations about food crowded out all other housewifely topics of discussion (school, shopping,
domestic help).
Second, conversations that were once despised by men and working women (especially young ones), that
housewives were forbidden to thrust upon such know-it~alls—these conversations triumphed. They acquired a
universal social significance and meaning, the price of which was the terrible experience of winter. A discussion
of the best way to cook millet—without salt, because then it stretches farther—became a conversation about life
and death (for people learned how to increase their millet). Conversations narrowed in scope (to siege cuisine),
but they were enriched by the peripeteia of difficulties to be overcome and problems to be solved. And being the
most important discussions in the given life-and-death situation, they encompassed all imaginable interests and
passions.
When people in line carry on conversations about food, their discussions contain everything: emotional release
in reproaches and complaints, cognitive generalization in debates about the best way to obtain, prepare, and divide
up food, the recounting of “interesting stories,” and all means of self-assertion.
“Oh, dear, I’ve started eating my bread. Now I’m afraid there won’t be any left when I get home.”
“You should never start eating here.”
A third woman (standing in line for sweets):
“The calmest time is when you’ve finished it. As long as it’s there, it draws you like a magnet. Like a magnet.”
“You can’t calm down until you’ve eaten it all. And you can’t forget about it.”
“It draws you like a magnet.”
“Why, I used to clean out the candy bins. I’d buy it a hundred grams at a time.”
“And half a kilo of bread and butter is gone in a flash. It’s just awful to have to carry it home.”
The satisfaction of talking about yourself is duplicated by the satisfaction obtained from intellectual processes.
Self-observation turns into generalization based on experience. “You should never start eating it here” is actually a
maxim; “It draws you like a magnet” is an artistic image.
“Well, then, my kid and I will eat this right up.”
“In one day?”
“What do you mean in one day? In an instant. Before the war we used to go through two hundred grams of
butter a day.”
“Yes, that was perfect for three people.”
“You can’t imagine what my kids used to be like. Suddenly they wouldn’t want to eat buckwheat porridge.
They wanted me to make them oatmeal. Both oatmeal soup and oatmeal porridge. I’d say, ‘Pick one or the other,
either soup or porridge.’ ‘No, make both of them.’ ‘All right, I’ll make porridge—’”
“And my boy—he’s only seven, but these days kids know everything there is to know about food. Whenever
they announce the children's allocation on the radio, he’s all ears. ‘Children under twelve can get sugar.’ He says,
‘Mama, that’s my sugar. I’m not going to give you any.’ And I say to him, ‘Then I won’t give you any candy.’”
A story about yourself, about your family, specifically about how your family ate in the past, has objective,
universal appeal. This is confirmed when a listener responds with a question (“In one day?”). The story about how
people used to eat contains a subtext of self-assertion: See how high my family and I could and still can rise above
the forces that rule us. The reaction this elicits shows understanding; it indicates that the listener is also above it
all and belongs to the same circle, that very circle of people in which a family of three used to go through two
hundred grams of butter a day.
The story about buckwheat porridge and oatmeal has an underlying theme: The family lived so well that the
children demanded not something better but something a little worse just to be different (out of satiety, the way
the gentry used to eat rye bread).
After that would come the eternal female topic of children, now based on new and frightening material. The
story of the boy who already knows everything there is to know “about food” has a certain amount of artistic,
thematic appeal; but the main point, to be sure, is that this boy is mature for his tender age, that he’ll manage to
survive, and that he already acts like an adult while still retaining a sweet, childish naivete. But this child who is
so well adjusted to life immmediately suffers defeat. For a listener suddenly begins talking about another boy who
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also behaved like an adult:
“No, my boy, who’s dead now, always shared everything. It was amazing. His father and I couldn’t take it. But
he would hide candy in his pocket. He’d pat his pocket and say, ‘That’s enough for now.’ And he was so unselfish.
He would give away his own food. He’d say, ‘Mama, you’re still hungry. Take some of my bread.’”
Food mania and maniacal conversations about food would intensify greatly whenever there was a breather.
People were very quiet during the days of severe starvation. All resources were completely cut off, leaving no
room for psychological enrichment with facts, for the use of facts by the eternal human will to affirm one’s system
of values.
A great amount of suffering leads to a different order of sensations. Thus the critically wounded experience no
pain at first and people who are freezing to death fall into a pleasant state at the end. Real starvation, it is well
known, does not resemble the desire to eat. It has various guises. It could turn into anguish, indifference, mad
haste, and cruelty. It was more like a chronic disease. And, as with any disease, the psyche played a very important role. Those who were doomed were not the darkest, most emaciated and swollen people but the ones whose
faces had an alien expression, a wildly concentrated look, who would begin to tremble before a bowl of soup.
A would come to the cafeteria with swollen, dark red lips, and that wasn’t the worst of it. One time the salt
disappeared from the tables and the gruel they handed out was undersalted. A then fell into despair. He rushed
from table to table mumbling:
“I can’t eat unsalted gruel … I can’t eat it … Oh, my God, and I didn’t bring any along …”
That was definitely a bad sign. B came to the cafeteria one day wearing an overcoat with a big patch of cloth
torn out of the front. He gave no explanation for this. He just sat at a little table in this overcoat and talked with
his neighbors. But then one of the women suddenly dropped a teaspoonful of vegetable oil from her gruel into
someone’s empty, dirty bowl.
“You’re extremely wasteful,” said B in a genteel tone of voice and, scooping it out with his own spoon, he ate
the oil.
He died in the hospital about two weeks later.
During the Russian Civil War\fn{1918-1921.} people starved in a different manner, more spontaneously and
chaotically (especially in outlying areas). They ate unbelievable things like peelings and rats, varying the ingredients and combining them with something else at the same time. Then suddenly they would get a sack of potatoes.
The famine during the siege was not badly organized. People knew that an invisible person would give them a
minimum ration on which some would live while others would die—that was up to the body.
Filled with inhibitions, people would monotonously go to the bakery and the cafeteria knowing what to expect.
Each of them was given an unvarying daily ration of one hundred twenty-five grams of bread, a bowl of soup, and
a helping of gruel that fit on a saucer. Moreover, there was nothing whatsoever to beg, borrow, steal, or buy. Your
friend or brother would sit next to you clutching his one hundred twenty-five grams of bread. No matter what
torments you suffered, you couldn’t ask your best friend for his ration, and if he offered it to you himself, you
couldn’t take it (if you were in your right mind).
Knut Hamsun\fn{Knut Pedersen, aka Knut Hamsun (1859-1952), Norwegian author; his novel, Hunger, which is generally
elucidated as follows, was published in 1890 .} described a completely different kind of starvation, the starvation of poverty, which is surrounded by temptations and hope. A person might suddenly find work or be given a loan, he might
suddenly steal some food or receive a handout or come up with a decent excuse for dining with friends. The
hunger-induced desires of the poor are clouded by miscalculations, envy, and humiliation, but they are not
crushed by the invariability of a daily ration.
Private markets opened in the spring and little by little speculators crawled out of the woodwork. Beet leaves
or even a cup of millet or peas became available—they were unbelievably expensive and hard to find, but
available. The rebirth of the money factor caused an emotional upheaval. New possibilities emerged, and with
these possibilities passions and vested interests came into play. From precisely that point on, food became the
focus of everyone’s mental energies (if people had talked at all during the winter, they didn’t talk about how soand-so was eating but about how so-and-so was dying). Food entered the realm of salable goods and quickly
acquired various psychological components.
Toward the end of winter the rules of ration-governed existence loosened up. Certain supplemental allocations
and purchases like soy milk leaked through, and markets selling beet leaves and nettles appeared later on. The
people who withstood winter best were the ones whose sense of self-preservation helped them force the destructive subject of food out of their consciousness. With the appearance of new possibilities, protective taboos fell
away, and one’s consciousness became open to the beckoning, instinctive desire for food.
Food—in its diverse social forms—has been an object of sublimation from time immemorial. We can recall
ceremonial meals timed to coincide with various holidays and events, the ritual of receptions and banquets, the
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importance of family dinners in the daily lives of the gentry and the middle class, and the undying significance of
suppers just for two.
During the siege people did not invite each other over for meals. Food ceased to be a means of social
intercourse.
“I’m sorry I’ve come at such a bad time,” X once said to Y when he dropped in on business just as Y was
frying oatcakes on his little stove. “I’m disturbing you. Food is such an intimate matter now.”
At this, a strange, inhuman expression appeared on X’s face. Yes, food had become an intimate and cruel
matter.
But human affairs never lack psychology. When food lost its psychological properties, it very quickly acquired
different ones. Having once been part of the daily routine, it was now transformed into the routine itself; having
previously accompanied events, it became an event in itself as well as a realm of social realization and of taste
sensations laid bare.
People accustomed to steak and hors d’oeuvres now discovered the taste of gruel, vegetable oil, and oatcakes,
not to mention bread. Their fantasies took various directions depending on their cast of mind. Some lapsed into
the surrealistic experience of eating roast goose or puff pastry and sardines. Others dreamed of eating huge quantities of whatever they were currently eating. They wanted an endless protraction of those same taste sensations.
A restaurant serving hazel grouse was an abstraction, while this was reality. But such dreams wanted to make
this reality enormous. Dreaming of vast quantities of food was not only a hyperbole of satiety but also a struggle
against the depression and fear stemming from the momentary, inexorably transient existence of a single helping,
even if it were double or triple in size.
People discovered a multitude of new taste sensations, but more revelations were connected with bread than
with anything else. This was practically virgin territory because before the war many people in intellectual circles
weren’t even quite sure how much a kilo of black bread cost.
Some people were seized by a pure passion for bread. They wanted nothing but bread, our daily bread. Others
would develop elaborate dreams about bread. For example, they would want to sit before a dark loaf, cut off one
thick slice after another, and dip them all into vegetable oil. F said that he wanted only one thing—to drink
sweetened tea and eat white bread smeared with butter forever. Still others would vary the bread theme. They
would think about hot cereal delightfully stopping up their mouths, about oatmeal with its caressing sliminess,
about the heaviness of noodles.
In the spring, people would even toast their bread or let it get slightly dry. Thickly sliced crusts that had dried a
little on the outside while retaining their inner freshness were especially good with tea. If you didn’t grab the
bread out of the frying pan with your hands but ate it with a knife and fork, then it became an actual dish.
Z told me about an incident that occurred during the siege when he happened to be at a certain house on
business. While pouring his tea, the hostess said:
“Now don’t be shy about helping yourself to some bread. We have more than enough.”
Z looked at the breadbasket and saw the impossible: the kind of ordinary bread they used to have before the
blockade. Uncherished and unshared. Irregular slices of black and white bread lay jumbled among little pieces
and crumbs. The white bread, moreover, had been lying there long enough to get hard.
Z ate without hesitation and without experiencing any desire for that bread; his disappointment depressed him.
That unlimited bread would have been appropriate in a dream, but in reality it evidently required a different,
prewar apperception.
By springtime the malnourished had gotten back on their feet to such an extent that they felt like asserting
themselves and feeling proud again. Some people had a knack for obtaining, preparing, and dividing up food—
and they took pride in this as a sign of strength. Others had no such skills whatsoever, for which they, too, felt
proud, considering it a sign of superior mental organization. When the markets were revived, some people began
to take pride in buying nettles or beet leaves at a particularly low price; others were proud of spending lots of
money.
An academic ration,\fn{A note reads: Food allocations were based on occupation. Soldiers and defense workers received the
most, unemployed dependents the least. People in academic and creative professions fell somewhere in between .} a dinner without
having to surrender a coupon, a package from the outside world became tantamount to a promotion in rank or a
medal or an honorable mention in the newspaper. Moreover, an exceptionally clear and crude hierarchy evolved.
The Leningrad chapter of the Writers Union would now occasionally receive packages from Moscow. The
packages were amazing—chocolate, butter, crackers, canned food, and concentrates. The Union’s governing body
set the distribution quotas. According to their list—kept by the storeroom manager, who weighed out the butter—
some of the writers who belonged to the Party cell got 1.8 kilos of butter and others got one kilo (those who were
not active in the party generally got nothing whatsoever). Those who received 1.8 kilos were ashamed to brag
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about it, but they couldn’t restrain themselves and bragged anyway. For those who got one kilo, the butter was
tainted. Many would have been happy with half a kilo if only this had been proof of their literary and civic
merits.
A siege survivor would go back home with his booty. He would carry it in his briefcase, in a covered container, in a string bag—the bread he’d gotten with a first-class ration card, the free soup, two or three turnips that he’d
bought, for he could pay whatever price the speculators set. A scholar carried half a loaf of bread that he’d been
given for lecturing at a bread factory; an actor cautiously carried a little suitcase in which, after a performance,
someone had put a few lumps of sugar that were just as intoxicating as playing to a full house. People carried their
social callings with them.
In this scheme of things there was a vital difference between those who lived alone—and there were more and
more of them because in every family some members died and others were evacuated to the outside world—and
those who had dependents, with special ration cards that didn’t even go as far as a daily bowl of soup.
Having dependents was a mixed blessing for the breadwinner of a family during the siege. It was a crucial,
often fatal, factor because the breadwinner shared his food and, while sharing, lived in a constant fog of rudeness,
repentance, cruelty, and pity. At the same time, the members of his household were the last ethical proof, a
tangible symbol, of his place in society. One person carries away his booty so that he can swallow it in the silence
of his lonely dwelling, while another goes home and spreads his booty out on the table, and someone will respond
to it with rapture.
Among the stories of the siege that I collected is the story of O, one of those who received 1.8 kilos of butter
now and then, along with crackers and concentrates.
His sister had been stranded in Leningrad (she was many years older than he). For a variety of reasons everyone in her immediate family had perished, and he was obliged to take her in—when her state of malnutrition had
become irreversible.
O is good at streamlining and systematizing. But under siege conditions, with which he was trying to cope by
exerting his will in a rational way, his sister was the beginning of a stubborn, countervailing disorder. He became
irritated by her ever-increasing uselessness and by the sacrifices he had made and continued to make for her. And
he spoke to her about this with a rudeness that surprised even him. But at the same time, on another level of
consciousness, it was obvious that without his sister the silence would have been incredible and complete. And it
would have been impossible for him to enjoy those dismal forms of relaxation and amusement that he had left
behind. The processes of preparing and consuming food were no longer the secret machinations of a maniac; the
presence of a second person gave them a semblance of humanness. He looked at the woman stumbling around the
stove, with her small, black, tenacious hands so unlike the way they used to be—and he spoke rudely only
because rudeness had become a habit by then:
“We’re going to eat now. Set out. the plates. Wipe off the table so we can sit down to supper like human
beings. Clear away this garbage …”
His malnourished sister was an objectifying medium, an audience that appreciated his success in obtaining
crackers and concentrates because of his fairly high position in the hierarchy.
Such was O’s story of the siege, a tale of pity and cruelty.
*
A person who has eaten his fill cannot comprehend someone who is starving, even if that someone is himself.
As he puts on weight, a person gradually loses comprehension of himself, of the way he used to be during the
months of severe starvation. The people who survived the siege steadily forgot sensations, but they remembered
facts. The facts slowly crawled out of their murky memories into the light of rules of behavior that were already
becoming the norm.
“She wanted candy so badly. Why did I eat that piece of candy? I could have chosen not to eat it. And
everything would have been just a little better …”
This is a siege survivor thinking about his wife or mother whose death has made the eaten candy irreversible.
As the fog of malnutrition disperses, the person who was alienated from himself comes face-to-face with the
objects of his shame and repentance. For those who lived through the siege, repentance was just as inevitable as
the physical changes caused by malnutrition. Moreover, this variety of repentance—uncomprehending repentance
—is painful. A person remembers a fact and can’t reconstruct the experience, the particular experience involving a
piece of bread or candy that incited him to cruel, dishonorable, and degrading acts:
“And that scream because of those millet patties that burned up … that scream and then repetence to the point
of tears …”
Perhaps he will be sitting ill a restaurant after dinner one day and become morose from the overabundance of
food, which brings on despondency and takes away all desire to work. Perhaps he will be waiting for the check
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and accidentally fix his gaze on the breadbasket filled with slices of black and white bread. And that practically
untouched bread will suddenly convulse his drowsy consciousness with a shudder of recollections.
Pity is the most destructive passion, and, unlike love and hostility, it does not abate.
*
The circle is the siege’s symbol of a consciousness locked within itself. How does one break out of it? People
run around the circle and cannot reach reality. They think they are fighting the war, but that’s not true—the war is
being fought by those at the front. They think that instead of fighting the war, they are merely subsisting, but
that’s not true either, because they are doing what must be done in a city at war so that the city will not die.
This is what happens to people if their actions are merely responses to events rather than deeds that they
initiate. How can an active deed break this circle? A deed is always an acknowledgment of the common bonds
(without which one is simply inarticulate) that are obligatory for each person in spite of himself, although
egocentric people keep talking and will continue to keep talking in the future (on a worldwide scale) about selfdelusion and lack of contact and about absurdity.
Those who write, whether they like it or not, enter into conversation with the world outside themselves. This is
because writers die but their writings, without consulting them, remain. Perhaps it would be simpler for the selfcontained consciousness to do without any posthumous social existence, with all its compulsory blessings.
Perhaps it would secretly prefer to be annihilated completely, along with all its contents. But writers die, and their
writings remain.
To write about the circle is to break out of the circle. This is, after all, an active deed, something found in the
abyss of lost time.
92.83 Excerpts from Through The Eyes Of Childhood\fn{by Malka Lee (1904-1972)} Monastyrishtsh, Ternopil
Oblast, Ukraine (F) 10
I have now finished three notebooks of poems. How did I ever manage to write them? It wasn’t at a polished
desk. I wrote them on my knee—not even aware that I was writing poetry. They created themselves; it was as
though they came to life through my fingertips.
The words cried out from my wounded young heart, through the horrors of war, through the pain of those
around me. Oh my poems, what were you to me in those days? You were the prayers through which I prayed
during the gruesome days of the war.
Poems of mine, you freed me from death and despair. I have chosen you with reverent care, like pearls, for my
treasured notebook. And I have filled my days and nights with you. You have cried and laughed; you have spoken
to me in that subtle language of silent words.
You did not forsake me in my burning days of need. Like a nurse, you watched over me and nurtured me. You
have been the bread and water of my thirsty young life. When I lay ill with typhus, you did not leave me; you
were with me during those nightmarish nights. And when I first sat up in my sickbed, you stood around me. And
in small shaky sentences, you laughed through me and sang from my heart. My poems, never forsake me, for you
are the most precious treasure that no enemy can steal.
Only my father hated them, my words. How dare a Jewish daughter consort with such wickedness; she must
have demons in her heart. A Jewish daughter must not make rhymes.
Perhaps because of this, I was my mother’s joy. She saw in me her youthful, girlish dreams. My poems were
her sunrise and sunset. Her fingers—which embroidered enchanted woods and human forms on canvas with
silken threads—wrapped themselves in words through my poems. It was only my father who was ashamed of a
daughter who created rhymes.
*
Early mornings, my mother would get up first to heat the oven. This morning, she kindled the wood. But the
oven wouldn’t start. She blew and blew, but still the fire wouldn’t light. She pushed her hand in deep through the
little door, until her hand touched the chimney—which was stuffed with paper. She pulled out the wrinkled papers
and took a look. A darkness descended upon her. It was my poetry! My mother let out a shriek of horror in an
alien voice.
As if the bed were suddenly ablaze, I jumped up and ran downstairs in my naked feet. I was no longer human;
I was a wild thing. I saw wheels spinning before my eyes. I screamed until I spit up blood. My bothers and sister
woke from their beds.
I’d suddenly gone crazy. I wanted to die. Without my poems, I didn’t want to live anymore. My words lay torn
and enfeebled. And who did it? My own father.
The whole house was in mourning. My mother and the children wept. Everyone was screaming and my poor
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wretched father stood frightened, trying to quiet me.
Only now did he understand what these poems meant to me. He gave me money to buy other notebooks.
Everyone offered to help me rewrite my poems into new notebooks.
But I couldn’t forgive him. He was now my worst enemy. He, my own father, wanted to destroy my creation,
my poems.
I felt that I no longer belonged. I wanted to flee from here, to somewhere far, far away. Maybe to America, into
the wide world where I could be free to sing and create. So that my heart could leap. Somewhere where no-one
could stop me. I shouldn’t need to hide my writing like a criminal, and guard against my own father.
My mother understood me. These were her poems too. And my little sister Taybele brought new notebooks and
sat down to recopy my poems. She glued the little pieces of torn paper together, wanting to make them whole
again.
And my father took a prayer book and, grieving before God, poured out his heart. May God help him to
understand his own flesh and blood, his daughter. Perhaps God meant for her to write poetry.
1: I Leave for America
A ticket of passage arrived from America, sent by Aunt Paula who had left our shtetl in time to avoid the
dreadful war. It had been meant for my father, but my mother decided it was I who should go.
There was no future for me in our little village. My mother believed in my talent and understood my need to
study. In our little town, I would waste away. The town’s charred walls had begun to stifle me. Instead I was
attracted to the faraway unknown, to a foreign land where I would be free to sing my poetry …
I would leave this little town. I dreamt of new unknown places that would reveal themselves to me. But how
do you go away and leave your loved ones behind? How do you break the thread?
It was my mother, who had suffered so much for me, who persuaded me to leave. My mother didn’t cry.
Instead she sewed a small linen pillowcase for me and stuffed it with down. Then she sewed a sailor dress.
What did my mother think as she sewed the dress and sent her beloved child off into the unknown to a distant
land?
Perhaps she thought of a wedding dress for her daughter—a dress that she might never see. Of what did my
mother think as she stuffed the little pillow? In a faraway land, would this pillow take the place of her motherhands beneath my head?
As she knitted my socks, her tears blended into the yarn. Who could say of what a mother thinks when she
sends her favorite daughter away? My mother bought me a woven straw basket in which to pack my notebooks of
poetry.
The whole town envied me. Everyone would like to travel to America, and I was the luckiest girl in town.
The day of my departure drew closer. I traveled to Telmesz to say goodbye to my Grandfather Shloyme and
Grandmother Rose and to the aunts and uncles who also lived there. My Bobe prepared a white bed, ceremoniallike, and I lay down to sleep. My Zeyde and Bobe sat down beside me, mourning as if I had died.
In my sleep, I imagined hearing my Zeyde pray. And when I opened my eyes in the middle of the night, my
Zeyde was indeed still seated by my bed.
“Zeydenyum,” I said, “why don’t you go to sleep? It’s so late. I’m not dead, that you should mourn. Surely I’ll
come back from America.”
But my Zeyde answered, “Yes, my child, God willing, you will come back. But we will no longer be here. We
are saying goodbye for the last time.”
Now I cried with my Zeyde and Bobe. In the morning, I went back home with an aching heart.
In my own town, the farewells had just begun. I said goodbye to the rooms of my home, to the streets in my
town. Everything was dear to me and holy.
I went to the surrounding woods and climbed to the top of the hill, looking back at my childhood. How
carefree I once had roamed here. For Lag Roymer\fn{Minor Jewish holiday, marking a break in the mourning period between
Passover and Shavuoth.} we children came here from kheder with bows and arrows. I flew like a bird down the hill
into the valley. How joyfully I hid behind these ancient trees. The valley was in blossom with yellow dandelions;
all was golden. We children picked flowers without knowing how lucky we were.
And now I sat looking down from the hill. The woods were burned, the valleys gouged by the fires and bombs
of war. Trees stood decapitated, their crowns consumed by fire. Here and there drifted a piece of some dead
soldier’s uniform. Crows flew low, picking at the ground with their beaks, cawing. A train passed breathlessly
through the deep valley, twisting like a snake and disappearing with a shriek. Even the train was fleeing my town.
Why did I want to run? Was I not afflicted by the town’s sorrow? No, I would not part from her! Let me be
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scourged like my scourged earth, tortured as she was tortured.
Below lay the entire town. There was a time when it dazzled, red brick against the sun, vivid as a peacock. Suns
dipped themselves in sunsets in every window frame. Now it stood, hump-backed in black catastrophe, walls
damaged, chimneys like twisted necks, black, roofs swaying like gallows in the wind. Black smoke rose higher
and higher from the river, wrapping the town in a twilight mist. The earth yawned damply. I arose and, walking
towards the mist, was myself enveloped in a damp wind, as in a stream. It cooled my fevered cheeks that burned
like a splintering firebrand from the town.
It was the last night before my departure. My mother—who could bear to look into her eyes? Tears lay in their
sadness. She bit her lips in pain. On this last night, she would not show me her mute sorrow.
My chaste bed had been washed white by my mother’s gentle hands. She heated a basin of water and put it
near the bed. Soaping my feet, she said,
“It seems only yesterday, my child, you were born and lay in your little tub.”
Meanwhile I stood in the basin, a sixteen-year-old, letting my mother bathe me. She wrapped me in a white
sheet and said,
“May you go to your groom, whom I may never see, as clean and pure as you are today. Through years of war,
I protected your fair body, my daughter.”
I didn’t want to hear my mother; it was too painful. I lay down, threw back my head and pretended to sleep.
And my mother sat and kissed my hair, kissed the comforter that covered me, kissed the pillows my head rested
on and murmured,
“I send you away like a lamb to a strange land. My child, may God protect you. My eyes will follow wherever
you wander. When you lay ill with typhus, I pleaded for your life with our Patriarchs and won. Now I myself am
sending you away.”
It was dawn in my shtetl. Cocks crowed. The water carrier strode clumsily with empty cans on his yoke to
draw water and deliver it. People began to gather at my house to say goodbye. My friend Mindl came in, planted
herself at the window and shivered, despite her mother’s large woolen shawl thrown over her convulsed shoulders. I said goodbye to Taybele, my only sister, and to my little brothers. When I picked up Nutkele, the youngest,
the two-year-old who was often in my care, the walls began to sway and the earth spun. My hands trembled.
I put a piece of chocolate between my teeth—our favorite game—and Nutkele bit it off with his little mouth.
We kissed, our mouths mixed with sweet chocolate. Nutkele didn’t know that this was our last goodbye.
In the street, the little orphans to whom I used to distribute bread during the war waited. They accompanied me
to the train station, along with the others from the town.
At the station stood another black cloud of people, sad, bereft and hopeless. Every single one of them yearned
to escape—no matter where. My father wept inconsolably. It was the first time I’d seen him cry like this. I stood
on the platform with the woven basket containing my entire fortune—my poetry, the pillow from my mother and a
little book with relatives’ addresses that people had given me.
The train chuffed; the wheels began to turn. A running form pursued us down the track: my mother with hands
outstretched. Behind her ran my Zeyde Yosi. He raised his cane as if he wanted to delay the train for a moment.
There was something he had forgotten to say.
The noisy wheels drowned the voices of my home.
3: On The Ship Zeeland
From the outside, the ship Zeeland looked like an enchanted palace, a castle floating on the blue waves of the
sea. The golden face of the sun reflected in the sea immersed itself and hid in the waves.
The Zeeland was divided into three levels and three classes. And down at the very bottom in the bowels of the
ship was a fourth class for immigrants.
The company that sold the ticket to my aunt had not mentioned a fourth class. American aunts and uncles had
paid in advance for what they thought would be decent accommodations for their relatives. Instead they packed us
like herring into an underground abyss.
The women and girls were given quarters separate from the men. I was told to go down the spiral stairs—far,
far below—to the cabin at the bottom of the ship. Near the entrance stood barrels of food, big sacks of potatoes
and heavy iron rods. The cabin had no windows to look out at the sea. Huge fans producing a constant deafening
noise provided the only ventilation. People felt sick from the smell of the rotting meat. On both sides of the cabin
stood rows of beds upon beds. And over each bed hung yet another bed. The passengers in the upper bunks almost
touched the passengers below with the weight of their bodies.
Beds had been assigned according to designated numbers. I put my basket on a bottom bunk. Next to my bed,
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an elderly woman took her place and across from us rested a Polish mother and her daughter. Mother and
daughter looked young, like sisters. On the upper bunks lay several middle-aged and elderly women. The older
women had trouble getting in and out of their upper bunks.
On the first day, I went up the steps, looking for my cousin Elye who was on the other side of the ship with the
male passengers. As I crawled through the rope ladders, I saw the fiery hell that enabled the ship to move. Halfnaked men endlessly shoveled coal into the mouth of the furnace, making the lungs of the ship breathe and move.
A terrible heat radiated from the innards of the ship and a stench rose.
When the ship had been at sea for a while, many of the passengers became seasick. I lay in my bed, listening to
the women moan. Some couldn’t even get out of their hammocks. They were dizzy and nauseated and begged for
a drink. The women above vomited onto the bunks below. I was the only one who was well and able to help
others with some water and slices of oranges which I had brought in my basket as a gift for my aunt.
The old women blessed me. God sent them an angel, they said. How could it be that their American children
had arranged for them to travel in such a hell?
Meanwhile, the ship continued to hurl itself feverishly from side to side, as though it were suffering from
typhus. When everyone finally fell asleep, I took out my notebook and wrote a poem about human pain, the
roaring sea, a drunken ship with helpless passengers.
Out of nowhere, a lantern shone in my eyes, almost blinding me. The light danced in front of me, frightening
me. Before I had time to look around, a giant was standing over me—the night watchman for our cabin from hell.
He grabbed my notebook and quickly thumbed through it. At that time, I wrote only in German, which he couldn’t
understand. He asked me if I were spying on the ship, making secret notes. My hand trembled with fear. I wanted
to hide my notebook from him. He threatened to tell the captain of the ship about my writing and they would send
me back from where I came. When he left, I lay on my bed with eyes open, trying to control my tears, my heart
pounding with fear.
The next day, I went on deck again to look for Elye and found him in pain with a swollen cheek. He had
developed a terrible toothache. I told him nothing about what had happened during the night.
When I returned for dinner to my purgatorial cabin with its nauseating smells, I began to fear the night and the
figure of the watchman. He had looked like a gangster or a prize fighter with his large face, pig-like nose and
small mouse-like eyes. I lay down in my bunk beside the elderly woman.
As soon as the lights went out, I heard the watchman’s heavy, foreboding footsteps coming in our direction. He
sidled over to where the mother and daughter lay. I heard laughter and whispering in the dark cabin. I pulled the
covers over my eyes, so as not to witness the shame of the mother and daughter with the brazen watchman.
At sunrise, I went on deck with my notebook of poems. In the light of day, my persecutor would not dare
frighten me. I wrapped a blue chiffon scarf around my hair and held on to the railing, looking down at the ocean
waves. Sky above, sea below, the ship cutting the waves, flags fluttering, smoke rising from the steam pipes. My
heart sang. My notebook beckoned me and I wrote:
The sun kisses the water breasts of the sea
And the sea blushes with embarrassment

Sailors came on deck with hoses and began to wash the deck. Their sprays of water smiled at me with
sparkling eyes. Such lovely boys with faces ruddy, blooming from the wind. I ran down the spiral steps, happy
with my new poem.
Below in my cabin, the passengers sat at a long table made of planks eating their breakfast. They sat like
prisoners with tin cups. I was very hungry and joined them. But I couldn’t look in the direction of the mother and
daughter who were now suspicious of me. I knew their nighttime secret and they looked at me with anxiety.
At night, I again felt the fiery eye of the watchman’s lantern. My heart started to hammer with fear. I sat up in
bed and tried to get my elderly neighbor’s attention. The watchman came over to me asking to see my notebook.
Again, he threatened to report me, telling me they would send me back because I wrote revolutionary secrets in
my notebook. I didn’t reply. Even after he left, I couldn’t sleep, imagining how they would separate me from the
other passengers and send me back on the same ship.
The Zeeland slowly floated over the stormy sea and the nights stretched out like eternity. But the daytime was
mine. Every morning I greeted the dawn with a poem, my song on paper. I soared like an eagle on deck. Sky and
sea, two blue eternities, blended into each other. The sun, like a fiery heart, embraced them, melding them
together A few days before our landing, I decided to tear out the patriotic poems I had written when I joined a
small circle of girls and boys who called themselves Shomrim.\fn{Literally, the guards; self-defense movement begun by the
Jews in Europe and continued in Israel.} At that time, we were reading Theodore Herzl’s Jewish Nation in German and
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my friend Mindl and I had dreamt of our own Jewish homeland where our people would return and everyone
would work together. I was worried that perhaps these poems about a free land might be construed as
revolutionary. So I decided to tear them out of my notebook and throw them into the sea. Every page I tore out of
my notebook felt like a fistful of hair from my own head, so painful …
Suddenly, someone grabbed my hand and said in a soothing voice,
“Too bad fish don’t read poetry.”
Before me stood a man with a head of white hair and a kind, gentle face. He introduced himself as a professor
of anthropology who had traveled around the world collecting antiques and works of art. He had noticed me from
his first-class cabin as I wrote in my notebook every morning and decided to befriend me before our ship landed
in New York. And now here I was, throwing my poems into the sea to the hungry fish so that they too could read
poetry.
I was so shocked, words failed me. Only when he reassured me and I began to trust the honesty in his goodnatured eyes did I tell him why I wanted to throw my poems into the sea. I explained about the night watchman
who followed me and threatened me.
The kind stranger was moved and comforted me. In order to ease my terror, he contacted the captain of the
ship, who transferred me to another section of the boat.
Throughout the remainder of our days at sea, my protector kept an eye out for me. Each time he saw me, he
brought me a new book to read and told me stories about his past ocean voyages.
An epidemic broke out in fourth class and the passengers were put into quarantine. My friend told me that our
ship could not land at the designated port. The first class passengers would disembark in lifeboats and the
remainder of the passengers would remain quarantined on the ship. Before he left, my mentor gave me the address
of his villa in New York. He also asked for the address of my aunt with whom I would be living and promised to
visit. Then he said goodbye, telling me that he hoped someday to read my poetry in a book in America.
The first-class passengers disembarked onto lifeboats and our ship moved on to anchor at an island near
Boston. Here they rounded us up like herds of sheep and let us out on hanging bridges. Nuns in black and nurses
in white counted the women and the men separately. Then they pushed us into a large hall, made us stand in a
long line and gave each of us an empty bag. Each person was instructed to undress and place all our clothing into
the bags to be disinfected.
The women quickly undressed and put their belongings into the bags. We were left naked as Eve. Each person
was given a number. When the nurse noticed that I was embarrassed to undress, she jumped on me like a vixen
and spoke very rudely, pulling my underwear from me. And before I had time to look around, they pushed me
forward in line and a man in a white smock sprayed me with a liquid chemical which went into my eyes, my hair
and on all parts of my naked body.
We went through the disinfection process as though it were a lime kiln. Then they led us to another large hall
where they gave us each a blanket in which to wrap ourselves. After a while, we were asked for our number and
in exchange were each handed our own bag of disinfected clothing.
I pulled my dress out of the bag. My mother’s embroidered sailor collar had shrunk into a wrinkled rag. I
began to cry like a little child and showed the supervisor what had been done to my beautiful dress. How could I
meet my aunt in America in such a rag of a dress?
A young sailor standing guard with a gun came towards me. In a friendly manner, he promised to bring me an
iron after he got off duty from his job. He kept his word. In exchange he wanted my address in New York to set up
a date with me.
Here on the island, ships intersected and signaled each other with flags, but I didn’t understand the language of
the flags. Albatrosses swept over the waves and my eyes counted the waves swimming towards the shores of New
York.
When no more infected passengers were discovered, they put us in small boats and took us to a train station
from which the trains would bring us to our New York destination.
4: Welcome to New York
We all left the island and got into a comfortable warm train, headed for New York.
I looked out from the well-lit train carrying us through the night. Inside, there was great joy amongst the young
immigrants who were traveling through the new land. They hoped to transform their lives of sorrow in Europe
into more joyful, creative days. Nurses dressed in white from the Red Cross came in to distribute bread, white as
snow, from white paper bags.
White bread, so many small slices of fresh, white bread for all of us. My eyes lit up with hunger. Was this a
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dream? I reached out my hand and the friendly face of the nurse looked at me, as she handed me the white velvety
bread with yellow cheese.
Fresh white bread—my first thought was not to taste it, but to bring it to my aunt in New York as a gift. I
opened my basket, hid the bread inside and closed the basket. Then I spread myself comfortably across the plush
seat and looked out into the night, as small, solitary lights danced in the darkness …
Suddenly, I was engulfed in a shower of illumination. It was the city of a million lights: New York! Brilliant
stones were scattered and took root in the night’s darkness. All the passengers rose spontaneously and sang
Hatikvah\fn{The words of what became in 1948 the Israeli National Anthem were written by Naphtali Herz Imber in 1878. Hatikvah
means “The Hope.” The music was written by Samuel Cohen, and is based on an old Rumanian/Moldavian folk tune .} as they greeted
the “golden land” with song. We disembarked from the train and were led into a large terminal, where relatives
embraced the immigrants and everyone wept with joy.
No-one called my name. I looked for my aunt in the crowd. I sat myself down beside my basket and inspected
the face of each new person who entered … Could this be my aunt and uncle? But no-one came for me.
We were a group of six girls abandoned in the station, whose relatives had not yet come to claim us. Finally, a
representative from HIAS (the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society) arrived, gathered us together and put us all in a
taxi. We were taken to a HIAS office until our relatives would come for us.
We spent the night at HIAS and after breakfast we were taken to an old mansion, a house with many rooms.
We six girls walked back and forth amongst the old antiques, looking out the window impatiently, waiting for our
relatives to appear.
Time passed and still no-one arrived. Suddenly one of the girls in the group, a spinsterly type, said,
“Do you know where we are? This must be a brothel. It’s a lie that someone will come for us. We have been
deceived!”
Out of fear, we broke into a chorus of weeping. And before anyone could stop me, I grabbed my basket and
fled down the circular staircase from the third floor. As I rushed down the stairs, I saw a tall man. I stopped and
my pleading eyes turned to him for help, begging him to save me from being put in a brothel. The stranger looked
at me with bright eyes, and asked,
“What is your name, child?” I told him my name and he answered,
“I am your uncle and I’ve come to take you home. Your Aunt Paula is waiting for you. Because of a misunderstanding in arrangements, we weren’t at the train station to meet you.”
I hugged him as if he were my father and cried for joy, thanking God this was not a brothel, but a house where
HIAS brought families together. My uncle took my basket and a HIAS representative accompanied us home.
The subway was filled with people, girls with painted lips, women and men who chewed and dozed simultaneously. The train traveled through underground tunnels—and still they dozed. I thought: There is so much to see
through these windows and they sleep through it all! Here, for the first time in my life, I saw Black men and
women. I had only seen them before in pictures from geographic magazines and now I couldn’t take my eyes off
them.
I imagined my uncle was seven feet tall. One of his eyes was obscured by a thin film of skin. He was
American-born and had fallen in love with my aunt when she worked as a governess for his family. He was goodnatured and sincere.
We approached Prospect Avenue. The streets were muddy with melting snow, the brick buildings dirty and
gray. We arrived at my aunt’s apartment with its four immaculate rooms. In the middle of one room stood a new
piano and her handsome son who had just turned thirteen. He had flaming red cheeks and huge black-cherry eyes.
My Aunt Paula beamed. The house smelled of fresh baking and the table was set with the best of everything. She
showed me to the front room, which had a folding bed. At night, I could open it up and that was where I would
sleep.
She pulled off my dress and the black plush coat in which I’d traveled, opened the garbage chute and threw
everything down. Don’t worry, she told me, tomorrow she would buy me new clothes from head to foot. I thought
to myself: my lovely black coat shouldn’t be thrown out and my mother’s dress that she had worked so hard to
make for me—my little sister would be thrilled to wear it. I wanted to send it all back home. My aunt saw the
straw basket and asked,
“What is in that?”
I opened it and she saw the white bread that had by this time dried out. Again, she opened the garbage chute
and out it went. Next she eyed the notebooks that contained my poems.
“What else have you dragged with you from Europe?”
I told my aunt that these were my poems.
“What? Rhymes?” she asked in wonder. “Who needs rhymes from Europe? In America you can’t make a
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living from rhymes. You have to work.” And she was ready to open the garbage chute again and throw out the
basket with the rhymes—my poems.
At that point, my good uncle got involved.
“Paula, why do you bother with the rhymes? Better give her something to eat. America is a great land of
opportunity. Something might yet become of her …”
My aunt led me into the bathroom and put me into a fragrant bath. After I got out, she said to my uncle,
“See, Louie, she is my brother’s child. See her complexion? Just like my brother.”
My aunt spoke to me in a motherly way as she handed me her skirt and blouse and a big pair of shoes.
“A girl of sixteen,” she exclaimed, “is already a kale moyd. She shouldn’t be wearing her hair loose and curly.”
With this pronouncement, she pulled my long hair back and pinned it up in a bun. When I looked into the mirror, I
hardly recognized myself. I looked like an adult.
We sat down at the festive table and I gulped down six rolls. I ate and ate, and still I couldn’t fill myself. I felt
as though I could never make up for all those hungry years of my past.
Suddenly the doorbell rang. The neighbors had arrived to examine my aunt’s “niece”—that’s what they called
me. And from the neighbors’ faces shone friendliness and welcome.
After the meal, my aunt told me she already had a groom for me. A bookkeeper with a new car. He worked at
my uncle’s factory and wanted to marry only a European girl.
“But be patient. Tomorrow we’ll go shopping for new clothes from head to toe. And then we’ll introduce you
to him …”
Saturday, we went shopping. We walked on Broadway and I observed the throngs of people, people of all races
who came together, as in a dance. I also saw the large, magnificent shop windows. My aunt bought me a dress, a
coat and pointed tan shoes. And I came out of the store a real American.
Then we walked on the avenues, where pretty, slim girls with round hatboxes passed us by. My aunt pointed
them out and commented on their bad reputations. They were models. She said,
“Here in New York, a girl should not walk alone on Second Avenue because there’s a bum at every step …”
I asked my aunt what Second Avenue was. She answered,
“Even though you were educated in Vienna, you are truly a greenhorn!”
I told my aunt that in Vienna we hadn’t learned about Second Avenue. She continued to lecture me.
“In America, everyone must work.” She had already found me a job; it was waiting for me in a basement on
Prospect Avenue. I would be sewing buttons and pressing shirts.
I knew from her letters that my uncle owned an ice cream factory. I didn’t quite un4erstand why she had found
me a job pressing shirts in a basement.
We returned home. My aunt stuffed me with rolls again and still my hunger was not satisfied. And a strange
longing for my mother fell upon me. My mother always let me travel alone on trains and never talked to me about
morals. She knew she could trust her child; she knew I would do no wrong. With silent looks, we always
understood each other. And here, at every step, my aunt taught me American morals.
On Sunday, the bookkeeper, a sallow bachelor with a new car, came to visit. And he invited me to join him for
a ride—so he said. I didn’t feel comfortable sitting next to him in the front seat of his new automobile. But my
aunt gave me a sharp look and I joined him in his car as if it were a prison sentence.
As we drove past several streets, the bookkeeper put his arm around me and pinched me. I was shocked,
disgusted by his behavior. I wanted him to turn around and return to my aunt’s house.
But the bookkeeper was already sure he wanted me. My aunt had made promises and he had not been disappointed. The photograph of me, which my aunt had shown him, was a mere shadow compared to the reality. And
again he put his paw on my knee.
I was nauseated by his words and felt sick to my stomach. I told him to take me home because I felt ill. And
when he took me back to my aunt’s house, he sat down for a while before leaving.
Later, my aunt wanted to know everything he said. Did he declare his love? Yes, aunt, here in America you
proclaim your love with rude hands. Where I come from one wouldn’t dare … And for the first time, I was
rebellious and told my aunt that I would never again go out for a drive with this bookkeeper.
5: My first job.
In the dim cellar there were two rooms, their windows half hidden underground. The upper half looked out
onto a naked gray wall. Three older women sat at a long table and sewed second-hand shirts. Illuminated by three
electric lamps, the women’s faces looked pale and wrinkled. The women reversed the shirts’ torn collars and
sewed them back on.
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My aunt brought me to the cellar for my first job. They put me at a long ironing board to press the old mended
shirts with their turned collars and to sew back on the torn-off buttons.
On the walk to work, I saw the morning crowd of men and women. Everyone rushed to the subway platform,
while I, heartsick, went down into the cellar to press the shirts with a large steam iron. My white, still childish
hands smoothed out the sweat-stained shirts to press them.
Noon hour. While everyone sat down to eat a sandwich, I continued standing and ironing, waiting for the boss
to tell me to sit down. When he finally did, I looked up and my gaze collided with the stone wall which hid the
sun from me.
After I came home from work in the evening, I helped my aunt with the dishes and rushed off to evening
classes to learn the English language. At night school, a new horizon had opened for me. Young women and men,
all newly arrived from Europe, occupied the benches and diligently learned the English language, the language of
the land.
At the end of the week, the boss handed me an envelope. I counted my first earnings—fourteen dollars. And I
believed I was the richest person in America.
I brought my pay to my aunt. She deducted five dollars for my room and board. And she suggested I save the
rest to send to my parents.
One day, I met a relative and when we got into conversation, he told me he didn’t like the job my aunt had set
up for me. He recommended me to a friend of his, a manufacturer who owned a clothing factory.
I left my job to become a “draper” in the heart of a New York factory. I liked my new work very much. I fitted
the colorful organza garments on lovely mannequin forms which looked alive. In baskets lay basted pink and blue
pieces of fabric; I pinned the pieces together. From these pieces, I created whole garments as I pinned them on the
mannequin. I began to imagine the mannequin was alive, that warm blood flowed through her veins. And she
began to move …
No, this was not a waxen mannequin. She could feel the flutter of the pink organza dress and wanted to dance.
She became part of me. The mannequin and I—together we felt the rustling of the silken dress on our body.
Without warning, I sensed two pointed wolf-like eyes observing me. Next to me stood the supervisor. He was
angry and cursed at me,
“See what you’ve done! You’ve stained the garment with blood!”
I stood guilty and ashamed. My fantasy had carried me away in a heady dance, and I had pierced my finger
with the pins and spoiled the mannequin’s garment.
At the end of the week, they paid me eighteen dollars and the supervisor told me to look for a new job.
5: Longing for home and mother.
I was the apple of my mother’s eye. Her letters wept over me. My mother wrote:
“Every day I set the table and forget that you, my child, are no longer at home. I put out a plate for you and the
plate remains empty. Oh, what I wouldn’t give to see you with my own eyes. You were always the crown of my
home. And when you went away, I was left without a crown. My longing for you looms large. I read over and
over each piece of paper with the poems you left behind and hold them close to my heart … At night, after a hard
day at work in the country, your father comes home and we both sit near the lamp. I take the warm pieces of paper
from near my heart and read the poems to your father. You do remember how your father used to sing on Shabes
with the rabbi? Well, believe me child, when I look into your father’s face, I see the same transcendent expression
shining from inside him. He doesn’t speak. Instead he sings quietly into the night, the rabbi’s same nign.”\fn{Melody; a Hasidic melody or song repeated over and over again into a state of ecstasy .}
After reading such letters from my mother, I poured out new poems to her from my yearning heart. Each poem
was written not in ink, but in tears. But I never sent them because I didn’t want her to know how deeply I missed
her.
Instead, I found myself here in an orderly home with costly furniture where no-one dared to take a step that
might, heaven forbid, damage the highly polished floor of my aunt’s immaculate apartment.
All my mother’s letters were first opened by my aunt. As soon as I came back from work, she waved my
mother’s letter in my face. Why hadn’t I written home, she demanded to know.
She didn’t believe that I had written home and no explanation or pleading on my part could convince her
otherwise. The letters would probably arrive soon, I explained. But my aunt’s anger ignited into a flame and she
almost swallowed me with her reproachful words.
One day, I left for work with my head throbbing. I felt as if the ground were swimming under my feet. I now
worked in a factory where little combs were packed into small white boxes. Young girls sat at tables and sorted
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the sparkling combs shimmering with rhinestones.
My head was spinning and the combs seemed to float in front of my eyes. The girls seemed to be holding
paddles in their hands, swinging them back and forth. I myself was swaying as if I were in a ship. The combs
soared into the air like a flock of birds.
The manager came over to me and touched my forehead. I looked at her through foggy eyes. She was sure I
had a high fever and instructed me to go home and get right into bed.
I barely made it into my aunt’s apartment. My tongue felt heavy as a tank. As soon as I opened the door, my
aunt greeted me with a shout, waving another letter from my mother in my face.
I cried in front of my aunt, swearing that I had already written home, and had even enclosed five dollars from
my earnings in the envelope. But my words didn’t help. She ran to my bed where I kept my basket of poems,
pulled the basket out from under the bed and told me to leave her house immediately with my rhymes. They were
the reason I didn’t write home. And she threw my basket out the front door.
My head was now pounding; I was very sick. In my despair, I felt drawn towards the open window. Maybe it
would be better if I were dead. Then I would no longer have to listen to my aunt’s disparaging words.
But as I approached the window, my mother’s face appeared before me. No, I couldn’t do this to her. No, I
would not die just because of my aunt. I would rise above it all and see my mother again.
I ran out the front door and sat on my basket outside the door. Quietly, like my silent poems, I wept over my
miserable life, my bitter destiny.
Suddenly I saw my uncle’s silhouette. He looked at me sitting on my basket, crying. He lifted me into his arms
and helped me back into the apartment. He admonished my aunt.
“You should be ashamed, throwing out your brother’s child! Look how she’s burning up; she’s ill. Woman,
where is your fear of God?”
He immediately set up my folding bed and helped me into it. My aunt came to me and asked me to open my
mouth. She shrieked,
“Look at her throat! Surely she has diphtheria. How can we allow her to sleep in the same room as our son?
He’ll surely catch her illness!”
After that, I heard no more. I remember my uncle sat with me all night long, applying cold compresses to my
throat. He gave me aspirins and never took off his day clothes.
In the morning, I felt a little better. Neighbors came in and these strangers’ hands helped to heal me. Their
sympathy comforted me. My aunt was good to me again and constantly put something in my mouth. It was at that
time that I wrote my mother a letter about how good my aunt had been to me—just like a second mother. The
wide ocean that had separated me from my mother carried my letter to her. But my mother’s heart must have
sensed that between the lines lay the tears of the lonely, isolated child she would never see again.
6: Khanale
I didn’t know her from the old country. She lived in , Shortkov, while I lived in Monastrikh. She was a child of
the rabbis’ court and I was a child of the war, an uprooted child.
Our grandfathers were brothers. Her grandfather was the spiritual leader and gabe,\fn{Trustee of a synagogue
charged with supervision of religious services .} caretaker of the Shortkover rabbis known to all khasidim in Galicia.\fn
{“Galicia” is a regional name for a land mass of some 33,000 square miles, the western portion of which now forms part of southern
Poland, and the eastern portion part of western Ukraine .} And my grandfather Reb Iyosl Dovidl was a noted talmudic
scholar and a pauper.
Khanale came to my aunt’s home to visit me, her greenhorn cousin. I saw her in full bloom, with her red
cheeks and blue eyes and lovely ringing laughter. I sat hunched over, frightened, yearning, dreaming and very
dispirited.
Several months had gone by since my arrival in the "golden land" and now she had decided to visit me. And
right away she asked to see my poetry.
My poems still lay in my basket underneath the bed, but now they had become like a curse. My aunt still
wrangled with me over them. And here was a cousin who asked to see my poetry. I hesitated, but she insisted.
Shyly, I dragged the basket out from under the bed and handed her a notebook filled with poems written in
German.
I opened to the first poem that caught my eye. It was called The Third One. In our shtetl, a Jew had been
murdered by a Pole in broad daylight. The Jew had been sitting in the market, selling apples. Without warning, the
Pole hit him in the head, killing him instantly. The murderer spilled the basket of apples and, cursing all Jews, left
the market.
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The murdered Jew had been the only wage-earner for his sick wife and six small children. After the murder, all
the Jews in the village trembled with fear, while the murderer remained free.
The young people of the town decided to establish a fund for the widow and her orphans. They organized a
ball in a partially burnt-out barn. All the young people from the shtetl came to the dance and I was among them.
Dancing a circle dance, I saw the dead man dancing with us. He was “the third one” in our dance.
Later, I read my poem aloud in our town and a shower of money was collected for the unfortunate family.
Today, I read the same poem aloud for Khanale. There were tears in her eyes. She hugged and kissed me and
suggested I immediately send the poem to the newspaper Der tog.
At that time, I hadn’t read any Yiddish papers and didn’t even know what she meant by “ Der tog.” I asked her
if Der tog published in German. She answered no, but she thought they might translate my poem into Yiddish. In
fact, she was convinced of this and told me to write a letter and address it to the editor Glants-Leyeles.
I liked Khanale’s words, as well as her looks. And I immediately felt that my aunt did not exemplify the spirit
of America after all. There was also Khanale who understood my soul. I didn’t need to tell her anything; she
already knew what I thought and what I felt. She bid me farewell, saying her husband Levin would come to pick
me up sometime soon.
My whole frame of mind changed. At night I took out several nature poems and sent them to the address
Khanale had left for me.
How surprised I was when, a few day later, I received a letter from Der tog signed Glants-Leyeles. And he
wrote:
“Dear Miss, we received your poems. You have much talent. I would like to meet with you. We hope you will
write in Yiddish because Der tog is a Yiddish newspaper. I look forward to much future pleasure from our
acquaintance. Come visit our newspaper office some time.”
Weeks passed. I was too timid to visit the office and the writers. In the meantime, another relative from my
father’s side dropped by to see me—Hersh-Mendl Hirsh, an elderly, intellectual, refined man; a person well-read
in Yiddish literature. And he too asked to see my poetry.
So I showed him my letter from Der tog and he suggested that, in heaven’s name, I not hesitate to go to Der
tog. Only one thing I shouldn’t mention: that I was born in Galicia. Here in America, Galicianers were not liked.
I looked at him in wonder, thinking: by us in Galicia, there are such good, honest, lovely Jews. Why should
they be disliked? And I decided I would go to Der tog to pick up my German poems and talk to the writers.
Meanwhile, Khanale could not rest. She sent her husband Levin to bring me to their home. In the warm
atmosphere of their home, out of sheer happiness and love, I wrote new poems.
One fine day, I traveled down to East Broadway. With shaky, timid steps, I made my way up to the newspaper
office and asked for Glants-Leyeles. Glants-Leyeles came to greet me, looking at me with two lilac-colored eyes
and extending his warm hand.
And how wonderfully they all greeted me. Jewish colleagues welcomed me with open arms. They all knew my
poems, the very poems I had come to pick up.
I didn’t deny that I came from Galicia. I also told him I studied in Vienna for several years and had full
command of the German language. I spoke with Glants-Leyeles about the German classics: Heine, Goethe,
Schiller, and about my favorite poet Rainer Maria Rilke.
Again, Glants-Leyeles told me to write in Yiddish. Then Der tog would print my poems.
Glants-Leyeles accompanied me to the door to say goodbye. I took my package of German poems, knowing
that I would return with Yiddish ones.
The street sang beneath my steps. People came towards me, strangers, and I thought: Oh, dear people, some
day I will sing you my song - which now lies dormant within me like a spring of water seeking a way to spout
forth the most beautiful of rainbow colors—in the language of my mother and my father, in the language of the
Galician home where my cradle once stood.
Oh people, look at me! You don’t know me, but some day you will read me. I am the mountain carrying within
itself a spring of unsung songs. I will sing out your sorrow and your joy. I will blend together my Galician blue
sky with the sunny sky of America.
Strangers, bless me and wait for me. I have come to be and to sing. Amen.
98.180 In The Town Of Berdichev\fn{by Vassili Semenovich Grossman (1905-1964)} Berdichev, Zhytomyr Oblast,
Ukraine (M) 8
It was strange to see Vavilova’s dark weather-beaten face turn red.
“What are you laughing at?” she said at last. “Don’t be silly.”
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Koziriov took a paper from the table, looked at it and, shaking his head, burst out laughing again.
“Oh, I can’t help it,” he said laughing, “… report … of the Commissar of the first battalion … forty days’ leave
because of pregnancy.”
He became serious.
“Well, all right. But who will take your place? Perelmutter, of the political section?”
“Perelmutter is a staunch Communist,” said Vaviolova.
“You’re all staunch,” remarked Koziriov, and, lowering his voice, as though he were talking about something
shameful, asked:
“Are you going to have the baby soon, Claudia?”
“Yes, soon,” answered Vavilova and, taking off her fur cap, wiped the perspiration off her forehead.
“I would have got rid of it,” she said in a bass voice. “But I waited too long: you know yourself that at
Groubeshov I never got off my horse for three months. And when I went to the hospital the doctor refused to do
it.”
The corners of her lips drooped as though she were going to cry.
“I even threatened the damned fellow with my Mauser, but her refused—he said it was too late.”
She went out, and Koziriov remained sitting at the table and looking at the report.
“So this is Vavilova,” thought he. “Nothing very womanish about her—carries a Mauser, wears leather
breeches, has led her battalion in the attack any number of times, and even her voice is not a woman’s—yet
Nature must tell in the end, apparently.”
And for some reason he was resentful and felt a little sad.
On the report he wrote “Order,” and waving his nib hesitatingly over the paper, sat frowning—how should he
word it?”
“Leave of forty days to be given from this day:” he pondered a little and added “On account of illness,” then
above that scribbled in “woman’s illness,” swore to himself, and crossed out “woman’s illness.”
“Now make soldiers of them!” he said, and called his orderly.
“Our Vavilova, eh?” he said loudly and angrily. “You’ve heard, I suppose?”
“Yes, I’ve heard,” answered the orderly, and shaking his head spat on the ground.
Together they condemned Vavilova and all women generally, made a few jokes, laughed, and then Koziriov
ordered him to fetch the Staff Commander and said:
“You must go and see her—tomorrow, I should say; find out whether she is in a private house or in hospital,
and how she’s getting on.”
Then he and the Staff Commander hung over the table till next morning, their fingers moving over the map,
speaking in short abrupt sentences—the Poles were approaching.\fn{ The Russo-Polish War (February 1919-October 1920)
ended in military defeat for Russia and the establishment of a large independent Polish state, which was to last until 1939. The ultimate
objective of the Soviet attack (as Lenin put it) was “to destroy the wall separating Soviet Russia from revolutionary Germany.” The
commander of Soviet Western Army Group, Mikhal Nicolaevich Tukhachevski (1893-1937), proclaimed on July 2, 1920 that “the fate of
the general revolution will be decided in the west” and that “the road to world conflagration leads over Poland’s corpse.” On July 4, he
attacked a polish army of about 120,000 with a force of 220,000, and for about six weeks carried all before him. But on August 16, Jozef
Klemens Pilsudsky (1867-1935), provisional head of the Polish state and commander in chief of the Polish Army (as of November 14,
1918), carried out (with complete surprise) a crushing attack on the Russian rear as its forward divisions were within sight of Warsaw; the
Soviet general retreat became a rout, with tens of thousands of Soviet soldiers fleeing in wild disorder across East Prussia and Lithuania;
the Poles captured 66,000 prisoners of war, 231 field guns and 1,023 machine guns; and, on September 20-28, defeated Marshal
Tukhachevski’s attempt to make a stand along the line Sejny-Grodno-Volkovsk. At the beginning of October, Polish forces had reconquered
the major part of the territory occupied during 1919; and an armistice was signed at Riga, on October 12, 1920, with military operations
ceasing six days later. Marshal Tukhachevski was made Chief of Staff in 1924; but he was shot, together with seven other generals, on June
11, 1937, accused of high treason.}

Vavilova went to live in a room requisitioned for her.
The little house stood in the Yatki, as the market-place was called, and belonged to Chaim Abraham Leibovich
Magazannik, whom the neighbors and even his own wife called Chaim Tuter, which means Tartar.
Vavilova’s entry into the house was not effected without a scandal. She was brought to the house by an
employee of the communal department, a thin lad in a leather jacket and Red Army helmet. Magazannik swore at
him in Yiddish:\fn{The text has: Jewish.} the youth was silent and shrugged his shoulders.
Then Magazannik went over to the Russian language.
“What impudence these whipper-snappers have,” he shouted to Vavilova, as though he expected her to share
his indignation. “That’s all they could think of. Of course, there are no bourgeois in the town. There’s only one
room left for the Soviet, and that one belongs to the poor man Magazannik. Only from a working-man with seven
children can they take a room. What about Litvak the grocer? And Khodorov the clothier? And Ashkenazi, the
leading millionaire in the town?”
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Around him stood Magazannik’s children, seven ragged curly-pated angels gazing at Vavilova with their coalblack eyes. As bit as a house, she was twice as tall as their father. They thought it all terribly funny and very
interesting.
Finally Magazannik was pushed aside, and Vavilova passed into her room.
Such a concentrated smell of human beings coming from the sideboard, the flat feather beds which were as
dark and flabby as the breasts of the old women who had once received those feather beds as part of their dowry,
and the chairs with their gaping seats, assailed her nostrils, that she took a deep breath as though she were going
to plunge into deep water.
At night she could not sleep. The Magazannik family snored on the other side of the wall like an orchestra
composed of many instruments, from the droning double-bass to the high flutes and violins. The closeness of the
summer night, the heavy smells—everything seemed to suffocate her.
What smells there were in the room!
Of kerosene, of garlic, of perspiration, of goose dripping, of unwashed linen. The odors of the human animal.
She felt her swollen dilated belly; at times the living being within her kicked and turned round.
For months she had struggled with it, honestly and persistently: sprung heavily from her horse; at
“Subotniks”\fn{Collective, voluntary efforts to hasten the completion of some job .} in the towns, silent and strenuous, she
rolled about pine blocks weighing many poods;\fn{A unit of Russian weight equal to 32 pounds.} drank herbs and
infusions in the villages; used up so much of the iodine belonging to the regimental chemical stores that the
surgeon thought of sending a complaint to the sanitary department of the brigade; scalded herself with boiling
water in the bath-house until she was covered with blisters.
But it obstinately went on growing, preventing her from walking and from riding; she suffered from nausea,
vomited, and was drawn down to the earth.
At first she laid all the blame on that sad and ever-silent man who had been stronger than herself, and had
found a way through her thick leather jacket and cloth tunic to her woman’s heart. She saw how he was the first to
run on the little wooden bridge which was so terrible in its simplicity, how the enemy machine-gun crackled, and
how he seemed to vanish: the empty greatcoat threw its arms up and falling, hung over the brook.
She flew past him on her ardent little horse and the battalion, as though it were pushing her, poured after her.
After this it remained. It was to blame for everything. And now Vavilova lay conquered, and it victoriously
kicked her with its heels, and lived in her.
In the morning, when Magazannik was getting ready to go to work, and his wife was giving him breakfast,
driving away flies, children, and the cat, he said, speaking in a low voice and glancing at the wall of the
requisitioned room:
“Give her some tea, a plague on her.”
He basked in the sunlit columns of dust, the smells, the children’s cries, the cat’s meowing, the grumbling of
the samovar. He did not feel like going to the workshop: he loved his wife, his children, his old mother, and he
loved his home.
He went away sighing, and in the house only women and children remained.
The Yatki market-place seethed the whole day long. Peasants were selling birch wood, white as though it had
been chalked all over; peasant-women were rustling their wreaths of onions; old Jewish women sat over fluffy
hills made of geese with their legs tied together. Out of this luxuriant white flower the goose-seller would pull out
a living petal with a sinuous neck and her customers would blow on the tender fluff between its legs and feel the
yellow fat under the soft warm skin.
Dark-legged girls in colored kerchiefs carried tall red pots full to the brim with wild strawberries, and timidly,
as though they were going to run away, looked at their customers. Moist yellow lumps of butter wrapped in
downy leaves of green burdock were being sold from carts.
A blind beggar, with the white beard of a wizard, wept tragically and as though in prayers he held out his hand,
but his terrible grief touched no one: everybody passed him with indifference. A peasant-woman tore the smallest
onion off her wreath and threw it into the old man’s iron basin. He felt it all over, and leaving off his prayers, said
angrily:
“May your children provide for o like this in your old age,” and once again started crooning his prayer, the
prayer which was as ancient as the Jewish people.
People were selling, buying, touching, feeling, raising their eyes thoughtfully to the heavens as though they
expected somebody in the tender blue sky to advise them whether they should buy a pike or whether it were better
to buy a carp. Meanwhile everybody went on making a deafening noise, swearing, abusing each other, and
laughing.
Vavilova tidied up and swept the room. She put away her greatcoat, fur cap, and boots. Her head was bursting
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from the street noises. The little Tuters were making a noise inside the house, and she seemed to be asleep and
having an unpleasant strange dream.
When Magazannik came in the evening after work, he stood amazed in the doorway: at the table sat his wife
Beila and by her side a huge woman in a wide dress, with loose slippers on her bare feet, and a bright kerchief tied
round her head; they were laughing together softly, talking to each other, and holding up tiny toy-like baby clothes
in their big fat hands.
In the day-time Beila had gone into Vavilova’s room. Vavilova was standing by the window, and Beila’s sharp
woman’s eye saw her condition.
“I beg your pardon,” said Beila with determination, “but you’re pregnant.”
And Beila, throwing up her hands, laughing and lamenting, started fussing round her.
“Yes,” said she. “Children—you don’t know yet what a misfortune they are,” and she pressed and squeezed the
youngest Tuter against her bosom. “They’re such a misfortune, such a calamity, such a nuisance. Every day they
want to eat, and not one week passes but one has a rash, or another the fever, or another an abscess. And Doctor
Baraban, God bless him, takes ten pounds of the best rye flour for every visit.”
She stroked little Sonia’s head.
“And they’re all alive—I haven’t lost one.”
She discovered that Vavilova knew nothing, did not know how to do anything, and understood nothing. She
bent down immediately before Belia’s great knowledge. She listened to Beila and asked her questions, and Beila,
laughing with pleasure at the Commissar’s knowing nothing, told her about everything.
How to feed and bath that baby and put him to sleep, what must be done to prevent his crying at night, how
many napkins and shirts one must have, how new-born babies scream themselves hoarse, turn blue, and it seems
as though one’s heart must stop beating for fear that the baby may die, how to cure diarrhea, what causes the itch,
how the spoon suddenly begins to make a noise in the baby’s mouth and by that you can tell that he is beginning
to cut his teeth.
A complicated world with its own laws, customs, joys, and sorrows.
Vavilova knew nothing of this world. And Beila condescendingly, like an elder sister, introduced her to it.
“Get out of the way,” she screamed at the children, “out into the yard!” And when only the two of them were
left in the room, Beila, her voice lowered to a whisper, started telling her about the confinement. O, this was not a
simple thing. Like an old soldier, Beila told the young recruit about the great pangs and joys of childbirth.
“Giving birth to children,” said she, “you think is a simple matter, like a war: bang-bang and it’s all over; oh
no, by no means, it’s not nearly as simple.”
Vavilova listened to her. For the first time, during the whole of her pregnancy, she had met a person who spoke
about this accidental and unpleasant thing which had overtaken her as a happy event which would be the most
important and necessary occurrence in Vavilova’s life.
And in the evening the discussion was continued this time with Tuter participating. No time was to be lost:
after supper Tuter took a candle and climbed up to the attic and making a great din, dragged down an iron cradle
and a bath for the new human being.
“Don’t worry, Comrade Commissar,” he said laughingly, his eyes sparkling. “Our business, which you are
taking on, is in full swing.”
“Be quiet, be quiet, you rascal,” uttered his wife. “It’s not for nothing that people call you the Tartar.”
At night Vavilova lay in her bed. The heavy smells no longer oppressed her as they had done the night before.
She had become used to them, and did not even notice them. She did not want to think about anything.
She seemed to hear horses neighing somewhere, and to see a long line of brown horses’ heads: each had a
white patch on the forehead. The heads wee incessantly moving, nodding, and baring their teeth. She thought
about the battalion, and remembered Kirpichov, the political instructor of the second company. All was quiet on
the Front. Who was lecturing about the July days? The surveyor must be rated soundly for having delayed the
arrival of the boots. And then they could cut up cloth themselves for puttees. In the second company there were a
good many dissatisfied men, especially that curly-headed fellow who sang songs of the Don. Vavilova yawned
and closed her eyes. The battalion went away far far into the distance, into the pink corridor of the dawn, between
the wet stacks of snow. And her thoughts about it were somehow unreal.
It pushed her impatiently with its little heels. Vavilova opened her eyes and sat up in bed.
“A girl or a boy?” she asked aloud. And she suddenly felt how the heart in her bosom became big and warm
and began to throb.
“A girl or a boy?”
The confinement began in the day-time.
“Oh!” screamed Vavilova hoarsely, woman-like, as she felt a sharp, all-penetrating pain seize her suddenly.
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Beila put her to bed. Sioma ran gaily for the midwife.
Vavilova held Beila’s hand and said quietly and rapidly:
“It’s begun, Beila, and I thought it would start only in ten days. It’s begun, Beila.”
Then the pains passed away, and to Vavilova it seemed that they need not have sent so quickly for the midwife.
But half an hour later the pains started again. Vavilova’s face turned quite dark and the sunburn on it looked
dead: as though it had been lad on by accident. Vavilova lay with clenched teeth; she looked as if she were
thinking of something shameful and painful, as if she were about to jump up and cry, “What have I done, what
have I done?,” as she covered her face with her hands in despair.
The children were peeping into the room, the blind grandmother was heating a large saucepan of water on the
stove. Beila kept looking at the door: the expression of anguish on Vavilova’s face frightened her. At last the
midwife came. Her name was Rosalia Samoilovna. Her hair was cut short and she was stocky and red-faced. The
house was immediately filled with her querulous penetrating voice. She scolded Belia, the children, and the old
grandmother. Everybody started running around her. The primus stove I the kitchen started humming. The table
and chairs were taken out of the room; Belia washed the floor with s much haste as though she were putting out a
fire; Rosalia Samoilovna herself drove the flies away with a towel. Vavilova watched her and it seemed to her as
though the Commander of the army had arrived at Staff Headquarters. He was also stocky, red-faced and
querulous, and he used to come when something had gone wrong at the Front, and everybody would read the
communiqués and look at each other and whisper, as though a dead or dangerously sick man lay there. And the
Commandeer would brutally tear aside this veil of mystery and silence—shouting, abusing, giving orders and
laughing, as though baggage trains cut off and regiments surrounded by the enemy were none of his business.
She submitted to Rosalia Samoilovna’s dictatorial voice, answered her questions, turn around, and did everything
she ordered her to do. At times she seemed to be losing consciousness; the walls and ceiling seemed to lost their
sharpness of surface and outline, to be breaking and falling on her in waves. The midwife’s loud voice would
bring her to herself again and she could see her red perspiring face and the white tail-ends of the kerchief round
her neck. She thought of nothing now. She wanted to howl like a wild beast and to bite the pillow. Her bones
seemed to crack and to break, and the clammy sickening perspiration stood out in drops on her forehead. She did
not scream, however, but only ground her teeth and, convulsively tossing her head about from side to side, gulped
in the air.
Now and again the pains left her s though she had never had any, and in astonishment she would look about her,
listen to the noise of the market, and gaze with wonder at the glass on the stool and the picture on the wall.
But when the child, furious in his desire to live, started tearing at her again, she felt the horror of the renewed
pangs and a confused feeling of joy: let it be as soon as possible—after all it was inevitable.
Rosalia Samoilovna said in a low voice to Beila:
“If you think that I should have liked to have my first child at thirty-six, you’re mistaken, Beila.”
Vavilova did not hear her words, but she felt frightened because the midwife had spoken in a low voice.
“What, shan’t I live?” she asked.
She did not catch Rosalia Samoilovna’s answer.
Beila stood in the door pale and flustered, and said, shrugging her shoulders:
“Well, well. And who wants this torture—neither she, nor the child, nor the father, may he perish, nor God in
Heaven. Who was the clever person who invented it for our misfortune?”
The confinement lasted for many hours.
When Magazannik came home he sat on the steps outside. He was as worried as though it was his Beila who
was in childbirth. The twilight deepened, and the windows were lit up. Jews were returning from synagogue,
carrying their prayer clothes under their arm. In the moonlight the empty Yatki market-place, the little houses, and
the streets seemed picturesque and mysterious. Cavalry-men in riding-breeches marched about the brick
pavements clinking their spurs. Girls were eating sunflower seeds and laughing at the Red Army men. One of
them was saying in a quick patter:
“And I eat sweets and throw the papers at him, and I eat and throw the papers at him.”
“Ay,” said Magazannik, “we didn’t have enough troubles of our own, but the whole Partisan Brigade must
come and be confined in my house.” Suddenly he began to listen intently and half rose from where he was sitting.
From behind the door he heard a man’s hoarse voice.
The voice was shouting such violent obscene oaths that Magazannik, after listening for a while, shook his
head and spat on the ground: it was Vavilova, mad with pain in the final phase of labor, fighting with God, with
woman’s cursed lot.
“That I understand,” said Magazannik, “that I understand: a Commissar is having a baby; while Beila can only
say one thing, ‘Oh mother, oh mother?’”
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Rosalia Samoilovna slapped the new-born baby on his wrinkled damp buttocks and announced:
“A boy!”
“What did I say!” exclaimed Beila triumphantly, and opening the door, cried out exultantly:
“Chaim,\fn{Life.} children, a boy!”
And the whole family clustered in the doorway and talked excitedly to Beila. Even the blind grandmother felt
her way to her son and smiled at the great miracle. She moved her lips, her head trembled, her dead hands felt
their way over her black kerchief. She was smiling and whispering silently. The children pushed her away from
the door but she stretched out her neck and tried to get in: she wanted to hear the voice of ever-triumphant life.
Vavilova looked at the new-born child. She was surprised that such an insignificant bit of reddish-blue flesh
could have caused such terrible suffering.
She had imagined that her child would be big, freckly, and snub-nosed, with a bristling red head, and that he
would immediately start fighting and kicking, crying loudly, and trying to get away. But he was a weak little
fellow, like an oat-stem grown up in a cellar; he could not keep his little head up; his small crooked legs moved
about as though they were dried up; his whitish-blue eyes were blind; and his whimper could hardly be heard. It
seemed as though, if the door were suddenly opened, he would be extinguished like the thin bent candle that Beila
had fastened to the edge of the cupboard.
And although it was like a hot-house in the room, she stretched out her arms and said:
“He is cold: give him to me.”
The little man whimpered, moving his head about. Vavilova was afraid to move, but she looked at him
sideways and watched his movements.
“Eat, eat, little son,” she said, and began to cry.
“Sonny, sonny,” she murmured, and one by one the tears fell from her eyes, and the transparent drops ran down
her dark cheeks and over the pillow.
She remembered the silent man, and felt pity for them both with a sharp maternal pang. For the first time she
wept for him who was killed in the battle at Korosten: for he would never see his son.
And this tiny helpless creature was born without his father, and she covered him up with her blanket so that he
should not feel cold.
But perhaps she was crying for quite a different reason. At any rate Rosalia Samoilovna, smoking a cigarette
and sending the smoke through the open window-pane, said:
“Let her cry, let her cry. That calms the nerves better than bromide My patients always cry after childbirth.”
On the third day after the baby was born, Vavilova got up. Her strength returned to her rapidly: she walked
about a great deal, and helped Beila in the house. When no one was at home she would sing softly to the little
man: the little man was called Aliosha, Alioshenka.
“You ought to see,” Beila said to her husband, “this Russian woman is quite mad. She had already been three
times to the doctor with him. The door mustn’t be opened in the house, because he might catch cold, or be woken
up, or he’s feverish. In fact, she’s just like a good Jewish mother.”
“Well, why not?” answered Magazannik. “If a woman puts on leather breeches do you think she turns into a
man?” And he shrugged his shoulders and closed his eyes.
A week later Koziriov and the Chief of Staff came to see Vavilova. They smelt of leather, tobacco, and horse
sweat. Aliosha was asleep in his cradle, which was covered by a piece of muslin to protect him from the flies.
Creaking in a most deafening manner, like two new boots, they went u to the cradle and looked at the thin little
face of the sleeping child. His face was twitching in his sleep: the twitching was due only to movements of the
skin, but these movements gave the face various expressions—sometimes of melancholy, sometimes of anger, and
sometimes a smile.
The two commanders exchanged a look.
“Yes,” said Koziriov.
“Yes, indeed,” said the Chief of Staff.
Then they sat down and started telling Vavilova the latest news. The Poles had taken the offensive, and our
forces were retreating. Of course this was temporary. The Fourteenth Army was rallying at Zhmerinka. Divisions
were approaching from the Urals. The Ukraine would be ours. In a month’s time a change would probably take
place. But meanwhile the Poles were making themselves unpleasant.\fn{ In the first phase of the Russo-Polish War, a Polish
army succeeded in occupying much of the Ukraine, and had signed a treaty of alliance with the Ukrainian leader, Symon Petlyura. This was
the position as of May 15, 1920, when Kiev was occupied by a Polish army under General Edward Smigly-Rydz, while between the
Dnieper and Dniester rivers Polish-Ukrainian forces held the line Belaya Tserkov-Lipovets-Gaysin-Vapnyarka-Yampol. This they held with
only ten infantry divisions (two of which were Ukrainian) and four cavalry brigades .}

Koziriov uttered an oath.
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“Shut up,” said Vavilova. “Don’t make such a noise—you’ll wake him.”
“Yes, our blood is always up,” said the Chief of Staff, and burst out laughing.
“You’re always ready with your jokes,” said Vavilova and added with the air of a martyr: “you might leave off
smoking too: you’re smoking like a chimney.”
The two army men suddenly felt bored. Koziriov yawned. The Chief of Staff looked at his watch and said:
“We mustn’t be late at Lissaya Gora.”
“And his watch is a gold one,” she though to herself with exasperation.
“Well, good-bye, Claudia,” said Koziriov, and got up. “I’ve ordered them to send you a sack of flour, some
sugar and fat: they’ll bring it to you today in a trap.”
Then went out into the street. The little Magazanniks stood round the horses. Koziriov climbed into the saddle
with a groan. The Chief of Staff clicked with his tongue and jumped on his horse as it was moving.
When they came to the corner, they both unexpectedly, as though by common consent, drew in their reins and
stopped.
“Yes,” said Koziriov.
“Yes, indeed,” answered his Chief. They laughed, struck their horses, and galloped to Lissaya Gora.
The trap arrived that evening. Magazannik dragged in the sacks of food, and going into Vavilova’s room, said
in a mysterious whisper:
‘What do you think of this news, Comrade Vavilova: Tsesarsky’s brother-in-law came to our workshop—,” he
looked about him, as though he were excusing himself before Vavilova, and said in a surprised tone of voice:
“The Poles are in Choudnov, and Choudnov is forty versts away from here.”
Beila came into the room. She listened for a while, and then said with determination:
“What’s the use of talking? The Poles will be here tomorrow. So I want to tell you this. Poles, Austrians,
Galicians, whoever they are, you can remain with us. You have been sent enough food, thank God, to last you
three months.”
Vavilova was silent. For the first time in her life she did not know what to do.
“Beila,” she said, and stopped.
“I’m not afraid,” said Beila, “do you think I’m afraid? Give me five like them, and I’ll not be afraid. But have
you ever seen a mother who left her child when he was a week and a half old?”
All night long outside the windows there cold be heard the neighing of horses, the rumbling of wheels, and
excited angry voices. Baggage trains were going from Shepetovka to Kazatin.
Vavilova sat by the cradle. The child was asleep. She looked at the little yellow face, and thought to herself that
after all nothing special would happen. Koziriov said that they would return in a month’s time. Just as long as she
had intended to be on leave. But if she were cut off for longer? Even that did not worry her.
When Aliosha became a little stronger, they would make their way through the front.
Who would touch them—a peasant-woman and a baby-in-arms? And Vavilova pictured how early one summer
morning she would cross the fields, a colored kerchief round her head, with Aliosha in her arms, gazing around
him and holding out his little arms. How delightful! She started singing in a thin voice:
“Sleep, sonny, sleep,” and rocking the cradle, fell into a doze.
In the morning the market was busy as usual. People seemed particularly excited that day. Somewhere
watching the unending chain of military carts and laughing happily. But soon the baggage train had passed. The
streets were full of people. The inhabitants—“the population,” as the commandants called them in their orders,
stood at the gates. Everybody was talking in an excited whisper and looking over his shoulder. It was said that the
Poles had already occupied the small town of Piatka, fifteen versts away. Magazannik did not go to work. He sat
in Vavilova’s room and philosophized to his heart’s content.
An armored car thundered past in the direction of the railway station: it was thickly covered with dust and it
seemed as though the steel had become tarnished as a result of weariness and many sleepless nights.
“I’ll tell you the truth,” said Magazannik, “this is the best time for people: one rule has gone, and the other
hasn’t come yet. No requisitions, no contributions, no pogroms.”\fn{Persecutions of the Jews.}
“It’s only in the daytime that he’s so clever,” said Beila. “But when at night the whole town is in a hubbub,
shrieking for help from the bandits, he sits as pale as death and trembles with fear.”
“Don’t keep on interrupting,” said Magazannik, angrily.
He kept running out into the street and returning with the latest news. The Revolutionary Committee had
already evacuated the town during the night, the Party Committee had followed it, and the staff had left in the
morning. The station was already empty. The last division had gone.
Suddenly cries were heard in the street. An airplane was in sight. Vavilova went to the window. Although the
airplane was flying high, white and red circles on the wings could be seen distinctly. It was a Polish observation
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airplane. The machine made a circle over the town and then flew towards the station. Guns began to be heard
booming from the direction of Lissaya Gora: shells flew over the town, and from somewhere in the distance,
beyond the level crossing, came the sound of exploding missiles.
First the shells wailed like the wind, then the guns sighed heavily, and a few seconds later the explosions rang
out joyously. The Bolsheviks were hindering the advance of the Poles. Soon the Poles started replying: shells
burst in different parts of the town.
Bang! went the exploding air with a deafening roar; bricks fell and scattered, smoke and dust hung over the
shattered walls of houses. Silence descended on the streets, severe and deserted, as in a picture. Each explosion
was followed by such quiet that the hearts of the inhabitants were struck with terror. And all the time the sun
shone in the cloudless sky and radiantly lit up the town which lay prostrate beneath it like a corpse.
The whole town lay hidden in cellars and basements, sighed and groaned with terror, shut its eyes, and held its
breath without knowing why.
Everybody, even the children, knew that this bombardment was called artillery preparation, and that before
entering the town, the troops would send out a few more dozen shells. And then everybody knew it would become
incredibly quiet and that suddenly, their horses’ hoofs ringing, a reconnoitering party would gallop along the wide
streets from the direction of the level crossing. And then, dying of fear and curiosity, everybody would peep from
behind their doors, curtains, and cracks in the shutters, and covered with perspiration, would come out on tip-toe
into the street.
A detachment would arrive in the square. The horses would stoop and snort; their riders would talk excitedly to
each other in a marvelously simple human tongue, and the Commander, delighted at the total submission of the
prostrate conquered town, would shout in a drunken voice, discharge his revolver into the muzzle of silence, and
draw up his horse.
And then from every direction infantry and cavalry would pour in, dusty tired men, thrifty peasants in blue
greatcoats, good-natured but capable of murder, would run about from house to house, searching greedily for the
population's chickens, towels, and boots.
Everyone knew this, because the town had changed hands fourteen times already, had been occupied by
Petlura, Denikin, the Bolsheviks, Galicians, Poles, Tutunik’s, and Maroussia’s bands, and “nobody’s” Ninth
Regiment. And each time it was the same as before.
“They’re singing!” cried Magazannik. “They’re singing!”
And forgetting his fear, he ran out into the street. Vavilova followed him. After the stuffiness of the dark room
Vavilova breathed the light and warmth of the summer day with particular pleasure. She had awaited the Poles
with much the same feeling as she had experienced during her confinement: let them come quickly. The
explosions had frightened her: she was afraid that they would waked Aliosha; she brushed aside the whistle of the
shells as she would have brushed aside flies.
“Be quiet, be quiet,” she sang over the cradle. “You’ll wake Aliosha.”
She had tried not to think about anything just then. She had made up her mind already: in a month’s time either
the Bolsheviks would return or she and the baby would make their way to them through the Front.
“I can’t understand anything,” said Magazannik. “Have a look.”
Marching along the wide and empty street in the direction of the level crossing, from which the Poles were to
have come, was a detachment of military cadets. They were dressed in white canvas trousers and tunics.
“May the Red Flag be the symbol of the working people,” they sang slowly as if sadly.
The were marching towards the Poles.
“Why? For what reason?
Vavilova watched them. And suddenly she remembered: the great Red Square, several thousand volunteers of
the working-classes who were going to the front thronging round a hastily set-up wooden platform. A bald man,
waving his cap, was making a speech. Vavilova stood quite near him.
She was so agitated that she could not understand half the words the man was saying in his clear though
slightly guttural voice. The people standing near her listened to him and breathed heavily. An old man in a
wadded coat for some reason or other was weeping.
What had happened to her in the square, under the dark walls, she did not know. Once in the night she had
wanted to tell that silent man about it. She thought he would understand. But she was unable to explain anything.
But when they marched from the square to the Briansk railway station, they sang that song.
And as she watched the faces of these singing cadets, she again felt what she had felt two years ago.
Now in the street Magazannik saw a woman in a fur hat and greatcoat following the cadets and fitting an iron
ring into her big tarnished Mauser as she went.
Magazannik followed her with his eyes and said:
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“These were the sort of people who used to be in the Bund. These are real people, Beila. Are we real people?
We’re just scum.”
Aliosha had woken up and was crying and trying to kick off his napkin. Coming to herself, Beila said to her
husband:
“Listen, the baby is awake. You had better light the primus—I must heat up some milk.”
The detachment disappeared round the corner.
1.68 What Hurts Is That I Was In A Hurry\fn{by Vladimir Moiseyevich Cherkasski (1906Dnieper, Zaporizhia Oblast, Ukraine (M) 5

)}

Zaporozhie-on-the-

One day as you hurry past a pond you hear a cry for help. Near-by a human being is drowning. You see his
arms struggling to remain afloat. There is a rowboat you can use to save him. If you do that you will miss your
train. Therefore you leave him to drown and hurry on to the station? Is that possible?
Another day you are on a station platform. As the train approaches a girl leans over as if to throw herself to the
tracks. You watch indifferently, impartially, so to speak. The train has come in but the girl has lost her courage.
She backs away in horror. You become curious and remain to watch. She is a half-starved creature, very young
and therefore very sensitive about her indigence. Her face is covered with dust. You know she has not washed for
a few days. Her lids half conceal her dull eyes. There are yellow blotches under them. She is a little girl not more
than five three, exhausted, haggard, and thin. Her brown coat is dirty and loose around her wasted body. You
reflect that under ordinary circumstances, that is, under circumstances of wholesome food and socially healthful
activities, she is life-loving and cheerful, a strong, fleshy girl, eager and companionable, with bright, open eyes—
fast moving, all seeing—responsive to a comical situation or a practical joke, laughing so heartily that with her
hands on her stomach she bends over, stamps her feet, turns around, and pretends to be barely able to stand up.
You look upon this emaciated girl and you reflect thus because you do not care what happens to her, now. Is that
right?
She and you are alone on the station platform. She moves over to you timidly, and says:
“Mister, will you—take me—for a quarter?”
You look down at her with indifference, with some contempt, even. Poor, wretched girls like her look ugly.
“For a nickel,” you answer, “I would give you to a dog.”
She covers up her face with her hands and walks away shaking with tears. Soon the next train approaches. She
steps over to the edge of the platform and makes ready to fling herself. But she wavers. You know, you feel
certain that she has tried many times to kill herself, but each time she lacked courage. You feel that also this time
her courage will fail, so you walk over, put your hand on her shoulder, and as the train rushes in you push her
somewhat—she is so slight. She falls to the tracks, and the iron wheels crashing against iron rails grind her bones
and mash her flesh and blood. Is this possible? Could you do such a thing?
One night last fall I was returning from the movies. I alighted at the First Avenue Subway Station, and noticed
the girl sitting on a bench in the rear of the opposite platform. She attracted my attention because she was alone
there and asleep, sitting with one leg bent under her, and leaning heavily on the arm-support, her head low, resting
on her hand, as if pretending she was awake; she looked pathetic—a homeless, unattached human being.
I watched her some minutes. She stirred, changed the leg she sat on, and leaning over this time backwards, and
dropping her head to one side, went to sleep at last, more resolutely. The station was deserted on both sides, it
being near midnight, and I stood riveted to the cold concrete, looking across the tracks at the girl. I felt regret and
sorrow, as if somehow I was instrumental in her misfortune, as if the fact that I as yet worked, inevitably drove
her into the streets. Feelings come to one often without foundation. That was a late cold night and I was returning
from a wish-fulfillment movie. (One need only be a freedom-loving soul. Watch the birds. They avail themselves
of the limitless expanse of the heavens. You can avail yourself of the limitless vastness, the limitless abundance of
the earth. Give heed to the locomotive whistle! Perch yourself on the caboose. Go on, travel, breathe in deeply,
feel the ecstasy of freedom!)
I was thinking of something else, feeling shivers in my spine. In my mind there were thoughts with ugly,
revoltingly cruel consequences, perhaps, because I myself anticipated the homelessness of the sleeping girl.
Perhaps so, but my mind was poisoned, and bitter.
One summer night you pass a lonely block. You notice a dog sleeping in a doorway. The air is comfortably
cool after a hot day and you wish to stay out-of-doors as long as you can. You whistle to the dog, but he does not
stir. You go over and shove him with your foot. He wakes and whines plaintively. He is a poodle dog, American
and impure, with a short hairy face, and black spots on his ears. You shove him again, in the ribs, to see if he
would bite, but he only whines. He rises and lies down again a foot away, and thus works himself into your
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sympathy. You bend over and pick him up in your hands. He is skinny, and smells with dog-perspiration. He
thrusts his head forward and licks your face. His tongue is wet and velvety and the dog-breath is pleasant. You
love this dog. You set him down, pull out a chocolate, and feed him. He eats it, wags his tail, licks your hands, and
becomes very much animated. You take out all your chocolates, three of them, and feed them to the dog. He
swings his tail for more. “All right,” you say, “the show is over,” and you leave him and walk toward home. The
dog follows you. At first you are amused and pleased, but he follows you for ten blocks, and as you approach your
home you become annoyed. What would you do with a dog in a small bachelor’s apartment? You try to scare him
away. You pretend to be angry, to throw stones at him, to seem to kick him and strike him with your hands.
Nothing helps. The dog runs away and whines, but as you begin to walk on he follows you. Then you think, “If he
is male, I’ll take him.” You call him. He is so happy that he crawls to you on his belly, sweeps the sidewalk with
his wagging tail, and when he reaches you he indicates complete, unconditional surrender and loyalty by turning
over on his back. You cannot see well in the faint light of the street lamp, so you pick him up and find that he is
female. You feel disgusted and you fling him to the pavement. The dog is hurt. He yelps and shrieks. With one
hind leg lifted into the air he skips away on his remaining three. He yelps shrilly a long time, not with complaint,
not indignation, but with genuine pain and sorrow.
As I watched the sleeping girl I thought of this and felt love for her—not the love of lust, she did not look
pretty—but the love of one regretting his better fortune in the presence of one so unfortunate. I decided to go out
and re-enter the subway on her side. I wished, figuratively, to shove her with my foot and to feed her candy.
Outside I met someone I knew, a young man who until five months previously had been working at my side.
For three years the economy ax had been swinging, like the pendulum in Edgar Allan Poe's tale.\fn{ The Pit And The
Pendulum (1842) by Edgar Allan Poe (1809-1849), American author; it is a tale of cruelty and torture .}It struck decisively without
concern over melodrama or tragedy. The office atmosphere was tense, fearful. Some of us had lost other jobs
before. They’d had their taste of impending evictions, of social degradation and shame, the pain of exposure
before the public eye, before one’s friends and relatives, in the parks, on the bread lines. This young man,
someone I had learned to like for his good humor and self-confidence, tried to avoid me. “Emanuel!” I cried when
I saw him. He responded, pretended to be surprised to see me. Do not ask a young man whether he has found
another job. If he has he will tell you readily enough. I did not ask him. He felt all right, he said. His eyes had
become bad, of a sudden, since he stopped working. He could not read for half an hour without inducing a
headache. Never had eye trouble when he worked. Funny! He wondered whether he could hold a job even if he
got one. His cousin, the eye doctor, thought there was nothing wrong with his eyes.
Emanuel was bound for Avenue B. He was staying with his sister. She was all right. Her husband had had a job
a week now. The old parents were staying with his brother in Philadelphia. I lived on Avenue A. There we parted.
My flat was damp and cold. I lighted the gas heater and sat for an hour reading a chapter from H. G. Wells's
Outline of History.\fn{The Outline of History: Being a Plain History of Life and Mankind, by the English author Herbert George Wells
(1866-1946) was originally published in a two volume edition in 1920 .}Herbert George Wells (1866-1946, English author)
Later I made tea. It was near two in the morning when I undressed and went to sleep. I had forgotten about the
girl.
The next morning I overslept. I shut off the alarm at half-past seven and went back to sleep till a quarter to
nine. At the office I was due at nine. I jumped out of bed furious with myself. “I’ve lost my job for sure this time.”
I dressed as fast as I could, brushed my teeth; unwashed, unshaven, without breakfast I dashed out, and ran full
speed to the subway. I missed a train and walked to the rear of the platform, where there were hardly ever any
passengers waiting. The girl was still sitting on the bench. My God!
She looked more feeble than the night before, but awake. She sat, bent at the stomach. That was the impression
she made. I felt as if the emptiness in her stomach made her bend that way. She must have been hungry a long
time, many days. The lipstick was dried and cracked on her parched lips.
Trains passed every seven minutes at that hour, and we were alone at our end. The girl looked at me, down at
my feet. She tried to lift her eyes. Her lids either felt too heavy or she had not the courage. I stood close to her, not
more than five feet away. I felt embarrassed standing there, knowing she was hungry and suffering. I had never
seen a young person look so timid, sitting bent like that, with a face so drawn, and with no courage to open her
eyes and look straight at objects or at people, stealing furtive glances. I felt so uncomfortably embarrassed that I
turned around so I would not see her.
I thought I heard her whisper. I listened intently, and then heard a timid, childish voice, as if she had just been
through a session of prolonged crying, and was now sighing in spasms, almost as if in pain.
“Mister,” she said. I turned slowly. She rose, came over to me, and standing very close, looked downward, as if
trying to ask per- mission to do something I had expressly forbidden. She said:
“Mister, which way to New York?”
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I was taken back. She could not have meant to ask me that. I tried to think what she really meant to ask, but
answered her matter-of-factly:
“You are in New York now. Where do you wish to go?”
She turned and walked back. She bent her head and fingered the arm support of the bench, nervous, gathering
courage. I pulled out my watch. It was nine-fifteen. I felt furious. I needed twenty minutes to get to the office.
The girl remained where she was, fingering the wood as before, now and then turning, as if desperately trying
to face me, but each time turning back nervously. I walked over to her.
“Where do you wish to go?” I asked. She faced me and, looking away, said:
“To Thirty-fourth Street. There are shoe factories there, aren’t there?”
“Take the first train here,” I said. “Go two stations to Union Square. There walk out and go upstairs and change
for the uptown train. I am going in the same direction. You can follow me if you like.”
She remained silent while I reflected and said:
“I believe that there are no shoe factories uptown. There are several in the Williamsburgh and East New York
sections of Brooklyn.”
The girl turned abruptly as if hurt and walked away, leaving me feeling uncomfortable. Presently she started
back, taking single steps and stopping, advancing at me sideways.
The next train would arrive in a few minutes and I was resolved to board it. I intended to try to keep my job. I
could have told her briefly to go to a police station and there to ask directions to some relief agency. I knew that
no aid was available for single persons, but one could try asking for work. One ought to try to do something. I was
naïve, as much as that. She must have tried everything and was down to her last capacity as a girl, and she seemed
to be gathering courage to try that. It must be very hard, especially for a sensitive girl. I cannot know how she
would feel. I am a man. But I can think of difficult situations I, myself, faced, and then assume that her situation
was more difficult.
I remember one time I had determined to register for a course at the University. I am very much interested in
history and was attracted by a course in the History of Civilization. When I reached the college campus something
strange happened to me. I was appalled by the tall buildings of the college, the strange foreign architecture. I felt
so small and alien to so seemingly grand an institution that I had no courage to enter. This must seem silly and
exaggerated. I remained outside for two hours gathering courage to go in and ask for the information booth, but
all that time I felt more and more insignificant, more and more alien. I left never to return, never to register for the
course in the History of Civilization. I assume that the problem the girl faced was infinitely more difficult.
I wished to help the girl. I did not mean to humiliate her, or to hurt her in any way. I loved her, and loving her
felt intimate with her. But God knows I was too upset and too much in a hurry to think clearly or to act delicately.
I reached into my pocket for a dollar bill.
That was foolish. If I did nothing more I would have done indeed little. True, on a dollar, sleeping in the
subways, she could keep herself in food, somehow, two or more days, and feel miserable to have accepted alms. (I
am convinced that many girls find it more humiliating to accept alms than to sell themselves. I am not worrying
which of the two ways is easier. I think, however, that to accept alms is harder.) After she had spent the dollar she
would again find herself near her last capacity. It is a cruel thing to say, but it was up to her to resolve to live in
shame or to resolve to kill herself. What other avenue there is, I do not know.
Here is what I often think I should have done. I should have offered to take her for a dollar. She needed to be
broken in. I might have been sympathetic and nice and given her courage to go on with her new trade. Someone
else might have been vulgar and discouraging in his conduct. Or I might have asked her to live with me. She
could sleep in the kitchen and eat my food. That’s what I mean. I earned fifteen dollars a week just then. The rent
for my two-room, heatless apartment was twelve dollars a month. I could have managed.
This is idle talk. Now I am not working. The economy ax is still swinging. I can write a story about myself,
too.
The dollar bill was crumpled in my hand. I walked over to her and said, “Take this.” She looked at my hand, at
first eagerly, then she burst into tears and ran away toward the very end of the long platform. I felt stung.
Let her cry, I thought. She has got to eat. I’ll force the dollar bill into her coat pocket.
I had no time to be patient, and walked quickly toward her, but as I approached she ran back past me and sat on
the bench, and continued to cry. I was not stopped. I walked over to her.
“Take this,” I said. “I won’t ever miss it.”
She made no movement to accept, although my hand was close to her own. On the contrary, she withdrew her
hand and thrust it into her coat pocket. Her crying, however, subsided, and she said, “I have carfare.”
I know, I thought. You have been holding on to the last of it for a long time.
“Take this. Buy yourself food.” I was beginning to speak as if I myself had just been crying. The situation was
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tense for me. I felt stupid and faltered, “You look hungry.”
“No,” she said. “I won’t take—your money—like this.”
She was becoming more docile, I thought. “I won’t take—your money—like this” made me feel she was at last
determined. Considering how pitiful she looked, I know I could not have been a party to that.
I leaned over the edge of the platform and saw the train lights approaching. The train would arrive in less than
a minute. I felt impatient and agitated. I was throwing away my job.
“Take this, for God’s sake!” My obvious irritation startled her, and for the first time she opened her eyes and
looked at me. Her eyes were light brown, small, and round, I remember. She backed away from me. I tried to
force the dollar bill into her pocket, but she held her hands in them. We struggled. “Please!” She cried.
The train was moving in. I felt so provoked, I could have struck her across her face, but she screamed, tore
herself loose, and ran away to the end of the platform. She stumbled and fell to her knees crying, but made no
attempt to rise. I started after her.
Then I was resolved. The doors of the train were open. Nearer the other end, the entrance, all the passengers
were already in. A few that had alighted were rushing out. I ran inside the train just as the doors were closing,
leaving the girl. At once I felt apprehensive.
The girl was in my mind all day. I could think only of her and what she was likely to do. Upon recollection I
was sure I had seen her in that place at different times for over two days. She may have been gathering courage
for a great deal more than soliciting men. She was at the very least two days without food, unwashed, cold, and
alone.
I often think—that is, when I am unemotional and trying to reason this out—that I should have tried to cooperate with her, to have tried to take her. What else was there for her to do? The Salvation Army? They would
put her up for a week and turn her out. She had probably already tried that. There is also the Municipal Lodging
House for Women. I can see her standing outside without the necessary sense of degradation, or the sheer courage,
to accept such charity. And even if she had entered those portals, would she, then, have been sustained in
nourishment? I have heard many stories, and I have believed the worst of them.
The problem that faces me—that is, in the supposition I had acted in co-operation—is where in this goddamned world of sympathy—that’s how strong I feel about it—will you get the nerve to strike a dying human
being, especially one you can love, and possibly save?
That is how I feel when I do not reason this out, when I feel this in my own heart. I dare not think what really
has happened.
Let us suppose I had acted in co-operation. Suppose one evening you walk leisurely back and forth on Irving
Place. You see a girl before you. You look her up and down. You scrutinize her hips. That is how one makes a
choice. A man wants to know she is buoyant. Then you face her to see if she appeals to you in the front. One likes
a young face, another a full bosom, or blue eyes, or fleshy lips. Every man according to his own preference. This
is a hard-boiled business.
You go up to her room on East Sixteenth Street. That is a likely location. A few minutes later you hate her. The
indelicacy, the abandon of some of these creatures! You put up with it because you have to have it, or at any rate,
that is the idiotic notion you have put into your head.
These thoughts preoccupied me all day. I had to have an answer and I tried to figure one out. You have flung
the dog to the pavement and broken its leg. Why have you done this? Because you realized the enormity of its
abjectness? That it was female? But you liked the dog. You liked the moist tongue on your hands and cheek, the
dog-breath. You shoved it with your foot and it whined and wagged its tail. You gave it candy and it followed you
and surrendered. You thought you had driven it away, but it had returned stealthily to follow you, skipping on one
hind leg and whimpering. It found the house you lived in and never left it. Its broken leg never grew well. It found
access to the cellar and lay down behind some empty boxes and firewood. There it died, and when the odor of the
decomposed body alarmed all the tenants, the Board of Health sent over a truck. The body was removed, and the
spot where it lay was covered up with a great quantity of white powder. The odor vanished; the germs were killed;
the white patch remained. All was forgotten. Is that right?
As the day wore on I got to feeling better. The boss smiled at me. He even complimented me on my work. He
was expressing sympathy at my impending dismissal. He hated to do it. He had been seeing me daily for seven
years. I had been a likable companion and had become, to him, a habit, a necessity. He added pressure on the ax.
It swung more certainly; it cut and severed.
That day I did not know all this. That was the reason I gradually rid myself of the unpleasant thoughts and
really began to feel and to reason optimistically, finding an answer. I threw overboard all caution and schemed and
planned for the girl.
I left the office at five o’clock happy with determination. In twenty minutes I would be at the First Avenue
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subway station. That, when I arrived, she should, perhaps, no longer be there, would have struck me as
impossible. When I found she was not there I was shocked.
I sat down on the bench and sat there, no longer thinking or reasoning. I was kept down by the weight of
frustration.
Later the colored porter came with a pail of water and sprinkled the platform. Then he returned with an
enormous brush and began to sweep. From under the bench I sat on, he swept out a small piece of cloth. It was the
girl’s handkerchief. He shoved it with the rest of the dirt. The cloth absorbed the water he had sprinkled and it
looked black with dirt. Having swept the platform, he shoved the refuse into a scuttle and walked away with it.
I got up and walked mechanically to the edge of the platform, as if to see whether a train was approaching.
Looking down at the tracks I saw a white patch there. Something in my stomach twisted and I felt sick.
Was that your answer? You must not miss your train, therefore you leave a human being to drown? You wish to
co-operate, therefore you put your hand on her shoulder and push her somewhat?
I do not know what really had happened. I know, however, that in my own mind I had come prepared with a
humble answer. Come with me. Sleep in my kitchen. Eat my food.
98.196 Katerina’s New House\fn{by Leonid Pervomaisky (190815

)}

Krasnograd, Kharkivs’ka Oblast, Ukraine (M)

Katerina Kolmochenko was a soldier’s widow and a fighter. Nothing ever got her down—no, not even if the
sky fell on top of her; she would simply push her way through, stand up straight and hurl invective at whatever
was on the other side.
Katerina was thirty—fair and square, and with a great bark of a laugh that could be hear form one side of the
village square to the other. She grew early vegetables in her garden, pruned her fruit trees religiously, and kept
hens which gave her speckled brown eggs—and she wasn’t above a bit of petty speculation either. She would
stand in a queue for gingham, handkerchiefs, galoshes and whatever else was going, and then she’d sell them to
the neighbors at three times their price. She had a pension for her husband, too, and free milk and butter from a
neighboring cow because she had once treated (and cured) swollen udders, which had been more swollen and
uddery than anyone within living memory remembered, and the valuable cow would have died if Katerina hadn’t
nearly killed it herself battering away at it—but, miraculously, had cured it instead. That was Katerina, and that
was the way she lived, and everyone in the village knew that you couldn’t beat Katerina.
Most of the cottages in the village had survived the war, and around the brickworks were scattered a few newly
built mud huts, but how the brickworks had survived the hard fighting was a mystery, for this was a fortified
place, an equal mystery was why the Germans hadn’t blown it up when they retreated. Katerina and her children
had spent two winters in a dugout—Katerina fuming with rage that her cottage should have been destroyed—and
when the bright sunshine of the final spring came she stood in her small bare yard, looked at the pile of burned
clay—which was all that remained of her neat white cottage—shook her head, and made up her mind to rebuild.
And when Katerina made up her mind to do anything nobody could stop her.
“But, Katerina, how will you do it?” the neighbors asked.
“With my own hands if necessary,” Katerina said airily.
“(With someone else’s hands more likely,” said the villagers behind her back.)
Well, Katerina knew what the villagers said, of course—and why not get the loan of someone else’s hands if they
were willing to lend them?—and it only made her more determined than ever to get her cottage built. She refused
to face obstacles—she didn’t even see them; she just went straight ahead, over and under and through them till she
got her way. So she knotted her scarf under her chin with a resolute jerk, gave the children a slice of bread apiece,
and went off to find the carpenter, Musi Gorban. Musi was a good, but simple, man; he’d made her a grass hut out
of what remained of her cottage after the bombardment of the village. He was lean and sinewy, with a round bald
head and a bush of thick red hair sprouting all over his face. He had a peg-leg, but it was no bother to him, and he
managed better with his one leg than many others did with two.
“I can make you a cottage all right,” said Musi, puffing at a thick home-rolled cigarette till the smoke came out
of his whole beard as though his face were afire. “I’ll make your cottage, my dear, but what’ll I make it of? I’ve
no timber, not a bit, not a splinter. So what’ll you do?”
Katerina pulled her lower lip, frowned, and said nothing. She was thinking. She looked around Musi’s yard as
though she’d be sure to see the timber she wanted lying round there somewhere, unknown to Musi. But the yard
was bare, still damp from the snow, not a sliver of wood to be seen. They were sitting on the half-rotted edge of a
well by a clay shed which was all Musi had for himself; there wasn’t much there she could put her eye on,
anyway.
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“I’d be glad to do it for you, my dear,” said Musi sententiously, “especially as you’re the firs tin the village to
think of building—and I haven’t held an ax in my hand for four years. Well, now, how does it work out? We’re
starting to get things shipshape again—just starting, mind you—but how are we to go on without timber? Can you
tell me that, my dear? No timber. No. Not a bit. It’s like having no hands. Nothing you can do. You know that as
well as I do.”
He could have gone on like that all day, but there really was no place to get timber. Before the war the village
had stood in an old pine grove, and there had been forested areas all round—beeches, oaks, birches, whatever you
wanted. But the Germans had cut down the timber, and it would be a long time before the young trees just planted
would grow into building material. If there’d been anything at all near by you can bet Katerina would have got her
hands on it somehow; give the foresters some good home-distilled and they’d bring enough timber for two
cottages right into her yard. But ...
“What’ll I do, for goodness’ sake?” she said to Musi, pale and furious with vexation.
“Go to the chairman,” advised Musi. “I’ve heard that they’ll give soldiers’ widows priority.”
Katerina thought about this. She considered, not without cause that as a soldier’s widow they ought to meet her
half-way. Especially in building. And with two children. And with all her industry—up at crack of dawn doing her
housework, her washing and baking, and queuing in the market for choice tidbits (even if she did sell them again)
while all her neighbors were only turning over in their first sleep. Yes, she certainly deserved something. She rose
with a determined set to her chin.
“Well, my dear,” said Musi, lighting another cigarette, “you get your timber and there’ll be no difficulties on
my part.”
*
The sun was already warm. Little brooks ran along the ruts in the road. The first leaves and grass were
appearing under and over fences. The buds on the cherry trees were swollen. It was a lovely day. Katerina charged
forward to the village soviet as a soldier charges the enemy—body forward, chin out, fierce determination in her
face. Hens and ducks scattered out of her way. Wild dogs took one look at her and fled. She splashed along
through puddles and rills, not even looking at what was under her feet, and the door of the village soviet seemed
to blow open before her. They knew her there well. They always let her into the chairman ahead of the queue—
she would have gone, anyway.
Katerina marched into him, gave a tug to the ends of her headscarf and halted. The chairman sat at his table
chewing his gray, tobacco-yellowed mustache. He was a man of the most imperturbable calm, not because he had
been born that way, but because he wanted to live to be a hundred, and in his job and with such people he
wouldn’t reach half that if he took everything to heart and got excited and worried. No, he had decided long ago
that it was far better to be calm and cool than get himself either an ulcer or a premature heart attack.
He held out his hand to Katerina across the table—a hand warm and soft as a pancake, and exquisitely
manicured—and greeted her with smiling courtesy.
“Sit down, please,” he said charmingly. “Now tell me what’s troubling you and how I can help.”
He knew that people who came to see him were always in trouble, especially women, and he well knew what he
was doing when he asked Katerina how he could help: the most aggressive woman left his presence quietened, as
though after a holy communion—such a good man, they’d say, he’d help if he could and glad to, but where’ll he
get it? You can’t shoot from a drumstick. …
Katerina started talking straight away. She wasn’t taken in by the chairman’s poise, but she was a bit afraid of
him none the less, so she went on and on nervously (but sounding aggressive) about the children, the dugout, the
timber she couldn’t get anywhere. By the time she had finished her woes her voice was quite high-pitched.
The chairman chewed and chewed his mustache, then blew it from his mouth, straightened the wet ends and
peered at Katerina’s firm, sturdy shoulders. She stared back at him, blinking to show that she wasn’t in the least
nervous of him, and if they couldn’t do this much for a soldier’s widow—well, whatever next …
“Your difficulty is one we all know,” said the chairman charmingly. He sucked his mustache ends into his
mouth again. But I haven’t any timber—it can’t grow on the palm of my hand”—with a winning smile—“and
there’s none in the district. It’s true that the regional office has promised us some, but you’ve got to wait three
years for a promise to be met … eh?”
Katerina gave him a look that sent the wet ends of his mustache shooting out of his mouth with a gasp. “So,”
she said ominously, “my children and I will have to spend another winter in damp earth?”
“But wait, there’s more,” said the chairman, throwing caution to the winds. “I haven’t told you everything yet
—”
“I don’t want to hear any more excuses,” snapped Katerina.
“Not excuses! You’d do well to listen—”
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“I don’t want to listen. There’s no timber. You’ve said that already!”
“But why must you use timber? Build with bricks! First, you’re a soldier’s widow, you’ve got two children,
you’ve got drive—indeed, madam, you’ve got a lot of drive! You should build a brick house nothing less.”
Was he laughing at her? Katerina hissed at him like an angry goose: “And where am I to get them, those bricks
of yours? Bricks! You still can’t do without timber even if you get bricks—what about the rafters and the doors
…?”
“That’s right,” the chairman agreed, almost meekly. “But start off with the bricks. Moscow wasn’t built in a day
either. Get your bricks first—though they won’t be whole bricks, you know, half-bricks only, spoilage, can’t get
anything better. And while you’re putting up the walls we’ll get hold of some timber for the beams and rafters and
all the carpentry. What do you say to that?”
The chairman sat back, pleased with himself, waiting for Katerina to say something, but she merely eyed him
coolly, pleased at the thought of a brick house, but not too sure that it would all go as easily as the chairman said:
certainly she had no intention of thanking him—she was only getting her rights, wasn’t she?
The chairman glanced at her severely, metaphorically shrugged his shoulders, and wrote a note to the
brickworks which he handed to her. Katerina stood up, gave a final tug to the ends of her headscarf, and turned to
the door. “It wouldn’t hurt you to say thank you,” said the chairman when her hand was already on the latch.
Katerina replied by slamming the door. Whatever next, said the slam, thanking you for what’s mine by rights. …
In any case such little courtesies had been put completely out of her head at the thought of a brick house, and the
difficulties still to be overcome until she got the bricks. She’d have to find a lorry, strike a bargain with the driver
—what would she pay with? Never mind, she’d find something.
Nevertheless, Katerina’s firm shoulders, her white headscarf with its two perky ends under her chin, her sharp
darting eyes, had produced their effect on the chairman of the village soviet. He thought about the plucky little
woman for all of five minutes, and then he turned the handle of the telephone, blew his wet mustache ends into
the mouthpiece, and spoke to the manager of the brickworks. “Khomenko,” he said, “Katerina Kolmochenko’s on
her way to see you—do you know her? … Well, you soon will. We’ve got to give her a bit of help—brick
spoilage. She’s a widow, with two children—do what you can!”
Before a week had passed a pile of bricks lay before Katerina’s yard. She had flown like a whirlwind about the
village—stopped drivers, begged them, scolded them, paid them in money, in smiles … even a kiss for poor pockmarked Yuri, who had been so grateful that he made two trips to the brickworks, with a good load each time. After
measuring the growing pile with her eye, and deciding it would be enough for her cottage and a shed for the cow
she’d get some day, Katerina sought out Musi again. He was smoking one of his hand-rolled cigarettes, the smoke
pouring out of his reddish beard. He listened to what Katerina had to say, then he crushed out the cigarette on his
wooden leg and said: “Have you take leave of your senses, woman? I’m a carpenter! What you what done isn’t
my job, so just remember that! When have you ever seen a carpenter laying bricks?” His face was purple with
indignation at the temerity of this crazy young woman who was asking him—a born carpenter, whose work was
with fragrant pine, sharp chips, and yellow resinous shavings, to turn into a bricklayer covered with red dust,
stinking lime, smeary cement.
“I see,” said Katerina haughtily. “You won’t do it, then? You’d sooner sit here smoking and doing nothing than
help a poor widow woman? You told me yourself to go to the chairman! You said, there’s no timber here, go and
ask the chairman …”
“I didn’t tell you to ask for bricks,” said Musi spiritedly.
“Neither I didn’t,” flashed Katerina. “He said he had no timber, but I could have bricks. What’s wrong with
that?”
“But did he give you cement? Or lime? What’ll you mortar it with—your spit?”
“Lay it on clay; it won’t fall down.”
“With a foundation of clay, too?” bawled Musi And stumped away on his pegleg, insulted and outraged at
Katerina’s obstinacy.
“But can’t we do without a foundation?” Katerina called, running after him. “What’s an old foundation to do
with it?”
Musi halted, choked. “You’ve no foundation yourself, you empty-headed wagtail! A house without a
foundation is like a lorry with wheels … why do you come pestering me, get someone else to build your house!”
Katerina took his arm, smiled winningly, and led him to the old shed where they usually did their talking.
“Now,” she said crisply when they were settled. “I’ll get some cement for the foundations. On weekdays you’ll
get dinner—as much borshch as you can eat, and a bottle of vodka on Saturdays …”
The final argument was in her piercing eyes. They stabbed right through Musi. He spat and agreed to her terms
—although reluctantly, as though he were going to climb the gallows instead of building a cottage with this sharp214

eyed, insistent young widow.
*
In the middle of the following week Katerina put on her best clothes, with a flowered kerchief on her head, and
smart shoes on her strong bare feet, packed a half-liter bottle of vodka and some good things to eat in a bag,
covered it with a folded sack, and went over the road leading to town, just where it cut through the woods. Lorries
passed constantly; many of the drivers knew her and many she knew herself. “Get in, I’ll give you a lift,” they
would call, slowing down for her.
“I’m in no hurry,” Katerina would reply, sauntering casually.
Yuri, the pock-marked driver she’d kissed, braked sharply when he saw her on the grassy verge. “What’s your
load?” Katerina called, her eyes trying to see through the canvas-covered body.
“Tooth powder,” said Yuri, his eyes embracing her passionately.
She smiled, climbed up on the step and thrust her flowered head through the window into the cab. Yuri actually
shrank back for a moment, so affected was he by the way her white teeth shone, her eyes sparkled so shamelessly,
and such heat came from her. What she whispered to him in the cab would be hard to tell, but it is a fact that soon
Yuri switched off the engine, slipped the key into his pocket, and went into the woods with Katerina. The lorry
stood on the shoulder while Katerina and Yuri sat on the coarse grass under the trees and picnicked.
“I never drink on the job,” said Yuri, tipping the bottle expertly. “The inspector says, ‘Breathe out,’ and then he
takes your license for six months! What’s a driver to do then?”
“But, surely, a drop like this couldn’t hurt you,” said Katerina sweetly, “and where is this old inspector of
yours?”
“Never to be seen when you haven’t taken a drop,” said Yuri, “but everywhere when you have!”
“Oh, forget him, Yuri,” said Katerina wheedlingly. “Come, eat some of this sausage—I made it myself—or the
vodka’ll really get on your empty stomach!”
“Me?” boasted Yuri, thumping his chest with a strong fist. “Nobody’s ever seen me drunk. …” He reached out his
mouth to Katerina and her lips just touched his seductively, then she jumped up and started packing the remains of
the food into her bag. But she did just allow him to run his hands over her tightly stretched blouse, and to
tantalizingly feel the roundness beneath. “You drivers,” she said lightly, “you’re crazy. Imagine, in full daylight,
too!”
*
On the following Monday morning the whole village saw red-bearded Musi Gorban in Katerina’s yard
marking out the foundations for two rooms and a kitchen, a storeroom and an entry hall. Katerina dug ditches and
the children pounded half-bricks, and Musi poured brick fragments mixed with sand and cement into the ditches.
Musi was seething with rage and frustration, but he didn’t dare go back on his word; Katerina knew how to
harness everybody.
She stormed round the village, collected clay in a wheelbarrow and mixed it with her strong bare feet. The
foundations hardened, and they put on aprons of sacking and began laying the walls. The children brought the
porous half-fired bricks, and Katerina almost tore them from their hands. She could already see her house—built,
ready. She was impatient to clothe her dreams with walls and doors and windows, and forget the miserable dugout
as fast as she could.
True, Musi was a carpenter, but he was no fool; he had spent years watching others work, and some of the
knowledge seemed to have rubbed off on him. Bricklaying, for instance. Once he shouted at Katerina: “What do
you think you’re doing—what, what?” and he hopped about on his wooden leg like a stork. “You’ve got to bond
them or the walls will fall apart!”
Katerina held her temper and obeyed. The biggest difficulty occurred with the windows and door tabbets; it
was difficult to fix them with the half-bricks, but she managed, and Musi was overcome with admiration. “Not so
bad at all,” he said, wagging his great red whiskers. “I didn’t expect you to do so well, Katerina.”
“Oy, oy, Musi,” she said, flashing her wicked eyes at him and flirting her tail, “an’ I’ll teach you new trades aplenty, too! You’ll be making borshch yet!” She shouted to the children happily. “Vanyushka! Sonka! Hurry up
with more bricks! Have you gone to sleep or what? If you want to sleep in a fine, warm house you’ll have to work
hard!”
Vanyushka and Sonka, panting, ran back and forth, bringing up bricks, fired by that gay persistence their
mother well knew how to spread.
When the walls were window height the chairman of the village soviet came to see how the three of them were
getting on. He stood in the yard by the diminishing brick pile, his soft, puffy hands clasped behead him, his legs
wide apart, and his head thrown back in pride. A cigarette smoldered in his beard—why he never set it alight was
one of life’s mysteries.
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“Well, Comrade\fn{Throughout this story the word Comrade is sparingly used, to denote the local officials of the Communist Party
of the Soviet Union. CPSU theory classified the Soviet Union as a socialist society in which three main groups—the working class
(proletariat), peasantry, and white-collar intelligentsia—could coexist harmoniously and selflessly lay the foundations of a coming
communist utopia of a classless society, under the leadership of the Communist Party (itself cast in the role of the ruling order of what it—
or, at any large segments of it—believed to be a temporary “Dictatorship of the Proletariat.”) It was never very numerous—at its peak in
1988, it numbered not quite 20,000,000 people of 286,710,000 citizens of the Soviet Union—, concentrating on monopolizing for itself all
governing authority from the President of the Presidium down to the most obscure position of power in the least of the villages. Ultimately
—like ruling classes everywhere—it proved itself more willing to perpetuate its own power and privileges than in preparing for this future;
its very idealism led it to certain ruinous decisions (particularly in the field of agriculture) the retreat from which proved far more costly
than was probably believed; the personality of Josef Stalin and effects of World War II combined to present the Soviet peoples with a
period of some thirty years of internal mental terror and infrastructure destruction at a time when it was at its most idealistic and therefore
most vulnerable; and it appears that even the Russian society over which it ruled (that part of the Soviet Union in which the Communist
Revolution began, and which numbered slightly more than 50% of its total population) proved far more resilient to its undeniably coercive
methods and its announced ideology than it had ever expected. In 1961 the CPSU pledged itself to attain full-fledged communism within a
generation. When this target proved unattainable, it actually proposed in July, 1991, to abandon Marxist-Leninism as a guiding principle of
the Soviet economy. In November of that year, the authority of the CPSU was ended within the boundaries of the Russian Soviet Federated
Socialist Republic itself (now called simply “Russia”) .} Misha,” said Katerina gaily, mixing greenish-gray clay with her
shapely bare legs. She had tucked up her skirt, and the bottom of her petticoat clung to her strong knees, her
rounded breasts thrust out under her old blouse and shook with her gay laugher. “May God give you good health,
Misha, for your advice about the bricks! But you haven’t forgotten the wood for the carpentry, have you?”
Misha was thinking less about wood than about Katerina’s well-rounded figure. He moved his head cautiously,
as though his collar had suddenly become too tight.
“You’d make anyone forget—” he began, then finished the words into his beard. He fumbled a bit, coughed,
then said loudly: “For your pluck in beginning to build your house, Katerina, we’ll find you some timber from
somewhere, never fear—though the sort you are, you’d get it out of a man’s bones if you wanted to!”
Vanyushka and Sonka dropped the bricks they were carrying—to be given a good cuff by their mother—and
stared open-mouthed at fat Misha, with his spindly legs, and his tatty yellow beard. “Have you no manners at
all?” Katerina said sharply. “Get on with our work.”
She turned a radiant smile on bewildered Misha. “You’re a wonderful man,” she said gaily, and her white legs
danced the more energetically in the greenish-colored clay. “A wonderful, wonderful man,” she sang.
Comrade Misha returned to his office, conscious as he was leaving Katerina’s yard of the eyes of Musi—the
carpenter-bricklayer—burning into his back. The manager of the brickworks, he thought, is complaining all the
time that the village is plundering his works—everyone looking for bricks—but Katerina is a grand woman, a
grand woman indeed … if it wasn’t for my position …
That evening when Musi had eaten his borsch and gone home to his shed, and Vanyushka and Sonka were
asleep on pallets under the cherry tree, a tip-lorry halted by the yard. Katerina was sitting beside the dugout, her
tired arms folded on her knees; her whole body ached, for, as well as helping Musi with the bricks, she had also
hoed her potato plot. The pock-marked driver, Yuri, his face vaguely pale in the dusky light, came and sat down
silently on the grass beside her. He had taken a drink to give him courage (quite forgetting the road inspector) and
his head was in a whirl.
“What’s brought you here?” Katerina asked tiredly, in a whisper.
“As though you didn’t know!” said Yuri bravely.
“How am I supposed to know?” snapped Katerina, her face flushing with anger, and her voice rasping like a
file on rusty iron.
“Well …” said Yuri incautiously, “that day in the woods …”
“What woods?” shouted Katerina and stood up. “And what are you trying to say happened in the woods?”
Neighbors hanging over their fences listened intently, raising their eyebrows when they heard her shout:
“You’ve forgotten I slapped your pock-marked face in the woods …”
“Quiet, Katerina! S-sh, there are people around …”
“Ah, so you’re ashamed for the people to hear, eh? But not ashamed to pester me, a poor widow woman … take
that—and that—and that, too, so that all may hear how you came to shame Katerina in the night!”
The slaps were so resounding that the neighbors at their fences in their nightrobes ducked involuntarily.
Vanyushka and Sonka, in their little shirts under the cherry tree, rubbing sleepy eyes with their fists, actually saw
their mother pick up a piece of brick and hurl it at Yuri, who zigzagged across the yard to his lorry. Of course, the
engine wouldn’t start at once, and a half-brick banged on the metal frame of the lorry, and another came sailing
over the top; Katerina wasn’t really a very good shot, but nevertheless Yuri was very thankful to escape from her
yard.
The chairman of the village soviet, a lonely man who had buried his wife during the war, wakened in the
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morning with the firm intention of going again that evening to see how Katerina’s house was progressing.
However, as the whole office was buzzing with Yuri’s nocturnal adventure, he decided to postpone his visit; this
was no time for evening strolls or dallying with attractive women—he had to think about his position, after all.
Authority, he told himself, is hard to build up, but woefully easy to lose.
Musi was curious also about the night’s events. As he tied on his sacking apron he frowned, then asked:
“Katerina, what was that noise of gunfire during the night? Do you know anything about it?”
“Just a little thunderstorm,” she laughed, “a little storm in a teacup! You’d do better to sleep at night instead of
listening to other people.”
They worked hard all the morning, and the pile of bricks kept diminishing. Although there wasn’t yet a single
plank or half-beam in the yard, Katerina was determined that come the winter she would be living in her new
house. At midday, when she and Musi were sitting by the dugout eating bread and cucumbers, Katerina heard a
noise that made her raise her head expectantly; lorries with trailers were coming down the village street, and they
were carrying beautiful red pine logs and freshly planed planks the color of warm flesh. The resinous scent caught
her throat, and she ran to where here yard gate used to be. “Where are you taking the timber?” she called to one of
the drivers.
“To the brickworks,” he called back, leaned out of the cab and shook his fist at Katerina. All the drivers were on
the side of the disgraced Yuri, and Katerina had no chance with them now. She went back to sit beside Musi. His
eyes blazed with excitement, he had a cigarette thrust into his beard—fortunately it was not alight—and he could
hardly contain himself at seeing so much timber.
“Go and get a job at the brickworks,” said Katerina softly, ruining his carpenter’s dream. “We’ll work on the
house on Sundays, and maybe you could drop in each evening after work. I’ll always find a bowl of borshch for
you.”
Musi did not answer, but next day he did not come to the yard, and Katerina hoped he had taken her advice. The
yard grew quiet, Katerina tended her vegetables and her chickens, rattled her pots and pans, the clay dried and
Vanyushka and Sonka played with the half-bricks—bored without the games Musi thought up. Katerina took no
notice of them. And she didn’t think about Musi either (well, not too much), for she was filled with a desire to go
and find him and break his obstinate head.
For a week she stood his indifference. Every morning she saw him passing her yard for the brickworks.
Neighbors said he had been put at the head of a team of carpenters, but Katerina tossed her head, clenched her
teeth, and acted indifferently. She went from one official to another begging timber for her house, but nothing
came of it. She waited for Musi to come on a Sunday to ask his advice, but two Sundays passed and no Musi. So
on the following Monday she tied on her workday kerchief and walked past the pond to the brickworks. Children
were splashing in the pond—among them her own Vanyushka and Sonka; strange, even in the water they still had
grubby faces and their wet hair stuck out in all directions. “Mind you don’t drown yourselves,” Katerina
threatened, “or I’ll beat you black and blue!”
She found Musi sitting astride a wall, shaping and nailing something, using his ax head as a hammer. A hostel
was being built for the workers—a long building; at one end joists were still being laid, at the other rafters were
already up. Hammers rang, chips fell, there was a lovely smell of pine, and Musi was gay and cheerful. Well,
thought Katerina.
She glanced around her carefully. All that lovely timber lying about made her head swim—why, it was enough
to build twenty houses at least. And look at all the window frames already finished—she measured them with her
eyes, just the size she wanted. “God speed the work,” she called up to Musi, throwing her head back so that the
pretty line of her throat showed to best advantage.
“We’ll speed it ourselves,” he called back cheerfully. “Look how many fine lads we’ve got here!”
The fine lads hammered away with even greater energy.
Katerina hung around all day, with not the slightest encouragement from Musi, but plenty of admiring glances
from his fine lads. She hung out until the team dispersed, and then she picked up Musi’s tool bag and empty milk
bottle and walked back home with him. They strolled along the familiar road, past the clay-pit where the
excavator stood silent after the day’s work. The children had gone from the pond. The sun stained the water pale
blue with orange streaks, and fish were jumping by the bank. A black and white cow with broken horns stood in
the water, drinking.
“What did you come for?” Musi asked at last, but reluctantly.
“I missed you,” Katerina said honestly, trotting along confidently beside him.
“Well, that’s as may be,” said Musi after a time, and in an uncertain voice. “Only it’s not like you, Katerina.
You came for something else.”
“Musi, dear lovely man,” said Katerina enthusiastically, standing stock still in the middle of the road. “You’ve
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got such lots and lots of timber here … couldn’t you manage just one little plank?”
“Forget it,” Musi said sternly. “And besides, I’m not that fellow Yuri …”
“Oh, to hell with Yuri!” Katerina exploded. “Do you think that pock-marked devil …? May I never reach
home, may I never see my children again if …”
“I don’t want to think anything,” said Musi shortly. He took his tool bag and his milk bottle from her and
turned away, leaving deep, round impressions from his wooden leg in the dusty earth.
Katerina bit her lip, chagrined. Well, clearly she had fallen for ever in his eyes; anyway, he wasn’t the sort of
man who’d steal a little bit of old wood for her. To the devil with him! She’d have to rely on her own wits to get
what she wanted—and Musi could think what he liked about her. It was the same old story: rely on yourself or no
one!
*
Before the war there had been a high stone wall round the brickworks, but it was pulled down during the war
to pave a road and a wire fence erected in its place. A wire fence, Katerina decided, was easier to handle anyway.
In the darkness of the night she crawled under the wire. She was wearing dark clothes and had a dark shawl
wound round her head and most of her face. She wasn’t at all worried—least of all by the old watchman, drunken
Khromchenko, dozing beside his gun. Anyway, she had brought a quarter-liter of vodka for him, just in case he
woke up and saw her—but it was unlikely he’d hear her. The old fool was about as good a watchman as a cat.
The only light was from inside the unfinished hostel, a weak bulb that in the darkness lighted the rafters from
below, making them glow yellow against the gleaming black sky which seemed hewn from anthracite. There was
not a sound anywhere. Katerina stood among the piles of timber, her feet deep in sawdust, and could not make up
her mind what to take: a log? A plank? A few laths?
The end of a thick plank projected from a small pile of sawdust. Katerina pulled it towards her; it was short
and dry, quite light. It rustled a little as she eased it out of its nest. Katerina placed it across her shoulder and
calmly started on her way back to safety. Well, good! Today one piece of wood, tomorrow another—and she could
always find a carpenter. Damn Musi. She moved cautiously, feeling her way to the wire fence. A dark wall rose in
front of her, one end of her plank went into a window—she heard the tinkle of broken glass. Cold with fright, she
squatted down and tried to cover herself with the plank. Something moved behind the broken window, somebody
came out without haste, lighting his way with a torch. The beam slid like soft butter along the plank with Katerina
peering fearfully out from under it. It was Alexi Khomenko, the director of the brickworks—she recognized him
at once. He was tall and thin and very dark. He coughed, switched off his torch, and said quietly: “Come out. You
can’t hide behind that plank, you know.”
Katerina, paralyzed with fright, managed to rise.
“So you’re building, are you?” said Khomenko. “Come to borrow some timber from us?”
His voice held the weariness of sleepless nights. Katerina couldn’t make up her mind whether he was mocking
her or sympathizing—whatever it was she couldn’t stand it. “All right,” she said angrily. “Call someone—the
night watchman or whoever you like …”
“There’s time enough for that. Put the wood down.”
Katerina leaned it carefully against the wall. Her mouth was dry and her skin felt gooseflesh all over.
“Come with me,” said the director.
He walked beside her, shining his lamp before their feet, but said nothing. His silence frightened Katerina more
than ever: what was he thinking about, where was he taking her at this hour of the night? A good thing it was
night—nobody in the village would know that she had been caught red-handed and was being taken to the lockup
by the director himself! Like a dangerous and important criminal!
The kilns breathed out heat in the distance, and the director switched off his torch and remarked
conversationally: “It’s your good luck that my family’s gone to town to visit my wife’s sister. The children would
have been frightened and my wife would have screamed the place down … have you any children?”
“Two,” Katerina whispered.
They had reached the gates now. She could smell the heavy dampness that clay gives out at night. Something
splashed softly in the pond like a sigh. The sky was cloudy, not a single star quivered on the dark surface of the
water. “Where are you taking me?” Katerina asked, terror shaking her like a leaf.
“Home,” he said, surprised that she should have asked.
She had expected anything but that. She was stunned, amazed, angered by his words with their undertones of
kindness. She stood still. “I won’t go,” she cried. “You caught me with the wood—take me to the lock-up, I don’t
care, as long as the children are all right …”
“Come along,” said the director. “And stop making so much noise … instead of trying to steal what you want,
better come and ask for it, or better still come to work. If you’re a good worker, we’ll help you finish your house;
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it is up to you, you know.”
“Damn you,” said Katerina. “I don’t want your kindness—you caught me, arrest me then …”
“Stop shouting, Katerina … very well then, think it over.”
He stopped, bade her good night, and strode off into the darkness. Cottages behind dark fences glimmered
among the trees, but Katerina did not go home at once. She just sat down on the path and beat her hands on the
ground with temper. What a fool she had been to get caught. Even though Khomenko had let her off, still he knew
… he had let her off with a warning, had not condoned her behavior (How could he, in his position? Who would
anyway?), but had shown sympathy for it. Damn him! She didn’t want his sympathy. She wanted some wood for
her new house!
By the time she had got over her tantrums, and had dragged herself to her dugout, washed and changed into her
workaday clothes, it was daylight—her old rooster crowing it to the heavens. Vanyushka and Sonka woke up, and
while they washed, splashing one another merrily, Katerina sliced tomatoes, poured oil over them and sprinkled
them with coarse salt and gave them to the children for their breakfast. Then she gave them each a slice of bread
with a piece of salt pork and a slice of onion wrapped up in a newspaper for their midday meal. They went off to
school and she stood at the place where her gate had been and watched them go off down the dusty road, pushing
and giggling at each other.
Vanyushka, who was the eldest, was broad-shouldered and thick-set, with a face like Katerina’s. Sonka was tall
and spindly; she looked delicate, and Vanyushka treated her affectionately. Katerina loved them both, worried
about them, and was determined that come the winter they would be in the new house—no more dugouts, she told
herself, no more damp earth and a succession of sniffles and snuffles. … she went back and tied her kerchief over
her head; then she set off for the brickworks. If she couldn’t get her own way by foul means—well, let’s see what
Khomenko would offer her.
Well, what did Khomenko offer her? A job, of course. Not exactly Khomenko—it was another man who
engaged\fn{Hired.} her—but no doubt he knew all about it, and agreed that she should be taken on at the kiln
works. So, if the wages of sin were not exactly death, well they very nearly were—for gay Katerina did not like
work at the kiln. “Frying in hell in summer,” she said, “and not much better in winter … I don’t know why I do
it.”
But she knew very well: it was for her new house, on which all work had come to a standstill.
She did her work well at the kiln, because she was a worker by nature, but her mind was elsewhere—back in
the village, in the bare yard where her half-finished house stood. If it wasn’t for the thought of her house she
would never have stuck the kiln. Sometimes she felt a mad desire to tear off the heavy jacket, the trousers and
thick boots, and put on good shoes, a pretty dress, and run to the market, where she could chatter as much as she
liked, about anything she liked. Or to the town, where she could queue at the draper’s shop for pretty things, and
where money flowed so pleasantly into her hands that it was almost frightening. Her life of yesterday had been
giddy and sweet, until the thought of a new house seduced her into seriousness, and the theft of a plank of wood
had turned Khomenko’s attention on her. The sense of his invisible eye on her was far worse than apprehensively
watching for the policeman when she stood in the queue at the draper’s.\fn{ Clothing store; more, clothing-goods store.
Even in the United States, at one time, people made their own clothes .}
The weather changed and rain came. The nights were cold, and the dark, soft sand on which the village stood
could not absorb all the water that fell from the sky. Water stood in pools and puddles everywhere—worst of all in
the dugout. It filled the deep ruts from carts and lorries, it gleamed dully like a foggy mirror, vaguely reflecting
houses, fences, trees, and the slow-moving clouds, ragged like old felting of a dirty gray color.
October remained cold, and one Saturday Katerina came home from work and found the children listless and lost
looking. Vanyushka was crotchety, and Sonka was curled up on a bed in the corner. Her cheeks were a purplish
red, and she coughed—a hard, dry cough like a bark. Katerina was very frightened and bewailed the fate that kept
her new house from being finished. She covered Sonka with all the quilts she could find, and added her own thick,
wadded jacket on top. She boiled dried raspberries, bade Vanyushka see that Sonka drank it, and hurried away to
the hospital.
The weather was terrible. She ran and splashed through pools and puddles and wiped the tears from her eyes as
she ran. That damned old dugout! It was killing her children … and nobody would allocate her the wood to finish
her house …
The village doctor—a retired woman with drooping black eyes and a brusque manner—came to examine
Sonka. She wrote out a prescription and said to Katerina at the door: “You’d better get these children out of here if
you want to save them … the girl’s got a delicate chest …”
“You think I don’t know that myself?” Katerina cried. “You can see over there I started to build a house, but
there’s not a bit of wood to be got anywhere—I don’t know what to do!”
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The doctor shrugged, made no answer, and went off. What could she do? She was short of things herself.
On Monday morning, after leaving Vanyushka in charge of Sonka, with instructions how to give her her medicine,
Katerina set off for work. Her mind was made up. She would go and see Khomenko and tell him she’d kept her
word, she’d worked hard to earn the right to a bit of timber. Why must her children get ill and die? She didn’t care
where they got the wood from, they’d got to give her some … she was fed up with the dugout and the damp! Yes,
that was what she would say to Khomenko—what had she to be afraid of? All right, so there’d been one plank of
wood—but for God’s sake she couldn’t be expected to pay for that all her life! Chin thrust out, Katerina swung in
through the kiln entrance, ready to do battle.
The time-keeper, a snub-nosed, red-haired girl, said: “Comrade Khomenko’s sent for you. You’re to go straight
to him.”
Katerina’s brashness vanished. She felt cold suddenly, and her heart beat unevenly. I think I’m really finished
at last, she said to herself.
“You’re to go to his home,” said the time-keeper.
Khomenko was sitting at a bare table in a big bare room. On a chair beside him were some papers, and a halfopen door led into another room which seemed to be his bedroom. Katerina sat down on a low stool,
dumbfounded by the dust and discomfort of his home. Apparently he lived alone, for the house had a quiet,
unlived-in feel—the only sound was the crackling of the fire in a big stove, and a hissing of wet wood. Katerina
guessed that his wife must have left him at last—there had been rumors for long enough. Well, she would,
Katerina thought contemptuously. She had seen her: an elegant young woman, pretty as a flower, who wore shoes
with thin high heels and flowered dresses that showed off her figure.
“I hear your little girl is ill,” Khomenko said gently.
Katerina nodded, unable to speak for a moment or two.
“Living in a dugout you can soon catch your death of cold,” Khomenko rasped in his sick, wheezy voice: he
had cancer of the throat and was really very ill. “Well, Katerina, we have been talking about you. The workers’
hostel will be ready by the November holidays, so you can come and live there with your children.”
His face was yellowish-white, bristly with stubble. With long white fingers he began to roll a cigarette. “Don’t
be in a hurry to decide,” he added as Katerina didn’t speak.
Katerina was furious. Had she gone to work at the brick kilns to live in a hostel? Let her enemies hope for the
day when she’d take her children and live in a crowd like a fair! And her big yard? Her vegetable garden? Her
darling little hens? Run to the market for every onion, queue for every egg? In the words of the immortal Eliza,
“not bloody likely …”\fn{Apparently Eliza Doolittle, the chief female character in the 1914 play Pygmalion by the English
playwright George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950), is meant.}
“Think it over, Katerina,” coaxed Khomenko, as though reading her thoughts from the mutiny in her eyes.
“Nothing to think over,” she snapped. She jumped up from the stool, holding in her temper. “I don’t want any
of your hostel. I want my own house and my own garden to grow things in. Is this why you sent for me?”
“Yes,” said Khomenko. “Go away and think it over, Katerina—but a lot of people are waiting for rooms in the
hostel, so don’t take too long thinking about it or you’ll miss it. And that would be a pity for the children’s sake.”
Katerina’s answer was to dash out of the room, before she exploded and beat the poor man to death. On her
way back to the kilns she had to pass the almost finished hostel. Walking blindly, she almost bumped into Musi,
who was carrying some poles. He greeted her cheerfully, and waved his hand at the hostel. “Look at it,” he said.
“Isn’t that a fine place, Katerina?”
Katerina glared at him with made hate. “To hell with you and it,” she screamed. “Your mind works in units—
you think of nothing else—you’ve as much imagination as a blade of grass …” And she ran on past him, tears of
rage and frustration pouring down her face. Musi, at least, should have understood here position. She hadn’t
mixed clay with her bare feet with whole summer long to end up in a hostel, to give up her own home, even a
half-finished one, to live in a factory room! To hell with all of them—if that’s what they had meant when they said
they would help her if she worked at the kiln, then they could keep their job. She’d be just as well off with her
freedom and the delicious, illicit money she earned through here black-market activities. Yearning swept over her
for the freedom of doing what she liked, when she liked, for the joy of taking a basket of day-old chicks to market
or a sack of fine beets.
When Katerina arrived home that night drained, not so much from exhaustion as from emotion, she found
Musi sitting beside Sonka’s bed whittling a wonderful dancing mannequin out of plywood fragments with a knife
sharp as a razor. He didn’t even look up as Katerina came in, treated it just as though he were in his own house.
Katerina stepped over his wooden leg, not deigning to acknowledge him, and started rattling pots and pans on the
stove. Musi tied up all the parts of the dancing doll and then sang a nonsense rhyme for Sonka, which made her
laugh so much that she began to cough, and Katerina told Musi sharply to stop it.
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She served plates of borshch for herself and the children, and a bowl for Musi, for he liked her borshch, and Musi
went on telling his nonsense rhymes, but with a faintly malicious ring to his voice now:
Tara-tora toring, got no planks for flooring
Tara-tara mafter, where’ll we get a rafter?

Katerina put the pot of soup very carefully on the edge of the stove and sat down at the table to eat her own.
Musi ate and sang nonsense rhymes at the same time. Sonka was red in the face with mirth and her eyes sparkled
brilliantly, while Vanyushka choked himself on his borshch.
Tara-tara toxes, we’ve no planks or boxes,
Tara-tara roaring, see the rain a’pouring.

Katerina wiped here mouth and pushed the empty plate away from her. Inside her she was breathing fire and
anger.
Tara-tara top-a-top, see the sodden walls go flop-flop.

“Get out!” screamed Katerina. “I’ve listened to you long enough. So my troubles are just a joke to you, eh?
Well, you’ll never get me into that damned hostel; I’ll rot with the children here before I give in … you haven’t
even the manner to keep your senseless jokes to yourself!”
Musi flinched. The children had sunk into frightened silence. Musi stood up, with as much dignity as he could
muster with a wooden leg. “I beg your pardon, Katerina,” he said formally, pulled his cloth cap on with both
hands and stumped out. Katerina then proceeded to shout at Sonka, box Vanyushka’s ears, and hurry them to bed.
Then she sat down on the steps of the dugout and burst into tears.
There was still time before the November holidays to change her mind—another two weeks to go. She knew that
she would need a heart of stone to see Sonka lying in the dugout through another winter, burning and transparent,
her weak chest getting weaker—but she couldn’t bring herself to give up all that she had fought for. She couldn’t
give up the half-finished house—for others to finish later, the sight of which would stab her to the heart forever,
and she couldn’t part with her partial freedom. She was not gregarious, only when it suited her purpose, and she
had little love for neighbors. So she dried her tears, blew her nose with a loud honking, and prayed God that it
might be a mild winter, that Sonka would grow fat and strong, and that enough wood would materialize from
somewhere.
She felt a little mean about her treatment of Musi, for she would hardly be able to manage without him when it
came to the rafters, but she turned the thought cynically: a little sweet talk, a few bowls of borshch, and Musi
would be eating out of her hands again. …
*
The opening of the family hostel took place with a flourish in the middle of November. Khomenko stood on the
porch, thinner and paler than ever, in a long black coat with the collar turned up to hide the bandage round his
throat, his hands thrust deep in his pockets. The party committee secretary, Comrade Kubrak, round-faced, cleanshaven and merry, made a speech and then read out the names of the workers who were to move in. The trade
union committee chairman, Comrade Zayats, slipped the keys off a piece of string and handed them to the new
tenants to loud applause. He didn’t even trouble to look at them. No need. The locks were all the same. One key
fitted all doors. There was a lot of laughter among the new tenants who had already moved their belongings into
their new homes, and had been at the hostel since the morning setting up tables for a housewarming for their
friends.
After every name was announced the orchestra played a little flourish and the other workers cheered. Katerina
listened to the proceedings and was not impressed, although she granted good-naturedly that if you liked living
that way then the hostel accommodation was very good. But it wasn’t for her, than you very much. She knew
most of the new tenants by sight—they were all old hands at the brickworks, many of them well past middle age.
There were very few young people—the electrician, Vasili Burov, whose fecund wife was expecting her fourth
child, and a few newly married clerks whose wives were also noticeably enciente.
The first to enter were the guests of honor—the builders of the hostel—and Katerina noticed that Khomenko
shook hands warmly with Musi, the leader of the carpenters, and said a few words to him. Musi hesitated for a
moment, looking solemn, and then dived in through the door on his peg-leg, snatching off his cap as though he
were entering a church. Through the wide windows Katerina could see groups of people sitting at tables, eating,
laughing, talking. Not everyone had been invited, of course, but those who had were making the most of it.
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Gradually the crowd dispersed. Darkness began to fall and all the electric lights in the hostel were turned on.
Katerina stood a little way away from the handsome porch and could not quite tear herself away; she was badly
afflicted by the memory of Sonka’s cough. The hostel really was so light and spacious and elegant! The lights
burned so brightly in the windows, the band played so loudly and gaily in the big downstairs hall. There was such
cheerful talk and laughter rising above the thumping of the big drum and the deep throaty tooting of the trumpets
that a small pang of regret pierced Katerina’s heart. You could have been there, too, she said to herself. Warm.
Dry. No sickness. You lost it … go home, Katerina, to your hovel.
Khomenko came out on the porch and walked towards Katerina just as though he knew she was standing there
under the windows. But he couldn’t possibly have been expecting to find her there at all—why should he
remember Katerina? The pain in his throat had driven him from the table, from the guests and the new tenants; the
cool air of the November evening refreshed him, but did not ease the physical pain.
“Ah, it’s you,” said Khomenko in some surprise as he recognized Katerina. “Why are you standing out here
like a waif?”
He held the raised collar of his coat with both hands. He felt he had to keep on walking otherwise he might
fall. Katerina saw it, and with a rare sympathy—which came as a complete surprise to her—she said: “I’ll walk
with you a little.”
“I think perhaps you’re sorry now that you didn’t go into the hostel?” Khomenko said questioningly.
“I’m not sure,” Katerina replied. “I worry about the children … another winter in that dugout …”
“Don’t be downhearted,” Khomenko said. “In the spring we’re starting to build cottages for the workers, a
whole street of them.”
“But I haven’t been working here long enough.”
“If you work well you won’t be forgotten, Katerina.”
Katerina smiled wryly in the darkness, an unbelieving smile which Khomenko could not see. She had little
trust in his words, knowing that his was not the final decision. But she pitied him deeply … there he was, lost,
lonely, suffering, alone in that dark, empty house. Katerina was paying a debt, as it were, when she helped hi
home that night—as he had taken her home on another memorable night, although he had taken her home on
another memorable night, although he had not stolen a plank of wood, of course. But he was in heed of help; she
understood that well. He needed the warm touch of humanity—just as she had needed it then.
“Has your wife come back?” she blurted out impulsively, appalled at her impertinence the moment she had
said the words: what business was it of hers to inquire into his intimate concerns?
“No,” Khomenko replied, taking the question as naturally as if it came from an old and dear friend.
She pressed herself against his shoulder in a warm, loving gesture of condolence. Khomenko felt it, he knew it
was not accidental, but he did not move away, so they walked together as far as his house bound together by
compassion; for a space they were both happy.
“If you’re in difficulty, come to me; we’ll think of something,” he said when they reached his door.
“I will,” said Katerina, clasping his hands warmly.
She made her way home in a dream. She was not weeping, yet tears fell from her eyes. She had never felt
anything like this before: she had sensed the misfortune of another, and her own grief—which she now began to
see differently—had become lighter, balanced against anther’s pain.
She had spent her life passing over people as she might pass a strange house, never glancing at the windows,
never wondering what was inside. She had used other people for her own ends, for the quick, indifferent
transaction, then forgotten them as quickly. She had never even bothered to consider that they might be just like
herself—human, and vulnerable.
*
The weather darkened. First there was a light frost which lasted only a few days, the frowning clouds drew
across the sky and a few snowflakes fell. They thawed almost as soon as they touched the ground and the weather
turned to rain. The village seemed to swell up, saturated with so much unseasonable water; it was reflected in the
deep, frequently disturbed pools through which heavy lorries skidded with their loads of bricks—those often
insufficiently fired, or over-fired, bricks which now concerned Katerina in a new way.
What, one might ask, did these bricks matter to Katerina? The brickworks backed hundreds of thousands in a
week, millions in a year, and still there were never enough. Lorries skidded on the potholed roads, long trains
drew up at the factory siding, bricks wee loaded on flat trucks, and men in wadded jackets and canvas caps
besieged the office day and night, quarreling for places, brandishing papers, waiting for signatures, one set of men
replacing another daily, weekly, monthly, for ever—all needing those bricks which Katerina wheeled to the kilns
and away from them again. Despite her indifference she could not remain aloof from what she and others were
doing for the hungry humans who devoured bricks by the milliard\fn{ A thousand millions; a billion.} and still
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demanded more.
Katerina was always tired nowadays, but found it difficult to give up the work. She was not a married woman
with a husband to care for; she was a widow, with her children at school, and she was newly sensitive to what the
villagers might say about her.
Sonka was sent by the school to a forest sanatorium for a month and Katerina was glad to get her off her hands
and away from the dugout. Vanyushka was sturdier and did not seem to suffer in the same way, but Katerina knew
that as long as she remained in the dugout he was in danger. She grew quieter, her old zest for life and a good
bargain strangely missing. Apprehensively she waited for some new trouble to strike her; and of course it did.
In the middle of that wet, warm December (when the rain forgot itself and thought it was spring), Katerina made a
detour home one morning after the night shift so that she could call at the forest sanatorium to see how Sonka
was; she was due home the following week.
The children had just got up and were washing at a long line of bowls in the big washroom. Sonka, tall and
thin, in the sanatorium slip and short skirt, was plaiting a blue ribbon into her braids while waiting for her turn to
wash. Her eyes were still sleepy and she did not see her mother, who was looking in through the glass doors. This
was against the rules, and parents were only allowed into the sanatorium on visiting days, but Katerina was not
noted for keeping the rules.
Sonka was no beauty. Her mouse-colored hair clung finely to her longish head, ending in thin plaits like
rattails. Her pale lips—always compressed thinly—gave her face something of the look she would have as an old
woman. But Katerina saw nothing of that, just as she had ever noticed that Sonka’s eyes were too deep-set, and
too close together. Katerina rather liked the look of her, as a matter of fact, because it reminded her of Sonka’s
father, the stern, taciturn Ivan—who had certainly not captivated Katerina by his looks, but rather by that logical,
controlled good sense which was already appearing in his daughter.
Sonka turned and saw her mother. She smiled beatifically and dashed to the glass doors, but the doctor appeared
and sternly told Katerina not to break the sanatorium rules. She contented herself with waving to Sonka and
turned and went home,. It was still raining, but Katerina liked its refreshing feel on her face.
Vanyushka stood at the opening to the dugout, huddled up, sobbing loudly. “What’s happened?” Katerina called,
running across to him. “What have they done to you?” looking round her fiercely, ready to do battle for her child.
Vanyushka pushed open the rickety door so that she could go inside. Katerina stood there a minute, stunned.
The dugout was full of water, the roof had collapsed, great lumps of clay lay on the beds, the stove, and the floor,
and something—rags or clothes—floated in the water. Katerina wailed, and then screamed in such a dreadful
voice that Vanyushka ran away in terror. A woman neighbor waddled into the yard and, without waiting to see
what Katerina was crying about, added her own wild laments. Both women wailed and lamented and cursed so
much that a stranger might have been forgiven for imagining that the heavens had fallen, or that war had come
again. The neighbor was the first to regain her senses.
“That’s enough,” she said, stepping boldly into the water. “Crying won’t help—here, come and help me.”
Katerina stood dazed. She seemed to have quite lost her head.
“Come on,” the woman cried—tossing bowls, pots, pans, spoons, whatever she found, into Katerina’s hands.
She herself snatched up wet pillows, realized Katerina was going to be of little use, and ran outside to fetch her
husband.
The husband was a morose-looking man. Katerina was very afraid of him. His heavy brows hung in a gray line
over little black eyes, piercing as thorns, in which one could read nothing. He never spoke. He growled, roared or
muttered so that your flesh quaked, Now and then words could be picked out of this growling, roaring or
muttering, but only his wife could collect them into sentences. He was the night watchman at the village store and
slept during the day, so Katerina seldom saw him.
Several unintelligible sounds issued from his mouth when he saw the state of the dugout. “Why do troubles
keep coming down on our heads?” said his wife, translating the rumblings into human speech with the ease of
custom. Katerina came to, realized this was her home which had been ruined, and set to work like a demon.
Before long the three of them had moved everything out to the yard, and the woman had taken <the> bedclothes
to her own cottage to dry.
Later, after she had warmed herself at the neighbor’s fire, had cried a little, and cursed a lot, Katerina set out
for the brickworks. There was no other way out—how could she bring back Sonka from the sanitorium next
week? The neighbor’s cottage was snug and warm, but it was too small, and she couldn’t stay there. She had to
find some way. The village was crowded enough already, with two or three families in every cottage. Only
Khomenko could help her … after all, he had said to come to him if she was ever in trouble.
At the entrance to the brickworks Katerina met Olya Klochko, who worked in her section. “What are you back
for?” Olya asked.
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“My place has fallen in, I’m going to Khomenko for help,” Katerina snapped.
Olya’s merry blue eyes ceased to sparkle. “But Khomenko was taken to hospital in the middle of the night,”
she said. “What, hadn’t you heard?”
Katerina’s heart seemed to stand still a moment before galloping on at an alarming rate. “Whatever shall I do
now?” she said.
“You should have gone into the hostel instead of shilly-shallying,” Olya said. “Now you’ve nowhere to go, and
even poor Musi has been left without a room.”
What had Musi to do with it? Katerina did not understand. Olya saw it and most willingly explained. “Musi
refused a place in the hostel so that they’d give it to you … he’d heard that the trade union committee had refused
you a room because you hadn’t worked here long enough, even though Khomenko tried to insist that you had a
right … what’s wrong? Didn’t you even know …?”
She looked at Katerina as if she didn’t understand her.
“No,” Katerina muttered, and Olya moved away sharply. “Well, you really are the damned limit!” she said
contemptuously.
*
Khomenko was buried the following Sunday.
The weather had changed again. Frost dust sparkled in the clear blue air, the trunks of the pine trees were red,
their tops dark green against the blue sky.
Khomenko was taken from the workers’ club on a lorry piled high with wreaths of fir. He lay amidst paper
ribbons and flowers, calm as though resting, only his head shook a little when the lorry bumped and skidded over
the frozen ruts. People walked ahead of the lorry and behind it, and the factory band—which had played so gaily
at the opening of the family hostel—blew the sad, long refrains of a funeral march.
Katerina found herself at the end of the long line of people paying their last tribute to him; he had been a
kindly man and the workers respected him. She had arrived at the club early in the morning, and hovered about
outside, afraid to go in. The coffin had stood on a platform of benches and planks, swathed in red bunting, in the
middle of the hall. A group of noisy, talkative men were waiting for the signal to take him to the grave.
The road widened into a sandy space salted with snow. Katerina had managed to edge forward and now walked
alongside the lorry. It was not frightening to look at Khomenko after all, perhaps because the blue, sparkling sky
arched over him. His face seemed to mingle with the clear air, almost to melt into it.
Katerina saw two children on the lorry amongst the wreaths, a boy and a girl. They wore identical gray
lambskin caps, and they kept looking with frightened eyes now at their dead father, now at their beautiful mother,
who sat, with her back to the cab, in a dark blue coat with a lambskin collar and hat similar to those worn by the
children. Her eyes were shut, her black lashes like two long curved lines on her white face.
The road narrowed again, then the cottages seemed to crowd together and stop, as though checked under the low
rise where two wind-twisted pines stood close together, contorted trees that grew low and broad on this windbuffeted space. From the rise the unfenced cemetery could already be seen. The coffin was taken off the lorry, and
the wreaths and flowers carried in front of the procession. Khomenko’s wife and children followed the coffin, and
Katerina felt a pang of jealousy as she watched the tall, elegant stride of the beautiful woman in her high boots.
They passed among the crosses and the red pyramids that marked soldiers’ graves to the place which had been
prepared for Khomenko.
Comrade Misha, the chairman of the village soviet, Comrade Kubrak, the party committee secretary, and
Comrade Zayats, the trade union committee chairman, mounted the stratified pile of clay and sand which was to
cover Khomenko. They stood together—quiet, concentrated, serious, as befitted the melancholy circumstances
which had brought them to this last resting place of their comrade. The coffin lay at their feet on its slings. They
stood looking down at Khomenko, taking leave of him. Katerina could hardly hear their words, the eulogy, but
she saw tears roll down comrade Misha’s fat face and vanish in his tatty yellow mustache. After each speech the
band played mournfully, and finally it accompanied the thuds of the hammers fastening down the coffin lid, and
the rattle of frozen clods fall into the grave.
Katerina felt bitterly alone, and drained, as though something had fallen from her heart and vanished with the
coffin of this man—a stranger, yet so strangely close. She did not cry, yet she mourned deeply: Khomenko had
really cared about her plight, and about her children. He was a stranger and he had shown her kindness.
The musicians put their instruments away and the people began to disperse. Misha, Kubrak and Zayats passed
close to Katerina. They were talking quietly. Misha turned and saw her and went across to her. “We were talking
about you,” he said.
Katerina’s brows shot up. “Me?” she said unbelievingly.
“Yes. Come!” He took her by the hand and led her across to the other two men. “Here is Katerina,” he said,
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“the Katerina whom Khomenko told us not to forget.”
“But we know her already,” Kubrak smiled good-naturedly, and “You must not be angry with us because we could
not give you a place in the hostel,” Zayats interrupted.
Katerina turned red as fire, snatched her hand from Comrade Misha’s and fled. Their words had pierced her
through and through. How could Khomenko, dying, have thought of her in his last minutes? What had she been to
him that he had bequeathed the care of her to those who were left behind, knowing that he could no longer help
her …? With a shudder of real grief she told herself that Khomenko must have had a reason for remembering her
at the last; this care for her, she told herself, must have come from the only thing—in her limited experience—that
could bring men and women together. … But why, then, did he have to die, her heart protested. Eyes closed,
standing on the frozen sand of the open space in broad daylight, she thought back to that evening—such a short
time ago!—at the hostel, and again her heart burned with that sudden tenderness which had pressed her against
Khomenko’s shoulder, and he had not moved away, he had understood, and they had walked closely, in silence. …
At last tears rolled down her cheeks. She did not wipe them away, she scarcely noticed them, yet she tasted the
salt on her lips. Katerina was deeply moved.
*
Rain came and frost, and then snow covered the ground. Clear sky arched over the village and clouds caught
on the tall chimney of the brickworks. Winds raged, freezing the soul from one’s body; then at last came spring
and warm sun, and the thaw pattered from the roofs beating a merry song on an invisible xylophone. All the
variations of nature found an echo within Katerina—she froze and huddled together in the monotony of her daily
cares, she flung herself from this to that, finding no rest or comfort. Then again she would suddenly begin to sing,
as though all life was new again, and hope had warmed her turbulent heart. She had changed so much that it
would be hard to recognize the old Katerina who used to go to the village shop for matches as though into battle.
Sonka now slept and did her homework in the neighbor’s house, while Katerina and Vanyushka remained in the
dugout—dry again, and partially repaired by Musi. Peat was brought out to her on the brickworks lorries; she
would never have known who had taken thought for her needs had Comrade Zayats not stopped her one morning.
“You’re not cold at home, Katerina?”
“With good neighbors around it’s hard to be cold,” said Katerina, adding gently: “Thank you.”
“You should light a candle to Khomenko,” he said, turning away, and never guessed what a storm her aroused in
Katerina.
“Why should I do that?” she stammered.
“Well, please yourself,” he said indifferently. “But thank him you should.”
“What did he say about me before he died, comrade?”
“He said: ‘If none of you forget about Katerina Kolmochenko, she’ll become something worth while … I
promised her a house in the spring.’”
Light-headed, her heart pumping so furiously that she thought she would faint, Katerina said inside herself,
“Oh, thank you, Khomenko, thank you wherever you are …”
*
The glorious, glorious spring! Katerina wakened one morning with an inexplicable feeling of tremulous joy.
Vanyushka was not there, and Sonka was still sleeping in the neighbor’s house. The dugout, always in gloomy
semi-darkness, was now filled with transparent light; it flowed in under the low ceiling and bathed everything
with iridescence.
Katerina got up and washed and dressed herself, then went outside to the yard. The old split pear tree at the far
corner seemed to be bathed in milk—it was covered with a wealth of blossom that concealed all its wounds, all
the broken and wind-tortured branches and the jagged split on the trunk. Tender green grasses were pushing
through the tangled stalks left from the previous year. The black cherry trees, recently skeletons, had suddenly
beaded themselves with large brown buds, a flower ready to awaken in each. The old black currant bush had put
out twisted wrinkled leaves in the night; now it needed only a little sun and warmth to begin the mysterious work
of creating berries.
The neighbor’s striped gray cat, Khomka, lay basking on the dry, sun-warmed earth. Vanyushka squatted in front
of her. “Lazybones,” he was saying. “You’re a great lazybones, Komka. All you do is sleep and eat!”
Khomka twitched the end of her tail, blinked, rolled her head towards Vanyushka’s hand and purred loudly.
Then she stretched luxuriously and yawned, showing a thin pink tongue against the black of her lips and the roof
of her mouth. Vanyushka tickled her chin with a straw. “Pretty but lazy,” he said affectionately.
Katerina laughed at the pair of them, then picked up a spade and a rake and went off to work in the vegetable
garden behind the skeleton of her new house. She touched the bricks affectionately as she passed. “Good luck,
little house,” she said. She knew now that very soon it would be finished. Comrade Kubrak had told her so only
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yesterday.
While she was digging and sweating in her garden she heard the sound of a lorry coming down the village
street and stopping at her gate. She raised her head, listening: it turned into her yard. She dropped the spade and
ran to see what it was just as Vanyushka screamed for her to come quickly. And there was a huge lorry, loaded
with timber, standing right in the middle of her yard! The driver, Yuri, climbed out of the cab. Without looking at
Katerina, or even greeting her, he began to knock out the bolts that held up the sides.
“What’s this?” Katerina asked. “Who’s it for?”
“Mind, out of the way,” Yuri said, and let down one side. Fresh pine logs rolled down to the ground. “It’s for
you, of course,” Yuri said. “Who else?”
Blessed be the memory of Khomenko!
By this time the neighbor and her husband were in the yard, too, and an excited Sonka. Then Musi popped up on
his peg-leg! Where on earth could he have come from? But he must have known something about this, for he had
his bag of tools with him!
What if her heart burst with joy? The excitement was enough to kill her, Katerina reckoned. Oh, joy, to see and
smell these lovely pine logs—and all of them for her! Her eyes sparkling with happiness, she called to Vanyushka
to go to the store immediately and get a large bottle of vodka—the health of her new house must be drunk at once!
“There’s no need for that, Katerina,” Yuri said, his great face scarlet with embarrassment.
But she would not let him go, she prevented him from climbing back into his lorry. Musi, called upon for help,
said of course Yuri should stay … unluckiest thing in the world to refuse to drink to the good health of a new
house. …
Musi stumped happily about the unfinished walls of the house, waggling his head, muttering to himself,
emitting clouds of smoke through his fiery beard, and measuring off logs with a yellow folding ruler. Then the ax
flashed in Musi’s hands as he cut obliquely through the wood, and shaped it as he wished, his blade sharp as a
razor, the sweet-smelling chips falling on all sides.
Katerina clutched her head, as though making sure she was really awake, and that all this wouldn’t vanish as
suddenly as it had come. But no, she was awake all right. Musi’s ax flashed and thudded, the chips flew and fell to
the ground, the sun gilded and silvered them, and all around was such a festival of warmth, of heady air and blue
sky, that she was almost afraid to breathe, lest with her breathing she disturb the greatness and happiness of this
festival.
3.8 Senka\fn{by Victor Platonovich Nekrasov (1911-1987)} Kiev, Kiev Oblast, Ukraine (M) 14
The first half of the day Senka just contrived to keep going, but when, after a short respite, the planes started
coming not only out of the sun but from all sides at once, he felt he could go on no longer His body was
shuddering in a repulsive way, and if he so much as let his jaws relax, his teeth started chattering just as they did
when he had had malaria. Something seemed to have collapsed in his belly. His mouth was dry and bitter with the
taste of tobacco. That morning he had still had a full pouch of tobacco—now there was nothing left of it but dust:
he had used up three days’ ration before it was even noon.
“There’s enough there for two pipefuls,” thought Senka, pouring the dust and breadcrumbs onto a piece of
paper, “and then …”
But he could not bring himself to think what would happen then. A whole flock (“a hundred” flashed through
Senka’s brain) of planes with red wedge shapes painted on them now came straight at him. He dropped the pouch
and the paper and pressed his head down against his knees, teeth clenched and eyes screwed up tight, and stayed
in this position until the explosions stopped. Then he cautiously opened his eyes and poked his head out of the slit
trench. Through the smoke billowing off to the left darted the dark wing of a plane marked with a black cross.
Senka shut his eyes again. But nothing happened. The aircraft flew off.
“Dear God, what’s it all about? Dear God—”
Senka found the scrap of paper and his tobacco pouch, then he tried to roll a cigaret, but his fingers were
shaking, the tobacco thinned out, and the resultant cigaret was a poor thin thing.
Titkov—a gunner with Squad No.2—crept up beside him. His face was dripping with water, and mud plastered
his forehead and cheeks. His right arm hung off him like a rag and dragged along the ground. He stopped for a
while near Senka in his slit trench and drew a puff or two on the cigaret, then crawled on.
“No more fighting for him,” thought Senka, and suddenly began to imagine how Shura, the head nurse, would
be bandaging Titkov’s arm, he would lie trembling on the cart at the medical aid station, stretched out on a layer
of straw.
Aircraft flew over the cluster of trees. A number of men were just passing Senka’s trench, and when they saw
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the plane they spread out in all directions. A warm, heavy body jumped on Senka and flattened him to the ground.
The bombs went on bursting for a long time right beside him; finally, when the explosions ceased, Senka tried
to straighten up, but something heavy was lying on him and would not roll off. Senka swore at it, but the heavy
thing just went on lying there. He pressed down on the earth with both hands and managed to roll the heavy thing
off to one side. A thickset soldier, drenched with sweat, his tunic unbuttoned, was lying beside Senka, staring at
him, unmoving.
Senka was terrified.
The day before, when they were going along in trucks to the front, he had seen only horses, swollen, legs
spread out, lying here and there on the road. The men had probably been removed somewhere. And now there was
this thing, lying right beside him, big, still warm. And the arm thrown back over the head.
Running one behind the other past the shelter trenches went men, weighted down with hand grenades and mess
tins, dragging machine guns. A new air attack was in progress.
“Here they come again, the swine.”
The din rolled away to one side. Thick clouds of suffocating dust drifted over the ground. Nothing could be
seen, neither sky nor trees, nothing but the pale gleam of the gun barrel on the emplacement. Senka looked at it
with dislike.
“You rotten stick,” he thought, and spread his hand over the gun.
He had not really made up his mind what to do, but simply lifted the gun off the emplacement and, gripping it
between his knees, drew back the lock, put his hand over the mouth of the gun, shut his eyes and pressed the
trigger.
He did not hear the shot. Something thrust violently against his palm and burnt it. And suddenly his whole
body went numb, his fingers dangled nervelessly, streaked allover with thin rivulets of blood that dripped onto his
trouser leg. A large red stain spread over the knee.
Someone shouted from just above his ear: “What the devil are you shooting at?”
Senka raised his head. The platoon commander was sitting there, staring at him. Senka blankly stared back at
him, then at his hand, then again at the lieutenant, who seemed to be shouting something. Senka did not hear
what. He looked at the face, gray with dust, unshaven, he saw the lips moving, the shining eyes sharp with ill-will,
but he heard no words. He was conscious only of one thing: in a moment he would be getting out of the slit trench
and walking back to the rear, by the river, where there were no aircraft, no soldiers with fixed, glassy eyes,
nothing like that. And he sat there, hearing and saying nothing, and then—he did not even remember if it had been
the lieutenant who had given him the order or if he had taken it upon himself—he put on his greatcoat, pulled the
neck of his bag tight and hoisted it onto his shoulder and, supporting himself on his gun, got out of the trench. He
felt no pain in his hand.
From somewhere a lance sergeant appeared. Senka could not remember his name. He had been squatting
nearby.
“Take this man to the C.O. and then see he gets to the medics.”
The sergeant made some answer or other and prodded Senka in the side with a machine gun. “Let’s get on with
it.”
And they went on, Senka and a lance sergeant.
They did not find the C.O., but the adjutant ordered him to be taken at once to the medics, who knew how to
handle such cases.
“I’d like to shoot him on the spot, but it’s not worth the bullet.”
Only when they had gone about a hundred yards did the meaning of these words sink into Senka’s brain. He
turned back, but the adjutant had gone. They went on. A row of telegraph poles lay before them, their wires torn
down.
*
The medical corps, set up in a large tent overhung with branches, was filled with soldiers. They lay, sat, or
simply strolled about. Nurses in stained and dirty overalls ran in and out of the tent. Large hooded trucks backed
and grumbled around the post. Swearing as they went, two soldiers wearing no shirts were bringing out wounded
men on stretchers and lifting them onto the trucks. The wounded were silent, looking anxiously up at the sky.
Beyond the front line, six or seven kilometers away, planes were launching a fresh attack. The front itself could
not be seen, a thicket lay in the way, but the bouquet of smoke from the explosion spreading above it was clearly
visible, and Senka felt as if ants were climbing up his back.
He turned his head away and watched a truck being loaded. The lance sergeant sat beside him and smoked in
silence.
He had not spoken a word on the way. Senka wanted to smoke but could not bring himself to ask.
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“He’s sure to refuse,” he thought, and swallowed his saliva. A dark-haired little man wearing large round
spectacles and a doctor’s blouse ran by. He stopped for a second and hastily, not looking at them, threw out,
“Self-inflicted, left hand?”
“That’s right,” answered the sergeant, and got up.
“Bring him in here,” said the man with glasses and darted into the tent.
It was stifling in the tent, and there was a strong and disagreeable smell. Wounded soldiers sat along the walls.
In the center were two white-painted tables covered with oilcloth.
On one of these a soldier was lying with his head thrown back. All you could see was his craggy, unshaven
chin. He moaned on a low, monotonous note. He was lacking one leg, in its place was something red, with the
skin rolled back and an end of bone sticking out. A tall man, also in overalls, was leaning over him, poking at the
red thing with some very shiny object.
“God,” thought Senka. “What’s that?” and he began to feel sick.
“Take off your shirt—and sit down here.”
The little man with spectacles pushed a stool forward with his knee. With difficulty—for his left hand had
become heavy and awkward, although it gave him no pain—Senka managed to to roll his greatcoat up over his
head and then tried to get his tunic and T-shirt off. The hand would not let itself be pulled out and got caught in
the sleeve.
“Why this?” thought Senka. “I’m whole but for the hand. And he wants me to take off my shirt.”
“Sit on this stool. How many times do you have to be told?”
Senka sat down and rested his hand, palm upward, on his knee. The blood no longer ran from it, but he could
not make out where the wound was: it was all closed up and covered with dirt.
“How old are you?” asked the little man in spectacles, probably a doctor.
Senka did not understand the question.
“Well, what year were you born?”
“Me? In ’24,” answered Senka hesitantly.
“Born in ’24 and healthy as a bull,” said the doctor, pinching Senka's taut biceps. “Aren’t you ashamed of
yourself?”
Senka did not answer.
“You could strangle two Krauts with one hand, instead of which—” the doctor did not finish the sentence but
with a quick movement pinched the skin of Senka’s belly between his thumb and forefinger and sank a big needle
with a glass thing on one end into it. Senka shuddered, not with pain but with surprise.
Then the doctor washed his palm at length with wet cotton wool, and now it began to hurt. Then, without
turning, he called to someone: “It’s dry now.” A nurse brought a bandage in a pair of shining forceps, and the
doctor tightly bound the palm.
“That’s all. Get dressed.”
Senka put on his T-shirt, tunic, and, not knowing whether he was to stay sitting on the stool, shifted a little to
one side, watching the legless man’s removal from the table.
“Well, what’re you waiting for?”
The doctor looked him up and down, and Senka suddenly felt uncomfortable.
“Where’s that man, the one who brought you?”
“There, outside.”
“Tell him to take you to Tent Four.”
Senka went out.
In Tent Four there was one wounded man alone. He was asleep on a layer of straw, his legs spread, his
bandaged hand laid on his belly. A sentry stood at the entrance.
Senka shook up the straw, put his rolled-up greatcoat down for a pillow, and stretched out beside the wounded
man. Horns were sounding from the trucks outside. Somewhere not too far away the rumbling still went on. Senka
lay there and stared at the green canvas ceiling of the tent. Then he shut his eyes and lay for a long time with his
eyes closed.
… An old mongrel with one eye and a hairless tail ran up. Tail wagging, it licked his hand and ran on. Then a
great bowlful of dumplings came up. They were very hot, but his mother kept on ladling out more and more.
Outside the window an accordion was playing. He tried to finish the dumplings so as to go and play with the other
children by the Enisei River, but remembered that his father had told him to repair the porch. He went to look for
the hatchet …
Someone came into the tent and went out again. Senka opened his eyes, but whoever it was had gone. Only the
tent flap fluttered slightly, the soldier beside him muttered something in his sleep. Senka closed his eyes again.
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The Yenisei—what a wide, wide river. And there was a small boat on it. His father was in the boat. There are
no rivers like that here. They are always some kind of rusty yellow. And there are no forests here, either. Or do
you call those stunted little oaks and ash trees forests?
And in general the devil only knows what it’s all about.
They told us we’d come to fight the Germans, but where are they? They brought us here last evening and told
us to dig ourselves in. They told us we were right in the front line and that the first echelon was drawn up behind
that little hill. But Senka had seen neither echelon nor Germans. He had had his supper off some rusks out of his
bag—the field kitchen had got held up somewhere in the rear—and set about digging a small trench. The soil was
soft and easy. Senka dug a trench to the depth of his spade, made a parapet on the side where the Germans were
said to be, camouflaged it with long grass, scattered some sweet-smelling herb plants on the bottom, and lay down
to sleep. The platoon commander left them to sleep till morning. So Senka fell asleep, his rifle gripped between
his legs.
And next day … when it began … when it began …
Their instructor was always telling them that Germans were afraid of the bayonet. So Senka learned to use the
bayonet till he could almost lift the dummy target out of the earth it was fixed in. And he could throw a grenade
further than anyone in the battalion, even the C.O. And here he’d kept on throwing for two months on end, and
what use had it all been? The Germans appeared to be in the air, you couldn’t get at them, neither with your gun
nor with your grenade.
The soldier beside him stirred, turned toward Senka, made a smacking noice with his lips, and woke up. He lay
there awhile looking at Senka, then he sat up, crossed his legs, and asked:
“You in the Thirty-Seventh?”
“Thirty-Ninth.”
“That’s in the second echelon?”
Senka nodded. The soldier smiled. There were large gaps between his blackened teeth, fine wrinkles all over
his face, and the short eyelashes over the gleaming little eyes stuck straight out. His left hand was bandaged like
Senka’s and he had it in a sling.
“You do it yourself?” The soldier gestured with his eyes toward Senka’s hand.
Senka felt his ears growing red, but he did not answer.
“Nothing to be scared of. Did you?”
Senka laid his hand—it had suddenly begun to hurt him—on the other knee and fixed his eyes on the toes of
his boots.
“What are you, dumb? Got shell shock, have you? What’s your name?”
“Senka.”
“That’s short for Semyon. What’s your surname?”
“Korotkov.”
“Well, mine’s Akhrameyev. Filip Filippovich Akhrameyev. Glad to know you.” And he held out his hand.
Senka shook the warm, dry palm.
“You’re scared, eh?” The soldier gave a crooked smile and tapped Senka on the knee with his undamaged
hand. “No need to be. No need to be scared. You’ll get over that. We’ll just rest up for a month or so, and then,
it’ll have healed, little by little, and we’ll get away. We won’t get a trial till after it’s healed, anyway, I’m sure of
that.” He stretched and yawned. “And maybe we could even lie our way out of it.”
Senka remained silent.
The soldier rummaged in the straw and pulled out a flat iron box of the sort Germans use to carry gun parts in
and skillfully, using one hand and his lips, he rolled himself a cigaret.
“Course, it’s a bit worse in your case. Us fellows were always hanging around the front line, but in the ThirtyNinth you didn’t get nothing of that, bar the bombing. And that’s a bullet wound. They’re going to start asking
questions, finding out things. You shoot through a mess tin?”
“What mess tin?” Senka said, not understanding.
“I’m asking you, did you shoot through your mess tin or a damp rag?”
“No. I just fired, that’s all.” Again Senka felt his ears glowing.
“Well, I’ll be,” said the soldier, sighing. “Is that any way to do it? A mess tin or a rag hides the powder burn.
And the powder burn—why, that’s Exhibit A,” and he yawned again. “But never you mind, anyway, we’ll get
away, don’t you fret.” He stretched himself out on the straw and smoked in silence, spitting tobacco flakes out to
one side.
Senka took out a cigaret butt and smoked it down till it reached his fingertips, then quickly he fell asleep.
*
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That evening they were brought millet soup and a piece of bread, then the regimental chemist, a senior
lieutenant, came in, took out a sheet of paper and, crouching down on his heels, started to question Senka on
where he was born, how old he was, where he went to school, and many other things. Senka replied to all the
questions, and the senior lieutenant jotted down his answers. Then the lieutenant read over his notes and ordered
Senka to sign each sheet of paper. Senka signed. The lieutenant carefully folded the papers in two, pushed them
into a map case, and left without another word.
“He doesn’t think of you as a human being,” Senka told himself, remembering how he had offered this very
lieutenant some homegrown, strong-smelling shag tobacco, so that whenever he ran across Senka after this he
would say to him gaily, “So when do we get some more of that strong Siberian tobacco, you old eagle?” But now
he had not breathed a word about the tobacco.
“He’s just the interrogator,” said Akhrameyev from his corner, “that’s nothing. It’s when the examiner comes,
you find out all about it.”
“D’you mean there’s an examiner as well?” asked Senka.
“I should say there is. He’ll be the one to tell you, that’s for certain,” said Akhrameyev, and got up. “Let’s go
and see what’s happening in the great outdoors.”
They went out and sat down at the entrance to the tent. Soldiers were still milling around the dressing station,
soldiers covered with dust, their faded field tunics all streaked with black dirt.
A soldier went by, leaning on a stick.
“How’s it going out there, brother?” asked Akhrameyev.
“Can’t you see for yourself?” the soldier nodded toward the front line then asked where he had to register.
Over the front line German planes were swooping, one after the other. A new kind of plane, not like those
they’d sent out that morning—these were small monoplanes that looked like butterflies. They circled for a long
time, one after the other, and then fell like stones in an absolute vertical.
“They’re the masters, masters of the air, that is. Just look at ’em.” Akhrameyev spat angrily. “Do just what they
like, they do.”
Senka did not answer. He stared at the yellow cloud floating over the front line and again felt something like
ants crawling over his back.
“Just try to have it out with ’em, that’s all. One of our fighters went up at them this morning. They chased the
poor fellow again and … and then they shot him down. Went down somewhere behind the woods, he did.”
Akhrameyev drew a long sigh. “This ain’t war, it’s wholesale murder.”
Senka looked at Akhrameyev out of the corner of his eye.
The other was sitting with his knees drawn up under his chin, and he, too, was looking toward the target of the
shelling. Then he glanced in Senka’s direction.
“Now here’s you. A fine, healthy sort of feller. Oughter be getting the best out of life. And what do they do to
you? Drive you like a steer right into the bombing. I’m getting on in years myself, but I want my life all the same.
Who wants to die—and so stupidly? It’s making mincemeat, this is, not war.”
“Shouldn’t talk like that,” said Senka. He did not turn his head.
Akhrameyev laughed, a thin, dry laugh. “Shouldn’t, did you say? So what did you push a bullet through your
own hand for? To hold back the Germans or what? Don’t be a turncoat. You did what you did. And right you were
to do it. Means you’ve got your head screwed on right. But if you’d still been in the front line, you’d have had it
blown off by now or be lying on a stretcher, like him.” And he jerked his chin in the direction of a wounded man
on a stretcher.
It was the same legless man Senka had seen at the dressing station. His face was absolutely white and his beard
seemed even thicker than before. His hands were gripping the head of the stretcher and at every step the bearers
took, his face twisted with pain.
“What will the poor feller do now?” thought Senka. “He won’t be able to do any farm work. Or carpentering.
Sitting forevermore and watching others do things. Or, suppose you hadn’t any hands.” Senka had once seen a
man with his arms off right up to the elbows. Couldn’t even go to the privy alone, had to ask someone to help him
every time.
Senka clenched his fist and stared at it. It was a good hand. Strong. Senka felt a sudden tremendous longing to
do some woodwork. His father always said he’d make a good carpenter, with his strength and his accuracy and his
keen eyes. It was all in the hands. Can’t live without ’em. And again Senka clenched his fist and stared at it.
Akhrameyev was saying something, but Senka caught only the end of it. “What couldn’t happen in a month?
Have to make the time last, that’s what. And, then—”
Senka looked at Akhrameyev. He was sitting as before with his knees drawn up under his chin. Senka suddenly
knew that in another minute he would have to punch that yellow, wrinkled face. He didn’t even know why or for
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what purpose. Akhrameyev had done him no harm. He had done the same as he, Senka, had done: shot himself in
the palm, so as to—
Senka got up and went to the tent. The sentry by the entrance stared hard at him.
“What’s he looking at? Never seen no one before? They should send him over there, to be with the bombs.”
When Akhrameyev came into the tent, Senka pretended to be asleep.
*
Senka spent the whole of the next day sitting by the entrance to the tent, looking in the direction of the bomb
bursts.
The wounded came in from the front line, and he looked to see if there were any of his friends among them.
Some of the men went by from the 5th and 6th Companies; he wanted to stop them, but for some reason did not.
They went on into the dressing station, and Senka went on sitting and looking over toward the thicket, where the
sky was full of cloud and there was a rumbling sound, where Timoshka was, and Sintsov, and the platoon
commander, and some twenty of his other pals, men he had lived with and eaten with, out of the same mess tin,
and shared smokes with, one cigaret stub to five men.
It might be they were all gone. And those left alive will see him, Senka, and—
On the third day he saw his company quartermaster at the dressing station. He had shared the same hut with
him at Tatyanovka, in the Kupyansk region. Senka had even made him a present of his belt, a good belt of pale
leather and quite new. The quartermaster wasn’t a bad sort, the soldiers always had food on the table. And what
more can a quartermaster do for the men? Feed them well and give them their change of underclothes regularly.
As to the oaths he let out, that was the privilege of quartermasters and top sergeants. And though Pushkov swore
prolifically, he took good care of his soldiers.
After his dressing had been changed, Senka went up to Pushkov. He was standing by a desk, waiting for the
medical orderly to write him out a requisition.
“How are you, comrade quartermaster?” asked Senka in a low voice and raised his hand to his cap.
The quartermaster eyed him all over and then looked at his hand.
“You didn't stop one, too, did you?” asked Senka, and looked to see where the quartermaster might be
wounded.
“No,” answered the other shortly and turned his back. Senka shifted his feet, gazing at the familiar wide back
circled with his belt, now grown shabby, and asked again,
“Say, what’s it like out there? In the front line?”
The quartermaster did not reply, he just stood there and watched the medical orderly rapidly pushing the pen
over the paper.
“He didn’t hear,” thought Senka and prepared to ask again. He wanted badly to know if Timoshka and Sintsov
were alive.
But just then the quartermaster swung violently round on him.
“Now he’s going to let me have it,” thought Senka. But no, not a word did he say, he just pushed the piece of
paper into his side pocket and went out.
Senka stood motionless, then he too ran out.
The quartermaster was standing by the wagons, breathing hard as he shook up the hay.
“Go up and ask him, it may be all right.”
The quartermaster was taking the nose bags off the horses and putting the bits back in their mouths.
“I’ll go and say it to him right now. They can do what they like about it. I can throw grenades. And carry
shells.”
He wiped away the sweat starting out on his forehead and went up to the wagon. The quartermaster had
already settled himself on the seat.
“Comrade quartermaster—”
Pushkov turned. His face looked drawn and old. He had grown much thinner in the past few days.
“What is it?”
“Take me with you, comrade—” He could say nothing more.
“Take you?”
Senka nodded. His mouth was dry and his tongue felt suddenly big and heavy. The quartermaster settled his
cape over his shoulders.
“Get up, Sirko,” and he jerked the reins.
The wagon shuddered as it ran over the bumpy ground, raising clouds of dust, and then was hidden by the turn
of the road. Senka gazed after it, went back into the tent and lay there until dinner time, his face turned into the
straw.
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After that he went up to no one.
*
Something had changed in the front line. The shooting was coming nearer. Over and around the little clump of
trees, first at infrequent intervals, then thicker and faster, shells began to fall. There were so many wounded that
they not only filled the tent where he and Akhrameyev were but were laid out on the ground under the bushes. The
doctors and nurses staggered around, exhausted. The operating room was in action unceasingly, twenty-four hours
out of the twenty-four. Beside it there sprang up great piles of bandages and cotton wool with fat green flies
swarming over them, and twice a day these piles were taken away somewhere, only to grow up again a couple of
hours later.
“Things ain’t so good,” said the soldier. “Their planes have it all over us, never give us time to as much as
breathe.”
The men came from different regiments, different divisions, but they all said the same thing: the Germans are
pressing hard, there’s no way out of it.
A thin sergeant from reconnaissance, his head shaved to the scalp, was put down beside Senka. His great dark
eyes had probably once been full of merriment. He had four pieces of shrapnel in his legs. A fifth piece was
lodged somewhere in his collarbone. He lay on his back, but never complained or moaned: he asked constantly
for water, being feverish.
“What have they been doing to you?” asked Senka with as much sympathy as he could muster. He was very
sorry for the thin sergeant.
“Fell over a mine, during a patrol,” said the sergeant, and, breathing jerkily and coughing all the while, he
began to tell how he and three other scouts—the platoon commander had been killed and he was replacing him—
went out to capture an enemy soldier and, having done this, got lost on the way back, stumbled on a mine field,
and he was the only one left alive—the others, including the Kraut, had all been blown to shreds.
Senka listened in silence, watching the sergeant with compassion.
“How thin he is, only a kid,” he thought, and mentally compared his own sinewy, muscular arms with the
sergeant’s thin ones that stuck out of the torn shirt sleeves like a little girl’s.
“You were lucky,” said Senka.
“I was lucky,” said the sergeant, smiling. “Have you been in it for long?”
“Me? Bless you, since the first day. All the way back from the front line. Third time I’ve been wounded.”
“The third time?”
“That’s what I said. At Smolensk, at Rzhev, and now here.”
“And you’ve managed to stay alive?”
“Looks like it,” the sergeant said with difficulty, smiling wryly—smiling was hard for him, it seemed.
“Is there a drop of water?”
“I’ll get you some right away,” said Sen ka, and ran to the kitchen.
When he came back, the sergeant was lying down and breathing with difficulty. His face had a high flush.
“Must be the fever,” said Senka, and put the mug to the sergeant’s dry, cracked lips. He managed to swallow a
few painful mouthfuls, then threw himself back, swearing feebly.
“Helluva rotten shame,” he said. “Shan’t be seeing the boys again. All be killed off while I’m getting over
this.”
“Maybe not all,” said Senka.
“Any case, be sent to different regiments. So shan’t be seeing them, anyway.”
“What happened to you—bones broken?”
“That’s right. Both legs.”
Senka looked at his legs, so thickly wrapped from thigh to foot as to be almost square; only the tips of his toes
showed.
“Seems you’ll be on your back a long time.”
“That’s right” sighed the sergeant, and asked for more water. “Six months lying like a log. And the boys’ll be
doing the fighting.”
He said nothing more but closed his eyes and remained this way on his back for a long time, breathing in short
gasps.
“Might die,” thought Senka, and felt even greater pity for the thin sergeant. Very carefully he raised the shaven
head—it was hot as fire—and put his rolled-up greatcoat beneath it.
During the night the sergeant grew delirious, spoke of Poltava, Klasha, reprimanded a warrant officer, and all
night long Senka sat up to change the cold wet rag on his forehead. Toward morning the delirium passed, the fever
dropped, and for two hours the sergeant slept peacefully. Senka also had a little nap.
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It was only in the morning that Senka noticed the sergeant had the Red Star on his chest. A small chip of
enamel had come off one corner.
“So young, and he’s already got a medal,” thought Senka, and ran to get breakfast.
“How did you get the medal?” asked Senka later, feeding the sergeant from a small spoon.
“Got it for whatever they give them for,” was Nikolay’s evasive answer—his name was Nikolay—as he licked
the spoon.
“Had it for long?”
“That’s right.”
“He’s most likely a brave feller,” thought Senka. “You can see that from his face. And yet he’s so puny and
weak-looking.”
After breakfast Nikolay needed to relieve himself and Senka ran to get the bedpan (there was only one for the
whole medical detachment, so you had to wait in line) and helped Nikolay to use it.
“You’re a marvelous nurse,” said Nikolay, and these words brought Senka enormous contentment.
When Nikolay was taken away to have his dressings changed, Senka gathered fresh grass and put it under the
groundsheet Nikolay was lying on. And at dinner time he begged the cook for an extra helping of meat, but
Nikolay had no appetite, and Senka had to eat it himself.
“Nothing wrong with your appetite, thanks be,” smiled Nikolay.
Senka was embarrassed and put away his mess tin.
“Can’t get anything down, myself. Feel like throwing up all the time.”
“It’s the fever.”
“As for drinking—any time you like I could drink down a bucketful.”
“Shall I get you a drink?” asked Senka, reaching for the mug.
“Yes.”
Wincing with pain, Nikolay still managed to get down the contents of a half-liter jug, threw himself back on
the rolled greatcoat, and lay there gazing at a brilliant patch of blue sky visible through the tent opening.
Around three o’clock, when the sun had grown very hot, Nikolay begged to be carried outside. It was stiflingly
hot in the tent, and he had a headache. Senka asked the lieutenant lying in the corner for a groundsheet and spread
it out under the bushes so that the sun could not bother Nikolay. He settled himself beside him, driving the flies
away from Nikolay with a large burdock leaf, rolling him cigarets—he had already learned how to do this using
one hand and his knee—and running to the kitchen to get a light. Now and then aircraft would fly overhead to
bomb the large expanse of dense forest five kilometers away, where the artillery and a cavalry detachment were
stationed.
They lay in this fashion, Senka on his stomach with Nikolay beside him on his back, and talked about Junkers
and artillery and cavalry, and how the latter was finished as far as this war was concerned. Nikolay knew his
aircraft thoroughly, and he taught Senka how to distinguish Junkers from Messerschmitts, and how to shoot at
low-flying planes. Then, having had enough talking, they simply lay there, looking at the sky, following the
swarms of bombers with their eyes.
Two trucks came up loaded with wounded men. They were quickly unloaded under the trees, and the trucks
were driven into the thicket. Solitude once more took over but for the sentry going up and down outside the tent
and changing his gun from hand to hand.
“What’s he keep going up and down like that for?” Nikolay asked suddenly, looking at the sentry. “There
aren’t enough men at the front line, but he has to stick around here.”
“Regulations, most likely,” answered Senka evasively, and busied himself with the groundsheet. “Shall I pull it
over somewhere else? Sun’s setting.”
“Maybe they’ve got some deserters lying here with us? Eh? What d’you think?”
Senka made no reply. Kneeling, he pulled the groundsheet straight.
“You know,” said Nikolay, after a minute’s silence, “I get the feeling that the man lying on your other side is
one of those ‘self-inflicted’ cases. He looks like he could be.”
“Could be,” Senka answered in a vague tone. “Fetch you some water?” He got up. “Think I saw they’d got
some fresh in, in the kitchen.”
“Never mind, I don’t want any. If it was me, I wouldn’t be soft on that filthy kind. They give ’em care and
attention. Where’s the sense of it? Fellers over there,” he nodded in the direction from which, day and night, came
the grumbling noise, “getting cut to pieces, holding on, while that scum only think of saving their own rotten
skins. I’d shoot the whole mess of ’em, the sons of bitches. Gimme one more puff.” Senka handed over the cigaret
stub.
“You know,” painfully Nikolay turned his head to Senka, “you can pick ’em out right away. Turn their heads
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away, won’t look you in the eye. The rats know they’ve done wrong.”
He suddenly broke into laughter.
“Look at you, you got it in the left hand, too—just like a ‘self-inflicted’ bastard. How’d you get it? Bullet or
shrapnel?”
“Bullet,” answered Senka almost inaudibly, and ran off with the mess tin.
*
That evening the order came for them to move to another place. The whole night was spent in getting ready.
Senka himself put Nikolay in the truck and stayed beside him all the time, holding him steady. Nikolay was lying
propped up in the cab, where there were fewer shake-ups. As they went over potholes and bumps, he would clutch
hard at Senka’s hand, but never once did he utter a word of complaint. The road was dreadful.
In the new place Nikolay was all but separate from Senka.
For a long time Senka pursued the chief medical officer of the battalion, but he would not listen to him, only
turned his back—they were inundated with casualties as it was: the truck carrying the surgical instruments had got
bogged down on the way, and fresh batches of wounded were already pouring in. It was only next morning that
Senka was able to persuade a medical orderly to get Nikolay placed beside him in a tent where, except for him
and Akhrameyev, there were only skull cases.
They slept all the next day. In the evening the chief medical officer—a corpulent Armenian with sleepy little
eyes—came round, looked at Senka’s hand, and said he might be discharged in two weeks; Nikolay, however,
must be entered on the list for evacuation.
“You’ll have to stay on your back for a long time yet, young man. I’m afraid your lung was touched.”
Nikolay only sighed.
One day went by, then another, and yet another, but still Nikolay was not evacuated. There were three trucks in
all—two one-and-a-half-tonners and one three-tonner—and priority was given to the stomach and skull cases.
With each day that went by the casualties became heavier. The front slowly but obstinately removed itself to the
east. Artillery thundered day and night. Aircraft hung over the front line. The days were hot, the flies
overpowering, and in the evening there were mosquitoes. The burning air trembled over the riven earth.
Helplessly, the gray leaves of dust drifted about overhead.
The lazy July sun slunk reluctantly across a sky pale with heat. In the tent Senka became known as “Nikolay’s
Personal Orderly.” Scarcely did he leave Nikolay’s side, washing him, feeding him, fetching him water, emptying
slops. He filched a large brass mug from the kitchen so that Nikolay always had cold water to drink when he
wanted it, brought him cherries from somewhere, dosed him conscientiously with a streptocide he had managed to
find, gave him his own vodka ration, assuring him he could not drink for the heat, and Nikolay, making a face, not
really wanting it, gulped it down with difficulty, so as not to hurt Senka’s feelings.
Nikolay grew better. His temperature dropped—never rose now more than a point above normal. At night,
when all the tent was asleep and only the seriously wounded stirred and sighed, Senka and Nikolay had long chats
together in their corner. Senka loved these evenings. Somewhere over their heads the low-flying aircraft whirred
in a manner that was almost reassuring while they lay there, their cigarets winking at each other.
“Ever been fox hunting?” asked Senka.
“No, I never have,” answered Nikolay.
“Or hunted bear?”
“Nope.”
“So come to my home after the war. I’ll teach you to hunt. There’s ermine, marten, and gray squirrel where we
are.”
And Senka gave him detailed accounts of how he and his father would go out hunting in the taiga for a whole
week, and how the bear had almost torn Tsygan’s tail off, and how from that moment on Tsygan’s fur had started
to fallout, and his tail had become completely hairless.
Nikolay listened, coughing occasionally, and finally asked,
“Ever been on a cuckoo hunt?”
“Is there such a thing? What for?” said Senka, laughing.
“Well, I have.”
“Go on!”
“Honest. They’ve huge ones over there, great fat things—weigh three-four pounds.”
“So where is it they have these four-pound cuckoos?”
“In Finland, that’s where.”
“Were you in Finland, too?”
“I was. Kiakisalmi—ever hear of it? You haven’t? Good for you. I was in the Volunteers then, that’s where I
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got frostbite in these two fingers. And four toes on my left foot.”
“And that’s where you got your medal?” asked Senka.
“That’s right.”
Senka waited, thinking Nikolay was about to go on, but he said nothing. So Senka asked:
“What did you get if for?”
“You are a funny one, Senka. Where’s the sense in what for? For war, of course.”
“No, I mean—what particular thing?”
“God knows. Went out on a recce.\fn{Reconnaissance.} Took a prisoner.”
“He’s hiding the facts,” thought Senka. “He’s sure to have knocked out a tank. Or captured a general.”
For a while they lay there in silence, listening to the crickets. The tent flaps had been tied up, and the stars had
come out overhead. Somewhere summer lightning was flashing.
“Oh, Senka, Senka,” said Nikolay peacefully. “What a lousy shame we’re not in the same unit. I’d have kept
you alongside me. Made a great scout of you. You being a hunter means you’re a scout. I’d’ve\fn{ I would have.}
made you my platoon second.”\fn{Second in command.}
“I can’t read maps,” said Senka.
“You’d learn.” Nikolay was silent a moment, then sighed. “And tomorrow I’m being evacuated. That’s quite
certain. Doctor said so. Being taken behind the lines. You’ll be fighting, while I’ll be lying on my behind at
Chelyabinsk somewhere.” Again he was silent. “If you knew, Senka, how much it goes against the grain.”
Senka made no reply.
More than anything in the world he wanted to be Nikolay’s platoon second. How he would have worked for
him! And naturally he would have pulled off some very heroic deed or other and got himself talked about. And
decorated. What he wanted, of course, was for the heroic deed to be done before Nikolay’s very eyes. Or no—
better, he would come back to Nikolay, after the heroic deed, wearing the medal on his chest—he didn’t mind
what medal it was, Red Star or Red Standard—Red Standard was better, of course. And Nikolay would ask:
“What were you decorated for, Senka?” and he—casually lighting a cigarette—would answer: “Got it for
whatever they give them for.” And try as Nikolay might to find out the reason, wild horses wouldn’t drag it out of
him.
Nikolay was not evacuated next day. A bridge had been blown up, and the trucks had had to take the long way
round. Then one of them had broken down, so that only two were now working.
It rained all day. The tent cloth was full of holes, punctured by falling shrapnel, and the rain came in like a
shower bath of thin, dribbling streams falling on the soldiers. But no one complained; they had had too much of
the grueling heat.
“The boys in the front line’ll be having a rest,” chuckled the wounded. “Won’t have to keep looking up at the
sky.”
In a neighboring tent Senka had found a dilapidated little book, with the beginning and end missing. It was
Gogol’s play,\fn{Nikolay Vasilyevich Gogol (1809-1852), Russian author.} Marriage, and, following the lines with his
finger, he read it aloud. And though he read slowly, stumbling over certain words that were unfamiliar to him and
awkward, they all liked to listen, and their laughter was ready and wholehearted. Just at the moment Senka
reached the place where Podkolyosin jumps out of the window, a soldier in Red Army uniform came into the tent.
“What do you want?” Senka asked him severely, without removing his finger from the book so as not to lose
his place. “Can’t you see we’re busy?”
The Red Army man gave Senka a look of indifference, propped up his gun against the tent pole, and began
searching in his pocket.
“How long’re you going to be?”
The Red Army man at last drew out the paper he had been looking for and, in a tone as indifferent as his look,
he said,
“Which are the self-injured cases here? They’re to come outside. The examiner’s here.”
The letters danced before Senka’s eyes. He did not even here his name pronounced. He got up and without a
glance at anyone went out.
Then he was standing before a lieutenant with a small mustache. The lieutenant put a question to him. Senka
answered. Then the lieutenant told him to sit down. He sat down and began one by one to pull the threads off his
bandage. The lieutenant’s manner was calm and easy, but he spoke in a very citified manner, and Senka did not
grasp everything he said. The lieutenant’s words somehow did not take root in his mind but just rolled away. He
sat on the ground, his legs crossed tailor fashion, gazing at the lieutenant’s round, pink, well-shaven face and thin,
threadlike mustache, and waited for permission to go. And when the lieutenant rose and started to fasten his
briefcase, Senka realized that the conversation was over and he could go, so he too got up.
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He did not go back inside the tent. He lay down on the grass under a battle-riven oak and stayed there till
evening. From time to time Akhrameyev would draw close to him. Senka pretended to be asleep. At last
Akhrameyev came and sat down beside him. Senka lay there with his eyes shut, listening to Akhrameyev
fidgeting and grunting beside him, then he turned and looked him straight in the eye.
“What do you want with me?”
Akhrameyev’s lips widened in a crooked smile.
“What d’you mean, what do I want? The time’s come.”
“What time?”
Again Akhrameyev smiled his malicious, strained smile.
“What time? Escape time! In two hours it’ll be dark. And there’s a village near here about three kilometers
away. We’ll find some stupid village woman who’s—”
Senka felt the blood pouring into his face, ears, and neck.
“Go to hell.” He clenched his fist.
Akhrameyev had been about to say something else but stopped short, looked at Senka out of the corner of his
eye, got up, and, brushing the earth off his knees, walked quickly toward the tent. Senka turned over on his
stomach and hid his face in his arms.
When it was quite dark Senka went back to the tent. For a long time he stood by the entrance, trying to hear
what was going on inside. Then he went in. Nikolay, covered with his cape, was already asleep. Senka brought
fresh water from the kitchen, stretched himself out on his layer of straw, and lay all night without closing his eyes.
But toward morning he fell asleep.
He awoke late when the others had already had breakfast. There was some buckwheat porridge in a mess tin by
his head. Nikolay was lying and staring at something above him.
Senka got up.
Nikolay did not even move. Senka went out to fetch tea.
Then in a low tone he asked Nikolay, “Aren’t you going to eat?”
Nikolay did not answer. He went on lying there, looking at whatever it was over his head.
Senka spent the whole day lying under the oak. When he came in again, Nikolay had gone. Another was lying
in his place. The mess tin with the buckwheat, now cold, was still in the same place, untouched.
*
Till now no one in the tent had known that Senka’s wound was self-inflicted. This may have been because the
sentries spoke of it to no one, or because his clear eyes and open face with its light sprinkling of pock marks did
not arouse suspicion, or simply because each man was so wrapped up in himself and his own injuries—that tent
had mostly the heavy casualties—the fact remained that no one had known about it. And even now that his secret
had been disclosed, it could not be said that the occupants of that tent hurled insults at him or behaved in any
particular fashion. No, there was none of that. But some indefinable thing, some kind of invisible wall, rose up
between Senka and the others. The replies they gave to his questions were reserved and brief. They did not
include him in their conversations. Before, in the evenings, the soldiers would ask him to sing to them—his voice
was not strong, but it was clear and pleasant—and so he sang to them, not loud, on purpose not to disturb the
seriously wounded, old Russian songs his father had taught him. Now they no longer asked him to sing.
And once they spent a long time looking for a knife to cut the bread with, and, though they all knew that Senka
had a superb hunting knife of his own with an embossed bone handle, nobody asked him for it and they got the
sentry to lend them his.
Senka lay in his corner, watching the flies crawling over the canvas walls of the tent and listening to the
artillery fire getting closer and closer. The wounded who had just come in were saying that the Germans had
broken through.
That evening a low-flying German aircraft dropped incendiary bombs on the clump of trees. The wounded
rushed out of the tent to look.
Senka did not stir.
All night long the artillery was moving along the road past the thicket. The heavy equipment went first on
tractors, and then the smaller caliber, but this was heavy, too. Senka lay on his stomach, watching, from under the
raised sides of the tent, the antiaircraft guns crawling noisily along and the trucks one after the other. There was
no infantry. This was the artillery marching. All night it marched.
Toward morning one unit stole in among the trees. The battalion C.O. and the chief medical officer, angry,
sweating, dashed to and fro, trying to argue with the gunners. But the gunners paid them no heed and went on
placing their guns around the tent, then covering them with branches. The gunners, too, were sweating and angry,
their voices rasped.
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All day the guns were firing somewhere a long way away. German planes were bombing roads and forests.
The wounded came along the road. Not one by one, but in bands of two, three, or five. Some of them walked
through the clump of trees—there was a Red Cross sign on the road—others went on farther, dirty, ragged,
dragging their guns along the ground.
Some time in the evening the medical corps was given orders to march. The tents were taken down and laid out
at the edge of the wood. Heavy trucks came up from somewhere, covered with tarpaulins.
Senka picked up his rolled-up greatcoat and his mess tin and stood by the roadside, watching a truck being
loaded with crates. The gunners lined up their guns, one after the other, along the road.
Someone carrying a big bag on his hip—he looked like the medical orderly from Tent Three—ran past Senka.
“What are you standing there for, my boy? Go to the big oak.”
“What’re we to do there?”
The orderly shouted something incomprehensible and ran on.
Senka went to the big oak. There he found a line of twenty Red Army men and a major, small in stature,
wearing a faded forage cap and carrying a great sack stuffed with papers at his side. He was telling them
something.
“Left flank … left flank,” he cried, waving at Senka, who was moving toward him.
Senka took his place on the left flank beside a long-bodied, long-legged man with long whiskers. The soldier’s
head was bandaged. All the men in the line had suffered some light injury to the hand, or the head, or the neck.
The officer walked down the line and wrote in a small notebook the family name and each man’s first name
and the unit he belonged to. He wrote down Senka’s name last and thrust the list into his pocket.
“Why are they taking our names?” Senka asked the whiskered soldier. The latter looked him up and down.
“Don’t tell me this is your first day in the Army. Don’t you know why?”
“Can they be going to take us out and shoot us—already?” thought Senka, and a lump of sadness rose into his
throat. A big truck, splashed with mud, came snorting out of the thicket and pulled up by the oak. Everyone began
to get on it. Senka got on with them.
The officer put his head in and asked,
“All here?”
“All here,” replied several voices from the back of the truck.
“Move it out!” The officer slammed the door. The truck started off.
“Where’re they taking us?” Senka asked the man on the bench beside him. It was quite dark now and the
men’s faces were no more than vague white patches.
“To the front, where else?” a very young voice answered briefly.
“The front?” Senka felt as if everything inside him had come to a stop.
“Didn’t you hear that officer? We’re going as reinforcements to some regiment or other. All the walking
cases.”
Senka gripped his neighbor’s arm until the joints creaked. “You’re lying.”
His neighbor swore and pulled away from him. “Are you drunk or what? Laying hands on people!”
Senka did not reply. All of a sudden he saw the sky, immense and high above him, the stars, in all their
hundreds and thousands, just like the stars at home on the Yenisei, and was seized with a terrible longing to tell
someone how good living was at home on the Yenisei, much better than here, how you sometimes woke up in the
morning and couldn’t push open the door to go out, for everything was covered deep with snow. He gave his
neighbor a nudge.
“Where are you from?”
“What?” The other had not heard.
“I asked you where you’re from?”
“Voronezh. What of it?”
“Nothing. Just wanted to know. I’m from Siberia, myself, from the Yenisei.” He waited for the other to say
something, but he was silent, holding on to the bench with both hands.
“There’s a big river there, the Yenisei. Ever hear of it? When she floods in spring, you can’t see to the other
bank, it’s just like the sea. And when the ice breaks free, you’ve never seen anything prettier. I don’t expect the
rivers ever freeze over here.”
The soldier made no reply. The truck had taken a sharp turn to the right, and they were all pushed to the right
side. Senka pulled his cap on tight, so it should not be knocked off and, unbuttoning his fieldshirt, filled his lungs
with fresh night air laden with the scent of honey.
“It’s cooler now, that’s good.”
“You’ll get it warmer in an hour or so,” grunted his neighbor sourly and turned his back.
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The truck went faster.
They drove on through fields of tall wheat awaiting the sickle, turning now right, now left, through ruined
villages, through clumps of trees and small woods. They lowered their heads to keep the branches from their
faces. The wind whistled in their ears, and somewhere ahead the red glare of incendiaries flashed like summer
lightning, rising slowly and then falling in showers of dazzling sparks.
They sat for a long time beside the wall of a half-demolished barn. From somewhere very near machine guns
chattered and mortars exploded. They were given strict orders not to smoke. At last two men came and handed out
guns and hand grenades.
Senka did not take a gun, only some grenades—six pineapples and two potato mashers—which he stuffed in
his pockets and hung on his belt.
Then they were driven across fields of vegetables to a river and made to sit down in a trench. The trench was
deserted. It was one of the old ones that had had time to crumble and acquire a topping of grass.
“The Germans are probably on the other side,” thought Senka, and asked the leader, a sergeant, if the Germans
were on that side.
“Germans, that’s right, Germans, who’d you think? We were there ourselves yesterday, and today it’s them. Sit
down and don’t let them get to this side. Understand?”
Senka sat down as he was bidden, looked over at the other side and fingered the grenades in his pocket, then
got them out and placed them in a row before him.
There was a fluttering in his heart, he thought of Nikolay and wanted to hug him hard and tell him that today
something was going to happen. What it was he did not himself exactly know as yet, but something very, very
important.
*
Toward morning a rumbling noise like tractors rolling began on the other side of the river. But it was still dark
and nothing was visible. Then the noise stopped. Frogs croaked. The moon came out. There was talk somewhere
in the trenches behind. Two officers came up to Senka, one limping and leaning on a stick.
“What company you from, soldier?”
“We don’t come from a company, we were sent from medical H.Q.” answered Senka, and stood at attention,
his arms pressed against the sides of his belt.
“O … O” exclaimed the lame officer, vaguely, and after a pause he asked, “Which side did you hear the tanks
coming from?”
(“So It’s tanks, not tractors.”) Senka pointed in the direction of the noise.
“The rotten bastards are heading for the bridge,” said the lame officer.
The other officer swore. He had the voice of someone with a bad cold. “Where’d you think they’d head for? Of
course, they’re going for the bridge!”
Again the rumbling noise came across the river, feebly at first, then more boldly. The lame officer leaned over
the parapet and put his hand to his ear. “Ten of ’em, couldn’t be fewer.”
“It’ll be light in three hours’ time.”
“Three hours, or less.”
“Oh,hell!”
“What about Sinyavsky? Killed?”
“That’s right.”
“And Krutikov?”
“Krutikov also. Wish Krutikov were here now. He’d’ve jumped right on top of one of those tanks and blown it
up on the bridge.”
“And not one single pineapple left?”
“You know that yourself.”
They were silent.
“Let’s go on to the next lot. Ragozin’s.”
They moved away.
Senka looked after them. For a while their heads could be seen bobbing along over the top of the trench. The
moon was already high, and the shapes of cottages could be made out on the other side. They were oddly perched
on the slope of the river bank. A church was visible over to the left; only the dome and cross showed through the
dense greenery. Upstream, further to the right, something flat and black stretched across the river: this was surely
the bridge. Here and there behind the cottages the fine golden rain of incendiary bombs came down from above,
revealing little white houses and clumps of trees on the other side in light as clear as day, and, whistling as they
came, were snuffed out among the reeds. Red and green dots of light chased and overtook one another, losing
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themselves somewhere on this side. A mortar would sometimes sound off from the direction of the church, and the
shell bursts could be heard somewhere in the rear. There was no response from our side.
At one time, when a rocket went over, Senka saw three men running toward the river and realized that these
were Germans. He all but threw a grenade, but just stopped himself in time—the river was wide, at least eighty
meters.
Again footsteps came along the trench. Senka turned. It was the same couple who had gone by a while before.
“So what’s the picture?” one of them asked, stopping beside Senka.
“Not too bad. They only fire a few rounds at a time, comrade—” Senka halted, not knowing how to address
him— “lieutenant,” the officer finished for him and asked if he had a match.
“Only a flint and steel,” answered Senka.
“Hand it over here.”
Senka felt in his pocket and took out a fuse about half a meter long, a flint, and a steel ignition pan—all
carefully wrapped in a cloth—and handed it to the lieutenant.
“We’ll be just here,” said the lieutenant, and went a short way on along the trench.
Senka again leaned his elbows on the parapet and gazed at the opposite bank. He could hear the officers’
repeated attempts to strike a light from the flint and steel—the fuse would not ignite, it seemed—then one asked
the other the time.
“Twenty-five minutes of two.”
There was a silence.
“Better make up our minds, Lyonka. Be too late an hour from now.”
“You’re right.”
“Who can we send? I’ve only got three men, and Stepanov says two of those are wounded. What’s the use?”
“How many grenades?”
“Oh, enough and to spare, as they say. Five crates full. Got to be careful how we throw them, though.
Krutikov’s gone. And Stepanov’s only good for pissing in his pants.”
“Well, what about the lot the medics sent?”
“Oh, look at them, what are they? A bag of invalids. Can’t ask them to do anything—only let you down, that’s
all they’re good for.”
There was a long silence. Their presence could be guessed only by their glowing cigarets. Then the officer
called Lyonka said:
“That means … one of us two. You or me.”
“How you? With your leg?”
“Well, you don’t throw grenades with your legs. My arms are perfectly sound.”
“And you with your left hand couldn’t even throw within ten meters.”
“What I could or couldn’t do is beside the point—those tanks’ll be across in an hour.”
And as though to confirm his words, the same rumbling sound as before came from the other bank.
Senka strained his eyes at the place where the noise came from, but could see nothing; he took the grenades off
the parapet, tightened his belt, pulled his tunic straight in front, and put his rolled greatcoat over one shoulder.
Thrusting the grenades into his pocket, he went up to the officers.
Somewhere at a distance a rooster crowed.
Somewhat hesitantly the first tank came out of a half-demolished hut and, as if uncertain whether or not to go
forward, waddled slowly toward the bridge. No one fired at it. The regiment had no artillery.
The tank climbed slowly toward the bridge. Stopped. It fired three times, the shells bursting a long way behind
Senka. It climbed onto the actual floor of the bridge. Another tank came from behind the hut.
Senka picked up a bunch of grenades and pulled out the middle one. Three other bunches lay on the grass
beside him.
Caterpillars churning, the tank went slowly on. It was gray; on its side was a black cross outlined with white.
Beside the cross, a patch of bright red, was a painted image of a wild beast rampant.
“Like in the picture.” Senka recalled the pictures of tanks he had been shown in the dugout. “There’s the fuel
tank, that’s the engine. So that means the first goes under the tracks, and the second in the fuel tank, and then—”
Senka raised himself on one knee. He steadied the other foot against a root. Some briars were in his way.
Senka carefully broke them off, then he took up the bunch of grenades and examined the safety catch.
The tank was crawling on the bridge. The bridge floor curved under its weight and, had there not been the
noise of the caterpillars, a crack would probably have been heard.
The tank passed over three of the arches of the bridge. There were still two left. Behind, another tank had
already climbed up to the bridge floor. A third was crawling along the bank.
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Senka looked at the sky—it was clear, there was no trace of cloud—at the bushes, the sand (a dazzling yellow
in water); he gritted his teeth, flung up his arm with all the strength he could muster, and hurled the bunch of
grenades right under the caterpillars. Then another. Then, rising to his full height, he threw the third.
A great globe of flame sprang up to the sky. On the other bank a machine gun opened fire. Senka dropped to the
ground, his hand on another set of grenades; he picked it up and threw it after the others. It didn’t get as far as the
bridge, but fell into the river. An enormous spout of water rose into the air, and the ground beneath Senka
trembled.
The tank was on fire, sending out puffs of thick, sooty smoke. Men ran over the bridge to the other side. The
second tank began to pull back.
Senka pulled his cap down over his eyebrows and, bending, ran toward the white cottage he could see between
the pines.
He was already near the cottage when behind him something fell with a stupefying crash. Senka turned in his
tracks. Two arches of the bridge were on fire.
There were no longer any tanks to be seen.
A twisting black column of smoke rose slowly up to the sky, and the sky was a brilliant blue.
114.25 The Fragile Balance\fn{by Elisa Lispector (1911-1989)} Savran, Odessa Oblast, Ukraine 2
As she sewed, methodically making one stitch then another, she said to herself as if issuing a warning:
I must be careful with my thoughts. From random thoughts ideas are born, grow, and take shape. Soon you’re
right in the middle of a circle, without any possibility of escape.
That’s where she found herself as she hemmed her traveling outfit, not knowing for certain how elements had
linked themselves together up to that point.
She vaguely remembered having said that she intended to take her vacation. To travel. More vaguely still, she
recalled picking out one date, then another, and then still another. Always putting it off. One day, without her
knowledge, the indefinite project escaped her control and took the form of a sealed agreement that pushed her
forward almost against her will. As if she were being exiled. Everybody in the office knew her vacation was set
and her trip was planned.
“Now it’s packing the bag and getting myself off,” she said to herself, wanting to joke about it, but deep down
forcing herself to contain an anxiety, an imprecise fear, so subtle that it was almost vertiginous.
Never before had she had a clearer sense that she was in danger, that she might be cut off from the small world
in which she had been encrusted for so many years. Even prior to taking the train, she felt as if she were being
pushed away. Farther away. Away from what, she didn’t know, since there was nothing or no one holding her
there.
Then, for the first time, she looked back at that little world, like one who looks over a fence, and was suddenly
assailed by an ambivalent reaction, the feeling of an oyster out of its shell, of a decapitated head—and, at the
same time, of a wanderer for whom a long indefinite road had been cleared.
She knew she wasn’t a mollusk, so she resisted the disturbing sense of becoming a trembling and pulsating bit
of gelatin held at the brink of disaster, in order to concentrate on the denser but still risky feeling of human living.
“What I always lacked was cunning,” she thought, and her mouth suddenly filled with saliva, as if her
passivity made her nauseated.
And because she didn’t know how to lie or pretend, she didn’t know how to impose herself on people. She was
exactly as she presented herself, and everyone made her run in circles. They hoodwinked her, overloading her
with work that wasn’t hers, giving her advice she didn’t ask for. If no one contradicted her on the few times when
she dared to offer an opinion, it was simply because she’d never been taken seriously, she knew that now. She was
a person of no importance, and who was going to pay attention to her?
The many times she had felt set apart from others, unloved to the point of aversion.
“It didn’t even need to be much love,” she thought, no longer knowing what she would do with a hypothetical
love that went beyond certain proportions. It would be enough if they were to say they liked me, as one likes a
potted plant. She had no need to be thought of as the ecstatic, blinding light of a radiantly sunny day. The gentle
regard one feels toward a rainy day would do, she thought, sadly.
Her heart pounded away as if she had made the journey to the top of the mountain on foot. All of a sudden, and
for the first time, she felt like someone who has drunk more than thirst requires.
After the disconcerting first few days of adapting herself to strangers, in the pensão where she occupied a
room almost as small and dark as the one where she lived in the city, she went out, wandering aimlessly, not
knowing what to do with herself. Frequently, she sat on a bench in the square, which was deserted, it no longer
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being tourist season, warming her back in the sun, a mixed, childlike expression of abandonment and naïve
curiosity on her face.
It didn’t last long, for beneath her apparent passivity she began to feel the growth of a vague, quiet discontent,
a thing hard to identify, distantly resembling the mounting challenge she had faced when, years ago, she had been
compelled to leave the farm after the death of her mother and then her father, her brothers left desperately
struggling to salvage what little remained from the ruins. With the consecutive weddings of each brother, the
arrival of the sisters-in-law, and the birth of nephews and nieces, space became more scarce. Soon, there was no
longer any place left for her, the spinster. Then she got up her courage and left.
For those who stayed behind, she became an increasingly distant memory, rescued from oblivion by an
occasional card around the holidays.
The past was composed of trembling, panting anguish, arid solitude, and gratuitous renunciation; the present,
almost all of it, was woven with daydreams leading nowhere. The future?—she asked herself—from where would
a new challenge emerge, and with what strength would she confront it, given her total inability to reinvent
existence?
Despite her years, she still hadn’t acquired a greed for living like that she had noticed, fascinated. The other
day at a refreshment table, where an old lady, with lusterless eyes and disheveled white hair, interspersed her
eating with quick and repeated gulps of a cold drink. At that moment she understood she would never confer upon
herself the right to any source of pleasure, to any happiness—not even to love, she thought reticently, as if this
were a lesser glory; and just by thinking about it, she infringed upon an inviolable rule.
There she was, falling back into the trap of cogitation, she admonished herself one morning. Then she made an
effort to hold on to what was going on around her. With a certain sagacity, daring something for the first time.
perhaps because she didn’t have anyone with whom to quarrel, she went about taking over the square. Looking at
things as if they were hers, not without a certain feeling of displeasure at the abandoned state of the wizened
flower beds and the greenish bouquets of hortense, and the old trees covered with parasitic vines, she observed the
closed summer houses, interrogating the immobile silence of their facades. She studied most carefully a large
stone edifice, trying to imagine what was going on in the tormented mind of the engineer who, according to what
they told her, had lost it, and who, every morning, went out into the street wearing a dark leather jacket, his hands
in his pockets, his head bowed. disappearing with long strides as he made his way to the foot of the mountain.
More frequently, however, her contemplative gaze lingered on the mountain peak, sometimes hooded by dark
clouds, sometimes raised up clearly and majestically against the intense blue of the sky. And the neutrality of the
distant mountain, lofty and immune to time, imposed itself on her confused well of anxiety, her blind and
trembling search for she knew not what. giving her a momentary serenity.
Sometimes it happened that, as she looked intensely at the trees in the golden light of morning, she seemed to
make out silver threads, as tenuous and delicate as spider webs, wrapped around the treetops in all directions;
then, suddenly, they trembled and were no longer horizontal or undulating, but ascending vertically, detaching
themselves from the foliage and shooting off like rays, disappearing into the air while other streaks of light burst
from the treetops and glittered like silvery beams. And so absorbed was she in the pulsating life about her that,
suddenly, in a language without words, on a journey without traveling, she seemed to be secretly arriving where
she had wanted to arrive for such a long time. Something in her grew larger and spread throughout her being,
filling her with a sense of the infinite. Any more and the infinite would overflow her borders.
Other times, she was moved by a strange longing, perhaps because she had lost her bearings.
“The tree is being,’ she murmured to herself one morning. “The tree is,” she concluded. “The mountain is. And
up to what point am I myself?” she asked, intrigued. Would she, by chance, have the courage to reach her limit?
she wanted to know. Things are so mysterious and unintelligible, she dared to comment, as she ventured along a
road that was so narrow she was barely able to pass by.
At that point in her reflections she perceived a shape standing still at the other side of the deserted square. Tall,
thin, a gabardine cape fluttering in the wind, a face half-hidden in the shadow thrown by a hat, also of gabardine.
In spite of the distance, she sensed he was looking at her. She knew that he couldn’t make out her features from
such a distance, and was merely speculating on who she was; neither was she able to get a hint of his face, and
could only attribute the persistence with which he stared at her to a probable attraction between opposites. That
quiet confrontation could last indefinitely, if it weren’t …
Suddenly, as if set in motion by a secret directive, she began reliving all the miscarried encounters of the past,
and became so disoriented that she could no longer say if they happened in reality or in dreams barely dreamt,
and, settling over the fear that remained from her sense of isolation and over the bitterness caused by consecutive
misencounters, was a strange and crazy hope of something so vague and at the same time so exciting that she
didn’t dare think of it …
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Because the man was moving, heading in her direction. Closer with each step. Closer. With a light step, as
precise as that of a trapeze artist or a professional ballet dancer, the man advanced in her direction. Until she could
now make out an indefinable half-smile. Her heart beat more strongly each moment, in warning. But she was
going to resist, she decided. She was running the risk of she knew not what, at the vague beckoning of something
that could happen.
Suddenly, to her own shock and surprise, and before she could gain control, she got up off the bench as agile as
a hunted rabbit, and, hastily fleeing with quick, light steps, she headed for the first boulevard, surely cutting off
whatever she might discover or definitively lose, but in any event, avoiding a break of the fragile balance that
over the course of so many years she had tried in vain to establish.
98.211 Dienbienphu Will Surrender Tomorrow\fn{by Oleh Lysiak (1912-

)}

Lviv, Lviv Oblast, Ukraine (M) 9

Artillery shells whistled through the air. When the bright yellow lights of the rockets slid very slowly from the
dark clouds, paling the violet and green machine gun tracers, the earth, ploughed by explosions into a muddy
chaos, the torn barbed wires, stood out shadowless.
A man wriggled over the muddy terrain, pushed aside a bullet-riddled corpse, and rolled out of sight. In a
moment his head appeared over the parapet of the trench he had found.
“Over here, over here! Faster, faster!” he called in a low voice, gasping for breath.
One after another four dark silhouettes jumped into the ditch. Outside raged the full fury of the enemy’s fire.
Time after time bullets hit the muddy ravine close to the parapet of the trench. Inside there was only the sound of
rapid breathing.
“In an hour or two, when things quiet down, I’ll go for a reconnaissance,” sounded the voice that had called
them to the shelter. “Bien, bien, all right, Tereno,” answered another voice, tired and weak. “Oh, my arm!”
“You’ll have the first watch, Hans,” the first voice commanded softly. “In two hours, you’ll wake up the
lieutenant and me. Then he will be on post and I’ll go out. At six.”
“Uh,” answered a guttural voice.
In the ditch, the fast breathing gradually became slow and heavy, while above roared at full strength the
concentrated fire of the field.
The hours passed.
In the fog before dawn, from the muddy, dug-up hills toward Fort Isabelle came the rattling of machine guns
and the dull strokes of grenades. Hooommm-hooommm, the bass chords of the explosions counter-pointed the
distant battle. The artillery fire had ended, and those who sat in the ditch—the ones who were not asleep—could
imagine how hot things were over in Isabelle. Their imaginations stretched out to recreate the pictures familiar,
for many months, of what comes when the black geysers of the “softening up” cease, and out of the fog over what
was long ago a rice field, come stooped figures, moving closer and closer amidst the barbed wire and barricades.
Machine guns cough for one moment, and then the hateful sound like the barking of a pack of dogs, “Die,
French!” Gray shadows loom, and the defending soldiers push aside the butts of their machine guns, pull the pins
from grenades, take up rifles conveniently leaning against the wall of the trenches with bayonets fixed. Frayed
bursts sound here and there, and directly overhead, wrapped in the fog, appear the figures of the Vietminh
soldiers.\fn{The Vietminh—essentially the Indochinese Communist Party (founded in 1931) but in its earliest days an umbrella
organization of sorts for all those in northern Vietnam who stood for a Vietnam independent of outside influence—came into prominence in
northern Vietnam upon the surrender (August, 1945) of the Japanese (who had conquered all of the former French Indochina and ruled it
from 1941 until the end of World War II). The battle of Dien Bien Phu was the climax of the First Indochina War (1946-1954), fought by
nationalist parties of all political beliefs against the re-occupation of Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos by French imperialist forces (which had
subverted the traditional governmental authorities of these countries bit by bit from 1799-1893). For the previous three years, the war had
been a virtual stalemate, with the United States aiding the French and her allies among the local indigenous populations, and the People’s
Republic of China and the former Soviet Union aiding the revolutionaries led by Ho Chi Minh. The French military outpost at Dien Bien
Phu was regarded by the imperialist forces as the linch-pin in their attempt to retain control of the entire region; and once it fell, the shock
of this defeat, combined with widespread protests against the war in France itself, forced the French imperialists into serious negotiations .}

In the thoughts of the five men in the forgotten trench there was no place for sympathy with those who were in
Fort Isabelle. They were simply glad that they had found shelter. All of them were worn out.
Every day, every day, every day the same: thew terrible thunder and roar of the artillery that poured over their
heads, now for the second month. The same masses of attackers, every day the same “Die, French,” coming from
the gray fog in front of their positions; every night the same loudspeakers, speaking in all possible languages,
calling them, the soldiers of the Légion étrangère, the Foreign Legion, to go over to the Vietminh side. Yesterday
they even talked in some Slavic languages, didn’t Sergeant Pierre Terno say?\fn{ The Foreign Legion requires that its
personnel (except for most of its officers) originate from a country other than France .}
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Lieutenant Arraye tried to break through the streak of fog in the forefield of the ditch with his eyes.
Somewhere there, from among the mudholes, the gray chaos of tree stumps and discarded ammunition boxes, the
sickening smell of disintegrating corpses, should appear Sergeant Pierre Terno. Pierre Terno, the best noncommissioned officer of the platoon, the man who calls himself by some different longer name.
Wait, how was it, how was it, Lieutenant Victor Arraye tried to remember, watching the empty, fog-covered
forefield. Even in the citation the battalion commander sent three weeks ago, they said that Sergeant—then that
other, longer name—showed “heroic courage and boldness befitting the best sons of the Grand Nation.”
But he isn’t French, thought Arraye, and it came to his mind that he didn’t know where Pierre Terno came
from. Maybe that little black-haired Andre … Arraye looked behind him and saw that Andre was sleeping, his
head resting on the arm of fat Corporal Hans … Hans … what’s his name again?
Silence. On the forefield little birds chirped and fluttered. I wonder how there can be birds here, thought the
lieutenant. Do they really keep nests, hatch young, here in this gray hell?
Arraye looked again into the trench. The faces of the three men sleeping in the mud were tired and heavy,
unshaven, streaked with sweat and dried blood. These men were all that were left from a patrol sent from Fort
Isabelle to collect the freight of the plane that fell, shot down by the enemy’s anti-aircraft batteries, between the
lines.
Eight of the patrol remained over there in no man’s land, in the silent fog. Only four of them reached that
forgotten trench—four, plus the American pilot of the crashed plane, who miraculously remained alive not far
from the remains of his machine where his dead co-pilot lay.
Hans, little Andre, the American flier, myself, and Terno. All we have left. Sergeant Pierre Terno, who should
be back any moment now. The fog will lift in no time.
Pierre Terno. The Lieutenant saw in his imagination the figure of a big man in his forties with pale blue eyes,
peasant-like deliberate motions, the thick fingers of a woodcutter. But Pierre’s movement became lightning fast
when he fanned his bursts from his Sten gun, his pale eyes grew sharp when he stood on watch or repeated an
order hard to execute; and his heavy hands became those of a magician at once. Then somebody always shouted,
“Terno, Terno!” And he sped with a ponderous pace, something like the quick deliberateness of an elephant—or
maybe the ancient aurochs\fn{The wild ox of Europe, the last known example of which (a cow) died in 1627 .} from the steppes
by the Black Sea?
Something was moving off there in the gray fog. No, it was his imagination, nobody was coming. Arraye
strained his ears, tried to pierce the fog with his eyes. He could only see the fragment of wood, and the nearest
stumps. I saw something like this before, Arraye remembered; oh, yes, the blasted heath\fn{ Of the Scottish
Highlands.} in Macbeth.
But no, something was moving, someone crawling in the fog. A little touch of the shoe awakened Corporal
Hans; a moment later little dark-haired Andre turned angrily toward Hans, the finger on his lips trembling.
In the strained silence they could, for a moment, hear only the sound of the birds. In the rhythm of the chirping
came another sound, a light chirping whistle.
Look at Andre, look at him! He put down his Sten, puckered his lips and whistled in the same tone as the
sound from the forefield. A muffled voice came from the fog. What did he say? What language is this?”
“Tak, Petre, my tut!” (Yes, Peter, we’re here)—answered Legionnaire Andre, and then catching the glance of
the officer he added guiltily in French—“Nous sommes ici, Pierre, ici.”
Oh, they should speak whatever language they want! Flashed in the officer’s mind. The devil with it, if only
Pierre gets back. When he is with us, everything is different.
Sergeant Terno appeared at the edge of the trench. He squirmed across the parapet and slid down the clay wall,
splashing lightly in the muddy pool at the bottom of the ditch. Smeared with clay, bleeding from barbed wire
scratches on his hands, he breathed heavily for a few seconds, staring, one by one, at the men in the trench. His
pale blue eyes grew warm for a short moment as his glance stopped at the face of his friend Andre, but then they
returned to their cool pale expression as he met the eyes of Lieutenant Arraye. He slightly stiffened to attention
and his hand lifted to the edge of his helmet.
“Oh, leave it, Terno, leave it” Arraye waved his hand. “Report.”
But Terno did not respond to the officer’s order at once. First he pulled a piece of dry rag from his pocket and
wrapped it around the lock of his Sten, cautiously leaned the gun against the wall of the ditch, took off his helmet,
showing a balding skull, pulled the big American .45 pistol from his belt, and slipped it into the holster hanging
low at his right hip.
Arraye controlled his impatience easily. He had become used to this procedure and knew that the Sergeant was
right. He must, like a peasant, take care of his tools first; and only then … The lieutenant stood calmly, waiting for
the last step. Terno pulled from his breast a packet of pitch-black Gauloise cigarettes,\fn{ Filthy, evil things; their filters
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resemble rolled toilet-paper, and their tobacco is surely taken from the street-sweepings of Turkish bazaars. I last smoked them in 1970 .}

lighted one, and only after taking a full puff did he speak to the officer. “Pardon, mon lieutenant. You
understand?”
“I understand,” wryly smiled Arraye.
“We can take a seat,” said the sergeant. “It’s not necessary for all of us to be on guard. One is enough. It will be
quiet over there for a while.”
“It’s your turn,” the officer said to the American. “All right?”
The pilot nodded and turned to the parapet.
The explosions from Isabelle had stopped. From time to time a single shot banged, and occasionally a short
machine gun burst. The four, sitting on the bottom of the trench, lifted their heads.
“They beat them off once more,” mumbled Corporal Hans Schroeder, “Isabelle holds out.”
“Not for long,” growled out the sergeant, scraping a smooth patch in the mud with his boot.
“Tell what you know, Peter!” the fat Hans was growing impatient. “You never talk just talking, das weiss ich.”
The sergeant cast a sharp glance into the German’s eyes.\fn{ German membership in the French Foreign Legion is now
limited to 25% of the total number of 8,000 enlisted men.}
“Warte mal, Hans, you will know enough soon.”
“Tell it, Pierre,” asked the young officer in the smooth soft kind of voice one uses when he is talking to an
elder brother and does not want to annoy him.
The voice of the sergeant was quiet and even, and his breathing came easily after the short rest. The gray
smoke from his cigarette gave him visible pleasure. His voice suggested nothing but professional crispness when
he started his narrative.
“I met a patrol”—he wiped the mud from his dirty lips—“our patrol from Isabelle.”
Somewhere, far over them, above the gray clouds that touched the peaks of the jungle-covered hills, a plane
was droning thinly. They would not see it, but the sound reminded them of the world that was somewhere far
away from that shell-pocked mud, beyond the ring of fire from the Vian Nguyen Giap\fn{ Vo Nguyen Giap (1912- ), a
master of guerrilla warfare, was the victorious commanding general in this war, and planned the equally successful Tet Offensive of 1968 in
the Second Indochina War (1959-1975) against the American imperialist forces and their allies in southern Vietnam .} divisions, far, far

over the jungle.”
A few hundred yards away the ack-ack batteries started their coughing. The sergeant continued.
“Tomorrow they will not shoot any more,” he said slowly, throwing the last centimeter of his cigarette stump
on the ground.
“All right; tell it Pierre!” The lieutenant finally lost his temper. “I sent you on a reconnaissance to get some
information, particularly to get an idea how we can get out of this dirty place, not to make prophecies about what
will happen tomorrow, nom de Dieu!”\fn{In God’s name.}
“All right, all right, mon lieutenant, if you are in such a hurry for bad news,” answered the sergeant. “Here it is,
my truth: we surrender.”
“Surrender!” The four voices joined in one explanation; even the American turned to the sergeant.
“Surrender.” A false note sounded in the voice of corporal Hans Schroeder. He looked around in a furtive
manner, not sure if anyone could interpret the tone of his voice.
“Surrender!” Naked terror like a strong blow forced the word from Andre’s mouth. A flash appeared in his
eyes.
“What, surrender? To the dirty bums!” The pilot twisted his face in a grimace. “After all we flew in here?”
Arraye after his exclamation had become silent. His face looked worn and tired. After two years participation
in “Operation Hache,” two months of siege,\fn{ The siege of Dien Bien Phu lasted for 55 days, and was concluded on May 7,
1954.} the heroism of General de Castri, his own responsibility … Arraye felt one small tinge of relief: that it was
not he but this big Slav who had brought the news.
“Yes, we surrender,” repeated the sergeant. “Why do you wonder? Didn’t you ever surrender, Hans? Did you
expect something else?”
“Did the men from the patrol tell you anything more, or was that all?” asked Arraye. “What more can one
say?”
“They were heading for Fort Gabrielle to tell them to destroy everything important before the end. They lost
radio contact. They were supposed to burn the documents, codes, and so on. And we … we should follow your
orders, lieutenant.”
Arraye’s brow wrinkled. Probably his wounded arm hurt him again.
“Are you oriented, Terno? Which way did the patrol go? And … where are we?”
“They went back to their fort. They said they’d had enough. They tried all they could—or risked all the
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would.”
“Risked all they would? What is there left to try?”
Instead of answering immediately, the sergeant started to scratch out a map on the patch of muddy earth he had
smoothed out with is boot. All heads bent over the drawing. The American also came closer.
“Fort Isabelle is here.” The sergeant pointed with his stick, smeared with blood from his hand that he had used
to make the sketch. “Over there is Gabrielle, and here is where the pilots dropped their cargo.” He turned toward
the American, who nodded. “These hills and the path are occupied by the Vietminh. Their artillery are on the hills;
the boys from the patrol knew the location of every gun, because they were all the time under a barrage from
those hills. The path serves the Vietminh as a supply line for their artillery. On both sides of the path is a thick
jungle.”
The ack-ack guns stopped firing. A single gun, further off, barked still.
“At no other place is the jungle so close.” The sergeant straightened his body and glanced at his audience.
They were all silent.
Somewhere in the clouds the plane droned again, and the pilot looked up sorrowfully. In an hour or so, that Joe
will be in the bar in Hanoi.\fn{ Hanoi was still occupied by the French when Dien Bien Phu fell; it was their administrative capital
for the region.} Oh, goddam it!
“We are here,”—the sergeant pointed with his stick—“under the direct fire of those bastards on the hills. When
the fog rises and they see us in this mouse-hole, they’ll have a fair chance to finish us off before the official
surrender. And besides, they can’t know that our Old Man is going to surrender, after getting his general’s stars.
We are here. Ten minutes from the jungle and the path between the two hills on which Vo Hguyen’s artillerists are
sitting. That’s all.”
Arraye lifted his eyes to the sergeant. The rest turned also to him.
“Well, Terno, what do you think?”
The sergeant pulled out another cigarette and with a quick glance counted the remaining ones in the pack. Six.
“What do you think, Peter?” Corporal Schroeder repeated the officer’s question. “Would it be possible?”
“Possible, yes. But it’s hard to tell if one could get through. Three of our—or maybe even five,” he added
slowly, “could jump over, until the Vietminh notice it. And in the jungle … when you have food … and luck …”
“Wait, Terno, wait.” The lieutenant, with a clear effort, tried to strengthen his voice. “Let’s resume all you said,
once more. And, Sergeant Terno, I thank you for your excellent accomplishment of my order. Thanks, Pierre.”
“Why, a votre service, mon lieutenant.” Terno lifted the hand holding the cigarette. “You allow me?”
“Talk, Terno.” The officer accepted his proposal with visible gladness. “Then …”
“First possibility,” the sergeant lifted his head, “Is to return to our fort.”
“And get shot on the way!” threw in little Andre with passion. “How can you say that, Petro!” The words came
out of his mouth as if of their own volition. He surely struggled inside, his squeezed fists trembled.
“You’re right, Andre. And that would be pointless before the honorable surrender.” The sergeant’s voice
vibrated with iron, but his eyes glowed with sympathy for his friend. “The next choice: sit in this hole and wait
until the yellow comrades get us. The third possibility: the path in the jungle and 130 kilometers to the next
outpost.”
“It would be silly to try to return,” sipped the fat corporal through his teeth, “but to wait here for the end of the
show—just in case we might live through it.”
“We might live through that!” Andre bent close to the German’s face. “We might live through being captured
—but after? Do you know what that means?”
In his voice was so much swollen pain and rage that Hans was silence at once. The lieutenant also remained
still. After a while he lifted his head.
“Bien, mes amis, I shall give no orders in this case; for every one of us this is a different matter. I know that
some of you cannot be taken prisoner by the Reds.\fn{ As the Communist forces were called—are universally called, even
today.} With me it is something else. But I will neither surrender, nor can I get through the jungle with that
stump”—he showed his wounded arm—“alone. Four of us can get through—isn’t that what you said, Pierre?”
“Maybe even five.” The sergeant looked down and carefully pressed out his cigarette in the muddy pool.
“Maybe even more, if something distracted the attention of the Viets. Who knows?”
“I repeat, I do not want your decision now,” said the lieutenant. “At night, when it is dark enough for us to try,
tell me what you decided. Then and in case the fever breaks me,”—the lieutenant pointed at Pierre—“he will give
the orders. And until then,” Arraye smiled dryly, “full democracy reigns, and everybody can decide for himself.
All right, pilot?” said Arraye in English, “did you understand me right?” He turned his eyes to the American.
“Goddamn right!” The American nodded vigorously. “But I don’t need to wait to decide. I’ll try the jungle.
Otherwise I wouldn’t be in this hole with you.”
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“I know, pilot,” answered Arraye. “But You better wait anyway.”
Their muffled voices stilled. The lieutenant had probably exhausted his whole store of energy. He looked
without speaking at the sergeant, who rose.
“Well, let’s be quiet now, if you intend to live until evening and submit your decision to Monsieur le
Lieutenant then. Sleep, eat, dream, but do it quietly. Maybe they will not see us even if the fog rises. But they can
hear us all right. So—be quiet.”
“May I sleep now?” the American turned to the sergeant. He took for granted that the big man had taken over
from the lieutenant. “I wanna\fn{Want to; an American expression.} sleep, compris? Coucher …”
“Relieve him, Andre,” said the sergeant. “At night you may have fever.”
Four mud-covered, gray figures settled as comfortably as they could in the ditch under the clay walls. Corporal
Schroeder again closed his eyes and put his head on his chest.
The sergeant with deft hands changed the bandage on the leg of his wounded friend, who in the meantime
watched the forefield.
Then Terno crawled toward the lieutenant. “Don’t do it,” whispered Arraye. “The wound stopped bleeding;
better not touch it. I’ll be all right.” The sergeant settled against the wall, his head leaning on his hand. The pilot
pulled some papers from his pocket, mumbled something, then he too fell asleep.
In the ditch all was silent.
*
“What did he say, that stupid: we might live through it? How can he know? Did he see the blood on the walls
of the wagons, when they were taking us from the PW\fn{ Prisoner of War.} camp in Germany for repatriation na
rodinu? The blood of those who cut their veins, one after another, with the blade!
The dark eyes of “Petit Andre” opened wide. Oh, get rid of that picture of the bloody strings flowing slowly
along the wall of the wagon … the blood of those who waited in a row for a miserable death by suicide, milder at
least than what awaited them if the Americans handed them over to the Reds.
His eyes closed again. The red thread disappeared and in its place appeared the smoothly-combed hair of the
MVD major. “Don’t be afraid, boys, you’ll go to rodina; you’ll be repatriated. Rodina will forgive you.” And his
cool, unblinking fish eyes ironically bored through the face of Andrii Gonta. Forgive! As if we had not, as German
slaves, dug the corpses from the mass graves in the “Park of Culture and Relaxation,” the bodies of those
executed years ago by the NKVD,\fn{ The People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs, the name of the Soviet political police, from
1934-1943.} in Vynnytsia.
His thought returned to Vynnytsia, small, provincial Vynnytsia on the Boh River: the ten-year school, his mark
of “A” in the Ukrainian language, the excursion to Moscow, the performance of Korniichuk’s Pravda\fn{Truth.} at
the Bolshoi Theater, all the falseness, the fakes, the indignity—all the lies, lies!
And then the war with Finland, the occupation of Western Ukraine, until then a part of Poland; the secret
meetings with those strange young men and women who not only spoke the Ukrainian tongue, but thought
Ukrainian thoughts, of a free country, keystone of the western Slavic nations, powerful enough to escape
domination by Moscow or Berlin.
And then the hew war, the retreat and the long, long time as prisoner of war, the “Valley of Death” in Uman
City, where thousands of prisoners starved to death or were beaten to death by the Germans; then digging out the
corpses of those executed by the NKVD in old Vynnytsia, and hard beatings and hunger and ill treatment at the
hands of such as this, what’s his name, Hans Schroeder. Then the Vlasov recruiters, and after that again the same
boys as the Western Ukrainians in 1939, but this time in German uniforms with the Ukrainian lion on their
sleeves. Then the end of the war, and surrender, and the end of everything; the barbed wire of the PWQ camp, the
compulsory repatriation of “collaborators,” American guards and American wagons, and again the red string of
blood on the wall, oh God! Oh, God!
And then—the wire cut in the night with stolen piers, the flight into the French Zoneof Germany; the recruiting
bureau of the Foreign Legion, where nobody asks any question but “Votre nom?” “Mon nom—Andre.” “Perhaps
Andre Petit,”\fn{Little Andre.} laughed the fat sergeant, and this question was answered for long years to come.
Marseilles, Sidi bel Abbes,\fn{For 120 years the headquarters of the Foreign Legion, until it was closed by the Algerian
government; the Foreign Legion is now headquartered in France .} more training, the long voyage, seven years of the dirty
war—“Operation Hache,” burning rice straw huts, executions of old men and women and children, parachute
jumps into the green chaos of the jungle, assaults, ambushes …
Far away from here on the banks of the small Ukrainian stream called Boh the forget-me-nots are blossoming
again; it’s spring, it’s May. They are blossoming beside the monastery where the Cossack leader Bohun\fn{ An
allusion to Bohdan Khmel’nyt’sky, who in 1648 led a momentous uprising against the Empire of Poland-Litnuania, and who, for a while,
carried all before him.} defeated the Poles three hundred years ago; they are blossoming in the park where NKVD
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agents laid row by row the corpses, each with a hole in the back of the head. Oh, far, far away from here, distant
green Vynnytsia, a small town on the banks of the Boh.
No, Hans Schroeder; no, Lieutenant Arraye. For Petit Andre, for Andrii Gonta, the way into the Commnists’
prison is closed.
*
“Goddamn right I don’t wanna be caught by those yellow crooks. Hell, yesterday I was flying like that guy the
Red just stopped popping at, flying that freight Fairchild, throwing supplies to the besieged Frogs.\fn{ An insulting
term for Frenchmen.} The job was all right—pay not bad, insurance, pension for Janet ‘in case of something …’ But
after what the boys told after they came back from the PW camp in Korea, me get caught by those dirty, yellow,
stinkin’ bums—no, no sir.
Some seek adventure; some have adventure thrust upon them. Which one’s me? No job, after the Korean war,
Janet expecting the baby, the mortgage and car payments two months overdue already; then the offer for civilian
pilots to fly material to Indochina. Good job: ten thousand a year, 25 thousand insurance—where can you find a
better job for an unemployed World War Two pilot nowadays. Wait, where is Indochina; Let’s take a look at the
camp. Aha, real close to India and China; yes, here’s Hanoi and here’s that—what’s the name … Fort
Dienbienphu.
Then more of the same, like the nights over Stuttgart, Karlsruhe, Dresden, Vienna: flak shaking the plane.
Hardly enough time to jump—and Jimmy, the navigator, wasn’t lucky at all. God bless these guys who found me.
But a Commie PW camp? Never. That big guy, what’s his name? Peter or Pierre—he’s right: hit the path to the
jungle. 130 kilometers; how many miles is that? One mile is 1609 meters, or a meter is 5/8 mile … surrender …
no!
*
Kurt must be 12 years old now … or is he 13? When I was on leave last time, in January, 1945, how old was
he? I could take the letter from Anne Marie from the helmet, but what’s the sense? I almost could recite it: Kurt is
going to the Oberschule; Anne Marie goes every day to the office of the French Commissioner in Koblenz, trying
to free me from the Foreign Legion; everything is hopeless; everything was in vain; but she still hopes, waits, is
faithful …
But what other way could I expect? SS-Unterschafuehrer Kurt Breuer, of “Leibstanderte Adolf Hitler”—now
Corporal Hans Schroeder, Légion étrangère. Nothing else left in the spring of 1945, only the recruiting office of
the Foreign Legion in Mainz. My record was due to turn up any day, the record of what happened over there, in
Osten, in Eastern Europe, where those two came from, Andre and Sergeant Pierre.
The open space surrounded with barbed wire, in among the hills, close to the highway. The long ditches the
prisoners dug. The long benches where they sit, row after row, naked—men, women, children, old people. One
after another they march to the edge of the grave dug by their own hands, obedient, dead before the bullet crushes
their skulls. The whole platoon got special privileges that day early in the morning, schnapps, extra wurst; they
knew that there would be Spezial Kommande. Drunken men look a different way at skulls broken by bullets; the
hands that press the triggers seem remote, not one’s own—again another body, another wet rug falls into the ditch,
young girls, old men, boys. One after another the spiritless corpses walk to the edge of the ditch; the long wooden
bench is empty again; the gray cadavers fill the grave, and the bulldozers roar as the guards lead the next crowd of
naked victims. All unreal, a haze, one is there and not there …
“Ach, Posten, Posten, lassen Sie mir beim Leben!” mumbled the young woman with pale lips, whose sparkling
beauty was not nullified by her shaven head, her face grimaced with fear of death. “Oh, guard, save my life! Ach,
Posten, Posten!”
And then, years later, the pregnant women in the bamboo huts, the strange guttural language; but they were
just like the others, begging for their lives. Fire thrown at the rice straw roofs; shots, killing old women, paralyzed
old men in the huts who could not move, little children. “Operation Hache,” the dirty war! Well, is it ever clean?
“Didn’t you ever surrender?” that Ukrainian sergeant asked me. He knows something; he’s suspicious about
me. How did they say yesterday over the loudspeaker: “Deutsche Kameraden from the Legion, thrown down your
arms; come over to us …” I must decide.
*
From over on the left came a machine gun burst. None of the men even lifted his head. The artillery was silent
now, no low flying planes to drop napalm canisters. Maybe they will start another attack at night, just to soften up
and hurry the last decision. It must be done before then; they always start at nine.
If we are not in the jungle by nine, thought Lieutenant Victor Arraye de Treville, then I will never see you
again, mon Paris. It is a long ay to you, mon Paris, as far as the nights in the Faubourg St. Germain, the
discussions in the Cite Universitaire, browsing in the wooden boxes of the bouquinuistes are from the green
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camouflage overall of the Foreign Legion in Indochina.
Far behind, a dying blue flame like the poems of Baudelaire,\fn{ Charles Pierre Baudelaire (1821-1867), French poet and
critic.} is the pre-dawn life on the Place Pigalle, the awakening of Les Shalles, the last kisses in the students’
mansarde, the last tears of Madamen Arraye de Treville, over whose bed hangs the red ribbon of the Legion
d’Honneur and Medaille Militairer\fn{Two of the highest honors for personal bravery in France .} of her husband, victor’s
father, who did not return from the Maginot Line in 1940.\fn{ The system of elaborate stationary fortifications abpit 200 miles
long constructed at enormous cost by the French government between World War I and II to prevent a frontal assault from Germany. They
succeeded, in the sense that the Germans, instead of throwing themselves against this barricade, simply outflanked it .}

Who could know, coming as a volunteer, what he would do during these two years—“Operation Hache?” Who
could know it would be hunting fanatic partisans who die with the shout, “Ho Chi Minh\fn{ (1890-1969), the son of an
official who resigned his post in protest against French domination of his country, the leader of his people’s struggle against first the French
and then the American imperialists.} will live thousands of years!”? Who could know that it would mean burning out

villages in the jungle, killing children, while their mothers are raped, executions and murders …
*
“Why are we here?” Terno said strangely, with his quiet smile. “You, the French, are quelling a revolution, to
preserve your empire. We”—he threw a glance at his friend, Andre—“we are not stopping a revolution, we are
conducting one, against another empire, here and elsewhere.”
By the time darkness comes, everything will be decided, <thought Arraye.> If only I were not broken down
with fever. If I lose consciousness here … but there always will be Terno. What’s burning in that Terno? He has
still not told me everything, I knew that. He is hiding something, that silent Terno …
If you could know, thought Petro Ternovych, watching the lieutenant from under partially closed eyelids, if
you could only know, you poor disillusioned, smashed-up hero! No, I haven’t told all I know. One must remain
here, probably forever.
The narrow path between two hills. They bring the ammunition that way. Behind the hills, on both sides, the
thick jungle; whoever gets into it is safe, no search can find him. On the foreground of the hills, in front of the
artillery positions, guard posts with machine guns. They cover the path and can rake whoever comes up to it. Only
if someone will draw their attention from the path … someone—who?
Arraye is wounded; he wouldn’t even be able to hold a pistol. That cowboy? Good boy, but what canhe do?
They taught him to drive an automobile and fly an airplane,not to fight on land. That German corporal—he
coulnd’t stand it; he would go to the other side and break the whole business. But he is the only one not wounded
in this crippled company. But still, one hates to let him get out of sight, that sonofabitcvh. Andrii? He is in bad
shape. His leg is swollen—if only it is not gangrene—and it is a long way to Hanoi. Oh, if I could only be with
you, sighed Petro, and he caught himself in the decision that he had already determined who would be the
“someone.” It means you must be the one to remain here, Petro? Before the young moon comes up you will be
some hard, motionless object in this muddy ditch? Not see the fog lifting before the first rays of sunshine
tomorrow morning?
But Andrii can’t be caught by the Reds. He is from the Soviet Union; they would send him back to Russia. No,
those who transmit every morning over the loudspeakers, “Tovarischi, throw down your arms, the homeland,
rodina, will forgive you everything.” They will identify Andrii Gonta, former Soviet citizen. Andrii must get out.
But it would be a pity if the road must end. The long road: the village over the Dniester canyon, the silver
rocks on its banks; the gay, boy-herdsman years, then first work in the underground, first beatings by the Polish
police, first arrests, first months in prison. The studying as much as possible, and a youth spent behind bars as a
political prisoner.
The thunder from the East, the rattling of the tanks, the swift-moving tanks. Again arrests, the long line of
ragged slaves deported beyond the Polar Circle, the month-long days and nights. Then, hope of freedom, the
Polish officers in Siberia, recruiting for General Anders’ Corps. Again the same old slogans, the same old “there is
no Ukrainian nation,” and the last remaining escape: desertion to the recruiting office of the Legion.
You never had much luck, Petro! But happiness is not recorded for everyone in the book of fate. You survived
—up to now—and not many had that much luck. Andrii must get out, and there is no one else to help him; only
the two of us here who understand, who have been hounded by East and West both.
*
All was still on the dead field. The earth, broken, raped, smashed by artillery shells, was a graveyard,
markerless and receptive. The hills were silent, silent was the main fort, silent was the artillery at the edge of the
forest. No reconnaissance planes droned in the air. Heavy drowsiness tortured the men broken and run down by
fever and strenuous exertion. Somewhere far away was the world, majestic mountains, green fir forests, white,
snow-covered clearings, foaming rivers, cities where men had leisure to rush about. But here is only the dead
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silence of no man’s land, heavy half-dream and waiting, for the evening and the darkness to come and bring the
end. The end? What end?
“Goddam, it’s dark already,” sighed the pilot His body ached from the parachute jump. On the horizon pockets
flashed from time to time, slowly falling, flooding the field with light. “Oh-oh, they’ve started the fireworks
already. Probably the evening concert soon, too. Wouldn’t I like to be in Pompton Plains, New Jersey!”
“Hey, you!”—somebody was bending over the American—“Listen.”
“Listen,” said the voice in French, “you understand me?”
The American nodded his head, then clasped the shoulder of his questioner, expressing understanding.
“So, listen. The lieutenant has fever. Understand? There is no point in asking anyone about the decision. Hans
will go first, avant garde. Then those two—the lieutenant and Andre”—the voice trembled a little—“and then
you. You, the last one. Remember, let nothing hold you back. When you hear firing from here and they, they
yellows, start answering the faire, go, go—understand?”
“Yes, Sarge, but how about you? When do you go?”
“I’ll go later. Don’t worry about me. But you must understand that he—well, they—all of you must get
through. All of you but Hans are cripples. If somebody does not draw the attention of the Vietminh, nobody will
get through. The score is simple: 1-4. Clear?”
Something strange was happening to the American. Something bitter was coming up in his throat and choking
him.
“I would like,” he whispered through clenched teeth, “I would like to stay with you … but, oh, goddam!”
“Never mind, Pilot,” whispered the voice in the darkness. “Never mind. Remember: you’re the only one who
knows. You must never tell them. Right?”
“Right!” answered the American through clenched teeth. But he knew that he lied.
The lieutenant was groaning and mumbling some delirious words. Hans supported him, but Arraye again
slipped through his hands. “That will be the trouble, Herrgot, verflucht!”
“Can you walk, Andrii?” The sergeant helped his friend get up. “I know you will make it. What we’ve walked
through already!”
“With you I will always get through, Petro,” answered Andrii Gonta. “We walked the long roads together,
remember?” His voice was weak and tired.
“I will be a little behind you.” Petro’s voice turned again into the voice of Sergeant Terno. “I’ll cover your
road. I will see you after I get that job done, in the jungle, or in Hanoi, or somewhere.”
“We’ll come through. With you, Petro, we always come through. Oh, if only that damned leg didn’t ache so
much!”
“Hans!” The sergeant took the German by the hand and pointed to his wrist watch. “Compare your tie with
mine. See, in five minutes you start the march. There is no point in talking to the lieutenant. You will first go. Bear
to the left from the barbed wire; the right side is full of miners. In ten minutes even such a bunch of cripples
should be at the foot of the hills. Wait strictly ten minutes. In ten minutes—come what may—hear me, Hans,
come what may, all of you jump over the path and into the jungle.”
“Und was machat du?” Astonishment sounded in the German’s voice. “Hans—or rather—listen and don’t
wonder. There were people who knew you as a KZ guard, but they are not alive any more, understand? Long ago I
was supposed to give you a bullet, you know what for. But I am lending you your life, SS-Unterscharfuehrer
Breuer, if … if you lead them safely through the jungle.”
No answer. From the darkness came only the heavy breathing of corporal Hans Schroeder.
“I am giving you a gift, Breuer, that bullet, but you must get him, Andrii Gonta, into a safe place. You must do
it!”
One more second of heavy, fast breathing. And the voice, “Ja, in Ordnung. I’ll do it.”
When Petro turned, he heard yet the quick words, “Ein moment, Peter, Do any others …?”
Petro turned. His whisper was mildly ironic. “No Corporal Schroeder. And what I know is in the grave.”
Arraye again regained consciousness. With trembling left hand he opened the holster of his pistol. “Everybody
decided, right, Terino? You’re the last, what?”
“Oui, mon Lieutenant! I am the last. Now you can go.”
A scuffling, some stifled groans. Petro boosted them as one after another they struggled to the parapet of the
trench. Finally the American climbed up. Now they were all away. No, the pilot’s head appeared again at the edge
of the ditch. Petro saw it clearly on the background of the slightly righted sky. He was holding something in his
hand, and Petro reached up. A crumpled pack with two cigarettes in it.
“I don’t have any more. SO long, man.”
“Thanks, merci. Some day I may give them back …”
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The head disappeared for good. The slight sounds in the mud silenced.
After things like that, it isn’t so hard. But now, fear, normal fear, comes up from all the dark corners. There is
still time, still time. You can still jump out of the trench and follow them—or surrender. Nobody would ever
know. But I can’t, I can’t! Still four minutes. Why me? Why just me? Why should I die here, alone, afraid, not
gloriously, not in the passion of battle, but alone in the mud. Oh, God, help me; save me—or help me to stay here.
“That others may live, that others …” Yes, but not alone in a ditch for five whole minutes. They need only five
minutes, and then … Oh, God, why is it going so slow. Still two more minutes, two whole minutes!”
Petro Ternovych bent his head on his hands. “I can’t pray now, God. But You are the Great, the Merciful.
You’ll help me. Our Father, Our Father … I can’t remember what comes next—there will be no time for the
whole prayer. They will … thirty seconds more … Thy will …
Petro Ternovych’s hand did not tremble as he pulled the trigger of the machine gun, directing its muzzle
toward the hills. Amid the dead silence of the foreground sounded the rattling bursts of the light machine gun—
and then hell opened its gates.
Over the field climbed a hissing rocket, and then a second, and they fell directly over the lone trench where the
machine gun was firing. The front line of the Vietminh, the whole front line, seemed to jump from its silence.
The batteries spat fire like devils loosed from their chains. The rocket guns screamed against the dull crunch of
mortars. Serials of tracers in variously colored lines met amid the broken stumps of the trees in the darkness. Both
hills, on both sides of the path, emitted bright flashes of fire, all concentrated on the lone trench.
The mad exhibition of the lone shooter lasted only a few minutes. The spitting fire from the trench suddenly
stopped, and the Vietminh mortar and gun crews, smiling and joking, in American overalls, poured their rain of
shells into the field for a few minutes, the few minutes, the few minutes necessary for the figures crawling now
through the first bushes of the thick jungle, then ceased.
The trench was silent now. The next rocket showed only mixed mud, fragments of boxes, some long objects
through its slow ride down, and hissed out on the silent field.
Somewhere between the muddy pools, amid the broken stumps, a head in a helmet poked out. Petro Ternovych
listened carefully. “You stopped shooting at me, “tovarischi”? Crossed sergeant Terno off your record? Too soon.”
The long hours will be passing. Somewhere on the horizon the first glow of pre-dawn light will strike the
skies. Toward this light slowly crawls the lone figure amid the dead field.
The silence will last until morning.
Fortress Dienbienphu will last until morning.
Fortress Dienbienphu will surrender tomorrow.
2.86 By The Light Of Day\fn{by Emmanuil Kazakevich (1913-1962)} Kremenchug, Poltava Oblast, Ukraine (M) 19
It was the first hour of dawn. The grey twilight of early morning gradually, but with an insistence that
increased with every minute, crept into cracks and fissures, penetrated dark gateways, licked the congealed
shadows off walls and doorsteps. Quadrangular spaces filled with formless mist that, while offering no reminder
of sun, slowly brightened, whitened, took on a rosy hue, and suddenly, with a faint shudder, was pierced by
golden sunrays shot from upper-storey windows.
This moment trailed a whole series of new sounds and scenes in its wake. From a nearby yard came the
sputtering of an early motor-car. A factory whistle sounded from afar. Windows banged open. Feet shuffled in
passages. A janitor in a white apron stood at a yard gate and greeted the rising sun with a loud and zestful yawn. A
militiaman, chilled by the night’s watch, glanced into a little looking-glass and smoothed down the tuft of fair hair
sticking from under the regulation cap; the morning light revealed the militiaman to be a girl. The first tram blew
yellow leaves off the rails with a soft swish.
Down the middle of the street came a man, glancing from side to side with the curiosity that marked him as a
stranger in town. He was wearing a soldier’s greatcoat and had an old knapsack, stained by sweat and rain, on his
back. Everything about him spoke of the recent war, the one exception being his cap, an ordinary workman’s cap,
new and cheap, his sole concession to the era of peace. The cap spoiled the picture, robbing his features
(prominent cheekbones, blue eyes, an amiable mouth framed by full lips) of some of their soldier expressiveness.
In mild surprise he looked about him at Moscow awakening. A street-watering truck passed him by, drenching
him with fine spray. He smiled and waved good-naturedly to the driver. The gesture indicated a geniality that had
nothing to do with the cheap familiarity of city-dwellers, but rather bespoke an independent spirit of a soldier who
had tramped hundreds of kilometres of open road. Even his choice of the street rather than the pavement to walk
on was an expression of his soldierhood, his habit of marching in the ranks, of feeling himself part of a column,
for which the pavements are too narrow to march on.
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The man had certainly come from distant parts (the crumpled state of his greatcoat suggested he had been
sleeping fully clothed on the wooden berth of a third-class railway carriage). Perhaps he had never been to
Moscow before, yet he showed no sign of puzzlement. His years in the army, being constantly on the move had
stripped him, as it had most ex-soldiers, of all traces of provincialism, rusticity, awkwardness. Whenever he came
to an intersection he stopped, read the names of the streets and walked on with a sure and even tread. Evidently he
had been provided with detailed instructions and it was, perhaps, a sporting interest that kept him from making
enquiries of militiamen or early passers-by.
The only thing that revealed his country origin was his tendency to greet everyone he met—some house
painters, for instance, who were on their way to their day’s assignment and whom he wished a polite and cheerful
“Good morning.”
In this greeting, and specially in the way it was spoken, could be detected not only the natural openheartedness of the Russian peasant, but also a peasant’s esteem for the labour of men about to redecorate no
“ordinary” houses, but the houses .of Moscow, the capital, the pride and dream of millions of hearts in the most
distant corners of this far-flung country.
In this manner the man walked the length of Kirov Street which brought him out on Dzerzhinsky Square. So
numerous are the big and small streets converging on this square that he would have been fully justified; in asking
his way, but, after standing and deliberating a moment, he made for the opposite pavement, crossed another street
and traversed one by-street after another until he again found himself on a square. As he stood considering how to
proceed, he was suddenly struck by the grandeur of this square and by something extraordinarily familiar in its
outlines and in the high red wall running along one side of it. When his eye fell on the Lenin Mausoleum he
realised where he was. He stood transfixed for, while knowing of the existence of Red Square and even knowing
in detail all the buildings and monuments on it, he was stunned to discover that everything was exactly as he had
seen it in films, in thousands of drawings, photographs, and paintings. Perhaps the things that. astonished him
most was that he had emerged upon this square as simply and easily as upon any other. His pride in Moscow, and
especially in this square, her Holy of Holies, made him wish it might have been otherwise. Would not it be more
fitting if tickets of admission were sold?
“Just look where you’ve landed, Andrei Sleptsov,” he said under his breath, taking his right hand out of his
pocket as if to salute. His left hand remained in his pocket, and this would have been odd for a soldier if he had
had a left hand and arm. But he had none, only an empty sleeve.
Andrei Sleptsov stood in Red Square a good twenty minutes before he set out again, turning right off the
square. On reaching Okhotny Ryad he addressed a militiaman for the first time and was told to go up to Pushkin
Square and there follow the boulevard until he came to the street he was looking for.
It was, however, too early to knock at doors, and so, without turning into the street, he sat down on a bench
along the boulevard. Here he soon drowsed off.
When he awoke it was already nine o’clock. The scene had undergone such change that he scarcely recognised
it. Deserted streets that had spread freely in the coolness of early morning sun were now seething thoroughfares. A
buzz and clatter, a hum and hammer, a blur of voices and a blare and shouting, delighted by its own magnitude, its
own multiplicity of sound and colour. So unexpected was the change that Sleptsov was dazzled by it. In a state of
joyful bewilderment he made his way through the babies and nurses on the boulevard, found his by-street and
entered the yard he was looking for.
It was an ordinary Moscow yard enclosed by the many-storeyed walls of a block of flats. Here, too, were
evidences of a love of nature. In the middle of the yard was a small garden whose flowers had faded but whose
grass was still fresh. Sleptsov winked at the green blades as at a friend and ally among this mighty array of bricks,
glass and asphalt.
His heart beat faster as he cast his eye over the countless windows and balconies. He fastened all tbe hooks on
his greatcoat before he turned his steps towards one of the entrances of the house, near which an old woman in
spectacles and with a white kerchief on her head was sitting on a low bench knitting a sock. So simple and ancient
an occupation reminded Sleptsov of his native village and made it easy for him to approach her.
“Do you happen to know in what flat the Nechayevs live, Granny?” he said.
The old woman raised stern eyes to his face and delayed her reply until she had scanned him unceremoniously.
Sleptsov gave a little smile.
“Hard of hearing, Granny?” he asked.
Granny was about to make a sharp reply to what she considered impudence, but the sight of his empty sleeve
touched her heart, and she said kindly:
“It’s entrance six you want, my boy, over there on the other side. Third floor.”
Slowly Sleptsov made his way to the entrance indicated and climbed the stairs. On reaching the third floor he
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took a deep breath, once again tested the hooks on his greatcoat and rang the bell.
*
A pale-faced boy of about twelve opened the door. He waited for the stranger to speak first, but the stranger
only stood and looked at him, a shy and tender smile creeping across his face.
“I’m Andrei Sleptsov,” he said at last. “Andrei Sleptsov. Tha’'s who I am.”
There was a slight tremor in his voice, and when he finished he stood waiting, looking intently at the boy, as if
expecting the name to mean something to him. But the boy was as silent and unresponsive as ever.
This piqued Sleptsov, who broke out with:
“Isn’t your name Yura?”
“Yes,” said the boy in surprise.
“I know,” said Sleptsov more amiably. “I recogniszd you at once. I should think so! But you didn’t know me.
That’s because you’ve never seen me in your life.” He gave a nervous little chuckle. “Is that the way to greet a
man, not even asking him in? And me having traveled almost a week to get here! I’ve come a long distance. All
the way from Siberia. Ever heard of the town of Krasnoyarsk? Well, that’s where I’ve come from—all the way
from a place near Krasnoyarsk to pay you a visit, Yura.”
“Come in,” said the boy doubtfully. He backed into the hall and opened another door.
Sleptsov followed him and found himself in a square room, not very large, which seemed to serve as diningroom and the boy’s room combined. There was a dining-table in it and a side-board filled with dishes and also a
smallish bed, and bookshelves wIth school-books on them and a globe on top. A glass of tea was growing cold on
the table, a slice of bread lay beside the tea and some butter gleamed yellow in a saucer. Sleptsov’s ring had
apparently interrupted the boy’s breakfast. With a glance at the table, the soldier said:
“Having your breakfast? Go right on with it, don’t mind me. Where’s your mother?”
“She’s gone to work.”
“So Olga Petrovna’s gone to work, has she?” repeated Sleptsov, taking pleasure in calling the boy’s mother by
her proper names, thereby offering further proof of his acquaintanceship with the family. “Well, well, so we’ll
have to wait.” He pronounced this meaningly with an air of secrecy that was out of keeping with the frank
expression of his face.
Dropping his knapsack beside the door and tossing his cap and coat on top, he took a chair. His eyes ran over
the books and globe on the shelves.
“How are you getting on in school?” he asked, his eyes narrowing.
“All right,” said the boy evasively. A shadow flitted across his sensitive face and it was with an effort he added
“Two C’s. All the rest are A’s.”
“I see,” said Sleptsov. A brief study of the boy told him not to rebuke him for the C’s; he only repeated “I see,”
and added: “Your father was an educated man and you ought to be one too: educated, cultured, in a word—a
Soviet man.”
The boy smiled wanly at the soldier’s exhortation, and the smile was tinged with the townsman’s contempt for
the peasant’s unsophisticated way of thinking. At least so it seemed to Slotsov, who did not like the smile. He
looked the boy straight in the eye with a stern disapproval that bespoke fine powers of reading unspoken thoughts.
Yura winced and turned to his breakfast.
As he slowly drew his bread and tea towards him, Sleptsov exchanged his seat for an armchair in the corner,
from which shadowed and cozy nook he regarded the boy intently, as if seeking something familiar in his
movements, the turn of his head, the line of his lips and chin, his every aspect. Having found what he was looking
for, especially in the expression of the boy’s eyes (which were sad and absent-minded), he nodded to himself. But
he was surprised by a certain tenseness in the boy’s attitude and behaviour. He did not know what thoughts were
passing through Yura’s mind at that moment.
Yura was thinking that he ought to invite this man who had come, from so far away to share his breakfast with
him, but there was so little on the table, and no sugar at all, only one little piece of candy that would not last
through a single glass’ of tea—the meagre portions of rationing. And as he sat there in his awkward pose he
wondered what to do; he was ashamed not to invite the visitor to the table, but at the same time he was too hungry
to willingly share such a scanty meal. At last, with a small sigh and a farewell glance at the bread and butter, he
raised his grave eyes and said:
“Won’t you have breakfast with me?”
His inner battle over, Yura brightened noticeably; a load was lifted from his heart. Sleptsov, too, grew more
cheerful on perceiving the change in him. He got up and exclaimed:
“I’m not very hungry, but I will sit down with you. I hope you don’t mind if I make a little contribution?”
He went to his knapsack, deftly untied it with his one hand and, without further comment, took one package
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after another out of it, each one more enticing than the last. Soon there was a whole pile of tempting food on the
table, including strings of smoked and dried fish and chunks of cold roasted meat.
The boy could not believe his eyes. Sleptsov had to urge him to partake of this abundant, unrationed, savoury,
filling food which, in addition to everything else, bore the aroma of great wild spaces, where fish was not bought
in shops but caught in big rivers, and meat was procured by stalking and stabbing or shooting. Yura became drunk
with food, and, like most drunkards, grew voluble. During breakfast he confided to Sleptsov many of his joys and
griefs, including the grudge he bore his geography teacher for passing out unfair marks, the quarrel he had had
with a chap named Fedya, the story of many of his finds as well as of his losses, of lengthy walks taken alone and
with playmates during which they peered into ground-floor windows.
Sleptsov listened carefully, occasionally nodding his head as an assurance of his attention or approval. At last
he asked:
“What do you want to be when you grow up?” In the tone of one who was all-powerful, one of whom all
things depended, he added: “Come right out with it now, don’t be afraid.”
Perhaps Yura really did think a man who could produce such an abundance of delicious food was all-powerful;
anyway he confessed to hIm his desire to become a pilot of a fighter-plane.
Indeed, he almost confided to him his most secret and constant dream (the usual, if most painstakingly
concealed dream of most sickly, weak and sensitive boys) of distinguishing himself as an athlete, of becoming the
strongest of the strong. Not that he wished to win honour and glory. He was perfectly willing that no one should
know of his great strength—not, at least, until that crucial moment when he should be confronted by some overt
act of injustice: big boys teasing little ones, the strong injuring the weak, the many the few, the bad the good.
He glanced up and made mental note of the affection in the Siberian’s eyes, and yet. he withheld this second
confidence, knowing in his heart that it was, after all, but a childish dream and much too fantastic ever to be
realised. Yet, with the practicality and sad wisdom of a child who has rarely eaten his fill, he said to himself that if
he could breakfast every day as he had this morning, perhaps he might really become the strongest man in the
world. This thought gave rise to another: that he was partaking too liberally of the stranger’s food, and so, instead
of reaching for another piece or fish, he withdrew his hand and leaned back in his chair.
“Time to go to school?” asked Sleptsov.
“Not yet. I’m in the second shift,” replied the boy. “But I’ve got to do my homework.”
“I see,” said Sleptsov. “I won’t disturb you. You get to work and I’ll just sit here in the corner.”
But he did not sit down at once. He walked slowly about the room, studying everything in it carefully. There
were two pictures of women on the wall and he asked who they were. On being told that one was the eminent
scientist, Marie Curie,\fn{Marie Curie (1867-1934), French chemist} and the other the famous actress Kommissarzhevskaya, he gazed at them respectfully. He turned the leaves of a calendar, gave the globe a whirl, and at last settled
himself again in the cozy arm-chair in the corner. When he had rolled himself a cigarette of crude tobacco with
one hand and one knee, the thought struck him that he probably ought not to smoke in the room, he ought to go
outside, or at least into the hall, but he was too lazy to get up. Yura was writing slowly and industriouslv. A carved
clock on the wall chimed pleasingly. Sleptsov felt himself dozing off again. He fought his drowsiness, for he
wanted to see Yura off to school, but with every minute the weariness of five days spent in a crowded third-class
railway carriage grew on him, and at last he was asleep—for the second time that morning.
*
Sleptsov dreamed he was in a dug-out floored with straw smoking as he sat beside the sleeping Captain N
echayev, commander of their battalion. The commander’s long eyelashes, wet with rain, were plastered to the skin
below his eyes. Sleptsov had to wake him and give him an important message. In his sleep he racked his brains to
remember what the message was and could not. Suddenly he heard a child crying nearby, and this reminded him
of what he must say. He must tell the captain he had fulfilled his dying request, that he had come to Moscow to
see his family and give them the things entrusted to him. And suddenly Sleptsov, in his sleep, realised the live
Nechayev was lying next to him and therefore could not have communicated a dying request. Sleptsov was
horrified; he wanted to wake Nechayev, but he feared the captain would die if he did, since he was already dead
anyway. Even in his sleep Sleptsov realised this was absurd, and it occurred to him that perhaps Nechayev was
not dead at all and had not made a dying request, and that perhaps the war was not over and he had just dreamed
it. He felt everything was mixed up in his mind, but he was powerless to bring order to the chaos.
The only thing that was undeniably real was the crying of the baby. The soldier could not imagine how an
infant could have got there. Could there be refugees nearby? Or was it a homeless waif? He looked out over the
parapet and saw a gay little village, clearly not Russian, with pink and yellow houses, probably one of those
Hungarian villages with an unpronounceable name of which he had seen so many before the shrapnel shattered
his arm.
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Just then Nechayev’s eyelashes twitched and pulled away from the skin as the captain opened his large eyes
with difficulty and slowly turned an all-seeing gaze, tranquil and contented, upon Sleptsov.
Sleptsov woke up in a cold sweat. The baby’s crying was more distinct now than it had been in his dream. But
he was still under the spell of the dream, and when at last he came to and realised where he was, his heart
contracted with a happiness greater than any hitherto experienced.
Yura had left. His books were no longer on the table. The food brought from Siberia had been placed in a neat
pile, covered with a newspaper and pushed to the corner of the table nearest to Sleptsov. The baby’s cries were
coming from the next room. Soon the baby itself put in an appearance. It was little girl carried in the plump arms
of a big-bosomed young woman with dishevelled straw-coloured hair. The woman was jouncing the child up and
down; one hand under its head, the other under its buttocks, and in this grip .the child lay plump and naked and
screaming, frantically pushing her little fists with their petal-like fingers into her mouth.
Still working her half-extended arms up and down, the woman asked in a sing-song voice:
“Have you come from far?”
“From very far,” replied Sleptsov, asking in turn: “Why is she screaming like that?”
“Don’t know. I’ve tried everything …”
“Maybe she’s hungry?
“No. She just ate. Even spit up. Maybe it’s colic. Who knows? She can’t tell.”
Sleptsov went over to the baby. When her wandering gaze fell on the stranger’s face she gave a broad,
toothless smile revealing pink gums. It was hard to believe that only a moment before she had been shrieking as if
her little heart were burdened with all the grief and injustices of our wretched planet. Proud of his magic touch,
and filled with tenderness for the child, he pursed his lips, clucked his tongue, rolled his eyes—in a word, made
energetic use of all the meagre possibilities of the human physiognomy. His only regret was that he did not have
long ears to twitch. The infant went on smiling with an unconsciously patronising air as if she knew that all these
tricks were being performed for her sole benefit. She seemed even to be forcing herself to smile as a reward for
the expenditure of such great effort.
“Come to me?” asked Sleptsov, holding out his arm. “Will you? Come along. Don’t cry.”
He carefully slipped his arm under the little body, pressing the child’s head to his shoulder. The infant lay there
as in a cradle, looking up into his face, which, observed from this new angle, seemed to hold added interest.
Delighted by the stranger’s unexpected success in soothing the child, the nurse hurried out of the room, brought
some nappies, a shirt and a blanket, wrapped up her charge and again put the baby on Sleptsov’s arm, saying with
surprised familiarity:
“You should have been a nanny, that’s what. Look at her laughing!”
“I know a word that acts like a charm on kids,” said Sleptsov in a matter-of-fact tone.
The nurse opened her eyes wide and sat down on a chair.
“Come now, you’re joking!”
“No, I’m not. Look into my eyes. See the little flames there?”
The nurse glanced with some awe into his eyes, saw the reflection of the windows and murmured hesitantly:
“It does seem like …”
“That’s it. And now I’ll tell you the word and you repeat it, and if you remember it you’ll always be able to
stop a baby’s crying. Listen: Szekesfehervar.” He repeated it twice with a mysterious air: “Szekesfehervar.
Szekesfehervar.”
He could not restrain a smile: the name of this Hungarian town had. been a. tongue-twister for all the men of
the Third Ukrainian Front.
She knew he was joking, but she enjoyed the joke, and she liked his mysterious air, and the gay little lines at
the corners of his eyes. She no longer looked upon him as a strange visitor come for some inconceivable reason,
but as a respectable and attractive young man. She grew more formal, began to pronounce her words affectedly,
giggle unnaturally, and throw him sidelong glances with that primitive but charming coquetry practised in the
village she came from. She longed to ask him if he was married but lacked the courage.
Suddenly she jumped up:
“Goodness gracious! I’ve probably missed my turn in the bread queue! What with your sekeshes and fekeshes
we’ll be left without our day’s rations! I’ll be right back. Don’t miss me when Im gone!”
She shot him a final winsome glance and ran out. One door banged, then another, and all was quiet—more
quiet than in the village. In the village dogs bark, hens cackle, cows moo, but here it was absolutely still, as quiet
as only a city flat on a quiet by-street can be in the daytime when children are in school and grown-ups are at
work.
Sleptsov, left alone with the infant in his arms (or rather, his arm) settled back more comfortably into the arm254

chair. He longed to smoke, but, fearing to rouse the drowsing child, merely said:
“Soon your mama’ll come back with some nice fresh bread and she’ll give you some milk and then I’ll have
my smoke. That is, I’ll go out into the hall like any well-bred young man so as not to puff smoke in your face.”
Then he sang under his breath an outlandish lullaby composed by some misanthrope to frighten little babies:
Out in the yard one day,
There was an awful riot;
I went into the yard,
And everything was quiet—
Bye-o-bye, bye-o-bye.

After dozing awhile, the infant woke up and was about to cry when the familiar face swam into her field of
vision. She looked at it long and intently, and her gaze seemed to reflect such a lucid and profound mind, such
concentrated thought, that Sleptsov was moved and astounded, and for a moment he fancied she knew all there
was to know about him. It was only when she gave him another toothless pink smile that he shook off his
momentary illusion and murmured tenderly:
“Little girl. Little girl. Sweet little girl.”
He reflected that little girls were nicer and more affectionate than little boys. He himself had two little boys
whom he treated with a gruffness designed to “keep them from getting soft.” He would be gentle with a little girl.
He couldn’t be rough with a little girl, he told himself.
The child’s “mama” was a long time in coming back. The infant lay waiting quietly, with wide-open eyes.
“What will you be like when you grow up, tell me,” he said. He looked up at the pictures of the two famous
women, and, pointing with his chin at the solemn face of Marie Curie, asked: “Like her?” Then, moving his chin
round to the second picture: “Or like her? Come on, tell me. Why don’t you answer? Don’t sulk, baby. Little, little
baby.”
Presently he heard a lock click, a chain rattle, a door bang, and high heels on the floor.
“Here comes your mama,” said Sleptsov, turning his face to the door in happy expectation.
But it was not “mama” who entered when the door opened; it was “her,” Olga Petrovna Nechayeva—tall, fairhaired, a little plump. She entered as swiftly as a bird in flight. Sleptsov instantly recognised her from the dozen
photographs his commander had always carried with him and which were now in Sleptsov’s breast pocket. Unable
to get up because the chair was deep and the child encumbered him, Sleptsov sat staring up at her. He could not
speak for the trembling of his lips.
Olga Petrovna stopped dead in her tracks on seeing the baby in a strange man’s arms, but the very fact that it
was in his arms (and blowing bubbles as it reached for his chin) somewhat reassured her. A thief would hardly
stop to nurse a baby in the flat he was plundering. Olga Petrovna decided the stranger must be a friend of the
nurse’s, and that he had perhaps come from her village. But he seemed to have just entered from the street and
was therefore disqualified by all laws of hygiene and sanitation as a nurse-maid. And so Olga Petrovna rushed
over and snatched the child from him, asking sharply:
“Where’s Pasha?”
Sleptsov got up and stood in embarrassment, as if guilty of some crime.
“The baby’s mother? She’s gone out to stand in the bread queue. How do you do, Olga Petrovna. I’m Andrei
Sleptsov. That mean anything to you? Maybe you’ve heard, or read, the name?”
“Read it? Where would I have read it?” asked Olga Petrovna in surprise as she quickly tightened the baby’s
wrappings and laid her on a pillow which she removed from the head of Yura’s bed and placed in the middle.
“I’ve come here by request of my commander, Captain Nechayev. Come all the way from Siberia … like I
promised him. A little late, but here I am. I couldn’t make it sooner, I was held up in hospitals and things.”
Olga Petrovna froze where she stood bent over the infant. Presently she straightened up and came slowly over
to Sleptsov. He, too, took a step to meet her. There was a frightened look in her eye, due, no doubt, to the way in
which the soldier had spoken of her husband as of someone alive, someone still existing somewhere. Then she
began to fuss in an excited manner unusual for her.
“Sit down, sit down,” she said. “Ah, yes. Good. Just a minute, I’ll be right back.”
She went out as if to attend to some household task, but really to be alone a moment, to catch her breath, to
take herself in hand. Despite her agitation she mechanically attended to ordinary little matters and this helped her
to gain control over herself. She pulled her dress off over her head and hung it on a hanger, took a short-sleeved
house-coat off another hanger and slipped it on. Then she went into. the kitchen, lighted the kerosene stove and
put an enamelled tea-kettle on it. She emptied the stale tea out of the little china teapot. She put some unwashed
tea glasses into a basin to wash them.
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Little by little she regained her composure. When the telephone rang out in the hall she went to it with her
usual walk, swift as flight, and with heightened self-assurance; and she spoke with complete self-control and with
the mocking lift at the end of her phrases which lent her speech a peculiar charm.
“Yes, yes. I’m feeding the baby,” she said. “Couldn’t we postpone this talk till tomorrow? I’ve got some
friends here. Then you won’t expect me at the institute today? Good. Good-bye.”
Putting down the receiver, she stood a moment, realising with distress that it would not be easy to make herself
reenter the room where the one-armed soldier was waiting for her. Resolutely she lifted her chin and went in.
“Sit down,” she said in a tone verging on command when she found Sleptsov standing, as before, in the middle
of the room. Her eye fell on the fish and meal still lying on the edge of the table and she smIled, not because of an
urge to smile, but merely to affect casual conversation.
“I see you’ve had a bite,” she said.
“Yes, Yura and me,” murmured Sleptsov uncomfortably, and the look of compassion that she caught in his eyes
was as a rebuke to her.
Assuming a matter-of-fact tone, she said: “You say that Vitali …”
Instantly Sleptsov’s face cleared and grew solemn.
“Yes,” he said. “He died in my arms and asked … entrusted me with … I gave him my word. So here I am.”
Olga Petrovna nodded. She was horrified to discover in herself a bewilderment and inability to collect her
thoughts that was new to her. She glanced at the baby uneasily. The child was lyingquietly, gazing at the ceiling
with thoughtful concentration. Olga Petrovna quickly transferred her glance from the baby to the soldier. He, too,
wore a look of thoughtful concentration. Olga Petrovna took the chair Yura had occupied (it stood between the
baby and the soldier), rested her round white arms flecked with golden down on the table and said:
“Tell me everything.”
"Comrade Nechayev died in my arms, conscious to the last,” he began slowly. “We hadn’t managed to get him
to the field hospital. We tried to, but the road was bad, full of ruts, he suffered terribly in the cart so we carried
him on a stretcher. He was badly wounded. It was a terrible loss for our battalion, we all loved him, men and
officers alike. The division commander too—whenever there was a hard job to be done it was Captain Nechayev
he turned to. By the way, soon after he died—I suppose you know he died on the second of May, during the
holidays, in 1944—a couple of days later an order came through promoting him to major. If there’s no mention of
that in your papers you’d better tell them. It may make a difference in the pension you get. We all loved him for
his honesty and his kindness. But there’s no need to tell you that—you knew him best. He was always levelheaded in battle. He’d probably be alive today if it wasn’t for his honesty and courage. They wanted to take him
away from us a couple of times—once to have him work at headquarters, in the personnel department, another
time in the operative department of the corps—because he was an educated man and at the same time a
commander who’d seen action. But he turned down the offers. Just a week before his last battle I myself heard the
divisional commander offer him a job on his staff. ‘You’re at typical intellectual,’ he said, ‘with too much
conscience, you’re always trymg to be an example to your men, always dashing ahead, you’ll get killed one of
these days. Come work on my staff.’ Comrade Nechayev just laughed and said: ‘It’s not often an intellectual gets
praised. That in itself is enough to make me stay where I am.’ The divisional commander was surprised: ‘Praise
you call it? Here I am scolding you and you call it praise!’ Both of them were characters. The things they said
when they got together!”
At this point Pasha’s round face appeared in the doorway. She was disconcerted to find her mistress at home;
fearing she would be reprimanded for having left the infant with a strange man and stopping to gossip with other
nurses after getting her bread. But her mistress said nothing, did not even turn round. Indeed, as if afraid Pasha
might speak to her, she drew her chair closer to the soldier and said insistently:
“Go on, go on.”
Pasha silently slipped past her, lifted the baby off the bed and carried her out of the roolll, breathing a sigh of
relief as she passed through the door.
“Go on,” repeated Olga Petrovna, but as soon as he began speaking she got up and said: “Wait. I must leave
you for a minute, I have some things to attend to.”
*
While Olga Petrovna was gone, pictures of the war passed through Sleptsov’s mind with the vividness of
actuality. He almost forgot where he was. He found himself enveloped in the fog of a front-line road. An endless
procession of lorries was making its way along this road, shallow trenches serpented through the damp woods on
either side, he heard the thud of spades striking turf, the patter of rain beating upon the hoods of rain capes. Rain
and sunshine, heat and cold, nights spent in the woods on beds of fir branches and nights spent in the gilded halls
of captured palaces—one after another the pictures came and went. When Olga Petrovna returned and sat down
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again, Sleptsov spoke without embarrassment, freely and fluently, as if addressing the audience he was used to:
war cripples like himself, sitting in the kolkhoz tea-room.
Olga Petrovna had changed her dressing-gown for a modest black dress, but if the soldier noticed this at all, he
certainly did not perceive its significance.
“I first met Captain Nechayev in the summer of 1941,” he began his tale. “That was when I was transferred
with reserves from the rear to the army in action. Our battalion was to take part in the counter-attack near
Moscow, not the big winter counter-attack, but an earlier one, when the Germans still had things pretty much their
own way and all we could do was try to bite back by concentrating a lot of forces in one spot and throwing them
at the Germans. Weil, one day we set out from division headquarters to join our regiment. There’d been a heavy
rain, we could hardly drag out feet through the mud and were scared to death. Most of us were young fellows who
hadn’t yet smelled gunpowder, the sky was all lighted up in the west and the shooting would make your hair stand
on end. Dead horses lay all along the road-lots of dead horses and bomb craters. We trudged ahead, and along
with us went an officer, a senior lieutenant—he didn’t belong to our regiment, just joined in with us. Hewas
wearing a torn greatcoat and soldier’s boots and he kept smoking all the time.
“I dont know what those boots are made of; nobody seems to know. They’re strong, wear well even if they’re
not very attractive, but once they start going to pieces they go fast. Well, that senior lieutenant’s boots were in
pretty bad shape. His face was thin and grey and he wore glasses.
“We noticed he didn’t eat anything and soon stopped smoking. When they called a halt he sat down to rest. We
took out our food and set to, but he just sat there. We felt sorry for him, especially when we noticed he didn’t even
smoke, and he seemed to be a great smoker.
“So Cherepanov, the oldest man among us, a volunteer, who was a partisan in the Urals during the Civil War,
went over to him and asked him politely wouldn’t he like to join us. He came and sat with us and ate with us and
we gave him some tobacco to smoke and after that he was like one of us. When we got to the regiment he
disappeared, but when we made up our battalion there he was, and it turned out he was to be our battalion
commander. They’d transferred him from another regiment where he commanded a company and made such a
good showing in battle that they promoted him to battalion commander and on the next day he was awarded the
Order of the Red Banner.
"He was as glad to see me and Cherepanov as if we were his relatives. ‘Thanks especially for the tobacco, he
said. ‘That was a signal act!’
“Comrade Nechayev made me his telephone man and Cherepanov his liaison man. Things began to hum after
that—not a minute’s rest day or night. We moved up six kilometres and liberated four villages. Three days later
the regimental commander was killed or wounded and Comrade Nechayev was appointed in his place, even
though he was only a senior lieutenant. I was on duty at the telephone when the order came through, and when I
repeated it to him he told me to verify it and find out the whys and wherefores but just then the line went dead. So
Comrade Nechayev handed over the battalion to a lieutenant and took me and Cherepanov with him and went to
the regiment.
“When we got there we went down into a dug-out, and in the dug-out we found a wounded major—he was the
regimental commander and was burning with fever and shouting all sorts of things in delirium—and there wasn’t
a doctor or an orderly anywhere about. I shouted myself hoarse trying to get a doctor on the phone. Comrade
Nechqyev dressed the majo’s wounds as best he could and sat there beside him, putting cold compresses on his
forehead and trying to find out something about the regiment—what forces it commanded and what its orders
were—but the major didn’t hear or see anything, and the staff with all its maps and documents was in a village
about three kilometres away, where it had been cut off by the enemy and was in defence.
“Well, we managed to make telephone connections with two battalions, but the third just didn’t answer, and
Comrade Nechayev told me to repair that line. I went outside and saw everything blasted and torn up, even the
trees smashed to bits. I took hold of the wire and made a dash for the woods, and suddenly I saw a car drive up
and stop in the woods and some generals and officers get out. One of them came up to me and asked where to find
the regimental commander. I saluted and took him to our dug-out. At first I thought I was escorting a majorgeneral—he had one star on his collar—and then I saw the star was too big for a major-general and it dawned on
me he must be a Marshal of the Soviet Union. The first and last time I set eyes on a marshal all through the war!
“I ran into the dug-out and behind me came the marshal and a general and a colonel who was the divisional
commander. We found Comrade Nechayev shouting into the telephone and watching what was going on outside
through the chink in the wall. When he turned round and saw the marshal and divisional commander he stood up
and made his report, but not in a loud voice, more like he was reporting to a civilian than to a military chief. I
even thought maybe he didn’t know who he was talking to. And I guess the marshal didn’t like it, because he
stared so hard at Comrade Nechayev that all of us were scared. He was very tough, that marshal was, and all the
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commanders were afraid of him. ‘Why haven’t you carried out today’s orders?’ he barked. ‘What’s the enemy’s
strength on your regiment’s sector of the front?’ ‘I ,don’t know,’ replied Comrade Nechayev and tried to explain,
pointing at the wounded regimental commander who was groaning on the straw in his corner, but the marshal got
red in the face and wouldn’t listen and began shouting and threatening to have him shot. ‘Why are the Germans
still occupying the height which reports said we’d taken this morning?’ he shouted. ‘Trying to pull the wool over
our eyes, you son of a bitch?’
“At that Senior Lieutenant Nechayev said, ‘Don’t shout at me if you please.’
“If you’d ever heard how calmly he said it! My heart was in my mouth. As for the marshal, he started shaking
and everybody thought he’d shoot the lieutenant on the spot. But Comrade Nechayev just looked him in the eye,
so calm and collected that I guess the marshal, mad as he was, couldn’t help respecting him. As for the colonel,
the divisional commander, a brave man in battle but a toady with his superiors, he just stood by without saying a
word, though it was his duty to explain how matters stood,
“Then our Cherepanov, the old volunteer who had been a Urals partisan, says softly: ‘He’s only been in
command of the regiment for half an hour.’
“The marshal turned round and when he saw it was only just a soldier who’d spoken and an old man at that,
didn’t even answer. He just cocked his head and said to Comrade Nechayev: ‘Listen, Regimental Commander.
See that height—number 61/5? You’re taking it tomorrow morning. If you take it, you’ll be awarded the Gold Star
of a Hero of the Soviet Union. If you don’t you'll be shot.’
“‘Very well!’ was all our commander said. And he smiled. Can you beat that?
“The marshal turned round and went out, followed by the general and the divisional commander.
“And there we stood. I stole a look at Comrade Nechayev. He was still smiling. My knees were knocking.”
*
“Much later that night, when we were making our way to the third battlion {we spent the whole night going
from one battalion to another, one battery to another) we crouched down in an open field fora smoke and I asked
the captain why he’d smiled. He didn’t answer at first, then he said: ‘I felt sorry for him.’ ‘Who did you feel sorry
for?’ I asked. ‘For the marshal,’ he said. ‘The marshal?’ ‘Yes,’ he said. ‘He’s in a tight spot. It’s worse for him than
for us. He’s responsible for the entire front. Didn’t you see how red his eyes were? And how bitter his mouth
was?’ That’s what he said: ‘bitter mouth,’ I remember that right enough. Fact is, I remember that whole night and
the next day like they were yesterday. I never heard anyone say that before—‘bitter mouth.’ I liked the words,
they sounded different. I had to confess that I hadn’t noticed the marshal’s eyes and mouth, hadn’t even realised
he had eyes and a mouth; all I saw was the star on his collar (they didn’t wear shoulder-straps those days). But the
captain, he didn’t look at surface things, he looked straight into a man’s heart. But why should I tell you this? You
knew him better than I did.
“Well, so he went away, the marshal did, leaving us alone in the dug-out—Comrade Nechayev, Cherepanov, a
lieutenant from the first battalion who had come to find out how things were and the regimental engineer. The
major who had commanded the regiment had stopped his ravings by this time. He was dead. Comrade Nechayev
took off his field bag and began studying the map, then off he goes with Cherepanov and comes back with a
tankman in a black helmet (seems a small tank was standing not far away) and orders the lieutenant to bring him a
platoon of men. He brought them over and they set out with the tank to rescue the staff. He ordered me to see that
all the telephone lines were working and I went out and put them in order, and when I came back he was gone, all
I could hear shooting and hand-grenades exploding not far away. Soon he came back, bringing the staff with him.
The members were more dead than alive and they brought all their stuff with them—chests and papers and the
regimental banner in a cover. Comrade Nechayev didn’t do any shouting but everybody obeyed his orders, they
all knew that the next day this senior lieutenant would either be a Hero of the Soviet Union or he’d be shot. And
they all accepted him as their chief and treated him with special respect. They felt sorry for him and behaved as if
they were to blame for the spot he was in.
“He told me to bring him some water. I did and he washed up a bit. We offered him some food but he refused
it. Everybody had supper but him. He sent the staff officers to the various companies and battalions and he went
out and took me with him. We didn’t sleep that night, but went crawling through the trenches. He was in a big
hurry, transferring platoons and guns and mine-throwers from one place to another and asking the men about the
Germans and their gun-placements and talking with the artillerymen, finding out about their supplies and gun
ranges. Once I said to him: ‘You seem to have made a big study of tactics.’ He laughed. ‘I haven’t,’ he said. ‘I’m
an engineer; I got the rank of a senior lieutenant in the army. It was just by chance I happened to be put in
command of a company during a battle—there wasn’t anyone else on hand at the time. Just see what a dazzling
career I’ve made for myself—last week I was a technician, today I’m a regimental commander! And tomorrow?’
He didn’t say anything else for a while and neither did I.
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“We had a hard time reaching the third battalion. They were down in a hollow with a river running through it
and the Germans kept firing at them from machine-guns all night long. We’d wait, have a smoke, then crawl on a
little further. Time was flying, it was beginning to get light already. What should we do? Comrade Nechayev
crawled down to the river and plunged in and for a whole hour we waded through the rushes, up to our chests in
water, moving stealthily so the Germans wouldn’t hear us splashing. We came back the same way.
“It was light when we got back. I thought we’d be able to grab a couple of hours of sleep before we began the
attack. I really did manage to get a few winks, but not our commander. He spent all his time with the chief of
staff, giving instructions and writing out orders. When I woke up I saw him get up and take an extra pair of
glasses out of his field bag and put them in his pocket, and then he said to the chief of staff: ‘You stay here and
give the orders, keep in touch with the chief, report how things are going, and I’ll be off. I want to lead the
regiment up the height myself.’
“He called me and Cherepanov and we set out. We came to a little rise and saw a highway in front of us and a
railway embankment with a blasted railway station nearby, and on the other side of the railway that very height
number 61/5—a hill with a thin covering of birch-trees—and we saw our men moving to the highway in small
groups, and the artillerymen dragging their guns into position, and the captain stopped and turned to us and said:
“‘I hope I get killed. At least my wife and son won’t be disgraced.’
“He feared the regiment wouldn’t be able to take that height.
“It’s true we hadn’t much to count on. The main blow was to be dealt by the second battalion. That night
Comrade Nechayev had reinforced it with men from the other two battalions. It was now the assault battalion, so
to speak, and the other two, with fewer men in them, were just to support it with gun-fire.
“Comrade Nechayev stood there a couple of minutes without speaking, then he set out and we followed.
“The Germans must have guessed something was up—all night long things were astir on our side, companies
being concentrated for attack—and they opened up heavy fire. But Comrade Nechayev plunged on at full height.
I’d never been under fire before and whenever a mine exploded near me I’d flop down and hug the ground for all
I was worth. I was still a greenhorn, and besides, I kept thinking about my wife and kids, and then the marshal
hadn'’ threatened me with being shot. Old man Cherepanov, he didn’t flop down either, he felt it beneath him to
bow down to the shells. They’d both stand there and wait for me to get up and never a jibe or a rebuke from either
of them.
“When we reached the second battalion it was almost nine o’clock (time to begin the attack), and Comrade
Nechayev and the battalion commander (also a senior lieutenant) and Cherepanov and I came out on the highway
where the men were gathered in the ditches on both sides of the road, waiting for the signal to attack. Comrade
Nechayev suddenly turns round and beckons to me and says: ‘Stay here; this is where you’re posted. Just keep in
touch with regimental headquarters and with our neighbours to the right.’
“And he gave my hand a squeeze that told me he felt sorry for me and didn’t want to take me into attack and
that was why he was leaving me there, although at first he had said I was to go all the way with them and see to
communications. Well, I was too chicken-hearted to refuse and I was even glad, because I was afraid of being
killed and kept thinking about my family. So I just said to myself: ‘The commander knows best.’ You know, sort
of to salve my conscience. He told Cherepanov to stay behind, too, and when Cherepanov began to argue he
pretended to be angry and said: ‘Please obey my orders.’ But I heard later that Cherepanov went with him
anyway.
“Well, we took the height. I never knew when it happened, because I was busy stringing my wire, just like a
mole, my nose in the dirt, while everything was being torn up all around and there were lots of casualties. It was
later, when I got to that very hill, that I learned we’d taken it and that Comrade Nechayev had been wounded in
the arm and shoulder. Everybody congratulated him on being made a Hero of the Soviet Union, but he just
laughed. And true enough, they were in too much of a hurry with their congratulations. Our advance lasted
another three days and then petered out—the Germans were at the height of their fighting power and we were just
learning how to handle them. And this height that the marshal had thought meant everything was just a drop in the
bucket; there were so many heights ahead of us that if regimental commanders were to be shot or made Heroes for
every one of them, there’d either have been no officers left in the army or no gold in the treasury.
“Cherepanov was wounded at the same time your husband was, but I didn’t see them after that, they were both
sent to hospitals in: the rear.”
When the soldier had begun his story, Olga Petrovna had listened absent-mindedly, but as he went on her
attention focussed and she listened eagerly, recalling her husband not in the way she had thought of him during
the two years since his death, but in an entirely new way. She saw this soldier as a messenger from another world,
a world in which Vitali Nechayev had lived without her, a world in which he had died, yet gone on living in the
memory of this soldier. So vivid were the soldier’s impressions and so extraordinary his visit that she could not
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free herself from the illusion that he had come directly from the living Nechayev, from the place where Nechayev
now was.
Olga Petrovna was far from being a mystic. But everything Sleptsov had told her was so overwhelmingly new
and unexpected that this, she convinced herself, was why it seemed as if his blue eyes had looked upon her
husband only yesterday rather than two years ago. What he said referred to Vitali, and at the same time appeared
to have nothing to do with him, so like and yet unlike him were the things he told her about him.
On the one hand, the soldier’s words conjured up her husband as if he were alive. His smile, so shy and kindly;
his dedication to any task he undertook, however small; his inability to speak up for himself and improve his
position; his unpractical ways which had often irritated her so—all of this was very like him. When the soldier
quoted him as saying “I felt sorry for him,” she even gave a little start, so vividly did she recall him, the little
grimace he used to make his habit (which had also irritated her) of “complicating simple things,” as she had put it,
that is, of always trying to find the underlying cause behind some action and, having found it, forgiving through
understanding.
Yes, she recognised her husband as if the soldier had painted an invisible portrait of him with vivid brushstrokes, although in point of fact he was innocent of any attempt to resort to art or imitation in offering his
account.
But, while recognising her husband in these details, she did not recognise him as a whole. Nechayeva’s
portrayed by the soldier was not the same man Olga Petrovna had thought she knew so well; a shy, absentminded, rather inert man, absorbed only in his blueprints and calculations, only in the mental (and to a certain
extent mechanical) labours of a “navvy” in the field of engineering. Sleptsov’s Nechayev walked into a river with
his clothes on; her Nechayev caught cold in the slightest draught and was a hypochondriac, always imagining
himself the victim of some disease. Sleptsov’s Nechayev was beloved of his men; her Nechayev was loved by
few, though respected, and that with a touch of irony. Sleptsov’s Nechayev was afraid of no one, not even of the
marshal who could have shot him on the spot; her Nechayev was afraid of his chief at the institute—afraid he
might tighten the screws on him. Her Nechayev had never displayed boldness or daring, or even charm, while
Sleptsov’s Nechayev possessed all of these qualities in abundance.
And on top of everything, Sleptsov’s Nechayev had smoked! Vitali had loathed the very smell of tobacco!
Sleptsov’s Nechayev had been awarded the Order of the Red Banner, he had commanded a battalion, a whole
regiment! Several times during the soldier’s account Olga Petrovna had honestly thought to herself: nonsense.
This must be a sad mistake. He must be talking about somebody else who happened to bear the same name. He’s
come to the wrong place, he was given the wrong address.
In his letters to her Vitali had never mentioned his wounds, decorations or promotions. Perhaps he had thought
these things would not interest her. Yet, as she recalled his letters, especially some lines from them, she had to
confess that he had informed her of everything that was happening to him, all the troubles he found himself in, all
the shifts he made from front to front. One sentence in particular rose in her mind: “I’ve just received my second
scratch, but I’m getting along fine.” The jocular tone had no doubt been adopted to keep her from worrying about
him.
She made a desperate effort to remember (and at the same time not to miss a single word Sleptsov was saying)
what her reply to Vitali’s mention of his “scratches” had been. The remembrance made her break out in a cold
sweat. She had glossed over it, had treated them as a trifle, had not even assured him she knew what he must be
going through. And at just that time he was bearing the unbearable, was suffering the tortures of the damned.
When the soldier told her howVitali Nechayev had trudged through the mud in his threadbare greatcoat and
worn boots, with nothing to eat in his knapsack, she experienced the old feeling of patronising pity for him and
even took a certain satisfaction in knowing that he was helpless and Incapable of coping with life without her, a
conception of him she had never wearied of reiterating in the old days. But as the soldier went on with his story
she realised how absurdly wrong she had been. No doubt Nechayev had been wholly unaware of the sorry
appearance he had cut. He had always wanted so little, even from her. He was proud and humble. But, on second
thought, was he humble? And was he proud? She could not say. She did not really know him. Or perhaps the
soldier did not really know him. Who knew the real Vitali Nechayev? She, who had lived with him for ten years—
three thousand six hundred and fifty days—or he, who had known him only three days?
She was not to be blamed, certainly. She had spent the war years in a little Siberian town that had seemed to be
made of cold and discomfort, the more so that the native inhabitants lived in such warmth, comfort and
detachment within their snug log houses.
She hardly knew how she had endured it; no life, she felt, could have been more dull and difficult than life in
those regions. The idea of returning to Moscow became an obsession. Every new day of war was accursed in that
it postponed her return. True, even there her ability in practical matters had come to her aid; in a comparatively
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short time she had arranged decent living quarters for herself, had overcome one obstacle after another, had
pushed her way through the inert, gummy substance of local custom and routine. Energy, combined with
conscious coquetry, (which in a pretty woman is just one more expression of her vitality) helped her to get on her
feet, to find a flat and a job and make influential friends.
Later she found out to what Siberian town her husband’s colleagues had been evacuated. She communicated
with them, they wrote to her to join them, arranged for her to work in the same institute in which Nechayev had
worked before the war (his institute had left Moscow in October, 1941). Rostislav Vinokurov, a friend of
Nechayev’s and a leading engineer and inventor at the institute, had been instrumental in having her transferred
and in seeing that she was provided for when she arrived. She often called on the Vinokurovs and observed, not
without satisfaction, that Vinokurov himself, a highly cultured man, one who stood somewhat above their mutual
friends and colleagues, found her company interesting, although he had paid her no particular attention on first
making her acquaintance in Moscow. Then she had merely been Nechayev’s wife.
Life was easier in the new place, though conditions were still rigorous and food scarce.
Did this mean that she had ceased to think about her husband in Siberia? Not at all. She had thought of him
constantly and accepted his absence as one aspect of the great misfortune that is war. But she had been convinced
that. no one would ever think of sending him into the midst of actual fighting. His task would be the designing of
bridges or fortified regions. This seemed so reasonable that Olga Petrovna, whose faith was firmly planted in
reason, could conceive of nothing else. Her husband was in the Army, and this established her rght to a clear
conscrence and a feehng of superiority over those wives whose husbands were not in the Army. The wife of
Vinokurov, for instance. At the same time, he was not in the thick of battle, since he was good for nothing but
egineering, and this supplied her with the illusion that she need not worry about him. His letteres, too, written in
such a light and comforting vein, dispelled her fears.
Why did he spare me? she asked herself now, jolted by the soldier’s story. He had no right to deceive me. But
even as she said this she knew deep in her heart that there was a shade of hypocrisy in her attitude, that her
serenity had been the product of self-deception and that from time to time she herself had been aware of it.
*
“I never thought,” went on Sleptsov after a short pause, “I would meet Captain Nechayev again. Imagine: a
two-thousand-kilometre fighting front! There were so many different units, divisions, armies! All the railway
stations were jammed with soldiers, all the villages were full of them and all the cities, even those far in the rear.
Soldiers everywhere. More soldiers than people, so to speak.
“Almost three years passed. Everything was changed, and I was changed, too. Seemed to me as if the war had
been going on for at, least ten years and would go on a hundred more. The captain used to say: ‘War makes a good
man better and a bad man worse.’ I used to think about that. I suppose he was right. But there’s always exceptions.
Sometimes a good man at the front gets it into his head that nothing matters, that we’ll all come to the same end,
so what the hell! He gets used to the idea that the government does his thinking for him, and if the government
doesn’t care about taking his life, why shoold he care about taking anything from the government? Taking other
people’s things isn’t thieving at the front, because if you don’t take them, a crazy bomb will come along and blow
them all to hell, things that might have taken a man a lifetime to get together. And so a man stops placing any
value on things. Even a good man. As for a bad one, well, he just goes crazy.
“War spoils people. Just look at all the thieving there’s been after the war. And all sorts of shady business.
“That’s how I look at it, but maybe I’m wrong; it’s all a mystery. … Where was I. …? Oh, yes. I was an
experienced soldier by this time, been promoted to sergeant and put in command of a signal corps at divisional
headquarters. Then I was wounded and sent to the hospital. From there I was transferred to a reserve regiment
where I trained new recruits. Turns out I had a knack for teaching new chaps about stringing wire at the front.
“Well, then this thing happened. We disgraced ourselves. Got swelled heads. Decided the Army couldn’t get on
without us and began drinking more than we could hold. One day the brigade commander, a colonel, caught some
of my chaps drunk in the street. They say he was a drinking man himself, and that’s why he was so strict with the
boys. At least that’s what people said, maybe it wasn’t true, I never saw him drunk myself. Anyway, he issued an
order to ship all our communications sergeants to the front. We were given new uniforms and those American
boots that never wear out and packed into a troop train. You should have heard the local girls wail.
“So that’s how I found myself at the front again at the very beginning of 1944. It was a snowy winter, pine
woods all around, those tall pines, the ones they call mast timber. No shooting. All quiet, smoke curling up from
the field kitchens and dug-outs on both sides. There was so much timber all around us that we made our dug-outs
look like palaces, we even lined our trenches with planks, just like the bloody Germans. Even war has different
sides to it. Sometimes it’s not so bad it’s even interesting. When everything’s quiet: Well, here I was in a little
paradise, serving in a signal corps company of a front-line division. I was mostly on telephone duty at staff
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headquarters, keeping in touch with the regiments, asking them how things were and was anything happening.
“And among all those voices, couldn’t tell you how many there were, so many squadrons and units and callsignals, one voice seemed familiar. But that was pretty silly, I could have imagined it. Two weeks went by, and
then one evening I heard that same voice again, and this time it says very loud and cheery: ‘That was a signal act!’
When I heard that my hands began to shake and I couldn’t help interrupting the conversation. ‘Senior Lieutenant
Nechayev?’ I said. ‘Captain Nechayev speaking. Who is it?’ he says. ‘Sergeant Sleptsov. Do you remember me?’
‘Sorry, but I don’t.’ ‘Of course you don’t,’ I said. ‘We only knew each other three days, and that was back in ‘41,
near Yelnya.’ ‘What’s that? Near Yelnya?’ he said. ‘I was your telephone man,’ I said. ‘Me and Cherepanov.’
‘Andrei?’ he says (he called me Andrei then). ‘Yes, it’s me, Andrei.’
“It took me some time before I got transferred to Captain Nechayev’s battalion. It’s not often a man asks to be
transferred from a division to a battalion, because a battalion is closer up to the front and more dangerous. But
even so, it seems to be a rule, that once a man asks for something, they always refuse, just on principle. It took a
lot of asking before they’d let me go. But there I was, back with Comrade Nechayev. It was while I was with him
this second time that I really got to know him, and to know I’d been dead right about him the first time.
“We were sorry Cherepanov wasn’t with us, especially since he kept writing us letters after he got out of the
hospital. He wanted to get back to the front, but he was demobilised. I told Comrade Nechayev to write and tell
him to join us. ‘I certainly will,’ he said, but he never did. He wanted to spare the old man.
“Captain Nechayev had changed a lot since 1941. He was well-dressed and took mort care of himself and his
appearance. His boots were real leather now, although not as good as the other officers wore. He was the only one
who wore plain leather boots.
“Well, we were living in the woods, like I said, in dug-outs with four layers of timber and earth on top. Not a
single shell could get through. And we had all the firewood we wanted. It would have been a pleasure if not for
the Germans and the lice. Those bugs drove us mad, if you’ll pardon me for saying so, Olga Petrovna. Lice don’t
like dirt. When a soldier’s on the go, sleeping in fox-holes, never changing his clothes, never washing, he doesn’t
feel them, he has no time to think about them. But when he’s washed and given clean underclothes they feed on
him like crazy. We held a grand massacre, threw all our belongings, even our tobacco pouches into the boiler.
“Once the captain told us he’d had more bugs than any other man or officer in the Army, back in 1941. And he
couldn’t make out why. Then one day a soldier told him why. ‘It’s because you think too much,’ he said.
‘Thinking breeds lice.’ He told us about it and added: ‘I thought about what that experienced soldier said and
finally got what he meant. It’s a fact. Thinking too hard brings them on; that is, they multiply on a man who only
works with his head and does nothing with his hands. After that I began taking better care of myself, washing
more often, and they left me alone.’
“It’s the truth. I noticed that the captain washed and shaved and undressed when he went to bed and even
folded his clothes. He told me Lyola (that’s what he always called you, Olga Petrovna) wouldn’t know him when
he got home, and she’d be surprised and glad and love him all the more. And he smiled in that sad way he had—
remember, Olga Petrovna?—and said, ‘But maybe once I’m back under her wing I’ll forget all I learned at the
front.’
“He never put on airs, was perfectly openhearted with all of us. He used to tell us all sorts of interesting things,
knew whole novels by heart and all about science and things. There wasn’t anything he didn’t know. Once I asked
him why he was still in the infantry and still just a battallion commander. He just laughed. ‘Because I like it,’ he
said. Maybe he really did like it, but most probably he didn’t know how and didn’t want to find a post for himself
where he would have more food and less worry.
“So that’s how we lived. But we couldn’t expect to go on living in those swell dug-outs for ever. We got rid of
the cooties, but not of the Fritzes.
“Before the snow had melted our people began bringing up artillery—big guns, no end of them, until our
woods were so full of men and machines you couldn’t move. At last it began. No more rest or sleep for us! Until
we came to a river. The first company forced it and dug in on the western bank, but the other companies and the
whole regiment couldn’t cross, there weren’t any boats, the Germans had taken or destroyed them.
“The men who had already crossed were hard pressed by the enemy and kept signalling us with rockets: ‘Send
us ammunition! Send us ammunition!’ Our commander ordered us to cross the river on rafts, but nobody dared to
—the water was churned up by shells, and besides that the god of the Germans had come to their rescue: a big
wind was blowing and the waves were as high as ocean waves.
“Somebody found a flat-bottomed boat in a fisherman’s yard, brought it down, slipped it into the water and put
some crates of ammunition into it. It was enough to scare anybody, the way that flimsy boat nearly sank under the
weight, 1 saw our commander standing nearby looking pretty solemn, and then he went to the boat. 1 caught him
up and said: ‘I won’t let you go, Comrade Captain.’ ‘What do you mean, you won’t let me?’ he asked. ‘Just what I
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say. I won’t let you. That boat’s going to sink.’
“He didn’t say another word, just made for the boat. ‘Can you swim?’ 1 asked him. He laughed. ‘Me? 1 was
the swimming champ of our institute. Took first prize in Moscow Region.’ I felt better when I heard that. ‘What
about you?’ he asked. ‘I’m not a bad swimmer myself,’ I answered. ‘I was raised on the Yenisei.’ ‘Capital!’ he
said. He loved that word ‘Capital!’ and we all began using it. I noticed you, too, used it a couple of times, Olga
Petrovna. His words certainly stick to everybody. I say it at home, too. My wife laughs at me. ‘Everything’s
“capital” with you,’she says. Another thing he used to say when he was surprised was ‘not really.’ Nobody says
that where I come from and at first. it sounded funny to me, and then I saw I was saymg it, too.
“'Capital’ he said. ‘We’ll be an example to the others,’ and we got in the boat and set out, and behind us came
the others (they were ashamed not to) on anything that would float.
“Don’t ask me how we made it, I couldn’t tell you.. But make it we did and dug in and soon other battalions
followed suit. It wasn’t long after this crossing that the division commander, Major General Zakharchenko, came
for the sixteenth time to ask Comrade Nechayev to go and work with him at staff headquarters. He’d be alive
today if he’d agreed. That was the time the general recommended me for the Order of Glory, Second Class. I’d
already been awarded this Order, Third Class. And he recommended the Captain for the Order of the Patriotic
War.”\fn{World War II was called The Great Patriotic War in the U.S.S.R. }
*
While the soldier was telling his story of Vitali Nechayev, Olga Petrovna recalled that when she had got
married fifteen years before she had seen her husband in the same light in which Sleptsov saw his commander. At
that time he had been just that sort of man—open-hearted, frank, sincere, witty and with a quiet talent for
everything he did. Later she saw him in a dimmer light. Or had Nechayev himself lost some of his glow, some of
his joy and winsomness? Perhaps she had grown so used to him that she had simply ceased to notice these things
in him? Or perhaps the qualities themselves had not withstood the pressure of dailycares and the troubles at home
and in the country at large. Could she herself be responsible for his having grown dull and uninteresting, if so he
had become?
He had been a hard worker. He had even taken blueprints with him whenever he had gone away on holiday.
And what sort of an intellectual life had they led? What had he done besides his work? She suddenly recalled, and
with startling clarity, a fact she had always known but had never attributed much importance to: it was he and no
other who had made her complete the college course which indolence had led her to drop; it was he who had
taught her to read for pleasure and to penetrate to the coore of what she read. Carefully, tactfully, lest he injure her
pride, he trained her rather ordinary mind to take a broad view of things and to distinguish the inner essence from
the outer appearance. In other words, it was he who had made her what she was today: the woman whose opinion
was sought and valued by her colleagues and the one whom Rostislav Vinokurov, a discriminating man, had fallen
in love with. For her sake Vinokurov had left his wife and children.
It was these reflections, tinged by feelings of shame and remorse, that rushed through her mind in jostling
confusion. But when Sleptsov began to describe the crossing of the river, all her thoughts and recollections came.
to a halt.
Sleptsov noticed that her face became flushed as if lighted from within. She bit her lip and closed her eyes.
Sleptsov wondered what particular detail of his story had affected her so strongly. The truth of the matter was that
when she heard Nechayev assert that he had taken swimming prizes, and she seemed actually to hear his voice,
with its peculiar timbre and intonation, she remembered that he did not know how to swim at all and had alway,
been ashamed of this. And so what he had said on the river bank had been falsehood and invention, if the pure
gold of self-sacrifice can disguise itself in falsehood and invention.
Olga Petrovna felt that she was suffocating. That Sleptsov did not know this fact about her husband, revealed
to her two and a half years after the event, added to the anguish she felt for that man in the flimsy boat crossing
the raging river under the hail of shells; and she felt proud that that man had thought of her and loved her; and she
felt deep shame that she had not appreciated the husband she had lost.
She felt that she was falling in love with this new Vitali, with his courage, his mind, his contempt for death, his
charm, with all those things that represented her ideal of what a man should be. How could she have considered
Nechayev dull and uninteresting when he possessed in abundance the finest human qualities in most wonderful
combination? All of this she had let slip through her fingers like water.
Why did she not dismiss these thoughts as she had dismissed similar thoughts so many times before by telling
herself there was no sense in indulging in reminiscences when life made such pressing demands upon her? She
had a knack of shrugging off “useless regrets,” which only kept her and her family from “getting ahead.”
But this time she could not escape her thoughts. The eyes of the one-armed soldier were so amazingly clear
and shone with such warmth and goodwill that they would not let her turn away or find excuses by referring to the
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practical experience of life and the examples set by neighbours and friends. These eyes said: the man you lived
with was a hero and you did not see it.
The pain and bitterness she felt imperceptibly turned into resentment, even anger. She almost hated Sleptsov.
“Why do you look at me like that? What have I done that was wrong?” she asked him mentally, as if defending
herself. “It wasn’t I who killed him!”
She kept repeating these things to herself as she gazed dry-eyed at the wall. She noticed a cobweb in the corner
and a crack in the plaster and the thought struck her that she must give the flat a good cleaning and have it
redecorated, and despite the incongruity of such a thought under the circumstances she clung to it desperately:
yes, yes, clean the house and have it redecorated! Life had to go on and there was no sense in giving way to one’s
feelings.
She got up abruptly and lighted the lamp on the table. At that moment there was a noise out in the hall and the
door of the room opened a crack, letting in the odour of fried onions, the hiss of a primus-stove (like the sound of
a summer shower), the swish of a broom (like little gusts of wind), and other sounds and smells, trifling, but
vitally important. Olga Petrovna fancied that the room had become as cold and bleak as a mountain top, and,
saying she would be back in a minute, she hurried out to join the good familiar sounds and smells of her house.
*
The lamp-shade filled the room with a greenish flickering glow, like the glow at the bottom of a river. The
moment the lamp was lighted the windows became utterly dark, as if night had suddenly descended. Sleptsov felt
for the full tobacco pouch in his pocket, but he did not smoke. He sat and waited for Olga Petrovna to come back
without moving a muscle, as if the slightest movement would make him forget what he must tell her. She was a
long time in coming but he was not impatient; the green light conveyed a feeling of serenity and seemed a fitting
background for his story, the natural illumination for the fabulous world into which he had projected himself. He
understood now why Nechayev had longed to return to the warmth and comfort of his home, and Sleptsov’s heart
warmed to the woman, Nechayev’s closest friend, who had made this home.
When she came back he resumed his story:
“Your husband told me so much about you, Olga Petrovna, that I feel as if I’ve known you for ages; and not
only me—my wife Maria, too, and even my kids know you and would do anything in the world for you. Oh, yes,
he told me all about you: how you always stood by him, how you worked and studied, even though you had little
Yura on your hands. I saw Yura today, he’s just like his father, just as serious and honest. Honest, that’s the most
important thing.”
Just then a man in a dark suit entered the room. He was tall and wore glasses and his hair was gray, though his
face was still young. He nodded to Sleptsov as he passed and the soldier interrupted his story to get up and make
the newcomer’s acquaintance in the slow solemn way country people have. But since Olga Petrovna said noth-ing
and the man showed no inclination of going through an introduction (he merely mumbled something that must
have been his name as he sat down in the arm-chair in which Sleptsov had slept that morning), the soldier just
stood uncertainly for a moment, then sat down again and went on with his story, first moving his chair away from
the table so as not to sit with his back to the man.
He almost forgot about the man’s presence as he spoke, but from time to time, as he remembered it, he would
half-turn to him politely.
“His last words and his last thoughts were of you,” said Sleptsov to Olga Petrovna. “Of you and his country,
which he loved dearly, though he hardly spoke of it. He just gave his life for it and hoped you would do the same
if the time ever came.
“He was wounded while we were storming the enemy’s defences. I wasn’t there at the time and when they told
me I ran and found him in the cart that was taking him to a hospital in the rear. But the bumpy road caused him a
lot. of pain, so we took him out and put him on a strecher, like I told you. After a while he asked us to put him
down and let him rest a bit. We did and he took my left hand in his and pressed it so hard it left a bruise here. … I
mean … well, the arm’s gone now. So that’s how it was. And that’s when he asked me to come and tell you all
about him and how much he loved and admired you. And also to give you these things, as keepsakes I guess. By
the way, our men found this slide-rule in one of the houses, and knowing Comrade Nechayev was an engineer
they presented it to him and he once told me he meant to give it to you. And this wrist-watch is a trophy, too; a
young chap named Terekhov presented it to him. Terekhov was killed later, too. So that’s the whole story, Olga
Petrovna. Except that we put out a leaflet later saying we’d get even with the Germans for killing our beloved
commander. Have you ever seen a lot of men crying all at once? That doesn’t happen often.”
Sleptsov paused, His heart was pounding, and only when he calmed down did he become aware of the
profound silence in the room. A wave of pity for the woman whom his story had caused such distress swept over
him. And he remembered the man sitting in the arm-chair and half-turned to him in a polite gesture. At the same
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instant he felt an indefinable antagonism to him. He could not explain it. Could it be because the man seemed to
feel so perfectly at home there and his face wore an expression of such impenetrable composure? Or was it
because Olga Petrovna’s manner had changed since the man had entered the room? For some reason she kept
getting up and sitting down and toying with the saltcellar and shifting her gaze from Sleptsov to the man. But
these impressions were too trifling to consider seriously, and after a brief pause Sleptsov said, half-turning to the
man:
“I was wounded in December of that same year, 1944, in Hungary. After a long time in hospital I went home to
Siberia. The Germans didn’t get that far, of course; nothing was damaged, no ruins there. Fact is, I could hardly
believe my eyes when I got home and saw all those houses standing. True, our kolkhoz used to be rich. And now it
was pretty poor, there were almost no men left to work on it and most of the produce was sent to the front. At first
1 didn’t know what to do and just hung about. My wife understood what was going on inside me and didn’t nag
when I set out in the yard all day long chain-smoking, barking at people and baring my fangs. Sometimes when
she thought 1 didn’t see her she cried. 1 did see her but there was nothing 1 could do about it.
“Well, gradually I came to accept my lot, and at last I went to work as a watchman, then as a cowherd, and
later a friend of mine from the machine and tractor station made me a new arm, an iron one, a sort of a hook, and I
started driving a tractor. I even got my name in the papers, like I was a regular hero, but I wasn’t really a hero,
what I did I did all for my own sake, because I knew I’d just die if I went on like that, without being any good to
anybody. I fulfilled my norm and sometimes did double, and when harvesting was over I took a vacation and,
well, here I am.”
*
Making an effort to overcome his antipathy, Sleptsov turned round and addressed his last words to the man in
the arm-chair. He could not allow himself to snub or be rude to anyone he met in Nechayev’s home. As if taking
advantage of the moment, Olga Petrovna got up again.
“Time to have dinner,” she said, and went quickly out of the room.
Sleptsov, still under the emotional stress of his reminiscences, saw that she, too, had been moved, and he
followed her to the door with a sympathetic eye. Then he turned to the man. The latter’s silence appeared to be
sullen, bub may have been merely the result of nervous tension.
“So that’s how it was … er … citizen,” obswerved Sleptsov uneasily.
“Rostislav Ivanovich is my name,” murmured the man.
“So that's how it was, Vyacheslav Ivanovich," repeated Sleptsov, mistaking the unusual name for a more
familiar one. “Olga Petrovna seems to be upset. Maybe I said too much. Needn’t have given her all those details.
But ‘no word of a song can be dropped’ as the saying goes. To have lost a husband like him!”
“Umm,” murmured the man again.
Sleptsov gave him a searching look.
“I suppose her friends help her as best they can?” he asked.
The man made a rather long pause.
“Yes,” he murmured at last.
He got up and made for the door, but just then Olga Petrovna came in with some plates that she set round the
table.
The baby began to cry again in the next room, and to the accompaniment of this crying Olga Petrovna set the
plates round the table. Presently the moonlike face of Pasha appeared in the doorway.
“She’s crying again, Olga Petrovna,” she said, and threw a sidelong glance at the soldier, as much as to say,
wouldn’t he come and quiet the little girl with his sekeshes and fekeshes.
Sleptsov answered her with a fleeting smile.
“I’ll come in a minute," said Olga Petrovna irritably.
Sleptsov listened to the baby’s wails, but they stopped the moment Olga Petrovna left the room.
The sudden cessation of the child’s crying made the soldier smile at first, but suddenly the smile froze on his
face and the tenderness it held turned to astonishment, a foolish, childish sort of astonishment; gradually the smile
faded and was replaced by a look of bewilderment, embarrassment, finally of deep gravity. He glanced at the man
who was now standing tensely in the middle of the room as if deliberating whether to stay or to leave.
Sleptsov got up slowly and, after a moment’s hesitation, strode resolutely over to his knapsack, took out a little
bundle tied up in a white handkerchief, brought it back to the table, untied it, removed the objects that were
inside, smoothed out the handkerchief, folded it neatly and put it in his pocket. Out of another pocket he took
some photographs and laid them face down on the table. This done, he went back to his knapsack and tied it up.
As he was doing so, there came a short sharp ring of the bell, a slam of the door, and in came Yura, smiling
self-consciously. He was still in his coat and had his school-bag with him, and he was out of breath from hurrying
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to get home before the Siberian soldier-hunter-fisherman should have gone. Thank goodness he was not too late.
The room was full of the most tantalising smells: the smell of bear-meat, smoked fish, the cloth that soldiers’
coats are made of, front-line roads, and roads through Siberian forests.
Still smiling self-consciously, Yura went up to Sleptsov expecting the soldier to put his arm round him and talk
to him eagerly, as he had in the morning. But Sleptsov only patted .him on the shoulder and stood waiting in
silence. This seemed to cast a spell on Yura, who also stood motionless. And so the three of them stood there, each
thinking his own thoughts and waiting for something.
Presently Olga Petrovna came in and Sleptsov said brusquely, without looking at her:
“Everything’s there on the table. His watch, glasses, fountain-pen, notebook, letters and photographs. And
some presents—the slide-rule for you, the watch and drawing instruments for your son. And a couple of other
things. Everything he had. And now it’s time for me to be going. I’ve stayed too long as it is.”
As he was putting on his greatcoat his eyes fell on Yura. For a moment a steely look came into them. He
dropped the coat, went over to the table picked up the watch and handed it to the boy without a word.
Olga Petrovna put down knives and forks and said in an off-hand way:
“So you aren’t staying to dinner? What a pity! I’m very gratefull to you for your kindness. Thank you ever so
much. But perhaps you’ll stay? You’ve come such a long distance, all the way from Siberia, I believe? Such trips
are expensive. The ticket alone must have cost you a lot. Hadn’t I better give you some money? Be perfectly frank
with me, don’t have any foolish scruples. Please. You were such a good friend of Vitali’s. A front-line comrade.
Do be perfectly frank. And I was expecting you to have dinner with us. Where are you staying?”
While she was speaking Sleptsov fumbled with his coat and could not get into it, but nobody, helped him. They
all seemed frozen to the spot, owing both to what had just taken place and to their desire to spare him the
embarrassment a cripple must feel when others come to his aid.
In reply to Olga Petrovna’s last question, Sleptsov said:
“I’m staying with some relatives. I’ve got relatives in Moscow. Wherever you go you’ll find; Siberians
nowadays. They’re everywhere.”
At last he got into his coat and picked up his cap and knapsack.
“That’s true,” said Olga Petrovna as she took the bread-plate out of the sideboard and put it on the table. “The
assistant director of our institute is a Siberian. He hasn’t been here long. Perhaps you know him? His name’s
Leonti Sverbeyev. But of course Siberia’s a big place.”
“Yes,” said Sleptsov. “Siberia’s a big place. Good-bye, Yura, Olga Petrovna. Good-bye, citizen.”
Flinging his knapsack over his shoulder, he went out.
*
Yura saw the soldier to the door and did not return to the dining-room; his steps were heard going past it down
the hall.
As soon as the front door had banged shut and Yura’s steps had died away somewhere to the left, probably in
the kitchen or bedroom, Rostislav Ivanovich turned impulsively to Olga Petrovna and said:
“What have you done? Do you understand what you’ve done? He came here, a splendid fellow, the very
noblest sort, and you offered him money!” He got more and more excited as he went on: “Just see how devoted he
is to Vitali’s memory! How he loved the man!”
It was the male solidarity he felt as his eyes clawed at her face—the dark and eternal solidarity of men against
women.
“And it’s the truth, your husband was an extraordinary person. A marvellous person. How could you forget
him? I don’t understand. You’re a … you’re a bitch!”
He himself was shocked by the word. He had had no intention of insulting her. Olga Petrovna had behaved
outrageously and he was furious with her, but that would never have led him to use such language if he had not
known that he could not live without her, that in spite of everything, he loved her and could not stop loving her
even now, when he despised and almost hated her.
At the same time he realised that her brutality to Sleptsov was due to her desire to destroy the memory of her
first husband for the sake of her second, and for the sake of a tranquil family life. She was fighting down her
sense of guilt in loving Vinokurov. And so besides despising and almost hating her, he took a proud satisfaction in
knowing that for his sake that other man (and such an exceptional man!) was being shunned and forgotten. In
addition to everything else, he felt a pang of bitter, if unreasonable jealousy (but is jealousy ever reasonable?).
And his jealousy was the more unreasonable for being directed against nobody in particular. It was merely based
on the supposition that if he were to die or even to be away for any length of time she would love a third man, and
love him as strongly, as determinedly, as categorically, so to speak, as she loved him now, and would lavish her
affection and solicitude upon this third man and resort to any means in defending her love for him.
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These feelings, his love and passion for her, the pain her harshness ahd cruelty caused him, his indignation that
the memory of so excellent a man should mean so little to her, the proud satisfaction of knowing that she loved
him, her present husband, and the conviction that she would cease to love him under different circumstances, all
these mixed feelings formed a hash in his soul, which was as bitter as gall and as sweet as honey. But the gall
outweighed the honey. When Sleptsov had said good-bye and was about to leave Vinokurov could have slapped
his wife, so great was his indignation. But he had said not a word, having resolved not to interfere. It was her past,
not his. He even regretted having heard part of the soldier’s story. But when Sleptsov had left and the front door
had banged behind him, and when Yura, ignorant of what had occurred but sensing that it was something bad, had
walked right past the dining-room door though he knew they were waiting for him to have dinner with them,
Vinokurov could not contain himself.
“What have you done?” he repeated. “You behaved abominably. He’s not staying anywhere. He lied when he
said he had relatives in Moscow. Do you mean to say you couldnt tell that? And surely you must realise that if he
came here for the sake of, money it would have been much simpler for him to sell the gold watch and other
things. Don’t you really understand?”
He stared at her with hate in his eyes.
“You’re perfectly right,” she said slowly, almost serenely. “How could I possibly have exchanged Vitali for a
man like you?”
She walked aimlessly down the length of the table, then the length of the sideboard, took a few steps towards
the door, came back and sat down on the same chair and began to cry.
“He would never … never …” she murmured through her tears.
At first her crying made no impression on him. He only thought how cunning she was, how eagerly she had
made Vitali an ally against him. But presently he felt an aching pain in his heart. He had never seen her cry
before, and as soon as he realised this he knew how deeply shaken she was. He was pierced by a sense of guilt
and told himself he had spoken hastily and brutally, had, in fact, displayed the same haste and brutality Olga
Petrovna had displayed to Sleptsov. He said:
“Come, Olga; this is no time for recriminations. What we must do now is overtake that man and bring him
back.”
“Yes,” she said.
She got up quickly, dried her tears, picked up the package of food Sleptsov had left behind, tied it up and went
with her flying walk into the hall, threw a shawl over her head and, together with her husband, ran down the stairs
and out into the dark yard.
There was no one in sight. Rain was falling.
“Comrade Sleptsov!” called Olga Petrovna.
She dashed across the yard and into the street, where she stopped and looked right and left. There was not a
soul in the street. Turning left, she almost ran to the corner, still calling:
“Comrade Sleptsov! Comrade Sleptsov!”
No one answered.
After standing on the corner for a while, she came slowly back.
At first her mind was empty. Gradually it filled up with recollections of her last words with Sleptsov, including
the meaningless remarks about Siberia. The thought occurred to her that since he was a Siberian, he might very
well have come from the little town to which she had first been evacuated. And if Vinokurov’s opinion of the onearmed soldier was correct—“the very noblest sort”—it followed that the inhabitants of even such a town could be
splendid people. She had considered them dull and insignificant and had accused them of being selfish and
heartless and had not been able to get away from them fast enough. But on second thought, why should they have
sympathised with and taken an interest in her when she had not sympathised with or taken interest in them? She
had not even taken an interest in the man who was closer to her than all others, her husband. She had not
understood nor even tried to understand him. But the coming of Sleptsov had thrown the bright light of day upon
her life, and in that ruthless light many things assumed an entirely different aspect.
It was of this Olga Petrovna thought as she returned to the gate of her house.
Meanwhile Rostislav Ivanovich had crossed the street and was walking along the boulevard, seeking the
soldier in every passer-by, but in vain. For a moment he and Olga stood together at the gate.
“Forgive me,” he said, taking her arm.
“You were right,” she said. “But can’t you understand?”
“I can.”
“I didn't want …”
“I understand. Come along.”
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They slowly crossed the courtyard and climbed the stairs. When they entered their flat they found Yura
standing in the hall. He asked no questions but fixed a longing glance on the door as if expecting the soldier to
follow them in.
“Come and have dinner,” said Olga Petrovna. The three went into the dining-room. Olga Petrovna put the
bundle of Siberian food on the window-sill behind the draperies. She fussed about the table a minute or two, then
sat on the chair where she had cried the first time and began to cry again, as if the chair inclined her to tears.
Rostislav Ivanovich went up to her and uttered soft words of comfort.
They forgot all about Yura. He was standing at the window watching them with hard eyes. His mothers tears
depressed him but did not arouse his sympathy. There he stood, pale and stern, telling himself, promising himself,
swearing to himself to be good, kind, honest, sincere learned, all those things the Soldier had meant when he had
said “Soviet.”
Would he keep his promise? He would if his elders helped him, not by reading lectures to him but by purifying
their own hearts of dross.
*
As for Andrei Sleptsov, it was not because he had left the yard so quickly that Olga Petrovna and Rostislav I
vanovich had been unable to find him. On the contrary, he had gone over and sat down on the bench where the old
woman had been knitting in the morning. He rolled himself a cigarette and eagerly drew the smoke into his lungs.
His respect for the Nechayev family had kept him from smoking even one sigarette in their flat, and now he
sucked in the pungent smoke as greedily as a drowning man gulps for air.
It was dark. Rain was falling. A whole day had gone by; a whole day from dawn to dusk. Andrei Sleptsov
thought how swiftly it had passed, and yet how long and eventful it had been, and he thought about the changes it
had brought in his life and the new light it had shed on it. In the light of this strange day things had shifted,
changed places, taken on complexity. It was an even, clear, unwinking, ruthless light, and it dissolved cherished
images as sunlight dissolves shadows.
He heard Olga Petrovna call him and saw her and her husband go into the street to look for him. He shrank
back against the wall to keep out of sight and hid his cigarette in his sleeve as soldiers had done at the front. He
could not speak to them now, he could not even bear to look at them.
At last they came back and disappeared into the house, leaving Sleptsov alone in the big yard. He went on
sitting there a while before getting up and making for the gate. On reaching it, he stopped and turned round. The
whole space from ground to sky was filled with the glow and twinkle of hundreds of illuminated squares. His first
response was purely mechanical, as to something very beautiful, but a moment later his mind told him that these
squares were windows and behind the windows were people. And he remembered what Captain Nechayev had
said about the windows one day, these very windows and no others. It had been in the winter when our armies
were still on the defensive. What Nechayev had said was something like this: Motherland is not necessarily a log
house with a birch or a poplar growing beside it, or a glade, or a path through the woods—symbols that have
become traditional with our poets and writers. Motherland is a two-room city flat, the exact counterpart of the
four flats above it and the two beneath it, with running water that gurgles in the pipes in the mornings, and with a
telephone that rings when somebody thinks of dialing your number. Motherland is two windows among hundreds
of other windows, the only difference being that a man’s own wife and son are behind these two. This is
Motherland, the land of our forbears, the sacred land of Moscow, even if that flat with the two windows is a
couple of dozen feet above the ground. And in defending the big Motherland, we are at the same time defending
this little Motherland and are ready to give our lives for it.
Sleptsov tried to find the two windows Nechayev had had in mind. He soon found them illuminated with a
greenish light among others that were yellow, mauve, rose, or simply bright without a definable hue—the lights of
innumerable human hearths. And as Sleptsov remembered what Nechayev had said about his two windows, he
tossed his head as a horse tosses its head to rid itself of gadflies, and he bit his lip paInfully to keep from crymg.
Despite the hopelessness that engulfed him during those minutes, he was aware, as he presently realised, of
some lingering sweetness thai was more than a mood; was something strictly physicaJ as well. This gave him the
clue. He glanced at his arm. It still retaind the sensation of holding an agreeable burden. The muscles were tensed,
as if supporting something warm and fragile.
It was the baby, the baby girl with a look too wise for an infant. Ah, that little girl, that human offspring, still so
tiny, all as yet in the future, a vessel capable of being filled with all that is good and beautiful! The memory of the
child was balm to his troubled heart, softening and lightening it.
Sleptsov was his old self again. He wiped the rain off his face, hitched his knapsack up on his shoulder, and
strode back over the now familiar way to the three railway stations. The chances were he would have to spend a
long and sleepless night at the station, standing in queue for a ticket, and he muttered to himself: "A good thing
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you got some sleep, Andrei Sleptsov—first on the park bench, then in the arm-chair.” He decided to try to get a
ticket for the evening train; that would give him all next day to see the sights of Moscow.
91.131 Two Triangles\fn{by Martha Blum (1913-2007)} Czernowitz, Chernivitsi Oblast, Ukraine (F) 6
My mother can’t cross the room. Fifty people sit on suitcases and bundles. We speak to each other in sign language, hands, eyes, and bodies. Ghetto doors are locked. What we know comes through the air, window, keyhole.
Information flows, fed by rage, hope, caught by antennae on our skins. Through the windows we see the trucks
leave. No one believes their eyes. It can’t be true.
Resettlement. Palestine. Ukraine. Life somewhere. I am pushed around by my neighbor, who polishes his dentistry gear, totally oblivious to events. He is concerned with a space of ten centimeters. Secures ten centimeters
with growls and shoves. Polishing and straightening out and counting his drills. He is going somewhere, he
knows. My dentist is unaware that God is not answerable to Job. Or to him. A room full of dentists, fighting for
ten centimeters. Doors fly open. Romanians behaving like Germans, masquerading as masters. Bad theater.
Romanians. They are no masters; poor and earthbound, they are serfs, slaves, underlings. Brothers in arms with a
bulldozing might, they take on like all slaves the trappings, the forms, the show of the master. Here and there you
will see one Ian or Petru do it well. Rarely. They are so ill-suited. A twinkle in their eye, they do not cherish
murder. Too messy. Orders? Commandments? Not really. Romanians do as if they do not obey orders easily. They
like wine and women, and here and there men. Bow to the powerful to save their own necks. And sometimes also
ours.
So, they come up, in the middle of all that desperate chaos, a chaos of immediate hunger, thirst, and the sudden
loss of simplest civility, they, the Romanians come up with a proposition to the Oberkommando: use these people
before they die. It is not new, of course. Built into the system; Nazis did it anyway. But here it is new. Doctors,
pharmacists, and engineers selected, separated, and retained for other uses than transport.
My yellow star clearly displayed on my white coat. We are requisitioned—my father and myself—to a hospital
for work. I serve the German boys. Shot, amputated, delirious, young, they die for a madman. The Jewish team
works silently. No sounds exchanged. The holy words are not pronounced. Who dares? My boss, hero, victimizer,
German doctor, enters the makeshift laboratory. We are short of everything, have to invent, improvise. New
transports from the front. Boys with bullets in chests, arms, bellies. No morphine injections. We make solutions of
whatever we can find, sterilize it in stages, not to destroy the tender morphine—which can’t stand high temperatures—and hand it as a usable injection to the master, the doctor in charge. We are as good as any I. G. Farben
research laboratory, he says, coming very close to me. Sleep with me tonight. You’ll have dinner, cigarettes, and
wine, and I will let you rest in my quarters for a day. You are clever and you know me now well enough, you know
I will be good to you.
Yes, but may I respectfully ask for a favor: bring my fiance out of the ghetto, and I will.
Walking between two strapping SS guards, dogs at the side, I think the Lord’s Prayer, lighting one on another
like a chainsmoker. It serves me well. From the Latin Pater noster to the Romanian Tatal nostru, with the Vater
Unser and the Notre Pere, I speak them wordlessly as I did at the first hour of each school day, when we rose to
the teacher’s entrance, starting the day with the Lord’s Prayer.
Rumors are that the ghetto is emptying fast. Whispers carry messages; they travel on underground paths, from
ear to ear; are heard by those afflicted, those whose days are numbered, who glean the truth from horror-tales with
the finest of sieves. And numbered days infuse a strength beyond your own, an inner tuning of the finest discernment, a high alert. So you hear what no one else can and your body makes decisions in seconds.
The ghetto soon to be annihilated. Poor sweet Max in there. I have his release, I have the letter. This sweet
idiot of my teenage years, walking in long strides, shoelaces trailing.
In my hand I carry this letter and pray he somehow heard the rumor, that Dr. Bauer succeeded in granting his
release. Just prayer, no thought, a trance—like suspension, a dip into our adolescent years together, when love is
indefinable, a vague waiting and melancholy. Our Father …
I’m made to hasten my step. March, the two SS men say, March. The dogs look more human. But solace
returns with oblivion, prayer and past. Oh, the sweet, sweet boy under my window My name is Max, he said, and
ran as if stung by a tarantula. I saw him hiding behind an eaves trough of my school principal’s house, day in and
day out, until one day I crossed the road to ask him his name. A slight slap with the back of my hand brought him
back to this world. Max, he said, and ran. Oh, the sweet boy, lanky, gauche, not yet grown …
We were both fifteen or sixteen, and one high summer day I took his hand and said let’s go to the river. Down
the ill-named, ill-fated Saint Trinity Street, leading to what is now the ghetto, down the Train Station Street, the
Bahnhofstrasse, into the river valley. Through ripening corn, high standing, golden-stringed hair unto the endless
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stretches of sand, pebbles, and tall, tall grasses. The river was almost out of its banks, after a stormy rainfall the
day before. I felt reckless and more so because of the tender timidity of the boy, who hardly touched me as we
stretched into sand.
Let’s go swimming, let’s swim down below the bridge.
No, he said, no, I do not know how well you swim. It is too dangerous, especially beyond the bridge, where the
river falls with crests of white foam, spiraling, pulling you down.
I smiled. Of course he’ll go, he loves me, he stands for hours under my window, just to see me come out of the
old gate. Come, I tell him while gliding down the high bank. Come! And in my summer cotton I dip into the
mountain stream. Not as clear this time. Swollen, cloudy with debris, the stream took me fast beyond the bridges
to the falls. Water in ears and throat, I can’t fight the river, my feet caught—when I feel jostled and then carried on
Max’s back to the lower bank. He had seen me sink, kicked his runners off and jumped to rescue me. Breathless,
we stretched upon heated stones, when I heard him say, in a very ordinary everyday voice:
Will you marry me, Süssel? I smile. I will have to, because you saved my life. Yes, of course I will.
But we were more like brothers. Wandering along the river dunes or the seven kilometers to the Cecina
mountain, in one day there and back.
As we hiked up our mountain, resting on stones near the thousand springs, he would take his steady
companions—pencil and paper—and show me how simple truth can be, a shape like a triangle, a circle, or a
rhomb. And talk about Galileo or Copernicus—the Polish father of astronomy. Or his adored Johannes Kepler.
Without magic, he says. Without magic. The truth is here, I will show it to you, Süssel, without incantations or
priestly swinging of myrrh. Just beauty in itself. Forever. Then he smiled: Unless modified and changed by the
moving times. Yes, I said, I’ll marry you. You’re too beautiful to leave. And we blushed without kissing, holding
hands and straining up the mountain. Give us this day our town at the foot of the Northern slopes of the
Carpathians, nourished by fertile fields and by the waters of its springs, fed us with a myth of being chosen.
All mountains touch the sky, as does the Olympus of Greece, the Sinai of the Law, and as does our Cecina for
the little people at its foot. Next to the Gods. And sweating up, stone by stone to the top, just to get the sight of the
river valley, the Pruth, looking out at German and Ukrainian villages and further ranges on the horizon. I wanting
to put my hurting feet into the springs, listen to the rush in the grasses, and rest after an hour’s march, and he
would come down to me, throw the rucksack onto the ground, and say, look I want to explain this to you: and he
goes on about Johannes Kepler, who made a living as an astrologer—pure nonsense in Max’s view—yet laid
down the most basic truth about the revolution of the earth around the sun.
No, I do not think we could marry; oh, it would not work, but he looked at me with such longing that I took his
arm for support. When we descended, almost rolling down that mountain, the stars were up and we hurried away.
So he remained my fiance. A contract-brother—his face of fear and abandonment in the ghetto crowd—forgive,
forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive … Dr. Bauer will take me and I have no way out.
*
Fifteen. Sitting on my fountain of fear. Horror of Ahi’s encircling arms giving me goose flesh still. I lean
against this many-armed body of cool iron, resting on the fluted spouts. Ahi’s arms. The Turkish henchman’s
powerful arms, spewing water. Do not sit there, Ileana screams, do not sit there, Ahi will grab you by your hair
from the back, encircle your body and shout with joy when you drown. And no frog-prince will kiss you in a
thousand years. Father, as we forgive—
Towards evening, when all piano and homework was done, I sneaked down, waiting with the exhilaration of
danger for the copper arms to move. I touched a fluted arm as if calling for water, when it fell by its own metalweight and I was left holding it, the end-face grinning. Too frightened to cry, I ran into Ileana’s lap. Stories are
true, Ileana says, you defy them at your own peril. He’ll get you next time. He knows you’re Süssel! Let’s fix the
damn thing to give him his arm back. I do not like his anger. Dear, dear, it’s hard to work for Jews, they have to
prove everything, they don’t believe the simplest thing. If people say Ahi lives in that fountain, for me he lives
there. And it is dangerous to play with it. If you need water, he’ll give it to you, but do not play with it. What a
naughty, naughty child—who trespass against us.
After that I would not go near it until I was fifteen. But now I feel grown, adult, above superstition. I sit on the
rim, touching the slate with washed toes—a deep green slate. I sit there, legs trailing, loving the fountain. The way
it occupies the crossroads between the Archbishop’s Residence and the Evangelical church and, cutting across,
binds Holy Trinity Street to Gallows Hill. The henchman in the middle, Ahi. The multi-armed Turk, who can
string up three men at the same time, swings the knotted rope around one man, holding the others with new arms
sprouted from his body. Three he can hang at once, cracking their necks, making music almost, Ileana laughs. Do
not go near that hill, Süssel. No grass grows there, no tree, the earth refuses seed, for all those tears have salted the
earth and made it barren. Do not go near it, bad girl. Father, lead us not into temptation, lead us not …
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But at fifteen I do. Up the hill without fear, or just a little horror in my veins. Up the cobbled road, vaulted
houses from Turkish times, dark, menacing—close to the ground and almost around the corner from our uptown
palaces—low, arched cellars, the poorest live there. Ukrainians and Jews. Speaking a Yiddish-German, Ukrainian
sounding. Proverbs and wisdom of the Slavs. A singing sound, crying and laughing. A local code of understanding and cheating. Merchants of coal by the piece, winter vegetables, and kerosene. Poor, very poor. Selling
lighting or heating oil with ancient measuring means, the Dame-Jeanne, a huge-bellied lady—green-glass or tin—
the Damigiana, as Ileana called that crazy bottle. All these cellar merchants, reeking wet-pounded earth. Here and
there a winter-apple shop, a little more respectable, sporting shelves, apples, and dried fruit. The east side open,
precipitous, with a view of the chestnut treetops.
Up and up the hill. No blade of grass there, no moss, no brush creeping, no hazelnut bush, no tree. A small gust
lifting surface earth, the salty taste of tears covering my tongue. The air remembers, carries its truth to those tuned
to hear. No gallows to be seen. Yet all there. Not to be erased. Just for a short moment, my eyes graze the valley, a
German village, orchards—and I run back home. Enough, enough. Deliver us from Evil, Father, deliver us from
Evil.
*
Two triangles of cardboard covered in yellow cloth, juxtaposed on my white coat. I am preparing a makeshift
autoclave to sterilize syringes and needles. I am in charge, I run a medical lab: six prisoners, my father under my
command. Hungry and trying to smile, he looks young. Our hospital has been evacuated to accommodate
hundreds of wounded German boys from the front. They come on trucks or tanks, shot, shelled, or in shock. It is
my father, who invents ad hoc anesthesia, some chloroform, some ether pro narcosi or just a soluble barbiturate.
He distills water in a contraption made of two Jena bottles of neutral glass and an end of rubber hose, sterile
enough to inject. And Dr. Bauer, Major Hermann Bauer, operates. I am under Dr. Bauer’s command, so to speak.
Six prisoners looking after all these young German lives. We are too bruised, broken, hungry to think of sabotage,
of poisoning them all, or setting the hospital on fire, or fleeing. Slaves do not think—we jump at the raising of an
eyebrow.
New beds to improvise, barracks to be built. Jewish prisoners from Moghilev arrive to put them up. I recognize
my uncle Jacob. My light-hearted, singing, printer-typesetter uncle, the youngest, called Jankel. Tell us a story,
Jankel, tell us the story when you set a whole page of the Vorwürts, our socialist daily, with wild Jewish stories of
ghosts, dibbuks, possessed, screaming brides, and dancing, exorcising rabbis, instead of the news of the day. How
you got drunk with your buddies, draping yourself in the red flag of the “party,” playing revolution, got fired and
rehired, for there was no other typesetter of your quality and speed. Tell us. Tell us! He is stricken by typhus, he
can hardly move. None of the thirty muselmen—Jews at the end of their strength—are able to build anything
decent. But triggers are loose, and they do what they can. I approach Dr. Bauer cautiously, humbly, to see if I
could be permitted to requisition that particular Jew for the cleaning of our latrines. No, he says, not from that
team. They are full of fleas and typhus.
Rumors are that in Moghilev four incinerators with some thirty-two creusets from the Firma Topf und Söhne
have been installed, to deal with the disposal of corpses and typhus-diseased flesh. Not from that team, he says.
I’ll keep your father and I’ll keep you. But watch out. And he pokes me in the ribswith his Reitgerte—a small
sharp leather whip—and then bangs it rhythmically against his own leather shank, in front of prisoners and
patients about to be operated on. Yes, we know who is God, no need to enforce it. No rebellion, just knowing.
It is so funny. A Jewish child, pious, singing to the Lord and hearing His voice in reply, in fetters now. Total
corporeal confinement. Yet with an end of muscle left in my face, the smile is there. It is there for the sudden
pleasure, the removal, the absence of our daily companion: guilt. It just isn’t there. Everything seems acceptable,
feasible. The law, the centripetal law of living amongst one another, is gone. Could I smile undetected, I would.
Of course, I will keep my deal. He has freed my fiance, my so-called fiance. He stands, across the street from the
old house, hidden by an eavestrough’s overhang, waiting for me. We sit on the Ahi fountain and chat, as fifteenyear-olds, tackling the big questions: existence, search for God, intellect versus heart.
Dr. Bauer expects payment. Passing my father, still so young, a picture of himself as a young officer in the
Austrian army, Zwicker (pince-nez glasses) on the nose. Moving among his test tubes, touching me sideways with
his flared coat.
I am the sole woman among the six prisoners. Head Jew foreman, coordinator between lab and ward, my
whereabouts are uncontrolled. Or so I think. But not really. In a tight hungry universe everyone senses the lifelevel of the other. Silent anonymity is best. Nose to the ground, guts at high alert. They all know: I sleep with the
boss. And I find myself in a state of hilarity. Guilt? Where has it gone? Just theater. Absurd theater. And this total
abolition, the absence of it, gives me a strange freedom: no law! Nothing matters, not one of the ten! Maybe the
fifth, honor your father and mother. For the surge of blood to my face, seeing my father at work, looking like a
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very young man, and his silent acceptance of the cigarettes or chocolate which I smuggle into his lab-coat pocket,
makes me still human. The only thing.
I make a deal. Dr. Bauer has offered me a day of rest. This first day in total seclusion is the first day of my life!
Windows covered, warm water in a tub, apricots, chocolates, and dry prunes in small dishes, and a field-bed in
white linen—his barrack is fifty meters from the hospital, somewhere in heaven. He said he would not come until
I had rested. I sleep countless hours. When he enters he watches me, takes me like a child to the tub, scrubs with
surgical brush arms, legs, and back, cuts with medical scissors nails on toes and fingers, says nothing, until:
“You have beautiful hair.”
I smile, of course. My head is bare and so is the mound below my navel. At the last delousing, all that has
gone. I smile at Dr. Bauer. In linen, he takes me to his bed and leaves me there. He returns to wake me at fourthirty in the morning, my sterilized prisoner’s garb in his arms; he had operated with the help of two feldschers all
night. There is coffee, bread and butter, and Vitamin-complex chocolate. We share it. Five o’clock, I am on duty,
through the wards, stem face, machine movements.
During my absence a shipment of gauze, bandages, potassium pemanganate—the purple disinfectant of old—
and live mercury has arrived. Intense joy pervades my team—to feel human, to work with purpose. All seems
forgotten: hunger, sleepless nights, the occasional strap, and the eternal rush to the latrine with loose bowels. Only
one thing matters: to escape into purpose. My father gets at the live mercury, commands everyone around to find
some vehicle. He’d like pork fat, wool fat—he settles for third grade Vaseline. Fashions pestles out of wood,
constructs a tub to mix it in. To start, equal quantities of mercury and Vaseline are needed to achieve a
homogenous mixture—mercury runs away on you otherwise, partitions itself into millions of small silver balls.
Slowly he incorporates the rest of the Vaseline. There is a good scale rescued from the Jewish hospital, and he and
all of them glow at the achieved mercury ointment. It combats everything, including venereal disease.
It was a good day. They were rewarded with soup from the hospital canteen and they all fell to their bunks,
oblivious of the world. Guilt? Funny what people can think of, when they are warm and their bellies filled with
bread and butter.
Dr. Bauer appears at the ward. Shaven now, rested, he drops his key into my white coat pocket. The new
feldscher takes over, and I go into the night. Not really hoping but expecting Dr. Bauer to be there. He is not. I
undress. There is warm water in a bowl, an old-fashioned ceramic bowl, red tulips, blue tulips looking at me with
strange eyes. White tulips on white on my mother’s damask covered table. Where? When? Flowers blooming
everywhere. On bottoms of Ukrainian bowls, more tulips, and green leaves on the handles of the pitcher next to it.
Dry prunes, dry apricots to chew. One chews here.
Key in lock. Dr. Bauer enters, sausage fried, sauerkraut in an army covered dish and the smell of bread. It is to
loose one’s mind. One camp chair for Dr. Bauer across from me on the bed. I eat little and none of the cabbage. A
slave knows her moment. She does not have a morrow. It is all now: if there is food she eats and if there is warm
water—well, it is simple. What plans, what design, who sees you, where is the all-seeing eye, laws to follow and
laws to transgress, where are those small loose bricks at the foot of the moorish wall, to swindle yourself, a secret
mystery?! What mystery—where? It is simple.
Dr. Bauer inspects me for lice and fleas, says sotto voce, a voice one never heard on the ward, your hair when
grown again will be beautiful, and leaves me to my apricots and prunes, to the sucking of their pits like the
comfort of a baby’s thumb. At. four-thirty, he appears with coffee. No word spoken. At five o’clock I am out in a
cold that feels like minus forty degrees Celsius. Lab and ward.
After three days he comes and stays. Four o'clock in the morning. Undresses fully, kneels by my field-bed with
coffee in his army tin mug. Sweetened with thick milk; and a light-aired slice of loaf. The crusty sort. It falls in
crumbs. He collects them with his mouth. For the first time he touches my skin. Rises to put away the cup, and,
also for the first time, I see him naked. He is unaroused. Funny to watch. A dog’s tail, between a man’s legs. No
wonder Germans call it Schwantz, meaning just that. How he handles every object from coffee cup to scalpel.
Knowing fingers. All tipped with brains of their own. They know things. Perceive and move, seemingly
undirected. Innate elegance, singly and in the palm, hanging from the wrist. I had watched these hands sever legs
from knee or hip, sewing and suturing, pushing bones into place. All with the tenderness of strength, joints
moving on their own, yet in unison. I have seen beauty of such nobility in Johann Sebastian Bach. And I see it
here. I watch those dangling, glorious fingers as he approaches my bed. Still unaroused, he kneels by me. And
raises his left arm to cover my eyes, forehead, hairline, with his whole flat hand. Fingers, imperceptibly moving,
close my eyes, as if for the last time. With his right arm he moves across my body to press my left arm and with
his body he holds my right one. Stretched and stilled now along hip and flank. Limp all muscles, limp as in death.
No breath audible. Breasts fall in. Mine were never there. They are negative breasts. They make hollows and go
the other way, inwards. I saw my face in his shaving mirror a few days ago and a boy’s was looking back at me. A
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hint of pink hairline, cheekbones moving up and green of eyes all over the face. My father at eighteen. A young
man, gaunt.
His breath is closer now, barely touches my nipples, warms them and brings them out of the hollow, with lips
as clever as his hands. Taking time, his hands move down, calling for stillness; fingers entering the hairless sex to
find the labia. A sharp stroke, repeated without gentleness. The thrill of small death. Tears rising to the throat.
It’s almost five o’clock. Hundreds of Soviet prisoners have arrived, he says. Do not go near them, they are full
of typhus, lice and fleas. There is no facility to delouse so many. I have to keep what I have for ourselves. They
huddle on the outer side of the compound against the shed, on the frozen earth. They will die soon, and, if they do
not, we’ll help them to it.
Out into the night. To the job. Sucking prune pits. Some for my father. Guilt? Avert your eyes, oh Lord!
*
These are the darkest days, between November and February. Stalingrad raging. Russian prisoners flooding in,
not enough guards, food, or water. Machine-gun shots—rhythmical savage dancing—as I emerge from the
barrack of my true lover. I love him furiously. His face, his duelled sharp Schmiss across his right cheek, distorted
upper lip, eyebrows, celestial arcs, are with me. Everywhere. Fed and rested, I can love. With my team for sixteen
hours of the day, I am pursued by this face.
In a deputy role again, self-imposed, I order everyone around, fearing for my life. They’ll get me somehow.
They’ll stab or strangle me, they’ll poison my tea or catch my foot in an iron trap. And he’ll rescue me. Mad, mad.
I love him. Afflicted.
He has come to me fully aroused, one morning at four-thirty, and taken me without warning. The key in my
pocket the night before, I came to cold meat and red wine prepared for me. Drank and ate at a small pine-box
table he had improvised, army towel with crest for tablecloth, washed in the tulip-ridden Ukrainian bowl, saw that
my hair had filled in a little, smiled at his shaving mirror, put on his army shirt and stretched limbs, long, stiff,
free of muscle as he wants it. And was wakened by the sharp parting of upper thighs and a brutal entrance.
Catatonic as he wants me, the thrill will ring through my life. He came upon my navel, lying in his juice like a
new-born from the womb.
*
Indomitable snow storms, elemental blizzards of the Ukraine steppe as far as the Urals. These were bitter days.
A small commando stripped the prisoners of war of their good heavy coats and covered the bodies with snow.
Their coats we used as extra blankets. Boots piled high. Here and there a ring no one had seen before turned up on
a German finger. These were dark winter days, with typhus the ultimate equalizer.
We were unspeakably lucky. My father and one other no-name-Jew chemist had devised a sulfur volatilizing
chamber, where coats and woolens of the dead P.O.W.s were deloused, and we all wore them, Jew and German.
There was now total dependency. Without us the German soldiers would simply die of shock, bullet wounds, and
gangrene. They knew it and we knew it and our regime changed. There was more collegiality and banter, and we
ate from the same pot. Always hungry, none of us or them had enough. But latrine cleaners and Jews brought in
from Moghilev for rough work had nothing at all. They died under our eyes. Recovering soldiers took over some
chores, trying not to return to duty. I caught them rubbing their thermopleters under the blankets with fingers or
linen to show high temperatures to get another week away from action. Boys. Hardly any beard. Children almost.
The six of us holding their lives gave us the stature of parent, almost love. It operates on simple laws,
irrefutable. We were the masters for a moment. Or a kind of master. Or just a role, changes in a classical play, in
the unity of time and place. This was still January, the famous month with two faces of God. Janus watching the
gates of Rome, looking both ways, inward, to keep order in the city, and outward into the world for approaching
danger. This was our January, where every day had to be lived and none could be jumped. Lived through, bitten
into, as the hours stood still, all limits set. Our bodies moved with destiny. This was our January of 1943, a date
just for the record in history books. This was our January, that stuck to our soles like Russian mud in spring.
Heavy, black, and sinking. No time-feel.
Yet, one incomprehensible day in February, orders from Command. Strike the set. Most of the prisoner—Jews
shot at dawn. Dr. Bauer, one midnight, calling in my father only and not me. Orders us to run in groups of two.
Three times two, at intervals. He will be on duty. There are no dogs any more. My father: The sick German boys?
They will be shipped on trucks, tanks, and on foot. Dr. Bauer: None of your concern. My father: It is my concern.
Dr. Bauer: It is not. Look out for yourselves. Here is a small rucksack with what I could spare. Take your
daughter. Take the Russian coats, fur hats, and boots. In thirty minutes you move silently in twos, out of the
compound, direction south-west. Hurry. One moment more. Shake my hand—I have never seen a war hero of
your stature—and he buried his head in Father’s shoulder in a moment’s embrace.
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Walking at night. Sleeping or lying in hollows by day, not to be detected by friend or foe. Two unlikely figures
from a strange unlikely world. We rationed ourselves to eat the absolute minimum of biscuit and sausage, a little
plum brandy and prunes, to snack out of that rucksack. And matches, thank God for matches. I found a spade
under the snow somewhere.
Everything can be done with it - snow piled into heaps for protection; if the earth permits, a fine bed fashioned,
branches brought down for a fire in a hollow.
On the third day a huddle of houses or huts, still and dark. With roofs above and sheds at back. Small, almost
square Ukrainian windows. A kerchiefed figure in one window frame. She seems to be there, part of the winter
landscape, and moves away to open the door. A gesture so natural and simple, as if for expected guests who arrive
just a trifle late. She looks at these two ghosts. No questions, just: Go down into the cellar, there is straw and
sheepskin. You’ll find soured milk in two open trays. Eat your fill. She comes down to us with heavy black bread,
resembling her own earth and sticking to the palate, two bowls, and wooden spoons. She says,
“Eat, my babes, may the Lord be blessed, that I can help those that have less than I have.”
And she makes the sign of the cross.
“Sleep, sleep,” she says, “my children.”
We stretch into the straw and I fall upon my father’s breast. Tears streaming down our faces with the warmth of
the sheepskins and the blessing.
98.222 The Girl From Vynnytsia\fn{by Ivan Smolii (1916-

)}

Mykhnovets, nr. Turka, Lviv Oblast, Ukraine (M) 8

I met her at a critical moment of my life.
For two days I had been encircled by the wheat and rye of the Vynnytsia gardens, where I was hiding after
escaping from the local; police commissariat the night before I was to be shot. I know that they would be making
a thorough search for me, so I did not dare to show myself to anyone. But this afternoon it mattered little to me
how I was to die. I wandered across the furrows toward some suburban cottages.
In the lace where the field joined with the gardens, behind an old rickety fence, stood a small white house. I
was sorely tempted by the fruit trees in the garden; and the cherry tree, already covered with red cherries, held my
attention. I slid through a hole in the fence and started gathering cherries.
This task absorbed e momentarily, but suddenly, a few steps away, I heard a soft, surprised exclamation:
“Oho, and what is this?”
I looked around, and the bent cherry bough slipped from my fingers and straightened out. Before me stood a
strange, graceful girl in a white blouse and khaki skirt. Her long hair, held together only by a ribbon, fell to her
shoulders. The eyes which looked at me were greenish gray, distinguished all the more by arched brows which
now were lifted as if in surprise or complete sympathy.
“I’m hungry,” I said frankly, encouraged by her attitude.
“Then come into the house,” she said easily, indicating the side of the house as if inviting an old friend.
“Come!” she added urgently, seeing my hesitation.
I followed her obediently. We entered a room opening on a veranda. I glanced at the neat set-up of the home,
and then at myself. Standing there as I was on a fancy rug, my feet dirty and bare, and caked with mud, I felt
ashamed of my drabby appearance.
“That’s nothing. Everything will be all right,” said the strange girl unexpectedly, as if divining my thoughts.
“Wait here, I’ll be right back.”
She disappeared behind the door of a neighboring room, and then all was quiet. I stood there, uncertain,
bewildered by this unexpected turn of fate. Was this person really chosen by destiny to save me? Or was this …? I
shuddered. I didn’t have the strength to finish this thought. Like a caged beast I nervously circled the room,
looking out the window. Perhaps I had again traded freedom for a prison. She could easily guess who I was and
where I had escaped from.
I began to imagine things. The face of Commissar Schenk rose up before me, even more swollen with rage and
hatred than when he stood in the doorway of my room looking on as his agents ransacked drawers and hiding
places, yanking out batches of illegal literature, books and maps. Then they drew out of my pocket a small,
accurate revolver. Ah yes, having been unexpectedly attacked by the police I let them have it without even a show
of struggle. What would I not give to have it now! And maybe now was the propitious moment when, having
given up freedom …
At this moment the door opened sharply, and she stood on the threshold.
“Oh, don’t worry!” she said, noticing my emotion. “You can only die once, and a young and handsome
Cossack like you should stand before God decently washed and dressed. Follow me.”
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I followed her through several rooms and along an inner corridor into a washroom.
“You’ll find wqhat you need here; and these clothes are for you. When you’re cleaned up, come into the dining
room.
The door closed softly and I began washing.
When at last I appeared in the dining room, the strange girl was already waiting for me. I sat down at the set
table. Fear of betrayal deserted me, and in its place an unconquerable curiosity was born to learn something about
this person. I looked the room over, but the furnishings did not disclose anything unusual, nor supply any clue as
to whether she lived here alone or with someone else.
“To whom do I owe this—my miraculous rescue?” I asked as I began to eat.
‘Perhaps just to an ordinary chance.”
“There were many changes in my lifetime, but this is a special one. I don’t need to tell you where I’ve escaped
from, nor what threatens me—and you, if we’re caught.”
“Be calm; we’ll pretend we’re old, good friends.”
“Friends?” I asked in surprise.
“Of course.”
Her eyes contemplated me penetratingly for a moment, causing me to shiver involuntarily, though I could offer
no rational reason why.
“What’s your name?” she asked.
“Stepan,” I said accommodatingly. “Of course you surmise everything about me,” I added, “but it’s much
harder for me to guess about you. At least you can tell me what to call you.”
“If it means anything to you, call me Katria.”
In view of the stormy times I wanted to ask her whether she lived here all alone, but the question died on my
lips. I found myself instead telling her about my own life, that of my mother and sister whom I had not seen for so
long, and about my many adventures.
She listened without interrupting; then we were both silent.
“Well, Stepan,” she said finally, as she rose, “I’m going to town, but I’ll be back in the evening. You’re tired.
Lie down and rest. I’ll take the key with me.”
*
I was alone now in a strange house. Katria had just passed along the path by the window, dressed in a dark suit
with a red kerchief on her head; slowly she disappeared from my sight down the street beyond the houses.
I knew there was no other soul in the house; nevertheless, as I turned from the window SI listened for some
signs of life. I felt like a prisoner, yet there seemed to be nothing to be afraid of. Any minute I could open the
window and flee to the fields beyond the garden from whence I had come. For a second that seemed to be the
wisest thing to do: I already had clothes and was free to leave at any time. And besides, was not my unexpected
benefactress somewhat mysterious in her behavior? Could I trust her? Who was she? Where had she gone now?
All at once I began to feel these questions intriguing me; it seemed, therefore, that I would have to remain
here, and that our chance acquaintance would not pass without leaving a trace. This reversal of opinion about her
surprised me. When we met in the garden she appeared to be a young girl, and now suddenly she seemed to have
aged ten years. She probably might be thirty; but in view of her finely chiseled youthful face, her clear, pleasant
smile, and the lack of wrinkles around the corners of her mouth, I was inclined to think her younger.
Who was she?
My curiosity induced me to make a search of the kitchen, and the bedroom. In a faience ashtray I found a halfsmoked cigarette. Who left it? It must have been a man.\fn{ There was a time in which it was considered socially unacceptable
for women to smoke in the United States—women of quality, at any rate. But that was in a different age from mine, although I remember
the first attempts at mass-marketing cigarettes for women. Except for snuff, the use of tobacco in any form was almost entirely a male
preserve.} But who? Katria’s husband, brother or lover?

Before me was the door of yet another room. In vain I tried to peer into it. Frustrated and chagrined, I lay
down, pursued by an avalanche of continually persistent and mystifying questions.
*
I jumped up with fright, as in the old prison days, but soon became calm again. Katria stood beside me, waking
me gently. On this mild June evening I forgot for a second the threat of war and occupation, forgot about my
unenviable position. Her voice, however, recalled me back to the world of reality.
“You’ve slept; that’s fine. Now let’s go.”
“Where?” I asked with honest surprise.
“To new quarters.”
“What new quarters?”
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“you’ll see,” she answered abruptly. “We’ll go now. This is the best time.”
And so we left immediately. I was silent and on my guard, looking around as she led me further and further
through little known sections of the town. Then unexpectedly a river—the silent, dark Boh emerged before us. We
walked along the bank, then turned in toward the houses.
The old house before which we stopped had sunk into the ground, indicating by its appearance that we were
somewhere in the suburbs. Katria knocked on the door, and at once it swung open.
“It is I, babusiu,”\fn{A note reads: babusia—the nominative form, means grandmother; babusiu is the vocative form.} said
Katria to someone. It was only after an interval that I could discern in the darkness enveloping us an old, stooped
woman in the entrance way, facing us. We entered a room with cramped quarters, low-hanging ceiling, and poor,
old-fashioned furnishings.
“Here he is, babusiu,” said Katria, bringing me face to face with the old woman. “I’m leaving him in your
tender care, as we agreed; I’ll call later and supply you with everything you may need. So long, Stepan.”
“You’re leaving?” I asked with surprise.
“Of course. I’m, in a hurry, but don’t leave until I fetch you some documents.”
*
Katria had hardly disappeared through the door than I began to realize how I felt for her; how in this somewhat
complicated situation I had fallen in love with her.
“But why did she send me away?” I wondered. “Why could I not have remained with her? To whom is she
dedicated? Where is she hurrying now?”
I felt an upsurge of jealousy rising within me. To her I probably was just a casual passerby on the road of life.
The kindly babusia contemplated me with sympathy and friendliness, as if divining my thoughts. Gazing into
her faded, intelligent eyes, I asked frankly:
“Babusiu, who is this Katria?”
“Well, you see for yourself.”
“Where does she come from?”
“I don’t know.”
“Is she married?”
“I don’t know; I don’t know anything.”
“Then how does she know you?”
“It was like this,” began the old woman, my eyes riveted on her. “I’ve known her since spring. It was an early
but ill-fated spring. She was returning from the cemetery, not far from here. People kept constantly passing my
house like shadows, secretly burying the bodies of those murdered; and new graves rose quite often.
“She too had come from the cemetery one day. She must have buried someone very dear, for she seemed
bewildered, almost demented. Although I had become inured to human sorrow, having seen it as a daily
occurrence, yet I could not help weeping when I saw her with head bowed down in almost frightening silence.
Finally she glanced around the room; and when her eyes focused on a photograph on the wall, this one here, she
asked:
‘Who is it?”
‘My husband,’ I said.
‘And where is he now?’
‘He joined Petliura’s army\fn{During the year 1919, the Ukraine was the scene of civil war as three armies fought for the
possession of her territory: the national Ukrainian, the Soviet Ukrainian, and the White Russian. Symon Petlyura (1879-1926) was alone in
his desire for an independent Ukraine—the others all saw the country as part of the Russian hegemony. He failed to secure requisite foreign
help in establishing independence for his country, and late in 1920 he departed with his government-in-exile to Paris, where he was shot
dead (May 25, 1926) by one Shalom Schwarzbard; who himself, as he said at his trial, killed Petlyura because he held him responsible for
pogroms perpetrated upon Ukrainian Jews, not for having failed to establish the independence of Ukraine .} and perished.’

‘And so you’ve preserved it throughout all these bad times?’
‘What else should I have done? Why should I not cherish that which was dearest in life?’
“She sat around for a while, and then she said, ‘I’ll call again, babusiu.’ After that she was a constant visitor;
and every time she came she brought something to eat, as I was hungry most of the time. She’s a good girl, but an
unhappy one.”
“Whom did she bury, her husband?”
“I don’t know and I didn’t ask; but it was someone quite close to her, someone very precious; and it’s most
likely she’s all alone in the world.”
*
I was restless from inactivity and uncertainty. A week had almost passed and Katria did not come. I waited for
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her to bring those papers, for I had not a scrap and so could hardly appear anywhere empty-handed. I was greatly
moved by the old woman’s information about Katria. It seemed as if someone had lifted a corner of a heavy
curtain before me and then let it drop again.
A week passed. I became restive—something could have happened to Katria; perhaps I might never see her
again. Babusia tried to reason with me, but I decided to go. I had to search for a long time but I finally found
Katria’s cottage. Hidden in the garden, in the dusk, it betrayed no sighs of life; no sounds anywhere; no light. I
stopped before the front door and tried it carefully, then circled by a path through the flower beds and stood
underneath a window listening. My discovery, so simple and ordinary in itself, shocked me—I heard voices; one
feminine, Katria’s of course, and the other masculine.
“So this is solitude,” I thought bitterly; “so this is my abysmal naivete: I keep worrying about her and she
calmly enjoys herself. It would be unwise and awkward for me to enter now.” I returned from this excursion
disillusioned and depressed.
Katria came next evening when I was preparing to visit her again. She was gay and strangely elated.
“And what is this?” she asked, noticing my reproachful look.
“Katria, why didn’t you come for so long?”
“Why? Did you miss me?” she smiled.
“I was worried about you.”
“About me? What an idea! It’s always the same with me.”
I wanted to tell her everything I had been thinking about during those days of waiting. I debated whether to tell
her about yesterday’s visit underneath her window, but at this moment Katrya handed me some papers.
“Here you are. This is temporary. The passport isn’t extraordinary and the photo doesn’t look like you. I think
I’ll get you a better one soon.”
“Where did you get this one?” I asked, as I examined the passport of one Kirschner, who from the photo
appeared to be a person over thirty, full faced, with a short haircut.
“I found it,” she asked without even blinking.
“And you’ll find a better one?”
“I hope so. For a head like yours can appear in public only with good papers. My, but it’s precious!” As she
said this Katria touched my head gently, kindly, and with a smile asked further:
“And do you know how much this head is worth? A fair sum—fifteen thousand karbovantsi.”\fn{A note reads:
plural of karbovanets—monetary unit in Ukraine.}
She enjoyed my bewilderment for a moment, then drew out a printed notice and placed it before me. I
skimmed over the thick lines of the police advertisement and understood everything.
My escape had caused a lot of commotion. Materials found in my possession had led the police to believe that
they had caught one of the foremost leaders of the organization, which fell with a vindictive hand upon those
responsible for the horrors perpetrated under the occupation.\fn{ I.e., the occupation of Ukraine (February-November 1918)
by forces of the German Imperial Army .} A thorough search was being made for me, with the promise of a considerable
sum to anyone who would give me up into the hands of the police.
“Wonderful!” I said; “luck has smiled upon you. This is indeed I. You’ve got fifteen thousand in your pocket.”
“Yes, and perhaps much more,” she added, looking at me rather strangely. “Is that all you’re worth? But
enough of that. Just wait, I’ll bring you something better. And take good care of your head.”
She went away, leaving me with a flood of new thoughts and other surmises. I was pleased that my head was
valued so highly and that Katria knew about it. I must not have been mistaken. Today in her behavior towards me
she displayed so much kindness and friendliness that it led me to believe that I meant something to her.
Nevertheless, I still knew nothing about her; yes, even now when she is gone. How did she get this passport? On
what grounds did she make those new promises? With whom did she make such wonderful contacts, and at what
price?
For some reason I thought of the preceding evening, when I had overheard a conversation under her window,
and again jealousy flamed up with characteristic urgency. I was ready to run after her, keep her in sight, catch up
to her and explain everything, overwhelm her with questions. I rebelled, then finally restrained myself and waited.
The next time Katria came in the morning, while I was still asleep. She must have stood over me for some time
before waking me. I cried out in surprise.
“You, Katria!” The first exclamation of surprise and joy escaped from my lips before I realized that I had used
the familiar pronoun ty,\fn{A note reads: ty means the singular “you,” used in addressing intimate friends; otherwise the plural Vy is
used, especially when addressing one’s elders .} as to an intimate person. But she accepted this familiarity form
indifferently, speaking calmly and openly.
“I’ve brought you something, Stepan.”
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She untied a bundle and handed me a uniform, the blue uniform of a gendarme. I inspected it with awe.
“Now if only there were documents,” I sighed.
“And here they are,” Katria said, handing me a passport.
I glanced at the photo. It was someone my age, with a long, thin face like mine, with the same characteristic
side haircut. I held the passport in my hand and then, with what seemed suddenness even to myself, I asked
sharply:
“Where did you get this?”
“Ha, you’re strange at times,” she answered coldly.
I felt embarrassed. I don’t really know why I asked her about it.
“The documents are ready; put on those clothes and be on your way. I’ve helped you enough, it seems.”
“Very much,” I confirmed. “It’s really a miracle how I met you in this difficult adventure. Yes …” I stopped,
troubled. All was clear, all was decided. Tomorrow I’d leave and never see her again. A small episode in the life of
a vagabond was this acquaintance; an unforgettable event, not to be erased from memory.
I moved uneasily in the unusual silence which prevailed between us, and, gazing at Katria, I whispered with
feeling:
“Ah, Katria!”
“Why?” she asked, probably feeling what I had put into that exclamation. A fleeting smile passed over her face
and vanished tragically in the corners of her mouth. Suddenly I felt like a small, naughty boy before this person
who hid her own private world within herself.
“Katria, I’ll come to you this evening.”
“Why?”
“Katria, permit me.”
She turned away from me for a minute to hide her face, then sat down on the bed beside me and stroked my
forehead gently.
“You’ll go home,” she said, “you haven’t been there for a long time, and you’ve faced death dozens of times.
You should rest now. Your mother awaits you, and she’s worried. Isn’t that true?
“Yes, that’s true; she waits.”
“And your sister?”
“She waits.”
“And your girl?”
“No!” I denied, suddenly realizing how bleak and faded my past had become, and how deep was the feeling
that had welled up in my heart for this person.
“No?” smiled Katria, raising her eyebrows. “But perhaps?”
“Katria! I have so much to tell you. Allow me to come to see you tonight. Katria!”
“If you want to talk, go ahead; I’m listening,” she said calmly; and again I felt like a naughty, tongue-tied boy
who had lost the power of speech.
“Oh, you!” she said with a smile; and for a while I thought that she would hug and kiss me, so tender was the
way she stroked my forehead. But she rose.
“Don’t come to me. Please don’t. I’ll come here tomorrow; and if I’m not here, please be brave in your work;
and think of Katria sometimes.”
She hurried away swiftly, as if to avoid disclosing any emotion on her face. Spread out before me on the bed
with the documents and the uniform. I still felt the gentle touch of her palm on my feverish forehead.
And so the episode came to a close. Was it all in vain? Possibly we’d see each other tomorrow; and if not …
“No, I had to see her again; I had to talk with her; for me this was not just a mere episode.
I dressed in the gendarme’s uniform, and babusia, appearing with the breakfast, cried out in fright as she failed
to recognize me. This buoyed me up. I passed the day with one thought in mind, or was it one tantalizing
dilemma? I must not go to see her; what if I should visit her today?
That memorable evening came slowly, apprehensively, as did every evening during the war. I was all ready to
leave, yet I stood there in front of the house, listening, as somewhere on distant streets one could hear the chug of
motors and the rumble of autos, as they rolled further west in endless file toward the front lines. Somewhere a
solitary shot rant out, probably the prank of some drunken officer returning from a tavern as he playfully aimed at
the window of a darkened house. There were those who fled in fright beyond the houses at the very sight of me;
while others merely bowed. Passing the bank I went deeper into the center of the town. It was late in the evening
when I finally arrived at Katria’s house. I entered the garden where I had first met her. After the heat of the day a
cooler breeze now drifted in from the fields. The stars shone coldly on the heavenly dome; the Milky Way spread
out widely in the sky. There were roads ahead, too, and new adventures, new deeds; and I wanted to close one
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chapter of my life this evening.
Standing in the garden I was lost in reverie, when suddenly somebody seemed to have stepped out of the door
of the verandah and, standing on the steps, appeared to be waiting for someone; perhaps it was Katria. If so, she’d
come down, follow the path, and we’d meet and greet each other with the same unexpectedness and tenderness as
before. In the mood I was in this evening I’d tell her everything; I’d no longer be the shy boy.
But things didn’t turn out that way; I now reproached myself angrily for letting the opportunity slip by; for
after a while the form retreated and disappeared in the doorway, leaving me alone.
What should I do now? I approached a window carefully and at once caught the sound of voices. The feminine
alto was unquestionably that of Katria, but it was seldom heard, drowned out as it was by the constant blaring of a
masculine bass. Frequently a satisfied laugh interrupted the conversation, the contented guffaw of trhe strange
man who had evidently been Katria’s successful entertainer.
I became feverish. I really had no business investigating Katria’s private life. However, I could not endure this
incident. When I recalled how gently she had caressed me this morning, I felt outraged. Was this, my ideal person,
entertaining another man? and he at that, a foreigner. Could this be the sorrowing woman who suffered so over the
loss of someone dear to her? No, only such a naïve dreamer as I could idealize so ordinary a woman as would live
out the war in such a manner. It was only this morning that she toyed with me as with a child, laughing inwardly
at my platonic sighs and ardent glances.
My outrage was reaching its peak; I had already decided that I had neither the desire nor the purpose to see
Katria again. I had to forget this episode and never even think of it. Now I had to leave. I had lost much valuable
time.
For the last time despite myself I listened more carefully to the noise inside. The voices had quieted down and
the ensuing silence tortured me even more by the lack of demonstration.
A distinct shot, which suddenly blazed with a deafening roar inside, seemed to shatter my brain. My entire
built-up structure of reproaches against Katria fell apart at this sound, particularly because of the fear that it might
have been aimed at her, and that a macabre night drama might be unfolding here.
I hurried to the front door, but it resisted my efforts to open it. I returned to the window, climbed up to the top
of the foundation and knocked at it gently. No one answered. As hesitation might be costly, I whipped out the
revolver Katria had given me and smashed through the window pane. I was showered with fragments of glass;
and in groping about for the window catches I cut the palms of my hands mercilessly; and in doing so I loosened
the sash, and the thick drape with which the window had been tightly covered, gave, falling into my hands. I
jerked it aside sharply and at that moment I stood paralyzed. I was blinded by the light of a flashlight directed at
my eyes and next to it glittered a cocked barrel.
I cried out desperately, feeling that I one more second I would find myself on the floor, shot, or probably dead.
At my cry the light went out.
“You’re out of your mind!” I heard a voice from the darkness. “What do you want here?”
“It was Katria speaking! She was still alive! This was her voice!
This awareness seemed to give me strength. Overstraining my muscles, I landed in the dark room with one
leap.
“What’s going on here? Turn the light on!” I commanded.
There was no answer. An uneasy silence followed my outcry. Then the sound of footsteps could be heard, some
sort of motion, and a light went on.
Katria stood by the door, her hair let down, pale, angry, looking like a complete stranger.
“What do you want here?” she asked in a hardly recognizable voice. Was this really someone else speaking?
But I smiled sarcastically at her coldness and pointed to the table, on the cloth of which lay overturned glasses,
bottles, and food.
“Who was here?” I asked, feeling as if jealousy were turning my heart to ashes. My eyes rested on the couch
on which were strewn a military coat, cap and belt, which the lover in his haste to escape had left behind, or else
he had fallen down in a drunken stupor in another room. It all became quite clear to me now; I was not able to
deceive myself any longer.
And as for her, all her feminine charm had seemed to dissipate from her now in view of her disheveled hair and
her excited behavior for having welcomed the favors of her lover.
What was I here for? I was ashamed of myself.
“Forgive me,” I said. “I’m not needed here; I’m sorry that I interrupted your pleasant game. My hot nature is to
blame for everything. I’m forever grateful to you for coming to my aid at a critical moment. I’ve met many
women in my life, and now suddenly I’ve become fascinated with you. I wanted to tell you this before, and so I
repeat it now.
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“And yet I feel like I’m on fire, like rioting. You’re despicable, you’re vile, because you lie down at the feet of
the oppressor, shower him with favors at a time when thousands of your brothers and sisters die an undeserved
death at the hands of that same murderer.”
I was overcome with feeling; the sight of this person filled me with disgust; and hatred flamed up within me. I
turned away from Katria and my gaze rested unexpectedly on a boot sticking out from under the tablecloth. In a
moment I had swept it aside and stood dumbfounded.
Under the table lay someone in a uniform. Was it a soldier? Emblems on the collar indicated that this was a
Gestapo officer. It occurred to me that he might be lying there in a drunken stupor, but the light shining on his
bloody head disclosed a dark blot on his temple. I now realized that this was a corpse, and I shuddered at the
sight. I had seen dozens of deaths before, how wounded comrades had been slain so as to avoid being taken
prisoners, and how hostages were massacred in market places, nevertheless icy shivers began to run down my
spine.
“Katria,” I gasped, unable to control myself; “Katria, what is this, who is this, what’s going on in this house?”
She regarded me without a word, her hair spread in disorder all over her back and shoulders; her face pale and
lusterless; her eyes amazingly clear and penetrating.
“Who?” she said at last, “Who? My love!”
These words left me dumbfounded. I tried in vain to convince myself that the girl facing me was the gentle,
tender, kind Katria who had saved me …
“Katria!” I whispered, unable to find adequate words.
“What’s troubling you? You guessed it. this is my lover.”
I stood tongue-tied, suddenly becoming afraid of this person. Her face seemed to be graying, twisting into a
grotesque mask, her eyes throwing off the reflections of a sick mind. Was it possible that this kind, courageous
girl had become insane?
I felt the flames of love die down in me suddenly and the shudder in my heart at having met up with something
unpleasant and hideous. My immediate impulse was to flee at once far away from this delirious house and person.
I started toward the door.
She silently and wordlessly followed me with a look, her eyes holding me. I stopped helplessly in the doorway,
waiting …
“You’re going,” she said, “so you’re fleeing? That’s good, that’s easy; but, then, is it possible to run away from
one’s self?”
Her voice sounded subdued; but in it could be discerned an arresting note of pain and quiet grief.
“Yes, Stepan, you’re fleeing, running away without looking into the bottomless pit … And yet you must look
into it. You forced your way into my life; you now know secrets never before disclosed to any other person on
earth. Now you must get the complete picture; then you can judge for yourself.”
I understood this to mean that she wanted to let me in on some terrible secret. She went over to the table,
pulled down the sides of the table-cloth, covered the body, and then sat down for a talk. I listened to her chaotic
and depressing story, with its implications of human tragedy.
She had been married. Her husband had been a young intellectual and writer, Borys M——, whose uncommon
talent, mighty in its power and strange depth of thought, had exercised a great fascination on her.
A cynical grimace must have appeared on my face, for Katria spoke with unexpected intensity.
“You’re mistaken if you interpret my praise as the blind adoration of a wife. He really was not an ordinary
person, oh, no! I was happy to be able to work near him, yes, and to protect him. Borys’ fellow-workers were
arrested, tried, and shot; but I protected him with my feminine intuition which foresaw in advance dangers and
traps and enabled me to help lead him out of them safely.
“Then came the war. The front lines moved ominously through the city. We succeeded in hiding, but when we
came out of our hideout we were faced with a new and as yet unknown situation. Soon Borys was summoned with
many others to whom many promises were made as recompense for their cooperation. Borys at first was intrigued
by the apparently endless possibilities of the new proposals. But then began the ruthless liquidation of the people
in our group. We managed to escape from our bombed, undermined, deserted capital\fn{ Kiev is apparently meant.}
and finally arrived at this place.
“Everything, it seemed, went well; we established ourselves somehow in this new place. Borys got work in a
store. At nights he wrote a lot, and I helped him. And then …”
Katria moved for the first time, her voice taking on a depressing, funereal quality.
I was working on some manuscripts. I stopped typing for a moment to check over some of the lines I had
completed, when I heard a knock at the door.
“Borys was sound asleep on the couch, worn out by his work; I didn’t want to wake him, so I went to open the
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door myself. Opening it, I stood transfixed with fear. Three Gestapo men stormed past me through the doorway,
pushing straight into our room.
“‘Ha, wonderful!’ said one, his eye roving over the shelves filled with books and the table covered with papers.
‘Work goes well here.’
“‘This is the one!’ said another, standing over my sleeping husband.
“Borys slept as quietly as a child, his light hair falling over his forehead, his hand hanging over the side of the
bed.
“I stood petrified with fear; I wanted to scream but was afraid that Borys, waking suddenly, might start
something foolish; but my concern went for naught. AI saw the murderer start to draw his pistol slowly. I wanted
to cry out, but instead of a scream a loud shot rang out. Borys had turned over as if trying to settle himself into a
more comfortable position, and then he became quite still …
“Two others searched the room, rummaging savagely among the books and papers. I must have looked
singularly strange in my passive stance, observing every movement from the center of the room; for the butcher
gave me more than a casual glance. His swollen face, gray, glittering eyes with their narrow slit eyelids, did not
reflect any intention, as he evilly twisted his lips and laughed in my face.
“‘Hey, beautiful!’ he muttered, taking me by the chin and leaning forward as if to kiss me, being probably
discouraged by my apparent lack of awareness of everything; for he pushed me rudely aside with vulgar curses in
his own foreign language. They talked fore a minute, probably deciding what to do with me. I waited listlessly for
my turn. But they probably had a lot more similar work to do that night and left me alone with Borys ..."
Katria became silent. I thought she would gush forward with a flood of tears, but they didn’t materialize. She
just kept staring ahead of her as if into another world. It was strange how one’s personality could thus change so
completely. Minutes before her loosened hair had endowed her with feminine charm, and she created the
impression of being an easily acquired madam. But now I saw before me a new person, a mourner, an
uncomforted widow. Yes, she wept sincerely, unashamedly, and her clasped, nervous hands accentuated the depth
of her tragedy. In face of this speechless grief, I dared not offer a single word of comfort.
“I was ordered to keep strict silence,” she continued, as if returning from an outer world. “Until today I’ve told
no one about that night; nor have I wept until tonight. Do you know what that means? Not that I didn’t want to
cry, mad as I was with anguish; but not one tear fell to ease my grief. I still don’t realize that I’m alive, yet I’m
consumed with pain and onerous thoughts. I’m not sorry for my life, but I often wonder why people don’t
understand how much we lost with Borys’ death. I protected him, guarded him, and helped lead him away from
the embrace of death and destruction as well as I could. Had he lived he might have performed miracles, he might
have been the leader of thousands, but what now …”
Her eyes bored into me as if she expected an answer or some help from me. She sighed with the very
hopelessness of the situation, and I sighed too. I was also horrified at the thought of how so many thousands of
our best people were being destroyed by the enemy, and how many millions of others were being rendered
helpless to intercede.
“And then a new idea was born within me,” she said, speaking with more zest, as if she had just escaped from
an enchanted ring. “Yes, a new idea; I nourished it and became obsessed with it. Now I live only for it. I shot
Borys’ murderer when he, drunk with wine, felt sure of his conquest over me. On his temple he now bears the
same kind of bloody blotch as he had once inflicted on Borys. Nobody suspected my fine hand in that deed. I
killed him for the horrid, venomous creature that he was, but I did not think this was sufficient retribution: many,
many enemy deaths were needed to balance one …
“And so I go on, wading in deeper and deeper …
“As for this last one—I was told of his brutality and so had him marked. I searched for him, enticed him here,
and got him drunk. As he sat beside me he told me boastfully of how they had pacified a surrounding village, how
the men escaped and the women and children were shot down. He accompanied his tale with loud, raucous
laughter until I had quieted it down without even batting an eye … but every death like this one demands another,
and still another. Oh, Stepan!”
She leaned down low, her hair falling in waves that covered her face almost completely, while her shoulders
shuddered spasmodically. After unburdening herself of this unbelievable confession, she wept, perhaps, for the
first time.
I crept quietly out of the room, swaying like a drunken man; but I ran into the night as if really escaping from a
bottomless pit that yawned before me.
Never again was I fated to meet this strange woman. And now no matter how often I think of her I know not
whether to judge her or to sympathize with her. In her case my distinction between justice and crime has been
considerably dulled. It is then that the noble face of this widow appears before me, framed in her weaving hair,
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marked with unearthly pain, with eyes that gaze at the swaying scales of justice, visible only to her.
98.262 The Smallest Woman In The World\fn{by Clarice Lispector (1920-1977)} Chechelnik, Vinnytsya Oblast,
Ukraine (F) 3
In the depths of Equatorial Africa the French explorer, Marcel Pretre, hunter and man of the world, came
across a tribe of surprisingly small pygmies.\fn{ The term pygmy is used in modern anthropology to apply to those human groups
whose males are not taller than 59 inches .} Therefore he was even more surprised when he was informed that a still
smaller people existed, beyond forests and distances. So he plunged farther on.
In the Eastern Congo, near Lake Kivu, he really did discover the smallest pygmies in the world. And—like a
box within a box within a box—obedient, perhaps, to the necessity nature sometimes feels of outdoing herself—
among the smallest pygmies in the world there was the smallest of the smallest pygmies in the world.
Among mosquitoes and lukewarm trees, among leaves of the most rich and lazy green, Marcel Pretre found
himself facing a woman seventeen and three-quarter inches high, full-grown, black, silent—“Black as a monkey,”
he informed the press—who live in a treetop with her little spouse. In the tepid miasma of the jungle, that swells
the fruits so early and gives them an almost intolerable sweetness, she was pregnant.
Sao there she stood, the smallest woman in the world. For an instant, in the buzzing heat, it seemed s if the
Frenchman had unexpectedly reached his final destination. Probably only because he was not insane, his soul
neither nor broke its bounds. Feeling an immediate necessity for order and for giving names to what exists, he
called her Little Flower. And in order to be able to classify her among the recognizable realities, he immediately
began to collect facts about her.
Her race will soon be exterminated. Few examples are left of this species, which, if it were no for the sly
dangers of Africa, might have multiplied. Besides disease, the deadly effluvium of the water, insufficient food,
and ranging beasts, the great threat to the Likoualas are the savage Bahundes, a threat that surrounds them in the
silent air, like the dawn of battle. The Bahundes hunt them with nets, like monkeys. And eat them. Like that: they
catch them in nets and eat them. The tiny race, retreating, always retreating, has finished hiding away in the heart
of Africa, where the lucky explorer discovered it. For strategic defense, they live in the highest trees. The woman
descend to grind and cook corn and to gather greens; the men, to hunt. When a child is born, it is left free almost
immediately. It is true that, what with the beasts, the child frequently cannot enjoy this freedom for very long. But
the it is true that it cannot be lamented that for such a short life there had been any long, hard work. And even the
language that the child learns is short and simple, merely the essentials. The Likoualas use few names; they name
things by gestures and animal noises. As for the things of the spirit, they have a drum. While they dance to the
sound of the drum, a little male stands guard against the Bahundes, who come from no one knows where.
That was the way, then, that the explorer discovered, standing at his very feet, the smallest existing human
thing. His heart beat, because no emerald in the world is so rare. The richest man in the world has never set eyes
on such strange grace. Right there was a woman that the greed of the most exquisite dream could never have
imagined. It was then that the explorer said timidly, and with a delicacy of feeling of which his wife would never
have though them capable: “You are Little Flower.”
At that moment, Little Flower scratched herself where no one scratches. The explorer—as if he were receiving
the highest prize for chastity to which an idealistic man dares aspire—the explorer, experienced as he was, looked
the other way.
A photograph of Little Flower was published in the colored supplement of the Sunday papers, life-size. She
was wrapped in a cloth, her belly already very big. The flat nose, the black face, the splay feet. She looked like a
dog.
On that Sunday, in an apartment, a woman seeing the picture of Little Flower in the paper didn’t want to look a
second time because “It gives me the creeps.”
In another apartment, a lady felt such perverse tenderness for the smallest of the African women that—an
ounce of prevention being worth a pound of cure—Little Flower could never be left alone to the tenderness of that
lady. Who knows to what murkiness of love tenderness can lead? The woman was upset all day, almost as if she
were missing something. Besides, it was spring and there was a dangerous leniency in the air.
In another house, a little girl of five, seeing the picture and hearing the comments, was extremely surprised. In
a houseful of adults, this little girl had been the smallest human being up until now. And, if this was the source of
all caresses, it was also the source of the first fear of the tyranny of love. The existence of Little Flower made the
little girl feel—with a deep uneasiness that only years and years later, and for very different reasons, would turn
into thought—made her feel, in her first wisdom, that “sorrow is endless.”
In another house, in the consecration of spring, a girl about to be married felt an ecstasy of pity: “Mama, look
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at her little picture, poor little thing! Just look how sad she is!”
“But,” said the mother, hard and defeated and proud, “it’s the sadness of an animal. It isn’t human sadness.”
“Oh, Mama!” said the girl, discouraged.
In another house, a clever little boy had a clever idea: “Mummy, if I could put this little woman from Africa in
little Paul’s bed when he’s asleep? When he woke up wouldn’t he be frightened? Wouldn’t he howl? When he saw
her sitting on his bed? And then we’d play with her! She would be our toy!”
Hi smother was setting her hair in front of the bathroom mirror at the moment, and she remembered what a
cook had told her about life in an orphanage. The orphans had no dolls, and, with terrible maternity already
throbbing in their hearts, the little girls had hidden the death of one of the children from the nun. They kept the
body in a cupboard and when the nun went out they played with the dead child, giving her baths and things to eat,
punishing her only to be able to kiss and console her. In the bathroom, the mother remembered this, and let fall
her thoughtful hands, full of curlers. She considered the cruel necessity of loving. And she considered the
malignity of our desire for happiness. She considered how ferociously we need to play. How many times we will
kill for love. Then she looked at her clever child as if she wee looking at a dangerous stranger. And she had a
horror of her own soul that, more than her body, had engendered that being, adept at life and happiness. She
looked at him attentively and with uncomfortable pride, that child who had already lost two front teeth, evolution
evolving itself, teeth falling out to give place to those that could bit better. “I’m going to buy him a new suit,” she
decided, looking at him, absorbed. Obstinately, she adorned her gap-toothed son with fine clothes; obstinately, she
wanted him very clean, as if his cleanliness could emphasize a soothing superficiality, obstinately perfecting the
polite side of beauty. Obstinately drawing away from, and drawing him away from, something that ought to be
“black as a monkey.” Then, looking in the bathroom mirror, the mother gave a deliberately refined and social
smile, placing a distance of insuperable millenniums between the abstract lines of her features and the crude face
of Little Flower. But, with years of practice, she knew that this was going to be a Sunday on which she would
have to hide from herself anxiety, dreams, and lost millenniums.
In another house, they gave themselves up to the enthralling task of measuring the seventeen and three-quarter
inches of Little Flower against the wall. And, really, it was a delightful surprise: she was even smaller than the
sharpest imagination could have pictured. In the heart of each member of the family was born, nostalgic, the
desire to have that tiny and indomitable thing for itself, that thing spared have been eaten, that permanent source
of charity. The avid family soul wanted to devote itself. To tell the truth, who hasn’t wanted to own a human being
just for himself? Which, it is true, wouldn’t always be convenient; there are times when one doesn’t want to have
feelings.
“I bet if she lived here it would end in a fight,” said the father, sitting in the armchair and definitely turning the
page of the newspaper. “In this house everything ends in a fight.”
“Oh, you, José—always a pessimist,” said the mother.
“But, Mama, have you thought of the size her baby’s going to be?” said the oldest little girl, aged thirteen,
eagerly.
The father stirred uneasily behind his paper.
“It should be the smallest black baby in the world,” the mother answered, melting with pleasure. “Imagine her
serving our table, with her big little belly!”
“That’s enough!” growled father.
“But you have to admit,” said the mother, unexpectedly offended, “that it is something very rare. You’re the
insensitive one.”
And the rare thing itself?
In the meanwhile, in Africa, the rare thing herself, in her heart—and who knows if the heart wasn’t black, too,
since once nature has erred she can no longer be trusted—the rare thing herself had something even rarer in her
heart, like the secret of her own secret: a minimal child. Methodically, the explorer studied the little belly of the
smallest mature human being. It was at this moment that the explorer, for the first time since he had known her,
instead of feeling curiosity, or exhaltation, or victory, or the scientific spirit, felt sick.
The smallest woman in the world was laughing.
She was laughing, warm, warm—Little Flower was enjoying life. The rare thing herself was experiencing the
ineffable sensation of not having been eaten yet. Not having been eaten yet was something that at any other time
would have given her the agile impulse to jump from branch to branch. But, in this moment of tranquility, amid
the thick leaves of the Eastern Congo, she was not putting this impulse into action—it was entirely concentrated
in the smallness of the rare thing itself. So she was laughing. It was a laugh such as only one who does not speak
laughs. It was a laugh that the explorer, constrained, couldn’t classify. And she kept on enjoying her own soft
laughs, she who wasn’t being devoured. Not to be devoured is the most perfect feeling. Not to be devoured is the
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secret goal of a whole life. While she was not being eaten, her bestial laughter was as delicate as joy is delicate.
The explorer was baffled.
In the second place, if the rare thing herself was laughing, it was because, within her smallness, a great
darkness had begun to move.
The rare thing herself felt in her breast a warmth that might be called love. She loved that sallow explorer. If
she could have talked and had told him that she loved him, he would have been puffed up with vanity. Vanity that
would have collapsed when she added that she also loved the explorer’s ring very much, and the explorer’s boots.
And when that collapse had taken place, Little Flower would not have understood why. Because her love for the
explorer—one might even say “profound love,” since, having no other resources, she was reduced to profundity—
her profound love for the explorer would not have been at all diminished by the fact that she also loved his boots.
There is an old misunderstanding about the word love, and, if many children are born from this misunderstanding,
many others have lost he unique chance of being born, only because of a susceptibility that demands that it be me!
me! That is loved, and not my money. But in the humidity of the forest these cruel refinements do not exist, and
love is not to be eaten, love is to find a boot pretty, love is to like the estrange color of a man who isn’t black, love
is to laugh for love of a shiny ring. Little Flower blinked with love, and laughed warmly, small, gravid, warm.
The explorer tried to smile back, without knowing exactly to what abyss his smile responded, and then he was
embarrassed as only a very big man can be embarrassed. He pretended to adjust his explorer’s hat better; he
colored, prudishly. He turned a lovely color, a greenish-pink, like a lime at sunrise. He was undoubtedly sour.
Perhaps adjusting the symbolic helmet helped the explorer to get control of himself, severely recapture the
discipline of his work, and go on with his note-taking. He had learned how to understand some of the tribe’s few
articulate words, and to interpret their signs. By now, he could ask questions.
Little Flower answered “Yes.” That is was very nice to have a tree of her own to live in. Because—she didn’t
say this but her eyes became so dark that they said it—because it is good to own, good to own, good to own. The
explorer winked several times.
Marcel Pretre had some difficult moments with himself, but at least he kept busy taking notes. Those who
didn’t take notes had to manage as best they could:
“Well,” suddenly declared one old lady, folding up the newspaper decisively, “well, as I always say: God
knows what He’s doing.”
98.260 The Computer That Fought A Dragon\fn{by Stanislaw Lem (1921-

)}

Lviv, Lviv Oblast, Ukraine (M) 2

King Poleander Partobon, the ruler of Kybera, was a great warrior, and since he subscribed to the methods of
modem strategy, he set great store by cybernetics as a means of warfare.
His kingdom swarmed with computers, for Poleander installed them everywhere: he had them fitted not only
into astronomical observatories and schools but also into the paving stones to warn passers-by against stumbling;
on poles, walls and trees, to tell the way to anywhere; suspended in the clouds, to announce the coming of rain;
even mountains and valleys were furnished with them. In short, it was impossible to take a step in Kybera without
running into a thinking machine. The planet flourished, for the King not only decreed that old systems be
improved cybernetically but also instituted laws introducing wholly new ones.
Thus his kingdom produced cybercrabs, buzzing cyberwasps and even cyberflies, caught by mechanical
spiders when they bred excessively. Cybergroves murmured in the cyberforests, music issued from cyberolas and
cyberebecks\fn{As opposed to tape-decks.}—and these civilian contraptions were matched by twice as many military
ones, since the King was an exceptionally dedicated commander-in-chief. In the vaults of his palace he had a
strategic computer of extraordinary valor; there were smaller machines too, and in addition a host of cyberifles,
giant cyberitzers\fn{As opposed to howitzers.} and other cyberweapons, as well as armories full of explosives.
Only one thing embittered his life—he had no opponents or enemies whatsoever, and nobody showed the
slightest desire to attack his country, giving him an opportunity to demonstrate the terrifying kingly courage,
strategic brilliance and truly remarkable efficiency of his cyberweapons. Lacking real enemies or invaders, the
King ordered his engineers to build artificial foes and engaged them in combat, invariably emerging victorious.
And since these campaigns and battles were fought in terrible earnest, the people suffered not a little. They began
to murmur when too many cyberenemies started to destroy their villages and cities, when the synthetic enemy
sprayed them with liquid fire, and even dared to voice their discontent when the King himself, to save them,
engaged the artificial enemy and in his fierce assaults razed everything to the ground; ungratefully they
complained, though all this was done for their own deliverance.
Eventually the King got tired of war games on the planet and resolved to reach beyond it. Already he dreamed
of cosmic campaigns and battles. His planet had a big moon, quite desolate and wild; the King levied heavy taxes
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on his subjects to raise money with which to build whole armies on the moon and thus have a new theater of war.
The subjects paid their taxes not unwillingly, hoping that King Poleander would stop liberating them with his
cyberguns and cease trying out his armed might on their homes and heads. And the King’s engineers duly
constructed a splendid computer on the moon, which was to produce troops and automatic weapons.
First the King conducted various tests of the machine’s mettle; he ordered her by cable to make an
electrodragoon,\fn{I.e., an electronic heavy-cavalryman.} for he was curious whether she really could do anything, as
the engineers maintained. If she can do anything, he thought, let her make an electrodragoon. But the cable got
slightly twisted and the machine received the order to create an electrodragon; but she carried out this command
as best she could.
The King was then engaged in yet another campaign, liberating certain provinces of the kingdom which had
been occupied by cyberknights, so he completely forgot about the order given to the moon machine. The more
surprised he was when huge rocks started to fall on the planet from the moon, one of them hitting a wing of his
palace and destroying his collection of cybergnomes (gnomes with feedback); very angry, the King immediately
cabled the moon machine, asking her how she dare behave that way. She did not reply, however, for she no longer
existed: the dragon had swallowed her and stowed her away in his tail.
Without any delay the King dispatched an entire armed expedition to the moon to kill the dragon, with another
computer, also very valiant, at its head, but with only a flash and a bang the machine and the expedition were no
more; for the electrodragon was not pretending but fighting in deadly earnest and had the worst designs on the
kingdom and the King.
The King kept sending cybergenerals, cybercolonels and finally even a cyberalissimo,\fn{ As in generalissimo, or a
commander-in-chief.} but he too failed to accomplish anything; the affray, watched by the King through a telescope
from the palace terrace, only went on a little longer.
And so the dragon grew and the moon dwindled, as the beast devoured it bit by bit and assimilated it into its
body. Thus the King saw, and his subjects likewise, that things were reaching a serious stage, for undoubtedly
when the electrodragon had no more ground under his feet, he would pounce on them and the planet. Profound
worry furrowed the King’s visage, but he saw no remedy and did not know where to turn. It was no good sending
more machines to be lost, nor did he himself much fancy going.
Suddenly, in the dead of night, the King heard the telegraph clicking in the royal bedchamber. It was his
private instrument, made of gold with a diamond tip, and was connected with the moon. The King sprang to his
feet and ran to the apparatus, which tapped out, dot-dash, dot-dash,\fn{ I.e., in Morse Code.} the following message:
THE ELECTRODRAGON CABLES
THAT POLEANDER PARTOBON IS TO
DEPART AS HE, THE DRAGON,
INTENDS TO SIT ON HIS THRONE!!!!!
Panic-stricken, the King ran off in his sable nightdress and slippers to the vaults of the palace, to see an old and
very wise strategic machine. He had not consulted her previously, having quarreled with her before the creation of
the electrodragon over a certain military operation; now, however, he forgot their differences, trembling for his
throne and his life!
He plugged her in, and as soon as she warmed up, he cried, “My good computer! My faithful adviser! Such
and such is the affair, the electrodragon wants to drive me from my throne and take my kingdom; save me, say
what I should do to defeat him!”
“Oh, no,” replied the computer, “first you must admit that I was right on the other matter, and then you’ll have
to give me the title of Great Computer Marshal; you can also address me as Your Ferromagneticism!”
“All right, all right, I appoint you Great Marshal and I agree to anything you want, but save me!” The machine
tinkled, hummed, cleared her throat and said,
“It’s quite simple. All you must do is construct a more powerful electrodragon than the one on the moon. It will
trounce the moon monster, smash all his electrical bones, and then your purpose will be achieved!”
“Splendid!” said the King. “Can you draw up the plans for such a dragon?”
“It will be a superdragon,” replied the machine. “Not only can I provide the blueprints, I can even make the
beast itself; just hold on for a moment, oh King.” There was a series of creaks and rumbles as something
assembled in her innards, and presently a giant electrical flaming claw began emerging from her side.
“No, no, my old faithful computer, stop!” cried the King.
“Have you forgotten the way to address me? I am the Great Computer Marshal!”
“Ah, that’s right," said the King. “Your Ferromagneticism, the electrodragon you are going to make may defeat
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the other dragon, but if it takes its place on the moon, how are we going to get rid of it?”
“By making another dragon, even more powerful,” explained the machine.
“No, no! Forget the whole thing, please. What good is it putting more and more terrible dragons on the moon
when I don’t want them there at all!”
“Ah, that’s different,” replied the machine, “why didn’t you say so in the first place? You see how illogically
you express yourself? Wait. . . I must think.” She rumbled, buzzed and hummed, and eventually cleared her throat
and said,
“We’ll have to make an anti-moon with an anti-dragon on it, put them on the moon’s orbit”—here something
crunched inside her—“kneel down and sing,
Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
How I wonder where you are,
Up above the sky so high,
Like a robot in the sky.

“How odd you sound,” said the King. “What has the anti-moon to do with a ditty about a robot in the sky?”
“What robot?” asked the machine. “Ah, no, no, it’s a mistake, I think something inside me has gone wrong,
there must be a breakdown.” The King began looking for the source of the trouble and found a broken valve,
replaced it and again asked what should be done with the anti-moon.
“What anti-moon?” asked the machine, forgetting her previous remarks. “I don’t know anything about antimoons … wait, I must think.” She hummed, buzzed and said,
“We have to work out a general theory of fighting electrodragons and then the moon dragon will become a
special instance, easily solvable.”
“Well then, work one out!” said the King.
“To do that I’ve got to make a number of different models of electrodragons first.”
“Oh, no, thank you very much!” cried the King. “One dragon wants to deprive me of my throne, and you
intend to make a whole batch of them!”
“I see. Well, we’ll have to try something else then. The strategic variant of the bracketing method. Go and
cable the moon dragon that you will give him your throne if he performs three quite simple mathematical
operations …”
The King went off and sent the cable, and the dragon agreed. Then he returned.
“Now,” said the machine, “give him the first task: tell him to divide himself by himself!”
The King relayed this assignment. The electrodragon divided himself by himself, but as one electrodragon
goes into one electrodragon only once, it remained on the moon and nothing changed.
“For goodness’ sake, what have you done?” cried the King, bursting into the vault so distractedly that he lost
his slippers. “The dragon divided himself by himself, but since one goes into one only once, nothing has
changed!”
“Don’t worry, I did that on purpose as a feinting operation,” replied the machine. “Now tell him to extract his
root!”
The King cabled the moon and the dragon started to extract; he extracted and extracted till he was breathless,
creaked and shuddered, but suddenly it came—and his root was extracted! The King returned to the machine.
“The dragon creaked, shuddered, grated, but he extracted his root and he is still a danger to me!” he cried from
the doorstep. "What is to be done now, old com—that is, Your Ferromagneticism?”
“Chin up,” replied the machine. “Now tell him to subtract himself from himself!”
The King hurried to the bedchamber and cabled, and the dragon started to subtract; first he subtracted his tail,
then his paws, then his body, and finally, noticing that something was wrong, he hesitated, but unable to stop the
momentum of subtraction, he went on and subtracted his head till he had zero or nothing left: the electrodragon
was no more!
“The electrodragon is finished!” the King cried joyfully, running into the vault. “Thank you, old computer,
thank you. You’ve done more than your share. You deserve a rest now; I’ll turn you off.”
“Oh, no, you don’t, my dear,” replied the machine. “Now I’ve done my bit, you think you can switch me off
and stop calling me Your Ferromagneticism? That’s not at all nice. I think I’ll turn myself into an electrodragon,
my sweet, and drive you out of your kingdom, and certainly rule much better than you did, seeing you always
consulted me on all the more important matters in any case, and so in fact it was me who ruled, not you.”
And buzzing and humming, she started to change into an electrodragon; flaming electroclaws were already
sprouting from her sides when the King, breathless with fright, tore the slippers from his feet and with them began
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frantically smashing the valves. She clanged, choked—something in her program got mixed up, and the word
electrodragon changed to electrowagon—and in front of the astonished King the machine, her rattles dying,
changed into a big shining wagon, which sizzled for some time, emitting blue sparks, until all electricity left it …
The King breathed a sigh of relief, put on his slippers and returned to the royal bedchamber. But from then on
he was a greatly changed man: his sufferings made him less aggressive, and until the end of his days he devoted
himself exclusively to civilian cybernetics and would have nothing to do with the military aspects.
26.128 In Front Of The Mirror\fn{by Ida Fink (1921-

)}

Zabarazh (or Zabasach?), Ternipol Oblast, Ukraine (F) 1

On a gloomy December afternoon Adela decided to alter her dress, so she put on her father’s shoes and ran
over to her dressmaker-friend Nisia’s place.
Nisia had been living near Adela for a year. Everyone had become close neighbors in the past year. She ran
into the little room on the ground floor, completely out of breath. Nisia was sitting near the window, which looked
out on to an empty stone courtyard. A clean piece of cloth lay across her knees and a frying-pan sat on the cloth.
Nisia the dressmaker was eating her dinner of warmed-up potatoes. A large, heavy shovel was propped against the
window-sill. Nisia’s hands were rough and cracked, and there was no sewing machine in the room at all. Nisia
had sold it; she hadn’t done any sewing for a long time, but just wielded her shovel constructing a huge bridge
across the small river, just like Adela, in fact, who also had at home a shovel that she used while loading coal at
the railroad station.
Adela closed the door behind her, stamped her feet on the floor to knock the snow off her shoes, and sat down
on a stool that had once belonged to Nisia’s father, who was a tailor. Nisia did not interrupt her dinner; with slow,
measured movements she gathered the potatoes from the frying-pan and chewed them painstakingly. There were
four beds in the room, three of them unused. First, in the summer, one of them was vacated; then, in early autumn,
the second; and later, the third. The fourth was for Nisia, who, without interrupting her dinner, listened to the
rapid speech of Adela, sitting there on her father’s stool.
When she had finished eating her potatoes, she stood up. She was tiny and still pretty, even though three beds
had been vacated one after the other, and the fourth would be vacant, too, before you knew it. She rinsed the pan
in cold water and hung it on a hook above the unused stove in which the fire had long since grown cold. (She
warmed her potatoes over a small, confined fire.)
“You say it needs to be shortened?” she said, and Adela eagerly nodded her head, yes.
“It has to be shortened and taken in at the hips, because I’ve lost weight.”
They went over to the big mirror, which, in the depths of the dark room, seemed like a yellowish lake with
rippling waves.
“Right there, you see …” Adela whispered, “that’s where it bunches up.”
Nisia gathered the material with an expert movement of her fingers that was only slightly too rough and too
abrupt for a dressmaker. Their eyes met beneath the opaque yellow surface.
“Do you know, Adela, there is no one left but me in this house?” she said to the large, feverishly glittering eyes
of the other girl.
“Do what needs doing, Nisia, don’t say anything to me, I don’t hear what you’re saying.” And Adela put her
hands over her ears.
But Nisia insisted.
“Did you hear? No one but me—”
“Do what needs doing.” The other girl cut her off.
So she knelt down beside the girl who was pretending to be deaf, reached out her hand for the bristling pincushion that she still kept here from her former tailoring days, and, picking out a rusty pin, glanced up at the face
looming out of the yellow abyss. The face was glowing. Adela’s face was full of light.
“Adela, don’t tell me you can … aren’t you ashamed … Adela—”
“You’re a fool! What a fool!”
Adela burst out laughing and brought her shining face close to the surface of the mirror, as if she wanted to get
a better look at herself.
“This is my first love. My first and only.” She smiled at her own face.
At the sight of Adela’s full, moist lips parted in a smile, Nisia felt a sudden pang and squeezed her eyes shut.
“I know everything, you fool,” Adela continued. “In my house, too, beds have been emptied … I know
everything, everything. And I don’t want to know a thing.”
She bent over the girl kneeling at her feet and, with the self-assurance of someone who is absolutely certain
she is in the right, added benevolently, “Do what needs doing, Nisia, and don't get so upset over it.”
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“Tell me,” the kneeling girl whispered humbly, “tell me, is … it possible … you are … happy?”
Seeing the light in those eyes and the radiance of that face that confirmed such an incomprehensible, cruel
possibility, Nisia the dressmaker was overwhelmed by the horror of it and broke down in loud and despairing
sobs.
When she calmed down, she shortened Adela’s dress with quick, adept movements of her hands, now rough
from the shovel, and then, to check the effect of her work, she raised her eyes to the mirror.
Night had descended over the yellow lake, the water had turned black, the dark abyss had swallowed Adela
and her happiness.
83.240 The People Who Walked On\fn{by Tadeusz Borowski (1922-1951)} Zhytomyr, Zhytomyr Oblast, Ukraine (M)
6
Everybody is naked in the camp. Though the delousing is finished and our clothes are back from the tanks of
the Ozone-2 that efficiently kills lice in clothing and humans in ovens. The heat is unbearable. The camp has been
sealed off tight so that not a single prisoner, not one solitary louse, can get through the gate. All day long
thousands of naked people drag themselves over the paths or lie against the walls and on the roof ledges. The
women’s camp is being deloused and twenty-eight thousand women have been stripped naked and chased out of
their barracks. They are standing together in the yard nearby.
The heat rises, the hours are endless. There have been no new transports for several days. We are without even
our usual distraction; the wide roads leading to the crematories are empty.
Several of us sit on the top bunk. We dangle our legs and slice the neat loaves of crisp, crumbly bread. It is a
little coarse to the taste, the kind that stays fresh for weeks. Sent all the way from Warsaw; only a week ago my
mother held this white bread in her hands … dear God, dear God. …
We unwrap the bacon, the onion, we open a can of condensed milk. Henri, the fat Frenchman, dreams out loud
about French wine brought in with the transports from Strasbourg, Paris, Marseilles.\fn{ The text has: Mar-seille.} the
sweat streams down his body.
“Listen, mon ami,\fn{My friend.} next time we go to the loading ramp, I’ll bring you real champagne. I bet you
never had any, what?”
“No, but you can’t smuggle it through the gate, so stop kidding. Better try and get me some shoes, the perforated kind, you know, with a double sole, and that shirt you promised a while back.”
“Patience, patience, when the new transports come in, I’ll bring all you want. We‘ll be going on the ramp
again.”
“And what if there aren’t any more oven transports?” I say spitefully. “Can’t you see how fast things are
thawing out around here—unlimited packages, no more beatings? You write letters home even. … All kinds of
talk is going around and, dammit, they’ll run out of people!”
“Stop talking nonsense.” Henri’s serious fat face moves rhythmically, his mouth is filled with sardines. We
have been friends for a long time but I don’t know his last name. “Stop talking nonsense,” he repeats, swallow-ing
hard. “They can’t run out of people; we’ll starve to death in this blasted camp. All of us live on what they bring.”
“Not all. We have our packages. …”
“Yes, you and your friend and ten other friends of yours. You Poles get packages. But what about us and the
Jews and the Russkis? And if we had no food, no supplies from the transports, you think you could eat those
packages of yours in peace? We wouldn’t let you!”
“You would, you’d starve to death like the Greeks. Around here, whoever has grub, has strength.”
“Anyway, you have enough, we have enough, so why argue?”
Right, why argue. They have enough, I have enough, we eat together and we sleep on the same bunks. Henri
slices the bread, he makes a tomato salad. It tastes good with mustard. Below us, the naked miserable creatures
drenched in sweat plod along the narrow aisles and crowd into the lower bunks in eights and tens. They are naked
and thin, stink of sweat and excrement, their cheeks are hollow. Directly underneath me, in the lowest bunk, is a
rabbi; he has covered his head with a rag and is reading from a Hebrew prayer book (there’s no shortage of this
type of literature). He is wailing, loudly and monotonously.
“Couldn’t he be shut up? He’s been hollering as though he’d caught God himself by the feet.”
“I don’t feel like moving. Let him holler, he’ll go to the oven that much sooner.”
“Religion is the opium of the people,” Henri, who is a Communist and a rentier,\fn{Stockholder; a person living on a
private, unearned income.} says sententiously. “If they didn’t believe in God and the eternal life, they’d have torn
down the crematories long ago.”
“Why don’t you do it then?” the question is a rhetorical one, which the Frenchman ignores. “Idiot,” he says
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and stuffs tomato in his mouth.
Suddenly there’s a commotion over by the entrance. Below us, they scurry in fright to their bunks. Our block
leader walks in with a serious expression on his face.
“Canada!\fn{The name (because Canada was supposed to be the land of great riches) used by the camp inmates to designate the
storehouses where valuables taken from gassed prisoners were kept; the word was also used for inmates employed around this activity.
(This note is in the text.)} Antreten!\fn{Fall in!} Hurry up! A transport is coming!”
“Good God!” yells Henri, jumping down. He swallows the tomato, grabs his coat, shouts “Raus”\fn{Get out!} to

the prisoners in the lower bunks, and runs to the door. The Canada men are leaving for the loading ramp.
“Henri, the shoes!” I call after him.
“Keine Angst!” he shouts back.\fn{Don’t worry.}
I proceed to put away the food. I tie a piece of rope around the suitcase, pull on my trousers, and scramble
down. In the doorway I bump into Henri.
“Allez, allez, vite, vite!”\fn{Go, go, quickly, quickly!}
“Was ist los?”\fn{What’s wrong?}
“Want to come to the ramp with us?”
“Sure, why not?”
“Come along then, take your coat. They’re short a few men. I’ve already spoken to the kapo,”\fn{Overseer.} and
he pushes me through the door.
We line up, someone takes our numbers, someone up ahead calls “March, march,” and now we are running
toward the gate, accompanied by shouts of a multilingual crowd that is already being pushed back to the barracks.
Not everybody has the privilege of going on the ramp. We’ve almost reached the gate. Links, zwei, drei, vier!
Muetzen ab!\fn{Left, two, three, four! Hats off!} erect, arms stretched stiffly down our hips, we pass through the gate
briskly, smartly, almost gracefully. A sleepy SS\fn{ Schutzstaffel; Black shirts, so called from the color of their uniforms. They
administered the concentrations camps, including (after 1940) the extermination camps .} man holding a large pad phlegmatically
checks us off, marking each five men with a wave of his arm.
“Hundert!”\fn{One hundred!} he calls after we have all passed.
“Stimmt!”\fn{Correct!} comes a hoarse shout from our front.
We march rapidly, almost at a run. All around there are guards, young men with machine guns. We pass some
deserted barracks, and a clump of unfamiliar green, apple and pear trees. We burst on to the highway, and now we
have arrived. A couple of yards more; there, surrounded by trees, is the ramp.
A cheerful little station, typical of many such provincial railroad stops: a small square, framed by tall chestnuts
and paved with yellow gravel. Over to the side, by the road, stands a wooden shed; further along are large stacks
of old rails, logs, bricks. This is where they do the loading for Birkenau:\fn{ The prisoners have run from one camp
(technically “Auschwitz I”) to the outskirts of another (technically called “Auschwitz II”, but properly called Birkenau, after the village it
was located near. Auschwitz I was throughout its history reserved for political prisoners, mainly Poles and Germans, the first transport of
Polish political prisoners arriving there on June 14, 1940; but both camps were commonly called “Auschwitz” for a long time after World
War II. It was at Birkenau that the SS developed a huge extermination complex, including Badeanstalten (bathhouses), used for gassing
prisoners to death, Leichenkeller (corpse cellars) used for storing their bodies, and Einäscherungsöfen (cremating ovens) for burning them
(sometimes without bothering to gas them first)—all for the project known as the Final Solution: the complete annihilation of European
Jewry. (Another camp, later called Auschwitz III, was designated in May, 1942, as a slave-labor camp to supply workers for the large
chemical and synthetic-rubber works of the nearby IG Farben Company.) These camps were liberated by advancing Soviet armies, who
reached the area on January 27, 1945; some 7,650 prisoners were found alive. Estimates of the total numbers who died from all causes vary,
usually cited as between 1,000,000 and 2,500,000, but sometimes reaching as high as 4,000,000 human beings. I remember seeing, when I
was about six or seven years old, an old newsreel which included a scene of a pit of bodies, which had been left scattered over the camp by
the Nazis in their haste to flee the advancing Russian troops. The camera started at the edge of the mass grave—which had not even been
covered over with earth—and then slowly panned back, until the entire screen was filled with a picture of thousands and thousands of
naked, dead people. Way off in the distance—maybe half a mile from where the camera was situated—was a tiny chute, and I can still
remember a naked body being thrown down this chute, seeing it falling, broken, mangled. It was true horror. I still cannot fathom it .} the

supplies for construction in the camp, and the people for the gas ovens.
Now the guards are being posted along the rails, on the logs, in the green shade of the Silesian chestnuts,
forming a tight circle around the ramp. They wipe the sweat from their faces and drink from their canteens. It is
unbearably hot, the sun stands motionless at its zenith.
“Disperse!”
We sit down in the narrow streaks of shade alongside the stacked rails. The hungry Greeks (several of them
managed to come along, God only knows how) hunt under the rails. Someone finds a few pieces of mildewed
bread, someone else a few half-rotten sardines. They eat.
“Schweinedreck,”\fn{Pig-dirt.} spits a young, tall guard with corn-colored hair and dreamy blue eyes, “soon
you’ll have so much food to stuff in your guts, you’ll burst.” He adjusts his gun, wipes his face with a handker289

chief.
“Now you be careful,” Henri says to me. “Don’t take any money, they might be checking. Anyway, who the
hell needs money, we have enough to eat. Don’t take suits, either, or they’ll think you plan to escape. Just get a
shirt, a silk one, with a collar. And an undershirt. And if you find something to drink, don’t bother calling me. I
can manage for myself, but you watch your step or they’ll let you have it.”
“They’ll beat us?”
“Sure thing. You have to have eyes in your back. Arschaugen.”\fn{ … }
“Was wir arbeiten?”\fn{What is the work?} ask the Greeks nervously, chewing on the moldy bits of bread.
“Niks. Transport kommen, alles Krematorium, compris?”\fn{ … . A transport is coming, for the crematorium,
understand?”}
“Alles verstehen,” they answer in crematory Esperanto.\fn{We understand.}
*
In the meantime the ramp has become more and more bustling, more and more noisy. The crews are divided
into those who will open and unload the arriving freight cars and those who are to stay by the wooden steps. Motorcycles drive up, delivering SS officers, bemedaled, glittering with brass, beefy men with highly polished boots
and shiny, brutal faces. Some carry briefcases, others hold thin, flexible whips. They greet each other raising an
arm, Roman fashion,\fn{It was known as the Fascist salute—the full arm raised and extended at an angle of forty-five degrees .} then
shake hands cordially. Some stroll over the ramp; the silver squares glitter on their collars, the bamboo whips snap
impatiently.
We lie against the rails and gaze listlessly at the men in their green uniforms,\fn{ The German Army wore (and still
wears) green uniforms; they were required to guard the camps, but it was the SS who administered them .} at the green trees, and at
the church steeple which is visible from the distant village.
“The transport is coming,” somebody says. We rise expectantly. Around the bend, one after another, the cattle
cars begin rolling in: the train backs up, a conductor leans out, waves his arm, blows a whistle. The locomotive
whistles back loudly, puffs, the train rolls slowly in along the ramp. Through the tiny barred windows, pale, wilted, exhausted human faces appear, tangled hair, terrified women, unshaven men. They gaze at the station in
silence as the train slowly passes. But suddenly inside the cars something begins stirring and pounding.
“Water! Air!” come the monotonous, despairing cries.
Faces push at the windows, lips gasp desperately for air. The pressing faces draw a few breaths, then disappear; others come and disappear. The cries and moans get louder.
A man in a green uniform covered with more glitter than any of the others jerks up his head, his lips twist in
disgust. He inhales deeply, then with a rapid gesture throws the cigarette away and signals to the guard. Slowly
the guard removes the machine gun from his shoulder, aims, sends a series of shots across the train. All is quiet
now. Meantime the trucks have arrived, steps are being drawn up, and Canada men stand ready at the train exits.
The SS officer with the briefcase raises his hand:
“Whoever takes gold or anything besides food will be shot for stealing the property of the Reich.\fn{Empire; but
probably more in the sense of Fatherland (though properly Vaterland is the word for this), since the emperor had abdicated in 1919 .}
Understand? Verstanden?”\fn{Do you understand?}
“Jawohl!”\fn{Yes, sir!} we answer unevenly, but eagerly.
“Also los!\fn{So go!} Begin!”
The bolts crack, the doors open. A wave of fresh air pours into the train. People … inhumanly cramped, buried
under a terrifying amount of luggage, trunks, suitcases, packages, cases, bundles of every kind (they have brought
everything that had been their past and was to start their future).\fn{ The enormity of what the Nazi regime was really up to
was appreciated by only a fraction of the humanity involved on either side of the war; and by few even of its victims. The Nazi internal
propaganda machine was extremely effective in making its victims believe that they were being “resettled” for state security reasons; even
that they might be allowed to return to their homes after the war. Indeed, the very words over the entry gate of Auschwitz—“Work Sets You
Free”—were calculated towards making these people as docile as possible while they were lined up for mass slaughter. It is that aspect of
the thing which makes The Holocaust perhaps uniquely obscene .} They have been packed into a monstrous heap, have

fainted from heat, have suffocated, trampled each other. Now they cluster at the open doors, breathing like fish
cast out on the beach.
“Attention, get out. Take your luggage. Take everything. All the stuff must be piled up by the exits. Your coats
too. It’s summer. March to the left. Understand?”
“Sir, what’s going to happen to us?” they jump down on to the gravel, anxious, worn out.
“Where are you from?”
“Sosnowiec, Bedzin, sir. What’s going to happen to us?” they repeat the question stubbornly, gazing into our
tired eyes.
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“I don’t know, I don’t understand Polish.” It’s the concentration camp law that those going to their death must
be deceived up to the end. This is the only permitted form of charity.
The heat has increased. The sun is directly over our heads, the white-hot sky quivers, the air vibrates, an occasional breeze feels like a sizzling, molten gust. Our lips are parched, the mouth fills with the salty taste of blood.
The body is weak and heavy from lying in the sun. Water!
*
A huge, multicolored wave of people, loaded down with luggage, pours from the train like a wide river that
tries to find a new bed. But before they have a chance to come to, before they can inhale some fresh air and look
at the sky, bundles are already being snatched out of their hands, coats are pulled off their backs, women’s purses
and umbrellas are taken away from them.
“But sir, it’s for the sun, I cannot …”
“Verboten,”\fn{It is forbidden.} one of us barks through clenched teeth, hissing sharply. There’s an SS man
standing behind one’s back, calm, controlled, correct.
“Meine Herrschaften, ladies and gentlemen, don’t throw your things around, please. Show some good will,” he
says kindly; his hands nervously play with the slender whip.
“Certainly, certainly,” many voices answer, and now they walk alongside the train a little more cheerfully. A
woman bends quickly to pick up a purse. The whip flies, the woman cries out, stumbles and falls under the feet of
the surging crowd. A child behind her screams: “Mamele!”\fn{Mommy!}—a very small girl with tangled black
curls.
The heaps grow. Suitcases, bundles, blankets, coats, pocketbooks that open as they fall, spilling coins, gold,
watches; mountains of bread pile up at the exits, jars of marmalades, jams; masses of meat, sausages; sugar spills
on the gravel. Trucks, loaded with people, start up with a deafening roar amidst the wailing and screaming of
women separated from their children and the stupefied silence of the men left behind. They are the ones who had
been ordered to step to the right\fn{ Upon their arrival in freight cars, Jewish prisoners were subjected to a Selektion (selection):
able young men and women were sent to the forced-labor camp, while the aged, the weak, and children and their mothers were killed. The
forced laborers too were periodically “selected” to weed out those weakened by overwork, disease, or hunger. Some prisoners were also
“selected” for medical experiments, such as testing for cheap and quick methods of sterilization or killing and performing autopsies on
twins in search of means of increasing the Aryan breed. The notorious camp doctor Josef Mengele conducted the latter experiments and
supervised the Selektionen. Part of the documentary I saw included pictures of shrunken heads; lampshades made out of human skin;
warehouses—warehouses—filled with eyeglasses; with suitcases; with dresses—with children’s toys .}—they are the healthy and the

young ones who go to the camp. In the end they will not escape the gas ovens, only first they must work.
Trucks go and come, without interruption, as on a monstrous belt. A Red Cross van goes back and forth incessantly: it transports gas, the gas that will kill these people.
The Canada men working at the trucks are not able to stop for a moment even to catch their breath. They push
those going to the ovens up the steps, pack them in tightly, sixty in each truck, more or less.\fn{ Sometimes the
prisoners were gassed to death in the trucks themselves: I have seen pictures of them .} A young, clean-shaven gentleman, an SS
man with a notebook in his hand, stand on the side; every truck gets one mark in the notebook. When sixteen
trucks have gone, it makes one thousand, more or less. The gentleman is calm, precise. No truck can leave without his signal and a mark in his notebook: Ordnung muss sein.\fn{Everything in its proper place.} the marks grow into
thousands, the thousands into entire transports; later the transports will be described in a word: “from Salonika,”
\fn{In Greece.} “from Strasbourg,”\fn{In France.} “from Rotterdam.”\fn{In Holland.} This one will be “SosnowiecBedzin.”\fn{From Poland.}
*
The train has been unloaded. A thin, pock-marked SS man composedly peers inside, shakes his head in dis-gust
and motions toward us.
“Rein. Clean this up!”
We climb inside. Scattered in corners among human excrement and lost wrist watches lie smothered, trampled, squashed babies, naked little monsters with huge heads and blown-up bellies. We carry them out like chickens, holding several in each hand.
“Don’t take them to the truck, pass them to the women,” says the SS man lighting a cigarette. His lighter isn’t
working properly, he is preoccupied with fixing it.
“Take them, for God’s sake!” I blow up when the women run from me in horror, hiding their heads between
their shoulders. The name of God sounds strangely pointless, since the babies will go with the women on the
trucks, all will go, without exception. We know what will happen, and we look at each other with hate and hor-ror.
“So, you don’t want to take them?” says the pock-marked SS man with a note of surprise and reproach in his
voice, and he reaches for his revolver.
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“You mustn’t shoot, I’ll carry them.” A tall, gray-haired woman takes the little corpses out of my hands and for
an instant looks straight into my eyes. “My child, my child,” she whispers and smiles. Then she walks away,
stumbling on the gravel. I lean against the side of the train. I am terribly tired. Someone pulls at my sleeve.
“En avant,\fn{Forward.} to the rails, come on!” I look up, but the face swims before my eyes, dissolves, huge
and transparent, melts into the motionless trees and the churning crowd. … I blink rapidly: Henri.
“Listen, Henri, are we good people?”
“That’s stupid, why do you ask?”
“You see, my friend, you see, I am furious, unreasonably furious at these people—that I must be here because
of them. I don’t feel any pity for them, I’m not sorry that they’re going to the gas. Damn them all! I could throw
myself at them with my fists. It must be pathological, I can’t understand …”
“Ah, on the contrary, it is natural, foreseen, calculated. This job exhausts you, you rebel against it—and the
easiest way to relieve your hate is to turn against someone weaker. Why, I’d even call it healthy. It’s simple logic,
compris?” he seats himself comfortably against the heap of rails. “Look at the Greeks, they know how to make the
most of it! They stuff their bellies with anything they can lay their hands on; one has just consumed a whole jar of
marmalade.”
“Swine! Tomorrow half of them will die of the shits.”
“Swine? You’ve been hungry.”
“Swine!” I say again furiously. I close my eyes. The air is filled with ghastly noises, the earth trembles under
me, I can feel a sticky moisture on my eyelids. My throat is utterly dry. The morbid procession streams on and on
—trucks growl like mad dogs. I shut my eyes tight, but I can still see corpses dragged out of cars, trampled infants, cripples piled on top of the dead, wave after wave of people … freight cars roll in, the heaps of clothes,
suitcases, and bundles grow, people get out, look at the sun, take a few breaths, beg for water, walk to the trucks,
drive away. And again freight cars pull in, again people. … the scenes become confused in my mind; I am not
sure whether all this is happening, or whether I am dreaming. There’s humming inside my head, I feel that I must
vomit.
Henry touches my arm. “Don’t sleep, we must load up the loot.”
Now all the people are gone. In the distance, the last few trucks roll along the road in clouds of dust, the train
has left, several SS men promenade stiffly along the ramp, the silver glitters on their uniforms. Their boots shine,
their red, beefy faces shine.
We start loading the loot. We lift heavy trunks, toss them up with an effort into the trucks. There they are arranged in stacks, packed tightly. One of the trunks falls open, suits, shirts, books drop out on the ground. … I pick
up a small, heavy package. I unwrap it: gold, about two handfuls; bracelets, rings, pins, diamonds.
“Gib hier,”\fn{Give it here.} calmly says an SS man holding up his briefcase full of gold and colored foreign
currency. The gold will go to the Reich.
It is hot, terribly hot. Our throats are dry, every word hurts. Oh, anything for a drink of water! Faster, faster,
let’s get it over with so we can rest. At last we are done, all the trucks have gone. Now we quickly clean up the
remaining transport dirt, “so there’ll be no traces left of the Schweinerei.”\fn{Pig-people.} But just as the last truck
disappears behind the trees and we go—finally!—to rest in the shade, a shrill whistle sounds over the bend.
Slowly, terribly slowly, the train rolls in, the engine answers with a deafening shriek; weary, pale faces at the
windows, flat, as though cut out of paper, with huge, feverishly burning eyes. Already trucks are pulling up,
already the calm gentleman with the notebook is here, and SS men emerge from their canteen carrying briefcases
for the gold and money. We open the train doors.
It is impossible to control oneself any longer. Brutally we yank suitcases from people’s hands, impatiently pull
off their coats. Go on, go on, vanish. They go, they vanish. Men, women, children. Some of them know.\fn { Some
always know. But most do not; or wish not to know, which results in the same thing .}
Here’s a woman—she walks quickly, but tries to appear calm. A small child, with a pink cherub’s face, runs
behind her and unable to catch up stretches out his little hands and cries: “Mummy! Mummy!”
“Pick up your child, woman!”
“Sir, it’s not my child, it’s not mine!” she shouts hysterically and runs on, covering her face with her hands.
She wants to hide, she wants to get to those who will not ride the trucks, those who will go on foot, those who will
live. She is young, healthy, good looking, she wants to stay alive. But the child runs after her, wailing very loudly:
“Mummy, mummy, don’t run away!”
“It’s not mine, not mine, no!”
But she is already caught by Andrei, a sailor from Sevastopol.\fn{ A city now in the Ukraine, captured by the Nazis in
July, 1942.} His eyes are glazed from vodka and the heat. With one powerful blow he knocks her off her feet, than
seizes the falling woman by the hair and drags her up again. His face is distorted with fury.
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“Ah, you, bloody Jewess! So you’re running away from your own child! I’ll fix you, you whore!” His big arm
chokes her, he lifts her in the air and tosses her up on the truck like a heavy sack of grain. “Here! Take this with
you, bitch!” and he throws the child at her feet.
“Gut gemacht, good work, that’s the way to deal with unnatural mothers,” says the SS man standing at the foot
of the truck. “Gut, gut ruski.”
“Shut your mouth,” growls Andrei through clenched teeth and walks away. From under a pile of rags he pulls
out a canteen, unscrews it, takes a few deep swallows, passes it to me. The strong alcohol burns the throat. My
head swims, my legs are shaky, again I feel like throwing up.
*
And suddenly, above the teeming crowd pushing like a river driven by an unseen power, there appears a girl.
She hops lightly from the train onto the gravel, looks around inquiringly, like one who is very much surprised at
something. Her soft, blond hair has fallen on her shoulders in a torrent, she throws it back impatiently. With an
automatic gesture she pulls her hands along her blouse, casually straightens her skirt. She stands this way for an
instant, then her gaze leaves the crowd and glides along our faces, as though searching for someone. Unconsciously I continue to stare at her until our eyes meet.
“Listen, listen, tell me, where are they taking us?”
I look at her. Here, standing before me, is a girl—a girl with enchanting blond hair, with beautiful breasts, in a
little cotton blouse, with a wise, mature look in her eyes. She stands here, looking straight into my face, waiting.
And over there is the gas oven: communal death, disgusting and ugly. And over there is the concentration camp:
the shaved head, the heavy Soviet trousers in sweltering weather, the sickening, stale odor of dirty, damp female
bodies, the animal hunger, the inhuman labor, and alter the same gas oven, only an even more hideous, more terrible death. …
“Why did she bring it, they’ll take it away from her anyway,” I think to myself, noticing a lovely gold watch
on her delicate wrist.
“Listen, tell me?” she repeats.
I do not answer. Her lips tighten. “I know.” She says with a shade of proud contempt in her voice, tossing back
her head; she walks resolutely toward the trucks. Someone tries to stop her; boldly she pushes him aside and runs
up the steps. I can only catch in the distance a glimpse of her blond hair as it flies in the breeze.
I go back inside the train, I carry out babies, I unload luggage. I touch corpses, but I can’t overcome the
mounting, uncontrollable terror. I try to run away from them, but they are everywhere: lined up on the gravel, on
the cement edge of the ramp, inside the freight cars. Infants, hideous naked women, men twisted by convulsions. I
escape as far as I can go, but immediately a whip falls across my back. Out of the side of my eye I can see an SS
man, swearing profusely. I stagger forward and run, lose myself in the Canada group. Now, at last, again we can
rest against the stack of rails. The sun has leaned deeply over the horizon and is illuminating the ramp with a
reddish glow. In the silence that settles over nature at this time of day, the human cries and groans seem to rise
ever more loudly to the sky.
Only from this distance can one have a full view of the inferno on the teeming ramp. There are two human beings who have fallen to the ground locked in a last desperate embrace. The man has dug into the woman’s flesh
and holds on to her clothing with his teeth. She shouts hysterically, swears, cries, until at last a large boot comes
down over her throat and she is silent. They are pulled apart and dragged like animals to the truck. Here are four
Canada men, carrying a corpse: a huge, swollen female body. Swearing, wet from strain, they kick out of the way
some stray children who have been running all over the ramp and howling like dogs. The men pick the children
up by the collars, heads, arms, and toss them on the heaps in the trucks. They collect big swollen puffed-up
corpses from all over the ramp, pile them on top of them the invalids, the semi-smothered, the sick, the unconscious. The mountains of corpses seethes, howls, groans. The driver starts the motor, the truck begins rolling.
“Halt! Halt!” yells an SS man. “Stopo, damn you!” An old gentleman, dressed in tails and wearing a band on
his arm, is being dragged toward the truck. His head knocks against the gravel and stones, he groans and wails
monotonously and continually: “Ich will mit dem Herrn Kommendanten sprechen—I wish to speak with the
commander. …” with senile stubbornness, he keeps repeating this all the way. Tossed up on the truck, trampled by
others, choked, he moans still: “Ich will mit dem …”
“Quiet, old man!” shouts a young SS man, laughing loudly. “In half an hour you’ll be talking to the highest
commander! Only don’t forget to say Heil Hitler to him!”
Others are carrying a little girl without a leg; they hold her by the arms and the one remaining leg. Tears are
running down her face, she whispers softly: “Sir, it hurts, it hurts. …” They throw her on the truck, on top of the
corpses. She will be burned alive with them.
*
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The evening has arrived, cool and clear. We lie against the rails—it is incredibly quiet.
“Did you get the shoes?” asks Henri.
“No.”
“Why?”
“My God, man, I’ve enough, absolutely enough!”
“Already? After a first transport? Just think, I … since Christmas, at least a million people have passed through
my hands. The worst are the transports from around Paris: one always meets friends.”
“And what do you tell them?”
“That they’re going to have a bath, and then we’ll meet at the camp. What would you tell them?”
I do not answer. We drink coffee mixed with alcohol.
“Henri, what are we waiting for?”
“There’ll be another transport.”
“When it comes, I’m not going to unload it. I can’t take any more.”
“It’s gotten you down, what? Nice Canada?” Henri grins amiably and disappears in the dark. In a moment he is
back. “All right. Just sit here quietly. I’ll try to find you your shoes.”
“Don’t bother me about the shoes.” I want to sleep. The night is dark.
Again there’s a whistle, another transport. Freight cars emerge from the darkness into a small circle of light on
the ramp. Somewhere the trucks are growling. They back up to the steps, black, ghostlike. Wasser! Luft!\fn {Water!
Air!} The same all over again, like a late showing of the same film: a series of shots, the train is silent. But now a
small girl leans out from a window and, losing her balance, falls over on the sand. She lies for a moment without
moving and then rises and begins walking around in a circle, faster and faster, waving her stiff arms, breathing
spasmodically and howling in a thin voice. She has lost her mind in the crowded train. This is hard on the nerves,
so an SS man runs up and kicks her between the shoulders with his large boot. She falls. Holding her down with
his foot he draws out a revolver, shoots once, then the second time: she remains on the ground kick-ing the dirt
with her feet until she stiffens. The train doors are being opened.
Again I sand at the exits. A warm, sickening smell gushes from the inside. The mountain of people filling the
cars almost to the ceiling is motionless, horribly tangled, but still steaming.\fn{ The text has: steeming.}
“Ausladen!”\fn{Unload.} comes the voice of an SS man who has walked into the circle of light. “Why are you
standing like sheep? Start unloading!” His whip flies and falls on our backs. I seize the hand of a corpse: the
fingers close tightly around mine. I pull back with a scream and stagger away. My heart pounds, jumps up to my
throat. I can no longer control the nausea. Hunched under the train I begin to vomit. Then, like a man drunk, I
weave over to the stack of rails.
I lie against the cool, kind metal and dream about returning to the camp to be with my friends who are not going to the gas ovens tonight. The lights on the ramp flicker with a spectral glow, the people walk on and on, endlessly, swarming, stupefied, anxious. They believe that now they must face a new life in the camp, and they prepare themselves emotionally for a hard struggle ahead. They don’t know that in just a few moments they will die,
that the gold, money, and diamonds which they have so prudently hidden in their clothing and on their bodies is
now useless to them.
*
It is almost finished. The dead are being cleared off the ramp and loaded into the last truck. Canada men,
carrying heavy loads of bread, marmalade, sugar, etc. are lining up to go. For a few days the whole damp will live
on this transport. For a few days the whole camp will talk about the “Sosnowiec-Bedzin.” The “SosnowiecBedzin” has been a good, rich transport.
The stars are already beginning to pale as we walk back to the camp. The sky becomes translucent and lifts
higher over our heads—it is getting light.
Great columns of smoke rise from the crematories and merge up above into a huge black river which very
slowly floats through the sky over Birkenau and disappears beyond the forests in the direction of Trzebinia. The
“Sosnowiec-Bedzin” transport is already burning.
We pass an SS detachment marching with machine guns to change guard. They step briskly, evenly, shoul-der
to shoulder, one mass, one will.
“Und morgen die ganze Welt …” they sing at the top of their voices.
“Rechts ran! To the right march!” comes a command from up ahead. We move out of their way.
30.1 Infirmary At The Station\fn{by Inna Goff (1928-

)}
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They were waiting for their middle daughter, Lida. The telegram informing them of her arrival lay on the tele294

vision set. It was a rather old set.
“The first television in the city,” they said proudly.
They said the same thing about their refrigerator. When they bought it, it was also the first in the city. They
were attached to old things, maybe because they were already old themselves, in their “inclining years,” as Sergeyevna, who came on Thursdays to wash the floors, put it. They both really liked her calling their age “inclining.”
They thought that it was a more precise description of the state of old age and brought them closer to nature, like
an ancient tree that is already bent over and about to topple.
Sergeyevna washed the painted floors and shook out the carpet runners. Then she dragged over a huge pumpkin from her garden—Lida loved pumpkin porridge. You could have made Cinderella’s carriage out of that pumpkin—neither the old doctor, who had suffered two heart attacks, nor his gray-haired wife could budge it at all. And
even Sergeyevna, a hefty and strong woman, admitted that her son, a metalworker at the station, had helped her
drag it in. Through their joint efforts the pumpkin was installed on a kitchen stool, where it also had to wait for
Lida.
But the doctor put on his railwayman’s overcoat with its two rows of metal buttons, four on each side and one
on each lapel, and his railwayman’s cap, and set off for the station to meet the train.
“Vera dear, don’t fuss with a pie,” he said as he was going out. “You’ll get tired. We have a lovely cake and
pear jam.”
“Go on, go on,” she said. “Call me from the station.”
They had lived in the city for thirty years. As the doctor walked to the bus he often raised his hand to his cap—
everyone he passed greeted him. He walked along the wide country road, which was dusty because there had been
no rain for a long time. It was just that, a country road, and it seemed particularly wide owing to the squat,
whitewashed little houses trimmed in blue and engulfed by gardens.
All the bus routes here led to the station. The station and the railroad junction were the most important things
here, and the reason why one day this big village around the station had been termed a city.
The bus driver waited patiently as the doctor climbed the steps of the front platform. They said hello. The bus
was jam-packed, but someone shouted:
“Sit down, Grandpa!”
The doctor shook his head and remained standing—he was only going one stop. He smiled joyfully and
meekly and nodded—it was too crowded to raise his hand to his cap. He liked seeing these ruddy, healthy faces
leaning closely over him. He didn’t recognize them, and that’s why, afraid of being impolite, he smiled at them all
like old friends, just in case.
An entire hour remained until the train arrived. The trip to the station was the one pleasure that he could still
allow himself. Sometimes he would simply come here, without any reason, to breathe the air, in which the scent
of the steppes mingled with the scent of warm railroad ties and axle grease, and to watch the trains—cargo, passenger, diesel, and the special express train. After his second heart attack he had been forbidden to take any trips
at all, even to the sea, which was only three hours away by diesel. So trains evoked a slight sorrow in him. But the
infirmary, where he always dropped in for old time’s sake, restored his self-assurance. And now, passing by the
cool waiting room decorated with potted palms and the hot deserted platform overhung with rustling old acacias,
their drooping black pods resembling unrolled film, he hurried toward the infirmary.
He really hurried—he had to stop along the way to catch his breath. There was a telephone in the infirmary.
“Vera dear,” he said, “Everything’s fine. I’m already here.”
She said something to him, a great deal and quickly. He knew that she always told him the same thing—not to
lift anything heavy, to look where he was going, not to sit in the sun. He knew it all by heart, and so, not listening,
not paying attention to the sense of her words, he agreed.
“Of course, dear. Don’t worry. I promise you … yes, yes, yes!”
The aide at the infirmary, old Dasha, looked at him with admiration. She found him amazing, this man she
remembered when he was young and quick. He had managed the railway hospital, worked in the ambulance
service, in the X-ray department, in the infirmary at the station. She wasn’t amazed that he used to run around like
a rooster and now his legs could barely support him—she herself had changed from a freckled young girl to a
young widow and was now even a grandmother …
Instead, she was amazed that the old doctor always spoke quietly and always smiled. And life had dealt him
some hard blows! He had also been widowed, before the war, and he hadn’t been left alone but with three children
—what choice did he have? And then they found him that little fool, Vera Lekseyevna. Would a smart woman take
on three children? Well, there was a war on. The doctor was at a frontline hospital and she, that fool, had her
hands full behind the lines with three young children who weren’t her own. She must have torn her hair out, but
what could you do with the kids? Well, what choice did she have? Or course, he sent them his ration voucher,
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when he could …
They survived, they raised the children, and now they’re living alone. So it just goes to show you—
Lekseyevna might have seemed like a fool, but she was smart enough to marry a man like that. Listen to the way
he talks to her:
“Don’t worry, dear.”
Dear! Not just anyone!
The doctor put down the receiver and looked around.
“Well, there, Dasha. How’re things?”
“How’re you?”
“I’ve come to meet my daughter.” He smiled joyfully and meekly. “The middle one. She should be coming in
on the Forty-seven. Ninth car.”
“The one who’s up north?”
“Yes. In Syktyvkar.”
“Good Lord, what a name for a city! How did you learn to say it?”
“Practice.”
“Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers,” Dasha said and laughed. But she stopped right away—the new
lady doctor walked in.
The new lady doctor didn’t care much for the doctor. Especially after the time he once saw her green, fashionably made-up eyelids and thought she had a sty. She had followed her husband, a Party worker, here and cursed
fate for landing her in this spot. She didn’t like anything here, and the doctor, who liked everything here, infuriated her even more. But he didn’t notice and smiled at her as joyfully and meekly as he did at everyone else.
“How are things, colleague?” he asked.
“Hanging together.”
“What was that?” The doctor didn't understand. He didn’t know that it was now the fad to answer that way to
the question “How are things?”
The lady doctor was silently filling out a form, and he didn’t ask again.
Beyond the windows a freight train slowly pulled out. In the glass cabinet the supply of sterilizers, surgical
scissors, clasps, and syringes of various sizes glistened. On a separate shelf stood bottles of ether, alcohol, and
camphor. A closed lower section held medicine that lost potency in the light.
The infirmary consisted of two rooms—a dispensary and a surgical unit that even had an operating table,
although it was more often used for bandaging people. It was a model infirmary, his baby, and he was proud of it.
His last place of employment.
“I’ve come to meet my daughter,” he said—this time to the lady doctor. “She should be coming in on the
Forty-seven, ninth car—”
“Please have a seat,” the lady doctor said, giving him permission, and walked out. She thought that he was
apologizing for his presence in the infirmary. It flattered her.
But he wanted to share his joy—his daughter was visiting! Their children didn’t lavish them with too much
attention: once a year one or another would look in on them for a day or two. They were also lazy about writing.
When things were going well for them, they were silent, but when things were bad—they’d show up fast enough.
And now he was worried that Lida was coming. To be sure, the telegram said that she was just stopping over.
Perhaps she was going on a vacation. She was the unluckiest of their children. She had been a sickly child and
hadn’t gotten married. Then she’d fallen in love with a married man. . . .
“Well, Dasha, it’s time,” the doctor said. There were another ten minutes or so before the train was due but he
couldn’t sit still. “If she has a lot of things, you’ll help us to the bus …”
“I’ll walk you there, I’ll walk you … get a move on.”
Sometimes she spoke formally to him, sometimes informally. She was formal with the doctor she had known
before, and informal with this meek old man in a black railwayman’s overcoat. She, Dasha, was curious to get a
look at their Lida. She remembered her as a puny little girl with thin braids—and one ribbon always untied. Then
as a girl who’d come to see her folks on her school vacations—she was nothing to look at then, either. And then a
rumor went around that this Lida, mousy Lida, was after another woman’s husband.
The doctor walked along the platform nervously. He loved Lida more than his other children—his younger son
and older daughter. Maybe because Lida took after her late mother and the other two looked like him. They were
as ruddy, dark-eyed, quick …
The Forty-seven Special had a lovely name—The Black Sea. The train had already come into sight in the
distance and the blue cars flashed by—Blacksea, Blacksea, Blacksea—hey swam before the doctor’s eyes.
“Right across from the infirmary,” he heard Dasha say.
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But Lida already stood in the door of the ninth car, a gray-eyed woman with a weary face. The suitcase she
held was not big at all. A suitcase and a traveling case.
When the doctor and Lida had finished hugging each other, Dasha wanted to take the suitcase, but Lida
wouldn’t let her.
“Thank you, Dasha.”
She turned to her father.
“Papa, I’m not alone.”
And at that moment the old doctor and Dasha realized that the person in the blue shirt who was standing
nearby wringing his cap wasn’t on his own: he was with Lida.
“Let me introduce you,” she said. “This is my husband, Seva.”
“Seva,” said the person in the blue shirt and put out his hand to the doctor.
“Seva,” he repeated and shook Dasha’s hand.
The doctor looked up at him and smiled meekly. He looked even smaller next to the burly Seva.
“This is your Lida’s husband!” Dasha exclaimed. She thought the old man hadn’t understood anything.
But the doctor was too agitated to speak.
“I’ll go call Mama,” he said. “I better let her know.”
The door of the infirmary on the platform was open. There was no one in the dispensary. He took the receiver
and said in a voice strained from excitement,
“Vera dear, it’s me …”
She immediately started telling him that the pie wasn’t turning out well. And that she’d cut her finger when she
was cleaning the fish, and there was no more iodine in the house …
He waited patiently. And finally she asked:
“So, did you meet her?”
“She’s brought her husband,” he said.
“She came with her husband!”
*
They were put up in the middle room. The dining room table stood in the center under an orange lamp shade.
The table had been bought a long time ago with a big family in mind. And now Lida sat at her place, with her
back to the television and face to the window. The uninitiated Seva took the old doctor’s seat, but was immediately expelled from it and seated next to Lida on a stool. He was amazed by that—two chairs were still empty.
“My sister, Katya, sits here and my brother, Tolya, here,” Lida explained. “They sit at this table once in a
thousand years, but no one can touch their places. And from now on your stool belongs to you alone—no one
would dare usurp it.”
With sad tenderness she looked at her parents, who had aged so much in the past year, as they fussed over her
and Seva, whom they immediately liked. Her mother had said as much aloud, looking at him almost ecstatically.
“How big he is!” she said, studying Seva as if he were an inanimate object. “A man should be big and kind …
are you kind, Seva? He’s kind, I know it! Tomorrow I’ll tell you the story of our family. Lida can’t tell it right, she
was only six years old. … Ivas, do you like Seva? Why aren’t you saying anything? He’s always like that—he
smiles and doesn’t say a word. You know, Seva dear, what Lida said when she was six years old? ‘Our papa isn’t
fool enough to marry you!’ She was such an adorable little thing. Isn’t that true, Ivas? Look at what musical
fingers Seva has … an electrician? That’s wonderful. Our iron is broken. Can you fix an iron? … no, no,
tomorrow, of course! Now you’re going to relax … have some more fish, Seva dear! It’s fish from our South—
you don’t have fish like that where you come from. And we don’t either. A patient got it for us. One of Papa’s
patients, Lida. Yes, a former patient, of course. He found out that you were coming. Our Ivan Petrovich is a
famous person here. The entire city says hello to him as we walk along—it’s even embarrassing, like walking with
some famous movie star. I’m not bragging at all! There are stars among doctors, too. In my opinion, a star is any
person who does his job well. Don’t you agree with me? Seva, get that dictionary off the shelf there. Your father
and I, when we fight, we always check the dictionary …”
Seva listened to the old woman’s chatter with a good-natured, tolerant smile, preferring, in his heart, the reticent doctor. He had already decided for himself that Lida’s parents were harmless senile old folks and was prepared to play to the hilt the role of the good and strong giant. Especially since he had to put up with their company
for only one day—the next evening he and Lida would travel on to the South, to their trade union’s sanatorium.
There was plenty of food on the table, what there wasn’t enough of was drink—only one bottle of sweet wine
for the whole group. The old folks, however, merely clinked their glasses, Lida drank, but only a little—she was
inhibited. Back in Syktyvkar, she could almost keep up with him drinking stronger stuff. On a cold sober head
nothing might have happened. A sober head is terribly sensible. And, if you thought about it sensibly, she was five
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years older than he, the head of a laboratory. Her girlfriends tried to talk her out of it, and his buddies tried to talk
to him …
But they decided to get married anyway. They put in the preliminary papers and time would tell. Of course, her
façade had slipped. What do you want—she was forty years old! But with a little fattening up and baking in the
sun, you can bet she’d get back into shape in no time!
A clock in a carved wooden setting melodiously struck ten times. Her father had been given that clock when he
retired. It was placed up high, on a bookshelf, and struck every half hour, chiming at noon and midnight. It had to
be wound once a month—fifty turns of the key. Lida happened to be there for that. Her father carefully took the
clock off the bookshelf, her mother dusted it with a flannel rag. Her father sat down, her mother stood by him, and
the sacred ritual began. Her father turned the key and her mother said, “One.” Her father turned it again, and her
mother said, “Two.” Up to fifty.
Lida tried to convince them that one person could do it, but they rejected the idea indignantly. Over thirty-five
years, they had gotten too accustomed to doing everything together. Outwardly they seemed different: Her father
was shy, reticent, her mother bustled around and chattered, but they were alike, because they looked at the world
the same way, with trusting, child-like joy, expecting only gifts from life. They even regarded Seva as a gift. And
after all, Lida had in fact brought him for her parents’ judgment, because she herself still hadn’t made up her
mind.
Once, about five years before, when her father was taking her to the station—she had stayed with them after
deciding to break up with Vadim—he had said something to her that she couldn’t forget:
“My girl! Besides love there’s also putting your life in order.”
Recalling those words at home up north, she thought about her father. When he, a widower, married this tiny,
funny woman with shining black eyes and a lively, homely face, did he love her? After all, her real mother, with
her gray eyes and ash-blond braid, had been so pretty, and if she hadn’t died giving birth to her third child, she
would have been living with Lida’s father to that day.
No, it wasn’t a marriage of love. When he was widowed, her father put his life in order and seemed to advise
Lida to do the same.
They went to bed early, the old couple in their room, and Lida and Seva on the big couch in the middle room.
Seva fell asleep right away, but Lida tossed and turned for a long time. The old couple didn’t sleep either. Her
father carefully rustled the pages of the newspaper and heard the whisper:
“Ivas—want a piece of candy?”
The clock struck the hour, the refrigerator growled as it turned on, and something cracked—either the
wallpaper peeling off the wall or the floorboards.
Oh, how sweetly she used to sleep on that wide couch in her parents’ home! As a student she would come here
after her exams and finals, eat well, and catch up on her sleep. Later she came here to cry her heart out—when she
understood that she had to break off with Vadim.
And now she had come with her husband. Actually, not her husband yet. She could still change her mind.
He would come to the laboratory to adjust and check the instruments, sometimes several at a time—they had a
lot of equipment. And then he’d go. Later he began to drop by for no reason at the end of the day. She would stay
behind, and the two of them would remain in the empty laboratory alone. She was pleased that he liked her. Her,
and not the young lab assistants, whom he didn’t even notice. It was flattering that a handsome young fellow
preferred her, but she never dreamed it would get serious. And she wouldn’t let him take her out-she made up a
husband for herself, a jealous husband, with enormous fists …
She knew that Seva had graduated from an institute correspondence course without taking time off from work.
Twice he had tried to marry divorced women with children, but for some reason it hadn’t worked out. He lived in
a dormitory. And that was all she knew about him.
But he knew even less about her. He knew only one thing for sure—that she was hoodwinking him about the
husband. And it hurt him because he didn’t understand why she had to do that. It must be that she holds a high
opinion of herself, he decided. That aroused him and infurated him at the same time. And the next time she
refused to spend her day off with him he stood up resolutely and said as he left:
“Say hello to your husband for me!”
And he didn’t show up anymore. She began to miss him. She was even delighted when there was a breakage:
the thermoregulator went on the blink and she called the repairman.
But someone else was on duty that day.
They saw each other again only in March, a month later. There was a party at the factory. She, who had never
gone to a club before, went in the hope of meeting him. And she did. He had already parted with his buddies
someplace and was also looking for her—he was sure she’d come.
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“What a nice surprise!” he said casually, out of embarrassment. There was a snack bar where men were
treating women to pastries and champagne.
“I drink to your husband!” he said, using the informal form of address for the first time. And added:
“Your future husband!”
That night he walked her home and stayed until morning. After that he just stayed there.
*
The next morning it was pouring rain, which no one could have predicted the night before. Low gray clouds
had crept in from somewhere, the trees outside the window swayed, dropping purple plums like heavy drops of
ink.
For breakfast they ate the leftovers from dinner at the family table, where Seva already had his own stool. Her
mother kept thinking that Seva was hungry. She would jump up and bustle around, pushing glass jars in front of
him: bilberries with pears, pickled tomatoes. Seva obediently kept his jaws working and praised everything. He
asked if they had pickled the tomatoes themselves or bought them. And her mother beamed from his praise and
interest.
“How could you ask such a thing, Seva? Do you think you can buy them like this! Our Katya sent them to us.
Someone was passing through here going south and she sent them with him. She spoils us every year! She’s such
a good cook! I can’t cook at all, and Lida took after me … don’t get angry, Lida. You can’t get mad at the truth.”
The doctor listened to his wife, smiling silently. Just as silently he poured some medicine into a glass and
handed it to her. And two pills from a box. She swallowed them as usual, without water. Then the doctor took
some pills himself, from a different box.
The rain continued to pour outside the window, rattling the old plums. The plums and the rain reminded Lida
of school. Her mother had saved everything, including their notebooks—the neat ones with the blotters tied on
with pink ribbons were Katya’s, hers were marked with inkspots and Tolya’s with Fs. They used to laugh at their
mother for keeping everything, like the director of a house that had been turned into a museum, where there was
only one trifling thing missing—the great person who had grown up within these walls, surrounded by these
objects.
Now, on their rare trips home, they loved to go into the old storeroom, where perfect order reigned, and go
through those long-forgotten things. Homemade sleds, oilcloth schoolbags, Young Pioneer ties, tree ornaments,
school diplomas, old letters—three packets tied with braid, the smallest of which was the packet of letters from
Katya. Photographs were also kept here, divided into separate envelopes, each with an inscription in her mother’s
hand: Tolya, Katya and her first family, Katya and her second family, Lida, Tolya and
his wife, and again Lida, but here with the label grown up.
And now her mother got out those envelopes and spread them on a clean oilcloth. All except one:
Lida grown up.
Because in that envelope, next to the adult Lida was her Vadim. The man she had loved. It had dragged on for
twelve years. And it might have dragged on forever.
In the photographs he looked willful, slightly stern.
In life he was spineless and soft.
Her mother seemed to have inadvertently left the envelope with the photos of Vadim on the shelf in the
storeroom, and Lida thought that this would never have crossed her father’s mind; a woman’s diplomacy was
needed in such matters.
“They were such tiny things! Eight, six, and four years old! I brought them sweets. They pounced on
everything like little beasts. They would run in, grab a handful of candy from the table and run out … then hide in
a corner and eat it there. They didn’t like to wash, and they would even bite. Lida was the most difficult. Huge
gray eyes-enormous—‘Our papa isn’t fool enough to marry you!’ … I would cry at night, thinking, ‘I’ll leave, I
can't stand it!’ Katya was the first to accept me. ‘Aunt Vera! Aunt Vera!’ Tolya was next—‘Aunt Vera!’ But you
still looked at me like a savage. In the evening when I would start to tell a fairy tale, Katya and Tolya would
listen, but you would run out of the room on purpose, and then quietly, on tiptoe, steal back and stand behind the
door. I would start to lower my voice on purpose so you’d have to open the door to hear. I would speak more
softly still and you would come in. You’d come in, and I’d pretend I didn’t notice you. You would come closer
and closer … That’s the way I tamed you, little by little. And imagine, Seva, one day I came home from the store
—bread, milk, a heavy sack—and they were sitting in a row at the table, quiet, washed, solemn, and Katya
announced, ‘We’ve decided to call you Mama!’”
Seva listened with polite attention. He was the only new listener here, but he wasn’t as interested as Lida and
the old doctor, who had heard it all a hundred times. For Seva it was a stranger’s life, and strangers looked back at
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him from amateur and professional photographs. A young guy with an impudent gaze wearing a beret with the
words ☼Black Sea Fleet☼ on it. A pretty woman with dark eyebrows that looked painted. The woman was
smiling a slightly mysterious smile, like an actress on a postcard. Seva turned the photo over; on the back was an
inscription in large handwriting,
To Mama and Papa from their daugher Katya.
Seva liked Katya, so he was interested in hearing the stories about her. How she had been in medical school
but got married in her third year and left her studies. Then she left her husband and married another man. Both of
them were here, in the photographs. The first was a young fellow with a slender neck. The second was older and
balding. Seva studied them and measured himself against them: would Katya have liked him?
Lida also looked at Katya—would Vadim have liked her? And if that had happened, she wasn’t Lida. She
would have taken him away from his wife and two children. Katya was ruthless and kind at the same time,
everyone liked her and forgave her sins as mere pranks. And Katya forgave herself for everything, didn’t blame
herself for anything. An enviable character trait!
When her mother found out that Katya was leaving her husband, she wrote her a letter—twenty-eight notebook
pages. Katya read it, laughed a bit, cried a bit, but proceeded to do just as she pleased. On a visit to her parents,
Lida read a copy—her mother kept the drafts of her letters to the children—thought about it, and broke off with
Vadim.
It was still pouring outside. The old doctor turned on the light over the table, and the orange lamp shade, like
the setting sun, brought the still-distant evening closer. The doctor had grown weary of all the talk and sat in his
armchair by the window. It was his favorite chair, made of canvas and aluminum, with a stand for a book—a gift
from a former patient. When the doctor had a heart attack, various people called him and everyone of them asked
if there was anything they could do to help. They were all people he had treated. They didn’t give their names. He
had saved many people.
Often, when he couldn’t sleep, he would recall his failures. Because there were so few of them, he remembered
them well. He recalled his youth. The North, Arkhangelsk, serving in the Arctic air force, the U-2 flights beyond
the Arctic Circle. That case of mass food poisoning … sabotage was suspected, but he proved it was botulism, a
microbe that got into some canned goods.
And Vaska! How old was Vaska now?
He had been working in the ambulance service at the time. One night during a blizzard he got a call—a woman
was giving birth somewhere on the edge of town, in a shed. The blizzard was terrible: It was pelting down and
you couldn’t see more than two yards ahead. Who called, from where—he had no idea! Maybe someone was pulling his leg? A false alarm? But he had to go. The driver was experienced. They drove carefully, afraid of getting
stuck. The car was plastered with snow. Finally they found the shed. It wasn’t really a shed, but an abandoned
structure that even had a little stove. They went in, lighting the way with a flashlight—a woman groaned. She was
lying on a bench, ready to give birth. They never did find out how she had ended up there. They quickly stoked
the fire, melted some snow, and boiled the water. He and the driver delivered a boy, but he wasn’t breathing. The
doctor shook him and then tugged at him. The newborn didn’t want to live. But when he gave him a good slap and
shouted, “Vaska, scream!” the boy gave his first cry.
About three years later the doctor was walking along the street when he met a woman with a little boy, a young
woman, very pleasant.
“Hello! Don’t you recognize us? This is Vaska. Your godson. You named him yourself!”
A book of his reminiscences could be written, but who would do it? Vera wrote well, but she forgot everything.
He remembered everything but he didn’t like to write, and he was too lazy to relate it all to someone; besides, it
was exhausting.
What’s Vera getting so worked up about? Talking about Tolya! He was her favorite. She felt miserable about
ruining his life. That letter, thirty-four pages … why did she have to interfere? It was a casual relationship, the
woman was experienced, much older than he, and there wasn’t any love … of course, there was the child. But
there is such a thing as financial support … and there was a girl his age here, tender feelings, joy. Now Vera felt
miserable—her ToIya had begun to drink. A victim of morality on thirty-four pages, an obedient son! …
Seva was holding a photograph of Tolya. On the back was the inscription
My slogan: Don’t say everything you know, but know what you say.
A clever fellow! He could turn a girl’s head, that was for sure. It wasn’t like him to drink. And now as soon as
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he got his wages or an advance, he’d buy a bottle.
Seva stood up and stretched. He placed his hands on his hips, like a weight lifter before picking up a barbell.
“Well, where’s your iron? Let me take a look at it—we’ve got to go soon.”
“The iron? Yes, of course, right away. Where is it? We haven’t used it in a long time. We bought a new one.
Maybe the next time?” She was sorry her story had been interrupted. It seemed she still had something very
important to say. She had to finish what she was saying! But she had already lost her train of thought and
everything was a muddle in her head, like the photographs from the different envelopes on the oilcloth.
The iron was found and Seva started working on it, whistling.
“Hey, there—do you have a screwdriver in the house?”
He had big hands with broad, pink nails. It was even strange that they could take hold of a fine wire or turn a
screw so deftly. He was a master of his trade, and it was a pleasure to watch him. That’s the way he was when he
fixed the instruments in the laboratory. Indispensable Proshin—that was his nickname at the factory. Because he
could do in one try what others struggled over for a long time.
Lida slipped the photographs back in their envelopes and put them back in the storeroom. The envelope
marked Lida grown up lay there by itself. She took out the photographs of Vadim—there were three of them,
all for identification cards. She stole a glance at them and put them away, thinking, “Just like a schoolgirl.”
In the end they never did get to the South together. How they had dreamed about it … they thought they would
stop by here on the way—Vadim wanted to see her folks, whom he knew without having seen them—he even sent
them greetings in her letters. Now it would never happen. Never!
Her mother forgot to make lunch. They scrounged up lunch out of leftovers from breakfast. And then her
mother remembered the pumpkin.
“Lida, child! This is for you in your honor!” she wailed. “Pumpkin porridge, your favorite! And no one
reminded me! Ivas, it’s your fault! Why didn’t you remind me?”
“Vera, don’t get upset,” the doctor said. “It’s bad for you to get upset “
He poured some drops of medicine into a glass for her, and she drank it in one gulp, followed by two pills. The
doctor took his pills too—from another box.
It was getting lighter outside. The rain had stopped and it was only dripping from the trees. Big blue plums lay
on the ground, and Lida wanted to run out into the garden and pick them as she used to do in childhood after a
rain. But her mother began to talk again, this time about the war. About the winter Lida came down with the
measles and was delirious, and she had to get some milk. So she took a liter container from the landlady of the
apartment—Ivan Petrovich was in a frontline hospital and she was with the three children in the Urals—and went
to look for milk. Finally she found a milkmaid, but the woman didn’t want to sell her any milk. She said she’d
only trade it for bread and kerosene.
Lida’s mother took the ring from her finger—a gold one with a small stone that Ivan Petrovich had given her—
and held it out to the milkmaid.
“Please, take it. I don’t have anything else.”
And the milkmaid began to cross herself and started to cry. “What are you doing? God forbid! I’ll give you as
much milk as you want!”
Seva listened with effort, no longer hiding his boredom. And Lida was embarrassed for her mother, who didn’t
notice, and for Seva, who couldn’t hide it, and for her father, who kept smiling the kind, rapturous smile of a man
who is certain that everything on earth is just splendid.
It was impossible to understand whether he liked Seva for himself or was just happy that Lida had accepted his
formula—besides love, there’s also putting your life in order—and she had put her life in order.
Behind the clouds an orange sun was setting. It was time to go to the station, especially since her father had
volunteered to see them off. In the Russian tradition, they sat down for a moment before setting off.
“Seva dear, lean down so I can kiss you,” her mother said. “How big you are! You’ll come back to see us,
won’t you? I have so much to tell you. We’ve had so little time to talk! Such a long, hard life. I can see it all before my eyes, but to tell someone new. You aren’t offended that I called you ‘Seva dear’? We liked you right
away. Right, Ivas? We’re never wrong about such things. You’re a good man. I’m happy that Lida has been
lucky.”
Small, gray, like a half-blown dandelion, she waved to them from the window. The air was fresh after the rain,
and it smelled of the sea—that’s where the clouds had come from, from the sea.
Seva walked along, whistling, carrying two suitcases as if they were nothing. He jumped over puddles and
stopped, waiting for Lida and her father, who trudged along behind. The stopping irritated him, but the old man
couldn’t walk any faster—he was out of breath. He was wearing his railwayman’s overcoat with its metal buttons
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and often raised his hand to his cap, responding to greetings. Good grief—he thinks he’s a bigwig, Seva thought,
He salutes like a marshal! The old man’s not bad, but he won’t last long.
The bus brought them to the station. Washed by the rain, illuminated by the evening sun, the station looked
festive. Music blared out of loudspeakers in the nearby park where old chestnuts grew.
“Let’s sit in the infirmary,” the doctor said.
The benches on the platform were damp after the rain. Lida looked at Seva.
“Go on. I’ll stay here and have a smoke,” he said.
The dispensary was empty, and quiet voices drifted out of the surgical unit.
“Sit down,” the doctor said. He felt like the host here. “I have to call Mama.”
Lida watched her father as he squinted at the telephone, myopically leaning over the dial to pick out the
numbers, and her heart contracted from pity and love, and from the premonition of an imminent parting—not this
parting, in half an hour, but the eternal one that inevitably lay ahead.
“Vera, we’re here.” Her father spoke in a cheerful, somewhat thin voice. “Everything’s fine. I’ll wait for the
train. Of course, dear. Yes, yes, yes!”
The new lady doctor came out of the surgical unit and greeted them perfunctorily. She was preoccupied with
something.
“What are you worried about, colleague?” the doctor asked. “If I can be of service …”
“A man was taken off the Thirty-nine. They thought he’d had a heart attack, but it was hypoglycemia. Now
he’s back to normal and wants to take the Forty-seven.”
“Give him an escort and let him go.”
“I already thought of that, but there’s no one to send with him.”
She glanced at Lida.
“Is your daughter taking the Forty-seven? She’s not a doctor by any chance? It would come in very handy. Half
the hospital is out harvesting, and there’s absolutely no one available.”
“You go with him, and I’ll fill in,” the doctor said. And his eyes shone so that Lida thought: He’s not kidding.
“Oh really now,” the lady doctor said angrily and left.
They sat across from each other, Lida and the old doctor, and were silent. The doctor smiled joyfully and
meekly. Everything was said in that silence. Everything that could be expressed without words. And they both
seemed to forget about the man who was then smoking on the platform, spitting in the direction of the flower beds
flattened by the rain, and glancing at the jumping hand of the station clock. They rested from him, as he, perhaps,
rested from them.
“Take care of yourself,” said the doctor. “Do you promise me?”
In response, the gray-eyed woman with the weary face nodded at him in agreement.
“You must remember that your mother and I love you very much.”
Lida nodded once again. How else could he, old and feeble, protect her from life’s storms, except for those few
words? And wasn’t that why the three of them came here, to hear those words?
“You’re our infirmary,” Lida said. “Infirmary at the station. You and Mama.”
The Forty-seven Special came into the station right on time, as always. And once again the blue cars flashed
by, Blacksea, Blacksea, Blacksea. They swam before the doctor’s eyes.
The metal had heated up over the day and made the train stuffy. The last stop was three hours away, and the
passengers talked quietly and lazily, like people who have already said all there is to say. Many spoke with a
familiar northern intonation—they were also going south on a trade union vacation.
“Lidia Ivanovna,” Seva called. “They’re bringing around tea.”
She got angry when he called her by her patronymic, as if emphasizing that he was five years younger than
she. And now she didn't answer. But not because of that.
Outside the windows, swallowed up by speed and darkness, the autumn landscape of her childhood whisked
by. White, blue-trimmed stucco houses, cores of pumpkins, and cornstalks without their ears, like disarmed
troops. For some reason, in childhood that landscape always reminded her of pages from War and Peace.\fn{By
Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910), Russian author; he wrote it between 1865 and 1869 .}
“Lidia Ivanovna, should I order tea for you?”
Everything had somehow been decided of its own accord. She knew that there was no turning back. But there
was no sorrow. On the contrary, she felt a kind of relief.
And she already thought about him in the past tense:
“He wasn’t bad, a great guy, that indispensable Proshin …”
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29.27 Excerpt from Beatles Songs\fn{by Volodymyr Dibrova (1951-

)}

Donetsk, Donetsk Oblast, Ukraine (M) 3

I Saw Her Standing There
One, two, three, four! …
In my fourth year of high school, I was friends with a boy named Oleksandr. Even then he could play great
guitar. He taught himself two numbers for the school concert—Twist-oo-gay—and Gonzalez—and recorded them
on those thick old X-ray films you could make at the DIY record studio over on Red Army Street, not far from the
public baths. You could record pop songs there—Black Cat, Haly-Galy,\fn{Hully-Gully, actually.} Love Is A Never
Ending Ring—or just the sound of your own voice.
For instance: “Dear Lyubov Omelianivn! Best ,Wishes on International Women’s Day from Class 4B.”
Twist-oo-gay and Gonzalez were at the bottom of the list. Next to where it said—“Folk songs. Amer.”
Oleksandr and I translated the words of Gonzalez together:
Yo bete kuntome Sheety Gonzalez
Oway om kindagroovy brue
Stab oof jo trinrin
Vizzat phoossy nay foo.

A guy at the studio promised he’d record some “beetles” or “beetniks” for us the next time we were there.
Even our papers were full of them, how they smashed furniture and paraded about with toilet seats round their
necks.
We’d agreed to go down to the studio together the next day but I was late. I was kicking my heels, waiting for
the tram. At last it poked its nose round the corner, crept out of the side-street and rumbled down toward me. It
was still twenty yards away when something went off under its wheels with a bright burst of sparks. The rails
were streaked and a stench of sulfur filled the air. Some kids must have tossed matches under the tram.
I was about to jump on anyway when this interfering guy grabbed me by the collar and hauled me off to the
police station, where a sergeant and a plain clothes cop threatened me with prison if I didn’t write down exactly
what had happened.
When I finally got out it was too late to make it to the studio so I went straight to Oleksandr’s. He showed me
the new X-ray film he’d picked up and switched on his old turntable. He’d got a new needle for it, specially. As
soon as it touched the record those X-rayed ribs and bones began to crackle. We heard the sound of eggs breaking,
frying. The record went round and round, picking up speed.
Gnash, grind went all our hissing enemies. Moan, groan, hummed all our tongueless martyrs. Then all of a
sudden, it came at last, calling out—One, two, three, four!—the cheeky cry of freedom.
The Ballad of John and Yoko
The way things are going
They’re gonna crucify me.
It’s no big deal. Just another day of married life.
“Stop drinking,”—she says.
“Why’d we come to this wedding in the first place? I want to know. Twenty-five rubles down the toilet.”
I get up and dance with the bridesmaid. She’s a real cracker, giving off sparks. It’s good I didn’t take my jacket
off, she could burn a hole right though her frock and my cumberbund. Angela, her name is. A student. I want her
number.
“Sit down and get a grip of yourself.”
“Of what?”
“People are looking.”
“Like who?”
“You’re disgusting!”
“What’s wrong now?”
“You call that dancing?”
“You what?”
“I’m warning you. I’ll leave!”
“Well, just don’t forget to give me the coat check on your way out, or I’ll freeze.”
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“Bastard!”
“Listen, Valiunchyk, haven’t we already been through this?”
“I hate you!”
What can you do with a jealous wife, eh? But she knows who’s the boss. She knows who brings home the
bacon. Five hundred roubles a month, minimum. But I’m not a machine. I enjoy a good time as much as the next
guy.
“Stop drinking!”
“Just a sip. There’s only a little left at the bottom.”
“It was full. You’ve swigged it!”
“It’s only Albanian brandy. You ought to try some. Go on. Just wet your whistle.”
“Fuck off!”
That bubbly neon goddess, Angela, is flashing looks at me. Hang on, you little vixen, just let them play
something slow. Her strapping husband is giving me a look. What’s up, comrade? It was only a dance.
A weathered ex-major is busy sounding off about how the air and the water aren’t what they used to be. All
along the Dnieper, before the dams were built, the river glittered with fish. Not like those muddy rivers the
Siberians are always going on about. He’s making it up as he goes along, but he’s all right. He’s related to
someone on the groom’s side. He says he has a tent, a boat, three spinning rods and an old jalopy. A nature nut.
Anyway, halfway through the sermon he lost it and belched. I guess we’re all human.
Across the hall there's a party of foreigners. Looks like another wedding.
“Now, do you mean azote or ozone? Can you be a little more precise?”
A young woman, a professor by the look of her, is getting into it with the major. He’s claiming there’s a unique
species of weeping willow, unknown outside our neck of the woods, growing on the banks of the Desna.
According to him this willow charges the air, fills it with sweet fragrances, purifies the water, heals wounds,
prevents heart attacks and exhales azote. The major fishes along the Desna every summer; he reckons he knows it
like the back of his hand.
“But what exactly do you mean: azote or ozone?”
“Don’t interrupt!”
“I’m a professional biochemist, I’d just like to know your sources.”
“You little nerd!”
The groom’s parents drag him off behind a bunch of tulips to keep him out of trouble until the party’s over.
Back across the hall—applause. A dark man with a bushy moustache (probably a Yugoslav)\fn{ I.e., a South Slav,
one of millions of people inhabiting as their homeland the country known asYugoslavia. It existed in essentially the same form from the
end of WWI until the early 1990’s when, due to ineffective leadership and tyrranical attempts by Serbian leaders to impose their will on the
other members of the Yugoslav federation, the country split apart into five independent states: Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Macedonia, and Serbia/Montenegro (which continued to call itself “Yugoslavia”). In 2003, however, these last two countries formalized
their union under a new name—The Republic of Serbia-Montenegro—and Yugoslavia ceased to exist .} is giving the newly-weds a

clay decanter, the kind you can find in any souvenir shop. They’re speaking English. Next to the Yugoslav there’s
this gorgeous blonde. Swedish or American, I’d bet. She gives me a look. I wink back. She grins. Her teeth are as
straight and white as a toothpaste ad. I’ve got to ask her for a dance, How do they say it in English? Pardon …?
No, eekskuse? Vd. ? Hdth. "L' d,'? me IOU anSln ow 0 ey.\fn{ These few words did not scan properly, and were probably
underlined in pen or pencil in the original text.} Just say, lets dance.
“You’re mixing them again!”
“What?”
“Beer, wine, vodka …”
“Valia, love, why don’t you just have a little tipple?”
“D’you think I can’t tell what your thinking?”
“Oh, for heaven’s sake. Why don’t you just go home? Watch the box. You’ll catch the end of Part III of your
show.”
She tells me tomorrow she’s going to get a lawyer and file for divorce. I tell her all right, just don’t forget the
coat-check. Better still, fetch me my coat.
She bites her lip and stalks off. All around us people are smiling. Who’d have thought it would come to this
after ten years together? Think about it: I make all the money, I give her everything she wants. Why the hell can’t
I let my hair down sometimes? Just because a part of me, deep down inside, longs for a little beauty, wherever I
might find it, does that make me an animal?
Valia brings my coat and tosses it in my lap. I listen to her high heels clicking away across the floor. Her face
is twisted, lips trembling, little eyes full of hurt and hope. No! You just can’t chain a man down. So she’s
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undemanding. So she’s caring. So what? All right, she does make me fresh dumplings from scratch, doesn’t use
that frozen, packaged stuff you can’t even cut with a knife. She’s a good cook, I’ll give her that. The kids are
never ill. But you can’t stop a man wanting to slip the ball and chain sometimes.
Angela’s brute of a husband is going on at her, poking his fork in my direction. The idiot’s on the verge of
calling me out. Oh, I’m sick of these do’s! Weddings, New Years, birthdays—there’s always some jealous
husband spoiling for a fight. What if I went abroad? Zaitsev, that good for nothing, picked up an American wife,
didn’t he? He’s an engineer like me, we worked in the same office. Off to America he went with her and while
he’s looking for a job he decides to redecorate their house. It’s easy over there. They’ve got millions of wallpaper
patterns and the glue! One stroke of your brush, and the paper sticks forever. He did four rooms and two kitchens
in three days, no sweat. His father-in-law walks in, takes one look and his jaw hits the floor. That kind of work
costs an arm and a leg over there.
When the band come back and begin to play I make my move on the blonde with the teeth. Straight and white
as a sabretooth tiger.
“Eekscuse mee,”I says, “dansin?”
“Try it in Russian, pal,” she tells me.
We get to know each other. My hunch was right: it is a wedding party. A French engineer building a big factory
on the outskirts for some multinational is marrying his interpreter. Among the guests are an American couple,
some Dutch, Germans with their kids and the Yugoslav. And the only looker is the local blonde. That minx is the
maid of honor. Her name’s Valichka, too, by the way. She’s just moved into a one-room apartment somewhere
outside the city but she doesn’t have a telephone yet. The lines probably won’t reach her till the year 2000.
She eyes the Dutchman, then the Yugoslav, but she won’t dance with me.
“So, what's it like over there?” I asked Zaitsev, when he came home on a surprise visit.
“Like a dream.”
“Why did you leave, then?”
“Ah, there was no one to have a pint with. No one to just hang around and chat with.”
“See,” I says to this Valia,\fn{ Who apparently is still sitting with her husband .} “Better think twice before you swish
that blonde mane away from me.”
But she still won’t give me her address. Back across the hall, Angela’s husband is standing behind my chair, so
I have a chat with the gloomy major, who’s happy to tell me about his stint in the Far East, on the Kamchatka
Peninsula. It was hell over there. They weren’t allowed home for fifteen years. The officers spent their leaves at
spas drinking pure alcohol and playing cards for forty-five days straight. Now he’s retired, with a small pension.
He has his tent, a boat, three spinning rods and the old jalopy. He says he goes fishing near Suvyd, on the Desna,
says it’s the best place, bar none. You can’t beat it. And you never will. That’s how good it is.
Angela’s fat-faced husband sits down next to me and grabs my elbow.
“You and me. Outside,” he says.
The guests are gathering to congratulate the newly-weds and I manage to slip away in the crowd to the other
side of the hall. I should have kneed the fat bastard in the balls. You just squat there and think it over, I should
have told him. Then we’ll step outside.
But I fetch miy coat and let it go. At the door someone slaps me on the back and gives me a hug. It’s the welloiled major again. He’s taken with me and wants to tell me all about how he and his wife went off to Sochi,\fn{ An
important Russian health resort, on the coast of the Black Sea .} years ago. It was his first leave and their suitcases were
stuffed with roubles.
“You can’t imagine,” he says, shaking his head, “how much one rouble could buy before monetary reform.”
Over his shoulder I see the jealous brute’s mates running after me. I give the sentimental old major a shove and
get out of the line of fire quick as I can.
It’s late and there are no buses. The snow crunching under my feet sounds like change falling through a hole in
my pocket, like loose heavy chains, rattling at each step.
Tomorrow morning I’m supposed to photograph two mums with their kids. Then a wedding. Both on color
film. I’d better not forget my big blue bag. Chances are I’ll be able to bring home lots of leftovers after the party.
Last night she threatened suicide again. How, I asked her, how exactly are you planning to do it?
She cried. What a pain. Bored, stupid and hopeless.
On the other hand, when you’ve been burnt, the best you can hope for is to have someone close lay on hands.
Not necessarily down there. No, anywhere’ll do. Anywhere at all.
37.176 1. The Little Gray Book 2. A Misunderstanding: Two Sketches\fn{by Irina Borisovna Ratushinskaya (1954Odessa, Odessa Oblast, Ukraine (F) 3
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)}

1
Now I ask you, who would have seen it coming? If your day had started out as Ivan Andreevich’s had, would
you have figured it out? And that’s assuming you know as much about life as Ivan Andreevich—unlikely! Just try
getting young people these days to listen, or to pay any mind at all to what they’re told.
So! Sneering already, are you? Well, just wipe that sneer off your face and listen when you’re spoken to. I
don’t have to tell this story, you know.
As I was saying, Ivan Andreevich was a WWII vet, in other words, a veteran of the Second World War. Just
between you and me, he hadn’t really been in combat; he’d been in charge of a food warehouse in Tashkent. But
at the end of the war he’d pulled a few strings and managed to get a piece of paper that indirectly implied that he
had been in combat. So when the time came for discount rates and special privileges, Ivan Andreevich had
everything in order, and, you’ll agree, with good reason.
If you think that a person with privileges has it any easier than you, then there’s no sense even explaining. But
I’d like to see you try running around some morning instead of Ivan Andreevich.
First thing, of course, Ivan Andreevich set off for the ration center (Aniuta had asked for oranges) and insisted
that he be allowed to choose his own fruit. Unless you show those people who’s boss, they’ll eat you alive. He
also ordered a Kiev torte for the next day, not because it was a special occasion, just to maintain his prestige. If
you still don’t know, I’ll explain. In Kiev a Kiev torte is a perquisite torte, one you can’t buy anywhere, not to
mention order in advance, and available only to the deserving few. And don’t think we don’t see the look on your
face when you run into someone on the street carrying a Kiev torte in a string bag. And all you’ve got are sour
grapes!
Next, Ivan Andreevich went down to the railroad station and bought tickets to Moscow for Sasha and Masha,
though, of course, he shouldn’t have. Let them stand in that snail parade for a couple of hours only to find out that
there aren’t any sleeper tickets, then they’ll appreciate their grandfather, the punks. Too much of a good thing, but
what are you going to do? Your heart’s not made of stone! After all, what does it cost him: he bought them as soon
as he got there, without having to stand in line, and nobody made a peep. He didn't even have to show his little
gray book. Too bad, though. Showing your book can be enjoyable, provided, of course, you do it right. First you
let some milksop make a scene and demand his rights, and then (take that!) you whip it out. After that the whole
line will make him pay for his happy childhood. He’ll be lucky to get away with both legs intact.
You think Ivan Andreevich went home after that? Then you tell me who went to the pharmacy with the special
prescription card? Just being able to get the right medicine made it worth the effort. What with things the way
they are these days it’s downright amazing there’s anything left for veterans. People are getting spoiled and once
in a while you’ve got to tighten a few screws. Nerves, by the way, aren’t made of steel. Elderly people ought to be
taken care of. Oh, you’ll take care of them all right!
Here’s an example for you: when Ivan Andreevich walked out of the drugstore, he saw they were selling
frozen Yugoslavian\fn{Yugoslavia was a country in southeastern Europe, which existed from 1918-1991, and comprised the present
independent states of Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia/Herzegovina, Serbia/Montenegro, and Macedonia .} fruit and, sure enough, a fight
had already broken out. Some bitch (no spring chicken either, though she acted just like one of those modern
hussies!) started laying into Ivan Andreevich about how she’d been made a widow at twenty by the same war—as
if that meant an old veteran should be deprived of his lawful rights! How do you like that? And you think it was
easy putting her in her place? Lucky for Ivan Andreevich he hit his mark with the first shot; he told her it
remained to be seen whether her husband hadn’t really deserted to the enemy; there seemed to be an awful lot of
so-called innocent victims around these days. At which point she started bawling and left, thank God.
It was one of those days, though (isn’t it the truth?) not terribly out of the ordinary. So how in the world was
Ivan Andreevich supposed to know what was coming when he got on the bus and tapped that lug sitting in the
nearest seat and showed him his little book? Do you know what that lug did? Got up and offered his seat?
Oh no! Instead, he looked up at Ivan Andreevich and shouted for the whole bus to hear:
“You’re a veteran? Well, I’m a madman!”
Then he started growling, the bastard, and grabbed the book in his teeth. The young hussy sitting next to him
all of a sudden turned out to be his wife and started hanging all over him and carping about how the man’s just
sitting here quietly minding his own business when—of all people—they go after him! Could have asked
someone healthy to get up, but no, and now how was she going to calm him down, she’d spent the whole morning
… and so on and so on … At which point the madman lunged at Ivan Andreevich and snatched his little book. His
wife (we know those wives!) dragged him to the exit. Ivan Andreevich first thought of following them off to get
his little book back, but when the madman started snarling “come on, come on,” and yanked Ivan Andreevich by
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the sleeve, Ivan Andreevich preferred to free himself and to stay on the bus.
Go ahead, smile, smile! You, of course, know better what he should have done. Everybody has twenty-twenty
hindsight. Two hours later Ivan Andreevich also figured out what he should have done, but that was two hours
later; at the time all he did was cry out, “How disgusting!” though no one on the bus picked up on it.
What was done was done, so the next day Ivan Andreevich set off to see Piotr Nikolaevich at the Veteran’s
Committee. Piotr Nikolaevich wasn’t in his office. At his desk sat a younger man, one of those administrative
assistant types, looking like he owned the place. Ivan Andreevich had no choice but to ask him when Piotr
Nikolaevich would be in.
“Why do you need to know?” he answered the question with a question.
“Listen,” Ivan Andreevich said coldly, “it’s none of your business. What are you doing here anyway? What’s
your name?”
“I, citizen, am Comrade Artamonov’s replacement,” the guy said sweetly and to Ivan Andreevich’s horror,
showed him a little gray veteran’s book with his picture pasted inside. This threw Ivan Andreevich for a total loop
and he just stood and stared at the upstart. Forty, at most! But, on the other hand, he did have that little book …
“And who, may I ask, are you?” the ornery comrade persisted.
“You see,” Ivan Andreevich mumbled, “I lost my veteran’s book yesterday, and I’m in your files—you can
check. Pavliushin’s the name. I’d like to get a new one.”
“There must be some mistake,” the other grinned sweetly. “I know for certain you’re not in our files.”
“What do you mean? You didn’t even look, and you’ve never seen me before! How do you know?” Ivan
Andreevich protested, fully realizing that it wouldn’t help.
“I told you in plain Russian, citizen, there’s no card for you, there never was, and I don’t have to check. I just
know! Can you show me any proof?”
“I told you I lost it,” Ivan Andreevich said dejectedly, and there the discussion ended. He walked outside and
set off, deaf and blind to the world around him.
You’re snickering again, aren’t you? I should have known. Just try and get a little sympathy from you! I
shouldn’t have told you the whole story in the first place.
All right, fine, but I want to see you forty years from now!
2
Of course, everyone loved Ol’\fn{Old.} Sania. How he’d become part of the group no one quite knew, probably
through the Mozhaevs. In any case, he had shown up with them a couple of times, and later he just came by his
sharpnosed, repressed, haphazardly clad self.
His introversion didn’t bother anybody, because it wasn’t contagious. Just the opposite—in Ol’ Sania’s
presence people felt witty and articulate.
“Ah-hah!” everyone would shout. “Ol’ Sania’s arrived! How are you, Ol’ Sania?”
And, though he himself never gave much of an answer, the question would instantly fire speculation on the
state of Ol’ Sania’s affairs. The most intriguing theory would then be elaborated and embellished by the chorus,
giving rise to one of those free and easy conversations that wind steadily on their own, demanding no special
effort, to the end of the evening.
Ol’ Sania would promptly fade into the background, sit down in his favorite spot at the west end of the couch,
and just sit there, grimacing and rocking back and forth, until the time came to leave. Gradually, everyone grew
accustomed to Ol’ Sania’s complete and total uselessness and to his absent-minded reactions to questions, and
eventually everyone came to cherish his quirks: without or Sania something was missing, and everybody was
always thoroughly delighted by his arrival.
Once, though, Ol’ Sania violated tradition. It was at the Mozhaevs’, where the group had gathered to view
slides of Africa. Jokes about possible forgeries quickly gave way to the subject of aliens in general, and to
Jonathan Swift\fn{Anglo-Irish satirist and political pamphleteer (1667-1745); perhaps cited here because of his obituary (“Here lies the
body of Jonathan Swift, D.D., dean of this cathedral, where burning indignation can no longer lacerate his heart. Go, traveler, and imitate if
you can a man who was an undaunted champion of liberty.”) which would indicate to anyone how alien Dr. Swift felt in the midst of the
human society common to him as to all men .} in particular, when suddenly the lights failed. Of course, a dash was made

for the fuse box, but it turned out that the power was down throughout the entire building and, consequently, there
was nothing to do but wait.
That’s when Ol’ Sania started squirming and wriggling, turned himself into a kerosene lamp, and then just
stood there and burned.
Naturally, had Ruben or the host pulled a stunt like that, everyone would have raved, and this simply marve307

lous little incident would have outshone even last year’s when Yevseich, flashing his handmade cufflinks, had
produced eight cards in a row—all sixes. But more depends on style than on substance, and so 01' Sania's metamorphosis produced absolutely no thunder, indeed, was sort of glossed over; a few people didn’t even realize
where the lamp had come from. Someone trimmed the wick, the conversation resumed, and then the lights came
on again.
Yet the incident did not pass entirely unnoticed, and after that, whenever something was desperately needed,
Ol’ Sania was called to the rescue. Ol’ Sania never refused, serving, respectively, as a cassette deck, an ice cream
maker, and when Tatiana was finishing her dissertation, spending his entire vacation in the shape of a typewriter.
After that he only rarely made it to his favorite spot on the couch. “Ol’ Sania,” shouts would greet him as he
unwound his scarf in the doorway, “where have you been? It's already twenty minutes into the second segment!
Give us a picture, ol’ buddy!”
And, without a murmur, Ol’ Sania would turn into a cordless color television set. He had lost a little weight
and now spent his idle moments perched in some corner, and something vaguely birdlike had come over him, but
nothing you could put your finger on, really.
Around about then spring arrived, that hectic, vitamin-deficient time of the year, and everyone got buried in
work. The get-togethers grew fewer; everyone was too tired. Not that the jokes and stories had run dry, they just
weren’t gushing, and no new flood could be expected until September, when everyone would come back from
vacation, garrulous and tanned, with a fresh load of surprises and stories to tell. Nevertheless, when Lioshka’s
collection of poems was published, telephones rang, projects were dropped, and the whole crew appeared,
bellowing up the stairwell.
Though he was too late for an autographed copy, Ol’ Sania also came, but his entrance went unnoticed in the
gales of laughter over Ruben’s parody of Lioshka’s poetry, delivered complete with Lioshka’s convulsive
intonation. The evening lasted longer than ever before; at 1:30 a.m. a card game got underway, and out came the
cigarettes again, this time until dawn. Towards morning tempermental Kiriusha was scribbling a new scorecard
when he broke the last remaining pencil. All the pens had run dry, and no one could find anything else to write
with. That’s when Ol’ Sania was brought into the act: without a word, he turned himself into a plastic pencil
sharpener shaped like a football with a hole on the side.
Ol’ Sania was remembered a second time just as the party was breaking up. He was still lying on the sticky
glass, amid pencil shavings and drinking glass stains.
“Hey, Sania, ol’ boy, sun’s up!”
But the plastic football didn’t budge, and there was no shy Ol’ Sania in the corner either, only the pendulum of
the tabletop clock marking out its predictable beat. That’s when people started to worry and to plead with Ol’
Sania.
“Come on, old man, wake up. What’s the matter, your feelings hurt?” softly cooed Yevseich.
“Sania, sweetie, why are you being so difficult?” beckoned Aniuta in her platinum voice.
But to no avail. Finally, it was decided that Ol’ Sania had pulled a fast one, that he’d planted the pencil
sharpener and taken off when no one was looking. Everyone promised to let him have it next time for playing
such practical jokes, then left, almost reassured. Really ought to give him a call, but it turned out that no one
remembered either his phone or his address.
Ol’ Sania never did show up again, which put a damper on the next gathering, but with time the whole idiotic
incident was gradually forgotten. Especially since the pencil sharpener had vanished, too.
29.75 To Find Yourself In A Garden\fn{by Halyna Pahutiak (1958-

)}

Lviv region, Ukraine (F) 3

As a rule, gardens don’t grow at train stations. But one grew here. From behind a high brick wall, branches
with red apples peeked out. Only sparrows flew through the fence. If the builders had understood that poets had
wings, they’d have thought up a more complicated system of defense than this wall and impenetrable steel doors.
But the poets who had wings died a long time ago.
Hrytsko imagined that one warm night he’d crawl from the last train, and when he reached the station, he’d see
the doors open. He’d enter the garden, lie down in the tangled fragrant grass, bend his cheek to Mother Earth, then
weep and ask:
“Who have I become—an unhappy tramp?”
The police from the southwestern rail line knew Hrytsko and didn’t bother him. What can be taken from
someone who doesn’t have a house or a wife, only a haromonica and the black illness from the war? The hospital
was his only refuge. The hospital and Nuska, his sister. He lived at her place for a while, but in mid-winter he
bolted from her warm house and searched for the wind in the fields.
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As he walked, he talked to himself.
“Quiet, Nuska, quiet. The black illness will do everything in the world to a man. What have I done? I need
people to see me, and I need to see them. And there are so, so many like me—even those who’ve never had the
black sickness. And there are enough even without the black sickness. Skovoroda also wandered through the
world, and is my harmonica worse than his philosophy? I'm happy that there were people like Hryhory Savych in
the world. Not for everyone are walls oppressive, not for everyone.”
Hrytsko hustled through to the first car of the train. He smoked lazily in the aisle as others arrived, sat down
and gazed out the windows. Then he buzzed the harmonica. The people saw a scrawny man in a green cap and
wide pants. Though Hrytsko wandered aimlessly, he made sure that his clothes were clean. He stood by the first
bench and, bobbing his head, began to play In the Hills of Manchuria, then Farewell Slavic Woman, and finally,
Neighbor Lady, Neighbor Lady, Lend Me a Sieve. These were the only songs he knew, but people threw kopecks
into his cap anyway. Hrytsko said, “I kiss your hand,” to everyone, even to a child, and went on to two more cars.
Then he sat down on a bench, and though people asked him to play, he refused, because he was weary. When
Hrytsko didn’t feel like playing, he just didn’t feel like playing.
Hrytsko’s father had taught him to play after returning from the war minus a leg. Hrytsko already had the black
sickness from the time that a German, in jest, had fired a shot over his ear to spook him. He’d had seizures ever
since. After the war he began to frequent bazaars with his invalid father. His father played the harmonica, and
Hrytsko collected money in an army cap. His mother couldn’t bear the shame of this and died, and the old man
froze to death one night as he returned, drunk, from town.
Hrytsko tried to write this sad story down on paper, but God hadn’t given him Skovoroda's\fn{ A note reads:
Hryhory Savych Skovoroda (1722-1794), the itinerant philosopher who was called the Ukrainian Socrates .} talent. Only when he
played his mournful harmonica did his invalid father stand before him again—in a patched cotton quilt jacket,
inebriated, unshaven, with bright blue eyes. Some invalids get everything without being put on a waiting list, but
nothing good ever came to his father, from the beginning of his life to the end.
Hrytsko got off the train and went to the buffet counter in the station for his favorite meal—a beer and smoked
fish. When he’d eaten, he took the heads and skins with him to offer to a dog or cat; those old ladies who ran the
buffet counter always stuffed their pigs with leftovers. Hrytsko didn’t like the old ladies because long ago one of
them had called him a beggar. People could see he wasn’t a beggar. It was easier to be a crook than to play the
harmonica on the train. Hrytsko had told the police of his ill fortunes and shown them his invalid’s ill card, and
now they mostly left him alone.
So he paced to and fro on the platform, waiting for the train. When his friend Styopa called out to him, Hrytsko
pulled a handful of change from his pocket and gave it to him.
Styopa licked his moist lips.
“Listen, Hryts, it’s good I’ve run into you. Our friend Mykoltso is really weak. He’d like you to drop by.”
Styopa was trembling.
“What’s with you? You froze?”
“Oy, I’ve froze, brother. Winter’s coming soon.”
“You should go to your mother. Maybe she needs you to chop wood.”
“A-a,” Styopa waved his hand, but he thought a bit and agreed. “That’s the truth. She doesn’t have any
firewood.”
“Let’s go, it’s on our way.”
“We should have a sober-up drink.”
“I already had one.”
“Then I’ll go to her later.”
Hrytsko scratched his nape. What can you do with the guy? He’s a jack of all trades. He watched as Styopa,
hunched against the wind, ran to the tea counter. His back was covered with chalk dust.
“Misery,” said Hrytsko. “Misery.”
He left the station, picking his way over the tracks, and eventually entered a little street with leaning picket
fences. Dogs looked out of their houses but didn’t bark.
“I’ll give these scraps to Mykoltso’s dog Bosko,” Hrytsko decided. The street was to be demolished, and in its
place tall brick blocks of flats would be built. The homeowners said “screw it” and had stopped painting their
window frames and patching their picket fences.
“Misery,” Hryts yawned, and his heart tightened as he felt the black illness approaching. The last time, it had
knocked him to the pavement so hard he needed stitches on his head.
Mykoltso lived in a tiny house with one window and made a living from fixing shoes. Suddenly, he had taken
ill. He was an old man, nothing strange here. But just recently he had painted the window frames and his front
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door white, and he spared no expense to do it.
Bosko wasn’t in his dog house. Hrytsko wiped his feet on the wooden grating of Mykoltso’s porch and pushed
the door open. The warmth wafted onto him, and he felt weak, but managed to compose himself.
“Is the master of the house at home?” He removed his hat.
“Yes,” Mykoltso answered quietly. Bosko wagged his tail, smelling Hryts’s pocket. Hryts unwrapped the
package and gave the dog the fish scraps.
“You didn’t expect me? And I ran into Styopa. He says our Mykoltso has gotten weak.”
“If he hadn’t grown weak, he’d have come,” Mykoltso said reproachfully, and his eyes were almost gleaming.
“You warm yourself up. Even though I’m weak, I’ve managed to light a fire.”
“Your heart?”
“Yep.”
Mykoltso’s limbs were bloated, almost blue.
“Well, Hrytsko, let me see you. Hey, brother, take care of your shoes. If you don’t fix ’em, watch out, you’ll
need to throw ’em away.”
“Don’t worry!”
“I know that you’re not looking at the ground, and it’s carrying you …”
“You have to go to the hospital.”?
“If you stay, maybe I’ll manage without a hospital. Play for me. Music—that’ll be my medicine.”
“I can play.”
After the song Mykoltso sobbed like a child, then slowly wiped his nose with his hand.
“Things are good with you, Hryts. Live at my place. I’ll die, then I’ll give you the house and Bosko.”
“But then they’ll take me to an old folks’ home!” Hrytsko said cheerfully. “That’s what they told me at the
hospital. They’d take me right away, and it’d be years before I get out. Or maybe I’ll get married, huh?”
“Whether you’re stupid or blessed, ain’t nothin’ like your own home. It’s your sister, and wife, and mother.
And I’m gonna die soon. Look …”
Mykoltso pulled back the blanket that partly covered him, and Hrytsko saw his shining, swollen legs.
“When water fills a man up, watch out. It’s the end.”
Hrytsko stroked Bosko’s ruddy back, and the dog nuzzled his armpit with his gray snout.
“I feel bad for Bosko. The dog catchers’ll take him away.”
“I won’t leave Bosko, you can be sure of that, Mykoltso.”
“All right. But if you ever have to leave him, it would be better to take an ax and kill him.”
Hrytsko shuddered.
“God be with you.”
“Then you won’t leave him?”
“No.”
“I have money in the bank. Use it for my funeral.”
Hrytsko gustily played Oy Neighbor Lady, Neighbor Lady until his ears stung, then put down the harmonica
without looking at Mykoltso, who said, “You can leave Bosko with me for a day or two if you have to go
somewhere. He won’t be confused. He’s a smart dog.”
“You know,” Hrytsko said, “maybe I’ll die sooner than you will. But if I go out for a while tomorrow, don’t be
surprised. I’ll come back. I have business to do.”
Mykoltso could barely swallow his saliva, but he replied, “I know what kind of business you have … you and
that harmonica! It would be better if you stayed in the house. I’ll help you. Maybe I won’t have to go to the
hospital after all. If they grab you on the street or at the train station, they’ll take you to the hospital instead of
me.”
Hrytsko looked around the room, empty except for a table covered with an oilskin cloth, a box of shoemaking
tools, and a bookcase.
“Take down The Kobza Player\fn{A note reads: Ukrainian bard Taras Shevchenko’s first book of poetry which, when it
appeared in 1840, helped to define Ukraine as a nation.} and read to me a little,” Mykoltso said. “I like the way you read.”
Hrytsko obediently took down the book bound in coarse leather.
“Please read the Perebendya!” Mykoltso said.
At night the wind rose with rain, and Hrytso couldn’t sleep. He listened to Mykola’s breathing, and Bosko’s,
too. The walls shuddered.
“It’ll knock us over yet,” thought Hrytsko. He didn’t know that old houses stand strong.
“The wind tears off all the apples. May it not break the branches,” he thought, and remembered the garden at
the station.
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“On the other side of the wall, it doesn’t blow so hard.”
29.30 & 91.95 1. Three Worlds 2. An Elegy About Old Age: Two Short Stories\fn{by Yevhenia Kononehko (1959- )}
Kiev, Kiev Oblast, Ukraine (F) 8
1
Grandma hadn’t been able to get up for several years. Toward evening when mother helped her wIth her
essential toilet, the boy would move to the hallway where there was an exquisite wide windowsill. He brought his
books and a bench from the kitchen and sat down to write, the windowsill serving as his desk.
“Let the boy do his work.”
The neighbors of the communal apartment put their fingers to their lips. Behind him the kitchen buzzed with
three stoves and the only sink; doors slammed in the endless hallways.
These sounds gradually became necessary for reflection. He made the most stunning discoveries of youth at
his windowsill. He read his favorite books and completed his school assignments conscientiously. He was glad to
get away from the irregularly shaped room with its low window that looked out onto a steep, inner courtyard.
From the hallway an astonishing panorama of the city opened up to him. As a little boy he had crawled with his
friends onto the roofs of buildings. But nowhere else were the colors of spring or fall so intense and nowhere else
did the cupolas of the churches shine so brightly. Nowhere else did the Dnieper so mysteriously commingle with
the blood of this young Kievan, who in this city had only a weary mother, a luckless grandmother, both incapable
of relating to him, and an irregularly shaped room in the former apartment of a lawyer with either a Jewish or
German surname, a trace of which remained with the letter “~”\fn{ It has not scanned; but a note reads: (the hard sign in the
Russian language) indicates that the name plate was a pre-revolutionary one. The letter was removed from the end of words as part of
orthographic reforms adopted after the 1917 revolution .} on the entrance door. The lawyer, who had died long ago, used to

wander along the hallways of his old residence, and a well-trained ear could still differentiate between the echo of
his steps and the shuffling and tapping of the current residents.
Sometimes Marianna came. Her mother would shout from behind the doors:
“Leave the boy alone! Let him do his lessons!”
But Marianna would sit down at the edge of the windowsill and enthusiastically examine his books. She
herself never did any homework; she ate standing up in the kitchen next to the stove and ambled around in her
school uniform till evening. Marianna was very pretty—graceful, slim, with a pure, sweet face, and sensuous,
golden hair that she never braided. He loved to stare at Marianna when she wasn’t looking at him.
“Pretty, very pretty; this is essential in a communal kitchen!” he thought.
He wasn’t in love with Marianna and was proud of this fact. He didn’t end up hooked by her sumptuous pony
tails and her tiny youthful breasts. Marianna simply contributed a sense of comfort to him while he sat at his desk.
Sometimes, when he didn’t have others to speak to, he taught Marianna the suppositions he formulated at his
perch.
“Do you understand, there are three realms in the human world?”
Every classification shuts out the wide world, he knew this even then, but all the same, this vertical division of
the world of people inexplicably engaged him.
“The Third World. The geography teacher used to tell us about it. Or was it the history teacher?”
“No, this isn’t it at all. This isn’t what I'm speaking about. Three worlds: the lower world, the middle one, and
there, above, the higher. All of us live in the second, middle world. We stand in lines, or, even if we don’t, we
drive in overflowing traffic: we do something for our daily bread. Sometimes we go to visit people with biscuit
cake.”
“Uncle Yura yesterday brought us “Kiev” cakes! We were lucky! Nearly without standing in line! They were
selling them on the comer of Zhytomyr Street. Can you imagine?”
“Even if we get “Kiev” cake, all the same, this is the middle world, not the higher. Below us is the lower
world. There, people sleep on dirty mattresses in cellars. They can’t play cards. There are prisons; investigators,
isolation cells, the routine of being struck on the mouth with blows, black eyes …”
He grew silent, because he remembered that uncle Yura had recendy given a black eye to Marianna’s mother.
“All of this, of course, occurs in the middle world, but there, below, you understand, all this is a hundred times
more horrible. The laws are terrible and people aren’t even people!”
Someone once placed a letter in their mail box which read something like the following:
You scum, put five hundred roubles under the stone or else I’ll tear out your uterus.
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His frightened mother had run to the policeman.
“That’s not for you, that’s for Valka from apartment 30,” the officer reassured her.
This incident proved to him the coexistence of the horrifying lower world with the gray and monotonic middle
one, but he was engaged most of all by the world of normal people.
“There also exists a third, higher realm where Shakespeare is read! In the original! Without a dictionary!
People gather to read poetry and listen to music, not to get drunk, even though they may have a glass of whiskey.
Do you understand? One can grasp something about existence—”
“What’s there to understand? When there’s money, everything’s good. There’ll be books and music. Black
marketeers offered my mother 120 rubles for Bulgakov.\fn{ Mikhail Bulgakov (1891-1940), a Russian author of international
reputation. A note reads: Mikhail Bulgakov's novel The Master and Margarita, which was banned in the Soviet Union until the mid1960's.} Where can you get that kind of money? That’s the cost of a polyester suit! Do you know how much they

ask for a nice record player?”
Marianna’s answers didn't irritate him. What could you expect from a hopeless inhabitant of the middle world?
Unpleasant conditions could thrust this kind of person into the lower world, but no stroke of luck would ever
allow her to poke through the upper boundary, beyond which eternity began.
Most of all he loved to sit at the desk windowsill at the end of spring, when he no longer had to drag extension
cords across the long hallway for the lamp. In the lilac sky the first star flared. The current of the Dnieper turned
blue, like the veins in your throat. And when the fruit trees blossomed, the view was maddening. He would open
the window, without fearing the furious drafts of the large uncomfortable apartment, and sometimes pale pink
petals flew in. Then it seemed to him, just a bit farther, and he’d escape the nets of the middle world into the third
realm. There would be someone for him to speak to, and a place to meditate alone. Eternal books could be read,
and eternal questions debated. Next to him would sit a pretty girl, like Marianna and just as intelligent and as
good as she was.
“Young man, why don’t you do your homework in my room? I have a nice writing desk, I almost never sit at
it.”
He shuddered. For the first time someone had addressed him with the formal “you.” The speaker was Mykola
Markianovych, owner of the room with the fake leather door. The room had once served as the lawyer’s study and
was so large that Mykola Markianovych and his deceased wife managed to parcel out a small vestibule for themselves and, by decree of the regional council, to install their own bathroom. As a result Mykola Markianovych
didn’t use the communal facilities. This meant he didn’t take part in cleaning them either, which roused anger in
the communal kitchen. Nevertheless, Mykola Markianovych had to boil his tea pot or ineptly cook his kasha on a
stove he shared with the throaty Zinka. In the kitchen they called Mykola Markianovych “professor,” although, as
it became clear, he had never achieved that rank, even though he taught at the university for many years.
“Professor, your kasha’s boiled over again!” Zinka screamed with particular rapture.
This was the janitress’s triumph. If she saw his mother throwing out the trash in the wrong can, Zinka would
hiss, “And a school teacher, no less!”
Mykola Markianovych submissively wiped off the stove with the dish cloth, burning his hands on the hot
grating.
“Professor, you’ve taken the wrong rag! How many times have we told you—the rag for the stove is hanging
on a nail, and this one’s for the dishes!”
Zinka refused to calm down.
“Why don’t you use my room, young man?” Mykola Markianovych repeated.
And so he ended up behind the fake leather doors. Mother didn’t allow him to bother the old man very often,
but now and then he would sit at Mykola Markianovych’s desk, in front of a bronze set with an ink well, next to a
lamp, whose stand was the figure of a beautiful woman. Mykola Markianovych sat in the armchair with a book or
a newspaper; sometimes they talked. Stacks of books rose to the ceiling of the ancient room. The paintings and
photographs on the wall reminded the boy of an altar. He felt like praying in that room, even though there weren’t
any icons in it.
But sometimes Mykola Markianovych didn’t hear the knocks at his door. It would have been awkward to
knock louder, so instead the boy would return to his window, where he could think, read and write. And Marianna
didn’t even get in the way.
“Well, how is it? Is it beautiful in the professor’s place?”
“Very. Do you understand, Marianna, that it’s the third realm. That highest one. Right here, quite near us.”
“Your professor spent some time in a prison camp. Did you know that?”
He knew. He knew that the worlds intertwined, and that in the abysses of the lower world could be found
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people from the higher one. In his copybook he noted:
Belonging to the higher realm makes it possible to remain a human being in the horrifying lower world. But how do
you make your way to the third realm from the bloodless quagmire of gray, everyday life?

“I know, Marianna. By the way, he studied Farsi there.\fn{ One of the languages of Iran .} He was in prison with a
Middle East specialist.”
“What’s Farsi? Are they some kind of Kung-Fu exercise?”
“Perhaps they are exercises in the struggle for life.”
*
When he entered the university, they were allocated an apartment in Raiduzhny Heights.\fn{ A note reads:
Raiduzhnyii means “rainbow.”} Grandma died around that time.
“You wouldn’t have been given a three-room apartment anyway,” the inspector of the housing office placated
them.
Life continued but in a different way. Only rarely did he drop by Mykola Markianovych’s. When he did, he
also revisited his windowsill, gazed out over Kiev and caught up on the latest news of the communal apartment.
Marianna’s mother had divorced Uncle Yura so they could take over the irregularly shaped room. Marianna was
preparing to marry a huge blockhead who felt her up in the hallway, without even noticing how beautiful she was.
After several years the time came for him to get married. When he returned from his honeymoon trip, he found
out that Mykola Markianovych had died. That was it. The old people were leaving. New ones weren’t replacing
them. He would never be for anyone what Mykola Markianovych was for him. He would never point out to
anyone the path to the third realm. Never again would he drop by his previous residence, or look out at the city
through that window. Lord, how sad he felt! His sadness hurt his young wife. And her pain hurt him.
*
Life went on, and life’s paths led him no longer to Mykola Markianovych’s lavish apartment. A little boy was
born. He had to rush home from work. But, one fine spring day, when leaves took flight, he resolved to take his
one and a half year old son to see his old building. This was an adventurous idea. He changed the child’s first
diaper by the metro exit, a second diaper on Volodymy’'s Hill. This was the last one his wife had given him. The
child, unaccustomed to long trips, began to whine. The dazed father nervously calculated whether he had enough
money to take a taxi home.
He took the child into his arms and made it to the promised site. He sat down on a bench, letting the boy walk
around, and lit up a cigarette. He raised his head and found Mykola Markianovych’s French window. In the corner
there was a single window that marked his former desk.
“Hello! Is this your kid?”
A corpulent, ugly woman sat down next to him.
“You don’t recognize me? I had to have a third kid to snatch up the professor’s apartment. Now there are just
two families there. Did you hear me? They sent Zinka to the salt mines. The Khomenkos took over her rooms.
We’re dividing up the kitchen. We’ll just take the front, and they’ll take the back. We'’l have a separate apartment, just like you. We’ll be living in the third realm! I remember how you studied your lessons in the hallway.
Three worlds … I remember! We covered that window with boards, to make shelves for canned goods. Come in
for a visit!”
2
A hungry old woman is standing by her apartment window on a sunny spring day and looking out onto the
street with resignation. There haven’t been any trolley buses for some time now, and a fair number of people have
gathered by the new-style glass bus shelter with the mascara ad. Small children are plodding through the square
on the other side of the street, and everything seems to be all right. Even though everything is hurtling into a
terrible abyss—all of life, the entire age, this whole city, and this square, which this woman (gray now but just as
svelte as before, whom everything in life has passed by) has spent fifty years looking at.
But she’s not the issue. Life won’t be any better for those who are now plodding through the square where her
son once took his first baby steps. He’s past forty now. And today she turns seventy. Her whole life has consisted
of stunning blows and stubborn risings. But now, it seems, she can no longer rise. For now fate is beating not only
her, but everyone, everyone without exception.
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A few days ago she was walking along an underground passage through the wailing of beggars. Cripples
displayed their hacked-off limbs. Drunk old men with neither hearing nor voice tortured damaged accordions. An
old acquaintance—she saw him in this passage every time—loudly offered cigarettes to passers-by.
“Ladies! Camel Lights! Just for you!”
He pronounced “Camel Lights” in perfect English. He always turned his eyes away when he saw from afar the
familiar figure of the svelte gray-haired woman who walked through the filthy underground as if breaking ranks.
“De-ear woman, give me something for a ro-oll, at least,” lilted an elderly beggar-woman, holding out an
empty tin can.
The gray-haired woman had a few hryvnias in her wallet. Shouldn’t there be some kopiikas, too? Yes, here’s
twenty-five. She wouldn't give fifty, though. Both of the old women’s hands shook. The small coin fell to the
ground. No, she didn’t want to demean the beggar-woman by making her bend over for the offering. She bent
over herself. Lord, her eyes went dark, and she felt a terrible pain in the nape of her neck. Seventy years old. You
can’t get away from it, can you? And when she straightened out, her wallet was gone. She thought she’d been
holding it in her hand. Or had she put it in her handbag? No, until she had bent over so painfully, her wallet had
been in her hand. And then for a moment it was as if she had lost consciousness. And the beggar-woman was still
holding out her can, singing,
“Go-ood people, give me something for a ro-oll at least!”
She came home without the last of her money. Another two weeks before her pension. And in the meantime
she doesn’t even have enough left for a little roll. For a few days she has been drinking boiled water because, as if
to spite her, her tea ran out. And she’s out of potatoes. She cooks gruels out of her pitiful reserves of barley. She
found a few wilted carrots on the balcony. She could telephone her son Oleh, of course, but the way she feels
every time he offers her another greenback, even death by hunger would be more agreeable.
Her son is one of her most painful disappointments. At one time he was a mathematician. What tenderness she
had felt for those incomprehensible determinants and Jacobians of his! Now he’s a manager at his ex-wife’s
company. The last time he visited his mother, he told her he had delivered some office furniture for Tetiana, and
now he was going to make arrangements for a hall at a restaurant for the next reception in honor of the partners
from abroad.
“Everything’s all right, Mother, everything’s fine! How much do you need? Twenty? Fifty? Nothing for now?
Well, give me a shout just as soon as you need more!”
She isn’t shouting. She’s hungry, but she isn’t shouting.
Yesterday Tetiana came around.
“Tamara Vladyslavivna, I know it’s bad form to be early, but I’ve come to say happy birthday today because
there won’t be any time tomorrow. Here’s a little cake for you for tomorrow, oranges, champagne. Look, I’m
putting it all in the fridge. Lord, it’s completely empty! Why didn’t you phone? Okay, Tamara will bring
something tomorrow. As for you, don’t get sick and stay healthy for us for a long time yet!”
Tamara Vladyslavivna had raised her granddaughter Tamara. My God, the things she’d seen!
“It’s not a life you’re living, but a novel,” her late friend Antonina used to say.
Yes, she did everything she could do to live a clean and proud life, but has ended up being the heroine of a
pulp novel. She has one son, but daughters-in-law—there are two, each of them with one daughter by her son. Her
younger granddaughter Olesia has just recently turned six.
“Grandma, how long do I have to wait for you to bring me my doll? What, are you crazy, holding a Barbie by
the legs?”
This is the way Olesia typically speaks. In the end Tamara Vladyslavivna couldn\’t stand it and swore—Lord,
how many of those promises she had made to herself in the angry solitary silence!—that she’d never set foot in
her son’s house again.
“You should have said that you didn’t want to babysit right off the bat. Of course it’s a lot easier to stand by the
window and look at other people’s children in the square than to raise your own,” Olesia’s mother Svitlana had
hissed after her.
The older one, who was named Tamara in her honor, is twenty. She raised her practically from birth. And now
she’s raised …
There she is ringing at the door.
Tamara is wearing incredibly tight jeans and a leather jacket. Graceful, nicely made up, pretty as a she-devil.
She carries in bags for her grandmother and hands her three roses. She obviously got them in the underground,
where the beggars stand.
“How clean your place always is, Grandma! My place is such a pigsty. It’s always go, go, go, no time to clean
the house. It’s simpler for you.”
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“Yes, Tamara, it’s simpler for me.”
“Take today. In the morning it’s off to the cosmetician’s. Then to see you, that’s a must. From here I’m off to
play tennis. You know yourself, you have to have a perfect body if you want to meet the love of your life. Then
classes. You can’t cut today because it’s a very difficult lecture. Then what? Oh yes, then I have to go see Mother.
There are some Swedes at her office at the moment, and I want to practice my English. For the Swedes and the
Dutch my English is perfect. If only it were like that for the English, too. And then at eight I have my personal
life. I’m tied up until one. And then it’s up at seven tomorrow, and back onto the treadmill.”
Gone are those long conversations with Tamara when Tamara Vladyslavivna strove to explain to her that this
was impossible. Now Grandma remains silent when her granddaughter briefly explains her philosophy of life,
according to which men can be divided into the desirable, the tolerable, and the repulsive. If a woman, especially
a young one, can’t divide men into a single one and all the others, then you can’t explain anything at all to her.
Her son and both granddaughters—complete failures, complete failures.
Once Tamara Junior reconciled her with her son. There had been a time when it seemed that she wouldn't be
able to look at him, just as it had been with her ex-husband. But after little Tamarochka was born she became a
frequent guest at her son’s home. She violated one of her solitary oaths. Of course, that maternal pride with all its
old elation did not return. But still they sat down at the table as a family, laughing and joking. There was a life, a
peaceful and dignified life. And then Svitlana, her present daughter-in-law, appeared. Tetiana wept in her motherin-law’s apartment, sobbing that she had long known about Svitlana. Let the March cat have his fling, she had
thought, but look how it had turned out. And Tamara Vladyslavivna told her in a muted voice that her husband
stopped existing for her when he found another woman.
“So you didn’t love him! But I love Oleh!”
“I loved … Andrii Pavlovych! … very much And I never said no …”
Tamara Vladyslavivna suddenly fell silent, struck by the fact that she had said what cannot be said even in the
most confidential conversation.
“If you love him, then you’re fighting for your love!”
“You struggle with separations, with illnesses, and even with death. But not with other women! That’s not a
struggle, but a nasty quarrel. That’s beneath our dignity, Tetiana From this day you are my daughter, and he is no
son to me.”
The women were crying. For the first time Tamara herself told the story of what Tetiana already knew well
from both Oleh and Andrii Pavlovych, but the words they used to talk about the same thing were not at all the
same.
An anonymous message had arrived showing the address at which her husband Andrii Pavlovych would meet
Nina the nurse. The date and time when everything was supposed to take place again were noted. She went in
order to prove to herself that it was all a lie. The door of the designated apartment was unlocked, and the horrible
depravity of what she saw shook her to the core. She survived. She tore everything up, crushed her own heart, and
that same day she moved with her son to her mother’s, to this apartment where she is now standing by the window
looking at the people at the bus stop and at the square where small children are plodding. Nina the nurse, who had
written the anonymous message herself and made sure that the door was unlocked and that the intimate scene was
depraved to the utmost, had calculated Empress Tamara’s behavior correctly. But she hadn’t expected also to
receive a gift in the form of the vacated apartment. Only Andrii Pavlovych had absolutely no intention of
marrying Nina the nurse and apologized to the inexorable Tamara. After his eighth attempt he angrily slammed
the door and never again crossed the threshold of that room. But Tamara Vladyslavivna did not even want to
know whether he had married the dissolute nurse, or was living with her without marriage, or was not living at all.
On her own she was raising a son who would also not wish to know his unfaithful father …
As before, she made sure that the scarf on her neck matched her handbag and gloves. That the edging on her
high collar accentuated her upswept hairdo. That her shoes always shone brightly, and everyone recognized
Tamara Vladyslavivna’s walk from afar. But after her divorce not a single man—not one!—ever said a word, or
made a gesture, that could have been taken for particular attention. And she was proud of this.
She was even prouder of her son. After her divorce she would go to the theater with him just as proudly as she
had gone with her husband. Her son did extremely well at school. His father’s son, her friends would say. Mine,
she would answer silently. The handsome boy began seeing girls at a young age.
Tetiana surfaced by his second year in university. More than anything Tamara was afraid of becoming a
lonesome witch-mommy who insinuated herself unceremoniously into her adult son’s life. In spite of herself she
was jealous of Tetiana, but struggled with herself: let the bachelor live his bachelor’s life. She did not know how
often her son sat in restaurants with his father or drove around the city in his father’s car, which never stopped at
their building. The father and son always maintained their conspiracy.
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Tetiana and Oleh’s wedding was set for June, after graduation. And when Tamara Vladyslavivna solemnly told
the two of them, “It’s not worth renting an apartment, this room is so big, even though there’s just the one, you
can divide it in half with a cupboard or a screen, that was how Andrii Pavlovych and I lived here with my late
mother, and those weren’t the worst years, and Oleh was born here, for the time being this will do, and later
something will come up,” her future daughter-in-law said,
“Don’t worry about that, Tamara Vladyslavivna, we’ll live at Andrii Pavlovych’s. He has a large apartment,
you know that perfectly well.”
“What’s more, he dumped Ninka a long time ago. Look, Mother, I avenged your honor two years ago.”
Oleh took a photo from between some books, showing a heavy naked woman. As she grasped later, it was of
course Nina the nurse, photographed by Oleh. And Tetiana laughed slyly at all this.
“What different notions of honor we have,” she nonetheless managed to utter.
Why did she go to her son’s wedding? She had probably wanted to avoid explaining anything to friends of the
family and to Tetiana’s parents. She sat as if pilloried in one of the places of honor alongside her ex-husband.
Once, they had ended up at the same performance at the opera. Her beloved Maria Bieshu was singing; the
renowned Casta Diva sounded unbelievable. She left after the first act, dragging along her friend Antonina, who
just didn’t get it: for a long time after she kept asking what in fact had happened and why one couldn’t sit in the
stalls, if someone or other was sitting in the dress circle. She didn’t understand that the huge opera, with all its circles and gallery, still wasn’t big enough for both of them.
As for Tetiana, whom she couldn’t look at after the wedding, but later came to love like her own daughter, and
who came to love her, it seemed, she’s communicating directly with Oleh, over whom she had wept on the sofa at
her place, and then coming to understand that there was only one way to keep her self. respect: never to see him
again as long as she lived.
Yet how quickly Tetiana rejected what the two of them had arrived at with so much suffering! And what was
more, the time came when everything turned upside down. Tetiana started traveling abroad, and then she headed
up the company. While Oleh’s business hadn’t worked out, he had some awful debts that they tried to hide from
his mother, but Tetiana helped him get out of that mess, and now he’s successfully working for Tetiana, renting
reception halls for her and buying office furniture.
“Everything’s fine, Mum!”
“What, what’s fine? That your older daughter is already a God forgive me, and soon your younger one will be
one too? That you were a fine mathematician and became a poor businessman? That everyone all around is
begging and stretching out their hand, and they gave you an old car, a second-hand on wheels, and you don’t want
to see any of this any more? Why, Antonina died hungry! Hungry!”
“So why didn’t you take her anything from us?”
“Yes, I failed her terribly. But back then I was still looking after your Olesia day and night, I was trying to
make something worthwhile of her! But the kid won’t come to anything! Just like nothing came of you or
Tamara!”
“But Mother, Svitlana can’t go out to work! And you, when you were coming to our place, to babysit Olesia,
then at least you weren’t ever hungry! And now—it’s a fright to see! That’s why you’re so angry! Mother, Mother,
I had no desire to get on your nerves, on your birthday to boot! Here, let’s make something, or at least let’s have
some tea. Oh boy, you have some Nooyi Svit champagne? And you’re complaining about your lot! Your
grandmother friends are coming to see you tonight?”
“No one’s coming. I don’t want to see anyone!”
“So what’s the champagne for?”
“Tetiana brought it yesterday. You can have it.”
“If you don’t need it, you know, I will take it. There’s one place I still have to go to. You know, Mother, Tetiana
gets a kick out of keeping me alive! Where’s your teapot? God, you don’t have any tea either, and you’re not
saying anything. You’re completely senile.”
“Thank you, Son!”
“Well sorry, sorry, Mother, but that endurance—that’s good in wartime. In German captivity! But in this life
you have to act completely differently.”
“How, precisely?”
“Well, at least without going on some kind of senseless hunger strike. And your Antonina—what do hard times
have to do with it? She had a daughter, but she died hungry! It’s her own fault for raising a loser! Her daughter
came to us and applied to Tetiana for a job! But why should she take her if she doesn’t know how to do
anything?”
“And you don’t think you’re a loser?”
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“You can call me whatever you like, Mother, but your assessments are far from being the ultimate truth! But
that’s enough, Mother, let’s have some tea and cake. We’ll eat some sandwiches, and I’ll be off. And this is for
you for your birthday. A modest little envelope with a modest little greenback. But quite enough for some decent
tea.”
Her son leaves. And she goes back to standing by the window. Three trolley buses come up one after another,
right away there are fewer people at the stop, and Tamara Vladyslavivna is somehow relieved, as if she had also
been standing there, among those people. Endurance serves a purpose only in wartime or in German captivity?
She had never been in captivity, but she had been through the war, with her mother. Her mother had worked as a
doctor in a hospital at the front, and she, a fifteen-year-old girl, had been beside her the whole time. She and her
mother had been very close, delighting enormously in each other. Her mother’s jacket with the medical service
colonel’s epaulettes is still hanging in her closet. They buried her in a different one, a dress uniform. This one
she’ll have to hang out on the balcony, to freshen it up.
Oh, who needs all this? She alone, and no one else. They took her father away in ’37. And her mother bore
everything, managed everything: she did not renounce her father’s memory, and got through the whole war. And
raised her to be just as proud and enduring. But she couldn’t, just couldn’t. She’ll die—Lord, if only it were
sooner!—and there will be no one left with the slightest idea of what a dignified life is. No one will be the
guardian of those truths
Your words are far from being the ultimate truth. Who said that what you say is right? Your conscience? Are
you sure your conscience is a match for the world’s? And what about yours, Son? No, not mine. But I’m not out to
judge anyone. Judge not, and you will not be judged. You yourself live the way you think you have to, so fine! We
respect you. But for our part we live differently. Whatever way we can, that is the way we live! Give us at least a
little bit of respect! Still, we don’t forget you.
Her son has left the modest envelope with the modest little greenback on her chest of drawers. What would she
do without these handouts? Her mother had always lived on her own money and had died at work. But she had
been kicked out two years ago. And she had gone to babysit that little brat Olesia. And for several months now she
has been standing by her window all alone, looking down into the street and the square, and this is even her
favorite landscape—yes, it’s lucky when your favorite block of your home town is right outside your window—
but even this has long since stopped cheering her.
The sun is shining exuberantly and joyously; the mad blue of the sky is showing through the black branches in
the square, and children are jumping like little sparrows. An unbelievable number of years ago on a day like this
Andrii came into this room to wish her a happy birthday. The sun was shining exuberantly then, too. It isn’t sunny
every year on her birthday. Sometimes it rains. But that year, as today, the sun shone like the very joy of life.
Mother said hello to Andrii and ran to the kitchen to her pie. While they looked at each other for a long time, and
then kissed. First kisses—they always happen at dusk, in a mist, at sunset. But for them the sun had been at its
zenith. That was exactly—yes, exactly forty-five years ago! Then they had had fifteen happy years together.
Which is why she was better off not remembering anything at all! And when nevertheless, in spite of herself, she
finds Andrii Pavlovych breaking into her memories, she frantically begins dreaming that he’ll come to see her,
he’ll come because he can’t do without her, and she will show him the door. He’ll plead, but she will be
implacable again. The years are passing, and both of them are getting old on different streets of the same city. She
dreams passionately of how she will throw him out.
But he doesn't come.
Yet she still dreams.
“Your door was unlocked, Tamara.”
She turns around.
Andrii Pavlovych is standing at the door. Yes, she didn’t go lock up after her son. She meant to go and then
forgot.
“You have so many flowers. And they’re all so lush. My tulips are the humblest of all.”
Andrii Pavlovych is leaning on his cane with his right hand. In his left he is holding pink tulips. Tetiana had
been telling her: he has been having trouble with his legs. After Ninka he married one more time. But he’s been on
his own for a long time now. And he lives alone. Tetiana goes to see him sometimes. Tamara Vladyslavivna never
inquires about her former husband. Her former daughter-in-law tells her herself.
“Nothing has changed here, Tamara. The same sideboard, the same bookcase with the doors, the same books in
it. And you haven’t changed. Just as beautiful as you were then.”
The street outside the window is teeming. A new crowd of angry people gathered at the bus stop is impatiently
cursing the useless trolley buses. Fast cars are driving past them. In the square across the street, plodding and
jumping, are children of all ages, who are born in any kind of times. While a large room on the top floor of an old
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post-war building is engulfed in a bitter wave of past tenderness. They are both too old to be expressing that
tenderness the way men and women do. Silently they move towards each other. He thumps his cane loudly. Her
legs go numb. And now he is taking her hand and bowing his forehead down to it. While she silently puts her
other hand on his bowed gray head.
91.118 I, Milena\fn{by Oksana Zabuzhko (1960-

)}

Luts’k, Volyns’ka Oblast, Ukraine (F) 13

On the surface everything seemed fine. That is, everything was indeed fine, or so Milena assured herself as she
hurried home from the television studio those dark winter evenings (her face still stiff under the stage makeup she
hadn’t taken off yet and the feeble—at the thought of her husband, I couldn’t wait for you to get here—smile of
tenderness that of its own volition puffed up her lips into the little pipe of a kiss—ah, you, my kitten—breaking
through the makeup, as if through those wafers of ice on the asphalt that you had to watch out for all the time in
the dark, even if they weren’t there). Mincing cautiously over the invisible skating rinks, she would approach the
building and, before going in to the courtyard, would sometimes walk under the chestnuts that separated the
building from the street and turn up her head to search out her windows with her gaze and by determining which
of them was lit to find out what Puppydog (Pussycat, Cottontail) was doing just then, not suspecting the joy of her
approach. Most often the light was on in the bedroom—a washed-out spot of blue on the lower part of the
curtains: Cottontail was watching television. As he would jokingly put it, he was growing a tail: for some reason
he would start to get an erection in front of the screen. And he would also say that he was watching for his sweet
Milena.
Everything was fine as long as Milena was working in the news department. Twice a day she would appear
before the camera with the moist light of “oh-what-a-joy-it-is-to-see-you- again” in her eyes (because the viewers
must be loved, as the director was always saying, and Milena knew how to do this; sometimes she even knew how
to do it with her acquaintances, as long as she wasn’t very tired) and read a text prepared by someone else, but
that she occasionally improved upon, if not with words, then at least with her voice: Milena was unsurpassed at
this or, to be perfectly honest, brilliant, and anyone who has heard her and remembers her from the screen will
confirm it, so I’m not making anything up. With a voice like Milena’s you could topple governments and
parliaments in the evening and return them to their places of work by morning, and without any opposition from
the electorate at that: her voice sparkled, shone, and spilled to overflowing in every possible hue and shade, from
a warm chocolatey low-pitched intimacy to the metallic hiss of a snake, with an emphasis on the “s” (assuming
that it is not just in stories that snakes hiss, and that it is true that anyone who hears that sound must die). It even
had a few shades that no one knew yet to be possible, for example, the ozone freshness of dewy lilac at the start of
the morning news (at half past seven), or ironic cinnamon spiciness (Milena had a particularly rich scale of ironic
tones), or the kindly toastiness of a crust of bread that was reserved for government announcements, and if anyone
considers everything I’ve been saying to be a metaphor, then they should try for themselves to pronounce after a
day’s training “President Kuchma\fn{ Leonid D. Kuchma, President of Ukraine from 1990 until his overthrow by peaceful popular
uprising in 2004.} met with the prime minister today” so as to make it sound sincere and even emanate domestic
warmth, and then they will surely grasp why Milena, a woman who was on the whole as helpless as a sparrow,
was fundamentally feared by her colleagues and her bosses alike and why, even though she never took liberties
and always tinged the news with the colors she was expected to (Milena had always been an A-student, both at
school and at university), the sweetly painful richness of her voice stubbornly pressed to the surface, radiating out
onto her face barely discernible, coquettishly-secretive mimicking little grimaces, which naturally made her
especially attractive, but which did not always agree with the text that she was reading, so that it could appear to
someone who had just awakened, for instance, that she was thinking of sneaking in a snort of laughter in a
thoroughly inappropriate spot, which she wasn’t really thinking of doing, or else some other utterly stupid thing
like that.
In short, Milena was feared and even considered a good journalist, and so someone in some oak-paneled office
had taken it into their head to give her her own show. And this is where it all began.
Actually, suspicious symptoms had appeared earlier, too, in her news-department days. Insofar as the news was
broadcast on channel thirty—something, Puppydog (Pussycat, Kittycat, Cottontail) had nailed on with his own
hands a specially acquired antenna (forty-five dollars, not including installation) outside the window, so that in the
evenings he could watch his sweet Milena, because the building’s common antenna got only the first three
channels. Since then, lots of “nice shots,” as Milena’s photo-journalist husband (who puffed himself up into a
“photographic artist” on his business cards) called them, had started to appear on TV, and he was now in the habit
of spending his evenings in the bedroom with the door closed, as if he were in a darkroom—only the lighting
there was, if you looked at it from the street, a ghoulish blue rather than red—picking over the buttons on his
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remote and hopping from channel to channel like a bank manager calling up subordinates on the intercom, and
when Milena would poke her head into the half-light of the bedroom to ask him what to make for supper, he
would show her his teeth, from the bed, colored by the glow from the TV screen. After this they would often start
making love. (Milena would turn off the TV at the critical moment.) Then her husband would go to the bathroom,
and Milena would lie there face up and listen in wonder to the continuity of her life, thick as caramel, slowly
moving around her in space.
And so one time when she came in from the cold, and straight from the hall into the bedroom, before she had
even caught sight of the illuminated teeth, Milena heard a man’s baritone greeting her from the TV screen with a
booming “Good evening, love.” It turned out that some atrociously-dubbed Brazilian soap was playing, and she
and her husband had a good laugh at the surprise. Not long after, something similar happened to Milena’s mother
when she came for a Sunday visit. The two women’s senseless jostling and tripping around the kitchen with their
pots in an absurdist arrhythmic dance and their equally senseless jumpy conversation, all loose ends of interrupted
sentences, cut off, dropped, and never picked up again, would tire her husband out quite quickly, and he would
run off to the bedroom and lie low in front of the TV until the visit was over.
Well, this time, his kind-hearted mother-in-law, who was looking for him in order to enlighten him (she’d just
thought of it) as to the proper way of sharpening kitchen knives (on a step in the courtyard), headed for the
bedroom herself and, just as soon as she had pushed open the door, from the twilight diluted by flashes swimming
as if in an aquarium, a hysterical screen falsetto unexpectedly screamed at her,
“Get out of here! Get out., I’m telling you! Do you hear me?”
His mother-in-law forgot about her knives on the spot (then remembered them on the way home and telephoned from the streetcar stop, just when her daughter and son-in-law had turned off the TV because the tail, as
its bearer had claimed, had grown quite big enough). And possibly the very next day, when Milena, worried
because her period was late, pressed a button on the remote in the bedroom to take her mind off things, an
unbearably brash little cartoon frog croaked out to her from the screen, “Don’t cry, little girl, let me sing you a soo-ong instead,” and a cheery little tune poured out, and an hour later Milena’s flow started.
It was then that she had her first evil suspicion: someone had taken up quarters in the TV set.
She didn’t know yet who it was exactly, and later, too, she only thought she had found out, because, as I’ve
said, this was all happening back in the news-department days, before Milena started her own show, which did so
extraordinarily well in the ratings so quickly. If anyone has forgotten, let me remind you: Milena talked with jilted
women. There were old ones among them and young ones, pretty and ugly, smart and not very (Milena rejected
completely stupid ones): a peroxide-blond translator—fat legs, a short skirt, a plastic doll’s light eyes—talked
about how many men were fighting over her just then, while a Ph.D. in chemistry, whose profile could have been
called Akhmatovian\fn{Probably an allusion to Anna Andreveyna Gorenko (1888-1966, born near Odessa in Ukraine), a Russian lyric
poet, who made use of the pseudonym “Anna Akhmatova” and is considered one of the greatest poets in Russian literature, but whose
poetry was banned by Stalin because he did not consider it sufficiently eulogistic of Communist policy .} if she had known how to

carry it, aggressively insisted that at that particular time she was completely happy, and only at one moment did
her eyes tear up out of the blue, whereupon she pulled a handkerchief out of her handbag, fell silent, sniffled, and
stuffed it back in again.
Milena didn’t cut those shots (not least out of some vague hope of moving the chemist’s ex-husband to pity, in
the event he was watching the broadcast). She had started with her girlfriends’ friends—their classmates,
hairdressers, and cosmeticians, friends from the nursery their children went to, and there’s no end of occasions
when women indulge in female confidences. Later, when the show was better known, the heroines came en masse
themselves, just for the asking, and Milena simply marveled—sincerely at first, and then in a dull conventional
way, in conversations for the most part—at the insatiable lust for publicity human suffering carries within itself,
and aren’t we all so afraid of death because that is the one thing you can’t share with anyone? She was proud of
the fact that she was helping all those women to re-cut and re-sew (well, at least to re-baste) their own suffering
into a style they could wear, sometimes even quite smartly. This had happened to her on one of the first shows,
which had subsequently brought in a whole cart load of letters. An awfully nice little woman, dark-haired with
barely a dusting of gray, mother of two boys and boyish-looking herself, her hair almost in a crewcut and her shirt
probably borrowed from the older one, a librarian, in other words, with no money to speak of, but with a classy
sense of humor, went on, spreading out something invisible in her lap the whole time, about how she would be
raising her boys from then on so that they wouldn’t grow up to be like their father, talking in a calm and measured
way that made the camera operators convulse with laughter behind their cameras, and it really seemed that the
father was a real asshole if he couldn’t appreciate a clever little woman like that. Granted, everything didn’t
always turn out so well, sometimes quite the contrary, and in ways you’d never even think of. Milena couldn’t
sleep for two nights in a row and took corvalol and valerian with water when she found out that an ambulance had
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taken away one of her heroines because the day after the broadcast the stupid woman had gone and opened all the
gas valves in her apartment. Everyone had a good scare that time. The director had even rushed off to consult
someone about getting a certificate from a psychiatrist just in case, because you could tell the broad was a
neurotic right off the bat, and her upper lip twitched on the right side, the camera brings out things like that like a
microscope, there’s no denying them. Here, evidently, Milena had got stung by her choice, but thank God, the
whole thing had worked itself out. The dumb cunt had spilled her guts, who the hell wouldn’t dump her? And why
would you try so hard to get on screen, the producer spat out in puffs of smoke, if you can’t even look in a mirror
without your meds? Ahh, stupid broads! Milena took quiet joy in this gracious verdict, that it was not she who
was being blamed, and then immediately felt ashamed of that feeling, and felt ashamed all day until her shame
melted away. On the whole Milena was a woman of scruples, no matter what anyone said, and who would know
better than I? So there.
That’s what Milena’s show was like, and she put it on, I’ll say it again, with scruples. That is, she remembered
well how she’d been taught at university that journalists must show not themselves, but their subjects, and if they
wished to revel, if they wanted to all that badly, then not in themselves, but in their subjects. And she really did
have a genuine interest in all those women and in peering over the fence into the abyss. As if to think what would
happen if she ended up in their position herself, if her pussycat took off one day and left her for good, which was
somehow unnatural, even stupid, for her to think to herself, much less imagine, as if your legs were unexpectedly
to separate from you and scurry off down the street on their own, and leave you sitting on the sidewalk on your
leg-less rear end, but still, what then, what would she be like then, and how would she feel? To try something like
that on for size in her mind was so alarming and terrifying that it made her dizzy (like when you were a child and
listened to stories about robbers while cowering under your bedclothes, or like violent erotic fantasies, when you
imagine being raped by a platoon of soldiers). Milena’s pupils would dilate hypnotically on the screen, which,
physiologists assure us, is in fact the main guarantee of attractiveness, and she’d cast spells to boot with her
luminous voice, which ranged from the calming sensitivity of a sister of mercy (tell us, please, tell our viewers
and especially our women viewers) to the angry low-pitched rasp of solidarity of a fighting sister (and you put up
with all this for so many years?), although sometimes she could not manage without the stealthy purring cajolement of the temptress when a broad would suddenly close up and wouldn’t say another word, wouldn’t reveal any
more secrets, and she’d have to crack her shell as best she could. Why, sometimes Milena would even let out one
of those lascivious low-pitched giggles of encouragement, practically indecent, as if in love-making, brusque and
irascible, as if to say, oh yes, my dear, oh yes, I’ve been there myself, well, and then what?
That was usually how the most delectable bedroom morsels were got out of the heroines, after which the flood
of letters and calls would rise to life-threatening levels. Milena didn’t really like herself when she resorted to
tricks like that, but the tainted feeling was more than compensated for by the lamps of professional triumph, all
lighting up at once—look what I’ve done!—in which there were both beads of joyful sweat between her shoulder
blades and captivated and envious looks from her colleagues—well, kid, you’re an ace!—and that swelling sense
of her own power, which comprised the main high, like the gymnast’s from his absolute power over his own
body: this way and that, I can do it any way. When she happened to be watching the show with her husband at
home, then in those most drastic spots Milena, her sparkling eyes fixed on the screen, would unseeingly squeeze
his hand white—there, right there, there’s going to be a tour de force in a second, listen!—and, nervous and
aroused, would giggle at every felicitous word that came from the screen, and he’d chortle, too, pleased and proud
of her success. Their professional ambitions didn’t overlap, and he had never photographed Milena, except well
before they were married, back when they were dating, and even that was more as a pretext, because the static
Milena was at a great disadvantage: her voice, her mimicry, the glint of quicksilver—that was her element, and
not under any circumstances a stiff portrait, and Puppydog preferred to take pleasure in her live. For that matter he
took pleasure in her portraits, too, and generally considered Milena a beauty, which was, of course, an
exaggeration, even though there were others besides him who thought so, especially when Milena got her own
show and nothing seemed to foreshadow any trouble.
Now they were planning to buy a satellite dish and install it on the balcony. This would come to about three
hundred dollars, but it was worth it, because, although Milena conscientiously watched almost all her colleagues’
shows, of course, Ukrainian TV couldn’t satisfy her. Not that the Russian was any better, three-quarters of it
ripped off from American models, while Milena was a patriot and always said that Ukraine must follow its own
path. In fact it would be worth buying a second set, because her husband preferred to look at “nice shots,” and
there are more nice shots, obviously, in movies, and he would mumble a recap of their story lines, in two or three
quick sentences—who’s who, who’s with who against who—in Milena’s ear, up to the point at which she had
come and snuggled at his side. His eyes glued to the screen, he would pull the duvet over her, gropingly tuck her
in and gather her up to himself, tickle her cheek with his lips, and mutter,
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“This one here, the blond guy, he was abducted by aliens, but now he’s come back.”
“Why did he come back?” Milena would ask absentmindedly as she pressed against him, staring by now in the
same direction, and so, after a little more fidgeting, they would fall silent and, lying side by side, would sink their
eyes in the screen, and the third person in the room and the apartment was that Panasonic, so that as time went on
the idea of buying another TV even began to seem a bit awkward and bizarre to Milena. Wouldn’t it be just like
splitting their bed or apartment?
“After all, intelligent people can always find a compromise, can’t they, Pussycat?” Milena would say (which
was to say: Pussycat would watch what interested her with her, and the rest of the time he would be free to amuse
himself with his nice shots as he pleased), to which the smart Pussycat would call back cheerfully, like a soldier,
“Yessir!” and just as cheerfully and resonantly smooch his sweet smart Milena: compromise had triumphed. But
late in the evening Milena herself didn’t mind watching something more entertaining and thus distancing herself
from the many faces and many installments of women’s misfortune with which she now lived out almost all of her
waking hours.
Altogether, that misfortune was quite strange indeed—made-up, dressed up, and coquettish. (Some of the
women plucked up the courage for such a forced familiarity in front of the camera that she was embarrassed for
them. When that happened Milena would yell out a categorical “Cut!” to the camera operators and, muting her
voice, would spend five or ten minutes “chatting” the overly emotional young lady down to a more or less normal
state.)
And yet, and this is what is interesting, everyone of them was genuinely suffering, sincerely and unaffectedly,
and Milena had even thought at first that slighted women went to these tapings mainly in the secret hope of
bringing back their ex or at least getting revenge on him. For there were those who asked Milena whether it was
all right to address him directly, and then in millions of evening apartments there would resound from the screen
ever so movingly,
“Sasha, if you can see me now, I want you to know that I’ve forgiven you for everything, and I hope you’re
happy.”
Whereupon Milena herself would get a lump in her throat: at that moment she could actually physically feel
the choral, gurgling sob of the female half of the nation spreading out in space—crescendo, crescendo—and a
dark wave of public anger, rising up (as if to smash an oppressive regime, as Russian TV used to say), swelling
up, surging up at the unknown Sasha.
“Bastard!” millions of lips would whisper; millions of noses would sniffle, and for a fraction of a second the
country would stiffen in an orgasm of human sympathy.
And this was all her doing, Milena’s: she edited out the rest of the speech, because the speaker herself had not
managed to stop with this exquisite opening. She had visibly been tossed about, like a car on a slippery road, and
irresistibly drawn into the ditch—“Of course, you hurt me, and very badly, I still can’t see how you could have
been such a jerk, and after all I did for you”—throwing out ready-made phrases ever faster and faster, seething,
rattling, and almost foaming from her bottled-up rage, predatory flames in her eyes, the hair on her head looking
as if it would stand on end any second now, like that of a witch taking off in flight.
In a word, the ultimate effect was completely opposite to the initial one. Milena’s power was in presenting
those women the way she saw them herself (better, of course, better!), and when she was unanimously chosen
“show of the month” and in her own interview she said (focusing her attention on making sure that, God forbid,
this didn’t sound condescending) that to her heroines she was at once a girlfriend, a psychiatrist, and a
gynaecologist this was, clearly, the absolute truth, which none of them could have managed to contradict.
And yet Milena had a vague feeling that this was not the whole truth: something still remained unexpressed,
some exceedingly important ingredient, like yeast in dough, had been left out. And so, something similar was
probably happening to them, too. Even as their single, all-devouring intention of calling out one more thing in
their ex-better halves’ tracks drove them into the studio, somewhere at the bottom of each of them there still
stirred, as an amorphous dark spot, a far more incomprehensible urge: they were flying towards the light of the
screen like moths on the porch at the cottage on those humid July nights towards the luminescent blueness of the
old black-and-white Slavutych set, so that up close you could clearly hear the dry crackling of electrical charges
or sizzled little wings.
Did they (the women, not the moths, although who can know for sure what a moth thinks?) perhaps dream that
by crossing over into that space beyond the screen they would get back the soul that a man had taken from them,
and not just get it back, but get it back completely renewed, enormously enriched, basking in the glow of fame
and raised up to unreachable heights above the lives they had lived until now, merged forever with the fantastic
colored shimmering of all the TV movies at once, so that Santa Barbara, Dallas, the Denver dynasty, and the
snow-white villas on the shores of tropical seas would all become their own, something that had happened to
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them, since they were there too, on the other side of the screen, and their everyday existence would be filled with
perhaps even a kind of divine meaning?
Milena knew only too well from her own experience this magic of the screen: the spellbinding effect of your
own face in the frame, unrecognizable in the very first instant, multiplied by itself a hundred-fold in all its barely
perceptible movements, and how it envelops you in a ticklish warmth, like a foam bath, and you soften, you
develop and expand, warmed by the energy streaming from the screen, unexpectedly so much larger than life that
you are prepared to believe for a moment in your own omnipotence.
“An energy boost,” Milena’s husband would say. “Just go and read about lepton fields.” (He would clip articles
from popular magazines and put them in a special folder.) “Why do you think that back at the turn of the century
the Inuit would break ethnographers’ cameras and run away from them as if they were evil spirits?”
“A camera is different,” Milena would fling back, her face still flushed and her eyes flashing, sensing that if
this comparison were taken to its logical conclusion she would end up as an ethnographer and her heroine as an
Inuit. There was no way that could please her, and so her husband would silently and agreeably switch to a
different channel, one with reruns (all the more so as on Milena’s they were already running the last commercial),
and the TV would aim at them the typical squinty look of a Soviet secret policeman, a Chekist, and, as befits
someone from the NKVD, he would say with paternal warmth in his voice,
“I’m looking at you, and I can tell you guys are really good sports!”
Somehow both of them imperceptibly got used to the way the TV had gradually become an active participant
in all their chats, why even, not infrequently, a counselor and a referee, and they stopped bursting out laughing
when, for example, during an argument in which Milena, irritated not so much by her husband’s imaginary
jealousies as by the fact that she wasn’t allowed to relax even at home, kept shouting (still flattered) that that
Italian, the one her husband said she’d been making goo-goo eyes at over dinner all evening, wasn’t worth a fig
and that all she needed was some Italian, as it was she could barely drag her feet into bed, at that very moment an
elegant, well-built gentleman was coming into view on the TV (which they now had turned on almost all the time)
and saying judiciously, “My dear man, these days most Italian men are homosexuals, so this isn’t going to give
you much mileage,” after which the argument fizzled and they started kissing (noticing occasionally out of the
corners of their eyes that the same thing was happening on the screen, only now lying down).
Most of the remarks on TV showed it to be noticeably more cynical than either of them. It would jabber
perfectly calmly, as if it were talking about something self-evident, about things that either of them would admit
to the other only in a fit of self-reproach. This was highly salutary, they both thought, because once you’ve heard
something like that from the screen, you no longer have to be ashamed and to pretend. Milena, for example,
would never have noticed on her own, or even if she had noticed, then not any time soon, that her husband, even
though he was listening and nodding patiently, was beginning to tire of her constant complaining about the studio
head, who, although he wasn’t finding fault, because there was really nothing for him to find fault with, was still
probably the only person who had never once openly shown any kind of enthusiasm or at least approval for
Milena, whereby he greatly shook our A-student’s courage, you could say he simply hobbled her, until she began
to suspect that this demonstrative disrespect, as she saw it, concealed a behind-the-scenes intrigue, sabotage, a
secret plot to take her show away from her, whereas Pussycat, on the contrary, expressed the assumption that the
studio head simply had the hots for her and had chosen this way of keeping her in constant suspense, and so they
kept dragging out this subject dully, always on the same point, and would perhaps have kept dragging it on until
Pussycat lost his mind, until one evening the TV broke into a frenzy instead of him.
No sooner had Milena started in on the studio head in the doorway, “He gave me a lift home, and what do you
think, not a word about yesterday’s broadcast, not a single word. No, I can’t keep working like this,” than she
heard,
“So unzip his pants and give him a blow job.”
The cool advice came from the TV in two languages at once, French and Ukrainian, from an awfully vulgar
floozie.
Stunned almost to tears, Milena had shut up after that on the subject of her studio head. Moreover, the TV
seemed to intercept their thoughts even as they thought them, to abbreviate and edit them, sometimes even before
they themselves set about thinking them through or elucidating their own true wishes to themselves.
“Shall we hit the sack?” Milena’s husband said as he put his arms around her and slid his hands down her back
to her buttocks. She resisted a bit.
“My script for tomorrow isn’t ready yet.”
“E-ekh, my dear!” the TV intruded brashly, in the guise of a seasoned old broad from a Russian backwater.
“How are you going to hold on to your husband if you don’t keep putting out for him?”
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Hey, maybe that was true, Milena thought in alarm (a bit offended, though, at its being put so coarsely, and for
Puppydog’s sake, too: is a guy some kind of rabbit, heaven help us, for nothing else to matter to him?), but who
can figure men out, no matter how long you live with them, you never know for sure, and so she finished that
thought stretched out on her back, with her legs bent at the knees, as he was going into her heavily, without any
rhythm somehow, and she wasn’t getting anywhere, until she opened her eyes at last and gasped: riveted to her
with the lower, mobile half of his trunk, he was leaning on his arms and supporting the upper half in order to see
the screen over the bedpost, bursts of color running over his face, as in a discotheque, his eyes glued to it with a
wondrous glassy look, and sweat sparkling on his upper lip.
What? What is it? Milena wanted to shout, crushed by the weight of his body, which suddenly seemed to have
tripled, coming down on her from above, by this humiliation, destructive as a steam roller, all the more destructive
for its unexpectedness. Who was he with? Whereupon he moaned and came down, went limp, burying his face in
her, now undeniably in her. Stunned, with mixed feelings of being laid waste and robbed, of sadness and reproach,
she drew her trembling hand along his back, as if she were trying gropingly to put back in place the reality of her
life, which just a moment before had vanished, disappeared into nowhere.
“Who were you with?” she asked quietly, to avoid asking, what were they showing? Because that would have
been a direct complaint, almost a quarrel, whereas she was waiting for an explanation, a reconciliation, and
apologies.
But he didn’t understand the question. He raised up his joyfully damp little mug in astonishment at her,
glowing in full color.
“What do you mean, who with? What’s the matter with you, Milena? With you. Who else would I be with,
girl?”
Milena tried to forget this incident, squeeze it out, thinking that maybe she had really imagined it, like the
studio head’s intrigues. After all, immediately afterwards, turning over onto her stomach, she had begun watching
a very pleasant police drama with her husband, with lots of female corpses, and when he trundled off to the
kitchen to get something to nibble on, as he always did after they had made love, and then came back and asked
her something, she mumbled in response without listening, and twice, when he was too persistent, she even
snapped at him,
“Don’t bother me!”
In the end then, even if she had had to stand up in court, for example, even she couldn’t have sworn with onehundred-percent certainty what had taken place in bed and what had taken place on TV. All in all, this sort of thing
happened to them rather often. In fact, the TV not only interfered in their lives, but lived its own life, too, and an
incomparably more vivid one at that, more festive, uniformly bright, and saturated on all nine channels at once,
while the two of them each had maybe three or four (work, parents, friends) and only one joint one, and all of
them, of course, were working in a slower and more boring way, with breaks, dark abysses, floating streaks of
unnecessary moods surfacing from who knows where, and ghosts. Moreover, unlike them, the TV always had
everything in order, and it was in an invariably chipper mood: each of its stories, however terrifying and bloody,
always got a logical resolution; it never dropped anything in midstream in the cowardly hope that somehow
everything would shake down all by itself, and it didn’t leave behind any loose ends (relations that were not
completely cleared up, unavenged life defeats, unrealized ambitions, unburied dead people, or any of the other
baggage you take on in a lifetime!). It managed to put absolutely everything in order, to set out accents, and to
insert titles and subtitles wherever they were necessary, so that it was actually a pleasure to watch.
There was nothing strange about it, then, that when Milena’s husband had sold some wealthy magazine all the
negatives he had shot in one lot and then the bastards had started dealing in his photos, and with no thought of
sending him anything back, and he, like a pouty little boy, was telling Milena for the umpteenth time how he had
once again seen a photo of his that day there and there, he had to repeat this speech umpteen times before Milena
managed to tear her unconscious look away from the screen (on which a very nice Canadian newspaperman was
just deciding to sue his boss, who had cheated him) and noticed at last that her husband and the TV seemed to be
out of sync with each other and were even almost contradicting each other, and kept asking,
“What? What?”
The dialogue that continued between them may have sounded something like this:
Husband: I’m saying that they swindled me, that’s what!
Milena: So why don’t you take them to court?
Husband: What court, are you kidding? On what grounds? Why, they paid me over and above my contract.
They threw me a bone, and now they’re raking in as much as they want! (Milena steals glances at the TV.) With
the taxes we pay if I were earning according to my contract, you and I would have been collecting bottles outside
supermarkets long ago!
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TV (in English and Ukrainian): There are no hopeless situations, man. We’ll get the union together, we’ll put
our material in all the newspapers, we’ll teach the beasts to respect the law!
Husband (confused): What trade union? What newspapers? What law?
Milena (shrugs her shoulders and turns back towards the screen).
And that, once again, is why it wasn’t strange that neither of them noticed—and by the time Milena noticed, it
was too late—what Milena’s mother was the first to sense—and, as it turned out, the last—only, in her usual
manner, she interpreted it the way she wanted to, and what she, who was still incapable of comprehending that a
threesome in a home was, however you looked at it, a full set, what she wanted, naturally, was a grandchild. And
so one morning she phoned and asked, with a happy girlish excitement in her voice,
“Milena dear, I was watching you the whole time yesterday. Are you by any chance pregnant?”
“No,” Milena said in surprise. “What gave you that idea?”
“Mmm, you seem to have gained weight. You were sitting there so nice and plump, and your face looked a
little puffy or something.”
For the second time in one day Milena, alarmed, weighed herself on the floor scale in her bathroom (a
procedure she performed every morning) and even wondered whether the scale was broken, because her weight
was, of course, stable—just like the day before, and the day before that, and the year before, and the year before
that, and, after all, if she really had put on a bit of weight, who would have been the first to tell her if not
Puppydog? Just in case, Milena decided to wait for Puppydog. (He would disappear until noon into his darkroom,
and Milena would leave the house in the afternoon, so for the most part they wouldn’t see each other until
evening.) In the meantime she rushed to review the tape of the previous day’s broadcast—with an elegant
financier/economist, winning in every way, with a peppery dark Spanish beauty, who talked about how since her
divorce she had been banging (she clung to this word insistently) only younger men and what a positive effect this
was having on her self-esteem. Only this time, as soon as Milena saw her all-conquering financier appear in the
frame, she fast-forwarded in irritation, greedily picking out just herself, especially the close-ups: could that idiot
operator have screwed something up? (Milena knew that in three-quarter profile her face seemed wider and
rounded in a homely way, and in front of the camera she usually didn’t forget this.) But everything seemed to be
the same.
And yet it wasn’t. Even if she was neither puffy nor, God forbid, plump, the on-screen Milena was nevertheless in some ungraspable way different, as if her bones had thickened and the shapes that were emphasized by her
homey pose—her arm on the back of the chair, her hip turned up from the way she had crossed her legs, and her
skirt pulled taut over it—had jointly weighed down into a grotesque, Toulouse-Lautrec-ish monumentality that the
delicate Milena had never ever had. It was somehow over-free and irritating, maybe even arousing in its own way,
but only to a taste that was indeed very plebeian. What’s more, things were even worse as far as her face was
concerned, which conspiratorially switched expressions in unison with what the irrepressible financier hadn’t
even stated or rather hadn’t finished stating. From a professional point of view this was an extra-classy job, of
course, insofar as it set the viewers off in the desired direction (for which the off-screen Milena, moved and
shamed, could not in fact congratulate herself).
At the same time, though, there were moments when it demonstrated an almost indecent satisfaction—flowing
out satedly in a half-smile, the eyes ready at any second, it seemed, to get bleared (which only Milena’s mother,
obsessed with her own idea, could have taken for the distant “wandering” look of a pregnant woman!), until, as if
she were really pouting, puffing up either with herself, or because she was pleased with the way the talk was
going, or, perish the thought, at her own and the financier’s delectation in the muscular torso of her young bodyguard-chauffeur-masseur. Something dark and impure was looming in all this, its saturated slime poisoning the
charge that Milena would usually get when she watched herself on screen. Her voice rocked, like thighs swaying,
an aroused hoarse little laugh, a ticklish maculacy. What had happened to her voice? Where did this vulgarity
come from that was poured into it, dammed up like a stale breath?
“What a slut!” cried the off-screen Milena harshly, as if slapping her hand, suddenly sobered, as if she had
been drenched with water, by the sound of her own voice that had thus been renewed, and to this very same sound
the on-screen Milena slowly turned to her that insolent mug of hers, shamelessly beautiful, blazing drunkenly
from the studio lights, with its kiss-swollen slit of crimson lips, and winked arrogantly, even almost triumphantly,
flashing a grin as if to say: and so, what did you think?
Breathing quickly and for some reason holding onto her pulse with one hand, the off-screen Milena pressed
“stop” and then “rewind” with the other hand. This time the on-screen Milena, turning her full face towards her,
stuck out her tongue at her, and between those dark glistening lips it really did look completely repulsive—pale,
as if it were naked, and even twitching at the end. The off-screen one pressed the pause button to catch the
wretched woman with her tongue hanging out: let her sit like that for a while! But she missed: the frame went by,
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and the on-screen Milena, suddenly brought to a halt, froze and gaped in surprise like a tarty doll feigning
offended modesty. She even pouted her little lips for a “tsk-tsk,” as if she were on the verge of saying: bad kitty,
you’ve hurt your sweet Milena!
“Hey, you’re teasing me!” hissed the off-screen Milena, stung to the quick, covered with a slimy scaly cold.
“You just wait a minute, I’ll sssssssho-o-ow you!”
She clicked the buttons, almost to the rhythm of her own accelerated heartbeat, forcing the on-screen Milena
now to revive and expire by turns, now to twist and twitch in a cheery marionettish shaking, now to move in slow
motion like a sleepwalker, forcing herself to raise her hand, as if under the pressure of a hundred atmospheres, but
none of it was any use—the other Milena did not reveal herself in any other way and turned into a very ordinary
screen representation, persecuted for who knows what reason, so that God knows how much time passed before
the off-screen Milena, who was already prepared to drop her schizophrenic pastime (that is, agree with the other
whore that she had really dreamed everything here in front of the screen), heard the ringing of the telephone from
a distance, as if through a layer of water, and picked up the receiver, also in slow motion for some reason,
overcoming with that one movement the pressure of all hundred atmospheres at once.
“Hello,” said an unfamiliar man's voice, clearing his throat, pushing onto her from the depths of the receiver
like a storm cloud. “Hello, I need to talk to Milena.”
Now she felt a chill inside, too. This was how it had been in the dreams about a bear that she’d had as a child
from which she had always awakened with a cry of terror: the bear was coming nearer, giant and dark, and
covering her with his shadow.
“Speaking.” She tried to defend herself with her voice, reflexively switching on a silvery secretarial timbre.
At the other end, after a thoughtful pause (as if he were aiming for a precise hit), an answer, with feigned
awkwardness:
“Listen, pussycat … Here’s an offer for you. I’m tired of looking at you just on TV. In other words, call your
girlfriend, the one from yesterday, and let’s set a time, I’ll come around. Don’t get hung up about the price, I
won’t haggle.”
“Who? What? How dare you? Who are you?” the off-screen Milena rattled off in outrage, at the same time as
she was noticing with even greater outrage how the on-screen Milena, who could no longer sit still in her chair,
had tensed up her whole body and started to play again. Her eyes flashing, with the impatient vibration of
aroused giggling, she called out to the on-screen one, right in her face, in despair, just like an idiot,
“I’ll call the police!”
A nasty, authoritative laugh came out of the receiver.
“No you won’t, you fool. Better think about it, and I’ll call back. I know where you live. And talk to your
girlfriend. Don’t worry, you’ll like it.”
“Go away!” the off-screen Milena shrieked, her voice completely squeaky now, but the receiver had been hung
up anyway (whereupon she heard from who knows where snatches of the first few bars of Beethoven's Für Elise
in an incredibly cynical, mockingly dance-like rhythm: pa-pa, pa-pa, pam, pa-ra-pa-pam gurgling out, as if they
were drunk, then someone very seriously grumbled, “Sorry,” and the dial tone started dripping noisily, like water
from a leaky tap). The receiver lay down quietly on its rest, and the off-screen Milena, just as quietly, in a voice
that was white with rage, said to the on-screen one, “I’ll kill you,” obviously with no idea of what she was saying.
Because really, well what could she do to the other one? Even in the unconscious fever of the first hours—run
somewhere, explain something, and argue every which way, saying, take a good close look, that’s not me at all
(make a statement on air! even as absurd an idea as that had crossed her mind, imagine!)—Milena stayed lucid
enough to be coolly aware the whole time, somewhere deep down: the other one, even though she was itching to
tear her off herself, like mangy skin, was still far from alien to her, and not just in her external likeness. In her
own way, that other one was even very effective, far more self-confident than the first Milena, less restrained
(that’s for sure!) and, on the whole, ideally suited to her purpose. From a professional standpoint, it had to be
acknowledged, she could not be reproached for anything at all, even though pent up inside Milena was a painfully
vague recollection, lowing from the effort of trying to break out, that back when she was just starting the show,
she had imagined her screen image to be different somehow—warmer, more radiant, or something. The kind of
sincere women’s sessions that go on in the kitchen nearly until dawn on the once-grasped and never again
released crystalline-singing note of ever-deepening spiritual union: sister, sister, the pain is subsiding, you’re not
alone in this world, your children are sleeping in the next room, and life goes on, we’ll be wise, we’ll be patient,
these are precious moments, like music, like love, because you do in fact love her at these moments to the point of
stiffness, of numbness, your head reeling a little from the intolerably burning height of her suffering. Here there is
tenderness, and pain, and pride in our brave and silent woman’s endurance, and a beauty that is unspeakable to the
point of tears, and that later glows from both of the women in the conversation for a long time yet (until the crowd
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on the bus rubs it off): that’s what Milena, who had known no small number of such evenings in her lifetime,
strove to obtain from her heroines and from herself. In one of the very first scripts (someone had later cut these
lines without leaving a trace) this was called helping-the-Ukrainian-woman-find-herself-in-our-complicated-time.
Well, and what had come of it?
On the way to the studio (she didn’t stay put to wait for her husband after all: she needed to be in motion, she
needed some kind of action) Milena covered her head with her hands and moaned: a sticky and, most importantly,
undeserved feeling of defeat was festering in her. After all, she had done everything the way she was supposed to,
she had made an effort and put herself out like a mad-woman, overworking herself so much that Puppydog had
been reproaching her (recently, it was true, he had fallen silent), and now that odious creature was sitting in the
studio, winking and hinting at something filthy, and, what was most important, no one, had noticed the difference!
Well, yes, over the time of the show Milena herself had learned many new things, had grown professionally, as
everyone said of her, and would no longer make fun, the way she used to, of her news-department colleagues, for
really coming to life only when there were catastrophes, fires, or killings, and preferably atrocious ones. Even an
idiot knows that if you want people to hear you amid all this wild noise of ours and not switch channels, then you
have to either cuff them or tickle them in some intimate spot, and do it so masterfully, too, that they won’t get
jaded, that is, by changing your technique, and whoever says that’s easy is simply envious and a failure, but! …
There was, all the same, a “but.” As the thought of that obscene complacent mug on the screen (oh, to smash it
in!) washed back over her, Milena was blinded, as by a stroke of lightning, by a long tremor of hatred, very much
like love, that ran down the whole length of her body.
“What should I do now?” she mumbled to herself, ever so quickly, unconsciously speeding up her pace and
digging her fingers into her coat collar, as if it were her enemy’s throat:
Milena was scared.
“Caw, caw, ca-a-aw!” she suddenly heard the cries above her.
Milena raised her head: way up high, about halfway to the raw and empty sky that with springtime was already
farther away, bare branches of trees were swaying in a feeble attempt at a Japanese drawing, a flock of startled
ravens circling over them.
“What a beautifully composed shot, and right to the point,” she thought. “It’s precisely on topic, and it doesn’t
need any editing.”
And so, from that moment, everything around her began unfolding smoothly, as on a TV screen, as if she had
stepped out of herself into the space behind the screen where nothing more needs to be decided, just watched. In
the corridors at the studio no one paid any attention to her, her preoccupied acquaintances hurried past, goggleeyed and unseeing, and even in the stairwell not a living soul was lingering over a smoke. Here Milena
remembered, with an instant unpleasant chill of humiliation, that she had dashed out of the house in a rush
without her makeup, without even putting on lipstick, and she felt embarrassed, as if she were in her bedclothes.
At the same time she was glad that so far no one had intercepted her and she could surreptitiously slip out, dash
home, put on some makeup there, and then come back with a respectable face, to meet the cheerful hubbub of
greetings and noisy commotion of work switching on as usual as her appearance, starting with the guard by the
turnstile down at the entrance, and then racing like a flame along a safety fuse to the elevator and up, up, along the
corridors, running along loops into offices.
The strangest thing was that for some reason the simplest and most obvious solution hadn’t occurred to
Milena, namely, to drop by the makeup women and to rattle off to them, panting, “Oh, I’ve been running. As you
can see I’ve completely lost my face, so put some Indian war-paint on me, please,” and even to visit with them a
bit, smoke a cigarette, it was nice to take a break like that before starting work, especially because the girls liked
her, followed her show religiously, and one, who was divorced herself, even boasted that she unplugged the
telephone when the show was on so no one would interrupt. However, nothing even close to that dawned in
Milena’s confused mind, and she wandered through the corridors like a sleepwalker, an apparition, towards the
service stairs: somehow she had decided that she just had to escape by the service stairs. As she walked she
glanced into open doors, keeping her own face in the shadows, as if it were burned or something.
Suddenly the director charged out of a doorway right into her, his face distorted, and mumbled or hiccuped, in
Russian for some reason,
“Ex-excuse me.” He wafted a sulfurous burning smell: a match, Milena gathered, noticing that a curl of gray
smoke was unfurling above him as he fled into the depths of the narrowed perspective of the corridor.
“The poor fellow’s going to burn out some day,” she thought, beside the point and without regret, for somehow she lacked not only regret, but any feelings at all, as if the light-bulbs meant for them had been unscrewed,
leaving only the speed at which frames were changing or, rather, she was advancing involuntarily from frame to
frame, through a flashing tape. There was no way she could stop, she had to keep moving, while any feeling, this
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she remembered quite lucidly, necessarily requires stopping and dropping out of the stream. Therefore, if one of
them did by any chance come to life like a spark or a fidgety little flea, then she would immediately shake it off
without stopping, letting it fizzle out all by itself and turn into ash in mid-air. Indeed, people sped this way and
that, like comets, in intersecting sparkling cascades of tails as they burned out—more luxuriant behind some,
more sparse behind others, whereby a constantly raised working temperature was maintained on the premises, and
there collected over the years that fine, barely perceptible bluish-gray coating on the walls, faces, and floor that
studio guests sometimes take for a sign of plain smokiness, when in fact even though it is a smokiness of sorts, it
is however far, far from being that plain.
What a wonderful job I have, Milena thought with pride or, more precisely, with an embryo of pride. The
embryo of pride flared somewhere behind her back like a firefly, brushing imperceptibly against her cheek, and
sizzled up on the floor, without developing into a thought: Milena carried her gaze ahead of her rapidly, like a
camera: the corridor was running onto her, constantly breaking in unexpected turns, and flashing increasingly
goggle-eyed faces to meet her, but the main effect was based on the fact that it was as if the camera were hidden,
because no one saw Milena. Actually there wasn’t any time to see her, either, because the film was advancing
faster and more jerkily and everyone was jogging or even galloping instead of walking. There now before
Milena’s eyes, that is, in front of her camera, the studio head’s secretary, a long-haired blonde who was becoming
short-haired as she went and then a brunette, miscarried, evidently a baby conceived just a minute earlier, which,
with a gurgling froggish croaking that Milena found vaguely familiar, slipped out into the ashen twilight of the
corridor and instantly disappeared, as if it had tumbled into the fourth dimension.
“Could it be the studio head’s?” Milena scribbled a question mark in her mind, the way she would have in the
margin of a script, more for the sake of form, because she really wasn’t in the least curious, and so the question
took off after the wretched fetus that everyone had forgotten about. Milena did remember, though, that she was
supposed to go out onto the service stairs and could only wonder, if the word is at all to the point here, why
looking for them was taking her so long.
Suddenly the director popped out of a doorway again, now with a beard, using both hands to jostle ahead of
himself, like a cart in a supermarket, two fat wenches, joined inseparably, as if they were making love, from
which Milena concluded that one of them was in fact supposed to be her new jilted heroine, and the other quite
the opposite, the rival home-wrecker, and again she put an approving exclamation mark in the invisible margin.
To liven up the show, it was a great idea, as long as they didn’t get into a fight in the studio, although right behind
them, wiping out any traces of them, there thundered past, in a fierce gallop, a sullen herd of men in identical dark
gray suits with identical badges on their lapels. Milena didn’t have a chance to look at them more closely. Some of
the men were running, bending under the weight of banners with text that was running together in a blur, and the
last one was actually carrying no less than the red-and-blue flag of Soviet Ukraine.
But then dashing victoriously right after them, making echoes resound, came athletes melted together into a
yellow-and-blue whole, only the first one, it seemed to Milena, who was by now a bit dazed from the onslaught of
faces, was racing with a lit Olympic torch, and so the impression she was left with was cheerful and life-affirming
after all. But here a shot of the gray sky and ravens was suddenly wedged in again: caw, caw, ca-a-aw! The
branches swayed up high. Where had the ceiling vanished to? She had got a double exposure, Milena managed to
grasp, and forgetting about her unmade-up face she grabbed the first prop that came to hand, a door handle that
gave way at a light push and revealed in the doorway none other than Milena’s own familiar studio: deep inside,
cameras were all set for taping, and two chairs, lit up from all sides, stood on the set. One, for the guest, was still
empty, while sitting in the other one, covering herself with the lid of her compact for one last look to check herself
out, was some awfully familiar broad dressed in crimson, her knees roundly pressed together and put out ahead in
a no less familiar way from under her skirt, like a shield.
“Where have I seen her?” Milena fretted, noticing at the same time that the backdrop in the studio had
changed, which is to say the show’s logo, too: something like an ad for Revlon lipstick, with huge, moistly parted
lips that promised either to surrender or to swallow you whole in one gulp, was hanging there now. And there was
something else looming behind the chairs, in the unlit background, like a low couch or something, as in a
psychoanalyst’s office, but that she didn’t get a good look at, because just then the woman in the chair took the
compact away from her face, and glancing at Milena was her own face, that is, not hers, but that other one’s, from
the screen, only this time it was somehow improbably, simply not even humanly, even terrifyingly beautiful, as if
from the days of silent films: the eyes flamed in dark rings; the lips blazed; the witch’s eyebrows met on the
bridge of her nose in a swallowtail, and her skin, matte with makeup, disdainfully immovable in the glaring light
of the lamp, breathed with that heavenly peace that only the screen can really feign.
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“What have they been feeding her here to make her look like that?” Milena thought in the doorway, bewildered
and still numb, while the other one looked at her in dissatisfied wonder, as if asking who the intruder was and
even planning to clap her hands from her luminous height for someone to throw the pest out the door.
“But this is my studio, and this is my show!” Milena almost cried out, on the verge of tears from the humiliation, and especially from her own looks, so out of place here, so plain she might as well be invisible, that instead
of trying to argue with someone she could only run away, crawl into a hole, and not inflict herself on anyone’s
sight, because it was enough just to look at the two of them right now to say with certainty which one deserved a
place in the studio—surely not this slattern by the doorway! But still, how did that scum dare, and where was
everyone looking, the director, the studio executives, the viewers, after all, since when did she have all the rights
around here?
On this last thought Milena had to step aside to make way for a procession crawling in from the corridor like a
wedding: the director—now clean-shaven again!—the camera operators, and looming somewhere behind them
not one but two makeup technicians at once, and other dark figures. They were all leading, or almost carrying, a
young blonde, barely conscious from emotion, with a pageboy haircut, with delicately raised cheek-bones and a
delicate sharp nose on which drops of sweat had soaked through the makeup. The blonde’s eyes were still and
glassy as if she were in a trance. They did not express anything themselves, only reflecting light from outside, and
Milena, I have in mind, of course, the one who was standing by the doorway, was stung by a vague recollection of
having seen eyes like that before, in someone close (familiar, warm), and of that moment being connected to
something extremely unpleasant. The blonde pageboy was stepping unseeingly, as if her legs were folding under
her and she was on the verge of crashing down on her knees, stretching her arms out ahead of her with cries of
ecstasy, because she was breathing quickly and her lips were moistly parted, practically like the ad on the backdrop, but it wasn’t the backdrop that she was staring at so unblinkingly, like a calf at the sacrificial flames, but—
Milena herself went numb, too, following her gaze—at that other one on the set who was now poised to meet her,
like a panther about to leap, and was luring the new arrival with a smile so greedy, so evil, and yet so lush playing
on her lips: come on now, come on, closer, closer—as if she were drawing her to herself like a spider, step by
step, along an invisible gluey tautly-stretched hair, until Milena could hear it humming.
Or maybe it was the hum of the switched-on equipment, hastily filming the blonde, who had already been
caught by her blouse collar on the hook of the microphone, as she neared the set and raised up to the voracious
witch in crimson—a crimson at once vibrant and fluid, as if it were filled with blood—her prayerful, incredulous
hands, “Ave, Caesarina!,” and as the other one leaned down with an impetuous twist of her torso, to hold her up,
“Come to me, and I will soothe you,” literally to snatch her, suck onto her because the poor thing was reeling, was
ready to fall to the ground at the feet of her deity from a surfeit of emotion, no, she was really going to kiss her on
the hand!
“Music!” someone called out breathlessly, running past Milena in the dim light and just missing pushing her
into the plywood cubes, boards, and other rummage stacked up against the wall. “Don’t forget the music in this
episode!”
“Fuck off!” answered a nasal voice clearly out of the dark.
It was this sound that made Milena suddenly realize that something horrible was about to happen on the set,
something so unthinkable even to her own imagination that she just had to switch channels immediately. And,
turning over in her mind like a mill-wheel the mindless phrase, “What’s going on, what’s going on, what’s going
on?” Milena lunged through the doorway back into the hall.
“She’s going to slaughter her.”
The next thought caught up with Milena on the run in the middle of the hall.
“She’ll simply lay her out on that couch and slaughter her, chop her into little pieces with a knife, and that
foolish woman will expire with a humble smile on her lips. All of them in there, have they gone mad, can’t they
see what’s coming?”
She ran through the whole production in her mind and hardly had any more doubt that things were really heading towards some kind of ritual killing that had to be brought to an immediate stop. According to the script Milena
was the one who had to do it, and that was why she hadn’t managed before to find her way to the service stairs:
now that it had been wound up, the plot was evidently unfolding according to the strict logic of TV.
The revelation could not help inspiring Milena to decisiveness, even enthusiasm, and she tried to return to the
terrible studio, but this turned out not to be all that simple. Once again the interminable corridor bored into her
view, breaking out in dark flashes of turns, and people were running about. Suddenly she ran into the noisy throng
of a whole company, leading Kyiv actors, all of them in wheelchairs for some reason. They jostled her and
pressed her with her nose up against a brass plaque that was cold to the touch (and covered to boot, like a
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windshield with breath, with a graying sticky film of that TV ash) and on which Milena, forcing herself to lean
away, just from an instinctive revulsion, unexpectedly read, to her great delight, the words
“Studio Head.”
“Why, of course, that’s who's supposed to put a stop to this outrage!”
With renewed zeal she managed to feel her way to the door knob and burst in. The secretary wasn’t in the
reception area, she had probably stepped out for another abortion, the door to the office was unlocked, and the
studio head really was in. Milena saw him from behind, with his back turned to his desk, a very wide oak table,
about the size of a Soviet Khrushchevera vestibule, grandly authoritarian, at the very sight of which Milena and,
let it be known, not she alone, had always experienced a vague erotic arousal, marveling at the same time how
authority can be so sexual even when represented by a table. At the moment, however, it was not the table that had
her attention, but the studio head, to whom something strange was happening. Black netted wings, folded like a
grasshopper’s or a dragonfly’s, were growing straight out from the stiff shoulders of his suit jacket. They were
moving, preparing to spread, and the gray suit was jerking between them, comically flapping its rumpled vents.
The next moment the wings moved decisively, letting out at the ends something that looked like bird beaks, and
turned right before bewildered Milena’s eyes into two outstretched woman’s legs in net stockings and black
pumps with pointed heels. Milena must have made a muffled sound because the studio head made one too. He
looked behind him and froze in his unfastened trousers at the sight of Milena. Meanwhile, opening up to Milena
behind the studio head was an entirely different sight that caused her to think, for the first time in her life, in a
very agreeable way,
“Hey, I’m going mad, nothing to be afraid of, it’s even interesting.”
At first, a crumpled spot, a familiar crimson, flashed through her mind in a single strident smear, then
something horrible flashed by in stripes, naked and hairy, and when she had a good look, it was her own
unrecognizable face. She, that bitch from the studio, was now ensconced on the studio head’s table with her legs
triumphantly thrown up in a v-for-victory worthy of a rally, waving one of them in the air as if she were
conducting an inaudible orchestra and watching Milena with no expression at all by now, as if she were an insect
or something.
“Excuse me,” Milena muttered stupidly, and the studio head, too, holding up his trousers, moved his lips in
mirrored obedience, echoing her, but then he was impatiently pushed by a swinging black-netted leg with a heel,
and a harsh cry rang out, like an execution order. Milena had never heard herself make such a sound as long as
she had lived.
“Well, what are you stopping for? Give me more! More! More!”
The head ohhed, twitched, and coughed up his half-swallowed “Excuse me” over his shoulder in Milena’s
direction, and again two netted black folding wings squeezed and pinched him from both sides, and he obediently
resumed trotting to that savage, unrestrained whoop of “More! More! More!” Also shaking, with a repulsive, dry
shiver from deep within her gut, Milena shuffled blindly out of the office and shut the door tight behind her: an
utterly futile gesture, because the whoop was not in the least silenced thereby, but kept roaring in her ears, and the
ceiling collapsed into oblivion from it, and there, flying up above the swaying black boughs, cawing, were the
ravens. There was really nothing more to be done at the studio.
Just as soon as she understood that, right away Milena found herself on the service stairs: now the gigantic
multistorey digestive tract of the TV studio spewed her out easily, without any resistance. And the sleepy, very
sleepy thought stirred heavily that maybe it was for the better (on the stairs for some reason Milena had started
getting terribly sleepy). Maybe that’s how it should be, why, that other Milena (now she was finally agreeing to
recognize her, calling her by her very own name for the first time), that other one had gone farther than she
herself, without her, by nature, would probably have dared. No, she certainly wouldn’t have dared to act this way
(her thought was interrupted by an exhausted yawn so wide it drew tears)—stopping at nothing, with no scruples,
taking on all the dirt. She felt a relaxing warmth embrace and rock her: let, let someone caring and strong do
everything for her, and then she … later … later … later … and now fully a queen and no longer the perpetual Astudent, like some people—she reproached herself for this in the tender grumbling tone her husband used—and
dissolved into a smile, blinking her way out of her insuperable, deathly fatigue: to sleep, to sleep, pressed up
against Puppydog, his broad barely-furred chest, one sleepy hand feeling its ticklish growth and the other cradling
his warmly swollen tail, Puppydog would put his arm around her, mmm, sunshine, my golden pussycat, calm her
with the touch of his lips, a last bedtime kiss, “I love you,” Milena would say to him from the far shore of sleep,
and all the others, well, to hell with them and all their games, their shows, and all their insane broads.
And that was what Milena dragged herself home with.
It was dark at home, and only a low, bluish-gray light was seeping through the new stained-glass bedroom door
into the front hall. Milena was astonished momentarily by the new door (when had her honey had time?) and by
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the whole ungraspable, disturbing feeling of unfamiliarity that one’s own home evokes after a long absence (how
much time had passed, anyway?), reached for the knob in the usual spot, was astonished once again, in the very
skin on her palm this time, when she found it on the other side, groped about, and finally went in.
Ah~w.
That IS, heard.
That is, simultaneously both saw and heard:
Milena: (from the screen, still wearing crimson and her legs in the same victorious “V”): Give me more! More!
More!
Husband (on the bed): Just a moment, Milena, hang on, love, hang on Milena (from the doorway):
No! Get out! What are you doing? You’re mine! He’s mine! (Indecipherable from that point).
Milena (from the screen): Well, look at that! Look! Look! Oooo, what a turn-on! See? See? And now you do
me, come up and do it, use your tongue, hear me, girl? Use your tongue, they all do me that way, all those manless
broads, and they all rave from it, right on the air, the highest rated show, two million letters a month. More! More!
More! Use your tongue, I said, your tongue, there’s no other use for you anyway. More! More! More!
Milena (from the doorway—she comes closer, takes the remote, and turns off the TV).
Husband (rabid): What? Who? Who are you?
Milena: I am Milena. Your wife.
Husband: Fuck off! (Grabs the remote and turns on the TV.)
Milena (from the screen, sitting in a chair raised high on the studio set): My beloved! My dearest, my sweetest
viewers, and above all my women viewers, my brothers and sisters, I turn to you once again—I, Milena! I am the
one who comes into every home to remind you that there is no earthly woe that cannot be conquered by the great
force of our coming together! I am with you, my sisters. Anyone who feels lonely and abandoned this evening,
cheated and hurt, come to me, and I’ll satisfy you! I’ll let you have a bite of my flesh and my blood, my sweet
flesh and even sweeter blood, and your hearts will be filled with great joy, and you will be avenged on those who
have hurt you, they will gnash their teeth and gnaw the earth in their impotent rage, for as long as they live they
will never know the joy that is yours and mine, sisters! Here she is, my beloved sister who will be in the studio
today with me and with you, here she comes now, come, my dove (a church hymn starts playing), come, my
sweet, my body is waiting for you, loving you, as no-one-has-loved-for-thousands-of-years, oh come!
But she has no body, the other Milena suddenly thought, and it seemed that she had cried this out loud.
“She has no body, do you hear me? This is all an illusion, a terrible fraud. This really used to be my body, and
still is even now, and there is no other nor can there be.”
And, as if she were looking for proof for herself, she grabbed a knife, her husband’s beautiful pocketknife, a
Swiss knife with a tiny pair of tweezers and a bone toothpick in the handle that was lying open on the night table
—but then it was possible that she was simply in great pain at that moment, realizing that she, too, had been jilted,
the impossible had happened, dreams had come true, and she was finally united with the throng of all the
countless women towards which she had been heading so unswervingly from the outset, and therefore
unconsciously lunged to outscream one pain with another, louder, but easier one, as people often do when they
thrust even rather different objects in themselves. The blade laughed blindingly in the teleblaze, its teeth wide
open over the naked forearm, and then from the forearm there streamed, and ran, and even began to drip
something inky-dark, the color of a blank night-time screen and with a shine like that of a metallic, grayish oily
film, which crackled with sparks sputtering …
And that, my beloved viewers, is the end of Milena’s story, and it’s almost time for us to say goodbye. May I
remind you that I’ll keep looking forward to your responses and that the authors of the most interesting ones, that
is those of you who suggest the most captivating, boldest, most dramatic stories for us to look at from your own
lives, will be invited to the studio to take part in our upcoming broadcasts. The show goes on. Don’t miss your
chance! I am waiting for you—I, Milena.
29.33 Five Loves And Two Fishes …\fn{by Yevhen Pashkovsky (1962-

)}

Zhytomyr Region, Ukraine (M) 3

Every evening Baba Maria took her grandson Pavlo’s thick work-book to the shrine in the corner of the room,
lit the votive light beneath the icon and, opening the Bible, taught herself to write, tracing each letter onto the
blank page. The reflections from the icon gilded her age-freckled hands, the moon blazed wildly above the
orchard, its rim chipped by an apple tree—and she remembered her childhood: the path from the earthen stoop to
the stable warmed by the cherry redness of fallen leaves, the white horsehair on a nail by the door, two
horseshoes, the little sac of bile to treat the cattle for horsefly bites, there came in those days prophets from
Jerusalem to Antioch. And one rose among them by the name of Ahab and through the Spirit prophesied that there
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would come a great famine throughout the whole world, as was once in the time of Claudius. In the fall military
transports snaked through the village, everyone knew that this did not bode well, as they took our horses,
collectivized the land, plowed up the graveyard so that we had to break the corpses’ knees with a blow to lay them
properly into their coffins. The orphaned land remembered the creaking of wagons, the thunder of a drum and the
moaning of a harmonica, we put out the lamp, lay down to sleep, the poorest peasants raced headlong down the
road, with cornflower wreaths they bedecked the heads of the supply detail, who chased off horseflies with their
Red Army caps, with bayonets affixed on perforated tubes they spread dung behind the barns; spread the white rot
in the cellar bin, the caked straw in the loft, from then on they slapped our boots with their bayonets, to knock
loose any grains that might have lodged in the soles and sank their claws into the landowner in the name of the
Revolution; the faded flag tangled whitely around its staff on the porch of the town hall, and they promised to
mount a radio loud-speaker on a post.\fn{ A note reads: These loud-speakers in village squares were both a status symbol and a
tool for government propaganda.} Now it was the domestic fowls’ turn, in just a few days they had slaughtered all the
roosters, and the white feathers swirled fiercely in the wind like a snowstorm, stuck to the sweaty napes of the
mangy horses, to the officers’ tunics, to the black grease on the wheel axles. And I looked, and behold a pale
horse. And he who sat upon him was named Death, and Hell followed with him. And power was given unto them
over the fourth part of the earth to kill with the sword, and famine, and plague, and with the beasts of the earth.
Father kept six horses, my brothers presided over the ceremonies at local weddings with Cossack\fn{ A note
reads: Cossack (Kozak)—from Turkic kazak, or freeman; frontiersmen, adventurers, runaway serfs who formed a martial society in the
Ukrainian steppe. Beginning in the 15th century, they banded together for mutual protec-tion. Over time, the Cossacks developed a
democratic military organization which, in the middle of the 17th century, gave rise to a massive anti-Polish uprising, and led to the birth
of the early modern Ukrainian state called the Cossack Hetmanate .} gusto, Marko decorated his weapons with crimson

tassles, riveted them all over with copper coins, it made the heart shiver, just let the young bride clap her hands,
and the young colts would prance from foot to foot in a tipsy circle, children blew on clay whistles in the pear
tree, the lilac streamers which hung overhead tickled the villagers’ faces and were intertwined with a jasmine
shrub beyond the long wedding table. The soldiers took Father, rode the horses into the ground, tied my brothers’
arms behind their backs: “You’ll live off the fat of the land in the new settlement, kulak\fn{ A note reads: The term
applied to all but the poorest peasants by the Soviet authorities as they sought to collectivize agriculture. Kulaks were exiled, sent to labor
camps, or killed in the 1930’s.} viper,” only one whip was left free on the harrows in the cattle shed.

With no one to feed them, Mother set out for Western Ukraine, ground rye, tended other people’s children and
gathered grain in a little sack for her own blue-lipped ones, kernel by kernel, dried crust by dried crust, she
couldn’t raise a spoon to her mouth without crying, the little ones hung on my sister’ neck. Mother would faint
from despair and pray that there be no famine; grandpa and grandma grew ill on the journey, so they just threw
them off the railroad car, Father ended up in the mines. Later, a letter came from a friend of his: “tyopa’ lungs
were riddled with mine dust, your falcon bore his suffering, he was buried without a priest.”And each of them was
given white clothing, and told to rest a little longer; until the number should be complete of all their fellow
servants and their brothers, who would be slain, as they themselves had been. My brothers sent word from prison
in Berdychev: “We are scattered in separate cells, God willing, we’ll survive our sentence, we’ll yet sit together
around the table under the ash tree and drink a toast, and sing.” Even though she drove herself to exhaustion,
Mother covered the sores on her feet with cobwebs, and reached the quarters of builder Belsky in Berdychev, who
worked among the prisoners on the road construction gang. She gave him a parcel with two onions, two Easter
eggs, a piece of bacon as thick as a finger wrapped in a scrap of linen, a bean pie smeared with garlic. “Not a
chance,” said the builder, “plague has spread through the prison.” At night the ladder-sided wagon thudded
heavily in passing, Mother hid behind a chokeberry bush in the cemetery, by dawn she had kissed each lump of
dirt on the fresh mound again and again, falling asleep on her knees and dreaming of the letters written her in lilac
ink by the deceased. Nobody could be bothered with the dying: complain all you want, pound your head against
the walls, only the sad remembrance of the morning remained in the evening, when they would drag them to this
place by the heels after the interrogations. Mother shook the sticky clay from her knees and limped home, after all
she still had two daughters to look after.
In the fall the headmaster’s groom, Petro Savchenko, climbed the maple to the church roof and chopped the
cross down with an axe, wiping his rust-covered hands on the legs of his army pants, then panicked when it came
time to climb down, his arms hung stiff as wood, no way could he reach the branch, the crowd’s stares jarred him
from below, and that’s how the villagers remembered him: neck twisted, ear pressed to the faded patch of the
epaulette on his shoulder, fingers scratching against the rusty sun of the cupola, spraying red rust into the people’s
eyes, for that evening he had guzzled too much moonshine, he burned up, the women in their despair were afraid
to save him. Some time later they spied a bare-foot kobzar\fn{ A note reads: Kobzars were blind minstrels who wandered from
town to town and who played a lute-like instrument, the kobza.} in the church vestibule, who ate wild pears and taught them
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how to store pickled cabbage leaves, wild berries, green tomatoes for the winter, showed them how to grind wild
hemp, pigweed and cornhusks in a mortar. He bent his head forward, with his hand shook the flecks of rust from
his gray locks, sown there from the cupola by the wind, picked an overripe cucumber from Moskalenko’s garden,
hadn’t even taken a bite, when the enraged brigadier fell on him with a yoke crossbar, across the back, across the
back, and into the devil’s thorn-bush, the blood flowing from his eyes smeared his face, he crawled out of the
village and a terrible shadow under a red sky descended on the sycamores, silent and leafless on the riverbank,
they found him past the bridge with no handrail, foam licked his unruly head, a green leech was fastened to his
neck. No more shall the light of the lamp appear in you, no more the voices of the bridegroom and the bride be
heard in you! For your traders were once the merchant princes of the world, for with your sorcery you deceived
all the natiom. For the blood of the prophets and of the saints was found in it, and the blood of all who had been
slain on earth. Our mother went humbly begging. Wretched Mykola, the neighbor’s boy, said, “Auntie, give me
just one pickled apple.” “Where from, precious, there, see, my children are growing listless, their swollen legs
runny.” “Auntie, listen, I dragged myself down to the treeline, hanged myself on a fir tree, which didn’t frighten
me, suffered the needles in my chest, my head, it seemed, ached from the fumes of imagined food odors.” It was
quiet, so quiet, occasionally a bucket clinked against a well joist, on the bare bell-tower an owl moaned,
maddened by the stench of corpses, the living once more succumbed to despair, as happened on Holy Thursday,
and shielding our candles with our hands, we slowly stumbled out of the church, gathered and thought, we have
one last resort, and behind one anguish two evils lay in ambush. And the devil said to him: “If you are the Son of
God, tell this rock to turn into bread.”
Mother tied Halia and me to a table leg, she put stewed licorice into a cup, tucked a loaf of sourdough bread
into each of our blouses, and said, “I’ll go to town, exchange the gold cross for food.” We were silent, not a breath
escaped our lips, when filthy Moskalenko barged into the hall, threw Mother down, tore off her cross, her
wedding ring rang against the floor, he bared his teeth: “Run and complain to the new powers, run, they love
heathens.” Mother hugged us to her bloodied breast, God forbid that we should venture out the door, savages were
stealing little children, and she both feared and hoped we might drift off to sleep and die on our own, she went
with her bag then along the fence, that’s the last we saw of her. You, give them to eat. But they answered: We have
no more than five loaves of bread and two fishes. It was quiet, oh so quiet, but before, whenever our mother burst
into song, the boys in the next village would begin to dance. Sister was the first to fall asleep forever under the
coarse linen, for me the table still held the aroma of wheat flour on the rolling pin in Grandmother’s hands, with
which she rolled out the dough for pies, the aroma of smoked sausage with Christmas horseradish, of potato cakes
in a bowl with fried onions and crackling, of beet soup spilled onto the oaken boards. I dreamed about a
mustached peasant: he spat on the stone, gave the scythe a good sharpening, knocked his pipe out against the
scythe handle, preparing to mow the river, milky in the fog, to crop the brooklime in the river shallows, the ripples
running before a heavenly breath, that splashing woke me, and I saw: a granite darkness of clouds hanging over
the windows, some sort of scratching struck my ear, as if heaven and earth, turned to stone by the cruelty, were
grinding the rest of the living. There was a commotion under the table, I looked, two glowing coals flashed, the rat
leaped back, backing away, its tail between its legs, Halia’s fingers, thrust into her hair, embraced her head in a
crown of thorns, her eyes glazed over, her leg crossed under her stomach turned bone white at the calf, I didn’t
have the strength to chew through the knot, I scraped the ground, the clayey earth spread like burning grease
through intestines, the earth trampled by the dead carried both life and death equally, hairs stuck to my lips, the
sand cracked painfully and smelled of poppies, the rat streaked by into the opening under the stove and its eyes
glowed there with the horrible embers of a family’s ruin. Groping along the wall I managed to limp to the door,
abruptly jarring the cradle with my elbow, setting it rocking beneath the rafters, in its creaking death sang a
lullaby, a stork trod through the mud, dressed in red, wearing red boots.\fn{ A note reads: There is a Ukrainian lullaby
about a stork tromping through the mud in “red boots,” referring to his bright red stork legs. Here, however, there is bitter irony in the
lullaby for a dead child, for the reference in this case is to Red Army soldiers .} Behind the chest I found a wax candle which

had brightened the faces of the whole family last Easter, and I crawled outside furtively, the worms that surfaced
after the rain unceasingly devoured the softened ground and the air smelled of pitch from the thresher, where last
year we had slaughtered a pig. And I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven and the first earth
had vanished, and there was no longer any sea.
I nibbled on the candle, a steam engine hooted at the station; in the valley, small birds hiding from a hawk
shook dust from the pussy willows, a fox stalked the legions of mice among the shrubs of marsh growth, nothing
harbingered fall, nor winter, nor spring, time split apart, only the wall of corn lamented against the window and
black leaves buried the river, pleading, “How long must we do penance before the fish.” The invisible right hand
of God scattered here a swarm of starlings onto shriveled plums, and there some sated rooks onto the road.\fn{ A
note reads: Starlings are garbage pickers, while black rooks, in folklore, are harbingers of death .} And I looked, and I heard an
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eagle calling with a loud cry as it flew in mid-heaven: “Woe, woe, woe to the inhabitants of the earth at the sound
of the remaining trumpets which the next three angels must now blow!” Near the station I gnawed some more on
the candle, bit through it and spat out the wick, bitter at the sooty end, with the back of my hand I rubbed the wax
from my teeth. The railway shed smelled of cow-dung, light filtered through a crack in the door onto the hands of
an old man who was eating a bit of crumbled bacon fat off his knife, onto a woman with a kerchief wound around
her knee and two toddlers in her arms. “Sausage makers came to our village,” she said, “my husband defended
himself with a pitchfork, and there he moldered. I managed to force my way through a window and escape into
the meadow, tearing headlong through the woods. I heard something panting at my back, the wolf almost on top
of me, I kicked with my feet, it tore at my skirt, the threads blackened on its teeth, my arms turned to cotton, the
children began crying, the wolf backed off into the shrubbery, this beast was more humane, oh Lord.” The old
man threw down the salted piece of skin, later I became fearfully thirsty, the old man told his tale: “I had dragged
myself over to the town, the village had gone belly up, and nobody to give it a Christian burial, I thought to beg a
piece of bacon from someone in the town, so that today a memorial could be sung and a cross be decked with an
embroidered linen, but it was just a dab of bacon, so they wouldn’t seal the grave, evil spirits, had we only known
to flee in the spring, but you’ve grown arthritic, old man, and everything is readied for you in the other world.”
The old man urged against begging for alms near the marketplace where, behind a paned window, two big louts
with white smocks over their uniforms leaned with their elbows on the counter, the shelves bent under hardened
lumps of sugar, under loaves sprinkled with caraway seeds, now and then people took gold from their bundles and
while one merchant weighed ornaments, another pulled herring by their tails from a small keg, flies swarmed to
the broth on the floor. The attic smelled of onions and mouse droppings, until midnight, while the bricks still
retained heat, I warmed myself against the chimney, on the barrack steps a puppy chewed at fleas and an old man
in glasses hunched over a table in the basement soldered and sealed the holes in the pots, with a handful of straw
he rubbed the sooty glass, every day the number of lanterns on the shelves increased and nobody asked for them.
In the middle of the night I took a candle from my waistcoat pocket, smelled it, and put a bit of the household
light on my teeth: the wax smelled of autumn apples, drove the shudders from my body. Once again the chimney
sighed with heavy indifference, once again the rascal wind rattled the topmost branches of the acacias, and once
again the little mice scampered for bits of onion in the moonlit nooks, and there wasn’t even a good cat to chase
them off! Somewhere from beyond the town came the crack of shot after shot, the army defeated the defenses put
up by the hungry villagers, and by morning a fire burned in the mine, smoke seeped from the earth piled around
the mine shaft, like the bitterness of ashes in a cold stove, in the pre-dawn light coal dust drifted over dried
wormwood, over an upturned pull-cart with its wheels in the air, over people who, shrugging their shoulders in
the chill and huddling against a rain squall under waterproof awnings, hurried to work at the sound of the siren.
Occasionally the flare of a match scratched by stone-scarred hands illuminated the muddy rainwater that ran down
the peaks of their caps, it’s here that Father rests, here is his unsung grave, I thought to myself, wanting to
resurrect fear through sorrow, so sweet death would remember me, no use, the black rains hammered down, a
bob-tailed puppy wedged itself under the roof overhang and whimpered, expecting a kick, the old man continued
to prepare the lanterns, covering the floor around the table with them, it seemed that people purposely rid
themselves of the sad quiet light, which was showered with rust and sputtered in the empty pot when the tradesman shook it by his ear.
My candle, grown dim from the dust cloud, was barely a reminder of home: a light sprinkle of rime on the
doorway sealed with twists of straw, Mother bringing in a vat of lye out of the freezing cold, salt crackling in the
crimson oven, and here an old lady out on the street untying a bundle and plucking at a loaf of bread, somehow
we’ll endure until the harvest, not sown by anyone, this sort of wheat springs up in the fields, I’ll crush the ears of
grain in the wash tubs, such a smell of groats will fill the room, it would be a sin not to live to see salvation. The
old lady went over to the well, drank some water, leaning, leaning, when suddenly, bump, she cracked her head
against the tub, next day they took away her body. After a while I lost my taste for herring, I would scrounge in
the ditch behind the merchant’s, pound the heads and tails on a rock, it was garbage and then you couldn’t drink
enough water, your stomach would bloat, to this day I cannot pray away the fear that sent goose bumps through
me when I took the bundle from the old lady’s dead hands, grasping, as if pulling me to her, blood gushed from
my nose, I heard someone hammering, the merchants had plastered their faces to the windowpanes, laughing, they
took me to an orphanage, there I chewed up the remains of the candle. Lord, terrible is Thy punishment. May your
loins be girded, and the lamps In your hands lighted. These days my grandson Pavlo is a bit dull-witted, afraid of
everything, rouses from a broken sleep, every Sunday his mother fixes him a sack of food for school, his father
used to deliver mineral fertilizer to an airplane, now angina is killing him, the earth swaddles the evil and the just,
the sated and the saints.
And a voice came to me last night: You will soon die, and an azure dove in a golden shower shall embrace the
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book with the seven seals with a sweep of its wings, extinguish the lamp and bear to the celestial altar the
testimony of the eve of the Great Judgement.
91.99 Always A Leader\fn{by Roksana Kharchuk (1964-

)}

Kiev, Kiev Oblast, Ukraine (F) 7

O. O. wakes up out of sorts. In spite of his orthopedic mattress, his bones are all out of joint. During the night
his vertebrae seem to have cut sharp teeth that are faintly tapping out in his body something along the lines of the
wake-up tune “Rise up, the Fatherland is calling on its son!” His vertebrae are painfully biting into his muscles.
The son of the fatherland turns from side to side. The fatherland becomes silent, and the unpleasant feelings in
his spine disappear, but this doesn’t make his mood any better. On the contrary, it becomes even fouler. Our hero
discerns beside the bed a tiny little newspaper with an even tinier acerbic mention of him—a giant of democracy
in the fatherland. It is hard for such a trifle to drive O. O. out of control. He stopped believing in the strength of
words and principles long ago, or to be more precise he never believed in them. The giant of democracy wields
them. He believes instead in the mastery of matter and the law of profit. In his opinion, truth depends on matter
and profit as directly as a feeling of well-being depends on a pair of comfortable shoes. For this reason O. O.
takes all criticism, even scandalous, with a smile and a squint.
Nothing more can harm him, only death. His death is far off. And this cheers him up. He palpates his heart,
stomach, and kidneys. All his organs are in their places. He listens to them. They are working without
interruption. What more can he want? Still his mood remains murky. Revulsion creeps through his digestive tract,
floods his rib cage, and crawls steeply up his throat. Tripping on his Adam’s apple, it catches on something under
his palate and squeezes out a spasm. O. O. belches loudly and feels better. His brain begins working more clearly.
His brain cells join together in supple pirouettes of thought. However, despite such neck-breaking gymnastics, not
one of them thinks itself out to the end. All his thoughts remain broken off. O. O. can’t make himself concentrate
on the main thing—he cannot discover the reason for his discomfort. Our hero is not used to discomfort. It annoys
him. Outer and inner harmony and a feeling of stable confidence in himself and his surroundings are as much a
given for him as air for a gray mediocrity.
And rightly so, for O. O. is not a random specimen in life that fertilizes the earth in vain or gratuitously
pollutes the sky. He belongs to the category of, no, not supermen, that smells bad. He belongs to the category of
leaders: responsible personalities, engendered by history and the very spirit of the masses—undirected, rebellious,
and therefore beautiful. O. O.’s imagination always associates the masses with a headstrong woman who needs to
be tamed, but not just any way—delicately. A coarse violation won’t do. That is what his intuition tells him.
Taming is a delicate matter. It breaks down into several phases: light flirtation, coming together, a promise, and as
an apotheosis—a cult of absolute trust. After taming, the script of the hit soap opera calls for apostasy, which has
countless shades and gradations, but is always self-justifying. Finally betrayal: not direct, but refined and
concealed. O. O. has an especially acute awareness of the womanliness of the masses when he is standing on a
platform and they are crowding around below him.
The leader of democracy in the fatherland cannot exist without or beyond a platform. The absence of an
elevation causes him intolerable suffering—chronic sensory torture. The platform is a necessary element of
taming. It is not only the brain that produces seductive words that flow like honey or menacing ones that burn
with the sacred flame of righteous indignation. It is also the elevation. The platform inspires. And it also conceals
the secret pocket in which the leader keeps his supply of masks. O. O. pulls them on with a magician’s dexterity
to the accompaniment of a recitative
“What do you need? Need a pretty boy, a gigolo? I have one! A flirtatious suitor, an unsurpassed seductor?
Help yourself! A showman? We can give you one! A steadfast defender, a knight in shining armor and superman?
With the greatest of pleasure.”
Under each mask, however, there always lurks a rapist and a traitor. The virtuosity and expertise lie in the fact
that the light-hearted fans of democracy never twig to the rape and treachery. The ones who do remain silent.
They don’t want to get their hands dirty. And so it should be. Words lull those who are quick to trust. Words warm
them and set them on fire, but gradually. In the final analysis, the wonderful, frenzied masses must be put into a
trance.
So far, O. O.’s slogan, “Mutual orgasm through mutual satisfaction!,” has produced brilliant results. Only some
hypothetical malefactor could maintain that this result is a consequence of a sexual culture that is low or even
absent among the people. O. O. is an outstanding theoretician. Even more, he discovered the theory whereby
words cast from the height of a platform are the bearers of orgasm and the gaping jaws of the masses are its
recipient. You may find oral sex disgusting, but in this case mutual pleasure justifies the method. This theory
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cannot be refuted logically: it is tied not to logic, but to experience. The masses will do anything for a moment of
oblivion. They deify the leader who makes them happy the way a penis does.
Politics as a form of sex. To O. O. this thesis is the music of the spheres, the poetry of a new age. He feels the
poetry of politics with every pore of his body. Politics is his last, and therefore his most passionate, love.
Romanticism? So be it! Romanticism is what distinguishes O. O. from other politicos, who lack not just poetic
imagination, but indeed any kind. That’s correct, you don’t blather about rights, you don’t give them or ask for
them, you take them. But not with a mortal grip! What for? Dearly beloved, rough terror is long past. These days
rights are taken easily and without force, as if in play: without threats or unnecessary fuss—elegantly, sportingly.
Not for O. O. machine-guns and cannon muzzles, much less concentration camps. He is a democrat, automatically
progressive, and an aesthete to boot. Anything unpolished, uncultured, or atavistic nauseates him. No wonder O.
O. has declared war on technological greediness and plebeian tastes on life’s every front: from daily life to the
social sphere, from the technology of shaving to the technology of atomic reactors. An ad campaign for a civilized
way of life has brought about fundamental changes in both the lives and the deaths of the rebellious masses, in
their musty psyches arid retrograde outlook. O. O.’s fellow citizens brush their teeth with ultrapowerful whitening
toothpastes, medicate themselves with soluble effervescent tablets, and wear hygienic single-use clothing and
footwear. They say that the teeth of the masses have almost all fallen out, so they end up brushing their gums.
They say that effervescent tablets do not relieve pain. They say that the clothing and footwear fall apart after a few
tries at intensive wearing. They say. But that’s not the point!
The masses are not supposed to deal with the problem of life. Life does not belong to them, neglected and
accidental as they are. Life belongs to the leaders and to those who have latched onto the leaders like leeches. The
masses are supposed to deal with the problem of death. The leader knows how to help them. He knows how to
relieve the accidental tourist on the road of life of his eternal fear of non-existence. People get stunned by their
very existence, as if by a rock on the head. Existence gets poisoned to make them renounce it voluntarily, having
acknowledged everything as insane and themselves as losers. A piece of bread is worth something, but whoever
grew it and baked it, shipped it and sold it, isn’t worth squat. What a downer. There’s something to smother your
fellow citizens with, to kill those who are fated at birth to be victims. The most effective way is to smother them
with their own hands within their own living space. No evidence, and no guilty parties, either. Obliterate the
evidence not indecently, but with love, with an appeal to an ideal that, as everyone knows, is never given without
victims.
O. O. is a humanitarian and a humanist. He feels the pain of loss and mourns the victims with all his
anatomical heart, but he himself has never been a victim and never will be.
“Always a leader! Never a victim!” is another of O. O.’s slogans. Unlike the first, though, it is a product of his
inborn nature, and not of evolution. O. O.’s genes are encoded for leadership. That is why, against all odds, our
hero has always remained up high or at least on the upward slope. He has never been afraid of heights. He has
always dreaded low points. Now he has settled, maybe not on the highest, but on a prominent knoll of fatherland
democracy. The mere awareness of this fact and its direct relevance to history, which judges a person roughly, on
the basis of an overall result to which thousands of nameless victims contributed, forgetting about such trifles as
the leader’s personal biography, fills him with pious trembling. A blessed atheist, the very embodiment of
undiscriminating history, O. O. clasps his hands for prayer, his eyelids lower sweetly, his lips whisper nearly
inaudible words—a prayer for the universal triumph of democracy in his likeness.
It is difficult to hear, but the dominant word “movement” is repeated some ten times. It’s clear: he has to move.
Where? Why, forward! The leader of the democracy tries to look out into the distances to which he is calling, but
his eyes come up against a wall.
“No problem,” he decides, “there has to be something behind the wall. That’s why the people’s move, move,
move towards democracy is relentless.”
Indeed, the water-closet is behind the wall. He has to move towards that too, and fast. O. O. proudly raises his
head, straightens his stiff legs in a picturesque way and briskly gets up: just a boy, and not a statesman! His feet
hit his slippers like a bull’s-eye, on his first try. How symbolic. That’s how the owner of the slippers hits his foes.
O. O. steps into the lavatory with self-assurance. The sacred ritual of his morning toilet begins. The leader
delicately lathers his well-groomed face. It hasn’t been trained to suffer—it is always self-satisfied. O. O. can’t
help admiring himself: what a good-looking man he is, straight off the cover of a fashion magazine. It’s a fact. As
he admires himself, the leader trains his gaze in the mirror; it’s supposed to be gentle, humane, and at the same
time firm: not like flint, but like a nut, and his smile—it’s supposed to be aristocratically understated, without any
cheap tricks. When he shaves, O. O. uses the most up-to-date blades, creams, lotions, and perfumes. It’s no
wonder his wife jokingly calls him a perfume counter—the expensive smells trail after him everywhere, like the
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train of a gown: it’s not just his hands that are clean, everything’s clean. His intentions are no exception. The
leader lathers them and rinses them off thoroughly as well.
His intentions waft freshness.
The clatter of spoons and coffee things makes its way to O. O.’s ear. The smell of fresh coffee and hot toast
makes its way to his nose. The democratic leader can sense the attractiveness of life. He hums involuntarily a
song from his distant but unforgotten youth:
“Oh, what a colonel he was! Ah, what a man he was!”
O. O. is a bit surprised that he is singing in Russian. Democracy, however, respects all national minorities. A
matter of principle. There! O. O. delicately dries his physiognomy, which is glowing with pleasure, with a towel
fluffy as a cat. One last look in the mirror, and O. O. stiffens.
A stranger’s mocking eyes are moving in on him from the upper right-hand corner of the mirrored surface. A
sadistic question is stirring in the eyes:
“So, dem-lead, you’re all set to purge your plebeian little soul with the help of cosmetics? Why, the plebeian
condition has eaten its way into your bones. You live by it. You breathe it. It’s your way of life. And no one chooses their way of life. They are born with it. And don’t curse your peasant origins, the lack of a proper upbringing,
or the poverty you grew up in. What does the poetic village have to do with it, with its unpoetic piles of manure,
impenetrable mud, and eternal moonshine? There are people there, too. It’s just that you’ve never been a person.
You were and still are manure, the bottom of the pile. There’s nothing worse than a plebe who seizes power.
Rule!”
For all his aquiline nature, O. O. is not accustomed to such attacks. He convulses, as though from an electrical
shock. How disgusting! He hastily shoves his dirty laundry into the washing machine. The observant eyes are
gone. Shell-shocked, the democratic leader looks in the mirror. Hallucinations? He’s seen those eyes somewhere.
Yesterday. No, the day before yesterday. That’s it, the eyes live one floor down and belong to a neighbor of O.
O.’s—a sickly teacher who has, as the leader rightly noted, unlawful pupils slipping in to her place every day.
Private lessons in a private apartment—now there’s an under-the-table business, it’s criminal! O. O. impetuously
wrings the air’s neck. He is tirelessly and constantly wracking his high-brow brains for a way of nailing moonlighters like that, pinning them to the wall of survival. O. O. is not disturbed by the fact that his neighbor doesn’t
get paid for months at a time, even though democracy does in fact provide for payment for work. He demands a
full, true sacrifice, not a cheap little fake. His feelings as a secret rapist have been wounded to the core. O. O.
cannot tolerate someone managing unaided to obtain even a millimeter of their own uncontrolled living space.
And this one—why, she’s a big fat nothing, so fat you can’t draw one any fatter. They’re all spoiled! They
think democracy is a private business. They’re learning, they’re never satisfied. They want to turn the world
upside down. They’re looking for a place to stand on. Learn, bless you, but there are things that hold this world up
that you cannot learn: dexterity, swindling, opportunism, inborn DIPLOMACY! The witch, she must have thought
up a way of spying through the waste pipes.
Whereupon O. O. gets a hold of himself, sensing the absurdity of such an assumption. A pause occurs in his
monologue. Still, what explanation is there for the paranormal phenomenon that he has just seen? After all, O. O.
isn’t a mystic or a charlatan, even though he has taken a few classes in hypnosis. Hypnosis in politics, that’s the
highlight of the show! O. O. is a civilized and educated person. Therefore, first the sources of this strange story
have to be found, then the facts have to be arranged in their historical interrelation, and then everything will
become clear. The leader saw these eyes the day before yesterday. There is no doubt about it. The exhausted O. O.
came home from work. He parked his fancy car, nobly entered the lobby, and aristocratically smoked an
unplebeian cigarette while waiting for the elevator. It looks like a real pigsty, but O. O. prefers not to notice this.
Puffing on his cigarette, the light kind, for his lungs, the leader got on the elevator.
A shadow slipped in after him. At first he didn’t realize what it was: there was only one feeble little lamp
flashing in the elevator, a night-light in a smoke-filled house. After a while the leader could see the teacher and
greeted her politely, blowing expensive smoke in her washed-out face. Whereupon she, instead of giving him a
friendly nod, looked him up and down and hissed,
“You can tell a gentleman by his boots. What a plebe!”
O. O. didn’t have a chance to figure out what a gentleman and boots had to do with each other, because the
elevator stopped and the teacher disappeared. Once he was home, as he undressed, the leader carefully examined
his snobbish white sheepskin coat—not a stain—and gave his shoes a close looking-over too—they shone, as if
they had just come from the store—and there wasn’t a scratch on his smooth attache case.
“What’s this crap?” the leader asked himself. “Why a plebeian? The bitch is obviously out of her mind.”
Still, the unpleasant incident must have made a painful impression on our hero’s subconscious.
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O. O. has heard a lot about psychoanalysis and so has figured out the crux of the matter. His subconscious has
never been able to come to terms with the fact that democracy, especially the post-colonial kind, smells only too
strongly of the plebeian condition. O. O. demands aristocratism and respectability: he does not understand that the
main thing in aristocratism was not the external gloss, but the code of honor. Even the bourgeois manner that he
adopted back in his youth—first he had been a socialist functionary, and then later a leader in a market society,
there wasn’t much difference—became his essence, but also strictly externally. For all his moral helplessness, he
desperately craves blue blood. The leader is persecuted by the image of his mother bent over her vegetables—a
sign of poverty. The stooped peasant woman torments him in terrible, frightening dreams. He fears poverty—he
suffers from the complex of a lumpen who has seized power. He identifies power with the full trough from which,
as a child, he had fed the hog, sow, and young pig—the family’s only wealth.
No one, not even his own wife, has any idea of the horrible split personality that has lodged in O. O.’s
skeleton. For the very purpose of softening the split the leader bought himself an orthopedic mattress and an
exercise machine for special exercises to prevent splitting of the being, and built a personal swimming pool, not
with his own money, of course, but with democratic funds. What a person won’t do for the sake of saving
democracy!
The leader has one other therapeutic toy—a cell-phone. Without it, O. O.’s ears don’t work at all. There, even
now he is spasmodically squeezing the handset, which, as if in spite, remains silent.
O. O. sadly goes up to the exercise machine and even more sadly stretches once or twice. It isn’t easy, but he
does manage to touch the aristocratic part of his being to the plebeian or rather democratic one. Glumly he heads
for the kitchen. For the umpteenth time this morning his spirits fall. In the kitchen the leader openly lets his
irritation out, accusing his wife of setting the table in a plebeian manner, not pouring the coffee the right way, and
starching the tablecloth incompetently. Although O. O. is in the mood for everything to be wrong, to some extent,
nonetheless, he is right. Indeed, the same kind of democratic disorder reigns in his home as in the country, too,
whose fate the leader decides. Here there are countless beautiful things, but somehow all of them are mismatched,
because they have been accumulated without thought. There is no interest here in beautiful things, which, as a
rule, were either given as gifts or bought with easy money. For this reason with time they became ugly. The leader
probably can’t explain what all these things had been useful for. Unless they’re for the sake of self-affirmation. A
caricature? But such is a leader’s fate.
O. O. hardly has any breakfast: he gulps some coffee, has a bite of toast, and gets up. He’ll finish breakfast at
work—in a more refined setting. The leader of the democracy hastily thanks his wife, stores away the witticism
on his lips for his future memoirs, and quickly gets away. O. O. doesn’t like his home. Not enough of an audience.
And then—there’s no platform. And so—faster, for his fix. The leader is driven to his platform by the same
craving that drives an addict to his narcotics. In his car, O. O. feels confident and upbeat. He lights up, he turns
the steering wheel—he’s an ace driver—and he’s on his way! Out of habit, he presses the knob on his radio.
Cheerful sounds resound through the car accompanied by even more cheerful words:
“I’m a stylish guy, I have a good time by myself, I don’t love anyone, as a fellow I’m exotic, as an egoist a
classic.”
O. O. clicks his gearshift to the beat of the dumb little song. Stupid tears head for his eyes. What a joy it is to
realize that Ukrainization is taking over the masses through show business.
“The show is the future of the whole world,” O. O. decides.
Therefore, driving up to the luxurious building in which party members once ruled and which now accommodates the secretariat of the democratic party and one of the many mythical charitable funds, ugly hatchlings of the
new age, he doesn’t turn off the plebeian music. Preoccupied, he doesn’t notice that he has gone through a red
light and almost run down a man who looks like a pensioner. The man jumps backs to the sidewalk at the last
moment. He’s not a pensioner, but an opera singer who, unfortunately, hasn’t been able to undergo a perestroika
because he has no feeling for the needs of the market and doesn’t know how to satisfy them and is therefore
continuing fulfilling his destiny singing arias. The “stylish guy” cuts the creative has-been’s musical ear, but at the
same time keeps him from falling under the wheels of victorious democracy. The man sees the boorish car off
with a minor look in every register. A rich tenor unexpectedly sings out,
“Plee-ee-eebe!”
The opera singer takes fright. O. O. doesn’t hear the singing: he is just driving through the automatic gate.
The gate drops at the very moment when one of the plebes sung out in the rich tenor is trying to squeeze
through past the car.
“Not allowed,” the gate tells the “plee-ee-eebe.”
Who, catching on, turns into the mutt Zhuchka—a pedigreed plebe. Zhuchka yelps cheerfully, wags her tail,
and runs to Auntie Mania, who is selling hot patties some twenty meters from the democratic residence. Zhuchka
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hopes that kindly Mania will give her something, but she is cruelly mistaken. Auntie Mania’s activities do qualify
as charitable. The profits from the patties are designated for the victims of Chornobyl and thus are also partially
tax-exempt, but she doesn’t throw the patties around left and right. They are subject to a strict accountability.
Auntie Mania gives out free patties exclusively to democrats and herself. While Zhuchka, besides her democratic
lineage, doesn’t have the slightest notion of democracy. Could that help her soften up democratic Auntie Mania,
whom her very own fellow tradespeople call the Monster behind her back? Of course it couldn’t.
Going up the wide carpeted steps, O. O. hums “I’m a stylish guy” under his nose, but all the same it comes out
“Oh, what a colonel he was!”
“Now that’s catchy. But why the colonel, and not the guy? Apparently my age is showing,” the leader
determines self-critically as he greets his super-secretaries and jokes with them: O. O. has gained renown for his
humane-ness both within and beyond government circles. The secretaries freeze in random poses like models at a
fashion show.
Faith is responsible for the telephone, Hope—for coffee, and Charity—for visitors. O. O. throws his first
instructions at Hope and his second at Faith, while asking Charity to please wait. He pushes open the door to his
office energetically, taking his coat off as he goes, adjusts his tie automatically, and smoothes his already perfect
hair. O. O.’s every move is reflected in a huge mirror installed along the entire wall of the office. If desired, this
office can also be used as a dance hall, a bistro, a casino, or even a public washroom, if, of course, the floor and
the other walls are set with hygienic tiles.
O. O. sinks in his chair, lights up, and gets down to business. He looks through his organizer. Like his desk, the
leader’s organizer is divided into two parts. The first concerns public, government business. The second—
personal. Even a dummy like Uncle Fedia, the perpetually drunken little democratic steward who moonlights as a
carpenter, locksmith, sanitary technician, and librarian, would notice the obvious disproportion right away. O. O.
has seventy percent more personal business than government. However, Uncle Fedia knows that that is how this
sorry life is arranged. How can you get around it? A leader of a democracy needs a life too. And a better and
merrier one than Uncle Fedia. Fedia needs a bottle. The leader, a hundred. Fedia needs vodka. The leader, cognac.
Anyone who doesn’t understand this is an idiot. Right on, Uncle Fedia. We understand, don’t worry.
While O. O. is poring over his notes, Hope appears carrying a tray in her hands. Moving like a professional
waitress, she sets out on the desk everything democracy can offer at this time. There is no need for an
enumeration. The citizens know for themselves what their democracy can offer. The coffee break plus breakfast
takes place under the searchlight of Hope’s radiant inviting smile. O. O. feels it: democracy cannot help conquering. He decides to finish his coffee while talking on the telephone.
And here a calamity occurs: reaching for the receiver, O. O. knocks over the cup. The coffee splashes out right
onto his trousers. Prominent stains cry out,
“Plebe!”
The leader of our democracy has an important meeting planned for today with the leader of another
democracy, a woman leader to be precise. How can he fall flat on his face in the mud? O. O. looks at his watch:
the minutes remaining before his meeting are numbered. He won’t have time to send someone for clean trousers.
How many times he has thought of setting up a wardrobe at the office, but never got around to it. And now there
you are! He summons Hope. Hope, on seeing the stains, almost faints. She swears that had she known, she would
have drunk that damned coffee herself, but it’s too late now. Hope leaves the leader before he can fly off the
handle and let out some not very leaderly words. Instead, Faith appears. That’s who can find a way out of any
situation! In fact, Faith is holding clean trousers in her hands. In O. O.’s opinion, they are not aesthetically
pressed. But Faith insists that the leader will look more democratic in trousers like these. For the pants are the
property of the part-time carpenter, locksmith, sanitary technician, and librarian Uncle Fedia. O. O. is reluctant,
but he has to agree. He has no choice. Charity reminds him that the time of the meeting is inexorably approaching: the foreign democrats are already at the door. The general mobilization in the house of democracy touches
more than just the suddenly sobered Uncle Fedia, who is melancholically pondering the high honor his trousers
have attained. His late mother was wrong. Maybe not her son, but at least his trousers will rise through the ranks!
Meanwhile O. O. looks himself over critically in the mirror and decides that for most of the meeting he will be
seated behind his desk. He will hide his legs, with their overly democratic trousers, beneath it. But the very next
minute he has to get up and go out into the center of the office—guests ought to be met hospitably. O. O. extends
greetings confidently. Ringing in his voice is an unsimulated, but measured, joy that the interpreter imitates to the
finest nuance. With an elegant gesture our leader asks the other democrats to make themselves at home. He
bestows an elegant kiss on the woman leader’s hand, but for some reason she wrinkles her nose. Could she be a
feminist? O. O. doesn’t get flustereed: in an instant he clasps her hand. He even seems to want to give her a
friendly pat on the shoulder, but saves this gesture for later, once protocol runs out.
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The woman leader smiles amicably. For some reason, however, her gaze keeps riding down to the lapel of our
leader’s burgundy jacket. This disturbs O. O. He pretends it doesn’t, very ably, actually. Finally in a brief interval
between mutual smiles he manages to have a look at his lapel. He is horrified to see a speck of dandruff on the
burgundy background. The speck moves as if it were alive. In a ray of sunlight it is dancing a wild boogiewoogie, chanting,
“Plebe! Plee-eebe!”
This can’t be. Our leader does not believe his eyes, because he washed his hair today using a shampoo with a
label that insisted it would rid the purchaser of plebeian dandruff. O. O. grinds his teeth maliciously, but to the
point: the other democrats are just asking ours about obstacles to the democratization process on site. The meeting
goes into a tailspin: the interpreter can’t keep up interpreting our democrats for the others and vice versa. O. O.
offers the interpreter a rest. In his opinion, fraternal Slavic languages don’t require interpretation anyway:
everything is just as clear without words.
The meeting is entering the stage of informal socializing. The leader of our democracy offers his guests a
drink. Naturally, this is a necessity, not a whim. Why, one has to have some way of easing the tension evoked by
the discussion. The other democrats do not refuse. Hope appears in the doorway. She is assisted by Faith and
Charity. The modest drinks threaten to grow into lunch, but that isn’t on the agenda. The other democrats still
have a slew of serious meetings. Ours, a pile of current business. The sorrow of parting is no less warm than the
joy of meeting. The distance between the two democracies has become significantly shorter. The woman leader of
the other democrats is no longer taking notice of the lapels on the jacket of the leader of our democracy. This is a
success. With no exaggeration.
When the last door closes behind the last of the democrats, O. O. can loosen his tie. The next loosening is
marked by the next glass. Not a drop is spilled from it. The leader of our democracy groans with satisfaction and
instinctively sniffs his sleeve with relish to help the drink go down. The mirrored wall obediently reflects this
movement—O. O. freezes, then shrinks back. How many times in the course of the day has the plebe closed in on
him!
“I’ll smash him,” he decides excitedly.
But the plebe isn’t one to scare easily. The reflection curls its lips, sneers, and points its index finger right at
the leader:
“Government business has been attended to, but what about your own, eh?”
O. O. gratefully squeezes his double’s hand: he has almost forgotten that he is supposed to inspect several
important sites of democracy this afternoon—a cooperative garage, two gas stations, and a pocket-sized nuclear
power plant. The latter is a pet project of O. O.’s because, just like the leader himself, it belongs to the modern,
new generation. O. O. gives specific instructions to Faith, Hope, and Charity and drives away in the direction of x,
y, and z.
The plebe has no unpleasant surprises at the secret sites. Everything goes smoothly. Late in the afternoon,
however, O. O. is surprised once more, this time almost agreeably. As he calmly drives up to his building, a
fantastic tableau opens before his eyes. Teenagers have jammed O. O.’s courtyard. They are gathered in clusters
and talking animatedly. Before the leader can brake about ten air-heads with dyed hair rush towards him. They are
hailing the leader enthusiastically. O. O. smiles one smile after another. Who wouldn’t be moved by young love?
But the air-heads suddenly stop in their tracks. With obvious disappointment, one of them whines,
“It’s not him!”
What does she mean, not him? O. O. feels wounded. How is he, an old democrat, tried and tested in electoral
campaigns, supposed to know that a fashionable recording studio has been in operation for a month now on the
first floor of his building and that fans of the country’s own show business gather in his very own courtyard
several times a week to wait for some pop idol?
O. O. doesn’t give up and keeps smiling at his country’s youth. But the young people do not react to his
gesture of good faith in any way at all. The democratic leader decides that they can’t recognize him because it’s
dark. He takes one more step towards the young people and waves his hand paternally. In answer to which he
hears:
“Hey man, are you the leader? What do you play—rock, pop, ja-a-aazz?”
Without missing a beat O. O. grunts, “Ja-a-aazz!”
“Then beat it, pops, that’s not our style.”
At this moment another car rolls into the courtyard. The crowd of fans spontaneously surges towards it. A head
pops out of the door. A shock wave of young voices nearly knocks the leader of the democracy off his feet. The
crowd is going wild:
“Tolia! Tolia! We love you! Give us Stylish Guy!”
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Buttons click on tape recorders; live voices join in. The courtyard starts stamping, shouting, and jumping. The
familiar tune booms like a bombshell. The situation becomes clear. No one is paying any attention to the stunned
democrat.
O. O. stamps his feet beside his car. He’s coming to his senses. A cassette starts playing in his brain:
“Find out this guy’s name. Put in a rush nomination for a state award. Why, he’s doing more for Ukrainization
than the whole Academy of Sciences! That’s when young people will recognize me and give me their votes. Youth
is power!”
O. O. is thrilled to have coined his next slogan and contentedly lights a cigarette.
“Let them have their fun. The plebeians always want bread and circuses. So what? I can guarantee them a
show for the rest of their lives. Easy.”
The leader of the democracy jostles his way to his door. He did not anticipate that the smoke from the chic
cigarette would leave a brush-like plebian trail behind him.
It is a ladies’ cigarette.
91.109 Necropolis\fn{by Taras Prokhasko (1968-
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Marcus Mlynarsky was writing:
“It may turn out for all of you that the sense of your existences and of all being is recombination. The creation
of a text by way of a series of enduring genetic recombinations. Recombinations that through countless attempts,
an infinity of uncertain displacements, should lead to a concrete structure that someone has conceived. Perhaps
that is how God’s Epiphany (Manifestation) is supposed to occur. Or it could be that the most essential
recombination is rhetorical. Perhaps in the end, too, there should be the word. And we select it, adapt to it, pronouncing and rejecting texts that are not it. The same with plasticity. We change space; we replace one space with
another as we move. It is not known what movement or what deed may turn out to be decisive, what selection of
simultaneous world movements will create the space that will stop everything, so that the stasis of eternity may
endure in such a configuration.”
At this point Marcus himself should have stopped, but he kept writing, violating his own calculations:
“The only problem is becoming conscious of the totality of recombinations, connecting and joining
simultaneous discrete tropisms into one (really single) system, a closed system, where the cause of anything is not
just anything else or the combination of the two, but the unembraceable state and juxtaposition of all the other
elements not just at a discrete moment in time, but also in their stratification, their accumulation since the
beginning of time itself.”
Before this Mlynarsky had not written anything other than a philosophical treatise that could not end. Actually
the treatise turned into a chronicle. Along with contemplation of utterly concrete daily events were distilled such
abstract ontological reflections that only Marcus himself would be able to recreate what had been done on the
basis of the chronicle of what had been pondered.
It is true that besides the treatise he also had a diary that lay on the desk beside the window that looked out on
the enclosed courtyard, in which Marcus wrote only what he saw in the course of the day through that very
window. (Despite the almost complete inactivity in the yard and the absolute absence of what the man in the street
calls living nature, as well as Marcus’s strict taboo against recording in his diary any reflections or associations
that would somehow lead away from the space delimited by the buildings closing in around the courtyard, Marcus
nonetheless saw so much every day that work on his diary deprived him of a bit of the time when he already felt
very much like sleeping; some of the entries therefore had something of a somnabulous flavor; thus during one
nocturnal drinking bout in the kitchen Mlynarsky undertook to make his daily entry in the presence of his friends,
telling them about the nature of his diary and even reading a few fragments—not the ones he liked best, nor the
ones he thought were the most interesting, but opening the notebook a few times with his eyes closed; his friends
were taken not so much with the entries as with the very idea of pinning down the mutability of changelessness
and modeling a variety of interesting variations at length, and then they imperceptibly moved on to other topics,
but when they gathered a few days later without Mlynarsky, they agreed in all seriousness to use various discreet
means to bring about at least some kind of events in Marcus’s courtyard, and even though the game did not last
long, at that very time there appeared in the diary such chimeric realia, each of which could evolve into a story,
that Marcus decided to write a novel, unifying them with some sort of plot.)
The novel Mlynarsky conceived was to be titled Necropolis (city of the dead). Let'’s say a group of people who
don’t know one another buy at an auction plots in an as yet nonexistent cemetery. These people have long since
lost any interest in normal life in the city, lost their friends and acquaintances, are left without their families, all of
their real ties to the city have worn away, they are lonely, poor, superfluous, they are barely alive, they don’t want,
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nor do they know how, to live like most people, while the majority has a fierce dislike for their primitive life style,
once they break down the majority simply stops taking any notice of them, which is actually why they have all
taken such a bold step, to ensure at least the external forms of this world for their other-worldly life. Having taken
the step, however, they are afraid both of what they have done and of themselves—perhaps it is precisely this fear,
combined with a secret wish to make it even stronger (one way or another, it is still a life experience, a heightened
existence) and with a striving to wrest themselves from the Rule of Fear here at least, that forces each of them to
come to the cemetery once, then again and again, hiding from chance witnesses and later from one another as
well, gradually getting used to their own plots, their own land, gradually taking there more and more of what
binds them to life—they are already secretly acquainted, it is an odd form of socializing, but already an
intrinsically valuable one: avoiding and yearning for one another, watching and hiding, studying drawings, plans,
itineraries, habits, directions, customs, and preferences, finally declaring yourself, knowing you’re being watched,
possibly from several viewpoints, pretending you don’t know, but in such a way as to let them understand that you
know more than is even possible, entering the increasingly complex intersections of this widely acknowledged
game—it will then inevitably happen that somewhere, sometime two will not pass by each other, they open up to
each other, for them this is a happiness that has an intolerable effect on anyone spying on them, they unmask
themselves and they unmask others, the most timid ones—they start to establish their places and in time it is more
like a cooperative building common, and finally the semantics of a cemetery wears off; they carry their habits
over here, they themselves move, for the first time they cultivate a niche of some sort for them-selves, suiting
only their own tastes—they are convinced of their mutual affection and compatibility—more and more means of
communication appear—but they are still destructured as personalities, each of them burdened by habits that, until
recently, were an imitation of sense, they are deprived of the kind of experience that would go beyond the limits
of their own experience of emptiness (experience of their own emptiness), they haven’t kept up with the
development of terminology and nomination, it is important for them to think with words and concepts, their
feelings exceed significantly the opportunities for expressing those feelings—somebody concludes that they need
to become a chamber orchestra—instruments are distributed according to the seating arrangement in the orchestra,
but they sit according to the layout of their plots—trading plots (certain constant pairings have emerged, and
circles for which the question of being immediate neighbors is of fundamental importance), and trading
instruments, but that doesn’t matter, because in the beginning no one knows how to play anything—they now
occupy themselves mainly with uninterrupted rehearsals of funeral marches—they are sufficiently emptied and
sufficiently avid for something better to gain fairly quickly a dilettantish mastery of their instruments (even
considering all their trading of them). For some time the marches satisfy them, but before long that turns out not
to be enough.
There is among them one composer manque, who is in fact the one who conducts the orchestra and trains the
musicians. He is charged with writing something appropriate. For the composer this is the first real event, his first
chance to become a real composer, and he tries long and hard to compose, but the world of the cemetery is
ephemeral, and the composer is good and refined, whereas his talent is illusory, nonetheless he brings some
music. It’s Mozart, a symphony, which the composer has copied out by hand at the library, containing only the
parts for the instruments they have in their orchestra. Everyone really likes the music, and everyone has learned
their part with no difficulty, yet their joint performance is appalling. They all lack lightness, abandon, and a
capacity to hear intonations. They all lack freedom.
Mlynarsky decided that his novel would not have any concrete time framework or any overly specific
characteristics of any period of time. Even the genesis of events would have to be eroded in time. There would be
no features of everyday life that could belong to anyone single decade. Nor any stylistic markers in the writing
that would hint at any decade any more persuasively than designation of a year. No clear or detailed psychological
portraits beyond the deeds of the protagonists. And the logic by which the novel would unfold would be the logic
of the inseparability of the next deed on the basis of those previously done, with the next ones determined by the
previous ones only in such a way whereby the previous ones repeatedly block off the ways of choice, simply
filling up any free moves. This irrational logic is the logic of accessible possibility. He would love this weakness
of his characters. He would break off lines to return to them after some time in order for this time to pass by; in
the lines there would be drops, unevennesses, and gaps behind which it would not be possible to trace in which
ones anything could have happened. He wouldn’t know much about his protagonists, and he’d have to make
things up to fill in what he didn’t know. They would have to talk to themselves. He would introduce into the text a
few microscopic viruses that would take advantage of the unforeseen possibilities of his text to pull them out of
the text and reproduce, rising up on them as who knows what once they were outside the text.
Mlynarsky had even thought up a very elegant ending for his novel. He would introduce himself into the text
and become one of the plot owners, one of the musicians in the orchestra. He would remain himself with all his
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efforts to tell this very story, and the novel itself would then be the author’s story of his writing a novel about
events in which he was an equal participant. And at the very end he would reveal himself to be author—observer,
that is, the real Mlynarsky. This would, of course, be a directed virus. And a very interesting virus that would be
able to alternate variously the view from the novel, the view into the novel, and the view within the novel.
It was around that time that the first musings on recombination turned up in Mlynarsky’s endless treatise. And
the day that in the courtyard (according to his diary entries) the rain began, with the chestnuts and the chrysanthemums that had been thrown to the ground starting to wilt from their lower petals, that day Marcus was writing:
“The main indication of all combinations is their limitlessness. The classification lists of the components of a
particular combination, as also the separation of the combination itself, are conditional. Combinations are open
systems into which any adjoining elements can be introduced infinitely. Everything can be reduced to one
combination.”
Mlynarsky wasn’t in the least troubled by his disordered phrases. He was delighted to give half-accidental,
half-weighed expressions the opportunity to draw unexpected and unforeseen motifs, associations, and chips off
nearby constructions into the text. In this way the phrases reminded Marcus of the circles on the water when you
drop in a stone. Only in Mlynarsky’s imagination the film of his vision was projected in reverse—the circles came
together from the periphery towards the center, increasingly dense and tight, until the stone burst out from under
the water, bringing up with it a whole sphere, rising up in a flowing trajectory, losing its aureole of moisture, and
visibly drying off. At this point Marcus cut off the vision to allow for multiplicity in the last stage of the
trajectory.
Marcus Mlynarsky was all the more shocked by the course of the spontaneous recombinations with which his
conceived novel had meanwhile come to seethe. He noticed odd changes in his concept once, then again and
again, and in time he had to admit that all his variants had turned out to be lethal (they weren’t even capable of
being refined). Instead one single line had come to dominate, one that was not an involuntary expression, but the
result of uncontrolled recombinations of separate fragments, phrases, sketches, spoken lines, features Marcus
agreed to follow all the ins and outs of its logic.
But the logic held fast to one dogma: the residents of Necropolis could not be buried in their places, Necropolis
should not become a cemetery. They would therefore all have to be taken from the city and killed. This would be
almost impossible, because they had not left the city even individually practically since childhood. All that was
left was a hot-air balloon. (This was a very important turn. It was only here, reaching the turn time and again, and
returning to its start, that Mlynarsky became convinced of what finally led him to the definitive Necropolis. It’s
true that the definitive Necropolis took place much later, but for the time being Marcus understood the meaning of
fate, chance, relativity, and everything connected with them.
A passage from the treatise:
“The essence of both fate and chance is one and the same—the accumulation of the sequences of the
recombinations produced by the very process of recombination. And this is irreproducibility …”
It was just this kind of irreproducibility that the balloon, the montgolfier, turned out to be. They were now on
their second flight. The first time, their irrational orchestra had flown in order to play its Mozart there, on a small
patch of uncertain terra firma firmament, in a state lighter than air, rid of all its earthly fears, complexes, habits,
manias, neuroses, and doubts. Existential music. Naturally, they succeeded, naturally, only once, only there. It is
clear how aroused they were when they returned. It was an ecstasy, a euphoria, an explosion, a shock, a trance, a
dissolution, and a condensation. Of course they had no interest in the panic that had engulfed the city, the perturbation of the authorities, the work of the experts, the introduction of a curfew and martial law, the patrols in the
marketplace, the guards on the roofs of public and government buildings, the posts at the exits from the city, or
the ban on public gatherings. Nor did they know anything about the city’s biggest sensation—a few of the most
up-to-date cannon had been brought into the city. The second and last flight was even more understandable. The
music that came about as they flew could not be recreated on earth. Therefore the second flight was one of despair
and hope, a new dimension, a last chance, revenge, and scorn. It was a physiological dependency. It was entirely
to be expected (and there is nothing symbolic about it) that they flew off without an anchor, with no ballast (the
little bags of sand had been thrown out back at the level of the lowest trees), loaded with musical instruments, and
the only indication of any foresight at all was an uncorked bottle of cherry brandy. It was also justified for the
commodore of the outermost cannon outpost to give orders to destroy with fire the odd, incomprehensible flying
machine that hung at the edge of the city in a westerly direction (having flown over the city beforehand at a height
from which nothing remained inaccessible to special optics), and from which spread sounds that resembled
broadcasts on a closed radio frequency. The only mistake that the special commission found was the complete
destruction of the machine, which made it absolutely impossible for the experts to arrive at any conclusions …
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Mlynarsky was almost convinced that no one in the hot-air balloon had had a chance to notice either the
cannonade or the actual hit. Unless the Composer, who was a good composer, was able to sense how badly their
orchestra needed a percussion section, which everyone had rejected as a sign of being uncultivated.
The hot-air balloon had been assembled haphazardly, with one part of the largest basket being matched up to
another in the attic of the two-story house that was the home of the only woman among the owners of Necropolis.
Lacking any notion of practicality or technical imagination whatsoever, in assembling the balloon they had
created a few times something so absurd that it was initially taken to be an apparatus for performing very
specialized and secret operations. But when the balloon finally happened (and that was what was lying disassembled in the trunk), no one had to say a single word in order to draw up a common indisputable plan.
The house had once belonged to a well-known traveler and describer of flora. Every year he would wander by
himself, taking the riskiest routes, leaving his little daughter behind unsupervised. He would return when the first
snow fell, loaded down with dried objects, and he always led or carried home with him a variety of lizards, birds,
and animals, while losing or leaving behind a portion of his expensive gear because he was so loaded down. He
would spend the whole winter sitting in his study, elaborating the materials from his expedition. His daughter
would bring him breakfast and supper, empty his ashtrays, water the flowers in the solarium, and feed every living
thing. She was allowed to look at anything in the study, laboratory, library, and attic, where collections were
stored, along with equipment for the next expedition, which he would buy up when he drove out at lunch time to a
restaurant. In time she became more and more immersed in the object of her father’s research, helping him
compile lists and copy-editing what he had typed. By the last years she knew everything, even the details of his
planned routes. Nothing else was of interest to her. She was sure that her father had not become a collaborator. He
had simply refused to give up his travels and academic activities upon the arrival of the new regime. She realized
how abnormal her feeling of guilt was for that spring trip to the coast, during which her father, having submitted
the report from his last expedition for publication, was arrested, released, and buried, and not saved in the best
hospital. Since then she had been on her own. No one interfered with the house, publishers sent money, and no
one came to see her until the orchestra’s second rehearsal, which she offered to hold at her place. After that they
never looked for any other place to rehearse; somebody from the orchestra would often stay late, somebody would
spend the night, sometimes they would come individually, or in pairs, sometimes they would all be there, coming
one after another, and then they would disperse in the most varied possible order.
She did not live in poverty, she lived amid a luxury that was completely useless. But those accumulations of
things—books, clothing, tools, instruments, plants, weapons, equipment—made up an exotarium that could exist
as a separate world, and in it one could exist autonomously from the world, without feeling a lack of impressions,
phenomena, enumerations, names, secrets, or adventures. There was not even enough time to do an accurate
classification of that world. On the other hand there was too much space—walls, stairs, halls, doors, inside
windows, furniture, and paintings comminuted the space of the house into an interminability of sub, para, super,
trans, and inters paces that did not lose their capacity for flowing into one another, or out of one another, and that
were unclosed, did not have a solid border, and changed from the slightest rearrangement of objects.
Now the animals did not lend themselves to any kind of training. They simply loved her and needed neither
cages nor restraints. She recognized them by the way the floor squeaked—the length, weight, and speed of each
animal’s steps brought its own melody out of the hardwood. This was made more complex by the fact that every
single floorboard emitted its squeak according to a pattern that also belonged to it alone, often not concurring with
the direction in which a body was moving along the floor and being more reminiscent of studies laid out on a
chessboard. She recognized each of them by its hypertrophied likeness in the shadow that passed on the ceiling of
the study, which was transformed into a sphere by the play of insufficient lighting, seeping through the frosted
glass into the hall. She would lose the most significant part of her consciousness when she had a cold and her
sense of smell was out of order. She experienced the sweaters she found in closets like flirtations, like chance,
fleeting contacts. Sometimes she would light up a pipe in order to cover the smell of the room’s memories with
the aroma of one of her father’s tobacco blends.
Now when Mlynarsky situated her on the terrace—a chilly rain was falling, she was sitting in an armchair of
ice, wrapped in a winter coat, squeezing a cup of grog between her knees, and not flicking the ashes from the
cigarette in the hand that hung over her lowered book (the cigarette was not touching the book, but still a brown
mark appeared on the paper from the heat)—he sensed that he had never been closer to anyone than this woman.
He had never yet given anyone so much of his knowledge, his secret knowledge, and his most thoroughly verified
and most distinguishing habits. He had never been so generous. Or had experienced such gratitude. She
immediately acknowledged the inevitability of his habits in the quest to bring the desired ordering of the world as
close as possible to the natural, chaotically normal one. \
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Mlynarsky gradually gave her almost all his external experience; he even ran out of known things. She
demanded new experiences as she experienced the unlived. Most often she didn’t notice the weight of Marcus’s
experience in what Marcus gave her at all, perceiving it as continuously shared. This woman arrived at the fragment on the terrace herself.
Mlynarsky came to be afraid. He was not afraid of being emptied, he was not afraid of self-denial or selfdestruction. It did not frighten him that she rendered anything else impossible, nor that everything he did at any
particular moment was her whim—anticipating associations that would be brought on by recognition—the day
before, Marcus would consciously insinuate himself in events the experience of which he needed to give her.
Marcus was going through certain experiences, rendering lawful what had been previously named—the possibility of naming forced the facilitation of happening. Meanwhile, the whims were straying increasingly farther from
the dominant of rationalism, good, beauty, and intellect, and coming closer to an acknowledgment of the intrinsic
value of being. And Marcus knew that her unfathomable ability to posit causation as the ultimate cause would
lead her out (even if in the course of accidents) to essentiality. Only then would neither Necropolis nor the balloon
be accidental.
Marcus was not even afraid of responsibility. He was simply afraid for her. Everything changes from a change
in something—Marcus would save (or destroy?), save her by not being with her.
And Mlynarsky stopped writing his novel.
There was a thaw. The leaves that had been lying on the ground since autumn freed themselves from the snow
and were falling again, caught up in the warm wind that had become stronger and had blown in snow clouds that
had been gathering somewhere off to the side for several days, and from which snow had already begun to fly,
melting at a certain height in the. warmth of the wind, and, landing on the ground as a cold rain, were covered in
other leaves that were significantly slower. In the treatise, Mlynarsky noted:
“Being is, actually, co-being. The simultaneous existence of everything with everything and the coexistence of
everything.”
In fact, at that time Mlynarsky was interested only in problems relating to the further fate of Necropolis. He
understood that the outline of the novel was already a text, was something out of everything, it was already
coexisting, it was a reality. The concept of the novel was already equivalent in everything to Mlynarsky himself
and was capable of being the start of independent chains strung onto the presence in continuous being of all the
possibilities of all the ensuing moments and the possible arrival of those very moments.
Necropolis was a reality in a world where there is nothing unreal at all, only various forms of reality.
Revealing the form of reality in Necropolis and including it in a series of forms that changed into one another—
that was what Mlynarsky had to complete. Here a situation arose that was similar to the status of Mlynarsky’s
treatise. The treatise was the transposition of Marcus’s everyday existential experience into the experience of
philosophy, the experience of realization. The new form or structure of Necropolis should then become the
modeling of imaginary experience—the experience of imagination—according to Mlynarsky’s philosophical
schemes. As always, a recombination had appeared unexpectedly—in that case Necropolis was a reflection of a
reflection, a system of mirrors that could be extended further and further (Mlynarsky was sure that they were not
Venetian mirrors, but even older ones, silver and dusky, that lose an image perceptibly as they cast it from one
over to another, and even the first mirror gives a clear reflection only if a certain focal distance is maintained).
It was then that Mlynarsky felt a frenzied calm (the feeling of calm threw Marcus into a frenzy, he shook,
froze, and spoke badly as he became conscious of the essence of his calm) from one indefinite thought. Calm
engulfed Mlynarsky to the extent that he did not need to crystallize the thought; he felt the calm of the harmony
between the world and his own understanding of the world (he knew that everything rested on this and that his
only purpose in life was to elaborate explanations of the world that would harmonize with the world, he knew
how infrequently such explanations occur, how all-embracing they seem at that moment, how short-lived their
effect is, what an illusion of sensefulness and of not being in vain they create, what satisfaction from an obligation
performed they grant, or relief, how they justify the entire preceding period, and what hope they give for the
coming period), while it was his understanding of the mechanisms of this calm, superimposing itself on a
continual repetition of the thought, that drove him into a frenzy. It was possible to apprehend this thought by
juxtaposing entries in the treatise and the diary. There was no doubt that they were about the same thing.
“For all its diversity, uniqueness, and infinity of variations, experience ultimately comes down to a few things,
a few feelings and states, the measure and the circumstances of manifestation of which are non-essential by
comparison with the fact that it simply was. Thus, they are made equal by experience and are not greater or lesser,
but other.”
[Mlynarsky then goes on to arrive at recognition as the thing to which absolutely everything can be reduced,
the sole and ultimate structure that does not even distinguish humans from all living beings. Still farther, we come
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across a thought that would seem to contradict the very first one, but is really a reiteration of it, if the imaginary
cube of the space of cogitation is turned over onto another side: “The measure of only one phenomenon (fear,
hunger, risk) can also be a reading of experience.”]
And in his diary:
“The snow was deep. There were tracks in it, and there came to be more and more of them. Then the snow
melted and froze several times, deforming the traces of melting and fixing the deformations by freezing. And
every morning the strange relief was different, the chimerical topography changed, closed within itself, with only
three degrees of freedom at its disposal—the primary snow with its original prints, melting, and freezing.
Knowing this (and the number of repetitions, too), it is certainly possible, through an application of effort, to
return through the thicket of recombinations to the fundamental principle, the authentic tracks, and then to the
perfect inviolability of the surface of the snow.”
It was this recombination of Mlynarsky’s reflections on recombinations in the snow that turned out to be
decisive for the course of recombinations with Necropolis.
Meanwhile Marcus was creating variants of his constructions of Necropolis: according to one of them,
Necropolis was a concise and lyric short story that told an urban story (the reality of such a story is something
particular, such stories are integral, inviolable, and self-sufficient regardless of whether they are more or less full
of details, and only consistency is of any importance here) that the author heard while visiting some city, the text
of the short story was read by a scriptwriter, the script he wrote made Necropolis more effective, the writer
rearranged stresses, added dialogues, and emphasized individual portraits, certain scenes that were so clear that
they were not even mentioned in the short story were worked out in great detail, second by second, the script was
read by the director, who made extensive comments, additions, elaborations, and notes (it was this text, almost a
director’s journal, that was given), strayjng even farther from the spirit of the short story, the director would send
them by mail to his cameraman, who ran everything that was written down through an imaginary camera, reality
changed according to the possibilities of the lens’s way of seeing, the cameraman’s interior monologue followed
the text, the last fragment in the chain of texts was the shorthand record of the whole group’s advice regarding the
film, with additions and inventions, pinned down and layered on—limitations by the lighting and special-effects
technicians, the sound director, the designer, the makeup artist, and the costume designer, and this text was
monstrous, that is, it had the beauty of an uninhabited structure, but the ruination of the short story was so pathological and blasphemous and the fantasy of the project so ugly and unrealizable that the director, not wanting to
lose a fine plot, undertook to write a new script himself, freeing it from all ramifications.
Naturally, the text of the script turned out to be the absolutely unchanged text of the short story (which the
director had not even seen and about which he did not know), concise and lyric, and the director decided to make
an animated film; another variant of Mlynarsky’s would have been a headache for the printers, because the text of
Necropolis was supposed to be set on the sixth line of a musical staff that would already have the music of
Mozart’s marches and of avant-garde jazz printed on it; yet another was a separated text—the first chapter
contained portraits of the dramatis personae; the second, painstaking descriptions of the smallest details; the third,
just all the dialogues; the fourth, the appropriate musings, inner states, and monologues of the protagonists; the
fifth was reminiscent of an encyclopedia composed of excerpts of eclectically compiled geographic, historical,
technical, physiological, ethnographic, and linguistic knowledge; and only did the sixth reveal the bare scheme of
the plot, the sequence of actions—and in keeping with one plan Necropolis was written on a divided page where,
beginning with a first common phrase on one of the halves each sentence differed from the analogous one on the
other in only one word. And many, many more other variants of Necropolis.
Later it got hot, summer baked the city, and Mlynarsky started to get depressed (thinking up variants took
several months and drew Marcus into an invariable state of constant lightness of being). He left for the country,
drank linden tea, ate wild strawberries, bathed in the river, and every evening read his treatise from the very
beginning, no more than a few pages a day, recreating the images of his own life according to each entry.
Mlynarsky’s reading took him up to the March entry about the deformation of snow only towards the end of
summer. And evidently he was sufficiently prepared by his treatise and his summer impressions of being without
impressions because he was capable of experiencing afresh that thought, that state, reviving the whole alchemy
(Merab Mamardashvili calls this “falling into thought,” by way of comparison—“falling into being”). More than
that, its continuation turned out to be obvious: knowing the ending of still the selfsame Necropolis (and
Mlynarsky considered the real ending to be the discovery of the hot-air balloon and the decision to go on a flight),
knowing those people and their city, and having gone through all the recombinations of their actions (which
pertain and—it is this that is the very main thing—do not pertain to the plot line), it would be possible to restore
all the states, the state of each person at the moment when they came to the auction where the plots at the future
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cemetery were being sold. Only in this way could one explain what makes up Necropolis. Who makes up
Necropolis.
All September Mlynarsky worked twenty hours a day, drawing up an uncomplicated list, a description of the
scheme of recombinations. For his fundamental structure he chose the action, the verb. The investigation looked
like an enumeration of the most numerous variations of actions that branched out from a few determinant ones to
increasingly more refined and more contrived ones, to increasingly more detailed ones; from one verb to whole
expressions, with subordinate clauses that characterized the most specific actions (for example, the chapter
“Smoking” was segmented by several dozen planes into several hundred subchapters, such as smoking a pipe,
smoking thin cigarettes, smoking tobacco rolled in newspaper—this according to one plane of segmentation, but
according to others—smoking in the mountains, smoking indoors, smoking in solitude, smoking one cigarette
after another. And so it was divided down to the ultracomplex notions “in bed toward morning smoking her
cigarettes, so refined-tasting that the smoky smell is almost imperceptible the ashtray on the breast sometimes
ashes fall on the sheet turn into a gray spot from overly forceful flicking it lasts longer than usual only holding the
cigarette prevents falling asleep however what is spoken is now in fact a delirium consciousness agrees with the
measure imposed by the direction of the coordinating axes of the position of the cigarettes”).
Most complex of all were the descriptions of planes that emerged with the congruity of irregular figures—
subchapters. This, now, was a topology, a geometry of uninterrupted planes. From any arbitrarily chosen point at
all, without detaching oneself from it for a moment, it was possible to pass from one point in the register to
another, to another elementary chapter, and then either to a more generalized subchapter in the same group or to
an equivalent one in an entirely different group. And so, wandering along curved horizons and verticals as far as
the primary word “to recognize” and finally as far as the hot-air balloon.
By October Mlynarsky had completed his huge map of being (with help from his friend, a computer pirate).
All that remained was, limiting himself to the real possibilities of the protagonists of Necropolis, to draw the
fantasmagorical curve of the way from the balloon to the auction. But there is nothing strange about the fact that
Marcus lost interest in his project. Why, first, he had very little left in comparison with what had been done, and
second, the moves of Necropolis had lost all their value against the background of this universal and totipotent
code. Mlynarsky considered Necropolis to be an interesting and fertile period of his philosophical creativity, his
life, and the sum of his experiences and impressions. Finally, he was grateful to the people of Necropolis.
In December, not long before Christmas, a theatrical festival took place in the city. It was a holiday; Marcus
spent entire days talking with friends and acquaintances who had come from out of town, made love to actresses,
saw all the performances, wrote articles for various newspapers and periodicals, partied and hosted receptions,
spent his nights in the most diverse gatherings, and took part in a seminar where he delivered a superb lecture on
the philosophy of the theater.
Meanwhile, actors from a theater of plastique dance had moved into his home with their choreographer, the
brilliant Spanish Arab J., who had been a friend of Marcus’s for many years. J. was a hermit, and he could be seen
only at the theater and only on days when his group was performing. He spent the rest of his time sitting around in
Mlynarsky’s apartment, taking advantage of the opportunity to be alone with Marcus’s papers. He knew that
Marcus was deliberately staying away from home, egging him into a calm examination of what Marcus had
recently been writing.
Among the papers J. found the map of being. It made such an impression on him that reading anything else
became impossible; it got under his skin for a long stay. For the first time in his life J. copied out passages from a
text. A year later J.’s theater brought its own programme to the city. Among other plastique compositions it put on
the premiere of Necropolis, a plastique construction based on motifs from the idea of M. Mlynarsky, who was
taken aback and accepted the invitation to the premiere with pleasure, even promising to say a few words from the
stage after the dance.
The only evidence of these events is a mention of a few paragraphs in a newspaper: the atmosphere at the
premiere was faerier than throughout the entire festival of the previous year and a veritable artistic bacchanalia
went on for two hours in the foyer, in the stairways and corridors. Among the guests there were many whom it
had never yet been possible to lure to the city. Mlynarsky did not speak, because after the performance, which
ended triumphantly, he was nowhere to be seen.
In the morning a woman friend of Mlynarsky's came to J. and told him that during the first act Mlynarsky
began having an excruciating headache, lost consciousness and raged, and left the theater together with her. The
fever lasted all night, she gave him compresses, then she fell asleep for a while, and by morning Marcus was
gone. On 2 January J.’s theater left; on 7 January Marcus returned; on 20 January J. came to meet with Marcus,
but Marcus had left for the mountains on 19 January; on 23 January J. forbade recording the movements of
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Necropolis in any way at all—either photographically or in any other way; on 1 March Mlynarsky went to see J.
himself, they were seen on all-day odysseys through cafés, wineries, bars, inns, taverns, and pubs.
Mlynarsky’s relations with J did not suffer. Necropolis was playing for the last time in November. During this
whole time Mlynarsky almost rudely avoided any questioning or talks about Necropolis.
Gradually everything was forgotten.
Thus ended the letter received by Dr. Vynnyk, the author of the most widely read biography of Marcus
Mlynarsky, just as he was preparing the second expanded edition of this bestseller. Granted, there was also a
poetic postscript. First the author noted that he had been told the whole story several years before by one of
Marcus’s closest friends, then he explained that he had tried to mention as much as possible of what he had been
told, but preferred to drop some of what he didn’t remember clearly rather than make anything up or strain to
remember (Vynnyk sensed something of Mlynarsky’s spirit in this), and in the last postscript he swore that he
knew absolutely nothing more, couldn’t add or relate anything in any more detail, and for that reason was
remaining anonymous. Vynnyk, who had elaborated Mlynarsky’s biography exceedingly thoroughly, was hearing
about Necropolis for the first time. He would have been interested to learn more about that friend of Marcus’s
who knew something like that, but the second edition of The Unending Changeability of the Unchangeable came
out without any reference to the secret of Necropolis.
*
And yet it was found.
And yet he was found.
At least one person who knew about Necropolis. Had even been involved in it. In a hospital for forced
treatment of alcoholism, in Mlynarsky’s native city, Vynnyk found a completely broken-down seventy-year-old
cellist who in his youth had played in the orchestra of the city theater. He remembered well almost all the themes
of various ballets, operettas, and vaudevilles. He remembered playing Necropolis, too, when some theater had
come from abroad. The scores were theirs, but he couldn’t remember the music at all. Vynnyk sat in the
unnaturally clean physiotherapy room with the old man until midnight. He rolled one cigarette after another for
him, listening to the fantasmagorical tales of the life of a theater musician. He even cooked up a fairly decent hot
wine in the autoclave, using contraband wine, at the risk of being expelled from the hospital. It loosened the
cellist’s tongue. He no longer had the strength to put off the story of Necropolis (it had seemed offensively unwise
at the very beginning to talk about just one single episode), and Vynnyk got what he was waiting for.
There was one woman and six men. They were the ones who danced. Although they not so much danced as
made various motions. Generally the woman would do something with one person. The others would either be on
stage doing something of their own or would leave. Sometimes there would be the woman and two, three, four, or
five men. She looked well on her own, too, and a few times they were all together. The stage as a whole was
divided by the most diverse shapes into a large number of spaces. On the stage there were windows, with
weavings, strings, and synthetic film hung to mark the separations. There were lamps shining in various strengths,
attached in various places. There were lamps and special bulbs and ordinary ones, table lamps and projectors, and
flashlights, turned on and left lying around just anywhere. In addition, a technician manipulated a complex system
of lights directed at the stage. Various levels. Scaffolds, swings, cubes, benches, candles, and candle holders.
Water was flowing. From taps, from pierced spheres, from tipped dishes. The water flowed out or collected in the
next dishes. Animals wandered freely over the stage—dogs, cats, snakes coiled here and there, porcupines hid. A
few animals slept peacefully, some were tied up and tried to break away. Birds perched, butterflies flew out of
somewhere, very many butterflies, wasps, moths. Insects flew into streaks of light, streaks of smoke. Because
smoke was rising from cigarettes left in ashtrays and papers were burning. Housewares were being thrown about.
There were many plants. Ivy fell; pots, tubs, and vases with plants and flowers stood about. A mixture of smells
came from broken bottles and jars of perfume, spices, and brewed coffee.
A whole army of worker shadows went in and out carrying furniture, assemblies, plants, and books. They
rearranged objects on some tables. They rearranged pieces on chessboards, poured drinks out of bottles into
goblets, mixed them, and poured them out or drank them. They rearranged paintings and moved sculptures
around. Someone settled on the piano and lived there, not touching the floor. An operator changed the slides that
were projected onto all the surfaces. Workers chased away dogs, looked through telescopes, microscopes (one girl
was constantly changing the preparations on the microscope stage), and binoculars, ground leaves and grass, and
pounded roots in a mortar.
The ones who danced appeared in different costumes each time. There was such chaos that after a certain time
all the ones who had performed could no longer unravel their way out of it and did not what they would have
liked, but what was dictated by the strict order of the chaos. On top of that from time to time phrases, verse, and
fragments of prose were recited in various parts of the theater.
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Every time the music for the ballet (the cellist persisted in calling this a ballet) was performed it drove the
musicians to throw down their instruments, unable to endure the psychological overload from the parts they had
played, and they would run out of the orchestra pit. The music was insane, pathological, and insuperable. It would
not release one up to the very moment of ejection. No one knows why one or another musician would go mad
from it—whether because of fatigue or because of some previous impressions, or perhaps because of their entire
past—but, starting as a whole orchestra, they would play to the end, losing some combination of instruments and
not paying any attention to their absence.
The cellist had made it through all of them, but now he was sleeping. Dr. Vynnyk had walked over to his hotel
and was also asleep, although he remembered what to think about when he woke up—about the fact that he had to
tape-record what he had heard in the hospital, that it was possible to write Necropolis by superimposing a
plastique register on Mlyanarsky’s schemes as described in the letter.
And what was strange: on going to sleep, always forgetting overnight what he had been thinking about, but not
needing anything in the morning to keep on thinking the same way without obstacles. And nothing is forgotten
overnight.
Vynnyk's archive did not turn up anything anywhere near Necropolis. Once demolition of the house had begun,
and half of the orchard had been chopped down, after removal of the last bundles of empty frames, the doctor’s
friends pointed out that a dull reflection of the car light ran over the tree that was closest to the balcony in a thin,
strangely tangled broken line. It was an audiotape flung onto the crown, immovably attached here and there to the
branches, at times stretched to the limit, but for the most part free, blown up by the wind enough for the streaks to
curve beyond the imaginary contour of the crown, changing the configuration of its profile.
In the process of being taken down the tape tore in several places. In one place it had got so tightly tangled up
that the branch had to be broken off.
The tape was completely mutilated; it had nearly become one with the sap circulating in the tree. Some pieces
had completely lost their color, others had become coated with dust, covered with Irish moss, a few spots had
been gnawed by moths (they must have become disoriented and flown out to the tree through open windows), the
tape was marked with streaks of ant acid and snail slime, fragments of it were covered in petrified glue, like
amber, bark beetles had frequently eaten through it.
An audition of the tapes produced a dissection of time. Beyond the ultrasounds of bats and mosquitoes, beyond
transfusions in capillaries, the application of radio interference (this can all be explained only by the influence of
the constant magnetic field from the relative positioning of powerful antennas) right away behind the orchard
emerged excerpts of free verse spoken by Vynnyk. A synchronic interlinear translation built up an indubitable
Necropolis. As it turns out, the voice was copied only by the genotexts of our being, because a repeated audition
gave duration only to a wasteland of wear and tear, openness, cleanliness, and waiting.
176.110 Better Half\fn{by Sana Krasikov (1979-

)}

Ukraine (F) 11

They were both twenty-two and married ten months. Anya couldn’t remember what half their fights were about
anymore, those ongoing, line-crossing attacks. One day Ryan had called her a slut for leaving the apartment in
only her long T-shirt. (She’d gone downstairs to get the mail.) Another night it was the scent of trout in the
apartment, which he claimed stank up his clothes. He didn’t want to walk into people’s houses and move their
furniture smelling like the seafood section. This time they’d argued about the loose change, the dimes and pennies
Ryan excavated out of his jeans and left all over the place, instead of dropping them into the glass jar on the
counter that she’d set out for just that purpose. That’s why, she said, he and his friends were going to still be
buying scratch-off tickets when they were fifty.
That had been going too far, she knew. But Ryan took it even further, grabbing the glass jar off the counter and
tossing it with a heavy dead pitch at the wall behind her head. It crashed a foot from where Anya stood, shattering
glass and spilling change.
“What are you, crazy?” she yelled. “Are you nuts!”
The pennies and dimes were rolling under the radiator, behind the cabinets.
“Bitch doesn’t shut up,” he said, starting off toward the door.
Ten months earlier they’d driven to the county courthouse in White Plains,\fn{ Just north of New York City:H} just
two weeks after Anya’s mother had called from Dolsk to say her father was recovering from a heart attack. Soon
he’d be taken to Nizhniy Novgorod for surgery, was what her mother said, in an optimistic tone calculated not to
scare her. But the news filled Anya with a throat-closing panic, a fear of time and its consequences. She hadn’t
seen her parents in a year and might not for another two or three, depending on how things went for her here. It
was time to ask for a favor: marry now and sort out their feelings later.
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She’d expected the hard part would be getting Ryan to agree, to offer something more than an ambivalent
moan. But to watch him get down on one knee three days later to propose in earnest (because she was his Russian
queen, his pot of gold, and doing it halfway was no way), this she hadn’t bargained for.
Stepping over the glass shards, Anya walked to the window in time to catch the reddish-brown top of Ryan’s
head. He was cutting across the parking lot, heading toward his old hatchback Tracer. Only two places for him to
go, she knew, the Bull & Brew or his mamma’s. She watched the car shudder to a start, then make a wide, sloppy
turn into the road before it was gone. There was nothing left to do now but fetch the broom and dustpan from
behind the refrigerator and to think about what she was going to say tomorrow when she went to see Erin, her
lawyer.
The first time her mother had asked about Ryan’s family on the phone, all Anya could think to tell her was “his
mother goes to church.” There was no reason to say the rest, that no father was around to speak of, that the brother
was a degenerate gambler who’d spent two years as a guest of New York State. She did not say that Ryan’s
mother hadn’t come to the courthouse, and that his brother had only shown up later at the Bull & Brew, where all
of Ryan’s friends had come to toast the newlyweds and get properly obliterated.
*
She was already in bed when Ryan’s key scratched in the lock. She could hear the door undo in little creaks.
Then he was drawing it closed behind him, gently so as not to wake her. For a moment it was quiet, but she could
sense his stiff, lumbering presence in the doorway of their bedroom.
“Either come in or take your pillow to the couch,” she said in the dark, faking a sleepy hoarseness. “Just don’t
stand there and keep me awake.”
He shucked off his pants and got in under the comfort~r in his T-shirt, shifting the weight of the bed.
“I hate you,” she said, pressing her cold feet to his calves.
“Stop it. What are you doing …?”
“I’m freezing.”
He wrapped his arm around her.
“You could have killed me,” she said. He dipped his hand under her nightgown and cupped the warm roll of
her stomach.
“Noway, I got better aim than that.”
“Are you sorry?”
“Mmmhmm.”
His hand slid up higher and greeted her breast with a loyal squeeze. She drew it away. There would be no
rewards tonight for trying to kill her. He seemed not to notice her rebuff and only pressed in closer, like a child.
Sometimes it was easier to see him as a child who got all his power from being unpredictable and erratic. Her
mother had once described some men this way—husbands of women who came to her clinic with their lips busted
up like boxers, or who’d had their faces wiped in the same vomit they’d refused to clean up. Ryan wasn’t that
demented, though he found other ways to torment her, like coming into the diner a whole hour before the end of
her shift, just to sit at the bar and watch her serve customers. Beside her Ryan’s body jerked in a little spasm of
sleep, and he drew her in closer. His pot of gold. Did he even hear himself?
“You love me,” he’d told her the second night they’d spent together. She thought he’d been kidding, but then
he’d said,
“You do. If I died tomorrow, you’d come to my funeral and say you loved me.”
“Don’t say things like that,” she’d scolded, while a fat tear slid down her cheek. Maybe she really did love him
that time. After all, who else was there to?
*
She’d taken the train home from Nizhniy Novgorod right after her exams, worried that her parents would think
her plan frivolous. It was the end of her third winter semester, and she was coming to ask them for money to go to
Maine; the university had contacts at hotels in Kennebunkport, a town whose very name—chirped by the girls in
her English class who’d worked there the previous summer—sounded spry and upbeat in its foreignness. Her
parents, it turned out, needed no convincing. They seemed happy to let her go and see the brighter surface of life
before its grayer truths set in. That night, having her father’s promise to pay for airfare, she went out with her two
childhood girlfriends, one of them already divorced. At a party they tossed their empty bottles off the balcony
onto the roofs of the tin garages below, howling.
On Sunday morning before going back to Nizhniy Novgorod, she went with her mother to the market, where
next to the meat pavilion old men were selling their war medals. A hole. It was the only way Anya could think of
Dolsk since she’d started college. You had to know these holes. Sooner or later they closed in around you.
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Never could she have dreamed up a place as beguilingly small as Kennebunkport, a fishing village made over
into a sovereignty of yachts and jewelry shops. The restaurant where she washed dishes faced a marina. On her
breaks she could go out the back to have a smoke and watch the bobbing boats, their nodding masts set off against
an eerie confluence of glistening water and dull sky. Even on the most sweltering days, there was a breeze to cool
her sweat while she drew on the menthol.
The room she shared with three other girls was in a guest-house belonging to the couple who owned the
restaurant, and almost all the money she’d made in the kitchen had gone right back to them in rent. She’d noted
the convenience of this arrangement to one of her roommates, a self-important twit who’d replied that the point of
their trip was not to make money but to see the world. But August was half over, and what had she seen? Only the
kitchen and stretches of Route 9 at night. High grass fields and parked speedboats, passing quickly in the window
of the assistant cook’s car whenever James took them on their midnight runs for liquor and ice cream. Every
Tuesday, after the last trays of dishes were run through the Hobart, they’d all meet on his porch to drink, and it
was on one of these nights that Anya finally asked James whether any of the girls ever stayed past the summer.
“Anya’s always thinking of something,” he said delinquently.
All season she’d found James’s ponytail and overuse of her name to be on the lecherous side of friendly. She’d
fallen for both early on, and all that had stopped her from going to bed with him was the fact that one or another
of the work-travel girls was always willing to stay later at his parties. It was her provincial pride, she thought, that
didn’t sit well with giving in to such passive motives in a man. In her heart she still believed in being pursued. She
was glad of it now, leaning against the posts of his porch and lighting her cigarette off his in the sharp, salty wind.
He seemed pleased to be invited finally into some transgression, one of a deeper sort than sex. He offered Anya a
ride to New York City but told her she’d have a tough time there with rent. His friend’s sister managed a diner in
Kitchawank Hills, he said, a rich commuter town named after an imaginary Indian chief. At the end of August, he
drove Anya to meet Alexis, the manager, who resembled a goalie on a women’s hockey team and who looked at
Anya like a farmer sizing up a mare and asked her if she had a Social Security card. There was only one way to
answer this question, and James had already reassured her that Alexis wouldn’t ask to see it.
The diner started her on the slower afternoon shifts, and for a while Anya had the evenings to herself. From the
mattress on the floor of her efficiency, she watched TV on an old set that Nick, another waiter, had given her. Nick
had taken it upon himself to “train” her, which meant that she now had to abide his criticism and his daily
reminders to smile, and also to endure the unpleasant surprises of having him walk up from behind to massage her
shoulders, though all of this was worth tolerating for the car rides back to her low-rise, a mile and a half uphill. It
was better, she knew, to work the front of the restaurant and not complain, than to be stuck in the kitchen with the
Ecuadorians and Guatemalans, who, after five or six years in Kitchawank Hills, spoke worse English than she did
and seemed to have no life outside of the restaurant, talking always about who was, and was not, to be trusted
there.
The kitchen’s goings-on made their way to Anya through Berenice, the restaurant’s lone Salvadorian. Bernice
was twenty-four but looked forty and in her confessional paranoia liked to warn Anya about the Guatemalans,
who could bring you a home-cooked meal one day and try to get you fired the next. She had ridden through their
sorry mountainous country, she said, and then across Mexico, on a bus with a stench she would not soon forget,
where everyone had worn diapers and not been let out to use the bathroom for three days. Every piece of gossip
Berenice relayed seemed to have a single point: that trying to escape your tedious fate only led you back to it. Her
favorite example of this was one of the cooks, a handsome boy named Sergio, who had started working out at the
gym where his cousin washed the towels. Sergio had found himself a rich divorced lady there, but the lady had
turned out to be nothing but more work. Now all he ever did was grumble when she called and asked him to come
over, since he usually ended up chopping her wood or repairing little things around her big house. He talked of
going to nightclubs to meet girls, even though everyone knew he was too scared to step into a club, get his fake
ID taken away, and be deported.
In November Anya picked up the dinner shifts and served whomever the other waiters ignored, high school
kids after basketball games, mommies who ordered nothing but salad and crackers for their kids to crush, and the
Retard Party, which was what Nick called Ryan and his friends when they came in one snowy Thursday night and
made a nuisance of themselves by shaking salt out on their tabletop and drawing pictures in it with their fingers.
“Yo, take this water away,” one of them called to a waiter. “I’m thirsty, not dirty!”
They made Anya read the specials twice, grinning like monkeys. When she returned with their food, another of
them tapped her shoulder and pointed at the smirky, big-shouldered guy across the table.
“Will you kiss Ry-Ry?” he said. “It’s his birthday.”
She’d turned to Ryan with a murderous look, but he was blushing fiercely under his New York Rangers cap.
“I apologize for these scumbags,” he’d said.
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Later she’d tell him she’d only been nice because he looked like the most nervous person at the table. But it
wasn’t true. She’d wanted to stand there a little longer, suddenly the center of all the fuss. They had tried so hard
to get her attention, having no idea that she was so lonely.
*
Erin’s degrees hung framed on the exposed brick wall, between her bookcase and black file cabinet. There
were few personal touches in her office, Anya had noticed. No pictures of a husband or children, or dogs. Only a
Beanie Bear with a tennis racket sitting atop her bound legal volumes, and a potted orchid on her desk, as
stiffspined and pale as Erin herself.
“How is your father?” Erin said. She didn’t look up from her papers.
“He’s better. He has pains when he walks, and he takes lots of aspirin, but he’s waiting for …”
Erin nodded without looking up, probably not listening. She had the face of a neat bird. Her hair was pulled
back from her square, somewhat manly forehead. She looked to Anya like a girl who’d been a good student all her
life by working hard, even at things that were easy.
“That’s good. You may get to see him very soon,” Erin said absentmindedly.
It was the same thing she’d said the first time Anya had come into her office, right after she and Ryan were
married and Anya had wanted to start applying for her resident papers. Now Anya ran her finger along the edge of
a wooden plaque on Erin’s desk.
Each time a man stands up for an ideal,
or acts to improve the lot of others,
or strikes out against injustice,
he sends a tiny ripple of hope.
The first time she’d read it, Anya had asked Erin who had spoken these words.
Bobby Kennedy, Erin had said, and added that the Kennedys had done more on behalf of poor people in this
country than almost anyone else. So, Erin liked poor people.
Erin’s parents, Anya had learned, were a schoolteacher and a school librarian, a fact that had initially made
Anya decide that she liked Erin. It seemed to suggest that becoming a lawyer hadn’t been an expectation for her
but a certain kind of generational progress, or at least the mindful choice of one life over another. The first few
times in Erin’s office, she’d felt eager to get her advice, to ask if she should transfer her credits and complete her
linguistics degree, or start over in something more practical. But such discussions had turned out to be difficult to
strike up, with Erin always looking at the clock, or taking phone calls, and never asking Anya any questions other
than the necessary ones.
“Where’s Ryan?” Erin said. Anya removed her finger from the plaque.
“At work.”
“Didn’t you say he was coming with you?”
Anya lifted her shoulders in an ignorant shrug. Today they were supposed to get prepped for their marriage
interview. But after Ryan’s jar-throwing the night before, she’d let him leave the house without reminding him.
“Look, Anya, you’re the one who needs this,” Erin said.
She slid a sheet across the desk. It was a list of questions Anya and Ryan might get asked: how both of them
liked their coffee, the title of the last movie they’d seen together, the names of their parents. Anya read through
the list silently.
“What if he doesn’t remember my parents’ names?”
“He doesn’t have to know everything. It’s better if there’s a mistake.”
“What if he messes up on purpose?”
“Why would he do that?”
Just because, Anya felt like saying. She had never been able to have a serious talk with Ryan about this whole
… process. Every time she tried, he’d start singing some rap tune (… how long will ya mourn me!) and then he’d
tell her to relax, which she had begun to think of as the most retarded word in the English language. Erin leafed
through her desk calendar.
“You still have time to prepare. The interview might be in two months from now, or it might be a year from
now.”
“If we’re still married in a year.” Erin frowned.
“Be careful with divorce. It’s going to really complicate things.”
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“I am careful. He’s the one who’s always saying he doesn’t trust me! He threw a glass jar full of coins at me
last night. I’m lucky I’m alive.”
Erin’s blue eyes were frozen in uncertainty. She took her time answering.
“Anya, if you’re worried about this, I mean, if you can show it’s a problem, then you can probably find a way
to self-petition.” Her voice had dropped, not exactly to a whisper, but to a low tone that was more genuinely
concerned, more shrewd than any Anya had heard her use before.
“He wouldn’t have anything to do with the process,” she added reassuringly.
Anya lowered her eyes to the wooden plaque again.
“At all?” she asked, to be certain.
*
The apartment she and Ryan had moved into the previous February sat above a bridal shop on an outlying
stretch of Main Street that turned into a through road. In the shop display the mannequins who posed in mawkish
and badly sewn gowns stood under a banner advertising “Communion Dresses and Veils.” But by December the
banner was gone, replaced with dangling stars and tinsel, the same tinsel that had been stuck to the windows of
the diner.
At home she would have been finishing up her second-to-last semester, Anya thought, getting ready to take a
train home for a few days, where her mother would be waiting for her on the platform, waving madly.
Alexis was closing the restaurant early for the Christmas Party. She’d gone to each of them individually with a
pen and legal pad beforehand, to “get a commitment.” By the time Anya and Ryan arrived that evening, everyone
who was going to show up was already there, playing a game involving Twizzlers, while Alexis shouted
“Sucker!” from the end of a table loaded with food and liquor bottles. She was soused. Most of them were. She
screamed at Nick when a half-chewed Twizzler fell out of his mouth. A Twizzler game without hands, it looked
like. Around the table the faces were slick with sweat, or red from sucking.
The faces of galley slaves.
Nick, out of the game now, found her an empty chair while Ryan hunted for his own. Soon a game of drink-ordare was begun, with Alexis giving the commands again, instructing a pot washer named Luis to recite a tonguetwister about seashells by the seashore. He mangled it, as expected, to a round of convulsive laughter, and looked
glad finally to toss back a drink in the peace of his defeat.
When Berenice’s turn came, she was ordered to stand with her back to the wall and bend backward to kiss it.
She arched her spine slowly, trying to stay balanced, oblivious to the display she was giving of her deep breasts
spread out and flattened under her Lycra shirt. After the noise died down, Alexis scanned the table, giving each of
them a speculative glance. She pulled a long string of licorice out of the sack on the table and twirled it in her
fingers, then tossed it to Nick.
“One end goes in your mouth,” she instructed, and turned her gummy smile at Anya. “Help him out, honey.”
There was a light drumbeat of fists on the table, and some anonymous kissing noises, which didn’t escape
Ryan. He was bent over his whiskey glass, next to her, looking revolted. She smoothed down his hair. There was
something almost endearing about seeing him suffer so stupidly over a party game. She stuck the Twizzler in her
mouth and closed her eyes so she wouldn’t have to look into Nick’s fat, tanned face. The air in the room was as
stifling as a kennel. She could hear Nick’s moist chewing sounds on the other end of the licorice, which tasted like
leather in her mouth. He smelled not just of drink but of fermentation. She felt the warm, acrid breath too close to
her face and bit off.
“Hey, peace in the Middle East, man,” Nick said afterward, trying to pour Ryan a drink.
“You’re standing a little too close, so how about you move the fuck away,” Ryan answered, a vein showing
through his temple.
Nick moved back to a respectful distance, and his mouth formed the helpless grin of a snit-eater. It was time
for all of them to start heading home.
*
She was still trying to latch her seatbelt when the car lurched backward. The interior smelled of alcohol,
coming off in hot waves from Ryan’s skin. The Tracer backed out onto the road like a rocket, with a sharp jolting
turn, then raced forward.
“Slow down,” she whispered. In the side-view mirror the diner’s sign was receding quickly into a small neon
rectangle. Ahead of them the light switched from yellow to red like a blinking eye while Ryan ran the dark
intersection. Anya sat stiffly in her seat.
“Watch the road, Ryan.”
“You watch yourself.” She didn’t answer.
“You like toying with me?” The best thing to say was nothing.
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“Scheming bitch.”
“Scheming! What would I be scheming about? You’re always coming to the diner to spy on me. Anything I
ever did, you know about.”
“Lining up a boyfriend.”
“If your drunk ass gets pulled over right now, my ‘boyfriend’ is who’s gonna be giving me rides to work.”
He floored the brake and sent her flying forward, her nose a centimeter from the glove compartment before her
body slammed back against the seat. The car skidded sideways and came to a stop in the center of the lanes.
Suddenly the lights were off completely.
“Always playing stupid.”
“No one can see the car! Turn the lights on before someone kills us!”
She moved for the door and heard the hard click of the automatic lock. A pair of headlights behind them was
getting brighter.
“He’s laying it on me every day in the men's room!” The car was closing in, its beams illuminating their cloth
seat upholstery. “Now move!” she shouted.
Ryan switched on the headlights, and the speeding lights behind them veered left with an earsplitting shriek of
rubber. Someone was yelling “Assholes!” out the window while honking. An accelerator was ripping back into
high gear.
“Fuck you!” Ryan shouted as the other car drove away. Anya leaned back and breathed heavily. It was a
miracle that the other lane had been empty. Their Tracer was rolling again, cruising down the street in dead
silence. They were on the main drag of shops, passing a shoe store and a beauty salon with giant faces pasted in
the window. Ryan slowed down and pulled over to the curb.
“Now get the hell out of my car,” he said as the door locks unclicked. “Your fat ass isn’t getting a free ride no
more.”
“Fool,” she muttered, stepping out. She tried to slam the door, but her purse got caught, and the door closed by
itself with a light slap. A draft of icy air stunned her thighs. She’d worn the thin velveteen dress she’d hemmed
that morning, so foolishly, above the knee. The Tracer rounded the next corner, and soon the rumble of its engine
was gone, replaced only by a ringing winter silence.
A skirt of crusted snow fringed the sidewalk. Anya zipped her wool jacket up to her chin and started walking.
She tucked her fingers into her armpits and then nearly slipped on a patch of ice. She couldn’t see a single
restaurant or bar from which to call a cab. Stores, stores, stores: a Sam Goody, a Payless, all locked up. She licked
her tongue along her chapped bottom lip and tasted the ferrous tang of blood. From far off echoed the howl of a
train horn, a sonorous, unhuman wail.
She could hear the sound of a car from behind. She stopped walking and turned around. Ryan was back. She
waited for him to pull up, but the car slowed without getting any closer to the curb. She stepped off the sidewalk,
but he sped up again.
“Now who’s the fool!” he shouted through the open window, his voice cutting through the soundless air. Anya
pulled a cold hand out of her armpit and flipped him the finger.
“Go make another circle around the block, idiot.”
“Keep walking, fool!” he yelled, pressing the gas. She walked on ahead, tucking her chin into her chest to hide
from the driving wind. How she hated him! To think he’d driven back just to torment her. She could rip up her
vocal cords yelling or ignore him; it didn’t matter, he’d find a way to make her suffer. How had she ended up
here, alone at one in the morning on an empty sidewalk, unable to feel her hands or face? Just a few nights ago
she had dreamed that her parents had come to Kitchawank Hills to take her home. Now she wanted to laugh—
she’d never go home. Not to that dreary, snowed-in remoteness, not to her shabby water-damaged dorm in
Nizhniy Novgorod, not to a life where her mother spent summers tending tomato patches that she’d been planting
for twenty years, and canning those same tomatoes out of some primitive memory of need. She didn’t want to go
back to where everything was either unfinished or deteriorating.
She maneuvered ahead, the cold dragging her lungs. Far, far off wailed the siren of an emergency vehicle. The
wind seemed to have subsided. Just ahead Anya could see an ATM and beside it, like a mirage, a pay phone.
*
The cab delivered her to the dimmed display of the bridal shop. Their living room window upstairs was lit up.
Anya climbed the enclosed stairwell to find the door of the apartment unlocked. The chaos was obvious before
she pushed it open all the way. Her hair clips, tweezers, loose cigarettes, cough drops, poker chips, all flung out
onto the stained carpet. Ryan was sitting on their old plaid sofa, watching a basketball game. He didn’t bother to
turn when she walked in.
“Who’s cleaning this up, huh?” she said.
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No answer from the couch. His short clay pipe lay on its little foil coaster on the coffee table. He’d moved it
aside to the corner of the table to put up his feet. Instead of the usual pungent odor of his pot, the room smelled of
her perfume samples, which he’d evidently also tossed onto the floor. He’d become too lazy to even bother
stashing his herb and pipe when he wasn’t smoking the stuff. She walked over to the dresser, where the top drawer
had been pulled open. Except for the daisy-printed vinyl lining, it was completely empty.
“Where are my working papers?” she said. Ryan turned up the volume.
“They were here in a Ziploc bag!”
“You’ll get them back when I trust you.” She walked to the couch and blocked the TV.
“Where’d you put them?” He tried to swat her away.
“Get out of my face, woman.”
“They’re my goddamn papers!”
“Yours? They aren’t yours. You never would’ve gotten them without me. You got nothing here without me.”
She went for the collar of his T-shirt, but he pushed her away. She clubbed him hard in the ear.
“Bitch!”
He tucked his ear into his shoulder. It wasn’t clear if he was cursing at her or at the pain.
“You deserve it,” she said nervously.
He grabbed her arm in a wristlock. She tried to twist free, but there was more strength in his hand than he was
using.
“You think everyone owes you something?” he said, and shoved her backward on the couch. She reached for
his arm and dug her nails into the fabric.
“Shit-for-brain loser.” His palm was in her face, pushing her down again.
“Born through the ass!” she muttered.
Her leg sprang up in a badly aimed kick at his middle, making Ryan stagger backward. He scrabbled for a
foothold, waltzing forward with his arm bent up. And that’s when it came, the blind, bulldozing pain shooting
through the bridge of her nose into her eyes, and spreading in a strange, paralyzing heat around her face.
The side of her forehead hit the carpet. She heard the thud of her own skull as her head met the floor. A slick,
metallic taste of blood was on her tongue, mixed with the coarse fuzz of carpet fibers and hair. She gagged, trying
to spit them out, as the TV droned on in the background. When she opened her eyes, Ryan was standing over her.
She palmed around for the side of the couch and tried to use it to sit up. She felt Ryan’s hand touching her
shoulder, trying to help.
“Get away from me.”
Anya sat up and closed her eyes against the stabbing pain. She wiped her lip with her arm.
“Look what you did!”
She dipped her head back and cupped her nose, catching drops of dark blood in her palm. She felt dizzy.
“Why’d you stick your face under my elbow?”
“Shut up!” She looked at the red streak on her arm. “Mmm. My lip.”
“Your lip was bleeding when you came in.”
She got up and hobbled to the bathroom, while Ryan followed behind. He stopped just short of the door as she
leaned into the mirror and examined the marks on her face. It looked like someone had rubbed her chin with rope.
There was fresh blood under her nose. Her bottom lip had split down the middle, as she’d feared, in the spot
where it had been chapped.
“Thanks a lot,” she said.
She ran the tap and patted her face with cold water. Ryan maundered back into the living room, looking for his
shoes. She heard the jingle of the key chain.
“Thanks a lot for my face!” she shouted, as the door slammed behind him.
In the mirror, Anya examined her wet face, not quite recognizing the sneering, fanatical-looking creature. Her
lip throbbed along to the pulse in her head. She slicked back her hair and wiped away the runny stamp of mascara
under her right eye. She tried to soften her eyes into an empty catastrophic look, but the more determined
expression wore its way through.
The living room looked like a post-atomic mess. Anya picked up the remote control, which had fallen on the
floor amid the debris of cards, crushed cigarettes, and loose tampons, and silenced the television. She took the
clay pipe off the coffee table and rolled up the square of aluminum foil with the remains of Ryan’s weed, then
carried both into the kitchen, where a cereal box he hadn’t put away stood on the counter. She shoved the pipe and
marijuana deep into the rice puffs, then removed the phone from its cradle on the wall and punched in the police.
*
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Sitting in the leather armchair and staring at Erin’s diplomas on the brick wall, Anya felt a kind of numbing
safety. It was like the safety of being in school, with its promise that everything could be done the one right way.
“Did you bring the signed affidavits?” Erin asked.
Anya pulled them out from a blue plastic folder. There was one from Alexis, attesting that her marriage to
Ryan was genuine and that he was a familiar face around the diner. Before Anya had moved out of the apartment
and into a room in a beat-up Victorian, she’d had her landlord write a statement confirming that she and Ryan had
been “cohabitating.” Erin already had a copy of the police report and a copy of Anya’s order of protection, which
she held up now.
“Do you want to go to court and make this permanent?”
“Do I need to?”
“It won’t hurt your case.”
“I don’t know. He thinks I’m going to get the order lifted.”
“And why would he think that?” Erin said. “Have you been talking to him?”
“No.”
“That doesn’t look good, Anya.”
“I know.”
“He’s out of the picture or he’s not.”
Erin separated the original documents from the copies and gave a set back to Anya.
“A restraining order means no phone chatting, no Valentine cards, no calling him if you have a leaky toilet—”
“I got it.” Anya put the folder back in her bag and stood up.
“We’ll talk in a couple of weeks, then,” Erin said.
“Yeah.”
The sky was already gray with twilight when Anya descended the narrow stairwell to the street. It got dark so
early she hardly ever noticed the arrival of evenings anymore. She thought of walking the block to the diner and
calling Ryan for a ride home but then remembered Erin’s warning. It had been ridiculous to think she could speak
to Erin openly, to delude herself that Erin was her friend. She had no real friends here, no one to whom she could
explain that in the five weeks since the police had ordered Ryan to stay at least three hundred feet away from her,
she’d felt his presence more than ever. If she worked on a Wednesday night, she’d hear from Berenice that Ryan
had come in on Tuesday. If her shift was over at six, she’d learn that Ryan had walked in for a burger at a quarter
to seven. She had even seen his car in the parking lot of the A&P when she’d gone out for groceries. He was out
of the picture, all right. He was out of the picture just about every place she went.
And she had to admit that there were moments when she needed him, when she really did. Last Thursday had
been one of them. She’d mixed up the entrees of two different tables, then spilled hollandaise sauce on a
customer’s pants trying to sort it out. She knew from the look on the man’s face that there would be no tip, but she
hadn’t expected a YOU SUCK to be scrawled on the credit card slip he’d left behind. Then she’d had to put in
another two hours at work, dragging herself around with a forced grin until eleven. Who wouldn’t need a drink
after that?
She’d crossed the half-lit parking lot and entered the Bull & Brew at its side door, where the pinball machines
and video games stood. She’d felt her stomach tighten with panic, knowing Thursday was the night Ryan went
there with his friends. But the main room drew her in with its comforting smells of pizza and beer, so that even
when she saw him, she walked by as if she didn’t. He was at the other end of the hall by the billiards tables. He
and his buddies had turned their chairs around to watch a game of pool between one of their own and a woman
about twice the size of each of them, who circled the table in very restraining jeans and with a healthy amount of
attitude.
Anya carried her Cuban martini to the booth closest to the restrooms and stirred it with her pinky. From the
safety of her wooden bench she glanced at Ryan and saw that his face had filled out a little, probably from eating
his mother’s food again. In the month they’d been apart, he’d let his beard grow into a sort of oval around his jaw.
Soon he’d look like his friends, she thought, a sweatshirt pressing tight against a soft lump of stomach. She was
smart to have gotten rid of him. She took a sip of her martini and let it leave its vermouthy taste on her lip. One of
his friends had spotted her and was tapping Ryan’s arm. It was too late to slide deeper into her booth without
looking like she’d been spying. Now they were going to be moaning and negotiating whether Ryan ought to take
one for the team and leave by himself, or if they’d show a united front and head out together.
He was playing the good soldier now, submitting himself to the chore of getting up, hooking his thumbs
through his belt loops, and looking at her dejectedly. She rolled her eyes and motioned for him to sit back down. It
was fine.
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She lingered over her drink until it was mostly water with an aftertaste of rum and sugar. The pool game was
over; the loser was taking out twenty dollars to pay the woman with the big ass. Soon his friends were getting up
to leave, and Ryan was giving them the signal to go on without him.
“Hi,” he said.
“Hi.” He looked around.
“Is this okay?”
“Whatever.”
“You look …”
“Tired?”
“No. Great!” She gave him a mistrustful look.
“You do. You want me to get you another drink, or are you gonna call the police on me?”
She slid her glass away and stood up.
“I’m kidding, I’m kidding. Sit down.” He reached to grab her arm but stopped himself.
“I saw you moved.”
“What?”
“There was a moving van.”
“You were driving around my place?”
“I just passed it, relax. Where you staying at now?”
“None of your business.”
“Jesus. Look, I’m just coming by to say I’m sorry, okay? It’s my fault, I man up. But it was an accident.”
“Whatever.”
“No. Anya. Just hear me. I’m not saying we have to be back tomorrow. I know you’re doing what you gotta do.
And I gotta work out my thing. But I’m just telling you I’m here.” She breathed in.
“I appreciate it.”
“It doesn’t feel so bad, right?”
“What?”
“Us sitting here like this.” After awhile he said,
“You want a ride home?”
She wasn’t sure why she agreed. It seemed mean to decline the offer now that they’d practically signed a peace
treaty. He drove slowly, as though in amends for speeding the last time, or else to drag out the short time they had
together in the car. She’d guessed correctly about Ryan moving in with his mother after he’d been forced to vacate
their bridal-shop apartment. It was temporary, he said. He was thinking he’d start going to school, maybe to the
criminal justice college right here in the county.
“That’s your new plan,” she said,”to be a cop?”
“You always thought I was dumb.”
“I never said that. I think you’re smart.”
“Smart enough to know how dumb I am, right?”
She held back from answering. Ryan always got on her nerves when he started talking this way, expecting her
to applaud plans that turned out to be completely hollow. Blithering about the landscaping business he was going
to start with his cousin, declaring his proposal to go to culinary school, if he happened to be watching that loud
Italian chef on TV. Now he wanted to be a police officer. Bravo. Meanwhile she was still waiting tables, her own
life on hold for almost two years. She didn’t want to feel resentful; no doubt he was only trying to show her that
he was “thinking about the future.”
But a future with Ryan would be like staying in Russia. You could find a man like him on every corner in
Dolsk, swearing that he intended to start a clean life as of Monday.
At the top of the hill Anya instructed Ryan to turn left. She pointed to her street of narrow Gothic houses and
let him pull up to the curb. A lamp above the door bathed the old porch in dusky yellow light, but most of the
windows upstairs were dark. Ryan rested his hand atop her knee in a reluctant farewell, a kindly smile narrowing
his blue eyes. He had a face that could make even sadness look pleasant. She glanced up at her dark window again
and unlatched her seatbelt.
“Can I come in and see your place?”
“That’s not a good idea.”
“Right.” He patted her knee lightly in agreement and disappointment.
In the restricted space of the car she leaned in to hug him good night, smelling the aftershave-tinged sweat on
his neck. And then he turned and kissed her as naturally as if he’d been given permission, the salty flavor of his
mouth killing the aftertaste of stale alcohol in her own. Soon her lips were numb and her chin raw. Ryan’s palm
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had traveled up her side, coming to a reticent stop somewhere between her breast and armpit. She reached in and
fumbled with his buckle, grazing the soft hairs of his belly, suddenly and insensibly horny. Ryan was leaning his
whole weight on her, while her head jammed up against the molded plastic armrest.
“Oww!” He moved away and straightened up.
“Did I hurt you?”
“No,” she said, annoyed. “I’m just not comfortable.”
“Let’s go in.” She pushed him back onto his seat.
“Whatever we’re doing, we’re doing in this car.”
She leaned down and unhitched his belt, going to work on him in an assertive manner that she imagined to be
debauched but that would have been more seductive if it weren’t for the sentimental way he kept trying to stroke
her hair.
“Come on,” he urged quietly, “let’s go inside.”
“Fine,” she said. “Wait here.”
She got out of the car and mounted the front steps, unlocking the door and letting it squeak closed. She tiptoed
up to her room on the second floor and found her working papers in the drawer beside her bed. They were in the
same Ziploc, only a little bent and creased from when Ryan had stuck them in his glove compartment. Downstairs
she made a stop in the dim kitchen and slid the bag under the ice cube trays in the freezer.
Ten minutes later he was in her room unlacing his boots while she lit a candle. He let his jeans fall and kicked
them backward into a corner, and strolled around naked for a while, lifting each item on her vanity table: her
library copy of Agatha Christie and her keepsake box. He examined the laminated card wedged into her mirror
frame—the icon of her name saint, Anna of Kashin. He seemed to be divining facts about her life through these
small articles.
Anya reclined on her pillow and watched him. The room was small enough that all four walls could be seen at
once in the trembling blur of the candle.
So this was what their marriage had turned into, she thought, an affair to be kept in the confines of a tiny
camera-box of a room.
*
She had dwelled on it—on that evening, on Ryan’s large body in her bed-while she’d been in Erin’s office,
nodding at Erin's reasonable, discouraging voice. She had let him spend that night, and the next, skipping
Saturday almost by silent agreement, and meeting again Sunday. How could she explain to Erin how different it
was now, to be eating oranges together on her bed, letting Ryan massage her feet—how simple the pleasures were
now that she didn’t need to win favor or pacify him. On their third night he’d asked her if they were going to get
back together for real, meaning did she plan on lifting his restraining order.
“Maybe when you’re good,” she’d purred, ambiguously.
The sky was pearly and dark by the time she got home from Erin’s office. The oaks and maples lining her
street had become black shapes shrouding porchlights and windows. Upstairs she unlocked the door to her room
and found Ryan lying on her quilted bedcover with his sneakers still on his feet.
“What are you doing here, who let you in?” He pointed at the door to the bathroom, which Anya shared with a
Salvadorian couple.
“Your roommates.”
She had never called them that. Except for a few meekly smiling greetings, Anya had not spoken to either the
girl or the guy. Tomorrow it would be someone else on that side of the wall. The place was like a bus terminal. It
would be a while before she’d be able to afford something better, with what she was paying Erin.
“I called you,” he said. “You didn’t pick up.”
“You’re wearing shoes on my bed.”
Ryan pried the heel of one sneaker with the toe of the other and let both shoes drop to the carpet. He slid over
to one side of the bed where, on the nightstand, she noticed for the first time a bouquet of flowers. It was made up
of yellow mums and orange daisies, hydrangeas, violet snapdragons, and carnations, the sort of mixed bouquet
you could pick up at a supermarket, wrapped in plastic with scalloped edges.
“Happy anniversary.”
“You’re kidding. What is this?”
She looked at the cardboard box he’d picked up off the floor and set down on the bedspread. Ryan opened up
the flap and pulled out a stainless-steel appliance with a U-shaped base and a polished cranium. It looked like a
small hunchbacked android.
“It’s a juicer,” he said.
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She came closer and touched its chrome hood. Ryan lifted open the top to let her take a look at the serrated
cone and gear system.
“Where’d you get it?”
“I saw it on TV and thought of you. You can squeeze oranges, lemons. You can make mojitos.”
“I’m supposed to squeeze juice with this, when?”
“You said you wanted to eat natural so you didn’t have to binge at the diner.”
“Look at all these parts. You think I’m gonna spend a half hour taking it apart and washing it?”
“It’s easy, look—”
“Where am I supposed to put it, Ryan? In the kitchen where someone’s going to take it?”
“Just keep it in your room.”
“And carry it downstairs?”
“Jesus, throw it away then!” He knocked the android down so it fell sideways on the bed.
“Don’t get mad at me, Ryan! You know it’s not going to make a difference. I’m not getting that order lifted!”
He looked at her with a cringing semiawareness of what she’d just said.
“I don’t care what you do.”
The hurt and disgust on his face seemed less emotional states than physical instincts.
“You can’t just come over like this,” she said defensively.
“I wanted to surprise you.”
“Me and everybody else who saw you.”
“Take a Seconal and calm down. Why are you so paranoid? I’m the one who would get my ass ripped for this,
not you.”
“What do you want, Ryan?”
“Wow. You know how to kill a special occasion.” She made a heroic effort not to roll her eyes.
“We’re still married,” he said.
“We gave it a shot.”
“Bullshit. It’s not giving it a shot when you always act like it’s gonna end.”
She watched him kneel and lace up his sneakers. There were murmurs of Spanish on the other side of the wall,
in the bathroom, and the creaking sound of a door opening and closing in the hallway. He grabbed his jacket off
the schoolhouse chair by her window. Already she could feel the first clammy touch of loneliness that was going
to descend on her as soon as he was gone.
“You never thought it was real,” he said without looking at her.
Anya waited until his footsteps were at the bottom of the stairs and closed her door. They’d managed to have a
whole fight before she’d even removed her coat. She tossed it on the bed and sat down on the edge of her
mattress, pressing her fingers hard into her eyes. She was so tired, tired of waiting for some big event to occur in
her life, while things only dragged on and on.
In the locked bathroom, someone was turning on the faucet. She’d have to wait to wash her hands. Soon the
shower was running. She’d have to wait to pee. Everything in her life was about waiting.
It was over with Ryan, she knew, though it would take time for her desire for him to pass. She’d have to
overcome the urge to look for him as she had that time, like some gaunt animal migrating uphill before a flash
flood without quite knowing why. She was suddenly glad that her physical exhaustion would keep her thoughts
away so she could fall asleep. She heard footsteps on the unvarnished floor downstairs, the shower still running
next door, but these noises seemed to come from inside her half-alive mind.
*
Within five months she got her permanent status papers, and almost as soon as she unfolded the letter, Anya
knew she was done with all of it—with this town, with the diner, with Ryan. They receded just like that, like signs
on the highway. She flew home to visit her parents in the summer, when the evenings in Dolsk stayed light, and
joined her father for his therapeutic walks, returning when the sky was dimming and her mother was still weeding
the flowerbeds and watering the rows of parsley and onions that grew almost to the steps of their door.
After she moved to New York City, she made a practice of optimism, taking a marketing research class at
Brooklyn College and waiting tables at a steakhouse with clubby decor and a big wine list, where businessmen
came to impress their clients and left her bountiful tips.
For a while Anya sometimes thought she saw him, coming out of a subway car or standing in the cavernous
entrance of a bar in the East Village. But of course the city was full of men with the same oval jaw and big
stooped shoulders. She’d zero in on one and tell herself it was him, but only to give herself a little jolt, a little
scare as if for pleasure.
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Once she was almost sure. She’d gotten off at Fifty-ninth Street to walk past the Saint Patrick’s Day Parade,
wanting to catch the last of the afternoon spirit before she started her evening shift. The parade had almost been
spoiled by the on-and-off rain. It was five o’clock, and the sun was coming out again. Packs of carousers were
stumbling into the side streets along Fifth Avenue, hollering drunken, nonsensical messages to one another,
directions to pubs where they were planning to meet up later.
She saw him then, the side of his face first, flushed from drinking and shouting mock insults to his friends still
at the barricades. The same light auburn hair just starting to curl at the back of his neck, the solid body, now halfslumped on a girl under his arm. The girl, judging by her face, was very young but already had the low-slung
behind of a woman. She turned first, spying Anya staring, causing him to turn, too.
Except it wasn’t him, but a boy with wide-set eyes and a besotted smirk that spread as if at the knowledge of a
fate he had avoided. The beating in her chest settled to a slow, hard thump, and her feet carried her on through the
dispersing crowd.
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The Cathedral of the Intercession and, just behind it, in its very shadow, the Church of the Holy Mother of
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The Cathedral of Michael the Archangel, Netishyn, Khmelnyhtskyi Oblast, Ukraine. Below: the Cathedral
of the Burning Bush, Netishyn, Khmelnyhtskyi Oblast, Ukraine
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The Church of St. Pantheleymon, Mykolayv, Mykolayv Oblast, Ukraine

The Cathedral of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Mykolayv, Mykolayv Oblast, Ukraine
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A portion of the iconostasis of the Cathedral of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Mykolayv. Below: a
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The Church of St. Panteleimon, Odessa, Odessa Oblast, Ukraine. Below: detail of the dome structure
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The Cathedral of the Transfiguration, Odessa, Odessa Oblast, Ukraine
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The Cathedral of St. Paul, Odessa, Odessa Oblast, Ukraine: two views
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The Armenian Church, Bilhorod-Dnistrovskyi, Odessa Oblast, Ukraine
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The Cathedral of the Monastery of the Sacred Cross (foreground), Poltava, Poltava Oblast, Ukraine

The Church of the Assumption, Poltava, Poltava Oblast, Ukraine
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The Cathedral of the Holy Resurrection, Rivne, Rivne Oblast, Ukraine: three views
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The Cathedral of St. Antony, Rivne, Rivne Oblast, Ukraine
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The Cathedral of the Transfiguration of the Savior, Varash, Rivne Oblast, Ukraine
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The Cathedral of the Transfiguration of the Savior, Sumy, Sumy Oblast, Ukraine

The Cathedral of the Holy Trinity, Sumy, Sumy Oblast, Ukraine
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The Cathedral of the Holy Resurrection, Sumy, Sumy Oblast, Ukraine. Below: the bell tower
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The Cathedral of Holy Lucas, Sumy, Sumy Oblast, Ukraine

The Church of St. Valentine, Sumy, Sumy Oblast, Ukraine
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The Cathedral of the Assumption, Ternopil, Ternopil Oblast, Ukraine

The Church of the Relentless Help of Our Lady, Trybukhivtsi, Temopil Oblast, Ukraine
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The Cathedral of St. Anna, Vinnytsia, Vinnytsia Oblast, Ukraine

The Cathedral of the Holy Transfiguration, Vinnytsia, Vinnytsia Oblast, Ukraine
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The Church of the Holy Trinity, Brailovsky Convent, Vinnytsya Oblast, Ukraine
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The Cathedral of the Holy Trinity, Lutsk, Volyn Oblast, Ukraine

The Cathedral of St. Peter and Paul, Lutsk, Volyn Oblast, Ukraine
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The Cathedral of the Lutheran Church (17th-18th century), Lutsk, Volyn Oblast, Ukraine: two views
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The Cathedral of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross, Uzhgorod, Zakarpattia Oblast, Ukraine

The Cathedral of Sts. Cyril and Methodius, Uzhgorod, Zakarpattia Oblast, Ukraine
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The Church of the Intercession of the Holy Virgin, Uzhgorod, Zakarpattia Oblast, Ukraine

The Church of St. Anne (10th-11th century), Horyana, Zakarpattia Oblast, Ukraine
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The (wooden) Church of St. Michael (1777), Shelestovo, nr. Mukachevo, Zakarpattia Oblast: two views
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The Church of the Intercession, Uzhgorod, Zakarpattia Oblast, Ukraine

The Church of the Holy Trinity, Berdyansk, Zaporizhia Oblast
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The Cathedral of The Dormition, Zaporizhia, Zaporizhia Oblast, Ukraine

The Cathedral of St. Andrew, Zapporizhia, Zaporizhia Oblast, Ukraine
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The Church of God the Merciful Father, Zapporizhia, Zaporizhia Oblast, Ukraine: two views
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The Cathedral of the Holy Transfiguration, Zhytomyr, Zhytomyr Oblast, Ukraine: two views
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An unnamed church “in an old part of Zhytomyr” [Zhytomyr Oblast, Ukraine]
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The Church of John the Baptist, Bila Tserkva, Kiev Oblast, Ukraine
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The Church of St. Nicholas, Bila Tserkva, Kiev Oblast, Ukraine
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The Church of St. Mary Magdalene, Bila Tserkva, Kiev Oblast, Ukraine
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